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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
This Court has jurisdiction over this appeal pursuant to Utah Code Amu § 78-2-
2(3)(e)(iv) (1992) and Utah Code Ann. § 40-10-30 (3) (1986). 
ISSUES PRESENTED 
The issues presented for consideration by the Court are: 
1. Has the Board erroneously interpreted and applied UCMRA in its finding that the 
Division established a prima facie case supporting with substantial evidence its issuance of the 
NOV and that HVCC failed to rebut the Division's case? 
2. Has the Board erroneously interpreted and applied UCMRA and Utah law in its 
finding that the Division was not estopped in the enforcement of its NOV after it had repeatedly 
found the Mine Site to be in compliance and had approved HVCC's reclamation activities for 
a Phase I bond release? 
3. Has the Board erroneously interpreted and misapplied Utah Code Ann. § 40-8-9(2) 
(1987) and Utah Code Ann. § 40-10-4 (1979) and the rules promulgated thereunder in its 
determination that a two-year statute of limitations did not apply to bar the issuance of the NOV? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
The standard of review is statutory. Appeals taken from an order of the Board of Oil, 
Gas and Mining under Title 40 Chapter 10 is on the record and not a trial de novo. Utah Code 
Ann. § 40-10-30 (1986). The court shall set aside the Board action if it is found to be: 
(a) unreasonable, unjust, arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion; 
i 
(b) contrary to a constitutional right, power, privilege, or immunity; 
(c) in excess of statutory jurisdiction, authority, or limitations; 
(d) not in compliance with procedure required by law; 
(e) based on a clearly erroneous interpretation or application of the law; or 
(f) as to an adjudicative proceeding, unsupported by substantial evidence on the 
record. 
Id. 
Further, Cowling v. Bd. of Oil, Gas and Mining, 830 P.2d 220 (Utah 1991) recently held 
that "[w]hen a lower court reviews an order of an administrative agency and we exercise 
appellate review of the lower court's judgment, we act as if we were reviewing the 
administrative agency decision directly." Id. at 223. If the reviewing court is reviewing an 
issue of law, a "correction-of-error standard" is applied, to which the agency's conclusions are 
not extended deference. Gottfredson v. Utah State Retirement Bd., 808 P.2d 153, 154 (Utah Ct. 
App. 1991). 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES AND RULES 
The applicable statutes are contained in: 
(1) Utah Code Ann. § 40-10-1 et seq., (Utah Coal Mining Reclamation Act, 
"UCMRA"); 
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(2) Utah Admin. R. 614-1A; (Chapter I. UMC Regulations Pertaining To Surface 
Effects of Underground Coal Mining Activities (1991)); Utah Admin. R. 614-300 - R. 614-402 
(1991); 
(3) Utah Code Ann. § 40-8-1 et seq. (Utah Mined Land Reclamation Act); 
(4) Utah Admin. R. 613-1-101 et seq. through Utah Admin. R. 613-5-111 (1991) 
(regulations under the Utah Mined Land Reclamation Act); 
(5) 30 U.S.C. § 1201 et seq. (Surface Mining Coal Reclamation Act, "SMCRA"); 
and 
(6) 30 C.F.R. Part 700 et seq. (1991) (regulations under SMCRA). 
These statutes and regulations are reproduced in full in Addendum "A" through Addendum "G," 
attached hereto. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case. 
This is a case of first impression under the Utah Coal Mining and Reclamation Act 
("UCMRA"). Utah Code Ann. § 40-10-1 et seq. It involves HVCC's challenge to the 
Division's issuance of an NOV and civil penalties against it. The Division action was upheld 
by the Board on administrative review and, in part, by the Third Judicial District Court on 
judicial review. This appeal seeks appellate review of the Board Order against HVCC. This 
appeal is a review on the record rather than a trial de novo. Utah Code Ann. § 40-10-30 
(1986). 
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B. Course of Proceedings Below and Disposition at the Agency. 
On November 20, 1991, the Division issued Notice of Violation number 91-26-8-2, Parts 
1 and 2 ("NOV") relating to reclamation activities at the Hidden Valley Mine ("the Mine Site") 
to HVCC. R.64-66; see Addendum "H." On December 17, 1991, the Division issued a 
proposed penalty assessment for the NOV of $760.00 for Part 1 and $460.00 for Part 2. 
The NOV and the penalty assessment were informally reviewed by the Division on 
December 20, 1991 and an informal order upholding the NOV and penalty was issued on 
January 17, 1992. Utah Admin. R. 614-401-760(1991). R.40-49; see Addendum "H." Under 
the rules of the Division, this informal order cannot be used as a basis for upholding the NOV 
or assessment on appeal. Utah Admin. R. 614-401-762 (1991). 
On February 10, 1992, HVCC initiated an administrative appeal of the NOV and the 
assessment to the Board of Oil, Gas & Mining. HVCC paid the total penalty into escrow 
pending administrative review. On that same day, HVCC filed a petition with the Board for 
temporary relief from the abatement action ordered by the NOV. The Board granted temporary 
relief, extending the time for abatement to thirty days following the Board's entry of its written 
decision on the matter. On June 30, 1992, an evidentiary hearing was held. HVCC challenged 
the factual basis, jurisdiction and legal authority for issuance of the NOV and the penalty 
assessment. Both the Division and HVCC presented evidence and testimony to the Chairman 
of the Board acting as hearing examiner. On July 30, 1992, after considering the hearing 
examiner's proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, the Board issued an Order 
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upholding the Division in its issuance of both parts of the NOV and the total penalty assessed 
for Part 1. R.432-438; see Addendum "J." The penalty assessment for Part 2 of the NOV was 
reduced from $460 to $330. 
On August 27, 1992, HVCC filed an appeal for judicial review of the Board's Order to 
the Third District Court under Utah Code Ann. § 40-10-30 (1986). Despite HVCC's timely 
appeal, on September 3, 1992 the Division issued a Cessation Order ("CO") against HVCC's 
parent company requiring abatement action under the NOV. See Addendum "K." On September 
3, 1992, HVCC requested the Board to issue an emergency order to preserve the status quo 
while HVCC sought judicial review. On September 9, 1992, the Board stayed the CO from date 
of issuance until September 10, 1992 to enable HVCC to seek appropriate judicial remedies or 
commence abatement action. 
On September 11, 1992, the Third District Court issued a Temporary Restraining Order. 
After further hearing on September 30, 1992, this Court entered an order from the bench staying 
enforcement of the NOV and the CO pending judicial review of HVCC's appeal. 
On October 29, 1992, the Third District Court, Honorable Glenn K. Iwasaki presiding, 
heard oral argument on the appeal issues which had been fully briefed by the parties. On 
November 5, 1992, that Court entered an Order upholding the Division with respect to the entire 
NOV except for the violation for failure to place perimeter markers, which the Court 
overturned. Addendum "L." 
HVCC now appeals the Board's Order under Utah Code Ann. § 40-10-30 (1986). The 
Board's findings are not supported by substantial evidence. Notwithstanding the lack of 
evidence, the Division was estopped by its own conduct from violating HVCC for Mine Site 
conditions. A two-year statute of limitations barred Division action against HVCC. 
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 
1. Defendants, the Utah Board of Oil Gas and Mining ("the Board") and the Utah 
Division of Oil, Gas & Mining ("the Division") are agencies of the Utah Department of Natural 
Resources, created and authorized under Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-1 et seq., Utah Code Ann. § 
40-8-1 et seq. and Utah Code Ann. § 40-10-1 et seq. 
2. Plaintiff Hidden Valley Coal Company ("HVCC") is a Utah corporation which 
owns a coal property in Emery County, Utah, hereinafter referred to as the "Mine Site." (Permit 
No. ACT/015/007). 
3. The Mine Site is located in a desert area with a "low annual rainfall making 
establishment of vegetation and top soil very difficult. There is a lot of exposed rock 
geographically. "The weather patterns are such that [the Mine Site gets] very infrequent severe 
rainfall." R. 1195-1197. "The whole area [around the Mine Site], both the disturbed and 
undisturbed area[s], is basically void of vegetation." R. 1195-1197. 
4. In 1978 or 1979, HVCC's affiliate, Soldier Creek Coal Company, acquired the 
Mine Site and performed various analyses on the property to determine the feasibility of 
developing the Mine Site into a commercially viable coal mine. R. 1146-1148. 
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5. The Mine Site has never been operated as a commercial venture. In fact, by 
August of 1980, it became evident to Soldier Creek that the commercial development of the 
Mine Site was not economically feasible and further development at the mine ceased. R.396-
397; R. 1147-1152. The minutes of the September 9, 1980 meeting of the Soldier Creek 
Management Committee reflect thdt the Company voted to temporarily suspend further 
development of the Mine. R.288-292. 
6. In October, 1985, HVCC informed the Division of the sale of Soldier Creek and 
assumption of control of the Mine Site by HVCC, a wholly-owned subsidiary of California 
Portland Cement Company, and of the continuing responsibility of California Portland Cement 
Company for reclamation under the Interim Program. R.280. HVCC also advised the Division 
of its intent to reclaim the Mine. R.279. 
7. On May 28, 1986, HVCC submitted a reclamation plan under the Permanent 
Program for review by the Division. See Addendum "M." 
8. On December 12, 1986, the Division issued a final permit approval for 
reclamation of the Mine Site under the Permanent Program ("Reclamation Plan"). 
9. HVCC reclaimed the Mine Site in 1986. R.1153; R.1121. 
10. Pursuant to the Reclamation Plan, HVCC contracted to have the site regraded, 
scarified and reseeded. R.1153. 
11. Since 1986, HVCC has "conformed with all requests that have been made . . . 
to reclaim the property in the manner that was specified. [HVCC has] responded to all 
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suggestions for maintenance and basically done everything the Division has ever asked . . . since 
the site was initially reclaimed in [19]86." R.1157. 
12. A Division memorandum dated June 1, 1988 indicates that a bond release 
inspection was conducted on May 24, 1988 and specifically states that "the access road, from 
the end of the paved county road to the mine site, was ripped, water bars constructed, and 
seeded and mulched." R.267. 
13. Effective June 1, 1988, the Division approved a Phase I bond release for the 
Mine, reducing the reclamation bond by approximately 60% from $ 171,515.00 to $ 68,606.00 
based upon completion of backfilling, grading, topsoil placement and reseeding in accordance 
with the approved reclamation plan. R.266. 
14. By letter dated July 16, 1988 from the Division to HVCC, the Division states: 
"As a result of this inspection, the backfilling, grading, topsoil placement and drainage controls 
were determined complete." R.266. By letter dated June 16, 1988 from the Division to Emery 
County the Division states: "The reclamation bond will be reduced from $171,515 to $68,606 
because backfilling, grading, installations of drainage controls and revegetation have all been 
done at the site." R.265. By letter dated July 17, 1988 from the Division to St. Paul Fire 
Insurance Company the Division states that HVCC's bond at the Mine may be reduced to 
$68,606, due to the Phase I bond release. R.264. 
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15. At the time of the Phase I bond release, HVCC was in compliance at the Mine 
Site with the reclamation plan and all rules and regulations for that phase of reclamation work. 
R.1174; R.1110-1111; R.1125-1131. 
16. The Division has inspected the Mine Site at least fifty-nine (59) different times 
since 1987. R.1183; R.1250; R.804-954; see Addendum "N". The Division's Inspection 
Reports always find the Mine Site to be in full compliance. 
17. Prior to November 19, 1991, the Division made no indication whatsoever that any 
violation existed with respect to the Mine Site or the Reclamation Plan. R. 1158-1159; R. 1232-
1233. 
18. In fact, in April, 1991, William J. Malencik, a Reclamation Specialist for the 
Division, inspected the Mine Site. At that time the conditions at the Mine Site did not constitute 
a violation of any kind. R. 1029-1037; R.935-936. 
19. Again in May, 1991, William J. Malencik, a Reclamation Specialist for the 
Division, inspected the Mine Site. At that time the conditions at the Mine Site did not constitute 
a violation of any kind. R. 1029-1037. In fact, M[o]n site conditions were substantially the same 
as covered in the previous inspection dated 4/20/91." R.937-938. 
20. From 1987 -1991 there has been insignificant, insubstantial change in the erosion 
conditions at the Mine Site. R.1192. 
21. From 1987 - 1991 there have been no changes whatsoever in the placement of 
perimeter markers in disturbed areas. R. 1232-1233. 
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22. Up to and until at least November 1, 1991, the Division records the Mine Site as 
in "good condition." R.952-954. 
23. On or about November 19, 1991, the Division conducted another inspection of 
the Mine Site. R.955-957. On November 22, 1991, Notice of Violation 91-26-8-2 ("NOV") 
was issued by the Division to HVCC relating to reclamation of the mine access road. R. 64-66; 
see Addendum "H." Part 1 of 2 alleges failure to maintain the stability of diversions and failure 
to minimize erosion to the extent possible under Utah Admin. R. 614-301-742.312.1 and 
614-301-742.113 as to the road outslope and upslope. R.65. Part 2 of 2 was written for failure 
to clearly mark with perimeter markers all disturbed areas and failure to seed and revegetate all 
disturbed areas, under Utah Admin. R. 614-301-521.251 and 614-301-354 with respect to the 
road and stream disturbed outslopes and road upslopes. R.64. 
24. The NOV was issued notwithstanding the fact that the conditions at the Mine Site 
have remained unchanged since 1986, since the bond release, and since at least fifty-nine (59) 
prior inspections. 
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
The Board's findings which upheld the November 22, 1991 Notice of Violation were not 
based upon substantial evidence on the record and therefore should be reversed. The Division 
simply did not provide testimony or evidence to support its issuance of the NOV to Hidden 
Valley. There was virtually no testimony regarding the stability of diversions or the placement 
of perimeter markers. The Division did introduce testimony in support of its allegation that 
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erosion was occurring at the Mine Site, but did not produce substantial evidence, especially in 
light of other evidence and testimony at the hearing. Under the Administrative Rules, the 
Division had to show that HVCC did not minimize erosion to the extent possible. The Division 
did not make this showing. In addition, the Division did not show by substantial evidence that 
HVCC failed to reseeded disturbed areas. In fact, HVCC has reseeded disturbed areas and the 
Division has approved this action. The Division's testimony on this consisted of one man's 
visual observations. HVCC has reseeded to the extent possible. Since there was not substantial 
evidence to support the Division's Order of July 30, 1992, the Board's Order was in error. 
Further, the Board erred when it found that the Division was not equitably estopped from 
violating HVCC with respect to the environmental conditions at the Mine Site. The Division 
gave HVCC fifty-nine (59) verbal and written representations that they were in compliance will 
all permit and performance standards. The Division released part of the reclamation bond. The 
Division told HVCC that the Mine Site was in "good condition." Notwithstanding all of these 
representations, the Division issued the NOV to HVCC without a change in environmental 
conditions or the law. HVCC relied on the representations of compliance and will be damaged 
by the enforcement of the NOV and CO against them. Therefore, the Board erred when it found 
that the Division was not estopped from issuing the NOV. 
There is also a two-year statute of limitations that applies under UCMRA. However, the 
Board failed to apply this statute to the Division's enforcement action. This was an error of law 
and should be reviewed by this Court giving no deference to the Board's finding. Testimony 
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was introduced by HVCC which established that the statute existed and that Division has applied 
this statute in the past. Therefore, the statute of limitations should have been applied to bar the 
Division's NOV in this case. 
ARGUMENT 
I. THE DIVISION HAS NOT ESTABLISHED A PRIMA FACIE CASE IN 
SUPPORT OF ITS NOV. 
The Division bears the burden of proof and must prove a prima facie case establishing 
the fact of the NOV and regarding its jurisdiction to issue the NOV. Similarly, the Division has 
the burden of establishing a prima facie case in support of its penalty assessment. R. 967-968. 
Intersouth Mineral v. OSM, IBLA 89-248 (Feb. 19, 1991).l Only after the Division has made 
a prima facie showing does the focus of the proceeding shift to HVCC to carry the burden of 
persuasion regarding its defense. Rith Energy, Inc. v. OSMRE, 119 IBLA 83 (1991). In this 
case, the burden never shifted to HVCC due to the Division's failure to support its NOV with 
substantial evidence. 
A. The Division Did Not Establish Part 1 of Its NOV, 
The NOV in issue, NOV 91-26-8-22 was issued in two parts. Part 1 of the NOV was 
issued for: 
(a) failure to maintain diversions to be stable; and 
1
 All cases not found in Pacific Reporter, Federal Reporter, Federal Supplement or United 
States Reports are reproduced in order of citation in Addendum "O," attached hereto. 
2
 See Addendum "H." 
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(b) failure to minimize erosion to the extent possible. 
R.65. These violations were issued pursuant to Utah Admin. R. 614-301-742.312.1 (1991) and 
614-301-742.113 (1991) and pertained to the road outslope and upslope. R.65. 
1. Substantial Evidence was Not Introduced by the Division that the 
Diversions at the Mine Site were Unstable. 
At the June 30, 1992 administrative hearing, the Division did not introduce any evidence 
that the diversions at the Mine Site were unstable. There is an utter lack of evidence in the 
record regarding diversions except for testimony presented by HVCC that diversions exist at the 
Mine Site which are stable. R.1200. 
Utah Admin. R. 614-301-742.312.1 (1991) requires only that "[t]he diversion and its 
appurtenant structures will be designed, located, constructed, maintained and used to: . . . Be 
stable." Since no Division testimony was presented regarding stability, and no Division 
testimony refuted HVCC's evidence that the diversions are stable, there is not any evidence to 
support the Board's finding which upheld this portion of the NOV. 
2. Substantial Evidence was Not Introduced by the Division that HVCC 
Failed to Minimize Erosion to the Extent Possible. 
The Division introduced the following testimony that HVCC failed to minimize erosion 
at the Mine Site to the extent possible: 
* HVCC took "some steps" to minimize erosion which were not enough. R.989. 
* HVCC could have taken other steps to minimize erosion such as riprapping the 
channel and placing rock gabbions. R. 1003-1004; 1247. 
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* HVCC did not place "sufficient" soil and rocks into the gullies to minimize 
erosion. R.1011. 
* It is not impossible to control erosion at the Mine Site. R.1243. 
* The cutting of the access road increased the potential for erosion. R.992.3 
This evidence is not substantial evidence. Substantial evidence is "such relevant evidence 
as reasonable minds might accept as adequate to support a conclusion." Johnson v. Bd. of 
Review, 198 Utah Adv. Rep. 67, 68 (Oct. 23, 1992) (quoting Grace Drilling Co. v. Bd. of 
Review, 776 P.2d 63, 68 (Utah Ct. App. 1989)). The evidence that the Division introduced to 
support the NOV cannot support a conclusion that HVCC did not implement "[appropriate 
sediment control measures . . . designed, constructed and maintained using the best technology 
currently available to: . . . Minimize erosion to the extent possible." Utah Admin. R. 
614-301-742.113 (1991). In fact, both the Division and HVCC introduced testimony which 
discounts a violation of Utah Admin. R. 614-301-742.113 (1991). This evidence includes: 
* The existing soil type at the Mine Site increases the likelihood of erosion. R.995. 
Accelerated erosion is caused by slope, lack of vegetation, amount of 
precipitation and high intensity runoff. R. 1022-1023. 
* HVCC placed angular riprap rock at the top of the ephemeral drainage at the 
Mine Site to minimize erosion. R.1002; 1005. 
* HVCC placed a small rock check dam at the crest of the slope at the Mine Site 
to minimize erosion. R.1008. 
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 The access road was constructed in 1980. R.674. The fact that the existence of the access 
road accelerates erosion is not helpful to the Division's burden since the Division allowed the 
access road to remain pursuant to HVCC's 1986 Reclamation Plan. R.1018. Furthermore, the 
road construction itself was approved by the Division. R.1023. 
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* HVCC placed water bars and ripped the road to minimize erosion. R.1010. 
* HVCC performed regular routine hand shovel work maintenance of small erosion 
areas. R.1157. 
* HVCC performed significant repair work after a 1987 storm that exceeded the 
design standard of the Mine Site. R.1157. These repair measures included new 
water bars, new rock to place in gullies which were created from the runoff. 
R.1191. The entire road surface was ripped again to provide moisture retention 
capacity. R.1191. Revegetation was done. R.1191. 
* It would be a very difficult, if not impossible, engineering feat given the nature 
of the access road to structure a different condition at the Mine Site to minimize 
erosion on the access road. R.1197. 
* HVCC's 1986 Reclamation Plan, approved by the Division, sought to prevent 
only "significant erosion." See Addendum "M" at p. 21. 
Reasonable minds could not accept the scanty testimony that HVCC could have done other things 
as adequate to support the conclusion that HVCC did not minimize erosion to the extent 
possible. It is important to note that HVCC did not need to prevent all erosion, HVCC just 
needed to "minimize" as best as possible. Substantial evidence was introduced by HVCC which 
supports a finding that HVCC minimized erosion at the Mine Site. The fact that HVCC could 
have done other things does not support a violation of the rule without testimony that the other 
measures would have gone further toward minimizing erosion. Therefore, it was error for the 
Board to uphold this portion of the NOV. 
B. The Division Did Not Establish Part 2 of Its NOV. 
Part 2 of the NOV was issued for: 
(a) failure to clearly mark with perimeter markers all disturbed areas; and 
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(b) failure to seed and revegetate all disturbed areas. 
R.64. These violations were issued under Utah Admin. R. 614-301-521.251 (1991) and 
614-301-354 (1991) with respect to the road and stream disturbed outslopes and road upslopes. 
R.64. 
1. Substantial Evidence was Not Introduced by the Division that HVCC 
Failed to Mark Disturbed Areas With Perimeter Markers. 
At the June 30, 1992 administrative hearing, the Division presented almost no evidence 
regarding the placement of perimeter markers at the Mine Site. Division Reclamation Specialist 
William Malencik merely recited the Rule that disturbed areas be marked. R.1013. Malencik 
admitted that the markers were on the road at the Mine Site. R.1015. Therefore, the Division 
did not present substantial evidence to support its NOV. 
Even if the Board could have found support in this scant testimony for the NOV, HVCC 
presented witness Joe Jarvis who testified that: 
The markers were placed after the reclamation was completed and were placed 
at the perimeter of all the reclaimed sites as they were defined as previously 
disturbed areas, and so the markers exist on both sides of the road, road bed and 
around the disturbed areas as defined by this map. They were placed in 1987. 
R.1232. Jarvis also testified that in November, 1991 the markers were placed appropriately. 
R. 1232-1233. This evidence refuted the Division claim that HVCC had failed to comply with 
Utah Admin. R. 614-301-521.251 (1991) which states that "[f]or purposes of UNDERGROUND 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, the perimeter of all areas affected by 
surface operations or facilities before beginning mining activities will be clearly marked." 
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[emphasis in original]. Therefore, there is no substantial evidence to support the Board's finding 
which upheld this portion of the NOV. 
2. Substantial Evidence was Not Introduced by the Division that HVCC 
Failed to Seed and Revegetate all Disturbed Areas. 
The Division introduced minimal, weak evidence regarding the seeding and vegetation 
at the Mine Site. This evidence consisted of testimony that William Malencik, the Division 
Reclamation Specialist, made a "visual inspection" of the Mine Site and did not see any seeds. 
R.1014. 
This insubstantial evidence is contradicted by the following testimony: 
* HVCC reseeded areas that had been previously seeded. R.1157. 
* HVCC reseeded the road fill slopes and some small sites which required hand 
application of seed, mulch and fertilizer. R.204. 
* The outslopes are seeded. R.1237. 
* There is very little likelihood of getting vegetation established at the Mine Site. 
R.1196. 
Further, in reviewing the Division's evidence, it is important note the fact that in 1989, HVCC 
amended its 1986 Reclamation Plan regarding reseeding and revegetation efforts. This revision 
was approved by the Division and states that: 
During the 1989 work, it was decided not to do further revegetation work on the 
road surface, for the following reasons: 
1) Each successive year of ripping the road surface to prepare the 
seedbed has had the negative effect of bringing large rock to the 
surface, while the desirable soil material has fallen into the voids. 
In localized areas, ripping the road continues to expose the coal 
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bedrock just under the road surface. These consequences of 
ripping have substantially decreased the suitability of the road 
surface as an adequate medium for plant growth. Ripping has also 
prevented the road from being suitable as a four-wheel drive road, 
as was permitted during the initial Reclamation Plan. It was felt 
that re-ripping the road would simply worsen these problems. 
2) Observations of growth patterns on the road surface over three 
consecutive years indicates that the salinity of the soil may also be 
worsened by excessive disturbances such as ripping. It is thought 
that exposing new material to the surface, as well as creating 
conditions for excessive evaporation of soil moisture, has increased 
salinity of the already-saline soil material. It was felt prolonged 
exposure of the ripped soils to precipitation may leach some of the 
salts from the surfaces, as the ripping has provided adequate 
internal drainage. Also, the residue from successive seeding over 
the last few years has provided adequate seed when future 
conditions allow for germination. For the above reasons, it was 
felt that minimizing the disturbance on the road would be the best 
alternative at this time. 
3) It appears that erosion from the road surface is adequately 
controlled, so additional ripping and reseeding is not necessary 
from a water quality standpoint. 
See Addendum "M" at p. 51-a. Utah Admin. R. 614-301-354 (1991) provides that "[disturbed 
areas will be planted during the first normal period for favorable planting conditions after 
replacement of the plant-growth medium. The normal period for favorable planting is that 
planting time generally accepted locally for the type of plant materials selected." Since HVCC 
presented evidence that planting occurred at the Mine Site and that further efforts to revegetate 
were revised and approved by the Division itself in 1989, the Division's claim of a violation of 
Utah Admin. R. 614-301-354 (1991) was successfully refuted. Substantial evidence did not exist 
to uphold this portion of the NOV. 
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H. THE DIVISION IS EQUITABLY ESTOPPED FROM ISSUING ITS NOV 
AND PENALTY ASSESSMENTS, 
Contrary to the Board's Order, HVCC has met all the elements necessary to establish 
estoppel. The Division repeatedly since 1987 has lulled HVCC into the belief that it was in full 
compliance with all SMCRA, UCMRA and regulatory law&. The Division filed "Inspection 
Reports" which state that no violations have existed at the Mine Site since the bond was released 
in 1988. As a result, HVCC has expended substantial sums of money to reclaim the Mine Site 
in accordance with the Division approved Reclamation Plan and has complied with all Division 
requests. Suddenly, and without a change in Mine Site conditions or the law, the Division 
issued a Notice of Violation to HVCC. The Division is equitably estopped from taking this 
action because it results in manifest injustice to HVCC. 
Although the Mine Site was never operated as a coal mine, HVCC began reclamation of 
the Mine Site in 1986. The Mine Site was reclaimed in accordance with a Reclamation Plan 
approved by the Division. HVCC received a Phase I bond release in 1988 because " . . . the 
backfilling, grading, topsoil placement and drainage controls were determined complete." 
R.266. The Division has inspected the Mine Site at least fifty-nine (59) different times since 
1987. R.1183; R.1250; R.804-954.4 The Division's inspection reports always found the Mine 
Site to be in full compliance. R.804-954. 
4
 All Inspection Reports are attached in Addendum "N." 
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01/29/87: "Overall reclamation of the site looks good." R.816. Full compliance 
with permits and performance standards noted. R.815. 
04/02/87: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. R.817. 
NOV N87-11-1-1 issued for to repair a fence. R.818-819. 
04/21/87: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted with 
the exception of the fence. R.820. 
05/04/87: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.822. The fence condition had been repaired. R.823. 
06/11/87: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.825. 
07/07/87: "The general mine area looks good." R.828. Full compliance with 
permits and performance standards noted. R.827. 
08/14/87: "The mine site area appears stable and looks good." R.830. Full 
compliance with permits and performance standards noted. R.820. 
09/03/87: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.831. 
10/06/87: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.833. 
10/21/87: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.835. 
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12/08/87: "No problems were encountered." R.839. Full compliance with 
permits and performance standards noted. R.838. 
01/08/88: "No compliance problems were noted." R.841. Full compliance with 
permits and performance standards noted. R.840. 
02/12/88: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.842. 
03/08/88: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.844. 
04/06/88: "The site . . . looked in good shape and improvements were in place." 
R.847. Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. R.846. 
05/24/88: "Overall, the reclaimed site looked good on this inspection." R.849. 
Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. R.848. 
06/21/88: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.850. 
07/06/88: "No erosion problems were encountered." R.853. Full compliance 
with permits and performance standards noted. R.852. 
08/09/88: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.854. 
09/07/88: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.857. 
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* 10/24/88: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.860. 
* 11/07/88: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.862. 
* 12/05/88: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.865. 
* 01/04/89: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.868. 
* 02/01/89: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.871. 
* 03/07/89: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.874. 
* 04/06/89: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.876. 
* 04/19/89: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.878. 
* 06/08/89: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.881. 
* 07/05/89: "No violations were observed." R.886. Full compliance with permits 
and performance standards noted. R.885. 
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* 07/11/89: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.887. 
* 08/31/89: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.889. 
* 09/20/89: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.892. 
* 10/19/89: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.895. 
* 11/02/89: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.898. 
* 12/15/89: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.902. 
* 02/07/90: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.904. 
* 03/23/90: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.906. 
* 04/24/90: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.908. 
* 05/18/90: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.911. 
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06/01/90: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.913. 
07/19/90: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.915. 
08/21/90: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.917. 
09/27/90: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.919. 
10/15/90: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.921. 
11/08/90: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.924. 
12/07/90: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.926. 
12/13/90: "In general the site looked very good." R.929. Full compliance with 
permits and performance standards noted. R.928. 
02/08/91: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.930. 
03/21/91: "Generally, the site appeared unchanged from previous inspections." 
R.934. Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. R.933. 
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04/26/91: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.935. 
05/07/91: "On site conditions were substantially the same as covered in the 
previous inspection dated 04/20/91." R.938. Full compliance with permits and 
performance standards noted. R.937. 
06/12/91: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.939. 
07/11/91: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.941. 
07/31/91: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.943. 
09/10/91: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.945. 
10/08/91: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.948. 
11/01/91: Full compliance with permits and performance standards noted. 
R.952. 
11/19/91: NOV 91-26-8-2 was issued for failure to maintain stable diversions, 
minimize erosion and failure to seed and mark all disturbed areas. R.955. 
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As indicated above, in as late as May, 1991 the Division made no indication whatsoever 
that any violation existed with respect to the Mine Site or the reclamation plan. R. 1158-1159; 
R. 1232-1233; R. 1029-1037; R.935-936. From 1987 - 1991 there has been insignificant, 
insubstantial change in the erosion conditions at the Mine Site and no changes whatsoever in the 
placement of perimeter markers in disturbed areas. R.1192. HVCC has "conformed with all 
request that have been made . . . to reclaim the property in the manner that was specified. 
[HVCC has] responded to all suggestions for maintenance and basically done everything the 
Division has ever asked . . . since the site was initially reclaimed in [19]86." R.1157. Up to 
and until at least November 1, 1991, the Division records the Mine Site as in "good condition." 
R.952-954. 
The Division did not introduce any evidence establishing that Mine Site conditions had 
changed since earlier inspections. Division expert William Malencik testified that on April 1, 
1991 he did "not think a violation existed." R. 1032; 1038. The Inspection Reports are true and 
accurate based upon the inspections performed by Division officials. R. 1019-1020. 
To counter HVCC's estoppel argument, the Division has argued that it "consistently 
warned Hidden Valley that erosion was a concern." See Third District Court Brief of Appellees, 
pp. 23, 25-26. The Division cited eight (8) occasions, out of a total of fifty-nine (59) 
inspections, when HVCC was purportedly "warned" of erosion problems in its monthly 
inspection reports. 
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Out of the fifty-nine (59) Inspection Reports, eight (8) noted "minor erosion," "watching 
for erosion" or "concern of erosion." See Third District Court Brief of Appellees, pp. 23, 25-
26; R.831, 833, 835, 854, 889, 921, 924 and 935. However, in a harsh environmental setting 
setting such as Hidden Valley Mine, and in this specific location where there is no choice but 
for runoff water to be discharged down a steep, unengineered fill, the above-mentioned erosion 
problems are to be expected and are not significant, even in the Division's own wording and 
reports. In three of the eight citations, the Division simply says that "watching" or "monitoring" 
is required. Watching is a standard part of the maintenance and does not indicate a problem. 
In two of the eight citations, the erosion mentioned was due to extreme runoff events, not due 
to the negligence or lack of maintenance by HVCC. In another of the citations, the erosion is 
mentioned as being "minor." In another citation, only one water bar is mentioned as needing 
repair. 
Given the above summary, the Division's characterization that it "continually warned" 
HVCC of erosion problems misstates both the severity of the problem and the level of Division 
concern over a five year period. Further, HVCC was very responsive to performing 
maintenance as needed to hold erosion in check to what they felt was an acceptable level given 
the site conditions. The Division Inspection Reports do not indicate otherwise until the NOV 
was issued. 
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Despite substantial evidence to the contrary, the Board erroneously concluded that the 
Division was not estopped from issuing the NOV and penalties in against HVCC. R.425. The 
Utah Supreme Court recently identified the following as the elements of equitable estoppel: 
(1) an admission, statement or act inconsistent with the claim 
afterwards asserted; 
(2) action by the other party on the faith of such admission, statement 
or act; and 
(3) injury to such other party resulting from allowing the first party to 
contradict or repudiate such admission, statement or act. 
Plateau Mining v. Utah Div. of State Lands, 802 P.2d 720, 729 (Utah 1990). Generally, 
equitable estoppel may not be invoked against governmental entities such as the Division. 
Mendez v. State Dep't of Social Services, 813 P.2d 1234, 1236 (Utah Ct. App. 1991). 
However, an exception to this general rule exists5 where: (1) it is necessary to prevent 
manifest injustice; and (2) the exercise of governmental powers will not be impaired as a result 
of the application of estoppel. Anderson v. Public Service Comm'n of Utah, 839 P.2d 822, 827 
(Utah 1992); Mendez, 813 P.2d at 1236 (quoting Celebrity Club, Inc. v. Utah Liquor Control 
Comm'n, 602 P.2d 689, 694 (Utah 1979); Utah State University v. Sutro & Co., 646 P.2d 715, 
718 (Utah 1982); and Ehlers & Ehlers v. Carbon County, 805 P.2d 789, 792 (Utah Ct. App. 
5
 ". . . [C]ourts are increasingly applying this exception, consistent with the trend toward 
holding government and its agencies more responsible for their actions." Utah State University 
v. Sutro & Co., 646 P.2d 715, 718, n.4 (Utah 1982) (quoting Davis, Administrative Law of the 
Seventies, § 17.01; Berger, Estoppel Against the Government, 21 U. Chi. L. Rev. 680, 686 
(1954); Newman, Should Official Advice Be Reliable? ~ Proposals as to Estoppel and Related 
Doctrines in Administrative Law, 53 Colum. L. Rev. 374 (1953)). 
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1991)). Utah's appellate courts have increasingly approved the application of this exception in 
recent years. 
The Utah Supreme Court established years ago that: 
. . . Estoppel arises when a party (defendant Board) by his acts, representations, 
or admissions, or by his silence when he ought to speak, intentionally or through 
culpable negligence, induces another (plaintiffs) to believe certain facts to exist 
and that such other (plaintiffs) acting with reasonable prudence and diligence, 
relies and acts thereon so that he will suffer an injustice if the former (Land 
Board) is permitted to deny the existence of such facts. 
Morgan v. Bd. of State Lands, 549 P.2d 695, 697 (Utah 1976) (emphasis added). "Estoppel is 
a doctrine of equity purposed to rescue from loss a party who has, without fault, been deluded 
into a course of action by the wrong or neglect of another." Plateau Mining, 802 P.2d at 728. 
A. All Three Plateau Mining Elements of Equitable Estoppel Are Present In This 
Case. 
1. The Division's Admissions, Statements and Acts Are Inconsistent With 
Their November, 1991 NOV and Penalty Assessment. 
Plateau Mining, in establishing the elements of equitable estoppel, requires an admission, 
statement or act by the Division which is inconsistent with a claim afterwards asserted. In this 
case, the Division has issued fifty-nine (59) statements in writing regarding HVCC's compliance 
regarding the very actions which are cited by the NOV. Statements in the form of "Inspection 
Reports" specifically finding the Mine Site to be in compliance may be found in the record in 
this case, at R.804-954. Addendum "N." In addition, the Division issued memoranda and 
letters finding the Mine Site to be in compliance and releasing 60% of the reclamation bond. 
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The Division inspected the Mine Site on May 24, 1988 and issued a memorandum spe-
cifically finding that "the access road, from the end of the paved county road to the mine site, 
was ripped, water bars constructed, and seeded and mulched." R.267. Based upon this 
inspection memorandum, the State released 60% of HVCC's reclamation bond at the Mine Site. 
R.266. By letter dated July 16, 1980 from the Division to HVCC, the Division states: "As a 
result of this inspection, the backfilling, grading, topsoil placement and drainage controls were 
determined complete." R.266. By letter dated June 16, 1988 from the Division to Emery 
County the Division states: "The reclamation bond will be reduced from $171,515 to $68,606 
because backfilling, grading, installations of drainage controls and revegetation have all been 
done at the site." R.265. At the time of the Phase I bond release, HVCC was in compliance 
at the Mine Site with the reclamation plan and all rules and regulations for that phase of 
reclamation work. R.1174; R.1110-1111; R.1125-1131. The Division has inspected the Mine 
Site at least 59 different times since 1987 and, until November 19, 1991, HVCC was found to 
be in compliance. R. 1183; R. 1250; R.804-954. 
Suddenly, on November 19, 1991, without a change in Mine Site conditions or the law 
the Division issued an NOV to HVCC. The NOV alleges: (1) failure to maintain the stability 
of diversions and failure to minimize erosion to the extent possible; and (2) failure to clearly 
mark with perimeter markers all disturbed areas and failure to seed and revegetate all disturbed 
areas. This is clearly inconsistent with the Division's bond release and findings for five 
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consecutive years that the Mine Site was in compliance with UCMRA. Therefore, this prong 
of the equitable estoppel test is satisfied. 
2. HVCC Has Conducted Itself According to the Division's Admissions, 
Statements and Acts. 
The second Plateau Mining element is action by HVCC on the faith of the Division's 
admissions, statements or acts above. HVCC has conducted (or, not conducted) its operations 
at the Mine Site based upon the Division's continuous findings that it was in full compliance. 
The Mine Site has not been operational since 1980 and was reclaimed in 1986 under a 
Reclamation Plan approved by the Division. HVCC expended substantial sums of money to 
regrade, scarify and reseed the Mine Site in accordance with the approved Reclamation Plan. 
R.1153. Since 1986, HVCC has conformed to all requests made by the Division to reclaim the 
Mine Site. R.1157. 
Moreover, HVCC obtained a bond release in 1988, indicating that HVCC had completed 
this portion of its Reclamation Plan. An owner of reclaimed property should not be subject to 
arbitrary determinations of non-compliance in perpetuity; rather one should receive a release and 
proceed with business operations into the future. This is what HVCC has done. 
3. HVCC Will Be Injured as a Result of Allowing the Division to 
Contradict or Repudiate Their Admissions, Statements and or Acts. 
Finally, Plateau Mining requires injury to HVCC as a result of allowing the Division to 
contradict or repudiate their admissions, statements or acts. In this case, injury resulted to 
HVCC in the form of issuance of an NOV and a resulting penalty. The NOV also creates a 
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potential for a pattern of violation and more serious enforcement sanctions. The State may seek 
criminal fines and imprisonment against HVCC pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 40-10-20(5) and 
(6) (1986) if the NOV is not abated. In addition, the State may request the attorney general to 
institute a civil action against HVCC pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 40-10-22(2) (1981). 
Most significantly, however, is the fact that if the Division is allowed to contradict their 
prior representations to HVCC and enforce its NOV, HVCC will be required to spend thousands 
of dollars on the abatement action required under the NOV. As a result of this abatement 
action, the period of reclamation liability may be extended for another ten year period. 
Furthermore, the potential for perpetual change in Division reclamation policy is great, 
especially in light of the new Division Director opening at the Division. The Division may 
reinterpret existing policy or define new regulations in perpetuity resulting in an unending 
reclamation responsibility at the Mine Site. See Nat'l Wildlife Found, v. Lujan, 950 F.2d 765, 
769 (D.C. Cir. 1991) ([SMCRA] "cannot be read to express or assume that regulatory 
jurisdiction over a surface coal mining and reclamation operation must continue forever.") This 
constitutes injury to HVCC sufficient to satisfy the third and final prong of the Plateau Mining 
test. 
B. Circumstances in This Case Justify an Application of the 
Governmental Exception to the Doctrine of Equitable Estoppel. 
Mendez v. State Dep't of Social Services, 813 P.2d 1234, 1236 (Utah Ct. App. 1991) 
summarizes the governmental agency exception to the equitable estoppel doctrine. The 
application of the doctrine must be (1) necessary to prevent manifest injustice; and (2) not 
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impair the exercise of governmental powers. Id. The governmental agency exception 
"safeguards the interests of the public which may be jeopardized by the 'vagaries of political 
tides, frequent changes of public officials, the possibility of collusion, or of circumventing 
procedures set up by law . . .'" Prows v. State, 822 P.2d 764, 769 (Utah 1991) (quoting Sutro 
& Co., 646 P.2d at 718). The exception applies if "the facts may be found with such certainty, 
and the injustice suffered is of sufficient gravity to invoke the exception." Anderson, 839 P.2d 
at 827 (quoting Sutro & Co., 646 P.2d at 720). 
1. Manifest Injustice Will Result if the Division is Allowed to Enforce Its 
NOV and Penalty Assessment. 
In this case, the Division's action is manifestly unjust and borders on bad faith. Since 
1988 when the Division released 60% of HVCC's bond, HVCC has been lulled into the belief 
that it was in full compliance with UCMRA and all applicable regulations. Over fifty-nine (59) 
inspection reports in five years indicated that the Mine Site was in "good condition." R.804-
954. "If we say with Mr. Justice Holmes, 'Men must turn square corners when they deal with 
the Government,' it is hard to see why the government should not be held to a like standard of 
rectangular rectitude when dealing with its citizens." Mendez, 813 P.2d at 1237 (quoting Note, 
Hobson's Choice and Similar Practices in Federal Taxation, 48 Harv. L. Rev. 1281, 1299 
(1935)). 
Several cases have helped define what constitutes "manifest injustice," within the 
equitable estoppel context. In Hackett v. City of Ottawa, 99 U.S. 86 (1878) (cited in Sutro & 
Co., 646 P.2d at 719) city officials represented that bonds were issued for a lawful purpose and 
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issued them under the city's seal, but it was later determined that their issuance had not been 
in accordance with lawful authority. The United States Supreme Court held that because such 
obvious unfairness would otherwise result to purchasers of the bonds, the city was estopped from 
asserting the bonds were void. 
In Celebrity Club, Inc. v. Utah Liquor Control Comm% 602 P.2d 689 (Utah 1979), a 
liquor license applicant was advised that it "was in compliance with the law" and that it qualified 
for a license upon the satisfaction of certain conditions. Id. at 690. In reliance on that 
representation, the licensee expended funds on the completion of its building. The state later 
changed their interpretation of the applicable law and determined that Celebrity Club's 
application should be denied. Id. at 692. The Utah Supreme Court held that the state was 
estopped from changing its interpretation. Id. at 695. A copy of Celebrity Club case is attached 
hereto in the Addendum "P." 
In these cases, "the critical inquiry is whether it appears that the facts may be found with 
such certainty, and the injustice to be suffered is of sufficient gravity, to invoke the exception." 
Sutro & Co., 646 P.2d at 720. Those cases "involved very clear, well-substantiated 
representations by government entities." Anderson, 839 P.2d at 828. The instant case is similar 
to Celebrity Club and Hackett. There cannot be a more clear, well-substantiated set of 
governmental representations than exists in the fifty-nine (59) Inspection Reports which found 
HVCC to be in full compliance with all permit and performance standards. R.804-954; see 
Addendum "N." 
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The Division has represented to HVCC that it is in compliance for at least five years. 
See Summary of Inspection Reports, pp. 9-14, supra. Without a change in Mine Site conditions, 
HVCC was suddenly hit with a NOV and penalty assessments requiring substantial and costly 
abatement action and extending reclamation liability indefinitely. In this case, as in Celebrity 
Club and Hackett, it would be manifestly unjust to allow the Division to arbitrarily and 
unilaterally violate HVCC when it has continuously maintained that the Mine Site was in 
compliance. This injustice justifies the application of equitable estoppel to the Division. 
2. Applying Equitable Estoppel in this Case Will Not Impair the 
Division's Powers. 
Vacating the NOV would result in no substantial adverse effect to public policy; nor will 
it impair the power of the Division to regulate under UCMRA. Indeed, public policy will be 
enhanced by vacating the NOV and applying the Division's regulations in a manner consistent 
with earlier findings of compliance. The Division had ample opportunity to regulate conditions 
at the Mine Site, not the least of which were the April and May, 1991 inspections at which it 
found the Mine Site to be in "good condition." R. 1029-1037; R.935-938. 
The only power of the Division which would be impaired by the application of equitable 
estoppel here is the power to act arbitrarily and in a self-contradictory manner. As such, there 
is no valid public policy argument in favor of allowing the Division to reverse its own prior 
findings. 
In summary, it is helpful to note language of the Washington Supreme Court, adopted 
by the Utah Supreme Court in Celebrity Club: 
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The doctrine of equitable estoppel is properly applicable in a case such as this, 
otherwise the whim of an administrative body could bankrupt an applicant who 
acted in good faith in reliance upon a solemn written commitment. 
The conduct of government should always be scrupulously just in dealing with its 
citizens; and where a public official acting within his authority and with 
knowledge of the pertinent facts, has made a commitment and the party to whom 
it was made has acted to his detriment in reliance on that commitment, the official 
should not be permitted to revoke that commitment. 
Celebrity Club, 602 P.2d at 695 (quoting State v. Sponburgh, 401 P.2d 635, 640 (Wash. 1965)) 
(emphasis added). Since HVCC has met each of the standards for equitable estoppel, established 
that no public policy concerns are jeopardized by its application, and demonstrated a manifest 
injustice, the Division is estopped from issuing the NOV and the penalty assessments. This 
Court need not afford the Board's findings on this point any deference. Gottfredson, 808 P.2d 
at 154. 
m . THE NOV IS BARRED BY THE TWO-YEAR STATUTE OF 
LIMITATIONS SET FORTH AT UTAH CODE ANN. 40-8-9(2) (1987). 
A. The Board's Order is Inconsistent with State Regulations 
Specifically Incorporating a Two Year Statute of Limitations 
The Board incorrectly concluded that the two-year statute of limitations set forth at Utah 
Code Ann. § 40-8-9(2) (1987) and specifically applied to the UCMRA does not bar issuance of 
the NOV. R.425-426. That section of the Utah Mined Land Reclamation Act provides: 
No suit, action, or other proceeding based upon a violation of this chapter, or any 
rule or order issued under this chapter, may be commenced or maintained unless 
the suit, action, or proceeding is commenced within two years from the date of 
the alleged violation. 
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Utah Code Ann. § 40-8-9(2) (1987) (emphasis added). Utah Code Ann. § 40-10-4 (1979) states 
that: 
. . . Title 40, Chapter 8 and the rules and regulations adopted under it, where 
appropriate, and not in conflict with this chapter . . shall be applicable . . . 
Utah Admin. R. 614-lQ-900(a) (1991) provides: 
The following provisions of 40-8 U.C.A. (1953, as amended), (the Utah Mined 
Land Reclamation Act of 1975) and its implementing regulations are deemed 
consistent with Chapter 10 of Title 40, U.C.A. (1953, as amended) and are, 
therefore, made part of that Act pursuant to 40-10-4, U.C.A. Provisions not 
specifically adopted by this rule are determined to be inconsistent with this rule 
and shall not apply to coal mining reclamation activities . . . . 
(IX) Section 40-8-9(1) and (2): Adopted. 
Title 40, Chapter 10 does not enumerate a statute of limitations. Therefore, the two-year statute 
of limitations under Title 40, Chapter 8 is applicable to the facts in this matter and requires that 
the enforcement proceedings against HVCC be vacated in their entirety. 
As authorized by statute, the Board promulgated regulations under Utah Code Ann. 
§ 40-10-4 (1979) of UCMRA which specifically apply the two-year statute of limitations to the 
Utah Coal Program. Notwithstanding, and without reference to the above stated statutes and 
regulations, the Board erroneously concluded that "the statute of limitations is not incorporated 
by reference under Utah Code Ann. § 40-10-1 *et seq.n R.425-426. This conclusion is directly 
contrary to the plain meaning of Utah Admin. R. 614-1Q-900 (1991) and is clearly erroneous. 
"Statutes of limitation, which 'are found and approved in all systems of enlightened 
jurisprudence' . . . represent a pervasive legislative judgment that it is unjust to fail to put the 
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adversary on notice to defend within a specified period of time and that 'the right to be free 
from stale claims in time comes to prevail over the right to prosecute them." United States v. 
Kubrick, 444 U.S. I l l (1979) (quoting Wood v. Carpenter, 101 U.S. 135, 139 (1879); Railway 
Telegraphers v. Railway Express Agency, 321 U.S. 342, 349 (1944)). 
These enactments are statutes of repose; and although affording plaintiffs what the 
legislature deems a reasonable time to present their claims, they protect 
defendants and the courts from having to deal with cases in which the search for 
truth may be seriously impaired by the loss of evidence, whether by death or 
disappearance of witnesses, fading memories, disappearance of documents, or 
otherwise. 
Id. [citations omitted]. The plea of limitation is a "meritorious defense, in itself serving a 
public interest." Guaranty Trust Co. v. United States, 304 U.S. 126, 136 (1938). Since the two 
year statute of limitations has clearly been incorporated into UCMRA, and it a legitimate bar 
to the Division's NOV, the NOV should be vacated. 
The Board's Order also incorrectly concludes that application of a statute of limitations 
to UCMRA enforcement actions renders UCMRA less stringent than SMCRA. R.425-426. 
However, statutes of limitations have been applied to enforcement penalties arising under 
SMCRA. For instance, in United States v. Lueking, 125 B.R. 513, 5 (E.D.Tenn. 1990)6, a 
five-year statute of limitations was applied to collection of civil penalties assessed under 
SMCRA. In addition, the Court cited two unpublished district court cases which also applied 
statutes of limitations to SMCRA. United States v. McCune, No. C-2-87-1387 (S.D. Ohio, Dec. 
6For the Court's ease, cited cases which cannot be found in Pacific Reporter, Federal 
Reporter or United States Supreme Court Reports have been reproduced in order of citation in 
part "O" of the Addendum, filed and served herewith. 
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13, 1989) and United States v. Graham, No. 87-1843, 1989 WL 248111 (W.D. Penn. July 20, 
1989). Therefore, it is consistent with both the federal SMCRA and well-established 
jurisprudential policies to apply the statute of limitations to bar the Division's action here. 
B. The Violations at the Mine Site are not Continuing. 
The Board Order incorrectly concludes that the violations set forth in the NOV are 
continuing in nature and are not barred by the two-year statute of limitations. R.425-426. This 
conclusion is not supported by substantial evidence in the record. The NOV was issued by the 
Division on November 22, 1991 with respect to conditions at the Mine Site which existed well 
in excess of two years prior to that date. Part 1 of 2 alleges failure to maintain the stability of 
diversions and failure to minimize erosion to the extent possible under Utah Admin. R. 
614-301-742.312.1 and 614-301-742.113 as to the road outslope and upslope. Part 2 of 2 was 
written for failure to clearly mark with perimeter markers all disturbed areas and failure to seed 
and revegetate all disturbed areas, under Utah Admin. R. 614-301-521.251 and 614-301-354 
with respect to the road and stream disturbed outslopes and road upslopes. 
In contrast, the record reflects that more than three years ago, the Division had found 
HVCC to be in compliance regarding the very actions which are cited by the NOV. The 
Division inspected the Mine Site on May 24, 1988 and issued a memorandum specifically 
finding that "the access road, from the end of the paved county road to the Mine Site, was 
ripped, water bars constructed, and seeded and mulched." R.267. Based upon this inspection, 
the State released 60% of HVCC's reclamation bond at the site. R.1174; R.110-111; R.1125-
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1131. In addition, numerous inspection reports issued by the Division find this area to be in 
compliance. These reports date back to 1985 and indicate full compliance at the Mine Site. 
R.804-954; R.1158; R.1232-1233. The record indicates that during the period 1987 - 1991, 
there has been insignificant change in the erosion conditions at the Mine Site and no change in 
the placement of perimeter markers. R. 1192; R. 1232-1233. The conditions giving rise to the 
alleged violations under the NOV existed from 1987 -1991 without change and the Division 
specifically found the site to be in compliance with Phase I reclamation requirements in May, 
1988. Therefore the two-year statute of-limitations bars issuance of the NOV on November 22, 
1991, more than three years following Phase I bond release. 
Further, absolutely no evidence was introduced by the Division upon which the Board 
could base an opinion that an event within the last two years tolled the running of the statute of 
limitations. In fact, the Division's own witness testified that this statute of limitations was 
applied by the Division in other cases. 
MR. STIRBA: Are you aware that there is a statute that has a Statute of 
Limitations that provides for two years under the Utah Mined Land Reclamation 
Act? 
MR. DANIELS: Yes. 
MR. STIRBA: And, I believe, that's 40-8-9; is that correct? 
MR. DANIELS: Right. 
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MR. STIRBA: You're familiar with that particular provision that I'm referring 
to? 
MR. DANIELS: Yes. 
MR. STIRBA: Now, isn't it true that there are times when that provision has 
been applied by a hearing officer in the administrative appeal context and that 
you've just testified to concerning coal matters? 
MR. DANIELS: Yes, it has. 
MR. STIRBA: In essence, that hearing officer would apply that statute as a 
position of law that was applicable in this State to matters within the jurisdiction 
of the Division, correct? 
MR. DANIELS: Yes. 
See R. 1069-1071. There was absolutely no evidence in the record to support this ruling, much 
less substantial evidence. The application of this statute of limitations is established by the 
Division itself. The Division coordinator of Minerals Research admitted that fact. Since the 
condition at the Mine Site has existed at least since 1987 the NOV was time barred. 
CONCLUSION 
As a result of the Division's failure to establish a. prima facie case supporting its NOV, 
the burden of persuasion never shifted to HVCC. As such, the Board erroneously upheld the 
NOV since there was not substantial evidence to support it. Since the Division repeatedly found 
that the Mine Site is in compliance, it is equitably estopped from issuing its NOV and penalty 
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assessments against HVCC. Also, a two year statute of limitations applies to the conditions at 
the Mine Site and bars the Division's NOV. 
Dated this 8th day of March, 1993. 
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40-9-5 MINES AND > M I N I N G 
40-9-5. Disposal of used oil. 
No establishment covered under this act may dis-
pose of or discard any used oil in any quantity other 
than through a used oil collector or any other method 
40-9-6. Violations — Adjudicative proceedings 
— Injunctions — Misdemeanors — 
Limitation of actions. 
(1) (a) Whenever it appears that any person is vio-
lating any provision of this chapter, or any rule 
or order issued under the authority of this chap-
ter, the board shall file a notice of agency action 
and hold an adjudicative proceeding. 
(b) If, following this hearing, the board finds a 
violation, it may: 
(i) issue a compliance order or a cessation 
order; or 
(ii) bring suit in the name of the state to 
restrain the violator from continuing the vio-
lation in any court in the state having juris-
diction in the county of residence of any de-
fendant or in the county where the violation 
is alleged to have occurred. 
(c) The court may grant injunctions, prohibi-
tory and mandatory, including temporary re-
straining orders. 
(d) Failure to comply with the terms of any 
order issued by the court is punishable by the 
imposition of a penalty not to exceed $1,000 per 
day for each day of failure to comply, in addition 
chapter. 
(2) Any person or entity who knowingly and will-
fully violates this chapter or any rule or order 
adopted under the authority of this chapter is guilty 
of a class X " misdemeanor. 
(3) No suit, action, or other proceeding based upon 
a violation of this chapter, or any rule or order issued 
under the authority of this chapter, may be com-
menced after two years from the date of the alleged 
violation. is*7 
CHAPTER 10 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION 
Section 
40-10-1. 
40-10-2. 
40-10-3. 
40-10-4. 
40-10-5. 
40-10-6. 
40-10-6.5. 
40-10-6.6. 
40-10-1. 
40-10-8. 
40-10-9. 
Legislative finding. 
Purpose. 
Definitions. 
Mined land reclamation provisions ap-
plied. 
Activities exempted from chapter. 
Powers, functions, and duties of board 
and division. 
Rulemaking authority and procedure. 
Repealed. 
Financial interest in mining operation 
prohibited — Penalty — Enforce-
ment — Quorum for board hearings. 
Exploration regulations issued by di-
vision — Contents — Confidential 
information not to be publicly avail-
able — Penalty for violation — Di-
vision approval required for re-
moval of excess coal. 
Permit required for surface coal min-
ing operations — Exemptions — Ex-
piration of permit — Maximum 
time for commencement of mining 
operations — Renewal of permit. 
vjection 
ijo-io-io. 
40-10-11. 
40-10-12. 
40-10-13. 
40-10-14. 
40-10-15. 
40-10-16. 
40-lO-17. 
40-10-18. 
40-10-19. 
40-10-20. 
40-10-21. 
Permit application fee — >vu T . 
uf application and redumauoHu 
— Determinations, Wsts. and L* 
surance required - JUsting puT 
Division action on permit applicJS^ 
Schedule of applicants mining Uw 
violation — Restoration of r*i^. 
farmland. ***** 
Revised permit and reclamation pUa 
— Application — Transfer, 
**!(». 
40-10-22. 
ment or sale of rights — Revision w 
modification of permit provision*. 
Advertisement of ownership, local** 
and boundaries — Notice to ioUr» 
ested agencies or bodies ThisiT 
tions — Conference, ^ f ~ " s S g j 
Division's findings issued to'applfcBy 
and parties to conference — Notict 
to applicant of approval or diaas» 
proval of application — Hearing —• 
Temporary relief — Appeal to dis» 
trict court — Further review. 
Performance bond — Duration of 1U» 
bility under bond — Cash deposit or 
securities in lieu of bond — Sur*jA 
— Adjustment of amount 
Relief of performance bond, surety, or 
deposit — Inspection and evaluation 
application for relief of bond — 0b« 
jections — Formal hearing or infer* 
mal conference. 
Performance standards for all 00a) 
mining and reclamation operations, 
— Additional standards for ste*^ 
slope surface coal mining — Vari-
ances. **.{| 
Underground coal mining — Rukf 
and regulations regarding surfaor 
effects — Operator requirementa far 
underground coal mining — Sua* 
pension of underground mining on 
finding of imminent danger to sur-
face inhabitants — Applicability of 
other chapter provisions. 
Information provided by permittees to 
division — Inspections by division 
— Signs required at operations en-
trances — Violations reported bjf 
reclamation officers — Copies of. 
records and reports available ls>" 
public. '"** 
Civil penalty for violation of chaptsr 
— Public hearing — Contest of vio»" 
lation or amount of penalty — Col* 
Civil penalty for failure to oorrert 
violation. 
Civil action to compel compliance with 
chapter — Jurisdiction — Venue — 
Division and board as parties -*-
Court costs —- Security when tempo-
rary restraining order or injunction 
sought — Other rights not. affected 
— Action for damages. 
Violation of chapter or permit condi-
tions — Inspection — Cessation or-
der, abatement notice, or show 
cause order — Suspension or revoca-
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Action 
tion of permit — Review — Costs 
assessed against either party. 
40-10-23. Time for bringing criminal proceed-
ing. 
40-10-24. Determination of unsuitability of 
lands for surface coal mining — Pe-
tition — Public hearing — Detailed 
statement by division. 
40-10-25. Abandoned mine reclamation pro-
gram — Expenditure priorities — 
Eligible lands and water. 
40-10-25.1. Abandoned Mine Reclamation Fund 
created — Contents — Use of mon-
ies. 
40-10-25.2. Liability limitation for abandoned 
mine reclamation. 
40-10-26. State reclamation plan and annual 
projects submitted to secretary of in-
terior — Contents of plan — Annual 
support and implementation re-
quests — Costs for proposed 
projects. 
40-10-27. Entry upon land adversely affected by 
past coal mining practices — Con-
ducting of studies or exploratory 
work — State acquisition of land — 
Lien — Waste disposal fund — 
Water pollution control and treat-
ment plants. 
40-10-28. Recovery of reclamation costs — Lien 
against reclaimed land. 
40-10-28.1. Certification of completion of coal rec-
lamation. 
40-10-29. Other enforcement and protection 
rights unaffected — Operator to re-
place adversely affected water sup-
ply of legitimate users. 
40-10-30. Judicial review of rules or orders. 
40-10-31. Chapter's procedures supersede Title 
63, Chapter 46b. 
40-10-1. Legislative rinding. 
The Utah Legislature finds that* 
(1) Coal mining operations presently contrib-
ute significantly to the nation's energy require-
ments; surface coal mining constitutes one 
method of extraction of the resource; the over-
whelming percentage of Utah's coal reserves can 
only be extracted by underground mining 
methods; and it is, therefore, essential to the na-
tional interest to insure the existence of an ex-
panding and economically healthy underground 
coal mining industry. 
(2) The expansion of coal mining in Utah to 
meet the nation's energy needs makes even more 
urgent the establishment of appropriate stan-
dards to minimize damage to the environment 
and to productivity of the soil and to protect the 
health and safety of the public. 
(3) Surface mining and reclamation technol-
ogy is now developed so that effective and reason-
able regulation of surface coal mining operations 
is an appropriate and necessary means to mini-
mize so far as practicable the adverse social, eco-
nomic, and environmental effects of the mining 
operations. 
(4) In recognition of the innate differences be-
tween coal and other mineral deposits and be-
tween surface and underground mining methods, 
the Legislature perceives a need for a separate 
chapter for effective and reasonable regulation of 
such operations. 1979 
40-10-2. Purpose . 
It is the purpose of this chapter to: 
(1) Grant to the Board and Division of Oil, Gas 
and Mining the necessary authority to assure ex-
clusive jurisdiction over non-federal lands and 
cooperative jurisdiction over federal lands in re-
gard to regulation of coal mining and reclama-
tion operations as authorized pursuant to Public 
Law 95-87. 
(2) Assure that the rights of surface land-
owners and other persons with a legal interest in 
the land or appurtenances thereto are fully pro-
tected from these operations. 
(3) Assure that surface coal mining operations 
are conducted so as to protect the environment, 
that reclamation occurs as contemporaneously as 
possible with the operations, and that operations 
are not conducted where reclamation as required 
by this chapter is not economically or technologi-
cally feasible. 
(4) Assure that appropriate procedures are 
provided for the public participation in the devel-
opment, revision, and enforcement of regula-
tions, standards, reclamation plans, or programs 
established by the state under this chapter. 
<5) Promote the reclamation of mined areas 
left without adequate reclamation prior to the 
effective date of this chapter and which continue, 
in their unreclaimed condition, to substantially 
degrade the quality of the environment, prevent 
or damage the beneficial use of land or water 
resources, or endanger the health or safety of the 
public. 
(6) Wherever necessary, exercise the full reach 
of state constitutional powers to insure the pro-
tection of the public interest through effective 
control of surface coal mining operations and effi-
cient reclamation of abandoned mines. 1979 
40-10-3. Definitions, 
For the purposes of this chapter 
(1) "Alluvial valley floors" mean the 
unconsolidated stream laid deposits holding 
streams where water availability is sufficient for 
subirrigation or flood irrigation agricultural ac-
tivities but does not include upland areas which 
are generally overlain by a thin veneer of 
colluvial deposits composed chiefly of debris from 
sheet erosion, deposits by unconcentrated runoff 
or slope wash, together with talus, other mass 
movement accumulation and windblown de-
posits. 
(2) "Approximate original contour" means 
that . surface configuration achieved by 
backfilling and grading of the mined area so that 
the reclaimed area, including any terracing or 
access roads, closely resembles the general sur-
face configuration of the land prior to mining and 
blends into and complements the drainage pat-
tern of the surrounding terrain, with all high-
walls and spoil piles eliminated; but water im-
poundments may be permitted where the divi-
sion determines that they are in compliance with' 
Subsection 40-10-l7(2)(h). 
(3) "Board" means the Board of Oil, Gas and 
Mining and the board shall not be defined as an 
employee of the division. 
(4) "Division" means the Division of Oil, Gas 
and Mining. 
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(Tii "Imminent d.in#;i.-r U» i.'n- hraiiii .irnJ *ai«*iy 
of the public" mcvm.s the existence of any rnndi-
tion or practice, or anv violation of a permit or 
Other requirement of thi.s chapter in a surface 
coal mining and reclamation operation, which 
condition, practice, or violation could reasonably 
te «*$fcstad to cause, &\ttatoxvl.Y&l ^ fcvv%vca.\. h.^t^ to 
persons outside the permit area before the condi-
tion, practice, or violation can be abated. A rea-
sonable expectation or [ofj death or serious injury 
before abatement exists if a rational person, sub-
jected to the same conditions or practices giving 
rise to the peril, would not expose himself or her-
self to the danger during the time necessary for 
abatement. 
(6) "Employee" means those individuals in the 
employ of the division and excludes the board. 
(7) "Operator" means any person, partnership, 
or corporation engaged in coal mining who re-
moves or intends to remove more than 250 tons of 
coal from the earth by coal mining within 12 con-
secutive calendar months in any one location. 
(8) "Other minerals'* mean clay, stone, sand, 
gravel, metalliferous and nonmetalliferous ores, 
and any other solid material or substances of 
commercial value excavated in solid or solution 
form from natural deposits on or in the earth, 
exclusive of coal and those minerals which occur 
naturally in liquid or gaseous form. 
(9) "Permit" means a permit to conduct sur-
face coal mining and reclamation operations is-
sued by the division. 
(10) "Permit applicant" or "applicant" means a 
person applying for a permit. 
(11) "Permitting agency" means the division. 
(12) "Permit area" means the area of land in-
dicated on the approved map submitted by the 
operator with his application, which area of land 
shall be covered by the operator's bond as re-
quired by Section 40-10-15 and shall be readily 
identifiable by appropriate markers on the site. 
(13) "Permittee" means a person holding a 
permit. 
(14) "Person" means an individual, partner-
ship, association, society, joint stock company, 
firm, company, corporation, or other governmen-
tal or business organization. 
(15) "Prime farmland" means the same as pre-
scribed by the United States Department of Agri-
culture on the basis of such factors as moisture 
availability, temperature regime, chemical bal-
ance, permeability, surface layer composition, 
susceptibility to flooding, and erosion character-
istics. 
(16) "Reclamation plan" means a plan submit-
ted by an applicant for a permit which sets forth 
a plan for reclamation of the proposed surface 
coal mining operations pursuant to Section 
40-10-10. 
(17) "Surface coal mining and reclamation op-
erations" mean surface mining operations and all 
activities necessary and incident to the reclama-
tion of these operations after the effective date of 
this chapter. 
(18) "Surface coal mining operations" mean: 
(a) Activities conducted on the surface of 
lands in connection with a surface coal mine 
or subject to the requirements of Section 
40-10-18, surface operations and surface im-
pacts incident to an underground coal mine, 
the products of which enter commerce or the 
operations of which directly or indirectly af-
r»-ci interstate commerce. The>e activities in-
clude excavation for the purpose of obtaining 
coal, including such common uu_*il\od& vis con-
tour, strip, auger, mountaintop removal box 
cut, open pit, and area mining, the uses of 
explosives and blasting, and in situ distilla-
tvaa ac retorting ta^bia& <\c <\t!b&.c cJb*ssa£&&, 
or physical processing, and the cleaning, con-
centrating, or other processing or prepara-
tion, loading of coal for interstate commerce 
at or near the mine site; but these activities 
do not include the extraction of coal inciden-
tal to the extraction of other minerals where 
coal does not exceed \62h% of the tonnage of 
minerals removed for purposes of commer-
cial use or sale or coal explorations subject to 
Section 40-10-8. 
(b) The areas upon which the activities oc-
cur or where the activities disturb the natu-
ral land surface. These areas shall also in-
clude any adjacent land the use of which is 
incidental to the activities, all lands affected 
by the construction of new roads or the im-
provement or use of existing roads to gain 
access to the site of the activities and for 
haulage and excavations, working, impound-
ments, dams, ventilation shafts, entryways, 
refuse banks, dumps, stockpiles, overburden 
piles, spoil banks, culm banks, tailing, holes 
or depressions, repair areas, storage areas, 
processing areas, shipping areas, and other 
areas upon which are sited structures, facili-
ties, or other property or materials on the 
surface resulting from or incident to the ac-
tivities. 
(19) "Unwarranted failure to comply" means 
the failure of a permittee to prevent the occur-
rence of any violation of his permit or any re-
quirement of this chapter due to indifference, 
lack of diligence, or lack of reasonable care, or 
the failure to abate any violation of the permit or 
this chapter due to indifference, lack of diligence, 
or lack of reasonable care. 1979 
40-10-4. Mined land reclamation provisions ap-
plied. 
The Utah Mined Land Reclamation Act (Title 40, 
Chapter 8), and the rules and regulations adopted 
tjnder it, where appropriate, and not in conflict with 
the provisions of this chapter or the rules and regula-
tions adopted under it, shall be applicable to coal 
ifiining operations and reclamation operations. 1979 
40-10-5. Activities exempted from chapter. 
This chapter does not apply to the following activi-
ties: 
(1) the extraction of coal by a landowner for 
his own noncommercial use from land owned or 
leased by him; or 
(2) the extraction of coal as an incidental part 
of federal, state, or local government-financed 
highway or other construction under rules estab-
lished by the division. 1991 
40-10-6. Powers, functions, and duties of board 
and division. 
In addition to those provided in Title 40, Chapter 8, 
the board and division have the following powers, 
functions, and duties: 
(1) to make and promulgate in accordance 
with Title 63, Chapter 46a, the Utah Administra-
tive Rulemaking Act, such rules as are specifi-
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rM|!v necessary for the regulation of coal mining 
. , . ,»(.,ns inti reclamation operations; 
• »M .iiilfnTi/r ils rinpioyee>. .i^»-rii.s. or con-
i
 lc"ii»i> t»* enNT upon any property for the pur-
! ,,-«• of carrving out the provisions of this chapter 
ami Title 40. Chapter 8; 
ij> to establish specific reclamation and per-
formance standards for new and existing coal 
mining operations and to effectuate these stan-
dards retroactively; 
(4) to prohibit mining and exploration opera-
tions without a permit and to establish proce-
dures and requirements for the preparation, sub-
mission, approval, denial, termination, and modi-
fication of applications for coal mining and recla-
mation permits and for coal exploration permits; 
(5) to set and assess an application fee based 
on no more than the actual cost of review and 
processing of the application, this fee to accom-
pany each application for a surface coal mining 
and reclamation permit and each application for 
an exploration permit; 
(6) to establish procedures and detailed re-
quirements for all reclamation plans submitted 
as part of a permit application; 
(7) to condition the issuance of a permit to 
commence or continue surface mining operations 
upon the posting of performance bonds, deposits, 
or sureties and to make provision for the release 
of same in compliance with the requirements of 
this chapter, 
(S) to appoint or employ technical support, le-
gal services, or independent consultants in fur-
therance of the objectives of this chapter and 
shall be responsible for coordination with other 
agencies in matters relating to mined land recla-
mation and the application of related law; and 
(9) to do all other things and take such other 
actions retroactively or otherwise within the pur-
poses of this chapter as may be necessary to en-
force its provisions. 1989 
40-10-6.5. Rulemaking authority and proce-
dure. 
• 1» Except as provided in Subsection (2), no rule 
which the board adopts for the purpose of the state 
administering a program under the federal Surface 
Mining Control and Reclamation Act may be more 
-tnngent than the corresponding federal regulations 
which address the same circumstances. In adopting 
>uch rules, the board may incorporate by reference 
corresponding federal regulations. 
<2> The board may adopt rules more stringent than 
corresponding federal regulations for the purpose de-
scribed in Subsection (1), only if it makes a written 
finding after public comment and hearing, and based 
on evidence in the record, that the corresponding fed-
eral regulation is not adequate to protect public 
>afety and the environment of the state. Those find-
ings shall be accompanied by an opinion referring to 
and evaluating the public safety and environmental 
information and studies contained in the record 
which form the basis for the board's conclusion. 
<3» Hearings under this chapter shall be conducted 
•n a manner which guarantees the parties* due pro-
ivss rights. This includes, but is not limited to, the 
nk'ht to examine any evidence presented to the com-
mittee, the right to cross-examine any witness, and a 
prohibition of ex parte communication between any 
P«»rty and a member of the board. 1988 
W-10-6.6. Repealed. 1991 
40-10-7. Financial interest in mining t 
prohibited — Penalty — Enfo 
— Quorum (<>c board hearing: 
11) No employee of the division p^rformi 
function or duty under this chapter shall hav 
rect or indirect financial interest in any underg. 
or surface coal mining operation. Whoever knowi 
violates the provisions of this subsection shall, u 
conviction, be punished by a fine of not more th 
$2,500, or by imprisonment of not more than o. 
year, or by both. The division shall adopt regulation 
to establish methods by which the provisions of this, 
subsection will be monitored and enforced by the divi-
sion, including appropriate provisions for filing by 
these employees and the review of statements and 
supplements to same concerning any financial inter-
est which may be affected by this section. 
(2) For the purpose of holding hearings under this 
chapter, a quorum of the board shall consist of those 
members or member who has no conflict of interest as 
set out in Public Law 95-87 and the rules and regula-
tions adopted under i t 1979 
40-10-8. Exploration regulat ions issued by divi-
sion — Contents — Confidential infor-
mation not to be publicly available — 
Penalty for violation — Division ap-
proval required for removal of excess 
coal. 
(1) Coal exploration operations which substan-
tially disturb the natural land surface shall be con-
ducted in accordance with exploration regulations is-
sued by the division. The regulations shall include, at 
a minimum: 
(a) The requirement that prior to conducting 
any exploration under this section, any person 
must file with the division notice of intention to 
explore, and the notice shall include a description 
of the exploration area and the period of proposed 
exploration; and 
(b) Provisions for reclamation in accordance 
with performance standards in Section 40-10-17 
of all lands disturbed in exploration, including 
excavations, roads, drill holes, and the removal of 
necessary facilities and equipment. 
(2) Information submitted to the division pursuant 
to this section as confidential concerning trade se-
crets or privileged commercial or financial informa-
tion which relates to the competitive rights of the 
person or entity intending to explore the described 
area shall not be available for public examination. 
(3) Any person who conducts any coal exploration 
activities which substantially disturb the natural 
land surface in violation of this section or regulations 
issued pursuant to it shall be subject to the provisions 
of Section 40-10-20. 
(4) No person shall remove more than 250 tons of 
coal pursuant to an exploration permit without the 
specific written approval of the division. 1979 
40-10-9. Permit required for surface coal min-
ing operations — Exemptions — Expi-
ration of permit — Maximum time for 
commencement of mining operations 
— Renewal of permit 
(1) No person shall engage in or carry out surface 
coal mining operations within the state unless that 
person has first obtained a permit issued by the divi-
sion pursuant to an approved mining and reclamation 
program, but the permit will not be required if the 
operations are exempt as provided in Section 40-10-5. 
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(2) All permits issued pursuant to the requir£" 
ments of this chapter shall be issued for a term not t° 
exceed five years; but if the applicant demonstrate'5 
that a specified longer term is reasonably needed t° 
allow the applicant to obtain necessary financing fdr 
equipment and the opening of the operation, and if 
the application is full and complete for the specified 
longer term, the division may grant a permit for th e 
longer term. A successor in interest to a permitt^ 
who applies for a new permit within 30 days afUr 
succeeding to the interest and who is able to obtain 
the bond coverage of the original permittee may con-
tinue surface coal mining and reclamation operation3 
according to the approved mining and reclamation 
plan of the original permittee until the successors 
application is granted or denied. 
(3) A permit shall terminate if the permittee ha* 
not commenced the surface coal mining operation8 
covered by the permit within three years after tb e 
issuance of the permit; but the division may grant 
reasonable extensions of time upon a showing th^t 
the extensions are necessary by reason of litigation 
precluding this commencement or threatening sub-
stantial economic loss to the permittee, or by reaso^ 
of conditions beyond the control and without the fault 
or negligence of the permittee. With respect to coal \P 
be mined for use in a synthetic fuel facility or specific 
major electric generating facility, the permittee shall 
be deemed to have commenced surface mining opera-
tions at such time as the construction of the synthetic 
fuel or generating facility is initiated. 
chapter shall carry with it the right of successive 
renewal upon expiration with respect to area* 
within the boundaries of the existing permit. The 
holders of the permit may apply for renewal, and 
the renewal shall be issued (but on application 
for renewal the burden shall be upon the oppo-
nents of renewal), subsequent to fulfillment of 
the public notice requirements of Section* 
40-10-13 and 40-10-14 unless it is established 
that and written findings by the division ar e 
made that: 
(i) The terms and conditions of the exist-
ing permit are not being satisfactorily met; 
(ii) The present surface coal mining and 
reclamation operation is not in compliance 
with the approved plan; 
(iii) The renewal requested substantially 
jeopardizes the operator's continuing respon-
sibility on existing permit areas; 
(iv) The operator has not provided evi* 
dence that the performance bond in effect for 
the operation will continue in full force and 
effect for any renewal requested in the applr 
cation as well as any additional bond the di' 
vision might require pursuant to Section 
40-10-15; or 
WS Ki\^ &&&\rora\ Tensed «r \kptate& \T** 
formation required by the division has not 
been provided. 
Prior to the approval of any renewal of any 
permit, the division shall provide notice to th£ 
appropriate public authorities. 
(b) If an application for renewal of a valid per-
mit includes a proposal to extend the mining op-
eration beyond the boundaries authorized in th£ 
existing permit, the portion of the application fof 
renewal of a valid permit which addresses any 
new land areas shall be subject to the full stan-
dards applicable to new applications under this 
chapter; but if the surface coal mining operations 
authorized by a permit issued pursuant to iV 
chapter were not subject to the standard* 
mined in Subsections 40-i0-ll(2HeMi) t^i 
40-10-1 i(2)(e)(ii) by reason of complying with A* 
provisions of Subsection 40-10-ll(2Ke\>tlJ*Sk!2^ 
portion of the application for renewal of the p«v 
mit which addresses any new land areas p m £ 
ously identified in the reclamation plan submit-
ted pursuant to Section 40-10-10 shall not be safe. 
ject to the standards contained in SubsectfcsM 
40-10-1 l(2XeXi) and 40-10-1 l ( 2 X e X i i ) / ^ ^ 
(c) Any permit renewal shall be for a term not 
to exceed the period of the original permit estab-
lished by this chapter. Application for permit re-
newal shall be made at least 120 days prior to the 
expiration of the valid permit.
 l t ^ 
40-10-10. Permit application fee — Submission 
of application and reclamation plan — 
Determinations, tests, and sampling! 
— Filing of application — Insurance 
required — Blasting plan. 
(1) Each application for a surface coal mining and 
reclamation permit under the provisions of this chap, 
ter shall be accompanied by a fee as determined by 
the division, but not to exceed the cost of application, 
review, and processing. 
(2) The permit application and the reclamation 
plan submitted as part of a permit application shall 
be submitted in the manner, form, and content sped* 
fied by the division in implementing rules and shall 
(a) the names and addresses of: 
(i) the permit applicant; 
(ii) every legal owner of record of the prop-
erty (surface and mineral) to be mined; v« 
(iii) the holders of record of any leasehold 
interest in the property; 
(iv) any purchaser of record of the prop-
erty under a real estate contract; 
(v) the operator if he is a person different 
from the applicant; and 
(vi) if any of these are business entities 
other than a single proprietor, the names 
and addresses of the principals, officers, and 
resident agent for service of process. 
(b) an accurate map or plan, to an appropriate 
scale, clearly showing the land to be affected as of 
the date of the application, the area of land 
within the permit area upon which the applicant 
has the legal right to enter and commence sur-
face mining operations, and a statement of those 
documents upon which the applicant bases bis 
legal right to enter and commence surface min-
ing operations on the area affected, and whether 
that right is the subject of pending court litiga-
tion; but this chapter may not be construed as 
vesting in the division the jurisdiction to adjudi-
(c) a determination of the probable hydrologic 
consequences of the mining and reclamation op-
erations, both on and off the mine site with re-
spect to the hydrologic regime, quantity and 
quality of water in surface and groundwater sys1 
terns, including the dissolved and suspended 
solids under seasonal flow conditions, and the 
collection of sufficient data for the mine site and 
surrounding areas so that an assessment can be 
made by the division of the probable cumulative 
impacts of all anticipated mining in the area 
upon the hydrology of the area and, particularly, 
upon water availability; but this determination, 
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,h,:l! n«it lM* rccpufvl until such time as hydro-
logic information on the general area prior to 
mining is made available from an appropriate 
federal or state agvncy. The permit shall not be 
approved until this information is available and 
is incorporated into the application. 
(d) a statement of the result of test borings or 
core samplings from the permit area, including 
logs of the drill holes; the thickness of the coal 
seam found; an analysis of the chemical proper-
ties of such coal; the sulfur content of any coal 
seam; chemical analysis of potentially acid or 
toxic-forming sections of the overburden; and 
chemical analysis of the stratum lying immedi-
ately underneath the coal to be mined, except 
that the provisions of this subsection may be 
waived by the division with respect to the specific 
application by a written determination that 
these requirements are unnecessary. 
(3) If the division finds that the probable total an-
nual production at all locations of any coal surface 
mining operator will not exceed 100,000 tons, the de-
termination of probable hydrologic consequences re-
quired by Subsection (2)(c) and the statement of the 
result of test borings or core samplings required by 
Subsection (2)(d) shall, upon the written request of 
the operator, be performed by a qualified public or 
private laboratory designated by the division; and the 
cost of the preparation of this determination and 
statement shall be assumed by the division. 
(4) Information pertaining to coal seams, test bor-
ings, core samplings, or soil samples or other equiva-
lent information as required by this section shall be 
made available to any person with an interest which 
is or may be adversely affected; but information 
which pertains only to the analysis of the chemical 
and physical properties of the coal (excepting infor-
mation regarding any mineral or elemental content 
which is potentially toxic to the environment) shall 
be kept confidential and not made a matter of public 
record. 
(5) Each applicant for a surface coal mining and 
reclamation permit shall file a copy of the application 
for public inspection with the county clerk of the 
county or an appropriate public office approved by the 
division where the mining is proposed to occur, except 
for that information pertaining to the coal seam it-
self. 
(6) Each applicant for a permit shall be required to 
submit to the division as part of the permit applica-
tion a certificate issued by an insurance company au-
thorized to do business in the state certifying that the 
applicant has a public liability insurance policy in 
force for the surface mining and reclamation opera-
tion for which the permit is sought or evidence that 
the applicant has satisfied other state or federal self-
insurance requirements. The policy shall provide for 
personal injury and property damage protection in an 
amount adequate to compensate any persons dam-
aged as a result of surface coal mining and reclama-
tion operations, including use of explosives, and enti-
tled to compensation under the applicable provisions 
of state law. The policy shall be maintained in full 
force and effect during the terms of the permit or any 
renewal, including the length of all reclamation oper-
ations. 
(7) Each applicant for a surface coal mining and 
reclamation permit shall submit to the division as 
part of the permit application a blasting plan which 
shall outline the procedures and standards by which 
the operator will meet the provisions of Subsection 
40-l0-17(2)(o). i » 
40-10-11. Division action on permit application 
— Requirements for approval — 
Schedule of applicant's mining law vi-
olation — Restoration of prime farm-
land. 
(1) Upon the basis of a complete mining applica-
tion and reclamation plan or a revision or renewal of 
same, as required by this chapter, including public 
notification and an opportunity for a public hearing 
as required by Section 40-10-13 [Section 40-10-141, 
the division shall grant, require modification of, or 
deny the application for a permit in a reasonable time 
set by the division and notify the applicant in writ-
ing. The applicant for a permit, or revision of a per-
mit, shall have the burden o( establishing that his 
application is in compliance with all the require-
ments of this chapter. Within 10 days after the grant-
ing of a permit, the division shall notify the local 
governmental officials in the local political subdivi-
sion in which the area of land to be affected is located 
that a permit has been issued and shall describe the 
location of the land. 
(2) No permit or revision application shall be ap-
proved unless the application affirmatively demon-
strates and the division finds in writing on the basis 
of the information set forth in the application or from 
information otherwise available which will be docu-
mented in the approval and made available to the 
applicant, that: 
(a) The permit application is accurate and 
complete and that all the requirements of this 
chapter have been complied with. 
(b) The applicant has demonstrated that recla-
mation as required by this chapter can be accom-
plished under the reclamation plan contained in 
the permit application. 
(c) The assessment of the probable cumulative 
impact of all anticipated mining in the area on 
the hydrologic balance specified in Subsection 
40-10-10(2)(c) has been made by the division and 
the proposed operation of same has been designed 
to prevent material damage to hydrologic bal-
ance outside the permit area. 
(d) The area proposed to be mined is not in-
cluded within an area designated unsuitable for 
surface coal mining pursuant to Section 40-10-24 
or is not within an area under study for such 
designation in an administrative proceeding 
commenced pursuant to Subsection 40-10-24(2) 
(unless in the area as to which an administrative 
proceeding has commenced pursuant to Section 
40-10-24, the operator demonstrates that prior to 
January 1, 1977, he has made substantial legal 
and financial commitments in relation to the op-
eration for which he is applying for a permit). 
(e) The proposed surface coal mining operation 
would: 
(i) not interrupt, discontinue, or preclude 
farming on alluvial valley floors that are ir-
rigated or naturally subirrigated, but ex-
cluding undeveloped range lands which are 
not significant to farming on the alluvial 
valley floors and those lands as to which the 
division finds that if the farming that will be 
interrupted, discontinued, or precluded is of 
such small acreage as to be of negligible im-' 
pact on the farm's agricultural production; or 
(ii) not materially damage the quantity or 
quality of water in surface or underground 
water systems that supply these alluvial 
valley floors in Subsection (2)(eXi), but this 
Subsection (2)(e) shall not affect those sur-
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face coal mining operations which in the 
year preceding August 3, 1977, produced 
coal in commercial quantities and were lo-
cated within or adjacent to alluvial valley 
floors or had obtained specific permit ap-
proval by the division to conduct surface coal 
mining operations within these alluvial 
valley floors, 
(f) In cases where the private mineral estate 
has been severed from the private surface estate, 
the applicant has submitted to the division: 
(i) the written consent of the surface 
owner to the extraction of coal by surface 
mining methods; provided, however, that 
nothing in this section shall be construed as 
increasing or diminishing any property 
rights by the state of Utah or by any other 
landowner. 
(ii) a conveyance that expressly grants or 
reserves the right to extract the coal by sur-
face mining methods; or 
(iii) if the conveyance does not expressly 
grant the right to extract coal by surface 
mining methods, the surface-subsurface le-
gal relationship shall be determined in ac-
cordance with state law. 
(3) The applicant shall file with his permit applica-
tion a schedule listing any and all notices of viola-
tions of this chapter and any law, rule, or regulation 
of the United States, state of Utah, or any depart-
ment or agency in the United States pertaining to air 
or water environmental protection incurred by the 
applicant in connection with any surface coal mining 
operation during the three-year period prior to the 
date of application. The schedule shall also indicate 
the final resolution of any notice of violation. Where 
the schedule or other information available to the 
division indicates that any surface coal mining opera-
tion owned or controlled by the applicant is currently 
in violation of this chapter or other laws referred to in 
this subsection, the permit shall not be issued until 
the applicant submits proof that the violation has 
been corrected or is in the process of being corrected 
to the satisfaction of the division, department, or 
agency which has jurisdiction over the violation; and 
no permit shall be issued to an applicant after a find-
ing by the board after opportunity for hearing that 
the applicant, or the operator specified in the applica-
tion, controls or has controlled mining operations 
with a demonstrated pattern of willful violations of 
this chapter of such nature and duration with such 
resulting irreparable damage to the environment as 
to indicate an intent not to comply with the provi-
sions of this chapter. 
(4) (a) In addition to finding the application in 
compliance with Subsection (2), if the area pro-
posed to be mined contains prime farmland pur-
suant to division regulations, the division shall 
grant a permit to mine on prime farmland if the 
division finds in writing that the operator has 
the technological capability to restore the mined 
area within a reasonable time to equivalent or 
higher levels of yield as non-mined prime farm-
land in the surrounding area under equivalent 
levels of management and can meet the soil re-
construction standards specified in division regu-
lations. Except for compliance with Subsection 
(2), the requirements of this Subsection (4Ha) 
shall apply to all permits issued after August 3, 
1977. 
(b) Nothing in this Subsection (4) shall apply 
to any permit issued prior to August 3,1977 or to 
any revisions or renewals of it, or to any existing 
surface mining operations for which a permit <*? 
issued prior to August 3, iy?7. . 
40-10-12. Revised permit and reclamation pUa 
— Application — Transfer, assignment 
or sale of rights — Revision or modifi. 
cation of permit provisions, . .y.r*$j 
(1) (a) During the term ofthe permit the permittee 
may submit an application for a revision of tK? 
permit, together with a revised reclamation plan! 
to the division. 
(b) An application for a revision of a permit 
shall not be approved unless the division find* 
that reclamation as required by this chapter can 
be accomplished under the revised reclamation 
plan. The revision shall be approved or disap-
proved within a period of time established by the 
division. The division shall establish guideline! 
for a determination of the scale or extent of a 
revision request for which all permit application 
information requirements and procedures, in-
cluding notice and hearings, shall apply; but any 
revisions which propose significant alterations in 
the reclamation plan shall, at a minimum, be 
subject to notice and hearing requirements. 
(c) Any extensions to the area covered by the 
permit, except incidental boundary revisions 
must be made by application for another permit 
(2) No transfer, assignment, or sale of the right* 
granted under any permit issued pursuant to this 
chapter shall be made without the written approval 
of the division. 
(3) The division shall, within a time limit pre-" 
scribed in regulations promulgated by the board, re* 
view outstanding permits and may require reason^ 
able revision or modification of the permit provisions 
during the term of the permit; but the revision or 
modification shall be based upon a written finding-
and subject to notice and hearing requirements estab-
lished by this chapter. wxf 
40-10-13. Advertisement of ownership, location' 
and boundaries — Notice to interested 
agencies or bodies — Objections — 
Conference. 
(1) At the time of submission of an application for a 
surface coal mining and reclamation permit, or revi-
sion of an existing permit pursuant to the provisions 
of this chapter, the applicant shall submit to the divi-
sion a copy of his advertisement of the ownership, 
precise location, and boundaries of the land to be af-
fected. At the time of submission the advertisement 
shall be placed by the applicant in a local newspaper 
of general circulation in the locality of the proposed 
surface mine at least once a week for four consecutive 
weeks. The division shall notify various local govern-
mental bodies, planning agencies, and sewage and 
water treatment authorities of water companies in 
the locality in which the proposed surface mining will 
take place, notifying them of the operator's intention 
to surface mine a particularly-described tract of land 
and indicating the application's permit number and 
where a copy of the proposed mining and reclamation 
plan may be inspected. These local bodies, agencies, 
authorities, or companies may submit written com-
ments within a reasonable period established by the 
division on the mining applications with respect to 
the effects of the proposed operation on the environ-
ment which are within their area of responsibility. 
These comments shall immediately be transmitted to 
the applicant by the division and shall be made avail': 
l>51 
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I | c to the public at the same locations as are the 
M,mini: applications. 
>) m) Anv person having an inten-st which is or 
"mav be adversely atTected or the officer .»r head of 
any federal, state, or local governmental agency 
or authority shall have the right to file written 
objections to the proposed initial or revised appli-
cation for a permit for surface coal mining and 
reclamation operations with the division within 
30 days after the last publication of the notice. 
These objections shall immediately be transmit-
ted to the applicant by the division and shall be 
made available to the public. 
(b) If written objections are filed and a confer-
ence requested, the division shall then hold a 
conference within a reasonable time of the re-
ceipt of the objections or request. The date, time, 
and location of the conference shall be advertised 
by the division in a newspaper of general circula-
tion in the locality at least two weeks prior to the 
scheduled conference date. The division may ar-
range with the applicant upon request by any 
party to the administrative proceeding access to 
the proposed mining area for the purpose of gath-
ering information relevant to the proceeding. An 
electronic or stenographic record shall be made of 
the conference proceeding unless waived by all 
parties. This record shall be maintained and 
shall be accessible to the parties until final re-
lease of the applicant's performance bond. In the 
event all parties requesting the conference stipu-
late agreement prior to the requested conference 
and withdraw their request, the conference need 
not be held. 1979 
40-10-14. Division's findings issued to appl ican t 
a n d par t ies to conference — Notice to 
applicant of approval or disapproval 
of application — Hearing — Tempo-
rary relief — Appeal to district court — 
Further review. 
(1) If a conference has been held under Subsection 
40-10-13(2), the division shall issue and furnish the 
applicant for a permit and persons who are parties to 
the proceedings with the written finding of the divi-
sion granting or denying the permit in whole or in 
part and stating the reasons, within the 60 days after 
the conference. 
(2) If there has been no conference held under Sub-
section 40-10-13(2), the division shall notify the ap-
plicant for a permit within a reasonable time as set 
forth in regulations, taking into account the time 
needed for proper investigation of the site, the com-
plexity of the permit application, and whether or not 
written objection to the application has been filed, 
whether the application has been approved or disap-
proved in whole or part. 
(3) Upon approval of the application, the permit 
shall be issued. If the application is disapproved, spe-
cific reasons shall be set forth in the notification. 
Within 30 days after the applicant is notified of the 
final decision of the division on the permit applica-
tion, the applicant or any person with an interest 
which is or may be adversely affected may request a 
hearing on the reasons for the final determination. 
The board shall hold a hearing pursuant to the rules 
of practice and procedure set forth in implementing 
rules and regulations within 30 days of this request 
and provide notification to all interested parties at 
the time that the applicant is notified. Within 30 days 
after the hearing the board shall issue and furnish 
the applicant, and all persons who participated in the 
hearing, with the written decision of the board grant-
ing or denying the permit in whole or in part and 
stating tho reasons. 
14/ Where a hearing is requested pursuant to Sub-
section (3>, the board may, under conditions it pre-
scribes, grant temporary relief it deems appropriate 
pending final determination of the proceedings if: 
(a) all parties to the proceedings have been no-
tified and given an opportunity to be heard on a 
request for temporary relief; 
(b) the person requesting the relief shows that 
there is a substantial likelihood that he will pre-
vail on the merits of the final determination of 
the proceedings; and 
(c) the relief will not adversely affect the pub-
lic health or safety or cause significant imminent 
environmental harm to land, air, or water re-
sources. 
(5) For the purpose of the hearing, the board may 
administer oaths, subpoena witnesses or written or 
printed materials, compel attendance of the witnesses 
or production of the materials, and take evidence, in-
cluding, but not limited to, site inspections of the land 
to be afTected and other surface coal mining opera-
tions carried on by the applicant in the general vicin-
ity of the proposed operation. A verbatim record of 
each public hearing required by this chapter shall be 
made, and a transcript made available on the motion 
of any party or by order of the board. 
(6) Any applicant, or any person with an interest 
which is or may be adversely affected who has partici-
pated in the proceedings as an objector, and who is 
aggrieved by the decision of the board, or if the board 
fails to act within the time limits specified in this 
chapter, has the right to appeal to the district court 
for the county in which the proposed operation is lo-
cated. Any party to the action in district court may 
appeal from the final judgment, order, or decree of the 
district court. 1992 
40-10-15. Performance bond — Duration of lia-
bility under bond — Cash deposi t or 
securities in lieu of bond — Sure ty — 
Adjustment of amount. 
(1) After a surface coal mining and reclamation 
permit application has been approved but before the 
permit is issued, the applicant shall file with the divi-
sion on a form prescribed and furnished by the divi-
sion, a bond for performance payable, as appropriate, 
to the United* States or to the state and conditional 
upon faithful performance of all the requirements of 
this chapter and the permit. The bond shall cover 
that area of land within the permit area upon which 
the operator will initiate and conduct surface coal 
mining and reclamation operations within the initial 
term of the permit. As succeeding increments of sur-
face coal mining and reclamation operations are to be 
initiated and conducted within the permit area, the 
permittee shall file with the division an additional 
bond or bonds to cover these increments in accor-
dance with this section. The amount of the bond re-
quired for each bonded area shall depend upon the 
reclamation requirements of the approved permit; 
shall reflect the probable difficulty of reclamation, 
giving consideration to such factors as topography, 
geology of the site, hydrology, and revegetation po-
tential; and shall be determined by the division. The 
amount of the bond shall be sufficient to assure the 
completion of the reclamation plan if the work had to 
be performed by the division in the event of forfeiture 
and in no case shall the bond for the entire area un-
der one permit be less than $10,000. 
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<2) Liability under the bond shall be for the dura* 
tion of the surface coal mining and reclamation oper-
ation and for a period coincident with the operator'? 
responsibility for revegetation requirements in Sec-
tion 40-10-17. The bond shall be executed by the oper-
ator and a corporate surety licensed to do business ir* 
the state, except that the operator may elect to de-
posit cash, nego t i a t e bonds oi the V3nited States gov-
ernment, or negotiable certificates of deposit of any 
bank organized or transacting business in the United 
States. The cash deposit or market value of the secu-
rities shall be equal to or greater than the amount of 
the bond required for the bonded area. 
(3) The division may accept the bond of the appli-
cant itself without separate surety when the appli-
cant demonstrates to the satisfaction of the division 
the existence of a suitable agent to receive service of 
process and a history of financial solvency and con t in ' 
uous operation sufficient for authorization to self-in' 
sure or bond the amount. 
(4) Cash or securities so deposited shall be depos' 
ited upon the same terms as the terms upon which 
surety bonds may be deposited. The securities shall 
be security for the repayment of the negotiable certify 
icate of deposit. 
(5) The amount of the bond, surety, or deposit r e 
quired and the terms of each acceptance of the appli' 
cant's bond shall be adjusted by the division from 
time to time as affected land acreages are increased 
or decreased or where the cost of future reclamation 
changes. IST* 
40-10-16. Relief of per formance bond, surety, ot 
deposi t — Inspect ion and evaluat ion of 
rec lamat ion work — Action on appli' 
cation for relief of bond — Objection* 
— Formal hearing or informal confer' 
ence. 
(1) The division shall adopt and promulgate rules 
and regulations providing for the release of all or part 
of a performance bond, surety, or deposit which will 
include the following requirements: 
(a) filing of a request with the division by the 
operator, and 
(b) advertisement by the operator designed to 
give public notice of the release and the reclama-
tion steps taken by the operator. 
(2) Upon receipt of the notification and request, the 
division shall within 30 days conduct an inspection 
and evaluation of the reclamation work involved. The 
evaluation shall consider, among other things, the 
degree of difficulty to complete any remaining recla-
mation, whether pollution of surface and subsurface 
water is occurring, the probability of continuance of 
future occurrence of the pollution, and the estimated 
cost of abating the pollution. The division shall notify 
the operator in writing of its decision to release or not 
to release all or part of the performance bond or de-
posit within 60 days from the filing of the request, if 
no public hearing is held pursuant to Subsection (6), 
and if there has been a public hearing held pursuant 
to Subsection (6), within 30 days thereafter. 
(3) The division may release in whole or in part the 
bond or deposit if the division is satisfied the reclama-
tion covered by the bond or deposit or portion of them 
has been accomplished as required by this chapter 
according to the schedule set forth in the division's 
implementing regulations, but no bond shall be fully 
released until all reclamation requirements of this 
chapter are finally met. 
(4) If the division disapproves the application for 
release of the bond or portion of it, the division shall 
notify the permittee in writing, stating the reasons 
for disapproval and recommending corrective actions 
necessary to secure the release and allowing opportu-
nity fur a public hearing. 
(5) When any application for total or partial bond 
release is filed with the division, the division shall 
notify the municipality in which a surface coal min-
ing operation is \ocateo 'oy certified mai\ at ^east 30 
days prior to the release of all or a portion of the 
bond. 
(6) (a) Any person with a valid legal interest 
which might be adversely affected by release of 
the bond or the responsible officer or head of any 
federal, state, or local governmental agency 
which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise 
with respect to any environmental, social, or eco-
nomic impact involved in the operation, or is au-
thorized to develop and enforce environmental 
standards with respect to these operations shall 
have the right to file written objections to the 
proposed release from bond with the division 
within 30 days after the last publication of the 
above notice. 
(b) If written objections are filed and a formal 
hearing requested, the board shall inform all the 
interested parties of the time and place of the 
hearing and hold a public hearing within 30 days 
after the request for the hearing. The date, time, 
and location of these public hearings shall be ad-
vertised by the board in a newspaper of general 
circulation in the locality for two consecutive 
weeks, within 30 days after the request for the 
hearing. 
(c) For the purpose of formal hearing the board 
shall have the authority and is hereby empow-
ered to administer oaths, subpoena witnesses or 
written or printed materials, compel the atten-
dance of witnesses or production of the materials, 
and take evidence including, but not limited to, 
inspections of the land affected and other surface 
coal mining operations carried on by the appli-
cant in the general vicinity. A verbatim record of 
each public hearing required by this chapter 
shall be made and a transcript made available on 
the motion of any party or by order of the board. 
(d) Without prejudice to the rights of the objec-
tors, the applicant, or the responsibilities of the 
division pursuant to this section, the division 
may establish an informal conference to resolve 
these written objections. issi 
40-10-17. Performance s t anda rds for all coal 
mining and reclamation operat ions — 
Additional s t andards for steep-slope 
surface coal mining — Variances . 
(1) Any permit issued pursuant to this chapter to 
conduct surface coal mining shall require that the 
surface coal mining operations will meet all applica-
ble performance standards of this chapter, and such 
other requirements as the division shall promulgate. 
(2) General performance standards shall be appli-
cable to all surface coal mining and reclamation oper-
ations and shall require the operations as a minimum 
to: 
(a) Conduct surface coal mining operations so 
as to maximize the utilization and conservation 
of the solid fuel resource being recovered so that 
reaffecting the land in the future through surface 
coal mining can be minimized. 
(b) Restore the land affected to a condition ca-
pable of supporting the uses which it was capable 
of supporting prior to any mining, or higher or 
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hotter uses of which there is reasonable likeli-
hood, so long as the use or uses does (doI not 
present any actual or probable hazard to public 
health or safety or pose any actual or probable 
threat of water diminution or pollution, and the 
permit applicant's declared proposed land use fol-
lowing reclamation is not deemed to be impracti-
cal or unreasonable, inconsistent with applicable 
land use policies and plans, involves unreason-
able delay in implementation, or is violative of 
federal, state, or local law. 
(c) Except as provided in Subsection (3) with 
respect to all surface coal mining operations 
backfill, compact (where advisable to insure sta-
bility or to prevent leaching o( toxic materials) 
and grade in order to restore the approximate 
original contour of the land with highwalls, spoil 
piles, and depressions eliminated (unless small 
depressions are needed in order to retain mois-
ture to assist revegetation or as otherwise autho-
rized pursuant to this chapter); but in surface 
coal mining which is carried out at the same loca-
tion over a substantial period of time where the 
operation transects the coal deposit and the 
thickness of the coal deposits relative to the vol-
ume of the overburden is large and where the 
operator demonstrates that the overburden and 
other spoil and waste materials at a particular 
point in the permit area or otherwise available 
from the entire permit area is insufficient, giving 
due consideration to volumetric expansion, to re-
store the approximate original contour, the oper; 
ator, at a minimum, shall backfill, grade, and 
compact (where advisable) using all available 
overburden and other spoil and waste materials 
to attain the lowest practicable grade but not 
more than the angle of repose, to provide ade-
quate drainage and to cover all acid-forming and 
other toxic materials, in order to achieve an eco-
logically sound land use compatible with the sur-
rounding region. In surface coal mining where 
the volume of overburden is large relative to the 
thickness of the coal deposit and where the oper-
ator demonstrates that due to volumetric expan-
sion the amount of overburden and other spoil 
and waste materials removed in the course of the 
mining operation is more than sufficient to re-
store the approximate original contour, the oper-
ator shall, after restoring the approximate con-
tour, backfill, grade, and compact (where advis-
able) the excess overburden and other spoil and 
waste materials to attain the lowest grade but 
more than the angle of repose, and to cover all 
acid-forming and other toxic materials, in order 
to achieve an ecologically sound land use compat-
ible with the surrounding region and that the 
overburden or spoil shall be shaped and graded 
in such a way as to prevent slides, erosion, and 
water pollution and is revegetated in accordance 
with the requirements of this chapter. 
(d) Stabilize and protect all surface areas, in-
cluding spoil piles affected by the surface coal 
mining and reclamation operation to effectively 
control erosion and attendant air and water pol-
lution. 
(e) Remove the topsoil from the land in a sepa-
rate layer, replace it on the backfill area, or if not 
utilized immediately, segregate it in a separate 
pile from other spoil, and when the topsoil is not 
replaced on a backfill area within a time short 
enough to avoid deterioration of the topsoil, 
maintain a successful cover by quick growing 
plant or olh^r means thereafter so that the top-
soil is preserved from wind and water erosion, 
remains free of any contamination by other acid 
or toxic material, and is in a usable condition for 
sustaining vegetation when restored during rec-
lamation; except if topsoil is of insufficient quan-
tity or of poor quality for sustaining vegetation, 
or if other strata can be shown to be more suit-
able for vegetation requirements, then the opera-
tor shall remove, segregate, and preserve in a 
like manner the other strata which is best able to 
support vegetation. 
(0 Restore the topsoil or the best available 
subsoil which is best able to support vegetation, 
(g) For all prime farmlands as identified in im-
plementing regulations to be mined and re-
claimed, specifications for soil removal, storage, 
replacement, and reconstruction, the operator 
shall, as a minimum, be required to: 
(i) Segregate the A horizon of the natural 
soil, except where it can be shown that other 
available soil materials will create a final 
soil having a greater productive capacity, 
and if not utilized immediately, stockpile 
this material separately from other spoil, 
and provide needed protection from wind and 
water erosion or contamination by other acid 
or toxic material; 
(ii) Segregate the B horizon of the natural 
soil, or underlying C horizons or other strata, 
or a combination of these horizons or other 
strata that are shown to be both texturally 
and chemically suitable for plant growth and 
that can be shown to be equally or more fa-
vorable for plant growth than the B horizon, 
in sufficient quantities to create in the re-
graded final soil a root zone of comparable 
depth and quality to that which existed in 
the natural soil, and if not utilized immedi-
ately, stockpile this material separately from 
other spoil, and provide needed protection 
from wind and water erosion or contamina-
tion by other acid or toxic material; 
(iii) Replace and regrade the root zone ma-
terial described in Subsection (2)(g)(ii) above 
with proper compaction and uniform depth 
over the re^raded spoil material; and 
(iv) Redistribute and grade in a uniform 
manner the surface soil horizon described in 
Subsection (2)(g)(i). 
(h) Create, if authorized in the approved min-
ing and reclamation plan and permit, permanent 
impoundments of water on mining sites as part of 
reclamation activities only when it is adequately 
demonstrated that: 
(i) The size of the impoundment is ade-
quate for its intended purposes; 
(ii) The impoundment dam construction 
will be so designed as to achieve necessary 
stability with an adequate margin of safety 
compatible with that of structures con-
structed under Public Law 83-566 (16 U.S.C. 
1006); 
(iii) The quality of impounded water will 
be suitable on a permanent basis for its in-
tended use and that discharges from the im-
poundment will not degrade the water qual-
ity below water quality standards estab-
lished pursuant to applicable federal and 
state law in the receiving stream; 
(iv) The level of water will be reasonably 
stable; 
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(v) Final grading will provide adequate 
safety and access for proposed water u^er*; 
and 
(vi) These water impoundments will not 
result in the diminution of the quality or 
quantity of water utilized by adjacent or sur-
rounding landowners for agricultural, indus-
trial, recreational, or domestic uses, 
(i) Conducting [Conduct] any augering opera-
tion associated with surface mining in a manner 
to maximize recoverability of mineral reserves 
remaining after the operation and reclamation 
are complete and seal all auger holes with £n 
impervious and noncombustible material in or-
der to prevent drainage except where the division 
determines that the resulting impoundment of 
water in the auger holes may create a hazard to 
the environment or the public health or safety; 
but the permitting authority may prohibit auger-
ing if necessary to maximize the utilization, 
recoverability, or conservation of the solid fuel 
resources or to protect against adverse water 
quality impacts. 
(J) Minimize the disturbances to the prevailing 
hydrologic balance at the mine site and in associ-
ated offsite areas and to the quality and quantity 
of water in surface and groundwater systems 
both during and after surface coal mining opera-
tions and during reclamation by: 
(i) Avoiding acid or other toxic mine 
drainage by such measures as, but not lim-
ited to: 
(A) preventing or removing watar 
from contact with toxic-producing de-
posits; 
(B) treating drainage to reduce toxic 
content which adversely affects down-
stream water upon being released to 
water courses; 
(C) casing, sealing, or otherwise man-
aging boreholes, shafts, and wells, and 
[to] keep acid or other toxic drainage 
from entering ground and surface 
waters. 
(ii) (A) Conducting surface coal mining 
operations so as to prevent, to the extent 
possible using the best technology cur-
rently available, additional contribu-
tions of suspended solids to stream-flow 
or runoff outside the permit area, but in 
no event shall contributions be in excess 
of requirements set by applicable state 
or federal law; 
(B) Constructing any siltation struc-
tures pursuant to Subsection (2><J)(ii) 
prior to commencement of surface co^I 
mining operations, such structures to be 
certified by a qualified registered engi-
neer to be constructed as designed and 
as approved in the reclamation plan, 
(iii) Cleaning out and removing tempo-
rary OT \aTge settling ponds OT otheT siltatio^ 
structures from drainways after disturbed 
areas are revegetated and stabilized and de-
positing the silt and debris at a site and in a 
manner approved by the division; 
(iv) Restoring recharge capacity of the 
mined area to approximate premining condi-
tions; 
(v) Avoiding channel deepening or en-
largement in operations requiring the dis-
charge of water from mines; 
• vi) FVi-scrvinc throughout the mining 
and reclamation process the essential hydro-
logic functions of alluvial valley floors in the 
and and sermand areas of the state; and 
lvu) Such other actions as the division 
may prescribe, 
(k) With respect to surface disposal of mine 
wastes^ tailings^ coal processing wastes^ and 
other waste in areas other than the mine work-
ing or excavations stabilize all waste piles in des-
ignated areas through construction in compacted 
layers, including the use of incombustible and 
impervious materials, if necessary, and assure 
the final contour of the waste pile will be compat-
ible with natural surroundings and that the site 
can and will be stabilized and revegetated ac-
cording to the provisions of this chapter. 
(1) Refrain from surface coal mining within 
500 feet from active and abandoned underground 
mines in order to prevent breakthroughs and to 
protect health or safety of miners; but the divi-
sion shall permit an operator to mine near, 
through, or partially through an abandoned un-
derground mine or closer to an active under-
ground mine if: 
(i) The nature, timing, and sequencing of 
the approximate coincidence of specific sur-
face mine activities with specific under-
ground mine activities are jointly approved 
by the departments, divisions, and agencies 
concerned with surface mine reclamation 
and the health and safety of underground 
miners; and 
(ii) The operations will result in improved 
Teso"urce recovery, abatement of -water pollu-
tion, or elimination of hazards to the health 
and safety of the public, 
(m) Design, locate, construct, operate, main-
tain, enlarge, modify, and remove or abandon, in 
accordance with the standards and criteria devel-
oped pursuant to the division's rules and regula-
tions, all existing and new coal mine waste piles 
consisting of mine wastes, tailings, coal process-
ing wastes, or other liquid and solid wastes, and 
used either temporarily or permanently as dams 
or embankments. 
(n) Insure that all debris, acid-forming mate-
rials, toxic materials, or materials constituting a 
fire hazard are treated or buried and compacted 
or otherwise disposed of in a manner designed to 
prevent contamination of ground or surface 
waters and that contingency plans are developed 
to prevent sustained combustion. 
(o) Insure that explosives are used only in ac-
cordance with existing state and federal law and 
the regulations adopted by the board, which shall 
include provisions to: 
(i) Provide adequate advance written no-
tice to local governments and residents who 
might be affected by the use of the explosives 
by publication of the planned blasting sched-
vAe \Ti a newspaper of general cVrcalation in 
the locality and by mailing a copy of the pro-
posed blasting schedule to every resident liv-
ing within one-half mile of the proposed 
blasting site and by providing daily notice to 
resident/occupiers in these areas prior to any 
blasting; 
(ii) Maintain for a period of at least three 
years and make available for public inspec-
tion upon request a log detailing the location 
of the blasts, the pattern and depth of the 
o^^ 
drill holes, the amount of explosives used per 
hole, and the order and length of delay in the 
blasts; 
iiiii Limit the type of explosives and deto-
nating equipment, the size, the timing and 
frequency of blasts based upon the physical 
conditions of the site su as to prevent injury 
to persons, damage to public and private 
property outside the permit area, adverse 
impacts on any underground mine, and 
change in the course, channel, or availability 
of ground or surface water outside the permit 
area; 
(iv) Require that all blasting operations 
be conducted by trained and competent per-
sons, and to implement this requirement, the 
division shall promulgate regulations re-
quiring the training, examination, and certi-
fication of persons engaging in or directly 
responsible for blasting or the use of explo-
sives in surface and coal mining operations; 
(v) Provide that upon the request of a resi-
dent or owner of a man-made dwelling or 
structure within one-half mile of any portion 
of the permitted area, the applicant or per-
mittee shall conduct a preblasting survey of 
the structures and submit the survey to the 
division and a copy to the resident or owner 
making the request, the area of which sur-
vey shall be decided by the division and shall 
include such provisions as promulgated, 
(p) Insure that all reclamation efforts proceed 
in an environmentally-sound manner and as con-
temporaneously as practicable with the surface 
coal mining operations; but where the applicant 
proposes to combine surface mining operations 
with underground mining operations to assure 
maximum practical recovery of the mineral re-
sources, the division may grant a variance for 
specific areas within the reclamation plan from 
the requirement that reclamation efforts proceed 
as contemporaneously as practicable to permit 
underground operations prior to reclamation: 
(i) If the division finds in writing that* 
(A) The applicant has presented, as 
part of the permit application, specific, 
feasible plans for the proposed under-
ground mining operations; 
(B) The proposed underground min-
ing operations are necessary or desirable 
to assure maximum practical recovery of 
the mineral resource and will avoid mul-
tiple disturbance of the surface; 
(C) The applicant has satisfactorily 
demonstrated that the plan for the un-
derground mining operations conforms 
to requirements for underground mining 
in the jurisdiction and that permits nec-
essary for the underground mining oper-
ations have been issued by the appropri-
ate authority; 
(D) The areas proposed for the vari-
ance have been shown by the applicant 
to be necessary for the implementing of 
the proposed underground mining oper-
ations; 
(E) No substantial adverse environ-
mental damage, either onsite or offsite, 
will result from the delay in completion 
of reclamation as required by this chap-
ter; 
i F) Provisions for the offsite storage of 
spoil will comply with Subsection 
40-lO-17(2)(v). 
(ii> If the board has adopted specific regu-
lations to govern the granting of the vari-
ances in accordance with the provisions of 
this Subsection (2Hp) and has imposed such 
additional requirements as deemed neces-
sary; 
(iiij If variances granted under this Sub-
section (2Kp) are to be reviewed by the divi-
sion not more than three years from the date 
of issuance of the permit; and 
(iv) If liability under the bond filed by the 
applicant with the division pursuant to Sec-
tion 40-10-15 shall be for the duration of the 
underground mining operations and until 
the requirements of Subsection 40-10-17(2) 
and Section 40-10-16 have been fully com-
plied with, 
(q) Insure that the construction, maintenance, 
and post-mining conditions of access roads into 
and across the site of operations will control or 
prevent erosion and siltation, pollution of water, 
damage to fish or wildlife or their habitat, or 
public or private property. 
(r) Refrain from the construction of roads or 
other access ways up a stream bed or drainage 
channel or in such proximity to the channel so as 
to seriously alter the normal flow of water. 
(s) Establish on the regraded areas and all 
other lands affected, a diverse, effective, and per-
manent vegetative cover of the same seasonal va-
riety native to the area of land to be affected and 
capable of self-regeneration and plant succession 
at least equal in extent of cover to the natural 
vegetation of the area; except that introduced 
species may be used in the re vegetation process 
where desirable and necessary to achieve the ap-
proved post-mining land use plan. 
(t) Assume the responsibility for successful re-
vegetation, as required by Subsection (2Xs), for a 
period of five full years after the last year of 
augmented seeding, fertilizing, irrigation, or 
other work in order to assure compliance with 
Subsection (2)(s), except in those areas or regions 
of the state where the annual average precipita-
tion is 26 inches or less, then the operator's as-
sumption of responsibility and liability will ex-
tend for a period of 10 full years after the last 
year of augmented seeding, fertilizing, irrigation, 
or other work; but when the division approves a 
long-term intensive agricultural post-mining 
land use, the applicable five or 10-year period of 
responsibility for revegetation shall commence at 
the date of initial planting for this long-term in-
tensive, agricultural post-mining land use, ex-
cept when the division issues a written finding 
approving a long-term, intensive, agricultural 
post-mining land use, as part of the mining and 
reclamation plan, the division may grant excep-
tion to the provisions of Subsection (2)(s). 
(u) Protect offsite areas from slides or damage 
occurring during the surface coal mining and rec-
lamation operations and not deposit spoil mate-
rial or locate any part of the operations or waste 
accumulations outside the permit area. 
(v) Place all excess spoil material resulting 
from coal surface mining and reclamation activi-
ties in a manner that: 
(i) Spoil is transported and placed in a 
controlled manner in position for concurrent 
compaction and in a way to assure mass sta-
bility and to prevent mass movement; 
(ii) The areas of disposal are within the 
bonded permit areas and all organic matter 
shall be removed immediately prior to spoil 
placement; 
<iii» Appropriate surface and internal 
drainage systems and diversion ditches are 
used so as to prevent spoil erosion and move-
ment; 
fjv) The disposal area does not contain 
springs, natural water courses, or wet 
weather seeps unless lateral drains are con-
structed from the wet areas to the main 
underdrains in a manner that filtration of 
the water into the spoil pile will be pre-
vented; 
(v) If placed on a slope, the spoil is placed 
upon the most moderate slope among those 
upon which, in the judgment of the division, 
the spoil could be placed in compliance with 
all the requirements of this chapter and 
shall be placed, where possible, upon or 
above a natural terrace, bench, or berm, if 
this placement provides additional stability 
and prevents mass movement; 
(vi) Where the toe of the spoil rests on a 
downslope, a rock toe buttress of sufficient 
size to prevent mass movement, is con-
structed; 
(vii) The final configuration is compatible 
with the natural drainage pattern and sur-
roundings and suitable for intended uses; 
(viii) Design of the spoil disposal area is 
certified by a qualified professional engineer, 
and to implement this requirement, the divi-
sion shall promulgate regulations regarding 
the certification of engineers in the area of 
spoil disposal design; and 
(ix) All other provisions of this chapter 
are met. 
(w) Meet such other criteria as are necessary 
to achieve reclamation in accordance with the 
purposes of this chapter, taking into consider-
ation the physical, climatological, and other 
characteristics of the site. 
(x) To the extent possible, using the best tech-
nology currently available, minimize distur-
bances and adverse impacts of the operation on 
fish, wildlife, and related environmental values, 
and achieve enhancement of these resources 
where practicable. 
(y) Provide for an undisturbed natural barrier 
beginning at the elevation of the lowest coal 
seam to be mined and extending from the 
outslope for the distance as the division shall de-
termine shall be retained in place as a barrier to 
slides and erosion. 
(3) (a) Where an applicant meets the requirements 
of Subsections (3 Kb) and (c), a permit without 
regard to the requirement to restore to approxi-
mate original contour provided in Subsections 
(2)(c), (4Kb), and (4)(c) may be granted for the 
surface mining of coal where the mining opera-
tion will remove an entire coal seam or seams 
running through the upper fraction of a moun-
tain, ridge, or hill (except as provided in Subsec-
tion (3)) by removing all of the overburden and 
creating a level plateau or a gently rolling con-
tour with no highwalls remaining, and capable of 
supporting post-mining uses in accord with the 
requirements of this subsection. 
• hi In cases where an industrial, comm-rtiai 
agricultural, residential, or public facility <lt^. 
eluding recreational facilities) use is propose r 
the post-mining use of the afTfcted land. :h«-
 li.'°r 
sion may grant a permit fur a surface rr.in',n„ 
operation of the nature described in Suh^.^.J 
<3na> pursuant to procedures and criteria ' .» 
forth in implementing rules and regulations in! 
eluding: 
(i) The applicant's presentation of specific 
plans for the proposed post-mining /and use 
which meet criteria concerning the type of 
use proposed; 
(ii) The applicant's demonstration that 
the proposed use would be consistent with 
adjacent land uses and existing state and lo- * 
cal land use plans and programs and with 
other requirements of this chapter, 
(iii) Procedures whereby the division pro-
vides the governing body of the unit of gen-
eral-purpose government in which the land 
is located and any state or federal agency 
which the division, in its discretion, deter-
mines to have an interest in the proposed 
use, an opportunity of not more than 60 days 
to review and comment on the proposed uae. 
(c) All permits granted under the provisions of 
this Subsection (3) shall be reviewed not more
 : 
than three years from the date of issuance of the 
permit, unless the applicant affirmatively dem-
onstrates that the proposed development is pro-
ceeding in accordance with the terms of the ap-
proved schedule and reclamation plan. 
<4) The following performance standards shall be 
applicable to steep-slope surface coal mining and 
shall be in addition to those general performance 
standards required by this section; but the provisions 
of this Subsection (4) shall not apply to those situa-
tions in which an operator is mining on flat or gently 
rolling terrain, on which an occasional steep slope it 
encountered through which the mining operation it. 
to proceed, leaving a plain or predominantly flat area 
or where an operator is in compliance with provisions 
of Subsection (3): 
(a) Insure that when performing surface coal 
mining on steep slopes, no debris, abandoned or 
disabled equipment, spoil material, or waste 
mineral matter be placed on the downslope below 
the bench or mining cut; but spoil material in 
excess of that required for the reconstruction of 
the approximate original contour under the pro-
visions of Subsection (2)(c) or this Subsection (4) 
shall be permanently stored pursuant to Subsec-
tion 40-10-17(2)(v). 
(b) Complete backfilling with spoil material 
shall be required to cover completely the high-
wall and return the site to the appropriate origi-
nal contour, which material will maintain stabil-
ity following mining and reclamation. 
(c) The operator may not disturb land above 
the top of the highwall unless the division finds 
that the disturbance will facilitate compliance 
with the environmental protection standards of 
this section; but the land disturbed above the 
highwall shall be limited to that amount neces-
sary to facilitate this compliance. 
(d) For the purposes of this Subsection (4), 
"steep slope" means any slope above 20° or such 
lesser slope as may be defined by the division 
after consideration of soil, climate, and other 
characteristics of an area. 
(>.')' 
-) The board shall promulgate specific regulations 
e r n the granting of variances from the require-
!.°.'*nt to restore to approximate original contour pro-
i ,-i Suh*<'<*tion '-4»«b> pursuant to procedures and 
r ion.i ^l t orLn m l}-os** regulations including: 
fai Written request by the surface owner con-
cerning the proposed use: 
(b> Approval of the proposed use as an <-qual or 
better economic or public use; 
(c) Approval of the proposed use as improving 
the watershed control in the area and as using 
only such amount of spoil as is necessary to 
achieve the planned post-mining land use. I9«i 
$0-10-18- Underground coal mining — Rules 
and regulations regarding surface ef-
fects — Operator requirements for un-
derground coal mining — Suspension 
of underground mining on finding of 
imminent danger to surface inhabit-
ants — Applicability of other chapter 
provisions. 
«i > The board shall adopt rules and regulations di-
rected toward the surface effects of underground coal 
mining operations, embodying the requirements pro-
vided in this section. In adopting any rules and regu-
lations the board shall consider the distinct difference 
between surface coal mining and underground coal 
mining methods. 
i2> Each permit issued pursuant to this chapter 
.md relating to underground coal mining shall re-
quire the operator to: 
(a) Adopt measures consistent with known 
technology in order to prevent subsidence caus-
ing material damage to the extent technologi-
cally and economically feasible, maximize mine 
stability, and maintain the value and reasonably 
foreseeable use of the surface lands, except in 
those instances where the mining technology 
used requires planned subsidence in a predict-
able and controlled manner, but nothing in this 
Subsection (2) shall be construed to prohibit the 
standard method of room and pillar mining. 
(b) Seal all portals, entryways, drifts, shafts, 
or other openings between the surface and under-
ground mine working when no longer needed for 
the conduct of the mining operations. 
(c) Fill or seal exploratory holes no longer nec-
essary for mining, maximizing to the extent tech-
nologically and economically feasible return of 
mine and processing waste, tailings, and any 
other waste incident to the mining operation, to 
the mine workings or excavations. 
(d) With respect to surface disposal of mine 
wastes, tailings, coal processing wastes, and 
other wastes in areas other than the mine work-
ings or excavations, stabilize all waste piles cre-
ated by the permittee from current operations 
through construction in compacted layers, in-
cluding the use of incombustible and impervious 
materials, if necessary, and assure that the 
leachate will not degrade below water quality 
standards established pursuant to applicable fed-
eral and state law surface or ground waters and 
that the final contour of the waste accumulation 
will be compatible with natural surroundings 
and that the site is stabilized and revegetated 
according to the provisions of this section. 
(e) Design, locate, construct, operate, main-
tain, enlarge, modify, and remove or abandon in 
accordance with the standards and criteria devel-
oped pursuant to Section 40-10-17 all existing 
and new coal mine waste piles consisting of mine 
wastes, tailings, coal processing wastes, or other 
liquid and solid wastes used either temporarily 
or permanently as dam* or embankments. 
«.'"» K.stabnsii >n rvgraiivd arras and all other 
lands affected, a diverse and permanent vegeta-
tive cover capable of self-regeneration and plant 
succession and at least equal in extent ot cover to 
the natural vegetation of th<* area. 
(g) Protect offsite areas from damages which 
may result from the mining operations. 
(h) Eliminate fire hazards and otherwise elim-
inate conditions which constitute a hazard to 
health and safety of the public. 
(i) Minimize the disturbances of the prevailing 
hydrologic balance at the mine site and in associ-
ated offsite areas and to the quantity of water in 
surface and groundwater systems both during 
and after coal mining operations and during rec-
lamation by: 
(i) Avoiding acid or other toxic mine 
drainage by such measures as, but not lim-
ited to: 
(A) preventing or removing water 
from contact with toxic-producing de-
posits; 
(B) treating drainage to reduce toxic 
content which adversely affects down-
stream water upon being released to 
water courses; 
(C) casing, sealing, or otherwise man-
aging boreholes, shafts, and wells to 
keep acid or other toxic drainage from 
entering ground and surface waters. 
(ii) Conducting surface coal mining opera-
tions so as to prevent, to the extent possible 
using the best technology currently avail-
able, additional contributions of suspended 
solids to streamflow or runoff outside the 
permit area (but in no event shall these con-
tributions be in excess of requirements set by 
applicable state or federal law), and avoiding 
channel deepening or enlargement in opera-
tions requiring the discharge of water from 
mines, 
(j) With respect to other surface impacts not 
specified in this Subsection (2), including the con-
struction of new roads or the improvement or use 
of existing roads to gain access to the site of these 
activities and for haulage, repair areas, storage 
areas, processing areas, shipping areas, and 
other areas upon which are sited structure, facili-
ties, or other property or materials on the sur-
face, resulting from or incident to such activities, 
operate in accordance with the standards estab-
lished under Section 40-10-17 for such effects 
which result from surface coal mining opera-
tions; but the division shall make the modifica-
tion in the requirements imposed by this Subsec-
tion (2)(j) as are necessary to accommodate the 
distinct difference between surface and under-
ground coal mining methods. 
(k) To the extent possible using the best tech-
nology currently available, minimize distur-
bances and adverse impacts of the operation on 
fish, wildlife, and related environmental values, 
and achieve enhancement of these resources 
where practicable. 
(1) Locate openings for all new drift mines 
working acid producing or iron producing coal 
seams in a manner as to prevent a gravity dis-
charge of water from the mine. 
(.J) iu order to protect the stability of the land, the 
board shall suspend underground coal mining under 
urbanized areas, cities, towns, and communities and 
adjacent to industrial or commercial buildings, majnr 
impoundments, or permanent stream.- if. .titer pruper 
notice and hearing there is a finding of imminent 
danger to inhabitants of the urbanized areas, cities, 
towns, and communities. 
(4) The provisions of this chapter relating to per-
mits, sureties, bonds, inspections, and enforcement, 
public review, and administrative and judicial review 
shall be applicable to surface operations and surface 
impacts incident to an underground coal mine with 
those modifications to the permit application require-
ments, permit approval or denial procedures, and 
bond requirements as are necessary to accommodate 
the distinct difference between surface and under-
ground coal mining methods. issi 
40-10-19. Information provided by permittees to 
division — Inspections by division — 
Signs required at operations entrances 
— Violations reported by reclamation 
officers — Copies of records and re-
ports available to public. 
(1) For the purpose of developing, administering, 
and enforcing any permit under this chapter, or of 
determining whether any person is in violation of any 
requirement of this chapter, the division shall require 
any permittee to provide information relative to sur-
face coal mining and reclamation operations as the 
division deems reasonable and necessary in the divi-
sion's implementing rules and regulations. 
(2) The authorized representatives of the division, 
without advance notice and upon presentation of ap-
propriate credentials: 
(a) Shall have the right of entry into, upon, or 
through any surface coal mining and reclamation 
operations or any premises in which any records 
required to be maintained under this Subsection 
(2) are located. 
(b) May at reasonable times, and without de-
lay, have access to and copy any records, inspect 
any monitoring equipment or method of opera-
tion required under this chapter. As required by 
Subsection 40-8-17(2), this entry and access are 
conditions to obtaining an approved state permit 
to conduct surface mining operations. 
(3) The inspections by the division shall: 
(a) Occur on an irregular basis averaging not 
less than one partial inspection per month and 
one complete inspection per calendar quarter for 
the surface coal mining and reclamation opera-
tion covered by each permit; 
(b) Occur without prior notice to the permittee 
or his agents or employees except for necessary 
onsite meetings with the permittee; and 
(c) Include the filing of inspection reports ade-
quate to enforce the requirements of and to carry 
out the terms and purposes of this chapter. 
(4) Each permittee shall conspicuously maintain at 
the entrances to the surface coal mining and reclama-
tion operations a clearly visible sign which sets forth 
the names, business address, and phone number of 
the permittee and the permit number of the surface 
coal mining and reclamation operations. 
(5) Each reclamation officer, upon detection of each 
violation of any requirement of this chapter, shall 
forthwith inform the operator in writing and shall 
report in writing the violation to the division. 
(6) Copies of any records, reports, inspection mate-
rials, or information obtained under this chapter by 
the division shall be made immediately availaK'- . 
the public. ' ' e l ° 
..
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40-10-20. Tivil penalty for violation of chapter 
— i-ubiu- hearing — Contest of v ioj / 
tion or amount of penalty — Collection 
— Criminal penalties — Civil penalty 
for failure to correct violation. 
(1) Any permittee who violates any permit cond 
tion or who violates any other provision of this char>-
ter may be assessed a civil penalty by the board, ex-
cept that if the violation leads to the issuance of a 
cessation order under Section 40-10-22, the civil pen. 
alty shall be assessed. This penalty shall not exceed 
$5,000 for each violation. Each day of continuing vio-
lation may be deemed a separate violation for pur-
poses of the penalty assessments. In determining the 
amount of penalty, consideration shall be given to the 
permittee's history of previous violations at the par-
ticular surface coal mining operation; the seriousness 
of the violation, including any irreparable harm to 
the environment and any hazard to the health or 
safety of the public; whether the permittee was negli-
gent; and the demonstrated good faith of the permit-
tee charged in attempting to achieve rapid compli-
ance after notification of the violation. 
(2) A civil penalty shall be assessed by the board 
only after the person charged with a violation de-
scribed under Subsection (1) has been given an oppor-
tunity for a public hearing. Where the public hearing 
has been held, the board shall make findings of fact, 
and shall issue a written decision as to the occurrence 
of the violation and the amount of the penalty which 
is warranted, incorporating, when appropriate, an or-
der requiring that the penalty be paid. When appro-
priate, the board shall consolidate these hearings 
with other proceedings under Section 40-10-22. Any 
hearing under this section shall be of record and shall 
be conducted pursuant to board rules and regulations 
governing the proceedings. Where the person charged 
with a violation fails to avail himself of the opportu-
nity for a public hearing, a civil penalty shall be as-
sessed by the board after the board has determined 
that a violation did occur and the amount of the pen-
alty which is warranted, and has issued an order re-
quiring that the penalty be paid. 
(3) Upon the issuance of a notice or order charging 
that a violation of this chapter has occurred, the 
board shall inform the operator within 30 days of the 
proposed amount of the penalty. The person charged 
with the penalty shall then have 30 days to pay the 
proposed penalty in full, or, if the person wishes to 
contest either the amount of the penalty or the fact of 
the violation, forward the proposed amount to the 
board for placement in an escrow account. If, through 
administrative or judicial review of the proposed pen-
alty, it is determined that no violation occurred or 
that the amount of the penalty should be reduced, the 
board shall within 30 days remit the appropriate 
amount to the person, with interest accumulated. 
Failure to forward the money to the board within 30 
days shall result in a waiver of all legal rights to 
contest the violation or the amount of the penalty. 
(4) Civil penalties owed under this chapter may be 
recovered in a civil action brought by the attorney 
general of Utah at the request of the board in any 
appropriate district court of the state. 
(5) Any person who willfully and knowingly vio-
lates a condition of a permit issued pursuant to.this 
chapter or fails or refuses to comply with any order 
issued under Section 40-10-22 or any order incorpo-
rated in a final decision issued by the board under 
this chapter, except an order incorporated in a deci-
* on under Subsection <2) shall, upon conviction, be 
!\.n»-hed bv a fine of not more than $10,000. or by 
'•nyn-oninenl tor not more than one year, or both. 
ib) Whenever a corporate permittee violates a con-
dition of a permit issued pursuant to this chapter or 
fuls or refuses to comply with any order incorporated 
r, a final decision issued by the board under this 
-hapter, except an order incorporated in a decision 
,<sued under Subsection (2), any director, officer, or 
a'gent of the corporation who willfully and knowingly 
luthonzed, ordered, or carried out the violation, fail-
ure, or refusal shall be subject to the same civil penal-
u e s , fines, and imprisonment that may be imposed 
upon a person under Subsections (1) and (5). 
(7) Whoever knowingly makes any false state-
ment, representation, or certification, or knowingly 
fails to make any statement, representation, or certi-
fication in any application, record, report, plan, or 
other document filed or required to be maintained 
pursuant to this chapter or any order or decision is-
sued by the board under this chapter shall, upon con-
viction, be punished by a fine of not more than 
$10,000, or by imprisonment for not more than one 
vear. or both. 
18) Any operator who fails to correct a violation for 
which a notice or cessation order has been issued un-
der Subsection 40-10-22(1) within the period permit-
ted for its correction (which period shall not end until 
the entry of a final order by the board, in the case of 
.inv review proceedings initiated by the operator in 
which the board orders, after an expedited hearing, 
the suspension of the abatement requirements of the 
citation after determining that the operator will suf-
fer irreparable loss or damage from the application of 
those requirements, or until the entry of an order of 
the court, in the case of any review proceedings initi-
ated by the operator wherein the court orders the 
suspension of the abatement requirements of the cita-
tion), shall be assessed a civil penalty of not less than 
$750 for each day during which the failure or viola-
tion continues. 1886 
40-10-21. Civil action to compel compl iance 
with chapter — Jurisdiction — Venue 
— Division and board as parties — 
Cour t costs — Security when tempo-
rary restraining order or injunction 
sought — Other rights not affected — 
Action for damages. 
•1) (a) Except as provided in Subsection (2), any 
person having an interest which is or may be 
adversely affected may commence a civil action 
on his own behalf to compel compliance with this 
chapter against: 
(i) the state or any other governmental in-
strumentality or agency to the extent per-
mitted by the 11th Amendment to the 
United States Constitution or the Utah Gov-
ernmental Immunity Act, Title 63, Chapter 
30, which is alleged to be in violation of the 
provisions of this chapter or of any rule, reg-
ulation, order, or permit issued pursuant to 
it; 
(ii) any person who is alleged to be in vio-
lation of any rule, regulation, order, or per-
mit issued pursuant to this chapter; or 
(iii) the division or board where there is 
alleged a failure of the division or board to 
perform any act or duty under this chapter 
which is not discretionary with the division 
or with the board. 
(b) The district courts shall have jurisdiction 
without regard to the amount in controversy or 
the citizenship of the parties. 
<2) No action may be commenced. 
(a) under Subsection (lMa>u> or nil: 
(i) prior to 60 days after the plaintiff has 
given notice in writing of the violation to the 
division and to any alleged violator; or 
(ii) if the attorney general has commenced 
and is diligently prosecuting a civil action in 
a court of the state to require compliance 
with the provisions of this chapter, or any 
rule, regulation, order, or permit issued pur-
suant to this chapter; 
(b) under Subsection (IMaMiii) prior to 60 days 
after the plaintiff has given notice in writing of 
the action to the board, in the manner as the 
board prescribes by rule, except that the action 
may be brought immediately after the notifica-
tion in the case where the violation or order com-
plained of constitutes an imminent threat to the 
health or safety of the plaintiff or would immedi-
ately affect a legal interest of the plaintiff. 
(3) (a) Any action concerning a violation of this 
chapter or the rules promulgated under it may be 
brought only in the judicial district in which the 
surface coal mining operation complained of is 
located. 
(b) In the action, the division and board, if not 
a party, may intervene as a matter of right. 
(4) (a) The court, in issuing any final order in any 
action brought pursuant to Subsection (1) may 
award costs of litigation, including attorney and 
expert witness fees, to any party whenever the 
court determines that award is appropriate. 
(b) The court may, if a temporary restraining 
order or preliminary injunction is sought, require 
the filing of a bond or equivalent security in ac-
cordance with the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
(5) Nothing in this section may restrict any right 
which any person, or class of persons, has under any 
statute or common law to seek enforcement of any of 
the provisions of this chapter and the regulations pro-
mulgated under it, or to seek any other relief, includ-
ing relief against the division and board. 
(6) Any person who is injured in his person or prop-
erty through the violation by an operator of any rule, 
order, or permit issued pursuant to this chapter may 
bring an action for damages, including reasonable at-
torney and expert witness fees, only in the judicial 
district in which the surface coal mining operation 
complained of is located. Nothing in this subsection 
shall affect the rights established by or limits im-
posed under Utah workmen's compensation laws. 
1985 
40-10-22- Violation of chap te r o r permit condi-
tions — Inspection — Cessation order, 
abatement notice, or show cause o rde r 
— Suspension or revocat ion of permit 
— Review — Costs assessed against ei-
ther party. 
(1) (a) Whenever, on the basis of any information 
available, including receipt of information from 
any person, the division has reason to believe 
that any person is in violation of any require-
ment of this chapter or any permit condition re-
quired by this chapter, the division shall immedi-
ately order inspection of the surface coal mining 
operation at which the alleged violation is occur-
ring, unless the information available to the divi-
sion is a result of a previous inspection of the 
surface coal mining operation. When the inspec-
tion results from information provided to the di-
vision by any person, the division shall notify 
tli.il [>er>un when the inspection is propos.-d to be 
earned out, and that person shall be allowed to 
accompany the inspector during the inspection, 
(b) When, on the basis of any inspection, the 
division determines that any condition or prac-
tices exist, or that any permittee is in violation of 
any requirement of this chapter or any permit 
condition required by this chapter, which condi-
tion, practice, or violation also creates an immi-
nent danger to the health or safety of the public, 
or is causing, or can reasonably be expected to 
cause significant, imminent environmental harm 
to land, air, or water resources, the division shall 
immediately order a cessation of surface coal 
mining and reclamation operations or the portion 
thereof relevant to the condition, practice, or vio-
lation. The cessation order shall remain in effect 
until the division determines that the condition, 
practice, or violation has been abated, or until 
modified, vacated, or terminated by the division 
pursuant to Subsection (Die). Where the division 
finds that the ordered cessation of surface coal 
mining and reclamation operations, or any por-
tion of same, will not completely abate the immi-
nent danger to health or safety of the public or 
the significant imminent environmental harm to 
land, air, or water resources, the division shall, 
in addition to the cessation order, impose affir-
mative obligations on the operator requiring him 
to take whatever steps the division deems neces-
sary to abate the imminent danger or the signifi-
cant environmental harm. 
(c) When, on the basis of an inspection, the 
division determines that any permittee is in vio-
lation of any requirement of this chapter or any 
permit condition required by this chapter, but 
the violation does not create an imminent danger 
to the health or safety of the public or cannot be 
reasonably expected to cause significant, immi-
nent environmental harm to land, air, or water 
resources, the division shall issue a notice to the 
permittee or his agent fixing a reasonable time 
but not more than 90 days for the abatement of 
the violation and providing opportunity for con-
ference before the division. If upon expiration of 
the period of time as originally fixed or subse-
quently extended, for good cause shown, and 
upon the written finding of the division, the divi-
sion finds that the violation has not been abated, 
it shall immediately order a cessation of surface 
coal mining and reclamation operations or the 
portion of same relevant to the violation. The ces-
sation order shall remain in effect until the divi-
sion determines that the violation has been 
abated or until modified, vacated, or terminated 
by the division pursuant to Subsection (l)(e). In 
the order of cessation issued by the division un-
der this Subsection (l)(c), the division shall de-
termine the steps necessary to abate the viola-
tion in the most expeditious manner possible and 
shall include the necessary measures in the or-
der. 
(d) When on the basis of an inspection the divi-
sion determines that a pattern of violations of 
any requirements of this chapter or any permit 
conditions required by this chapter exists or has 
existed, and if the division also finds that these 
violations are caused by the unwarranted failure 
of the permittee to comply with any require-
\J\J\J 
ments of this chapter or any permit conditions or 
that these violations are willfully caused bv th 
permittee, the board shall he roqueted to*i>-
an order :„ the perr.miec :., , t i „* ,-llu>v a s l o ^ 
the permit should not be suspended or revoked 
and shall provide opportunity for a public hear-
ing. If a conference is requested, the diviRion 
shall inform all interested parties of the time and 
place of the hearing. Upon the permittee's failure 
to show cause as to why the permit should not be 
suspended or revoked, the board shall immedi-
ately suspend or revoke the permit. 
(e) Notices and orders issued under this sec-
tion shall set forth with reasonable specificity the 
nature of the violation and the remedial action 
required, the period of time established for abate-
ment, and a reasonable description of the portion 
of the surface coal mining and reclamation opera* 
tion to which the notice or order applies. Each 
notice or order issued under this section shall be 
given promptly to the permittee or his agent by 
the division, and the notices and orders shall be 
in writing and shall be signed by the director, or 
his authorized representative who issues such 
notice or order. Any notice or order issued under 
this section may be modified, vacated, or termi-
nated by the division, but any notice or order 
issued under this section which requires cessa-
tion of mining by the operator shall expire within 
30 days of actual notice to the operator unless a 
conference is held before the division. 
(2) (a) The division may request the attorney gen-
eral to institute a civil action for relief, including 
a permanent or temporary injunction, restrain-
ing order, or any other appropriate order in the 
district court for the district in which the surface 
coal mining and reclamation operation is located 
or in which the permittee of the operation has his 
principal office, whenever such permittee or his 
agent: 
(i) violates or fails or refuses to comply 
with any order or decision issued by the divi-
sion under this chapter; 
(ii) interferes with, hinders, or delays the 
division or its authorized representatives in 
carrying out the provisions of this chapter, 
(iii) refuses to admit the authorized repre-
sentatives to the mine; 
(iv) refuses to permit inspection of the 
mine by the authorized representative; 
(v) refuses to furnish any information or 
report requested by the division in further-
ance of the provisions of this chapter; or 
(vi) refuses to permit access to and copy-
ing of such records as the division deter-
mines necessary in the carrying out the pro-
visions of this chapter, 
(b) The court shall have jurisdiction to provide 
such relief as may be appropriate. Any relief 
granted by the court to enforce an order under 
Subsection (2Xa)(i) shall continue in effect until 
the completion or final termination of all pro-
ceedings for review of that order under this chap-
ter, unless, prior to this completion or termina-
tion, the district court granting the relief sets it 
aside or modifies it. 
(3) (a) A permittee issued a notice or order by the 
division pursuant to the provisions of Subsec-
tions (1Kb) and (lXc), or any person having an 
interest which may be adversely affected by the 
notice or order, may apply to the board for review 
of the notice or order within 30 days of receipt of 
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or within 30 days of its modification, vacation, 
f.-nnination. Upon receipt of th»^ application, 
tHe board shall cause such investigation to be 
made as it deems appropriate. The investigation 
V) tn ^mvide an opportunity for a public hearing 
ii \tw r».-qii»*st of the applicant or the person hav-
n r jn interest which is or may be adversely af-
fected to enable the applicant or that person to 
present information relating to the issuance and 
continuance oC the notice or order or the modifi-
cation, vacation, or termination of it. The filing 
of an application for review under this Subsec-
tion (3)(a) shall not operate as a stay of any order 
or notice. 
ib> The permittee and other interested persons 
shall be given written notice of the time and 
place o( the hearing at least five days prior to the 
hearing. This hearing shall be of record and shall 
be subject to judicial review. 
(c) Pending completion of the investigation 
and hearing required by this section, the appli-
cant may file with the board a written request 
that the board grant temporary relief from any 
notice or order issued under this section, together 
with a detailed statement giving the reasons for 
granting this relief. The board shall issue an or-
der or decision granting or denying this relief 
expeditiously; and where the applicant requests 
relief from an order for cessation of coal mining 
and reclamation operations issued pursuant to 
Subsections (1Kb) or QXc)f the order or decision 
on this request shall be issued within five days of 
its receipt. The board may grant the relief under 
such conditions as it may prescribe, if a hearing 
has been held in the locality of the permit area 
on the request for temporary relief and the condi-
tions of Subsections 40-10-14(4Xa), 40-10-
14(4)(b), and 40-10-14(4Xc) are met 
(d) Following the issuance of an order to show 
cause as to why a permit should not be suspended 
or revoked pursuant to this section, the board 
shall hold a pubic hearing after giving written 
notice of the time, place, and date of it. The hear-
ing shall be of record and shall be subject to judi-
cial review. Within 60 days following the public 
hearing, the board shall issue and furnish to the 
permittee and all other parties to the hearing a 
written decision and the reasons for it, concern-
ing suspension or revocation of the permit. If the 
board revokes the permit, the permittee shall im-
mediately cease surface coal mining operations 
on the permit area and shall complete reclama-
tion within a period specified by the board, or the 
board shall declare as forfeited the performance 
bonds for the operation. 
(e) Whenever an order is issued under this sec-
tion or as a result of any administrative proceed-
ing under this chapter, at the request of any per-
son, a sum equal to the aggregate amount of all 
costs and expenses (including attorney fees) as 
determined by the board to have been reasonably 
incurred by that person in connection with his 
participation in the proceedings, including any 
judicial review of agency actions, may be as-
sessed against either party as the court, resulting 
from judicial review, or the board, resulting from 
administrative proceedings, deems proper. 
(0 Action by the board taken under this sec-
tion or any other provision of the state program 
shall be subject to judicial review by the appro-
priate district court within the state of Utah, but 
the availability of this review shall not be con-
strued to limit the operation of the citizen suit in 
Section 41)-10-21. except as provided in this latter 
section. 19*1 
40-10-23. Time for bringing criminal proceed-
ing. 
No criminal proceeding based upon violation of this 
chapter, or any rule, regulation, or order issued under 
this chapter, shall be commenced or maintained un-
less it shall have been commenced within five years 
from the date of the alleged violation. 1979 
40-10-24. Determination of unsuitabiiity of 
lands for surface coal mining — Peti-
tion — Public hearing — Detailed 
statement by division. 
(1) (a) The board and division, with the advice of 
appropriate federal, state, and local agencies, 
shall establish a planning process enabling objec-
tive decisions based upon competent and scientif-
ically sound data and information as to which, if 
any, land areas of the state are unsuitable for all 
or certain types of surface coal mining operations 
pursuant to the standards set forth in Subsec-
tions (1Kb) and (l)(c). This designation shall not 
prevent the mineral exploration pursuant to this 
chapter of any area so designated. 
(b) Upon petition pursuant to Subsection (2), 
the board shall designate an area as unsuitable 
for all or certain types of surface coal mining op-
erations if the board and division determine that 
reclamation pursuant to the requirements of this 
chapter is not technologically and economically 
feasible. 
(c) Upon petition pursuant to Subsection (2), a 
surface area may be designated unsuitable for 
certain types of surface coal mining operations if 
these operations will: 
(i) be incompatible with existing state or 
local land use plans or programs; 
(ii) affect fragile or historic lands in which 
the operations could result in significant 
damage to important historic, cultural, sci-
entific, and esthetic values and natural sys-
tems; 
(iii) affect renewable resource lands in 
which the operations could result in a sub-
stantial loss or reduction of long-range pro-
ductivity of water supply or of food or fiber 
products, and the lands to include aquifers 
and aquifer recharge areas; or 
(iv) affect natural hazard lands in which 
the operations could substantially endanger 
life and property, these lands to include 
areas subject to frequent flooding and areas 
of unstable geology; 
and where the criteria listed in Subsections 
(lXcXi), (lXcXii), (lXO(iii), and (IXcXiv) have 
been balanced against the economic impact of the 
designation in a cost-benefit analysis. 
(d) Determinations of the unsuitabiiity of 
lands for surface coal mining, as provided for in 
this section, shall be integrated as closely as pos-
sible with present and future land use planning 
and regulation processes at the state and local 
levels. 
(e) Tne requirements of this section shall not 
apply to lands on which surface coal mining oper-
ations are being conducted on August 3, 1977, or 
under a permit issued pursuant to this chapter, 
or where substantial legal and financial commit-
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mcnt s in thes*» oporntions wfrc in ex is t s nc*» pr ior 
:-. .i.ip.....rv ;. ! ' • : : 
(2) Any person hav ing
 t in i:itere>L wincn ;s or n n v 
be adverse ly affected shall have the riirhi to pet i t ion 
the board to h a v e an a rea des ignated as u n s u i t a b l e 
for surface coal mining operations or to have this des-
ignation terminated. The petition shall contain alle-
gations of facts with supporting evidence which 
wouJd tend to establish the allegations. Within }Q 
months after receipt of the petition the board shall 
hold a public hearing, after appropriate notice and 
publication of the date, time, and location of the hear-
ing. After a person having an interest which is or 
may be adversely affected has filed a petition and 
before the hearing, as required by this subsection, 
any person may intervene by filing allegations of 
facts with supporting evidence which would tend to 
establish the allegations. Within 60 days after the 
hearing, the board shall issue and furnish to the peti-
tioner and any other party to the hearing, a written 
decision regarding the petition and the reasons for it. 
If all the petitioners stipulate agreement prior to the 
requested hearing and withdraw their request, the 
hearing need not be held. 
(3) Prior to any land areas being designated as un-
suitable for surface coal mining operations, a detailed 
statement shall be prepared by the division on: 
(a) the potential coal resources of the area; 
(b) the demand for coal resources; and 
(c) the impact of the designation on the envi-
ronment, the economy, and the supply of coal. 
(4) After August 3, 1977, and subject to valid exist-
ing rights, no surface coal mining operations, except 
those which exist on that date, shall be permitted: 
(a) on any lands where this activity is pre-
cluded by Public Law 95-87; 
(b) on any lands which will adversely affect 
any publicly-owned park or places included ir\ 
the National Register of Historic Sites, unless 
approved jointly by the division and the federal, 
state, or local agency with jurisdiction over th^ 
park or the historic site; 
(c) within 100 feet of the outside right-of-way 
line of any public road, except where mine access 
roads or haulage roads join this right-of-way lin$ 
and except that the division may permit thes^ 
roads to be relocated or the area affected to lis 
within 100 feet of the road, if after public notice 
and opportunity for public hearing in the locality 
a written finding is made that the interests of th^ 
public and the landowners affected thereby will 
be protected; or 
(d) within 300 feet from any occupied dwelK 
ing, unless waived by the owner of same, not-
within 300 feet from any public building, school, 
church, community, institutional building, or 
public park, or within 100 feet of a cemetery. 
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40-10-25. Abandoned mine reclamation pro^ 
gram — Expenditure priorities — Eligi-
ble lands and water. 
(1) Grants made to the state by the secretary of the 
United States Department of Interior for the adminis-
tration of an abandoned mine reclamation program 
and monies of the Abandoned Mine Reclamation 
Fund created in Section 40-10-25.1 shall be used by 
the division in accordance with Sections 40-10-25 
through 40-10-28.1. 
(2) The expenditure of monies shall reflect the fol-
lowing priorities: 
<a> the protectiin nf public health, safety. ro n . 
ol adver>e ellects <»t coal mining practices; 
<b> the protection of publir health, safp-rv. ,inri 
general welfare from adver-»- ellecls •»!" oiai ring-
ing practices; 
(c) the restoration of land and water resources 
and the environment previously degraded by ad-
verse effects of coal mining practices, including 
measures for the conservation and development 
of soil, water (excluding channelization), wood-
land, fish and wildlife, recreation resources, and 
agricultural productivity; 
(d) research and demonstration projects relat-
ing to the development of surface mining recla-
mation and water quality control program 
methods and techniques; 
(e) the protection, repair, replacement, con-
struction, or enhancement of public facilities 
such as utilities, roads, and recreation and con-
servation facilities adversely affected by coal 
mining practices; and 
(0 the development of publicly-owned land 
adversely affected by coal mining practices, in-
cluding land acquired as provided in this section 
for recreation and historic purposes, conserva-
tion, reclamation purposes, and open space bene-
fits. 
(3) Except as provided in Section 40-10-28.1, lands 
and water eligible for reclamation or drainage abate-
ment expenditures under this section are those: 
(a) which were mined for coal or affected by 
coal mining, wastebanks, coal processing, or 
other coal mining processes; 
(b) abandoned or left in an inadequate recla-
mation status prior to August 3, IS77; and 
(c) for which there is no continuing reclama-
tion responsibility under state or federal laws. 
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40-10-25.1. Abandoned Mine Reclamation Fund 
created — Contents — Use of monies. 
(1) (a) There is created an expendable trust fund 
known as the Abandoned Mine Reclamation 
Fund. 
(b) (i) The fund shall consist of the monies 
specified in Subsections (2) and (3). 
(ii) The monies of Subsection (2) shall be 
segregated* from the monies of Subsection 
(3). 
(2) (a) Monies received by the state from the fol-
lowing sources shall be deposited into the Aban-
doned Mine Reclamation Fund: 
(i) recovered liens filed against privately-
owned land as provided by Section 40-10-28; 
(ii) fees for the use of reclaimed lands as 
provided by Section 40-10-28; 
(iii) fines collected for violations of this 
chapter or any rule or order issued under 
this chapter; 
(iv) donations designated for reclamation 
of abandoned mines; and 
(v) interest credited to the fund pursuant 
to Subsection (b). 
(b) Monies received under Subsection (a) shall 
be invested by the state treasurer and the income 
earned shall be credited to the Abandoned Mine 
Reclamation Fund, except interest income 
earned over $9,500 per year shall be credited to 
the General Fund. 
(c) The division may at any time expend mon-
ies deposited into the fund under Subsection 
MINKS AND MININC 40-10-27 
<2na> to accomplish the purposes of the aban-
doned mine reclamation program. 
,-\i i.i> <»• Monies received by the state from the 
secretary ot the United States Department of 
Interior, which are granted as special state 
set-aside monies in accordance with *i0 
U.S.C Sec. 12.T2 et seq. shall be deposited in 
the Abandoned Mine Reclamation Fund. 
ni) Monies deposited into the fund under 
Subsection (3)(aMi) shall be invested by the 
state treasurer and the income earned shall 
be credited to the Abandoned Mine Reclama-
tion Fund. 
(b) After August 3, 1992, the division shall use 
the monies deposited into the Abandoned Mine 
Reclamation Fund under Subsection (3) to ac-
complish the purposes set forth in Sections 
40-10-25 through 40-10-28.1. 
(c) Except as provided in Subsection (3)(d), the 
monies deposited into the Abandoned Mine Rec-
lamation Fund under Subsection (3) shall be 
made available to the division through legisla-
tive appropriations. 
(d) The director of the division with the con-
currence of the board may at any time expend 
monies deposited into the Abandoned Mine Rec-
lamation Fund under Subsection (3)(a) for any 
emergency requiring immediate reclamation. 
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10-10-25.2. Liability limitation for abandoned 
mine reclamation. 
Mi The state is not liable for any costs or damages 
nv-ulting from action taken or not taken to carry out 
.in abandoned mine reclamation plan. 
••2' <a) Subsection (1) does not preclude liability for 
costs or damages resulting from gross negligence 
or intentional misconduct by the state. 
(b) For purposes of this section, reckless, will-
ful, or wanton misconduct constitutes gross neg-
ligence. 1991 
10-10-26. State reclamation plan and annual 
projects submitted to secretary of inte-
rior — Contents of plan — Annual sup-
port and implementation requests — 
Costs for proposed projects. 
«1» The division will submit to the secretary of the 
interior a state reclamation plan and annual projects 
:•• carry out the purposes of this section. 
2' The state reclamation plan shall generally 
identify the areas to be reclaimed, the purposes for 
which the reclamation is proposed, the relationship of 
!hi.- lands to be reclaimed and the proposed reclama-
tion to surrounding areas, the specific criteria for 
Mnking and identifying projects to be funded, and the 
l»-gal authority and programmatic capability to per-
form this work in conformance with the provisions of 
this chapter. 
*3> The division shall have the authority to submit 
•«n annual application for the support of the state pro-
gram and implementation of specific reclamation 
projects to the secretary of the interior. These annual 
r
»*quests shall include such information as may be 
'••quested by the secretary. 
'•*» The division shall have the authority to provide 
•«nnual and other reports required by the secretary of 
?he interior to accompany the annual request for sup-
J-Tt required in Subsection (3). 
(o» The costs for earh proposed project under this 
action shall include: actual construction costs, actual 
"deration and maintenance costs of permanent facili-
'"•*. planning and engineering costs, construction in-
spection costs,xind other necessary administrative ex-
penses. 11,7}, 
40-10-27. Entry upon land adversely affected by 
past coal mining practices — Conduct-
ing of studies or exploratory work — 
State acquisition of land — Lien — 
Waste disposal fund — Water pollution 
control and t reatment plants. 
(1) If the board, after notice and hearing, makes a 
finding of fact that: 
(a) Land or water resources have been 
adversely affected by past coal mining practices; 
(b) The adverse effects are at a stage where, in 
the public interest, action to restore, reclaim, 
abate, control, or prevent should be taken; 
(c) The owners of the land or water resources 
where entry must be made to restore, reclaim, 
abate, control, or prevent the adverse effects of 
past coal mining practices are not known or read-
ily available, or the owners will not give permis-
sion for the state or its political subdivisions, 
their agents, employees, or contractors to enter 
upon the property to restore, reclaim, abate, con-
trol, or prevent the adverse effects of past coal 
mining practices; 
Then, upon giving notice by mail to the owners, if 
known, or if not known, by posting notice upon the 
premises and advertising once in a newspaper of gen-
eral circulation in the county in which the land lies, 
the agents, employees, or contractors of the division, 
shall have the right to enter the property adversely 
affected by past coal mining practices and any other 
property to have access to that property to do all 
things necessary or expedient to restore, reclaim, 
abate, control, or prevent the adverse effects. This 
entry shall be construed as an exercise of the police 
power for the protection of public health, safety, and 
general welfare and shall not be construed as an act 
of condemnation of property nor of trespass on it. The 
monies expended for this work and the benefits accru-
ing to the premises so entered upon shall be charge-
able against the land and shall mitigate or offset any 
claim in or any action brought by any owner of any 
interest in these premises for any alleged damages by 
virtue of the entry; but this provision is not intended 
to create new rights of action or eliminate existing 
immunities. 
(2) The agents, employees, or contractors of the di-
vision shall have the right to enter upon any property 
for the purpose of conducting studies or exploratory 
work to determine the existence of adverse effects of 
past coal mining practices and to determine the feasi-
bility of restoration, reclamation, abatement, control, 
or prevention of these adverse effects. This entry 
shall be construed as an exercise of the police power 
for the protection of public health, safety, and general 
welfare and shall not be construed as an act of con-
demnation of property nor trespass on it. 
(3) The state may acquire any land by purchase, 
donation, or condemnation which is adversely af-
fected by past coal mining practices if the board, after 
notice and hearing, determines that acquisition of 
this land is necessary to successful reclamation and 
that: 
(a) The acquired land, after restoration, recla-
mation, abatement, control, or prevention of the 
adverse effects of past coal mining practices, will 
serve recreation and historic purposes, conserva-
tion and reclamation purposes, or provide open 
space benefits; and 
in te rcep to rs and o ther facilities a p p u r t e n a n t lo 
t h e p lan t . 
<c> T h e division may t rans fe r funds to o t h e r 
app rop r i a t e s t a t e agencies, in order to ca r rv out 
ihe rec lamat ion act ivi t ies au thor ized by th i s 
chap te r . IW2 
4O-10-2M. R e c o v e r y of r e c l a m a t i o n c o s t s — L i e n 
a g a i n s t r e c l a i m e d l a n d . 
( I ) All r ec lamat ion costs of each project sha l l be 
recovered to the extent possible, taking into consider-
ation the objectives of the project and the criteria un-
der which the project was selected for reclamation 
work in accordance with the following: 
(a) All possible reclamation costs shall be re-
covered at the time of first sale of land following 
reclamation as follows: 
(i) Whenever reclaimed land is sold at a 
value higher than that at which the unre-
claimed land was appraised immediately 
prior to reclamation, the difference between 
the pre and post reclamation values shall be 
payable to the fund to mitigate or offset the 
cost of the reclamation program; and 
(ii) When land is to be sold to a state or 
local government for public purposes, the 
amount of the sale price may be less than the 
market value after reclamation but may not 
be less than the actual costs of reclamation. 
(b) (i) Special charges for use of land may be 
levied, including recreation fees, leases, live-
stock grazing fees, or special lawful uses. 
These fees may be waived by the board when 
deemed to be to the public benefit. 
(ii) These user fees, however, shall be 
charged to all users of the reclaimed lands 
which result in financial or personal benefits 
to persons, corporations, or profit-making or-
ganizations. 
(iii) All fees collected, less operating and 
maintenance expenses, shall be redeposited 
in the fund. 
(2) (a) The division shall place a lien against re-
claimed land at the market value of which has 
increased as a result of the reclamation work, 
except where the surface owner neither con-
sented to not {nor) participated in nor exercised 
control over the mining operation which necessi-
tated the reclamation work. 
(b) The board may waive the requirement of a 
lien where land is owned by a state, local govern-
ment, or municipality or when owned and oper-
ated for a charitable public purpose by a non-
profit charitable organization. 
(c) The amount of the lien shall consist of the 
monies expended for the reclamation work but 
shall not exceed the resulting increase in the 
market value of the reclaimed land as deter-
mined by an independent appraiser. 
(d) A written statement of monies expended 
for the reclamation work, together with a nota-
rized appraisal of an independent appraiser of 
the market value of the land before and after the 
reclamation work, shall within six months after 
completion of the reclamation work, be filed in 
the office of the county recorder of the county in 
which the land lies. 1979 
40-10-28.1. Certification of completion of coal 
reclamation. 
(I) The governor may certify to the secretary of the 
United States Department of Interior that all of the 
priori t ies s ta ted in Subsection 4n-lu-25»2i tor ine eli-
gible lands and waters s p e e d e d in Subsect ion 
40-l0-25«3» have been achieved. 
(2) ';ii If the - r r . - ' . i r v concurs with the certifica-
tion made by the governor. Subsect ion 40-10-
2fv.1» does not apply for the purpose of de te rmin-
ing the • •li^ilulily of lands and wa te r s for annua l 
g r a n t s , and . except a- provided in Subject ion 
• 2Mb». eligible lands, wa te r s , and facilities a re 
those: 
li) which were mined or processed for min-
erals or which were affected by mineral min-
ing or processing; 
(ii) abandoned or left in an inadequate 
reclamation status prior to August 3, 1977; 
and 
(iii) for which there is no continuing recla-
mation responsibility under state or other 
federal laws, 
(b) In determining the eligibility of federal 
lands, water, and facilities under the jurisdiction 
of the Forest Service or Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, in lieu of the August 3, 1977, date referred 
to in Subsection (2)(a), the applicable dates shall 
be August 28, 1974, and November 26, 1980, re-
spectively. 
(3) Expenditures of monies for lands, waters, and 
facilities referred to in Subsection (2) shall reflect the 
following objectives and priorities in the order stated, 
instead of the priorities set forth in Subsection 
40-10-25(2): 
(a) the protection of public health, safety, gen-
eral welfare, and property from extreme danger 
of adverse effects of mineral mining and process-
ing practices; 
(b) the protection of public health, safety, and 
general welfare from adverse effects of mineral 
mining and processing practices; and 
(c) the restoration of land and water resources 
and the environment previously degraded by the 
adverse effects of mineral mining and processing 
practices. 
(4) Sites and areas designated for remedial action 
pursuant to the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation 
Control Act of 1978, 42 U.S.C. 7901 et seq., or which 
have been listed for remedial action pursuant to the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensa-
tion and Liability Act of 1980, 42 U.S.C. 9601 et seq., 
are not eligible for expenditures from the fund under 
this section. 
(5) The following projects may be undertaken if 
they relate to the priorities stated in Subsection (3): 
(a) reclamation projects involving the protec-
tion, repair, replacement, construction, or en-
hancement of utilities, such as those relating to 
water supply or roads, or other facilities serving 
the public that are adversely affected by mineral 
mining and processing practices; or 
(b) the construction of public facilities in com-
munities impacted by coal or other mineral min-
ing and processing practices. 
(6) Notwithstanding Subsection (5), if the secre-
tary concurs in the certification referenced in Subsec-
tion (1) and if the governor determines there is a need 
for activities or construction of specific public facili-
ties related to the coal or minerals industry in a state 
impacted by coal or minerals development and the 
secretary concurs in this need, then the division may 
use annual grants made available under Subsection 
40-10-25(1) to carry out these activities or construc-
tion. 
40-10-29 MUTOK VEHK'LKi Gt"h 
(7) Sections 40-10-27 and 40-10-28, which govern 
the reclamation of abandoned coal mines, shall also 
apply t.i the n*clamali<m <»:".;: .irui.jned mineral upera-
tions. \wi 
40-10-29. Other enforcement and protection 
rights unaffected — Operator to re-
place adversely affected water supply 
of legitimate users. 
(1) Nothing in this chapter shall be construed as 
affecting in any way the right of any person to en-
force or protect, under applicable law, his interest in 
water resources afTected by a surface coal mining op-
eration. 
(2) The operator of a surface coal mine shall re-
place the water supply of an owner of interest in real 
property who obtains all or part of his supply of water 
for domestic, agricultural, industrial, or other legiti-
mate use from an underground or surface source 
where this supply has been affected by contamina-
tion, diminution, or interruption proximately result-
ing from the surface coal mine operation. 1979 
40-10-30. Judicial review of rules or orders. 
(1) An appeal from a rule or order of the board 
shall be a trial on the record and is not a trial de 
novo. The court shall set aside the board action if it is 
found to be: 
(a) unreasonable, unjust, arbitrary, capricious, 
or an abuse of discretion; 
(b) contrary to constitutional right, power, 
privilege, or immunity; 
(c) in excess of statutory jurisdiction, author-
ity, or limitations; 
(d) not in compliance with procedure required 
by law; 
(e) based upon a clearly erroneous interpreta-
tion or application of the law; or 
(0 as to an adjudicative proceeding, unsup-
ported by substantial evidence on the record. 
(2) An action or appeal involving any provision of 
this chapter, or a rule or order shall be determined as 
expeditiously as feasible. The trial court shall deter-
mine the issues on both questions of law and fact and 
shall affirm or set aside the rule or order, enjoin or 
stay the effective date of agency action, or remand the 
cause to the board for further proceedings. Judicial 
review of disputed issues of fact shall be confined to 
the agency record. The court may, in its discretion, 
receive additional evidence for good cause shown. 
(3) Review of the adjudication of the district court 
is by the Supreme Court. 1986 
40-10-31. Chapter's procedures supersede Title 
63, Chapter 46b. 
The provisions of this chapter relating to agency 
adjudicative procedures before the board or division 
supersede the procedures and requirements of Title 
63, Chapter 46b, only until and unless the appropri-
ate federal authority approves Title 63, Chapter 46b, 
for the governance of the board as to this chapter. 
TITLE 41 
MOTOR VEHICLES 
Chapter 
1. Motor Vehicle Act {Renumbered!, 
la. Motor Vehicle Act. 
2. Operators' License Act. 
3. Motor Vehicle Business Regulation. 
4. Financing Dealers and Purchasers. 
Chapter 
">. Motor Vehicle Insurance [RepealedJ. 
•V Traffic Rul.-< .trui Regulations. 
7. Publicly Owned Motor Vehicles. 
Driving by Minors. 
Cmesl Statute ! Repealed |. 
Statu Whicle Department. 
Motor Fuels | Repealed |. 
Alcohol Production Incentive IRepealedJ. 
Safety Responsibility Act [Repealed]. 
12a. Motor Vehicle Financial Responsibility. 
13. Department of Public Safety. 
13a. Security Personnel Licensing and Regulation. 
14. Traffic Safety Coordinating Committee [R3. 
pealedl. 
Vehicle Equipment Safety Compact. 
Motor Clubs [Repealed!. 
Drivers' License Compact [Repealed!. 
Commercial Driver Training Schools [Re-
pealed]. 
Federal Highway Safety Act. 
Recreational Vehicles. 
Vintage Vehicles. 
Off-Highway Vehicles. 
Multistats Highway Transportation Agreement 
Nonresident Violator Compact [Repealed]. 
Victim Restitution. 
8. 
i). 
in. 
11. 
I la. 
12. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
CHAPTER 1 
MOTOR VEHICLE ACT 
(Renumbered by L. 1992, ch. 1, §§ 6 to 178.) 
41-1-1 to 41-1-231. Renumbered as §§ 41-la-l to 
41-la-1402. 
CHAPTER la 
MOTOR VEHICLE ACT 
Part 1 
Administration 
Section 
41-la-101. 
41-la-102. 
41-la-103. 
41-la-104. 
4Ma-105. 
41-la-106. 
4Ma-107. 
41-la-108. 
41-la-109. 
41-la-110. 
41- la- l l l . 
41-U-112. 
41-la-113. 
41-la-114. 
41-la-115. 
41-la-ll6. 
41-la-117. 
Short title. 
Definitions. 
Commission to administer chapter. 
Commission powers. 
Commission to create forms. 
Division created. 
Commission, division, and officers to 
enforce chapter — Duties. 
Division inspection of applications for 
registration, certificate of title, or li-
cense plate. 
Grounds for division refusing registra-
tion or certificate of title. 
Authority of division to suspend or re-
voke registration, certificate of title, 
license plate, or permit. 
Cancellation, suspension, or revoca-
tion of registration — Return of reg-
istration items. 
Authority to administer oaths. 
Power to summon witnesses and take 
testimony — Service of summons — 
Witness fees — Failure to appear. 
Method of giving notice. 
Division records — Copies. 
Records — Telephone requests for 
records — Search fee. 
Adjudicative proceedings. 
TabB 
OIL, GAS AND MINING; COAL R614-1A-700 
appeal the Division order and have the 
Contested and processed formally are avaii-
^kdequate administrative remedies and 
, exercised prior to seeking judicial review. 
RJk Waivers. , u i 
istanding any other provision ot these rules. 
dural matter, including any right to notice 
may be waived by the affected person* s> 
Il£ written waiver in a form acceptable to 
Kyision. 
.^109. Severability. 
he event that any provision, section, subsection 
atrase of these rules is determined by a court or 
rof competent jurisdiction to be invalid, unconsti-
hsl or unenforceable, other remaining provi-
„! sections, subsections or phrases shall remain in 
[force and effect. 
rjS-5-110. Construction. 
he Utah Administrative Procedures Act described 
3tle 63, Chapter 46b of the Utah Code Annotated 
j33f as amended) shall supersede any conflicting 
,rision of these rules. These rules should be con-
ued to be in compliance with said Act. 
nSl3-5-lll. Time Periods. 
^Nothing in these rules may be interpreted to re-
trict the Division Director, for good cause shown. 
t>m lengthening or shortening any time period pre-
ribed herein. 
40-4-1 el seq. 
R614. Oil, Gas and Mining; Coal. 
JR614-1A. Chapter I — Subchapter A — General — 
UMC Regulations Pertaining to Surface Effects of 
?• Underground Coal Mining Activities. 
JR614-1F. Subchapter F — Areas Unsuitable for Sur-
^ face Effects of Underground Coal Mining Activi-
*:- ties. 
*R614-1G. Subchapter G — Underground Coal Min-
&• ing Activities Permits and Coal Exploration Proce-
•• -• dures Systems. 
R614-1J. Subchapter J — Bonding and Insurance Re-
^ quirements for Surface Coal Mining and Reclama-
!
 tion Operations. 
R614-1K. Subchapter K — UMC Permanent Pro-
gram Performance Standards. 
R614-1L. Subchapter L — Inspection and Enforce-
ment Procedures. 
R614-1M. Subchapter M — Training, Examination, 
and Certification of Blasters. 
R614-1P. Subchapter P — Protection of Employees. 
R614-1Q. Subchapter Q — Applicability of 40-8-1 et 
seq. and Rules M-l through M-10. 
R614-2A. Chapter II — Subchapter A — General — 
SMC Regulations Pertaining to Surface Coal Min-
ing Activities. 
R614-2F. Subchapter F — Areas Unsuitable for Sur-
face Coal Mining Activities. 
R614-2G. Subchapter G — Surface Coal Mining and 
Reclamation Activities Permits and Coal Explora-
tion Procedures Systems. 
R614-2J. Subchapter J — Bonding and Insurance Re-
quirements for Surface Coal Mining and Reclama-
tion Operations. 
R614-2K. Subchapter K — Permanent Program Per-
formance Standards. 
R614-2L. Subchapter L — Inspection and Enforce-
ment Procedures. 
*? 
R614-2M. Subchapter M — Training, Examination, 
and Certification of Blasters. 
R614-2P. Subchapter P — Protection ot Employees. 
R614-2Q. Subchapter Q — Applicability of 40-a-l et 
seq. and Rules M-l through M-10. 
R614-100. Administrative: Introduction. 
R614-101. Restrictions on State Employees. 
R614-102. Exemption for Coal Extraction Incident to 
Government-Financed Highway or Other Con-
struction. 
R614-103. Areas Unsuitable for Coal Mining and 
Reclamation Operations. 
R614-104. Protection of Employees. 
R614-105. Administrative: Blaster Training, Exami-
nation and Certification. 
R614-200. Coal Exploration: Introduction. 
R614-201. Coai Exploration: Requirements for Ex-
ploration Approval. 
R614-202. Coal Exploration: Compliance Duties. 
R614-203. Coal Exploration: Public Availability of 
Information. 
R614-300. Coai Mine Permitting: Administrative 
Procedures. 
R614-301. Coal Mine Permitting: Permit Application 
Requirements. 
R614-302. Coai Mine Permitting: Special Categories 
and Areas of Mining. 
R614-303. Coal Mine Permitting: Change. Renewal, 
and Transfer. Assignment, or Sale of Permit 
Rights. 
R614-400. Inspection and Enforcement: Division Au-
thority and Procedures. 
R614-401. Inspection and Enforcement: Civil Penal-
ties. 
R614-402. Inspection and Enforcement: Individual 
Civil Penalties. 
R614-1A. Chapter I — Subchapter A — 
General — UMC Regulations Pertain-
ing to Surface Effects of Under-
ground Coal Mining Activities. 
R614-1A-700. Part UMC 700 — General. 
R614-1A-705. Part UMC 705 — Restrictions on State 
Employees Financial Interest. 
R614-1A-707. Part UMC 707 — Exemption for Coal 
Extraction Incident to Government-Financed High-
way or Other Construction. 
R614-1A-700. Part UMC 700 — General. 
UMC 700.1 Scope 
This Chapter I, consisting of Parts UMC 700-900, 
establishes the procedures through which the Utah 
State Division of Oil, Gas and Mining will implement 
those provisions of the Coal Mining Reclamation Act 
of 1979, (U.C.A. 40-10-1 et seq.) pertaining to surface 
effects of underground coal mining activities and in-
cludes regulations implementing U.C.A. 40-10-8 of 
the Act pertaining to coal exploration. Regulations 
pertaining to coal exploration are also set forth in 
Chapter II. Chapter I is divided into the following 
subchapters: 
(a) Subchapter A contains general introductory in-
formation intended to serve as a guide to the rest of 
the chapter and to the regulatory requirements and 
definitions generally applicable to the program and 
persons covered by those provisions of the Act that 
are applicable to coal exploration and surface effects 
of underground coal mining activities. 
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. b> SuDcnapcer F implements :hose reauirements 
of the Utah Coai Mining Reclamation Act or' 1979 tor 
designating certain lands unsuitaoie for ail or certain 
types of surface effects or unaergrouna coai mining 
activities and tor termination DI' such designations. 
'CJ SuochaDter G governs aDDiications for and deci-
sions on permits for unaergrouna coai mining activi-
ties and approvals. 
• d) Subchapter J sets form reauirements for perfor-
mance bonds and public iiaoiiity .nsurance for under-
ground coai mining activities. 
e> SuDchapter K sets forth the environmental and 
other performance standards which apply :o coai ex-
ploration and unaergrouna coai mining activities. 
Performance stanaaras appucaoie :o special coai min-
ing situations sucn as alluviai vailey rloors ana prime 
farmlands are inciuaed. 
<f) Subchapter L sets forth "he inspection, enforce-
ment, and civil penalty provisions. 
g) Suocnapter M wiil set forth :he requirements 
for training, examination, ana certification oi 
blasters. 
ihi Subchapter P sets forth :he provision for the 
protection of employees wno initiate proceedings un-
der the Act or testify in any proceeding resulting 
from the administration or enforcement of the Act. 
»i'j Subchapter Q sets forth the applicability of cer-
tain provisions of 40-8, 'C.C.A •• 1953. as amenaea. the 
Utah Mined Land Reclamation Act of 1975" and 
Rules M-i through M-IO to :he L'tan state program. 
UMC 700.2 Notations 
This copy of the Regulations Pertaining to Surface 
Effects of Underground Mining Activities • including 
regulations for coai exploration! incorporates changes 
that have been adopted by the Board of Oil. Gas and 
Mining and approved by the Office of Surface Mining 
Reclamation and Enforcement through March 1987. 
Sections marked with a single asterisk indicate 
regulations remanded, in whole or in part, by either 
the Secretary of the Department of the Interior or the 
U. S. Court of Appeals (Judge Flannery's decisions). 
Whereas, sections marked with double asterisks indi-
cate regulations suspended, in whole or in part, by 
the Secretary or the Court. 
*Remanded 
**Suspended 
UMC 700.5 Definitions 
As used in this chapter, the following terms have 
the specified meanings, except where otherwise indi-
cated: 
"Account" means abandoned mine reclamation ac-
count established pursuant to 40-10-25 of the Act. 
"Act" means Utah Code Annotated U.C.A. 40-10-1 
et seq. 
"Acid drainage" means water with a pH of less 
than 6.0 and in which total acidity exceeds total alka-
linity, discharged from active, inactive, or abandoned 
underground coal mining activities or from an area 
affected by underground coal mining activities. 
"Acid-forming materials" means earth materials 
that contain sulfide minerals or other materials 
which, if exposed to air, water, or weathering pro-
cesses, form acids that may create acid drainage. 
"Adjacent area" means the area outside the permit 
area where a resource or resources, determined ac-
cording to the context in which adjacent area is used, 
are or reasonably could be expected to be adversely 
impacted by proposed mining operations, including 
probable impacts from underground workings. 
"Affected area" means any land or water surface 
area which is used to facilitate, or is physically al-
tered by, surface coal mining and reclamation opera-
tions. The affected area includes the disturbed 
any area upon which surface coal mining and ' 
mation operations are conducted: any adjacent 1_ 
the use of which is incidental to surface coal mSl 
and reclamation operations all areas covered i~F 
or existing roads used to gain access to, or for ban 
coal to or from, surface coal mining and reclami 
operations, except as provided in this definition^ 
area covered by surface excavations, workings''1 
poundments, dams, ventilation shafts, entryway* ! 
fuse banks, dumps, stockpiles, overburden piles g& 
banks, culm banks, tailings, holes or depression* \ 
pair areas, storage areas, shipping areas; any are_ 
upon which are sited structures, facilities, or otWl 
property material on the surface resulting from CM 
incident to. surface coal mining and reclamation'otwi 
erations; and the area located above underground 
workings. The affected area shall include every roadl 
used for purposes of access to. or for hauling coal to orl 
from, surface coal mining and reclamation opera^ 
tions. "*M 
"Agricultural activities" means, with respect to aKj 
iuvial valley rloors. the use of any tract of land for the! 
production of animal or vegetable life, where the use^ 
is enhanced or facilitated by subimgation or floods 
irrigation associated with alluvial valley floors.1 
These uses include, but are not limited to, the pastur-^  
mg, grazing, or watering of livestock, and the crop-' 
ping, cultivation, or harvesting of plants whose pro-
duction is aided by the availability of water from sub-' 
irrigation or flood irrigation. Those uses do not in-^  
elude agricultural practices which do not benefit from' 
the availability of water from subimgation or flood. 
irrigation. 
"Agricultural use" means the use of any tract of 
land for the production of animal or vegetable life. 
The uses include, but are not limited to, the pastur-
ing, grazing, and watering of livestock, and the crop-
ping, cultivation, and harvesting of plants. 
"Alluvial valley floors" means the unconsolidated 
stream-laid deposits holding streams with water 
availability sufficient for subimgation or flood irri-
gation agricultural activities but does not include up-
land areas which are generally overlain by a thin 
veneer of colluvial deposits composed chiefly of debris 
from sheet erosion, deposits formed by 
unconcentrated runoff or slope wash, together with 
talus, or other mass-movement accumulations, and > 
windblown deposits. 
"Applicant" means any person seeking a permit 
from the Division to conduct underground coal min-
ing and reclamation activities pursuant to the Act. 
"Approximate original contour" means that surface 
configuration achieved by backfilling and grading of 
the mined areas so that the reclaimed area, including 
any terracing or access roads, closely resembles the 
general surface configuration of the land prior to 
mining and blends into and complements the drain-
age pattern of the surrounding terrain, with all high-
walls, spoil piles and coal refuse piles eliminated. 
Permanent water impoundments may be permitted 
where the Division has determined that they comply 
with UMC 817.49 and 817.56, and 817.133. 
"Aquifer" means a zone, stratum, or group of strata 
that can store and transmit water in sufficient quan-
tity for a specific use. 
"Arid and semiarid area" means, in the context of 
alluvial valley floors, an area where water use by 
native vegetation equals or exceeds that supplied by 
precipitation. 
"Best technology currently available" means equip-
ment, devices, systems, methods, or techniques which 
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will <a» prevent, to the extent possible, additional con-
tributions of suspended solids to streamflow or runoff 
outside the permit area, but in no event result in 
contributions of suspended solids in excess of require-
ments set by applicable state or federal laws: and (b» 
minimize, to the extent possible, disturbances and ad-
verse impacts on fish, wildlife and related environ-
mental values, and achieve enhancement of those re-
sources where practicable. The term includes equip-
ment, devices, systems, methods, or techniques which 
are currently available anywhere as determined by 
the Director of the Office of Surface Mining, even 
though they are not in routine use. The term in-
cludes, but is not limited to. construction practices, 
siting requirements, vegetation selection and plant-
ing requirements, animal stocking requirements, 
scheduling of activities and design of sedimentation 
ponds in accordance with UMC 817. Within the con-
straints of the permanent program, the Division or 
Board shall have the discretion to determine the best 
technology currently available on a case-by-case ba-
sis, as authorized by the state and federal Acts and 
this chapter. 
"Board" means the Board of Oil. Gas and Mining 
for the state of Utah. 
"Coal" means combustible carbonaceous rock, clas-
sified as anthracite, bituminous, subbituminous, or 
lignite by ASTM Standard D 388-77, referred to and 
incorporated by reference in the definition of "anthra-
cite" as given in 30 CFR 700.5. 
"Coal exploration" means the field gathering of 
surface or subsurface geologic, physical, or chemical 
data by mapping, trenching, drilling, geophysical, or 
other techniques necessary to determine the quality 
and quantity of overburden and coal of an area, or the 
gathering of environmental data which would cause 
substantial disturbance to the earth's surface or sub-
surface to establish the conditions of an area before 
beginning (underground) (surface) coal mining and 
reclamation operations under the requirements of 
this chapter. 
"Coal processing" means chemical or physical pro-
cessing and the cleaning, concentrating, or other pro-
cessing or preparation of coal. 
"Coal processing plant" means a facility where coal 
is subjected to chemical or physical processing or the 
cleaning, concentrating, or other processing or prepa-
ration. Coal processing plant includes facilities asso-
ciated with coal processing activities, such as, but not 
limited to, the following: loading facilities; storage 
and stockpile facilities; sheds; 3hops, and other build-
ings; water-treatment and water-storage facilities; 
settling basins and impoundments; and coal process-
ing and other waste-disposal areas. 
"Coal processing waste" means earth materials 
which may be combustible, physically unstable, or 
acid-forming or toxic-forming, and which are wasted 
or otherwise separated from product coal, and 
slurried or otherwise transported from coal prepara-
tion plants, after physical or chemical processing, 
cleaning, or concentrating of coal. 
"Combustible material" means organic material 
that is capable of burning, either by fire or through 
oxidation, accompanied by the evolution of heat and a 
significant temperature rise. 
"Compaction" means increasing the density of a 
Material by reducing the voids between the particles 
and is generally accomplished by controlled place-
ment and mechanical effort such as from repeated 
application of wheel, track, or roller loads from heavy 
equipment. 
"Cropland" means iana used for the production of 
adapted crops for harvest, aione or in rotation with 
grasses and legumes, and includes row crops, small 
gram crops, hay crops, nursery crops, orchard crops, 
and other similar specialty crops. 
"Director" means the Director. Utah State Division 
of Oil. Gas and Mining or a Directors reoresentative. 
"Director of the Office of Surface Mining" means 
the Director of that federal agency. 
"Disturbed area' means an area where vegetation, 
topsoil. or overburden is removed or upon whicn top-
soil, spoil, coal-processing waste, underground-devel-
opment waste, or noncoai waste is placed oy surface 
or underground coai mining operations. Those areas 
are classified as disturoea until reclamation is com-
plete and the performance bond, or other assurance oi 
performance required by L'MC Part 800. is released. 
"Diversion" means a channel, embankment, JT 
other manmade structure constructed to divert water 
from one area to another. 
"Division" means I'tah State Division of Oil. Gas 
and Mining, the designated state regulatory author-
ity. 
"Downslope" means the land surface between the 
projected outcrop of the lowest coaibed being mined 
along each highwail and a valley floor. 
"Edge effect" means the erfect created by the juxta-
position of two diverse habitats. 
"Embankment" means an artificial deposit of mate-
rial that is raised above the natural surface oi the 
land and used to contain, divert, or store water, sup-
port roads or railways, or for other similar purposes. 
"Ephemeral stream" means a stream which flows 
only in direct response to precipitation in the immedi-
ate watershed or in response to the melting of a cover 
of snow and ice, and which has a channel bottom that 
is always above the local water table. 
"Essential hydrologic functions" means the role of 
an alluvial valley floor in collecting, storing, regulat-
ing, and making the natural flow of surface or ground 
water, or both, usefully available for agricultural ac-
tivities by reason of the valley floors topographic po-
sition, the landscape and the physical properties of its 
underlying materials. A combination of these func-
tions provides a water supply during extended pe-
riods of low precipitation. 
(a) The role of the alluvial valley floor in collecting 
water includes accumulating runoff and discharge 
from aquifers in sufficient amounts to make the 
water available at the alluvial valley floor greater 
than the amount available from direct precipitation. 
(b) The role of the alluvial valley floor in storing 
water involves limiting the rate of discharge of sur-
face water, holding moisture in soils, and holding 
ground water in porous materials. 
(c)(1) The role of the alluvial valley floor in regulat-
ing the natural flow of surface water results from the 
characteristic configuration of the channel flood plain 
and adjacent low terraces. 
(2) The role of alluvial valley floor in regulating 
the natural flow of ground water results from the 
properties of the aquifers which control inflow and 
outflow. 
(d) The role of the alluvial valley floor in making 
water usefully available for agricultural activities re-
sults from the existence of flood plains and terraces 
where surface and ground water can be provided in 
sufficient quantities to support the growth of 
agriculturally useful plants, from the presence of 
earth materials suitable for the growth of 
agriculturally useful plants, from the temporal and 
physical distribution of water making it accessible to 
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plants.throughout the critical phases of the growth 
cycle either by flood irrigation or by subimgation. 
from the natural control of alluvial valley floors in 
limiting destructive extremes of stream discharge, 
and from the erosional stability of earth matenais 
suitable for the growth of agriculturally useful 
plants. 
"Existing structure" means a structure or facility 
used in connection with or to facilitate undergrouna 
coal mining activities for which construction begins 
prior to the approval of a state program. 
"Federal lands*' means any land, including mineral 
interests, owned by the United States, without regard 
to how the United States aquired ownership of "he 
lands or which agency manages the lands. It does not 
inciude Indian lands. 
"Federal Act" means P.L. 95-87. 
"Federal lands program" means a program estab-
lished by the Secretary pursuant to Section 523 of the 
Federal Act to regulate surface coal mining and rec-
lamation activities and surface effects of under-
ground coal mining activities on federal lands. 
"Federal program'' means a program established by 
the Secretary pursuant to Section 504 of the Federai 
Act to regulate coal exploration, surface effects of un-
derground coal mining activities and surface coai 
mining and reclamation activities on nonfederal and 
non-Indian lands within a state in accordance with 
the Federal Act and 30 CFR 700 et seq. 
'a) Complete federal program means a program es-
tablished by the Secretary pursuant to Section 504 of 
the Federal Act before June 3. 1980. by which the 
Director of the Office of Surface Mining regulates all 
coal exploration, surface effects of underground coal 
mining activities, and surface coal mining and recla-
mation activities. 
(b) Partial federal program means a program es-
tablished by the Secretary pursuant to Sections 102, 
201 and 504 of the Federal Act upon the partial with-
drawal of a state program, by which the Director of 
the Office of Surface Mining may regulate appropri-
ate portions of coal exploration, surface effects of un-
derground coal mining activities, and surface coal 
mining and reclamation activities. 
"Flood irrigation" means, with respect to alluvial 
valley floors, supplying water to plants by natural 
overflow or the diversion of flows, so that the irri-
gated surface is largely covered by a sheet of water. 
"Fund" means the Abandoned Mine Reclamation 
Fund established pursuant to 40-10-25 of the Act. 
"Fugitive dust" means that particulate matter not 
emitted from a duct or stack which becomes airborne 
due to the forces of wind or underground coal mining 
activities or both. During underground coal mining 
activities it may include emissions from haul roads; 
wind erosion of exposed surfaces, storage piles, and 
spoil piles; reclamation operations; and other activi-
ties in which material is either removed, stored, 
transported, or redistributed. 
"Ground water" means subsurface water that fills 
available openings in rock or soil materials to the 
extent that they are considered water saturated. 
"Habitats of unusually high value for fish and wild-
life" means areas defined by the state as crucial-criti-
cal use areas for wildlife. 
"Half-shrub" means a perennial plant with a woody 
base whose annually produced stems die back each 
year. 
"Head-of-hollow fill" means a fill structure consist-
ing of any material, other than coal processing waste 
and organic materials, placed in the uppermost 
reaches of a hollow where side slopes of the existing 
hollow measured at the steepest point ar»* 
than 20 degrees or the average slope of the H 
the hollow from the toe of the fill to the top afl 
is greater than 10 degrees. In fills with 
250.000 cubic yards of material, associated 
tour mining, the top surface of the fill will L* 
elevation of the coal seam. In all other head-ofJ 
fills, the top surface of the fill, when compleb 
approximately the same elevation as the 
ndge line, and no significant area of natural c 
occurs above the fill draining into the fill 
"HighwaU" means the face of exposed overi 
and coai in an open cut for entry to underground? 
mining activities.
 < 
"Historically used for cropland" means (1)' 
that have been used for cropland for any five yew 
more out of the 10 years immediately preceding! 
acquisition, including purchase, lease, or option 
the land for the purpose of conducting or alio 
through resale, lease, or option the conduct of \_ 
ground coal mining activities; <2) lands that theL, 
sion determines, on the basis of additional croplj 
history of the surrounding lands and the lands i " 
consideration, that the permit area is cle 
cropland but fails outside the specific 5-years-in4J 
criterion, in which case the regulations for pria 
farmland may be applied to include more yeartS 
cropland history only to increase the prime fa 
acreage to be preserved; or '3> lands that would iikefc 
have been used as cropland for any five out of the I 
10 years, immediately preceding such acquisition I 
for the same fact of ownership or control of the 1 
unrelated to the productivity of the land. 
"Hydrologic balance'' means the relationship 
tween the quality and quantity of water inflow,^ 
water output from, and storage in a hydroiogic uniC 
such as a drainage basin, aquifer, soil zone, lake,'og| 
reservoir. It encompasses the dynamic relationship 
among precipitation, runoff, evaporation, 
changes in ground and surface water storage. 
"Hydroiogic regime" means the entire stater 
water movement in a given area. It is a function! 
the climate and includes the phenomena by whicQ 
water first occurs as atmospheric water vapor, pasSH 
into a liquid or solid form, falls as precipitation^ 
moves along or into the ground surface, and retu ^ 
to the atmosphere as vapor by means of evaporationj 
and transpiration. 
"Immediate danger to the health and safety of thy 
public" means the existence of any condition or prac-j 
tice, or any violation of a permit or other require^ 
ments of the Act in an underground coal mining ac^ 
tivity, which could reasonably be expected to cause! 
substantial physical harm to persons outside the per*. 
mit area before the condition, practice, or violation^ 
can be abated. A reasonable expectation of death or j 
serious injury before abatement exists if a rationalj 
person, subjected to the same condition or practice ' 
giving rise to the peril, would avoid exposure to the,^ 
danger during the time necessary for abatement. ^ 
"Impoundment" means a closed basin, naturally | 
formed or artificially built, which is dammed or exca-^ 
vated for the retention of water, sediment, or waste.; 
"Incidental boundary change" means additions on 
deletions which result in a net increase to the origi\;r 
nally approved permit area which are less than one | 
(1) percent, or 10 acres, whichever is smaller. All *P".-.fe 
proved incidental boundary changes over the five* | | 
year permit term shall be considered cumulative. ^ 
"Indian lands" means all lands, including mineral ^ 
interests, within the exterior boundaries of any fed" ic 
era! Indian reservation, notwithstanding the issu" -^ 
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gnce of any patent, and including rights-of-way, and 
-all lands including mineral interests held in trust for 
or supervised by an Indian tribe. 
"Indian tribe" means any Indian tribe, band, group, 
or community having a governing body recognized by 
the Secretary. 
"In situ processes" means activities conducted on 
the surface or underground in connection with in-
place distillation, retorting, leaching, or other chemi-
cal or physical processing of coal. The term includes, 
but is not limited to, in situ gasification, in situ leach-
ing, slurry mining, solution mining, borehole mining, 
and fluid recovery mining. 
"Intermittent stream" means a stream or reach of a 
stream that is below the local water table for at least 
some part of the year, and that contributes to the 
stream and obtains its flow from both surface runoff 
and ground water discharge. 
"Land use" means specific uses or management-re-
lated activities, rather than the vegetation or cover of 
the land. Land uses may be identified in combination 
when joint or seasonal uses occur. Changes of land 
use or uses from one of the following categories to 
another shall be considered as a change to an alterna-
tive land use which is subject to approval by the Divi-
sion. 
(a) Cropland means land used for the production of 
adapted crops for harvest, alone or in a rotation with 
grasses and legumes, and includes row crops, small 
grain crops, hay crops, nursery crops, orchard crops, 
and other similar specialty crops. Land used for facili-
ties in support of cropland farming operations which 
is adjacent to or an integral part of these operations is 
.'also included for purposes of these land use catego-
?ries. 
'"';' (b) Pastureland or land occasionally cut for hay. 
r*Land used primarily for the long-term production of 
:*adapted, domesticated forage plants to be grazed by 
^livestock or occasionally cut and cured for livestock 
freed. Land used for facilities in support of 
^pastureland or land occasionally cut for hay which is 
^aaj'acent to or an integral part of these operations is 
[falso included. 
[p;(c) Grazing. Includes both grasslands and forest 
Jlands where the indigenous vegetation is actively 
^managed for grazing, browsing, or occasional hay pro-
eduction. Land used for facilities in support of ranch-
i n g operations which are adjacent to or an integral 
ffeart of these operations is also included. 
jp (d) Forestry. Land used or managed for the long-
-term production of wood, wood fiber, or wood derived 
products. Land used for facilities in support of forest 
^harvest and management operations which is adja-
cent to or an integral part of these operations is also 
^eluded. 
?* (e) Residential. Includes single and multiple-fam-
i l y housing, mobile home parks, and other residential 
^pgings. Land used for facilities in support of resi-
dential operations which is adjacent to or an integral 
^P?rt of these operations is also included. Support f&-
r^lities include, but are not limited to, vehicle park-
^ g and open space that directly relate to the residen-
t ia l use. 
r*'(0 Industrial/Commercial. Land used for 
% £*• ^ x t r a c t i ° n o r transformation of materials for 
.^pbrication of products, wholesaling of products or for 
• long-term storage products. This includes all heavy 
^ d light manufacturing facilities such as lumber 
r*ad wood processing, chemical manufacturing, petro-
ihf^ re**ln*n&' a n a fabricated metal products manu-
facture. Land used for facilities in support of these 
&. ^rations which is adjacent to or an integral part of 
that operation is also included. Support facilities in-
clude, but are not limited to. ail rail. road, and other 
transportation facilities. 
12) Retail or trade of goods or services, including 
hotels, motels, scores, rescaurancs. and ocher commer-
cial establishments. Land used for facilities in sup-
port of commercial operations which is adjacent to or 
an integral part of these operations is aiso included. 
Support facilities include, but are not limited to. 
parking, storage or snipping facilities. 
(g» Recreation. Land used for public or private lei-
sure-time use, including developed recreation facili-
ties such as parks, camps, and amusement areas, as 
well as areas for less intensive uses sucn as hiking, 
canoeing, and other undeveloped recreational uses, 
(h/ Fish and wildlife habitat. Land dedicated 
wholly or partially to the production, protection, or 
management of species of risn and wildlife. 
«i) Developed water resources. Includes land used 
for storing water for beneficial uses such as 
stockponds, irrigation, fire protection, tlood control, 
and water supply. 
ijj Undeveloped land or no current use or land 
management. Land that is undeveloped or, if previ-
ously developed, land that has been allowed to return 
naturally to an undeveloped state or has been al-
lowed to return to a state through natural succession. 
"Materially damage the quantity or quality of 
water" means, with respect to alluvial vailey rloors. 
changes in the quality or quantity of the water supply 
to any portion of an aJJuvjaJ vaJJey floor where such 
changes are caused by underground coal mining ac-
tivities and result in changes that significantly and 
adversely affect the composition, diversity, or produc-
tivity of vegetation dependent on subirngation, or 
which result in changes that would limit the ade-
quacy of the water for flood irrigation of the irrigable 
land acreage existing prior to mining. 
"Moist bulk density" means the weight of soil (oven 
dry) per unit volume. Volume is measured when the 
soil is at field moisture capacity (l/3 bar moisture 
tension). Weight is determined after drying the soil 
at 105 degrees C. 
"Mulch" means vegetation residues or other suit-
able materials that aid in soil stabilization and soil 
moisture conservation, thus providing microclimatic 
conditions suitable for germination and growth. 
"Noxious plants" means species that are included 
on official state lists of noxious plants. 
"Office of Surface Mining" means Office of Surface 
Mining Reclamation and Enforcement, U. S. Depart-
ment of Interior. 
"Operator" means any person engaged in coal min-
ing who removes or intends to remove more than 250 
tons of coal from the earth or from coal refuse piles by 
mining within 12 consecutive calendar months in any 
one location. 
"Outsfope" means the face of the spoil or embank-
ment sloping downward from the highest elevation to 
the toe. 
"Overburden" means material of any nature, con-
solidated or unconsolidated, that overlies a coal de-
posit, excluding topsoil. 
"Perennial stream" means a stream or part of a 
stream that flows continuously during all of the cal-
endar year as a result of ground water discharge or 
surface runoff. The term does not include intermit-
tent stream or ephemeral stream. 
"Performance bond" means a surety bond, collat-
eral bond or self-bond or a combination thereof, by 
which a permittee assures faithful performance of all 
the requirements of the Act, this chapter, the state 
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program, and the requirements of the permit and rec-
lamation plan. 
"Permanent diversion' means a diversion remain-
ing after underground coal mining activities are com-
pleted which has been approved for retention by the 
Division and other appropriate state and federal 
agencies. 
"Permit" means a permit to conduct underground 
coal mining activities issued by the Division pursu-
ant to a state program. For purposes of the federal 
lands program, permit means the document issued 
authorizing underground coal mining activities on 
federal lands, after approval of a mining pian by the 
Secretary, and. where a cooperative agreement pur-
suant to Section 523 of the Federal Act has been exe-
cuted by the Division. 
'Permit area-' means the area of land indicated on 
the approved map submitted by the operator with the 
application required to be covered by the operators 
performance bond under Part UMC 300. and which 
shall include the area of land upon which :he opera-
tor proposes to conduct surface coal mining and recla-
mation operations or proposes to conduct surface op-
erations incident to underground mining activities 
under the permit, including ail disturbed areas: pro-
vided that areas adequately bonded under another 
valid permit may be excluded from the permit. 
"Permittee" means a person holding cr required by 
the Act or this chapter to hold a permit to conduct 
underground coal mining activities issued by the Di-
vision pursuant to a state program, or. where a coop-
erative agreement pursuant to Section 523 of the 
Federal Act has been executed, by the Director of the 
Office of Surface Mining and the Division. 
"Person" means an individual. Indian tribe when 
conducting underground coal mining activities on 
non-Indian lands, partnership, association, society, 
joint venture, joint stock company, firm, company, 
corporation, cooperative or other business organiza-
tion and any agency, unit, or instrumentality of fed-
eral, state or local government including any publicly 
owned utility or publicly owned corporation of fed-
eral, state, or local government. 
"Person having an interest which is or may be 
adversely affected or person with a valid legal inter-
est means any person" — 
(a) Who uses any resource of economic, recrea-
tional, esthetic, or environmental value that may be 
adversely affected by coal exploration or surface coal 
mining and reclamation activities or any related ac-
tion of the Secretary, the Division, or the Board; or 
(b) Whose property is or may be adversely affected 
by coal exploration or surface coal mining and recla-
mation activities or any related action of the Secre-
tary, the Division, or the Board. 
"Prime farmland" means those lands which are de-
fined by the Secretary of Agriculture in 7 CFR 657 
(Federal Register Vol. 4 No. 21) and which have his-
torically been used for cropland as that phrase is de-
fined above. 
"Public office" means a facility under the direction 
and control of a governmental entity which is open to 
public access on a regular basis during reasonable 
business hours. 
"Rangeland" means those areas which by reason of 
physical limitations such as low and erratic precipita-
tion, rough topography, poor drainage, or extreme 
temperatures are generally unsuited for cultivation. 
Rangelands include grasslands, brushlands. deserts, 
and open forests and are managed primarily to en-
hance the production of forage for both free-ranging 
wildlife and domestic animals. 
"Recharge capacity" means the ability of the *>&? 
and underlying materials to allow precipitation^/}** 
runoff to infiltrate and reach the zone of s a t u r a t i ^ 
"Reclamation" means those actions taken to restatS 
mined land as required by this chapter tosNl 
postmimng land use approved by the Division i^M 
"Recurrence interval" means the interval of timftt^S 
which a precipitation event is expected to occur on ? 
on the average. For example, the 10-year, 24-KQ 
precipitation event would be that 24-hour preciDita" 
tion event expected to occur on the average once in in 
years. 
"Reference area" means a land unit maintained un-
der appropriate management for the purpose of mea-
suring vegetation ground cover, productivity and 
plant species diversity that are produced naturally or 
by crop production methods approved by the Division. 
Reference areas must be representative of geology 
soils, slope, aspect, and vegetation in the permit area.' 
"Regional Director" means a Regional Director of 
the Office of Surface Mining or a Regional Director's 
representative. 
"Renewable resource lands" means aquifers and 
areas for the recharge of aquifers and other under-
ground waters, areas for agricultural or silvicultural 
production of food and fiber, and grazinglands. 
"Road" means a surface right-of-way for purposes of 
travel by land vehicles used in coal exploration or 
underground coal mining activities. A road consists of 
the entire area within the right-of-way. including 
roadbed, shoulders, parking and side area, ap-
proaches, structures, ditches, surface, and such con-
tiguous appendages as are necessary* for the total 
structure. The term includes access and haul roads 
constructed, used, reconstructed, improved, or main-
tained for use in coal exploration or underground coal 
mining activities, including use by coal-hauling vehi-
cles leading to transfer, processing, or storage areas. 
The term does not include pioneer or construction 
roadways used for part of the road construction proce-
dure and promptly replaced by a Class I. Class II, or 
Class HI road located in the identical right-of-way as: 
the pioneer or construction roadway. The term also, 
excludes any roadway within the immediate mining 
pit area. .eJ 
(a) Class I Road means a road that is utilized for 
transportation of coal. :\\\ 
(b) Class II Road means any road, other than a 
Class I Road, planned to be used over a six-month. 
period or longer. J 3 
(c) Class HI Road means any road, other than ft. 
Class I Road, planned to be used over a period of leas 
than six (6) months, or for very infrequent use over 
the life of the mine. 
"Safety factor" means the ratio of the available 
shear strength to the developed shear stress, or the 
ratio of the sum of the resisting forces to the sum o( 
the loading or driving forces, as determined by ac-
cepted engineering practices. 
"Sedimentation pond" means a primary sediment 
control structure designed, constructed, and main-
tained in accordance with UMC 816.46 and including 
but not limited to a barrier, dam, or excavated de-
pression which slows down water runoff to allow sedi-
ment to settle out. A sedimentation pond shall not 
include secondary sedimentation control structures, 
such as straw dikes, riprap, check dams, mulches, 
dugouts, and other measures that reduce flow veloc-
ity, reduce runoff volume or trap sediment, to the 
extent that such secondary sedimentation structures 
drain to a sedimentation pond. 
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"Significant, imminent environmental harm to 
land, air. or water resources means" — 
(1) An environmental harm is an adverse impact 
0n land, air, or water resources which resources in-
clude, but are not limited to, plant and animal life. 
lb) An environmental harm is imminent, if a con-
dition, practice, or violation exists which — 
(1) Is causing such harm: or, 
(2) May reasonably be expected to cause harm at 
any time before the end of the reasonable abatement 
time that would be set under 40-10-22 of the Act. 
(c) An environmental harm is significant if that 
harm is appreciable and not immediately reparable. 
"Slope" means average inclination of a surface, 
measured from the horizontal, generally expressed as 
the ratio of a unit of vertical distance to a given num-
ber of units of horizontal distance (e.g., lv:5h;. It may 
also be expressed as a percent or in degrees. 
"Soil horizons" means contrasting layers of soii par-
allel or nearly parallel to the land surface. Soil hori-
zons are differentiated on the basis of field character-
istics and laboratory data. The three major soii hori-
zons are — 
(a/ A horizon. The uppermost mineral layer, often 
called the surface soil. It is the part of the soil in 
which organic matter is most abundant, and leaching 
of soluble or suspended particles is typically the 
greatest. 
(b) B horizon. The layer that typically is.immedi-
ately beneath the A horizon and often called the sub-
soil. This middle layer commoniy contams more clay, 
iron, or aluminum than the A or C honzons. 
(a C horizon. The deepest layer of soil profile. It 
consists of loose material or weathered rock that is 
relatively unaffected by biologic activity. 
"Soil survey" means a field and other investigation, 
resulting in a map showing the geographic distribu-
tion of different kinds of soils and an accompanying 
report that describes, classifies, and interprets such 
soils for use. Soil surveys must meet the standards of 
the National Cooperative Soil Survey as incorporated 
by reference in SMC 785.17(b)(1). 
"Spoil" means overburden that has been removed 
during underground coal mining activities. 
"Stabilize" means to control movement of soil, spoil 
piles, or areas of disturbed earth by modifying the 
geometry of the mass, or by otherwise modifying 
physical or chemical properties, such as by providing 
a protective surface coating. 
"State program" means a program established by a 
state and approved by the Secretary pursuant to Sec-
tion 503 of the Federal Act to regulate surface coal 
mining and reclamation activities and surface effects 
of underground coal mining activities on non-Indian 
and nonfederal lands within the state, according to 
the requirements of the Federal Act and this chapter. 
If a cooperative agreement under 30 CFR 745 has 
been entered into, a state program will apply to fed-
eral lands, in accordance with the terms of the cooper-
ative agreement. 
"Steep slope" means any slope of more than 20 de-
grees or such lesser slope as may be designated by the 
Division after consideration of soil, climate, and other 
characteristics of a region or state. 
"Subirrigation" means, with respect to alluvial 
valley floors, the supplying of water to plants from 
underneath or from a semi-saturated or saturated 
subsurface zone where water is available for use by 
vegetation. Subirrigation may be identified by: 
(a) Diurnal fluctuation of the water table, due to 
the difference in nighttime and daytime 
evapotranspiration rates; 
<b> Increasing soil moisture from a portion of the 
root zone down to the saturated zone, due to capillary 
action: 
<o Mottling of the soils in the root zones: 
<d) Existence of an important part of the root zone 
within the capillary fringe or water table of an dilu-
vial aquifer: or 
(e) An increase in streamilow or a nse in ground 
water ieveis. shortly after the first killing frost on the 
valley floor. 
"Substantially disturb" means, for purposes of coai 
exploration, to impact significantly upon land. air. or 
water resources by 3uch activities as blasting, me-
chanical excavation, drilling or altering coai or water 
exploratory hoies or wells, construction of roads and 
other access routes, and the placement of structures. 
excavated earth, or other debris on the surface n 
land. 
"Surface coai mining activities"' means: 
fa) Activities conducted on the surface of lands :n 
connection with a surface coai mine, the products of 
which enter commerce or the operations of whicn di-
rectly or indirectly affect interstate commerce. Sucn 
activities mciude excavation for the purpose of oo-
taining coai. including such common methods as con-
tour, strip, auger, mountaintop removal, box cut. 
open pit. and area mining, the uses of explosives and 
blasting, and in situ distillation or retorting, leaching 
or other chemical or physical processing, and :he 
cleaning, concentrating, or other processing or prepa-
ration, loading of coal for interstate commerce at or 
near the mine site, provided, these activities do not 
include the extraction of coal incidental to the extrac-
tion of other minerals, where coal does not exceed 16 
2h per centum of the tonnage of minerals removed for 
purposes of commercial use or sale, or coal explora-
tion subject to Section 40-10-8 of the Act: and pro-
vided further, that excavation for the purpose of ob-
taining coal includes extraction of coal from coal re-
fuse piles; and 
(b) Areas upon which the activities described in 
paragraph (a) above occur or where those activities 
disturb the natural land surface. These areas shall 
also include any adjacent land the use of which is 
incidental to any such activities, all lands affected by 
the construction of new roads or the improvement or 
use of existing roads to gain access to the site of those 
activities and for haulage and excavation, workings, 
impoundments, dams, ventilation shafts, entryways. 
refuse banks, dumps, stockpiles, overburden piles. 
spoil banks, culm banks, tailings, holes or depres-
sions, repair areas, storage areas, processing areas, 
shipping areas, and other areas upon which are sited 
structures, facilities, or other property or material on 
the surface, resulting from or incident to those activi-
ties. 
"Surface coal mining and reclamation activities" 
means surface coal mining activities and all activities 
necessary or incidental to the reclamation of such ac-
tivities. This term includes the term surface coal min-
ing activities. 
"Surface effects of underground coal mining activi-
ties" means the "surface operations" and surface im-
pacts incident to "underground coal mining activi-
ties." 
"Surface operations" means with respect to "under-
ground coal mining activities", the activities con-
ducted on the surface of the earth incident to an un-
derground coai mine, such as the uses of explosives 
and blasting on the surface of the earth, insitu distil-
lation or retorting, leaching, or other chemical or 
physical processing, and the cleaning, concentrating 
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or other processing or preparation and loading of coal 
for interstate commerce at or near the mine site and 
:he construction, use, maintenance, and reclamation 
of roads, impoundments, dams, ventilation shafts, en-
tryways. refuse banks, dumps, stockpiles, overburden 
piles, spoil banks, culm banks, tailings, holes or de-
pressions, repair areas, storage areas, processing 
areas, shipping areas, and other areas upon which 
are sited structures, facilities, or other property or 
matenai on the surface, resulting from or incident to 
these activities. 
"Temporary diversion" means a diversion of a 
stream or overload flow which is used during coal 
exploration or underground coal mining activities 
ana not approved by the Division to remain after rec-
lamation as part of the approved postmining land 
use. 
"Ton" means 2.000 pounds avoirdupois -.90718 
metric ton*. 
"Topsoii" means the A soil horizon layer of the 
three major soil horizons. 
"Toxic-forming materials" means earth materials 
or wastes which, if acted upon by air. water, 
weathering, or microbiological processes, are likely to 
produce chemical or physical conditions in soils or 
water that are detrimental to biota or uses of water. 
"Toxic mine drainage" means water that is dis-
charged from active or abandoned mines or other 
areas affected by coal exploration or underground 
coal mining activities which contains a substance 
that through chemical action or physical effects is 
likely to kill, injure, or impair biota commonly 
present in the area that might be exposed to it. 
"Unconsolidated streamlaid deposits holding 
streams" means, with respect to alluvial valley floors, 
all flood plains and terraces located in the lower por-
tions of topographic valley which contain perennial or 
other streams with channels that are greater than 
three (3) feet in bankful width and greater than 0.5 
feet in bankful depth. 
"Underground development waste" means waste 
rock mixtures of coal, shale, claystone, siltstone, 
sandstone, limestone, or related materials that are 
excavated, moved, and disposed of during develop-
ment and preparation of areas incident to under-
ground coal mining activities. 
"Underground coal mining activities" means a 
combination of "surface operations" and "under-
ground operations" incident to an underground coal 
mine, the products of which enter commerce or the 
operations of which directly or indirectly affect inter-
state commerce. 
"Underground operations" means those operations 
conducted below the surface of the earth in connec-
tion with an underground coal mine, such as under-
ground construction, operation, and reclamation of 
shafts, adits, underground support facilities, in situ 
processing, and underground mining, hauling, stor-
age, and blasting. 
"Undeveloped rangeland" means, for purposes of 
alluvial valley floors, lands where the use is not spe-
cifically controlled and managed. 
"Upland areas" means, with respect to alluvial 
valley floors, those geomorphic features located out-
side the floodplain and terrace complex, such as iso-
lated higher terraces, alluvial fans, sediment sur-
faces, landslide deposits, and surfaces covered with 
residuum, mud flows or debris flows, as well as high-
land areas underlain by bedrock and covered by re-
sidual weathered material or debris deposited by 
sheetwash, rillwash, or windblown material. 
"Valley fill" means a fill structure consisting of an* 
matenai. other than coal processing waste and othei 
organic material, that is placed in a valley where aids 
slopes of the existing valley measured at the steepest 
point are greater than 20 degrees or the average slope 
oi the profile of the valley from the toe of the fill to 
the top of the fill is greater than 10 degrees. 
"Water table" means the upper surface of a zone of 
saturation, where the body of ground water is not 
confined by an overlying impermeable zone. 
UMC 700.6 Responsibility 
• a) The Director of the Office of Surface Mining, 
under the general direction of the Assistant Secret 
tary. Energy and Minerals, is responsible for exercis-
ing the authority of the Secretary of the Interior, ex-
cept for the following: 
1/ Approval, disapproval, or withdrawal of ap-
proval of a state program and implementation of a 
federal program. The Director of the Office of Surface 
Mining is responsible for exercising the authority of 
the Secretary to substitute federal enforcement of a 
state program under Section 52Kb; of the Federal 
Act: 
12) Designation of lands as unsuitable for all or 
certain types of surface coal mining activities and 
surface effects of underground coal mining activities 
under Section 522 of the Federal Act and as unsuit-
able for noncoal mining under Section 601 of the Fed-
eral Act: and 
•3) Authority to approve or disapprove mining 
plans to conduct underground coal mining activities 
and surface coal mining and reclamation activities on 
federal land. 
ibi The Director of the Office of Surface Mining is 
responsible for consulting with federal land-manag-
ing agencies with responsibility for natural and his-
toric resources on federal lands on actions which may 
have an affect on their responsibilities. 
(c) The Division of Oil, Gas and Mining is responsi-
ble for the regulation of surface effects of under-
ground coal mining activities, surface coal mining 
and reclamation activities and coal exploration under 
an approved state program and the reclamation of 
abandoned mine lands under an approved state recla-
mation plan on nonfederal and non-Indian lands in 
accordance with procedures in this chapter. 
(d) The Division, through a cooperative agreement, 
exercises certain authority relating to the regulation 
of surface effects of underground coal mining activi-
ties and surface coal mining and reclamation activi-
ties on federal lands in accordance with 30 CFR Part 
745. 
UMC 700.11 Applicability 
(a) This chapter applies to all coal exploration and 
underground coal mining activities, except — 
(1) The extraction of coal by landowner for his or 
her own noncommercial use from land owned or 
leased by him or her. Noncommercial use does not 
include the extraction of coal by one unit of an inte-
grated company or other business or nonprofit entity 
which uses the coal in its own manufacturing or 
power plants; 
(2) The extraction of coal for commercial purposes 
where the underground coal mining activity affects 
two acres or less, but not any such operation con-
ducted by a person who affects or intends to affect 
more than two acres at physically related sites; 
(3) The extraction of 250 tons of coal or less by a 
person conducting an underground coal mining activ-
ity. A person who intends to remove more than 250 
tons is not exempted. 
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extraction of coal as an incidental part of 
rjLte, or local government-financed highway 
\ construction in accordance with 30 CFR Part 
* VUC 707; 
. extraction of coal incidental to the extrac-
f'other minerals where coal does not exceed 16 
at of the mineral tonnage removed for com-
use or sale: 
^The extraction of coal on Indian lands in accor-
k with 25 CFR 177, Subpart B. 
Coal exploration on federal lands outside a per-
trea. 
' Any person who conducts underground coal 
«£ activities on non-Indian or nonfederal lands 
.
 aft€ r eight months from the date of approval of 
fitate program shall have a permit issued pursu-
i t the Act. However, under conditions specified in 
£C 771.13(b), a person may continue operations 
• a previously issued permit after eight months 
the date of approval of the state program. 
Any person who conducts underground coal 
ag activities on federal lands on and after eight 
inths from the date of approval of a state program 
^implementation of a federal program for the state 
" rhich the federal lands are located shall have a 
ait issued pursuant to 30 CFR Part 741. However, 
der conditions specified in 30 CFR 741.11(c), a per-
i may continue such operations under a previously 
pproved mine plan pursuant to 30 CFR Part 211 
er eight months after the date of approval of a 
program or implementation of a federal pro-
The requirements of Subchapter K shall be ef-
ive and shall apply to each underground coal min-
\ activity which is required to obtain a permit un-
• the Act, on the earliest date upon which the Act 
n<l this chapter require a permit to be obtained, ex-
spt as provided in paragraph (e) of this section, 
5*(e)(l) Each structure used in connection with or to 
[fecilitate coal exploration or underground coal min-
ing activities shall comply with the performance 
[Standards and the design requirements of Subchapter 
X of this chapter, except that — 
fif-ftf) An existing structure which meets the perfor-
mance standards of Subchapter K of this chapter but 
does not meet the design requirements of Subchapter 
K of this chapter may be exempted from meeting 
those design requirements by the Division. The Divi-
sion may grant this exemption only as part of the 
permit application process after obtaining the infor-
mation required by UMC 784.12 and after making 
the findings required in UMC 786.21 or, on federal 
lands as required by 30 CFR 741.11. 
. *(ii) If the performance standard of Subchapter B of 
30 CFR Chapter VII is at least as stringent as the 
comparable performance standard of Subchapter K of 
this chapter, an existing structure which meets the 
performance standards of said Subchapter B may be 
tempted by the Division from meeting the design 
"equirements of Subchapter K of this chapter. The 
division may grant this exemption only as part of the 
>ermit application process after obtaining the infor-
nation required by UMC 780.12 and after making 
he findings required in UMC 786.21 or, on federal 
ands as required by 30 CFR 741.11. 
(iii) An existing structure which meets a perfor-
mance standard of Subchapter B of 30 CFR Chapter 
fll which is less stringent than the comparable per-
ormance standard of Subchapter K of this chapter for 
'hich there was no equivalent performance standard 
& Subchapter B of this chapter shall be modified or 
reconstructed to meet the design standard of Sub-
chapter K of this chapter pursuant to a compliance 
plan approved by the Division only as part of the 
permit application as required in UMC 784.12 and 
according to the findings required by UMC 786.21 or. 
on federal lands as required by 30 CFR 741.11; 
tiv> An existing structure which does not meet the 
performance standards of Subchapter B of 30 CFR 
Chapter VII and which the applicant proposes to use 
in connection with or to facilitate the coal exploration 
or underground coal mining activity snail be modified 
or reconstructed to meet the performance and design 
standards of Subchapter K prior to issuance of the 
permit. 
<2) The exemptions provided in paragrapns <eM 1 M i.• 
and '.e><l.''.ii» shall not apply :o: 
(i) The requirements for existing and new waste 
piles used either temporarily or permanently as dams 
or embankments: and 
ui) The requirements to restore the approximate 
original contour of the land. 
<f)(l) Any person conducting coal exploration on 
nonfederal and non-Indian lands on or after the date 
on which a state program is approved shail either tile 
a notice of intention to explore or obtain approval of 
the Division, as required by UMC 776. 
(2) Coai exploration performance standards in 
UMC 815 shail apply to coai exploration on nonfed-
eral and non-Indian lands whicn substantially dis-
turbs the natural land surface two months after ap-
proval of the state program. 
UMC 700.12 Petition To Initiate Rulemaking 
Petitions to initiate rulemaking should proceed 
pursuant to the Utah Administrative Rulemaking 
Act, U.C.A. 63-46-8. 
UMC 700.13 Notice Of Citizen Suits 
(a) A person who intends to initiate a civil action 
on his or her own behalf under 40-10-21 of the Act 
shall give notice of intent to do so, in accordance with 
this section. 
(b) Notice shall be given to the Secretary and the 
Director of the Office of Surface Mining in all cases 
and the State Division Director, if a complaint in-
volves Utah. A copy of the notice shall be sent by 
first-class mail to the Regional Director of the Office 
of Surface Mining, if the complaint involves under-
ground coal mining and reclamation activities in 
Utah. 
(c) Notice shall be given by certified mail to the 
alleged violator, if the complaint alleges a violation of 
the Act or any regulation, order, or permit issued 
under the Act. 
(d) Service of notice under this section is complete 
upon mailing to the last known address of the person 
being notified. 
(e) A person giving notice regarding an alleged vio-
lation shall state, to the extent known — 
(1) Sufficient information to identify the provision 
of the Act, regulation, order, or permit allegedly vio-
lated; 
(2) The act or omission alleged to constitute a vio-
lation; 
(3) The name, address, and telephone numbers of 
the person or persons responsible for the alleged vio-
lation; 
(4) The date, time, and location of the alleged vio-
lation; 
(5) The name, address, and telephone number of 
the person giving notice; and 
(6) The name, address, and telephone number of 
legal counsel, if any, of the person giving notice. 
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if) A person giving notice of an alleged failure by 
the Division to perform a mandatory act or duty un-
der the Act shall state, to the extent known: 
• 1; The provision of the Act containing the manda-
tory act OT duty aWegfcdYy not performed; 
•2) Sufficient information to identify the omission 
alleged to constitute the failure to perform a manda-
tory act or duty under the Act; 
3) The name, address, and telephone number of 
legal counsel, if any, of the person giving notice. 
4) The name, address, and telephone number of 
the person giving notice. 
CMC 700.14 Availability Of Records 
a J Records required by the Act to be made avail-
able locally to the public shail be retained at the geo-
graphically closest office of the state or federal regu-
latory authority having jurisdiction over the area in-
volved. 
<bi Other nonconfidential records or documents in 
the possession of the Division may be requested from 
the Division. 
ic) Confidentiality: Information received which is 
required to be held confidential by the terms of the 
Act shall not be available for public inspection. 
UMC 700.15 Computation Of Time 
a> Except as otherwise provided, computation oi 
time under this chapter is based on calendar days. 
ib» In computing any period of prescribed time, the 
day on which the designated period of time begins is 
not included. The last day of the period is included 
unless it is a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday on 
which the regulatory authority is not open for busi-
ness, in which event the period runs until the end of 
the next day which is not a Saturday, Sunday, or 
legal holiday. 
(c) Intermediate Saturdays, Sundays, and legal 
holidays are excluded from the computation when the 
period of prescribed time is seven days or less. 
R614-1A-705. Part UMC 705 — Restrictions on 
State Employees Financial Interest. 
UMC 705.4 Responsibility 
(a) The Director shall: 
(1) Provide advice, assistance, and guidance to all 
state employees required to file statements pursuant 
to UMC 705.11; 
(2) Promptly review the statement of employment 
and financial interests and supplements, if any, filed 
by each employee, to determine if the employee has 
correctly identified those listed employment and fi-
nancial interests which constitute a direct or indirect 
financial interest in any underground or surface coal 
mining activities; 
(3) Resolve prohibited financial situations by or-
dering or initiating remedial action or by reporting 
the violations to the Office of Surface Mining Director 
who is responsible for initiating action to impose the 
penalties of the Act; 
(4) Certify on each statement that review has been 
made, that prohibited financial interests, if any, have 
been resolved, and that no other prohibited interests 
have been identified from the statement; 
(5) Submit to the Office of Surface Mining Director 
such statistics and information as he or she may re-
quest to enrble preparation of the required annual 
report to Congress; 
(6) Submit to the Office of Surface Mining Director 
the initial listing and the subsequent annual listings 
of positions as required by UMC 705.11(b), (c), and 
(d); 
7> Furnish a blank statement 45 days in advan^1 
of the filing date established by UMC 705.13(awJ 
each state employee required to file a statement; aiif 
8) Inform annually each state employee require 
t.cs C\te a. sxax^suiTX <K\*& ska Qvc*«*» ?>{ tfcx* division £ 
such other official designated by state law or regul*.H 
rion. of the name, address, and telephone number rf" 
:he person whom they may contact for advice and 
counseling. »j 
a Division employees performing any duties or 
functions under the Act shall: -\ 
1* Have no direct or indirect financial interest \&% 
underground or surface coal mining activities; '-H 
2) File a fully completed statement of employment ^ 
and financial interest 120 days after these regula- iS 
rions become effective or upon entrance to duty, and ^i 
annually thereafter on the specified filing date; and U 
3) Comply with directives issued by persons re- ~YJ 
sponsible for approving each statement and comply *J 
-*ith directives issued by those persons responsible j l 
for ordering remedial action. 5 | 
UMC 705.5 Definitions ^ 
"Employee" means any person employed by the Di- ,^ j 
vision who performs any function or duty under the t l 
Act. and does not mean the Board of Oil. Gas, and * | 
>iining which is excluded from these provisions, --..i 
"Performing any function or duty under this Act" #] 
rjieans those decisions or actions, which if performed S; 
or not performed by an employee, affect the programs 
under the Act. 
" D ^ t t . fvratotra\ YnXfeT^ st" Tn£2fns wmereYnp OT paiV 
ownership by an employee of lands, stocks, bonds, 
debentures, warrants, partnership shares, or other 
holdings and also means any other arrangement 
where the employee may benefit from his or her hold' 
ing in or salary from underground or surface coal 
mining activities. Direct financial interests include 
employment, pensions, creditor, real property, and 
other financial relationships. .1 
"Indirect financial interest" means the same finan 
cial relationships as for direct ownership, but where; 
the employee reaps the benefits of such interest, in-
cluding interests held by his or her spouse, minor 
child and other relatives, including in-laws, residing 
in the employee's home. The employee will not be^  
deemed to have an indirect financial interest if there^ 
is no relationship between the employee's functions 
or other duties and the coal mining activities in 
which the spouse, minor children, or other resident 
relatives hold a financial interest. 
"Prohibited financial interest" means any direct or 
indirect financial interest in any underground or sur 
face coal mining activities. 
UMC 705.6 Penalties 
(a) Criminal penalties are imposed by Section 
40-10-7 of the Act which prohibits each employee of. 
tfre Division who. oerforms any friactum or. duty under, 
the Act from having a direct or indirect financial in*, 
terest in any underground or surface coal mining ac-* 
tivities. The Act provides that whoever knowingly 
violates the provisions of Section 40-10-7 of the Act 
shall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine oi not 
more than $2,500.00, or by imprisonment of not more, 
than one year or by both, 
(b) The provisions in Section 40-10-7 of the Act 
make compliance with the financial interest require-, 
ments a condition of employment for employees of the. 
Division who perform any functions or duties undel 
the Act. Accordingly, an employee who fails to file the 
required statement will be considered in violation ol^  
the intended employment provisions of Section 
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iA-7 of the Act and will be subject :o removai from 
• ^ her position. 
[C 705.11 Who Shall File 
jmy employee who performs any function or 
under the Act is required to file a statement of 
loyment and financial interests. An employee 
occupies a position which has been determined 
the Director not to involve performance of any 
ction or duty under the Act or who is no ionger 
iloyed by the Division at the time a filing is due. is 
required to file a statement. 
fkb) The Director shall prepare a list of those posi-
tions within the state regulatory program that do not 
involve performance of any functions or duties under 
the Act. Only those employees who are employed in a 
d organizational unit or who occupy a "listed posi-
,n will be exempted from the filing requirements of 
BSection 40-10-7 of the Act. 
Ez-(c) The Director of the Division snail prepare and 
Kobmit to the Office of Surface Mining Director, an 
Kjnitial listing of positions that do not involve perior-
•jfrnnce of any functions or duties under the Act within 
R60 days of the effective date of these regulations. 
Kv(d) The Director of the Division shall annually re-
Eriew and update this listing. For monitoring and re-
Eporting reasons, the listing must be submitted to the 
Office of Surface Mining Director and must contain a 
written justification for inclusion of the positions 
listed. Proposed revisions or a certification that revi-
sion is not required shall be submitted to the Office of 
Surface Mining Director by no later than September 
of each year. The Director of the Division may 
ivise the listing by the addition or deletion of posi-
tions at any time he or she determines such revisions 
;sie required to carry out the purpose of the law or the 
[regulations of this part. Additions to and deletions 
from the listing of positions are effective upon notifi-
cation to the incumbents of the positions added or 
" leted. 
k-UMC 705.13 When To File 
^a) Employees performing functions or duties un-
'der the Act shall file: 
^ (1) Within 120 days of the effective date of these 
^regulations; and 
jr«'(2) Annually on February 1 of each year, or at such 
'other date as may be agreed to by the Director of the 
^Office of Surface Mining, provided that such alterna-
|tive date will allow sufficient time to obtain informa-
^tion needed by the Director of the Office of Surface 
|Mining for his or her annual report to the Congress. 
e)r- (b) New employees hired, appointed, or transferred 
• to perform functions or duties under the Act will be 
.required to file at the time of entrance to duty. 
3 (c) New employees are not required to file an an-
nual statement on the subsequent annual filing date 
tf this date occurs within two months after their ini-
tial statement was filed. For example, an employee 
entering duty on December 1, 1985 would file a state-
ment on that date. Because December 1 is within two 
Months of February 1 the employee would not be re-
quired to file his or her next annual statement until 
February 1, 1987. 
UMC 705.15 Where To File 
(a) The Director of the Division shall file his or her 
^atement with the Office of Surface Mining Director. 
AH other employees, as provided in UMC 705.11, 
8kall file their statement with the Director of the Di-
vision or such other official as may be designated by 
state law or regulation. 
UMC 705.17 What To Report 
(a) Each employee shall report all information re-
quired on the statement of employment and financial 
interests of the employee, his or her spouse, minor 
children, or otner relatives who are full-time resi-
dents of the employee s home. The report shall be on 
OSM Form 705-1 as provided by the Division. The 
statement consists of three major parts. 11» a listing of 
all financial interest, including employment, secu-
rity, real property, creditor and other financial inter-
ests held during the course of :he proceeding years. 
•2) a certification that none oi :he listed financial 
interests represent a direct or indirect financial inter-
est in underground or surface coai mining activities 
except as specifically described by the employee is 
part of the certificate, and «3) a certification by :he 
reviewer that the form was reviewed, that pronibited 
interests have oeen resolved, ana that no otner pro-
hibited interests nave oeen identified from :he state-
ment. 
'b» Listing of ail financial interests. The statement 
will set forth the following information regarding any 
financial interest: 
il) Employment. Any continuing financial inter-
ests in business entities and nonprofit organizations 
through a pension or retirement plan, shared income, 
salary, or other income arrangement as a result of 
pnor or current employment. The employee, his or 
her spouse or other resident relative is not required to 
report a retirement plan from which he or she will 
receive a guaranteed income. A guaranteed income is 
one which is unlikely to be changed as a result of 
actions taken by the Division. 
(2) Securities. Any financial interest in business 
entities and nonprofit organizations through owner-
ship of stock, stock options, bonds, securities, or other 
arrangements including trusts. An employee is not 
required to report holdings in widely diversified mu-
tual funds, investment clubs, or regulated investment 
companies not specializing in underground and sur-
face coal mining activities. 
(3) Real Property. Ownership, lease, royalty, or 
other interests or rights in lands or minerals. Em-
ployees are not required to report lands developed 
and occupied for a personal residence. 
(4) Creditors. Debts owed to business entities and 
nonprofit organizations. Employees are not required 
to report debts owed to financial institutions (banks, 
savings and loan associations, credit unions, and the 
like) which are chartered to provide commercial or 
personal credit. Also excluded are charge accounts 
and similar short term debts for current and ordinary 
household and living expenses. 
(c) Employee certification, and, if applicable, a list-
ing of exceptions. 
(1) The statement will provide for a signed certifi-
cation by the employee that to the best of his or her 
knowledge, (i) none of the listed financial interests 
represent an interest in any underground or surface 
coal mining activities except as specifically identified 
and described as exceptions by the employee as part 
of the certificate, and (ii) the information shown on 
the statement is true, correct, and complete. 
(2) An employee is expected to (i) have complete 
knowledge of his or her personal involvement in busi-
ness enterprises such as a sole proprietorship and 
partnership, his or her outside employment and the 
outside employment of the spouse and other covered 
relatives, and (ii) be aware of the information con-
tained in the annual financial statement or other cor-
porate or business reports routinely circulated to in-
vestors or routinely made available to the public. 
(3) The exceptions shown in the employee certifica-
tion of the form must provide enough information for 
the Director of the Division to determine the exis-
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tence of a direct or indirect financial interest. Accord-
ingly, the exceptions should: 
(i) List the financial interests; 
(ii) Show the number of shares, estimated value, or 
annual income of the financial interests; and 
(iii) Include any other information which the em-
ployee believes should be considered in determining 
whether or not the interest represents a prohibited 
interest. 
(4) Employees are cautioned to give serious 
thought to their direct or indirect financial interests 
before signing the statement of certification. Signing 
the certification without listing known prohibited fi-
nancial interests may be cause for imposing the pen-
alties prescribed in UMC 705.6(a). 
UMC 705.18 Gifts And Gratuities 
(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this sec-
tion, employees shall not solicit or accept, directly or 
indirectly, any gift, gratuity, favor, entertainment, 
loan, or any other thing of monetary value, from a 
coal company which: 
(1) Conducts or is seeking to conduct, operations or 
activities that are regulated by the Division. 
(2) Has interests that may be substantially af-
fected by the performance or nonperformance of the 
employee's official duty. 
(b) The prohibitions in paragraph (a) of this section 
do not apply in the context of obvious family or per-
sonal relationships, such as those between the par-
ents, children, or spouse of the employee and the em-
ployee, when the circumstances make it clear that it 
is those relationships rather than the business of the 
persons concerned which are the motivating factors. 
An employee may accept: 
(1) Food and refreshments of nominal value on in-
frequent occasions in the ordinary course of a lun-
cheon, dinner, or other meeting where an employee 
may properly be in attendance; and 
(2) Unsolicited advertising or promotional mate-
rial, such as pens, pencils, note pads, calendars, and 
other items of nominal value. 
(c) Employees found guilty of violating the provi-
sions of this section will be subject to administrative 
remedies in accordance with existing or adopted state 
regulations or policies. 
UMC 705.19 Resolving Prohibited Interests 
(a) Actions to be taken by the Director: ^. 
(1) Remedial action to effect resolution. If an em-
ployee has a prohibited financial interest, the Direc-
tor shall promptly advise the employee that remedial 
action which will resolve the prohibited interest is 
required within 90 days. 
(2) Remedial action may include: 
(i) Reassignment of the employee to a position 
which performs no function or duty under the Act, or 
(ii) Divestiture of the prohibited financial interest, 
or 
(iii) Other appropriate action which either elimi-
nates the prohibited interest or eliminates the situa-
tion which creates the conflict. 
(3) Reports of noncompliance. If 90 days after an 
employee is notified to take remedial action that em-
ployee is not in compliance with the requirements of 
the Act and these regulations, the Director shall re-
port the facts of the situation to the Director of the 
Office of Surface Mining who shall determine 
whether action to impose the penalties prescribed by 
the Act should be initiated. The report to the Director 
of the Office of Surface Mining shall include the origi-
nal or a certified true copy of the employee's state-
ment and any other information pertinent to the Di-
rector of the Office of Surface Mining's determina-
tion, including a statement of actions being taken at 
the time the report is made. ) 
ib) Actions to be taken by the Director of the OfTic^ 
of Surface Mining: 
(1) Remedial action to effect resolution. Violations 
of the regulations in this part by the Director of the 
Division, will be cause for remedial action by the 
Governor of the state or other appropriate state offi-
cial based on recommendations from the Director of 
the Office of Surface Mimng on behalf of the Secre-
tary. The Governor or other appropriate state official 
shall promptly advise the Director of the Division 
that remedial action which will resolve the prohibited 
interest is required within 90 days. 
(2) Remedial action should be consistent with the 
procedures prescribed for other state employees by 
705.19'a'i2). 
UMC 705.21 Appeals Procedures 
Employees have the right to appeal an order for 
remedial action under UMC 705.19, and shall have 
30 days to exercise this right before disciplinary ac-
tion is initiated or the matter is referred to the Attor-
ney General for criminal prosecution. 
<a) Employees other than the Director of the Divi-
sion, may file their appeal, in writing, pursuant to 
the provisions of the State Personnel Management 
Act (Section 67-19-1 et seq.. Utah Code Ann.). 
ib) The Director of the Division may file his or her 
appeal, in writing, with the Director of the Office of 
Surface Mining who will refer it to the Conflict of 
Interest Appeals Board within the U. S. Department 
of the Interior. 
R614-1A-707. Part UMC 707 — Exemption for 
Coal Extraction Incident to Government-Fi-
nanced Highway or Other Construction. 
UMC 707.1 Scope 
(a) This part establishes the procedures for deter-
mining those underground coal mining activities 
which are exempt from the Act and this chapter be-
cause the extraction of coal is an incidental part of 
federal, state, or local government-financed highway! 
or other construction. 
(b) This part exempts the extraction of coal which c 
is incidental to government-financed construction " 
from the requirements of the Act and this chapter, if« 
that extraction meets specified criteria which ensure v 
that the construction is government-financed and >. 
that the extraction of coal is incidental to it. I? 
UMC 707.4 Responsibility Ji-
(a) The Division is responsible for enforcing the re-
quirements of this part. »* 
(b) Any person conducting coal extraction as an in- r 
cidental part of government-financed construction is 
responsible for possessing, on the site of the extrac- s 
tion operation, the documentation required by UMC i 
707.12. r-5 
UMC 707.5 Definitions •-* 
As used in this part, the following terms have the ._ 
specified meaning: -n: 
"Extraction of coal as an incidental part" means.w 
the extraction of coal which is necessary to enable the; 
construction to be accomplished. For purposes of this '; 
part, only that coal extracted from within the right*, j 
of-way, in the case of a road, railroad, utility line, or i 
other such construction, or within the boundaries of -
the area directly affected by other types of govern-^ 
ment-financed construction, may be considered inci- >~ 
dental to that construction. Extraction of coal outside ?-
the right-of-way or boundary of the area directly w*r-
fected by the construction shall be subject to the re-,:, 
quirements of the Act and this chapter. 
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government financing agency" means a federal, 
ita county, municipal, or local unit of government, 
* • department, bureau, agency, or office of the unit 
r
 ich directly or through another unit of govern-
or* finances construction. 
Government-financed construction'' means con-
action funded 50 percent or more by funds appro-
bated from a government financing agency's budget 
£ obtained from general revenue bonds, but shall not 
3 government financing agency guarantees, in-
nce, loans, funds obtained through industrial 
*enue bonds or their equivalent, or in-kind pay-
M*nts. 
:\]UC 707.11 Applicability 
|r(a) Coal extraction which is an incidental part of 
eminent-financed construction is exempt from the 
_ , and this chapter, 
cflj) Any person who conducts or intends to conduct 
a^l extraction which does not satisfy paragraph <a) 
f this section shall not proceed until a permit has 
en obtained from the Division under a state, fed-
j , or federal lands program. 
»:UMC 707.12 Information To Be Maintained On 
Site 
[ Any person extracting coal incident to government-
need highway or other construction who extracts 
ore than 250 tons of coal or affects more than two 
£§cres shall maintain, on the site of the extraction 
operation and available for inspection, documents 
Iwhich show — 
HB) A description of the construction project; 
£(b) The exact location of the construction, right-of-
uy or the boundaries of the area which will be di-
":tly affected by the construction; and 
T(c) The government agency which is providing the 
Dcing and the kind and amount of public financ-
g, including the percentage of the entire construe-
on costs represented by the government financing. 
~ 40-10-1 etseq. 
314-1F. Subchapter F — Areas Un-
suitable for Surface Effects of Under-
round Coal Mining Activities. 
614-1F-760. PART UMC 760 — General. 
614-1F-761. UMC Part 761 — Areas Designated by 
fcAct of Congress. 
'614-1F-762. Part UMC 762 — Criteria for Desig-
*nating Areas as Unsuitable for Surface Effects of 
^Underground Coal Mining Activities. 
J614-1F-764. Part UMC 764 — State Processes for 
SPesignating Areas Unsuitable for Surface Effects 
fcpf Underground Coal Mining Activities. 
814-1F-760. PART UMC 760 — General . 
| U M C 760.1 Scope 
|£Thi8 subchapter establishes procedures for imple-
^ t ing the requirements of the Act for designating 
&ds unsuitable for all or certain types of surface 
Jfects of underground coal mining activities, for ter-
g j j ^ t i n g such designations, for identifying lands on 
gSjoich surface effects of underground coal mining ac-
$yities are limited or prohibited under Section 
jJ**10-24 of the Act and for implementing those limits 
£ w prohibitions. 
A Tk 1 0 7 6 0 , 2 0 b - i e c t i v e s 
||J>The objectives of this subchapter are to establish: 
B . W rVocedures for consideration of petitions for the 
^iJT^Snation of lands as unsuitable for all or certain 
fe?pe3 of surface effects of underground coal mininz 
activities, for the termination of these designations, 
and for public participation in petition proceedings: 
'b> The minimum standards for obtaining, main-
taining and analyzing information on the effects of 
coal development in areas covered by a petition in 
light of other potential uses and activities: 
»CJ Procedures for identifying lands on which min-
ing is* prohibited or limited by Section 522(e> of the 
Act 130 U.S.C. 1272(en and for implementing those 
prohibitions or limitations: and 
•d) Criteria for determining if an area should be 
designated as unsuitable for ail or certain types of 
surface effects of underground coal mining activities. 
UMC 760.3 Authority 
<a> The Board and Division are authorized, under 
Section 40-10-24 to establish a data base and inven-
tory system and a petition process to designate any 
nonfederal and non-Indian land areas of the state as 
unsuitable for all or certain types of surface effects of 
underground coal mining activities. 
UMC 760.4 Responsibility 
ia) The Board and Division shall integrate as 
closely as possible decisions to designate lands as un-
suitable for surface effects of underground coal min-
ing activities with present and future land-use plan-
ning and regulatory processes at the federal, state, 
and local levels: 
ib) The Division snail use a process that allows any 
person having an interest which is or may be 
adversely affected to petition to have an area desig-
nated as unsuitable for all or certain types of surface 
effects of underground coal mining activities, or to 
have a designation terminated: 
(c) The Division shall prohibit or limit surface ef-
fects of underground coal mining activities on certain 
lands and in certain locations designated by Congress 
in Section 522(e) of the Federal Act (30 U.S.C. 
1272(e)). 
(d) The Division shall establish a process that al-
lows any person having an interest which is or may 
be adversely affected to petition to have an area des-
ignated as unsuitable for all or certain types of sur-
face effects of underground coal mining activities, or 
to have a designation terminated. 
(e) The Division shall prohibit or limit surface ef-
fects of underground coal mining activities on certain 
lands and in certain locations designated by Congress 
in Section 522(e) of the Federal Act (30 U.S.C. 
1272(e)). 
R614-1F-761. UMC P a r t 761 — Areas Designated 
by Act of Congress . 
UMC 761.1 Scope 
This part establishes the procedures and standards 
to be followed in determining whether the surface 
effects of proposed underground coal mining activi-
ties can be permitted in light of the prohibitions and 
limitations in Section 522(e) of the Federal Act for 
those types of surface effects on certain federal, pub-
lic, and private lands. 
UMC 761.2 Objective 
The objective of this part is to implement the prohi-
bitions and limitations for surface effects of under-
ground coal mining activities on or near certain pri-
vate, federal, and other public lands under Section 
522(e) of the Federal Act. 
UMC 761.3 Authority 
The state Division or the Secretary is authorized by 
Section 522(e) of the Act (30 U.S.C. 1272(e)) to pro-
hibit or limit surface effects of underground coal min-
ing activities on or near certain private, federal, and 
other Dublic lands. exceDt for those activities which 
TabC 
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231. Habitats of unique or unusually high value 
for fish, wildlife, and other related environmental 
values and critical habitats of threatened or endan-
gered species identified pursuant to the Endangered 
Species Act of 1973 (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.) will not 
be disturbed during coal exploration. 
232. All roads or other transportation facilities 
used for coal exploration will comply with the appli-
cable provisions of R614-301-358. R614-301-512.250, 
R614-301-526.200, R614-301-527.100, R614-301-
527.230. R614-301-534.100 through R614-301-
534300, R614-301-542 600. R614-301-742.410 
through R614-301-742.420, R614-301-752.200, and 
R614-301-762. 
233. Topsoil will be separately removed, stored, 
and redistributed on areas disturbed by coal explora-
tion activities as necessary to assure successful reveg-
etation or as required by the Division. 
234. Diversions of overland flows and ephemeral, 
perennial, or intermittent streams will be made in 
accordance with R614-301-742.300. 
235. Coal exploration will be conducted in a man-
ner which minimizes disturbance of the prevailing 
hydrologic balance in accordance with R614-301-
356 300 through R614-301-356.400, R614-301-
512240, R614-301-513.200, R614-301-514.300, 
R614-301-515.200, R614-301-533.100 through 
R614-301-533.600, R614-301-731.100 through 
R614-301-731.522, R614-301-731.800, R614-301-
733.220 through R614-301-733.240, R614-301-
742.200 through R614-301-742.300, R614-301 743, 
and R614-301-763. The Division may specify addi-
tional measures which will be adopted by the person 
engaged in coal exploration. 
236. Acid- or toxic-forming materials will be han-
dled and disposed of in accordance with R614-301-
731 110, R614-301-731.300, and R614-301-553.260. 
The Division may specify additional measures which 
will be adopted by the person engaged in coal explora-
tion 
240. Reclamation Standards. 
241. If excavations, artificially flat areas, or em-
bankments are created during exploration, these 
areas will be returned to the approximate original 
contour promptly after such features are no longer 
needed for coal exploration. 
242. All areas disturbed by coal exploration activi-
ties will be revegetated in a manner thut encourages 
prompt revegetation and recovery of u diverse, effec-
tive, and permanent vegetative cover. Revegetation 
will be accomplished in accordance with the follow-
ing: 
242.100. AH areas disturbed by coal exploration ac-
tivities will be seeded or planted to the same seasonal 
variety native to the areas disturbed. If the land use 
of the exploration area is intensive agriculture, plant-
ing of the crops normally grown will meet the re-
quirements of R614-202-242 100; and 
242.200. The vegetative cover will be capable of 
stabilizing the soil surface from erosion. 
243. Each exploration hole, borehole, well, or other 
exposed underground opening created during explo-
ration will be reclaimed in accordance with R614-
301-529, R614-301-551, R614-301-631, R614-301-738. 
and R614-301-765. 
244. All facilities and equipment will be promptly 
removed from the exploration area when they are no 
longer needed for exploration, except for those facili-
ties and equipment that the Division determines may 
remain to: 
244.100. Provide additional environmental data; 
244.200. Reduce or control the onsite and offsite 
effects of the exploration activities;.or 
244.300. Facilitate future coal mining and recla-
mation operations by the person conducting the ex-
ploration. 
Ittfl) 40-IO-lctMq. 
R614-203. Coal Exploration: Public 
Availability of Information. 
R614-203-100. Public Records. 
R614-203-200. Confidentiality. 
R614-203-100. Publ ic Records. 
Except as provided in R614-203-200 all information 
submitted to the Division under R614-200 through 
R614-202 will be made available for public inspection 
and copying at the Division. 
R614-203-200. Confidentiality. 
The Division will not make information available 
for public inspection, if the person submitting it re-
quests in writing, at the time of submission, that it 
not be disclosed and the information is confidential. 
210. The Division will keep information confiden-
tial if it concerns trade secrets or is privileged com-
mercial or financial information which relates to the 
competitive rights of the person intending to conduct 
coal exploration. 
220. Information requested to be held as confiden-
tial under R614-203-200 will not be made publicly 
available until alter notice and opportunity to be 
heard is afforded both persons seeking and opposing 
disclosure of the information. 
IhHS 40-10-1 etseq. 
R614-300. Coal Mine Permitting: Ad-
ministrative Procedures. 
R614-300-100 Review, Public Participation, and Ap-
proval or Disapproval of Permit Applications and 
Permit Terms and Conditions. 
R614-300-200 Administrative and Judicial Review 
of Decisions OQ Permits. 
( 
R614-300-100. Rev iew, Public Participation, and 
Approval or Disapproval of Permit Applica-
t ions and Permit Terms and Conditions. 
The rules in R614-300-100 present the procedures 
to carry out the entitled activities. 
110. Introduction. 
111. Objectives, The objectives of R614-300-100 are 
to. 
111.100. Provide for broad and effective public par-
ticipation in the review of applications and the issu-
ance or denial of permits; 
111.200 Ensune prompt and effective review of 
each permit application by the Division; and 
111.300. Provide the requirements for the terms 
and conditions of permits issued and the criteria for 
approval or dental of a permit. 
112. Responsibilities. 
112.100. The Division has the responsibility to ap-
prove or disapprove permits under the approved State 
Program. 
112.200. The Division and persons applying for 
permits under true State Program will involve the 
public throughout the permit process of the State Pro-
gram. 
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112 300. The Division will assure implementation 
of the requirements of Rb 14-300 unuer the Slate Pro-
gram. 
112.400. All persons who engage in and carrv out 
any coal mining and reclamation operations wiil first 
obtain a permit from the Division. The applicant will 
provide all information in an auminisirauveiv .urn-
plete application tor review by the Division in accor-
dance with R614-300 and the .State Program 
112.500. Any permittee seeking to renew i permit 
for coal mining and reclamation operations soieiv lor 
the purpose of reclamation and not :or :ne further 
extraction, processing, or handling )i ne oai re-
source will follow the procedures -el onn n 
R614-303-232 500. 
113 Coordination with requirements unuer other 
laws. The Division will provide Tor the coordination of 
review and issuance of permits tor coal mining and 
reclamation operations with appneaoie requirements 
of the Endangered Species Act of 197:1. ts amended 
116 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.i; the Fisn ano Wildlife coordi-
nation Act. as amended (16 U.S.C. 661 -t .>eq.-; the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 191b. as amended • 16 
U.S.C. 703 et seq.), The National Historic Pre-ierva-
tion Act of 1966. as amended »16 I. S.C »70 «t -,eq.>; 
the Bald Eagle Protection Act. as amended 10 CS.C. 
668a>. and where federal and Indian ianus covered bv 
that Act are involved, the Archeotogicai and Historic 
Preservation Act of 1974 »16 U S.C. i69 «i -en . and 
the Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 
(16 U S C . 470aa et seq i 
120. Public Participation in Permit Processing. 
121. Filing and Public Notice 
121.100 Upon submission of an administratively 
complete application, an applicant for a permit, sig-
nificant revision of a pennit under R614-303-220 or 
renewal of a permit under R614 303-230 will place an 
advertisement in a local newspaper of general circu-
lation in the locality of the proposed coal mining and 
reclamation operation at least once a week for four 
consecutive weeks. A copy of the advertisement as it 
will appear in the newspaper will be submitted to the 
Division. The advertisement will contain, at a mini-
mum, the following: 
121.110. The name and business address of the ap-
plicant; 
121 120. A map or description which clearly shows 
or describes the precise location and boundaries of the 
proposed permit area and is sufficient to enable local 
residents to readily identify the proposed permit area. 
It may include towns, bodies of water, local land-
marks, and any other information which would iden-
tify the location. If a map is used, it will indicate the 
north direction; 
121.130 The location where a copy of the applica-
tion is available for public inspection; 
121.140. The name and address of the Division, 
where written comments, objections, or requests for 
informul conferences on the application may be sub-
mitted under R614-300 122 and R614-300 123 
121.150 If an applicant seeks a permit to mine 
within 100 feet of the outside right-of-way of a public 
road or to relocate or close a public road, except where 
public notice and hearing have previously l>een pro-
vided for this particular pan of the road in accor-
dance with R6I4 103-234. a concise statement de-
scribing the public road, the particular part to be re-
located or closed, and the approximate timing and 
duration of the relocation or closing, and 
121.160 If the application includes a request for 
an experimental practice under R6l4-30'2-2IO. a 
statement indicating that an experimental practice is 
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requested and identifying the regulatory provisions 
for vnicn a variance is requested. 
121.200. The applicant will make an application 
for a permit, .significant revision under R614-303-
220. )r renewal of a permit under R614-303-230 
ivaiiaoie tor the public to inspect and copy bv filing a 
uil opv ui the application with the recorder at the 
.-ourtnouse oi Hie countv wnere the coal mining ana 
.eciamaiion operation is proposed to occur, or an ac-
cessible puolic oifice approved by the Division This 
vOpy >•! :he application need not include confidential 
information exempt from disclosure under R614-300-
.21 [he oppiuation required by K6U-.i0o-121 .vui 
:>e liieJ bv the first date *»t newspaper advertisement 
if tne application. The applicant will file an> cnanun 
'o the application with the puolic oifice at tne .-.ame 
time the change is submitted to the Division 
121 ...,00. I'pon receipt ot an administratively com 
liete application lor a permit, a significant revision 
o a permit under K61-I-.103-220. or a renewal of a 
permit inner l{6i-l-.i03-J30. the Division vill issue 
vrnten notification indicating ihe applicants inten-
tion io conduct coat mining and reclamation opera-
tions within the described tract oi land. ;he appuca-
• ion ninioer >r -.iher identifier, the iocation wnere 
he cony .if the application mav be inspecteu. and the 
location wnere < oinmentj -m the application .nav be 
.uumtited. ! he notification vill he .-.cni ...» 
121 , !0 l.wcai _;overnmentai agencies sub juris-
diction over or an interest in the area of the propo.seu 
coai mining and reclamation operation, including but 
not limited to planning agencies, sewage and water 
treatment authorities, water companies, and 
121 320 All federal or stale governmental agen-
cies with authority to issue permits and licenses ap-
1
 plicable to the proposed coal mining and reclamation 
operation and which are part of the permit coordinat 
mg process developed in accordance with the Stale 
Program. Section 503(a)(6) or Section 504'hi o( P L 
95-87. or 30 CFR 733 12; or those agencies with an 
interest in the proposed coal mining and reclamation 
operation, including the U S Department of Agricul-
ture Soil Conservation Service district office, the local 
U S Army Corps ot Engineers district engineer, the 
National Park Service, stale and federal fish and 
wildlife agencies, and Utah Slate Historic Preserva-
tion Officer. 
122 Comments and Objections on Permit Appiica 
lion 
122 100. Within 30 days of the lasl newspaper pub 
lication, written comments or objections to an appli 
cation for a permit, significant revision to a permit 
under R614 303-220, or renewal of a permit under 
R614-303-230 may be submitted to the Division by 
public entities notified under R614 300-121 300 with 
respect to the effects of the proposed coal mining and 
reclamation operation on the environment within 
their areas of responsibility 
122 200 Written objections to an application for a 
permit, significant revision to a permit under 
R614-303-220. or renewal of a permit under 
R614-303 230 may be submitted to the Division by 
any person having an interest which is or may be 
adversely affected by the decision on the application 
or by an officer or head of any federal, state, or local 
government agency or authority, within 30 days after 
the lasl publication of the newspaper notice required 
by R614 300 121 
122.300. The Division will upon receipt ot such 
written comments or objection.*.: 
122.310. Transmit a copy «»l the comment* or objec-
tions to the applicants, and 
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122.320. File a copy for public inspection at the 
Division. 
123. Informal Conferences. 
123.100. Any person having an interest which is or 
may be adversely affected by the decision on the ap-
plication, or an office or a head of a federal, state, or 
local government agency, may request in writing that 
the Division hold an informal conference on the appli-
cation for a permit, significant revision to a permit 
under R614-303-220. or renewal of a permit under 
R614-303-230. The request will: 
123.110. Briefly summarize the issues to be raised 
by the requestor at the conference; 
123.120. State whether the requestor desires to 
have the conference conducted in the locality of the 
proposed coal mining and reclamation operation; and 
123.130. Be filed with the Division no later than 
30 days after the last publication of the newspaper 
advertisement required under R614-300-121. 
123.200. Except as provided in R614-300-123.300, 
if an informal conference is requested in accordance 
with R614-300-123.100. the Division will hold an in-
formal conference within 30 days following the re-
ceipt o( the request. The informal conference will be 
conducted as follows: 
123.210. If requested under R614-300-123.120, it 
will be held in the locality of the proposed coal min-
ing .md reclamation operation. 
123.220. The date. time, and location of the infor-
mal conference will be sent to the applicant and other 
parties to the conference and advertised by the Divi-
sion in a newspaper of general circulation in the lo-
cality of the proposed coal mining and reclamation 
operation at least two weeks before the scheduled 
conference. 
123.230. If requested in writing by a conference 
requestor at a reasonable time before the conference, 
the Division may arrange with the applicant to grant 
parties to the conference access to the proposed per-
mit area and, to the extent that the applicant has the 
right to grant access to it, to the adjacent area prior to 
the established date of the conference for the purpose 
of gathering information relevant to the conference. 
123.240. The requirements of the Procedural Rules 
of the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining (R619 Rules) will 
apply to the conduct of the informal conference. The 
conference will be conducted by a representative of 
the Division, who may accept oral or written state-
ments and any other relevant information from any 
party to the conference. An electronic or stenographic 
record will be made of the conference, unless waived 
by all the parties. The record will be maintained and 
will be accessible to the parties of the conference until 
final release of the applicant's performance bond or 
other equivalent guarantee pursuant to 
R614-301-800. 
123.300. If all parties requesting the informal con-
ference withdrew their request before the conference 
is held, the informal conference may be canceled. 
123.400. An informal conference held in accor-
dance with R614-300-123 may be used by the Divi-
sion as the public hearing required under 
R614-103-234 on proposed relocation or closing of 
public roads. 
124. Public Availability of Permit Applications. 
124.100. General Availability. Except as provided 
in Re 14-300-124 200 and R6J 4-300-124.300, all appli-
cations for permits; permit changes; permit renewals; 
and transfers, assignments or sales of permit rights 
on file with the Division will be made available, at 
rea>o.~able times, for public inspection and copying. 
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124.200. Limited Availability. Except as provided 
in R614-300-124.310, information pertaining to coal 
seams, test borings, core samplings, or soil samples in 
an application will be made available to any person 
with an interest which is or may be adversely af-
fected. Information subject to R614 300-124 will be 
made available to the public when such information 
is required to be on public file pursuant to Utah law. 
124.300. Confidentiality. The Division will provide 
procedures, including notice and opportunity to be 
heard for persons both seeking and opposing disclo-
sure, to ensure confidentiality of qualified confiden-
tial information, which will be clearly identified by 
the applicant and submitted separately from the re-
mainder of the application. Confidential information 
is limited to: 
124.310. Information that pertains only to the 
analysis of the chemical and physical properties of 
the coal to be mined, except information on compo-
nents of such coal which are potentially toxic in the 
environment. 
124.320. Information required under section 
40-10-10 of the Act that is authorized by that section 
to be held confidential and is not on public file pursu-
ant to Utah law and that the applicant has requested 
in writing to be held confidential: and 
124.330. Information on the nature and location of 
archeological resources on public land and Indian 
land as required under the Archeological Resources 
Protection Act of 1979 «P. L. 96-95, 93 Stat. 721, 16 
U.SC. 470). 
130. Review of Permit Application. 
131. General. 
131.100. Thi» Division will review the application 
for a permit, permit change, or permit renewal; writ-
ten comments and objections submitted; and records 
of any informal conference or hearing held on the 
application and issue a written decision, within a rea-
sonable time set by the Division, either granting, re-
quiring modification of, or denying the application. If 
an informal conference is held under R614-300-123 
the decision will be made within 60 days of the close 
of the conference, unless a later time is necessary to 
provide an opportunity for a hearing under 
R614-300-210. 
131.110. Application review will not exceed the fol-
lowing time periods: 
131.111. Permit change applications. 
131.111.1. Significant revision — 120 days. 
131.111.2. Amendments — 60 days. 
131.112. Permit renewal — 120 days. 
131.113. New underground mine applications — 
One year. 
131.114. Nem surface mine applications — One year. 
131.120. Time will be counted as cumulative days 
of Division review and will not include operator re-
sponse time or time delays attributed to informal or 
formal conferences or Board hearings. 
131.200. The applicant for a permit or permit 
change will have the burden of establishing that 
their application) is in compliance with all the re-
quirements of the State Program. 
132. Review of Compliance. 
132.100. The Division will review available infor-
mation on state-.and federal failure-to abate cessation 
orders, unabaUwd federal and state imminent harm 
cessation orders*, delinquent civil penalties issued un-
der section 5Id of the federal Act, SMCKA derived 
laws of other states, and section 40-10-20 of the Act, 
bond forfeitures where violations on which the forfei-
tures are based ihave not been corrected,, delinquent 
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abandoned mine reclamation fees, and unabated vio-
lations of the Act, derivative laws of other stales and 
federal air and water protection laws, rules and regu-
lations incurred at any coal mining and reclamation 
operations connected with the applicant. The Divi-
sion will then make a finding that neither the appli-
cant, nor any person who owns or controls the appli-
cant, nor any person owned or controlled by the appli-
cant is currently in violation of any law. rule, or regu-
lation referred to in R614-300-132. If such a finding 
cannot be made, the Division will require the appli-
cant, before issuance of the permit, to either: 
132.110. Submit to the Division proof that the cur-
rent violation has been or is in the process o( being 
corrected to the satisfaction of the agencv that has 
jurisdiction over the violation; or 
132.120. Establish for the Division that the appli-
cant or any person owned or controlled bv the appli-
cant or any person who owns or controls the applicant 
has filed and is presently pursuing, in good faith, a 
direct administrative or judicial appeal to contest the 
validity of the current violation. If the initial judicial 
review authonty under R614-300-220 euher denies a 
stay applied for in the appeal or affirms the violation, 
then the applicant will within 30 davs submit the 
proof required under R614-300-132 110 
132.200. Any permit that is issued on (he basis of 
proof submitted under R614-300-132 11U or pending 
the outcome of an appeal described in 
R614-300-132 120 will be issued conditionally 
132.300. If the Division makes a finding that the 
applicant, or anyone who owns or controls the appli-
cant, or the operator specified in the application, con-
trols or has controlled coal mining and reclamation 
operations with a demonstrated pattern of willful vio-
lations of the Act of such nature and duration and 
with such resulting irreparable damage to the envi-
ronment as to indicate an intent not to comply with 
the Act, the application will not be granted Before 
such a finding becomes final, the applicant or opera-
tor will be afforded an opportunity for an adjudica-
tory hearing on the determination as provided for in 
R614-300-210. 
133. Written Findings for Permit Application Ap-
proval. No permit application or application for a per-
mit change will be approved unless the application 
affirmatively demonstrates and the Division finds, in 
writing, on the basis of information set forth in the 
application or from information otherwise available 
that is documented in the approval, the following: 
133.100. The application is complete and accurate 
and the applicant has complied with all the require-
ments of the State Program; 
133.200. The proposed permit area is: 
133.210. Not within an area under study or admin-
istrative proceedings under a petition, filed pursuant 
to K614-103-400 or 30 CFR 769. to have an area des-
ignated as unsuitable for coal mining and reclama-
tion operations, unless the applicant demonstrates 
that before January 4, 1977, substantial legal and 
financial commitments were made in relation to the 
operation covered by the permit application; or 
133.220 Not within an area designated as unsuit-
able for mining pursuant to R614-103-300 and 
Rb 14-103-400 or 30 CFR 769 or subject to the prohibi-
tions or limitations of R614-103-230; 
133.300 For coal mining and reclamation opera-
tions where the private mineral estate to be mined 
has been severed from the private surface estate, the 
applicant has submitted to the Division the documen-
tation required under K614-301-114.200; 
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133.400 The Division nas made an assessment i 
the probable cumulative impacts of all amaiuaieo 
coat mining and reclamation operations on the n\oto-
logic balance in the cumulative impact area ami has 
determined that the proposed operation has t>een de-
signed to prevent material damage to the hydroiotfic 
balance outside the permit area: 
133 500 The operation would not allied the contin-
ued existence of endangered or threatened -pecie- • r 
result m destruction .»r adverse modification I aeir 
critical habitats, as deUThiiiied under the Endan-
gered Species Act of 1973 16 U.S.C. 1531 -t..-ed 
133.600. The Division nas taken into account 'he 
effect of the proposed permitting action on up'oenir-
listed on and eligible tor Msting on the National :(L-M-
tster of Historic Places. This tinning may v in, 
ported in pan by inclusion of appropriate hermit con-
ditions or changes in the operation plan protectinc 
historic resources, or a documented decision that :he 
Division has determined that no additional protection 
measures are necessarv: md 
133.700 The applicant Mas: 
133.710. Demonstrated :hat reclamation .s -in-
quired by the State Program can he accompu>ned ..c 
cording to information ^iven in the permit .-npiica-
tion. 
133 720 Demonstrated that anv existing -iruitun-
will comply with the tppitcahle performance -tan-
dard.s of 11614-301 and Rlil I -3U2 
133 730. Paid all reclamation tees from areviou.-. 
and existing coal mining .mil reclamation operation-
as required by 30 CFR Part M70. 
133.740 Satisfied the applicable requirements of 
R614-302. 
133.7T>0 If applicable, -.alisl'ted the requirements 
for approval of a long-term, intensive agricultural 
postmining land use, in accordance with the require-
ments of R614-301-353 400. 
133.800. For a proposed remining operation where 
the applicant intends to reclaim in accordance with 
the requirements of Ittil I 301 ,r>53 f>00. the site of the 
operation is a previously mined area as defined in 
R614-100-200 
134. Performance Bond Submittal. If the Division 
decides to approve the application, it will require that 
the applicant file the performance bond or provide 
other equivalent guarantee before the permit is is-
sued, in accordance with the provisions of 
R614-301-800 
140. Permit Conditions Each permit issued by the 
Division will be subject to the following conditions: 
141 The permittee will conduct coal mining and 
reclamation operations only on those lands that are 
specifically designated as the permit urea on the 
maps submitted with the application and authorized 
for the term of the |>ermil and that are subject to the 
performance bond or other equivalent guarantee in 
effect pursuant to R6I4 301 800 
142. The permittee will conduct all coal mining 
and reclamation operations only as described m the 
approved application, except to the extent that the 
Division otherwise directs in the permit. 
143. The permittee will comply with the terms and 
conditions of the permit, all applicable performance 
standards and requirements of the Slate Program 
144 Without advance notice, delay, or a >earih 
warrant, upon presentation of appropriate creden-
tials, the permittee will allow the authorized repre-
sentatives of the Division to 
144 100. Have the right of entry provided for in 
R6I4 400 lit) and KhM 400 220 
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689 144.200. Be accompanied by private persons for 
the purpose of conducting an inspection in accordance 
with R614-400-100 and R614-400-200 when the in-
spection is in response to an alleged violation re-
ported to the Division by the private person. 
145. The permittee will take all possible steps to 
minimize any adverse impact to the environment or 
public health and safety resulting from noncompli-
ance with any term or condition of the permit, includ-
ing, but not limited to: 
145.100. Any accelerated or additional monitoring 
necessary to determine the nature and extent oi non-
compliance and the results of the noncompliance; 
145 200. Immediate implementation of measures 
necessary to comply; and 
145.300. Warning, as soon as possible after learn-
ing of such noncompliance, any person whose health 
and safety is in imminent danger due to the noncom-
pliance. 
146. As applicable, the permittee will comply with 
R614-301 and R614-302 for compliance, modification, 
or abandonment of existing structures. 
147. The operator will pay all reclamation fee9 re-
quired by 30 CFR Pan 370 for coal produced under 
the permit, for sale, transfer or use. 
148. Within 30 days after a cessation order is is-
sued under R614-400-310. except where a stay of the 
cessation order is granted and remains in effect, the 
permittee will either submu the following informa-
tion current to when the order was issued or inform 
the Division in writing that there has been no change 
since the immediately preceding submittal of such 
information: 
148.100. Any new information needed to correct or 
update the information previously submitted to the 
Division by the permittee under R614-301-U2 300. 
148.200. If not previously submitted, the informa-
tion required from a permit applicant by 
R614-301-112.300. 
150. Permit Issuance and Right of Renewal. 
151. Decision. If the application is approved, the 
permit will be isaued upon submittal of a perfor-
mance bond in accordance with R614-301-800. If the 
application is disapproved, specific reasons therefor 
will be set forth in the notification required by 
R614-300-152 
152. Notification. The Division will issue written 
notification of the decision to the following persons 
and entities: 
152.100. The applicant, each person who files com-
ments or objections to the permit application, and 
each party to an informal conference, 
152.200. The local governmental officials in the lo-
cal political subdivision in which the land to be af-
fected ia located within 10 days after the issuance of a 
permit, including a description of the location of the 
land; and 
152.300. The Office. 
153. Permit Term. Each permit will be issued for a 
fixed term of five years or less, unless the require-
ments of R614-301-116 are met. 
154. Right of Renewal. Permit application ap-
proval will apply to those lands that are specifically 
designated as the permit area on the maps submitted 
with the application and for which the application is 
complete and accurate. Any valid permit issued in 
accordance with R614-300-151 will carry with it the 
right of successive renewal, within the approved 
boundaries of the existing permit, upon expiration of 
the term of the permit, in accordance with 
R614-303-230. 
155. Initiation of Operations. 
155.100. A permit will terminate if the permittee 
has not begun the coal mining and reclamation oper-
ation covered by the permit within three years of the 
issuance of the permit.
 ;<rf 
155.200. The Division may grant a reasonable ex-* 
tension of time for commencement of these opera. 
tions, upon receipt of a written statement showing 
that such an extension of time is necessary, if: 
155.210. Litigation precludes the commencement 
or threatens substantial economic loss to the permit-
tee; or 
155.220. There are conditions beyond the control 
and without the fault or negligence of the permittee. 
155.300. With respect to coal to be mined for use in 
a synthetic fuel facility or specified major electric 
generating facility, the permittee will be deemed to 
have commenced coal mining and reclamation opera-
tions at the time that the construction of the syn-
thetic fuel or generating facility is initiated. 
155.400. Extensions of time granted by the Divi-
sion under R614-300-155 will be specifically set forth 
in the permit, and notice of the extension will be 
made public by the Division. 
160. Improvidently Issued Permits: Review Proce-dures. 
161. Permit review. When the Division has reason 
to believe that it improvidently issued a coal mining 
and reclamation permit it will review the circum-
stances under which the permit was issued, using the 
criteria in R614-300-162. Where the Division finds 
that the permit was improvidently issued, it shall 
comply with R614-300-163. 
162. Review criteria. The Division will find that a 
coal mining and reclamation permit was improvi-
dently issued if: 
162.100. Under the violations review criteria of 
the regulatory program at the time the permit was 
issued; 
162.110. The Division should not have issued the 
permit because of an unabated violation or a delin-
quent penalty or fee; or 
162.120. The permit was issued on the presump-
tion that a notice of violation was in the process of 
being corrected to the satisfaction of the agency with 
jurisdiction over the violation, but a cessation order 
subsequently was issued; and 
162.200. The violation, penalty or fee; 
162.210. Remains unabated or delinquent; and 
162 220. Is not the subject of a good faith appeal, or 
of an abatement plan or payment schedule with 
which the permittee or other person responsible ia 
complying to the satisfaction of the responsible 
agency; and 
162.300. Wfeere the permittee was linked to the 
violation, peoalty or fee through ownership or con-
trol, under in* violations review criteria of the regu-
latory program at the time the permit was issued an 
ownership or control link between the permittee and 
the person responsible for the violation, penalty or fee 
still exists, or where the link was severed the permit-
tee continues tuo be responsible for the violation, pen-
alty or fee. 
163. Remedaial Measures. 
When the Division, under R614-300-162, finds that 
because of an unabated violation or a delinquent pen-
alty or fee a pwrmit was improvidently issued, it wil1 
use one or more of the following remedial measures: 
163.100. Implement, with the cooperation of the 
permittee or otdher person responsible, and of the re-
sponsible agenucy, a plan for abatement of the viola-
tion or a schedule for payment of the penalty or fee; 
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163200. Impose on the permit a condition requir-
ing that in a reasonable penod of time the permittee 
lor other person responsible abate the violation or pay 
tthe penalty o r f e e ; 
163.300. Suspend the permit until the violation is 
.abated or the penalty or fee is paid; or 
163 400. Rescind the permit under R614-300-164. 
164. Improvidently Issued Permits: Recission pro-
cedures. When the Division under R614-300-163 
elects to rescind an improvidently issued permit it 
will serve on the permittee a notice ot' proposed sus-
pension and recission which includes the reasons lor 
the finding of the regulatory authority under 
(1614-300-162 and states that: 
164100 Automatic suspension and recissions. Af-
ter a specified period of time not to exceed 90 days the 
permit automatically will become suspended, and not 
to exceed 90 days thereafter rescinded, unless within 
those periods the permittee submits proof, and the 
regulatory authority finds, that: 
164.110. The finding of the Division under 
R614-300-162 was erroneous; 
164120. The permittee or other person responsible 
has abated the violation on which the finding was 
based, or paid the penalty or fee, to the satisfaction of 
the responsible agency; 
164.130. The violation, penalty or fee is the subject 
of a good faith appeal, or of an abatement plan )r 
payment schedule with which the permittee or other 
person responsible is complying to the satisfaction of 
the responsible agency; or 
164.140. Since the finding was made, the permit-
tee has severed any ownership or control link wuh 
the person responsible for, and does not continue to be 
responsible for, the violation, penalty or fee; 
164 200. Cessation of operations. After permit sus-
pension or recission, the permittee shall cease all coal 
mining and reclamation operations under the permit, 
except for violation abatement and for reclamation 
tnd other environmental protection measures as re-
quired by the Division; and 
164.300. Right to appeal. The permittee may file 
an appeal for administrative review of the notice un-
der R614-300-200 
170. Final Compliance Review. 
After an application is approved, but before the 
permit is issued, the Division will reconsider its deci 
•ion to approve the application based on the compli-
ance review required by rule R614 300-132 100 and 
in light of any new information submitted under 
R614-301-112 900 and R614 301 113 400 
R614-30O-20O. Administrative and Judicial Re-
view of Decis ions on Permits 
The rules in R614-300-200 present the procedures 
for performing the entitled activities. 
210. Administrative Review 
211. General Within 30 days alter an applicant or 
permittee is notified of the decision of the Division 
concerning an application for approval of exploration 
required under R614-200, a permit for coal mining 
and reclamation operations, a permit change, a per-
mit renewal, or a transfer, assignment, or sale of per-
m i t nghts, the applicant, permittee, or any person 
with an interest which is or may be adversely affected 
*nay request a hearing on the reasons for the decision, 
»»» accordance with R614-300-200 
212 Hearings 
212.100. The Board will start the administrative 
hearing within 30 days of such request. The hearing 
will bt« on the record and adjudicatory in nature No 
person who presided at an informal conference under 
R614-300-123 will either preside at the hearing or 
participate in the decision following the hearing or 
administrative appeal. 
212 200 The Bourd may. under such conditions as 
it prescribes, grant such temporary relief as it deems 
appropriate, pending final determination ot the pro-
ceeding, if: 
212 210 All parties to the proceeding have been 
notiiiea and given an opportunity to be heard on a 
request lor temporary relief; 
212.220. The person requesting that relief shows 
that there is a substantial likelihood that he or she 
will prevail on the merits of the final determination 
oi the proceeding; 
212.230. The relief sougnt will not adversely affect 
the puniic health or auiety. or cause significant, mi 
rninent environmental harm to land, air, or water 
resources; and 
212.210. The relief sought is not the issuance of a 
permit where a permit has been denied, in whole or 
in part, by the Division except that continuation un-
der an existing permit may be allowed where the op-
eration nas a valid permit issued under 40-10-11 „f 
the Act. 
212 300. The hearing will be conducted bv the 
Board inder the terms oi the K619 Rules, including 
the requirement that there be no ex pane contact 
between the Board and representatives of parties ap-
pearing before the Board 
212 400 Within 30 days alter ihe close of the 
record, the Board will issue and furnish the applicant 
and each person who participated in the hearing with 
the written findings of fact, conclusions of law. and 
order of the Board with respect to the appeal of the 
decision 
220 Judicial Review 
221 General. Any applicant or any person with an 
interest which is or may be adversely affected and 
who has participated m the administrative hearings 
as an objector may appeal as provided in 
R614-300-222 or R614-300-223 if: 
221.100. The applicant or person is aggrieved by 
the decision of the Board in the administrative hear-
ing conducted pursuant to R6I4 300 200. or 
221.200. The Board during administrative review 
under R614 300 200 fails to act within applicable 
time limits specified in the State Program 
222 Stale Program Action of the Division or 
Board will be subject to judicial review by a court of 
competent jurisdiction, as provided for in the Stale 
Program, but the availability of such review will not 
be construed to limit the operation of the rights eslab 
lished m 40 10-21 of the Act 
223 Federal Lands Program The action of the Di-
vision or Board is subject to judicial review by the 
United States District Court for the district in which 
the coal exploration or coal mining and reclamation 
operation is or would be located, in the time and man 
ner provided for in Section 526taM2> and tb> of the 
Federal Act. The availability of such review will not 
be considered to limit the operations of rights eslab 
lished in Section 520 of the Federal Act 
l«ft*° 40- ia i r lM^ 
1(61 i-301. Coal Mine Permitting: Per-
mit Application Requirements. 
Kb 14-301 100 General Contents 
Rol l 301-200 Soils 
HO 14-301 300 Biology 
Mil 4 301400 Land i;alr and A.r (Jualiiv 
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R614-301-500. Engineering. 
R614-301-600. Geology. 
R614-301-700. Hydrology. 
R614-301-800. Bonding and Insurance. 
R614-30MOO. General Contents. 
The rules in R614-301-100 present the require-
ments for the entitled information which should be 
included in each permit application. 
110. Minimum Requirements for Legal, Financial, 
Compliance and Related Information. 
111. Introduction. 
111.100. Objectives. The objectives of R614-301-
100 are to insure that all relevant information on the 
ownership and control of persons who conduct coal 
mining and reclamation operations, the ownership 
and control of the property to be affected by the oper-
ation, the compliance status and history of those per-
sons, and other important information is provided in 
the application to the Division. 
111.200. Responsibility. It is the responsibility of 
the permit applicant to provide to the division all of 
the information required by R614-301-100. 
111.300. Applicability. The requirements of 
R614-301-100 apply to any person who applies for a 
permit to conduct coal mining and reclamation opera-
lions. 
111.400. The applicant shall submit the informa-
tion required by R614-30M12 and R614-301-113 in a 
format prescribed by the state program. 
112. Identification of Interests. An application will 
contain the following: 
112.100. A statement as to whether the applicant 
is a corporation, partnership, single proprietorship, 
association, or other business entity; 
112.200. The name, address, telephone number 
and, as applicable, social security number and em-
ployer identification number of the: 
112.210. Applicant; 
112.220. Applicant's resident agent; and 
112.230. Person who will pay the abandoned mine 
land reclamation fee. 
112.300. For each person who owns or controls the 
applicant under the definition of "owned or con-
trolled" and "owns or controls" in R614-100-200 of 
this chapter, as applicable: 
112.310. The person's name, address, social secu-
rity number and employer identification number; 
112.320. The person's ownership or control rela-
tionship to the applicant, including percentage of 
ownership and location in organizational structure; 
112.330. The title of the person's position, date po-
sition was assumed, and when submitted under 
R614-300-147, date of departure from the position; 
112.340. Each additional name and identifying 
number, including employer identification number, 
Federal or State permit number, and MSHA number 
with date of issuance, under which the person owns or 
controls, or previously owned or controlled, a coal 
mining and reclamation operation in the United 
States within five years preceding the date of the ap-
plication; and 
112.350. The application number or other identi-
fier of, and the regulatory authority for, any other 
pending coal mine operation permit application filed 
by the person in any State in the United States. 
112.400. For any coal mining and reclamation op-
eration owned or controlled by either the applicant or 
by any person who owns or controls the applicant 
under the definition of "owned or controlled" and 
"owns or controls" in R614-100-200 the operation's: 
112.410. Name, address, identifying numbers, u». 
eluding employer identification number, Federal or 
State permit number and MSHA number, the date of 
issuance of the MSHA number, and the regulatory 
authority; and 
112.420. Ownership or control relationship to the 
applicant, including percentage of ownership and lo-
cation in organizational structure. 
112.500. The name and address of each legal or 
equitable owner of record of the surface and mineral 
property to be mined, each holder of record of any 
leasehold interest in the property to be mined, and 
any purchaser of record unuer a real estate contract 
for the property to be mined: 
112.600 The name and address of each owner of 
record of all property (surface and subsurface) contig-
uous to any part of the proposed permit area; 
112.700. The MSHA numbers for all mine-associ-
ated structures that require MSHA approval; and 
112.800. A statement of all lands, interest in lands, 
options, or pending bids on interests held or made by 
the applicant for lands contiguous to the area de-
scribed in the permit application. If requested by the 
applicant, any information required by R614-301-
112.800 wnicn is not on puolic file pursuant to Utah 
law will be heid in confidence by the Division as pro-
vided unuer R614-300-124.320. 
112.900. After an applicant is notified that his or 
her application is approved, hut before the permit ia 
issued, the applicant shall, us applicable, update, cor-
rect or indicate that no change has occurred in the 
information previously submitted under R614-301-
112.100 through R614-301-112.800 
113. Violation Information. An application Will 
contain the following: 
113.100. A statement of whether the applicant or 
any subsidiary, affiliate, or persons controlled by or 
under common control with the applicant has: 
113.110. Had a federal or state permit to conduct 
coal mining amd reclamation operations suspended or 
revoked in the five years preceding the date of sub-
mission of tbe application, or 
113.120. Forfeited a performance bond or similar 
security deposited in lieu of bond; 
113.200. A brief explanation of the facts involved if 
any such suspension, revocation, or forfeiture re-
ferred to under R614-301-113 110 and R614-301-
113.120 has occurred, including. 
113.210. Identification number and date of issu-
ance of the piermit, and the date and amount of bond 
or similar stucurity; 
113.220 Identification of the authority that sus-
pended or revoked the permit or forfeited the bond 
and the stated reasons for the action; 
113.230. Tbie current status of the permit, bond, or 
similar security involved; 
113.240. Thaedate, location, and type of any admin-
istrative or jmdicial proceedings initiated concerning 
the suspension!, revocation, or forfeiture; and 
113.250. Tlhe current status of the proceedings; and 
113.300. F(or any violation of a provision of the Act, 
or of any law, rule or regulation of the United Stales, 
or of any derivative State reclamation law, rule or 
regulation emacted pursuant to Federal law, rule or 
regulation pematning to air or water environmental 
protection incmrred in connection with any coal min-
ing and reclamation operation, a list of all violation 
notices received by the applicant during the three 
year period preceding the application date, and a list 
of all unabaUtid cessation orders and unabated air and 
water quality violation notices received prior to the 
date of the application by any coal mining and reel a 
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mation operation owned or controlled by either the 
applicant or by any person who owns or controls the 
applicant. For each violation notice or cessation order 
reported, the lists shall include the following infor-
mation, as applicable: 
113310. Any identifying numbers for the opera-
tion, including the Federal or State permit number 
and MSHA number, the dates of issuance of the viola-
tion notice and MSHA number, the name of the per-
son to whom the violation notice was issued, and the 
name of the issuing regulatory authority, department 
or agency; 
113 320. A brief description of the violation alleged 
in the notice; 
113.330. The date, location, and type of any admin-
istrative or judicial proceedings initiated concerning 
the violation, including, but not limited to. proceed-
ings initiated by any person identified in 
R614-301-113.300 to obtain administrative or judicial 
review of the violation: 
113.340. The current status of the proceedings and 
of the violation notice; and 
113.350. The actions, if any, taken by any person 
identified in R614-301-113 300 to abate the violation 
113.400. After an applicant is notified that his or 
her application is approved, but before the permit is 
issued, the applicant shall, as applicable, update, cor-
rect or indicate that no change has occurred in the 
information previously submitted under 
R614-301-113. 
114. Right-of-Entry Information. 
114.100 An application will contain a description 
of the documents upon which the applicant bases 
their legal right to enter and begin coal mining and 
reclamation operations in the permit area and will 
state whether that right is the subject of pending liti-
gation. The description will identify the documents 
by type and date of execution, identify the specific 
lands to which the document pertains, and explain 
the legal rights claimed by the applicant. 
114 200. Where the private mineral estate to be 
mined has been severed from the private surface es-
tate, an applicant will also submit: 
114.210. A copy of the written consent of the sur-
face owner for the extraction of coal by certain coal 
raining and reclamation operations; 
114.220. A copy of the conveyance that expressly 
grants or reserves the right to extract coal by certain 
coal mining and reclamation operations; or 
114.230. If the conveyance does not expressly 
grant the right to extract the coal by certain coal 
mining and reclamation operations, documentation 
that under applicable Utah law, the applicant has the 
legal authority to extract the coal by those opera-
tions. 
114 300. Nothing given under R614 301 114 100 
through R614-301-U4 200 will be construed to pro-
vide the Division with the authority to adjudicate 
property rights disputes. 
115. Status of Unsuitability Claims 
115.100 An application will contain available in-
formation as to whether the proposed permit area is 
within an area designated as unsuitable for coal min-
ing and reclamation operations or is within an area 
under study for designation in an administrative pro-
ceeding under R614 103 300, R614-103-400, or 30 
CFR Part 769. 
115.200. An application in which the applicant 
claims the exemption described in R614 103 333 will 
contain information supporting the assertion that the 
applicant made substantial legal and financial com-
mitments before January 4, 1977, concerning the pro-
posed coal mining and reclamation operations. 
115.300. An application in which the applicant 
proposes to conduct coal mining and reclamation op-
erations within 300 feet of an occupied dwelling or 
within 100 feet oi\i public road will contain the nec-
essary information and meet the requirements of 
R614-103 230 through ROM-103-238 
116. Permit Term. 
116.100 Each permit application will state the an-
ticipated or actual starting and termination date of 
each phase of the coal mining and reclamation opera-
tion and the anticipated number of acres of land to be 
affected during each phase of mining over the life of 
the mine. 
116 200 If the applicant requires an initial permit 
term in excess of five years in order to obtain neces-
sary financing for equipment and the opening of the 
operation, the application will: 
116 210. Be complete and accurate covering the 
specified longer term: and 
116 220. Show that ihe proposed longer term is 
reasonably needed to allow the applicant to obtain 
financing for equipment and for the opening of the 
operation with the need confirmed, in writing, by ihe 
applicant's proposed source of financing. 
117 Insurance. Proof of Publication and Facilities 
or Structures l.sed in Common 
117.100. A permit application will contain either a 
certificate of liability insurance or evidence of self-in-
surance in compliance with R614-301 800 
117.200. A copy of the newspaper advertisements 
of the application for a permit, significant revision of 
a permit, or renewal of a permit, or proof of puhlica 
tion of the advertisements which is acceptable to the 
Division will be filed with the Division and will be 
made a part of the application not later than 4 weeks 
after the last dale of publication as required by 
R614-300-121 100 
117 300 The plans of a facility or structure that is 
to be shared by two or more separately permitted coal 
mining and reclamation o|>eralions may be included 
in one permit application and referenced in the other 
applications In accordance with R614-301-800, euch 
permittee will bond the facility or structure unless 
the permittees sharing it agree to another arrange-
ment for assuming their respective responsibilities. If 
such agreement is reached, then the application will 
include a copy of the agreement between or among 
the parties selling forth the respective bonding re-
sponsibilities of each party for the facility or struc-
ture. The agreement will demonstrate to the satisfac-
tion of the Division that all responsibilities under the 
R614 Rules for the facility or structure will be met 
118 Filing Fee. Each permit application to con-
duct coal mining and reclamation operations pursu-
ant to the State Program will be accompanied by a fee 
of $5 00. 
120. Permit Application Format and Contents. 
121 The permit application will: 
121 100 Contain current information, as required 
by K614 200, Kb 14 300. R6I4 301 and R614 302 
121 200 He clear and concise; and 
121 300 Be filed in the formal required by the Di-
vision. 
122 If used in the permit application, referenced 
materials will either be provided to ihe Division by 
the applicant or be readily available to the Division 
If provided, relevant portions of referenced published 
materials will be presented briefly and concisely in 
the application by photocopying or abstracting and 
with explicit citations 
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123. Applications for permits; permit changes; per-
mit renewals; or transfers, sales or assignments of 
permit rights will contain the notarized signature of 
a responsible official of the applicant, that the infor-
mation contained in the application is true and cor-
rect to the best of the officials information and belief. 
130. Reporting of Technical Data. 
131. All technical data submitted in the permit ap-
plication will be accompanied by the names of per-
sons or organizations that collected and analyzed the 
data, dales of the collection and analysis of the data, 
and descriptions of the methodology used to collect 
and analyze the data. 
132. Technical analyses will be planned by or un-
der the direction of a professional qualified in the 
subject to be analyzed. 
140. Maps and Plans. 
141. Maps submitted with permit applications will 
be presented in a consolidated format, to the extent 
possible, and will include ail the types of information 
that are set forth on U.S. Geological Survey of the 
1:24,000 scale series. Maps of the permit area will be 
at a scale of 1:6,000 or larger. Maps of the adjacent 
area will clearly show the lands and waters within 
those areas and be at a scale determined by the Divi-
sion, but in no event smaller than 1:24.000. 
142. All maps and plans submitted with the permit 
application wiii aistinguish among each of the phases 
during which coal mining and reclamation operations 
were or will be conducted at any place within the life 
of operations. At a minimum, distinctions will be 
clearly shown among those portions of the life of oper-
ations in which coal mining and reclamation opera-
tions occurred: 
142.100 Prior to August 3. 1977; 
142.200 After August 3, 1977, and prior to either: 
142.210. May 3, 1978; or 
142.220 In the case of an applicant or operator 
which obtained a small operator's exemption in accor-
dance with the Interim Program rules (MC Rules*, 
January 1, 1979, 
142.300 After May 3, 1978 (or January 1, 1979, for 
persons who received a small operator's exemption; 
and prior to the approval of the State Program; and 
142.400 After the estimated date of issuance of a 
permit by the Division under the State Program. 
150. Completeness. An application for a permit to 
conduct coal mining and reclamation operations will 
be complete and will include at a minimum informa-
tion required under R614-301 and, if applicable, 
R614-302. 
R614-301-200. Soils . 
The regulations in R614-301-200 present the mini-
mum requirements for information on soil resources 
which will be included in each permit application. 
210. Introduction. 
211. The applicant will present a description of the 
premining &oil resources as specified under 
R614-301 221. Topsoil and subsoil to be saved under 
R614-301-232 will be separately removed and segre-
gated from other material. 
212. After removal, topsoil will be immediately re-
distributed in accordance with R614-301-242, stock-
piled pending redistribution under R614-301-234, or 
if demonstrated that an alternative procedure will 
provide equal or more protection for the topsoil, the 
Division may, on a case-by case basis, approve an al-
ternative. 
220. Environmental Description. 
221. Prime Farmland Investigation. All permit ap-
plications, whether or not Prime Farmland is present, 
will include the results of a reconnaissance inspection 
of the proposed permit area to indicate whether 
P
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222. Soil Survey. The applicant will provide ad<s 
quale soil survey information for those portions of the 
permit area to be affected by surface operations inci 
dent to UNDERGROUND COAL MINING and REC 
^ ^
T r ? N r i C T I V I T I E S a n d f o r l h e P6™1 ™* of 
A ™ T L ° ° A L M I N I N G a n d RECLAMATION A ^ i t v u i k b consisting of the following: 
222.100. A map delineating different soils; 
222.200. Soil identification; 
222.300. Soil description; and 
222.400. Present and potential productivity of ex 
isting soils. 
223. Soil Characterization. The survey will meet 
the standards, of the National Cooperative Soil Sur-
S u - ^ a w A ' S r 0 " 1 ^ ^ r e f e r e n C e l n 
224. Substitute Topsoil. Where the applicant pro-
poses to use selected overburden materials as a sup-
plement or substitute for topsoil, the application will 
include results of analyses, trials, and tests as de-
scribed under R614-301-232.100 through 
R614-301-232.S00. R614-301-234. R614-301-242. and 
R614-301-243 The Division may also require the re-
sults of field-sue trials or greenhouse tests as re-
quired under R614-301-233. 
230. Operation Plan. 
231. General Requirements. Each permit applica-
tion will include a: 
231.100. Description of the methods for removing 
and storing topsoil, subsoil, and other materials; 
2 3 1 . 0 0 . Demonstration of the suitability of topsoil 
substitutes or supplements; 
231.300. T e e i n g plan for evaluating the results of 
topsoil handling and reclamation procedures related 
to revegetatio**; and 
231.400. Narrative that describes the construction 
modification, use and maintenance of topsoil han-
dling and storage areas. 
232. Topsoil and Subsoil Removal. 
232.100. AU topsoil will be removed as a separate 
W> onT t t a r e a to ** d , 3 t u r M . and segregated. 
MZZUU. Wfcere the topsoil is of insufficient quan-
tity or poor quality for sustaining vegetation, the ma-
terials approved by the Division in accordance with 
R614-301-233v 100 will be removed as a separate layer 
from the are* to be disturbed, and segregated. 
232 300. If Hopsoil is less than six inches thick, the 
operator macy remove the topsoil and the 
unconsolidated] materials immediately below the top-
soil and treat the mixture as topsoil. 
232.400. Thie Division may not require the removal 
of topsoil for iminor disturbances which. 
232 410. Otocur at the site of small structures such 
as power pol*s , signs, or fence lines; or 
232 420 WiiU not destroy the existing vegetation 
and will not (cause erosion. 
232.500. Smbsoil Segregation. The Division may 
require that tlhe B horizon, C horizon, or other under-
lying strata, mr portions thereof, be removed and seg-
regated, stockpiled, and redistributed as subsoil in 
accordance wnth the requirements of R614-301-234 
and R614-30L-242 if it finds that such subsoil layers 
are necessary to comply with the revegetation re-
quirements otr R614-301-353 through R614-301 357. 
232.600. Tiiming. All material to be removed under 
R614-301 232 will be removed aaer the vegetative 
cover that woiuld interfere with its salvage is cleared 
from the area to be disturbed, but before any drilling. 
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blasting, mining, or other surface disturbance lakes 
place. 
232.700 Topsoil and subsoil removal under ad-
verse conditions. An exception to the requirements of 
R614-301-232 to remove topsoil or subsoils in a sepa-
rate laver from an area to be disturbed by surface 
operations may be irranted bv the Division where the 
operator <an demonstrate. 
232.710. The removal of soils in t -eoarate laver 
from the urea by 'he use of conventional mucnines 
would be unsafe or impractical because of the siope or 
other condition of the terrain or because of .the rocki-
ness or limited <iepih of the soils: inn 
232 720. That 'he requirements a 7B14-301 -233 
have been or will be fulfilled with regaru to me u.-e of 
substitute soil materials unless no available substi-
tute matenal can be made suitable for achieving the 
revegetation standards of Rb 14-301-350. in which 
event the operator will, as a condition oi the permit, 
be required to import soil material of the wualilv and 
quantity necessarv to achieve such revetietation -tan-
dards. 
233. Topsoil Substitutes and Supplements. 
233.100. Selected overburden materials may be 
substituted for. or used as a supplement to topsoil if 
the operator demonstrates to the Division that the 
resulting -.oil medium is equal to. .ir more -unable 
for. sustaining .eyetatiun »n nonurtme 'arnuanti 
areas than the existing topsoil. has a greater produc-
tive capacity than that which existed prior to mining 
for prime farmland reconstruction, and results m a 
soil medium that is the best available in the permit 
area to support revegetation. 
233 200. The suitability of topsoil substitutes and 
supplements will be determined on the basts of analy-
sis of the thickness of soil horizons, total depth, tex-
ture, percent coarse fragments. pH, and areal extent 
of the different kinds o( soils. The Division may re-
quire other chemical and physical analyses, field-site 
trials, or greenhouse tests if determined to be neces-
sary or desirable to demonstrate the suitability of 
topsoil substitutes or supplements. 
233.300. Resultsof physical and chemical analyses 
of overburden and topsoil to demonstrate that the re-
sulting soil medium is equal to or more suitable for 
sustaining revegetation than the available topsoil. 
provided that field-site trials, and greenhouse tests 
are certified by an approved laboratory in accordance 
with any one or a combination of the following 
sources: 
233 310. SCS published data based on established 
soil series; 
233 320. SCS Technical Guides; 
233.330. State agricultural agency, university. 
Tennessee Valley Authority. Bureau of Land Man-
agement of U S Department of Agriculture Forest 
Service published data based on soil series properties 
and behavior; or 
233 340 Results of physical and chemical analy-
ses, field-site trials, or greenhouse tests of the topsoil 
and overburden materials tsoil series» front the per-
mit area. 
233 400 If the operator demonstrates through soil 
survey or other data that the topsoil and 
unconsolidated material are insufficient ami substi-
tute materials will be used, only the substitute mate-
rials must be analyzed in accordance with 
R614-301-233 300. 
234 Topsoil Storage 
234 100 Materials removed under R0I4 301 
232 100. R014 301 232 200. and R(il4 301-232 300 
will he segregated and stockpiled when it is impracli 
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cal to redistribute such materials promptly on re-
graded areas. 
234 200 Stockpiled materials will: 
234 210 Be selectively placed on a stable site 
within the permit area: 
234 220 Be protected from contaminants and un-
necessary compaction that would interfere with re-
egetatiun; 
234 230 Be protected from wind and water erosion 
ihrough prompt establishment and maintenance i>i 
an effective, quick growing vegetative cover or 
through other measures approved by the Division: 
and 
234.210 Not be moved until required for redistri-
bution unless approved by the Division. 
234 300. Where long-term disturbed areas will re-
suit from facilities and preparation plants and where 
stockpiling of materials removed under K6I4-I01 
232.100 would be detrimental to the quality or quan-
tity of those materials, the Division may approve the 
temporary attribution of the soil materials so re-
moved to an approved -lie within the permit area to 
enhance the current use of that site until needed for 
later reclamation, provided that: 
234 310. SUCH action will not permanently dimin-
ish the capamiily of the topsoil of the bust site: and 
234..J20. The material will be retained in a condi-
;ion more .^uitaule lor redistribution than if stock 
piled. 
240 Reclamation Plan. 
241 General Requirements Each permit applica 
lion will include plans for redistribution of soils, use 
of soil nutrients and amendments and stabilization of 
soils 
242. Soil Redistribution. 
242.100. Topsoil materials removed under Roll 
301-232 100. Rb 14-301232 200. and RbM-301 
232.300 and stored under R614-301 231 will be redis-
tributed in a manner that: 
242 110 Achieves an approximately uniform, sta-
ble thickness consistent with the approved 
postmining land use, contours, and surface-water 
drainage systems; 
242 120 Prevents excess compaction of the mate-
rials; and 
242.130 Protects the materials from wind and 
water erosion before and after seeding and planting 
242 200 Before redistribution of the materials re 
moved under RG14-301 232 the regraded land will be 
treated if necessary to reduce potential slippage of 
the redistributed material and to promote root pene 
tratiou. If no harm will be caused to lhe redistributed 
material and reestablished vegetation, such treat-
ment may be conducted after such material is re-
placed. 
242 300. The Division may not require the redistri-
bution of topsoil or topsoil substitutes on the ap 
proved postmining embankments of permanent im-
poundments or roads if it determines that: 
242 310 Placement of topsoil or topsoil substitutes 
on such embankments is inconsistent with the re 
quircmcnl to use the best technology currently avail 
able to prevent sedimentation, and 
242 320 Such embankments will b otherwise sta 
bili/i.'d 
243 Soil Nutrients and Amendments Nutrients 
and soil amendments will be applied to the initially 
redistributed material when necessarv •«• ^••ai.lish 
the vegetative cover 
244 Soil Stabilization. 
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244.100. All exposed surface areas will be pro-
tected and stabilized to effectively control erosion and 
air pollution attendant to erosion. 
244.200. Suitable mulch and other soil stabilizing 
practices will be used on all areas that have been 
regraded and covered by topsoil or topsoil substitutes. 
The Division may waive this requirement if seasonal, 
soil, or slope factors result in a condition where mulch 
and other soil stabilizing practices are not necessary 
to control erosion and to promptly establish an effec-
tive vegetative cover. 
244.300. Rills and gullies, which form in areas that 
have been regraded and topsoiled and which either: 
244.310. Disrupt the approved postmining land use 
or the reestablishment of the vegetative cover, or 
244 320. Cause or contribute to a violation of water 
quality standards for receiving streams will be filled, 
regraded, or otherwise stabilized; topsoil will be re-
placed: and the areas will be reseeded or replanted. 
250. Performance Standards. 
251. All topsoil. subsoil and topsoil substitutes or 
supplements will be removed, maintained and redis-
tributed according to the plan given under 
R6i I 301-230 and R614-301-240. 
252 All stockpiled topsoil. subsoil and topsoil sub-
stitutes or supplements will be located, maintained 
and redistributed according to plans given under 
R614-301-230 and R614-301-240. 
R614-301-300. Biology. 
310. Introduction. Each permit application will in-
clude descriptions of the: 
311. Vegetative, fish, and wildlife resources of the 
permit area and adjacent areas as described under 
R614-301-320; 
312 Potential impacts to vegetative, fish and wild-
life resources and methods proposed to minimize 
these impacts during coal mining and reclamation 
operations as described under R614-301-330 and 
R614-301-340; and 
313. Proposed reclamation designed to restore or 
enhance vegetative, fish, and wildlife resources to a 
condition suitable for the designated postmining land 
use as described under R614-301 340. 
320. Environmental Description. 
321. Vegetation Information. The permit applica-
tion will contain descriptions as follows: 
321.100. If required by the Division, plant commu-
nities within the proposed permit area and any refer-
ence area for SURFACE COAL MINING AND REC-
LAMATION ACTIVITIES and areas affected by sur-
face operations incident to an underground mine for 
UNDERGROUND COAL MINING AND RECLA-
MATION ACTIVITIES. This description will include 
information adequate to predict the potential for rees-
tablishing vegetation; and 
321.200. The productivity of the land before min-
ing within the proposed permit area for SURFACE 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES 
and areas affected by surface operations incident to 
an underground mine for UNDERGROUND COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, ex-
pressed as average yield of food, fiber, forage, or wood 
products from such lands obtained under high levels 
of management. The productivity will be determined 
by yield data or estimates for similar sites based on 
current data from the U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture, state agricultural universities, or appropriate 
state natural resource or agricultural agencies. 
322. Fish and Wildlife Information. Each applica-
tion will include fish and wildlife resource informa-
tion for the permit area and adjacent areas. 
322.100. The scope and level of detail for such in-
formation will be determined by the Division in con-
sultation with state and federal agencies with respon-
sibilities for fish and wildlife and will be sufficient to 
design the protection and enhancement plan required 
under R614-301-333. 
322.200 Site-specific resource information neces-
sary to address the respective species or habitats will 
be required when the permit area or adjacent area is 
likely to include: 
322.210. Listed or proposed endangered or threat-
ened species of plants or animals or their critical hab-
itats listed by the Secretary under the Endangered 
Species Act of 1973, as amended 116 U S C. 1531 et 
seq.i, or those species or habitats protected by similar 
state statutes; 
322.220. Habitats of unusually high value for fish 
and wildlife such as important streams, wetlands, ri-
parian areas\ cliffs supporting raptors, areas offering 
special shelter or protection, migration routes, or re-
production and wintering areas; or 
322.230. Other species or habitats identified 
through agency consultation as requiring special pro-
tection under state or federal law. 
322.300. Fish and Wildlife Service review. Upon 
request, the Division will provide the resource infor-
mation required under R014-301-322 and the protec-
tion and enhancement plan required under 
R614-301-33U to the U S Fish and Wildlife Service 
Regional or Field Office for their review. This infor-
mation will be provided within 10 days of receipt of 
the request from the Service. 
323. Maps and Aerial Photographs. Maps or aerial 
photographs of the permit area and adjacent areas 
will be provided which delineate: 
323.100. Trie location and boundary of any pro-
posed reference area for determining the success of 
re vegetation; 
323.200. Elevations and locations of monitoring 
stations used] to gather data for fish and wildlife, and 
any special habitat features; 
323 300. Each facility to be used to protect and en-
hance fish fcnd wildlife and related environmental 
values; and 
323.400. Uf required, each vegetative type and 
plant community, including sample locations. Suffi-
cient adjaceat areas will be included to allow evalua-
tion of vegetation as important habitat for fish and 
wildlife foir those species identified under 
R614-301-32:2. 
330. Openation Plan. Each application will contain 
a plan for protection of vegetation, fish, and wildlife 
resources truroughout the life of the mine. The plan 
will provide-:: 
331. A description of the measures taken to disturb 
the smallest practicable area at any one time and 
through proimpt establishment and maintenance of 
vegetation foo- interim stabilization of disturbed areas 
to minimize surface erosion. This may include part or 
all of the plain for final revegetalion as described in 
R614-301 -34J1.100 and R614-301-341.200; 
332. For tlhe purposes of UNDERGROUND COAL 
MINING A N D RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES a de-
scription of Cjhe anticipated impacts of subsidence on 
renewable resource lands identified in R614-301-320, 
and how sutch impact will be mitigated; 
333. A description of how, to the extent possible, 
using the bewt technology currently available, the op-
erator will rminimize disturbances and adverse im-
pacts to fish and wildlife and related environmental 
values durin»g coal mining and reclamation opera-
tions, includling compliance with the Endangered 
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Species Act of 1973 during coal mining and reclama-
tion operations, including the location ana operation 
of haul and access roads and support facilities so as to 
avoid or minimize impacts on important fish and 
wildlife species or other species protected bv state or 
federal law; and how enhancement of these resources 
will be achieved, where practicable This Jescriniion 
will: 
333.100. Be consistent with the requirements >f 
R614-301-358; 
333200. Apply, at a minimum, to species .ma ham-
tats identified under Rti 14-301-322; and 
333.300. Include protective measures that Mil :>e 
used during the active minim; phase "t <oeraiion. 
Such measures may inciuue the establishment u dif-
fer zones, the selective location and special X^IL'II oi 
haul roads and powerlines. and the monitoring oi sur 
face water quality and quantity. 
340. Reclamation Plan 
341. Revegetalion. Each application wiil contain a 
reclamation plan lor final revegetalion >t ill amis 
disturbed by coal mining and reclamation operations. 
except water areas and the surface of roads approved 
as part of the postmining land use. as required in 
R614-301-J53 through RH14-301-157. mowing :mw 
the applicant will comply with the biological protec-
tion performance standards of the .Stale Program. 
The plan will include, at a minimum 
341100. A detailed schedule and timetrinie i-.r rhe 
completion of each major otep in the revegetalion 
plan; 
341 200. Descriptions of the following: 
341.210. Species and amounts per acre of seeds 
and/or seedlings to be used If fish and wildlife habi-
tat will be a postmining land use. the criteria oi 
R614-301-342 300 apply 
341.220. Methods to be used in planting and seed-
ing. 
341.230. Mulching techniques, including type of 
mulch and rate of application; 
341.240. Irrigation, if appropriate, and pest and 
disease control measures, if any, and 
341.250. Measures proposed to be used to deter-
mine the success of revegetalion as required in 
R614-301-356. 
341.300. The Division may require greenhouse 
studies, field trials, or equivalent methods of testing 
proposed or potential revegetalion materials and 
methods to demonstrate thai revegetalion is feasible 
pursuant to R614-300133 710 
342. Fish and Wildlife. Each application will con-
tain a fish and wildlife plan for the reclamation and 
postmining phase of operation consistent with 
R614-301-330, ihe performance standards of 
R614-301-358 and include the following 
342.100. Enhancement measures thai will be used 
during the reclamation and postmining phase of oper-
ation to develop aquatic and terrestrial habitat Such 
measures may include restoration of streams and 
other wetlands, retention of ponds and impound 
ments. establishment of vegetation for wildlife food 
and cover, and the replacement of perches and nest 
boxes. Where the plan does not include enhancement 
measures, a statement will be given explaining why 
enhancement is not practicable 
342.200 Where fish and wildlife habitat is to be a 
postmining lund use. the plant species to be used on 
reclaimed areas will be selected on the ba^is of the 
following criteria: 
342 210 Their proven nutritional value for fish or 
wildlife; 
342 220 Their use as cover for fish or wildlife, and 
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342 230 Their abilitv to -uDport and enhance fish 
or wildlife nabitat alter !;e release n performance 
ootids The selected plants wtil ne grouped anu dis-
tributed in a manner vmcn optimizes edge effect, 
cover, and other benefits ro fish and wildlife. 
342 300 Where cropland :s to be the postmining 
and use. and vnere ippronnate or wildlife- inci 
.•roo-managemeni :;rai !;ces. iw aerator viil ruer 
-perse he ieids with rev.- tames. »r fence :O\\N 
hrougnout the iiarveMea area o oreaK up ari.'e 
)IOCKS uf monoculture aid o uiversify habitat :vp«.-> 
for biros ma oilier animals. 
342 100 There residential, .unite service, r n-
lustnai i.-i's are to :>e 'lie tmst mining tand UM\ ir.u 
vnere ' oiisisient villi • r:e ipptoviq :>«isi ininiiiL.' ti,.i 
ise. he -oerator Mil niersner.se reclaimed MIM-. 
with greenneits utilizing -pedes ol grass, snruhs. ami 
trees useiul as food anu coxer for wildlife 
150 IVrformance Standards. 
351 < i.-neral Requirements \ll coal minim: ind 
reclamation operations nil *e . arned out according 
o pians. provided aider .<«> 1 I-.»< 11 -.i.iO hrougn 
u\si4-;;o 1-140 
:52 <'onieinporaneou.-. ueciamaiioii. Revegetalion 
ai ail land that is uiMiirt'i-d iiv >oai 'inning ami ret: t 
nation operations, xni ccur is . onieiiipoiaiuou.Ms 
is practicable vith 'iiinir.g 'Per.uions. except xiw-n 
ucn aiming operations ire • -ououcted in accordance 
vuh t variance for comnined SLRFACE and ! ' .V 
DERCROlNI) COAL M1NINV. \NI) RECLAMA-
TION ACTIVITIES issued under Kb 14-302 2S0 The 
Division may establish >cneuules that define contem-
poraneous reclamation 
353 Revegetalion: iieneral Requirements. The 
permittee will establish on regraded areas and on all 
other disturbed areas, except water areas and Mirface 
areas of roads thai are approved as part ^i the 
postmining land use, a vegetative cover thai is in 
accordance with the approved permit and reclama 
lion plan. 
353 100 The vegetative cover will be: 
353 110 Diverse, effective and permanent: 
353 120. Comprised of species native to the area, or 
of introduced species where desirable and necessary 
to achieve the approved postmining land use and ap 
proved by the Division; 
353 130 At least equal in extent of cover to the 
natural vegetation of the area, and 
353 140 Capable of stabilizing the soil surface 
from erosion. 
353 200 The reestablished plant species will 
353 210 Be compatible with the approved 
postmining land use. 
353.220 Have the same seasonal characteristics of 
growth as the original vegetation, 
353.230 Re capable of self regeneration and plant 
succession; 
353 240 He compatible with the plant and animal 
species of the area, and 
353 250 Meet the requirements of applicable L'tah 
and federal seed, poisonous and noxious plant, and 
introduced species laws or regulations 
353.300 The Division may grant exception to the 
requirements of RbU-301 353 220 and Rbl4 301 
353 230 when the species are necessary to achieve a 
quick-growing, temporary, stabilizing cover, and 
measures to establish permanent vegetation are in-
cluded in the approved permit and reclamation plan 
353.400 When the approved postmiiimg land use 
is cropland, the Division max grant exceptions to the 
requirements of R»i 14 101 153 I 10, Klill .101 
353 1.10. RON-301-353 220 and Rlil 4 301 -35;3 2.10 
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The requirements of R614-302-317 apply to areas 
identified us prime farmland. 
354. Revegetation: Timing. Disturbed areas will be 
planted during the first normal period for favorable 
planting conditions after replacement of the plant-
growth medium. The normal period for favorable 
planting is that planting lime generally accepted 
locally for the type of plant materials selected. 
355. Revegetation: Mulching and Other Soil Stabi-
lizing Pruclices. Suitable mulch and other soil stabi-
lizing practices will be used on all areus that have 
been regraded and covered by topsoil or topsoil sub-
stitutes. The Division may waive this requirement if 
seasonal, soil, or slope (actors result in a condition 
where mulch and other soil stabilizing practices are 
not necessary to control erosion and to promptly es-
tablish an effective vegetative cover. 
356. Revegetation. Standards for Success. 
356.100. Success of revegetation will be judged on 
the effectiveness of the vegetation for the approved 
postmining land use. ihe extent of cover compared to 
the extent of cover of the reference area or other ap-
proved success standard, and the general require-
ments of R614-301-353. 
J56.110. Standards for success, statistically valid 
sampling techniques for measuring success, and ap-
proved methods are identified in the Division's 'Veg-
etation Information Guidelines. Appendix A." 
356 120. Standards for success will include criteria 
representative of unmined lands in the area being 
reclaimed to evaluate the appropriate vegetation pa-
rameters o( ground cover, production, or stocking. 
Ground cover, production, or stocking will be consid-
ered equal to the approved success standard when 
they are not less than 90 percent of the success stan-
dard. The sampling techniques for measuring success 
will use a 90-percent statistical confidence interval 
(i.e., one-sided test with a 0.10 alpha error). 
356.200. Standards for success will be applied in 
accordance with the approved postmining land use 
and, at a minimum, the following conditions. 
356.210. For areas developed for use as grazing 
land or pasture land, the ground cover and production 
of living plants on the revegetated area will he at 
least equal to that of a reference area or such other 
success standards approved by the Division. 
356.220. For areas developed for use as cropland, 
crop production on the revegetated area will be at 
least equal to that of a reference area or such other 
success standards approved by the Division. The re-
quirements of R614-302-310 through R614-302-317 
apply to areas identified as prime farmland. 
356.230. For areas to be developed for fish and 
wildlife habitat, recreation, shelter belts, or forest 
products, success of vegetation will be determined on 
the basis ot tree and shrub stocking and vegetative 
ground cover. Such parameters are described as fol-
lows: 
356.231. Minimum stocking and planting arrange-
ments will be specified by the Division on the basis of 
local and regional conditions and aAer consultation 
with and approval by Utah agencies responsible for 
the administration of forestry and wildlife programs. 
Consultation and approval may be on a program-wide 
basis or on a permit-specific basis. 
356.232. Trees and shrubs that will be used in de-
termining the success of stocking and the adequacy of 
plant arrangement will have utility for the approved 
postmining land use. At the time of bond release, 
such trees and shrubs will be healthy, and at least 80 
percent will have been in place for at least 60 percent 
of the applicable minimum period of responsibility 
No trees and shrubs in place for less than two grow ifr 
ing seasons will be counted in determining stocking 't 
356.233. Vegetative ground cover will not be lea. * 
than that required to achieve the approve 
postmining land use. W . 
356 240. For areas to be developed for industrial 
commercial, or residential use less than two years' 
after regrading is completed, the vegetative ground 
cover will not be less than that required to control 
erosion. ' 
356.250. For areas previously disturbed by minine 
Slfi1! ? n T u 0 0 1 r e c l a , , n e d * l *e requirements of 
R614-200 through R614-203 and R614-301 through 
R614-302 and that are remined or otherwise 
redisturbed by coal mining and reclamation opera-
tions, at a minimum, the vegetative ground cover will 
be not less than the ground cover existing before 
redisturbance and will be adequate to control erosion 
356.300. Sikation structures will be maintained 
until removal is authorized by the Division and the 
disturbed area has been stabilized and revegetated 
In no case will the structure be removed sooner than 
two years a f W the last augmented seeding. 
356.400. When a siltation structure is removed 
the land on which the siltation structure was located 
will be revegetated in accordance with the reclama-
tion plan and R614-301-353 through R614-301-357 
357. Revegetation: Extended Responsibility Pe-
riod. 
357.100. The period of extended responsibility for 
successful vegetation will begin after the last year of 
augmented seeding, fertilization, irrigation, or other 
work, excluding husbandry practices that are ap-
proved by the Division in accordance with paragraph 
D*3,5.7 ??° v««etation parameters identified in 
K614-301-35&.200 will equal or exceed the approved 
success standard during the growing seasons for the 
last two yeans of the responsibility period. The period 
of extended responsibility will continue for five or ten 
years based on precipitation data reported pursuant 
to R614-301-724.411. as follows: 
357.210. In areas of more than 26.0 inches average 
annual precipitation, the period of responsibility will 
continue for » period of not less than five full years. 
357.220 lit areas of 26 0 inches or less average an-
nual precipitation, the period of responsibility will 
continue for * period of not less than ten full years. 
357.300. Ttbe Division may approve selective hus-
bandry practices, such as weed and brush control, 
fencing, and *vater developments or other practices 
once they have been incorporated into the Utah pro-
gram, in accordance with 30 CFR 732.17 as being 
normal husbandry practices, excluding augmented 
seeding, fertilization, or irrigation, without extending 
the period off responsibility for revegetation success 
and bond liability, if such practices can be expected to 
continue as pmrt of the postmining land use or if dis-
continuance ujf the practices after the liability period 
expires will mot reduce the probability of permanent 
revegetation success. Approved practices will be nor-
mal conservation practices within the region for 
unmined lanids having land uses similar to the ap-
proved postnuining land use of the disturbed area, in-
cluding such practices as disease, pest, and vermin 
control, and any pruning, reseeding and/or trans-
planting specifically necessitated by such actions. 
358. Protection of Fish, Wildlife, and Related Envi-
ronmental Values. The operator will, to the extent 
possible usinjg the best technology currently avail-
able, m i n i m i s disturbances and adverse impacts on 
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fish, wildlife, and related environmental values and 
will achieve enhancement of such resources where 
practicable. 
358.100. No coal mining and reclamation opera-
tion will be conducted which is likely to jeopardize 
the continued existence of endangered or threatened 
species listed by the Secretarv or which is likely to 
result in the destruction or adverse modification of 
designated critical habitats of such species in viola-
tion of the Endangered Species Act of 1973. The oper-
ator will promptly report to the Division any state- or 
federally-listed endangered or threatened ->pecies 
within the permit area of which the operator becomes 
aware. Upon notification, the Division will consult 
with appropriate state and federal fish and wildlife 
agencies and, after consultation, will identify 
whether, and under what conditions, the operator 
may proceed 
358.200. No coal mining and reclamation opera-
tions will be conducted in a manner which would re-
sult in the unlawful taking of a bald or golden eagle. 
its nest, or any of its eggs. The operator will promptly 
report to the Division any golden or bald eagle nest 
within the permit area of which the operator becomes 
aware. Upon notification, the Division will consult 
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Utah 
Division of Wildlife Resources and, after consulta-
tion, will identify whether, and under what condi-
tions, the operator may proceed. 
358.300. Nothing in the R614 Rules will authorize 
the taking of an endangered or threatened species or 
a bald or golden eagle, its nest, or any of us eggs in 
violation of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 or 
the Bald Eagle Protection Act, as amended. 16 U.S.C. 
668 et seq. 
358 400. The operator conducting coal mining and 
reclamation operations will avoid disturbances to, en-
hance where practicable, restore, or replace, wetlands 
and riparian vegetation along rivers and streams and 
bordering ponds and lakes. Coal mining and reclama-
tion operations will avoid disturbances to, enhance 
where practicable, or restore, habitats of unusually 
high value for fish and wildlife. 
358.500. Each operator will, to the extent possible 
using the best technology currently available: 
358.510. Ensure that electric powerlines and other 
transmission facilities used for. or incidental to. coal 
mining and reclamation operations on the permit 
area are designed and constructed to minimize elec-
trocution hazards to raptors, except where the Divi-
sion determines that such requirements are unneces-
sary; 
358.520. Design fences, overland conveyers, and 
other potential barriers to permit passage for large 
mammals, except where .the Division determines that 
•uch requirements are unnecessary; and 
358.530. Fence, cover, or use other appropriate 
methods to exclude wildlife from ponds which contain 
hazardous concentrations of toxic-forming materials. 
R614-301-400. Land Use and Air Quulity. 
The rules in R614-301-400 present the require-
ments for information related to Land Use and Air 
Quality which are to be included in each permit ap-
plication 
410. Land Use Each permit application will in-
clude a descriptions of the preminuig and proposed 
postmining land use(s). 
411 Environmental Description. 
411 100 Preminmg Land Use Information The 
application will contain a statement of the condition 
and capability of the land which will be affected by 
coal mining and reclamation operations within the 
proposed permit area, including: 
411.110. A map and supporting narrative of the 
uses o( the land existing at the time of the filing of 
the application If the preminuig use of the land was 
changed within C\\t> veurs before the anticipated date 
of beginning the proposed one rations, the historic use 
of the land will also be described. 
411.120 A narrative of land capability which ana-
lyzes ihe land-use description in conjunction with 
other environmental resources information required 
under Roll-301-411 1«J0. and R614-101 and 
R614-302. The narrative will provide analyses of the 
capability of the land before any coal mining and rec-
lamation operations to support a variety of uses, giv-
ing consideration to soil ana foundation characteris-
tics, topography, vegetative cover and the hydrology 
of the area proposed to be affected by coal mining and 
reclamation operations: and 
411.130 A description of the existing land uses 
and land-use classifications under local law, if any, of 
the proposed permit and adjacent areas. 
411 140. Cultural and Historic Resources Informa-
tion. The application will contain maps as described 
under R614-301-411.141 and a supporting narrative 
which describe the nature oi cultural and historic re-
sources listed or eligible ior luting in the National 
Register of Historic Places ami known archeologicat 
sites within the permit and adjacent areas The de-
scription will be based on all available information, 
including, but not limited to. information from the 
State Historic Preservation Ollicer and from local ar-
cheological, historic, and cultural preservation agen-
cies. 
411 141. Cultural and Historic Resources Maps 
These maps will clearly show: 
411.141.1. The boundaries of any public park and 
locations of any cultural or historical resources listed 
or eligible for listing in the National Register of His-
toric Places and known archeological sites within the 
permit and adjacent areas; 
411.141 2. Each cemetery that is located in or 
within 100 feet of the proposed permit area; and 
411 141.3 Any land within the proposed permit 
area which is within the boundaries of any units of 
the National System of Trails or the Wild and Scenic 
Rivers System, including study rivers designated un 
der section 5tai of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act 
411.142. Coordination with the Stale Historic 
Preservation Officer iSHPOi. The narrative pre-
sented under R6I4-301-4I1 140 will also describe co-
ordination efforts with and present evidence of clear-
ances by the SHPO For any publicly owned parks or 
places listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places that may be adversely affected by the proposed 
coal mining and reclamation operations, each plan 
will describe the measures to be used: 
411 142.1 To prevent adverse impacts, or 
4)1.142 2. If valid existing rights exist or joint 
agency approval is to be obtained under 
Rb 14 103-236, to minimize adverse impacts 
411 143 The Division may require the applicant to 
identify and evaluate important historic and archeo-
logical resources that may be eligible for listing on 
the national Register of Historic Places through: 
411 143 1. Collection of additional information; 
411 143 2 Conducting field investigations, or 
411 143 3 Other appropriate analyses 
411 144 The Division may require the applicant to 
protect historic or archeological propertied listed on 
or eligible for listing on the National Register of Hit* 
lone Places through appropriate mitigation and 
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treatment measures. Appropriate mitigation and 
treatment measures may be required to be taken af-
ter permit issuance provided that the required mea-
sures are completed before the properties are aiTected 
by any mining operation. 
411.200. Previous Mining Activity. The applica-
tion will state whether the proposed permit urea has 
been previously mined, and. if so. the following infor-
mation, if available: 
411.210. The type of mining method used; 
411.220. The coal seams or other mineral strata 
mined; 
411.230. The extent of coal or other minerals re-
moved; 
111.240. The approximate dates of past mining; 
and 
411.250. The uses of the lana preceding mining. 
412. Reclamation Plan. 
412 100. Postmining Land-Use Plan. Each applica-
tion will contain a detailed description of the pro-
posed use. following reclamation, of the land within 
the proposed permit area, including a discussion of 
the utility and capacity of the reclaimed land to sup-
port a variety of alternative uses, and the relation-
ship of the proposed use to existing land-use policies 
and plans. The plan will explain: 
412.110. How the proposed postmining land use is 
•-O be acnieveu and the necessary support activities 
which may be needed to achieve the proposed land 
use; 
412 120. For the purposes of SURFACE COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, 
where range or grazing is the proposed postmining 
use. the detailed management plans to be imple-
mented; 
412.130. Where a land use different from the 
premining land use is proposed, all materials needed 
for approval of the alternative use under R614-301-
413.100 through R614-301-413 334. R614-302-270, 
R614-302-271.100 through R614-302-271.400, R614-
302-271.600, R614-302-271.800, and R614-302-
271.900; and 
412.140. The consideration which has been given 
to making all of the proposed coal mining and recla-
mation operations consistent with surface owner 
plans and applicable Utah and local land-use plans 
and programs. 
412.200. Land Owner or Surface Manager Com-
ments. The description will be accompanied by a copy 
of the comments concerning the proposed use by the 
legal or equitable owner of record of the surface of the 
proposed permit area and Utah and local government 
agencies which would have to initiate, implement, 
approve, or authorize the proposed use of the land 
following reclamation. 
412.300. Suitability and Compatibility. Assure 
that final fills containing excess spoil are suitable for 
reclamation and revegetation and are compatible 
with the natural surroundings and the approved 
postmining land use. 
413. Performance Standards. 
413.100. Postmining Land Use. All disturbed areas 
will be restored in a timely manner to conditions that 
are capable of supporting: 
413.110. The uses they were capable of supporting 
before any mining; or 
413.120. Higher or better uses. 
413.200. Determining Premining Uses of Land. 
413.210. The premining uses of land to which the 
postmining land use is compared will be those uses 
which the land previously supported, if the land has 
not been previously mined and has been properly 
managed. 
413.220. The postmining land use for land that has 
been previously mined and not reclaimed will be 
judged on the basis of the land use that existed prior 
to any mining: provided that, if the land cannot be 
reciaimed to the land use that existed prior to any 
mining because of the previously mined condition, 
the postmining land use will be judged on the basis of 
the highest and best use that can be achieved which 
is compatible with surrounding areas and does not 
require the disturbance of areas previously unaf-
fected by mining. 
413.300. Criteria for Alternative Postmining Land 
Uses. Higner or better uses may be approved by the 
Division as alternative postmining land uses after 
consultation with the landowner or the land manage-
ment agency having jurisdiction over the lands, if the 
proposed uses meet the following criteria: 
413.310. There is a reasonable likelihood for 
achievement of the use: 
413.320. The use does not present any actual or 
probable hazard to public health or safety, or threat 
o( water diminution or pollution; and 
413.330. The use will not: 
413.331. Be impractical or unreasonable; 
413 332. Be inconsistent with applicable land-use 
policies or pians: 
413.333. Involve unreasonable delay in implemen-
tation; or 
413.334. Cause or contribute to violation of fed-
eral, Utah, or local law. 
414. Interpretation of R614-301-412 and R614-301-
413.100 through R614-301-413.334. R614-302-270, 
R614-302-271.100 through R614-302-271.400, R614-
302-271600, R614-302-271 800. and 
R614-302-271.900 for the purposes of UNDER-
GROUND COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION 
ACTIVITIES. Reclamation Plan: Postmining Land 
Use. The requirements of R614-301-412-130, for ap-
proval of an alternative postmining land use, may be 
met by requesting approval through the permit revi-
sion procedures of R614-303-220 rather than request-
ing such approval in the original permit application. 
The original permit application, however, must dem-
onstrate thai the land will be returned to its 
premining Land-use capability as required by 
R614-301-413.100. An application for a permit revi-
sion of this Kype: 
414.100. Must be submitted in accordance with the 
filing deadliaes of R614-303-220; 
414.200. Will constitute a significant alteration 
from the mi rung operations contemplated by the orig-
inal permit; and 
414 300. Will be subject to the requirements of 
R614-300 12UJ through R614 300-155 and R614-300-
200. 
420. Air Quality. 
421. Coal naming and reclamation operations will 
be conducted an compliance with the requirements of 
the Clean Aur Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 7401 et seq > and 
any other applicable Utah or federal statutes and reg-
ulations containing air quality standards. 
422. The amplication will contain a description of 
coordination auid compliance efforts which have been 
undertaken by the applicant with the Utah Bureau of 
Air Quality. 
423. For ail] Surface Coal Mining and Reclamation 
Activities witJh projected production rates exceeding 
1,000,000 torus of coal per year, the application will 
contain an aur pollution control plan which includes 
the following;: 
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423100 An air quality monitoring program to pro-
vide sufficient data to evaluate the effectiveness o( 
die fugitive dust control practices proposed under 
R614-301-423 200 to comply with federal and Utah 
air quality standards; and 
423.200 A plan for fugitive dust control practices 
gs required under R614-301-244.10O and R614-301-
244 300. 
424. All plans for SURFACE COAL MINING AND 
RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES with projected pro-
duction rates of 1,000,000 tons of coal per year or less, 
will include a plan for fugitive dust control practices 
as required under R614-301-244 and R614-244 300 
R614-301-500. Engineering. 
The rules in U614-301-500 present ihe require-
ments for engineering information which is to ne in-
cluded in a permit application. 
510. Introduction. The engineering section oi the 
permit application is divided into the operation plan, 
reclamation plan, design criteria, and performance 
standards. All of the activities associated with the 
coal mining and reclamation operations must be de-
signed, located, constructed, maintained, and re-
claimed in accordance with the operation and recla-
mation plan. All of the design criteria associated with 
the operation and reclamation plan must be met. 
511. Generul Requirements. Each permit applica-
tion will include descriptions of: 
511.100. The proposed coal mining and reclama-
tion operations with attendant maps, plans, and cross 
sections; 
511.200. The proposed mining operation and its po-
tential impacts to the environment as well as 
methods and calculations utilized to achieve compli-
ance with design criteria; and 
511.300. Reclamation 
512. Certification. 
512 100. Cross Sections and Maps. Certain cross 
sections and maps required to be included in a permit 
application will be prepared by. or under the direc-
tion of, and certified by a qualified, registered, profes-
•ional engineer or land surveyor, with assistance 
from experts in related fields such as hydrology, geol-
ogy and landscape architecture, and will be updated 
as required by the Division The following cross sec-
tions and maps will be certified: 
512.110 Mine workings to the extent known as de-
scribed under R614 301-521 110; 
512.120. Surface facilities and operations as de-
scribed under R614 301-521 124. R614-301 521 164, 
R614-301-521165 and R614-301-521 167; 
512.130. Surface configurations as described under 
R614-301-542 300 and R614 302-200; 
512.140. Hydrology as described under R614 301-
722, and as appropriate, R614-301-731.700; and 
512 150. Geologic cross sections and maps as de-
scribed under R614-301-622. 
512 200. Plans and Engineering Designs Excess 
spoil, durable rock fills, coal mine waste, impound-
ments, primary roads and variances from approxi-
mate original contour require certification by a quali-
fied registered professional engineer 
512.210. Excess Spoil. The professional engineer 
*xperienced in the design of earth and rock fills will 
certify the design according to R614-301 535 100 
512 220. Durable Rock Fills The professional engi-
neer experienced in the design of earth and rock fills 
must certify that the durable rock fill design will en-
sure the stability of the fill and meet design require-
ments according to ROM -301-5.15 100 and 
R6U 301 535 300 
512.230 Coal Mine Waste The professional engi-
neer experienced in the design of similar earth and 
waste structures must certify the design of the dis-
posal faciluv according to R614-301-536 
512.240 Impoundments The professional engineer 
will use current, prudent, engineering practices and 
will be experienced in the design and construction of 
impoundment and certify the design of the impound-
ment according to R614-301-743. 
512.250 Primary Roads. The professional engineer 
will certify the design and construction or reconstruc-
tion of primary roads as meeting the requirements of 
R6l4-30l-")34.200 and R614-301 742 420 
512.260 Variance From Approximate Original 
Contour The professional engineer will certify the 
design for ihe proposed variance from ihe approxi-
mate original contour, as described under 
R614-302-270, in conformance with professional stan-
dards established to assure the stability drainage 
and configuration necessarv for ihe intended use of 
the site. 
513. Compliance With MSHA Regulations and 
MSHA Approvals. 
513 100 Coal processing waste dams and embank-
ments will comply with MSHA. 10 <TR 77 216-1 and 
30 CFR 77.216-2 .see R614 301-528 4»>0 .uid 
R 6 1 4 - J 0 1 - 5 3 6 . M 2 0 I . 
513 200 Impoundment*, and ;edimentation ponds 
meeting (he size or oilier qualifying criteria of 
MSHA. 30 CFR 77 216<ai will comply with the re-
quirements of MSHA. 30 CFR 77 216 isee 
R614 -301 533 600. R614 301 742 222. and R614 301-
742223). 
513 300 Underground development waste, coal 
processing waste and excess spoil may be disposed of 
in underground mine workings, but only in accor-
dance with a plan approved by MSHA and the Divi-
sion (see R614-301 52H321) 
513 400 Refuse piles will meet the requirements 
of MSHA. 30 CFR 77 214 and 30 CFR 77 215 isee 
R614-301-536 900) 
513 500 Each shaft, drift, adit, tunnel, exploratory 
hole, entryvvay or other opening to the surface from 
the underground will be capped, sealed, backfilled or 
otherwise properly managed consistent with MSHA, 
30 CFR 75 1771 isee R614-301 551» 
513 600 Discharges into an underground mine are 
prohibited, unless specifically approved by ihe Divi-
sion after a demonstration that the discharge will 
meet the approval of MSHA <see R614-301-
731 511 4> 
513 700 The nature, timing and sequence of the 
SURFACE COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION 
ACTIVITIES that propose to mine closer than 500 
feel to an active underground mine are jointly ap-
proved by the Division and MSHA (see 
R614-301 523 2201 
513 800 Coal mine waste fires will be extin-
guished in accordance with a plan approved by 
MSHA and the Division (see R614 301 528 323 1» 
514 Inspections All engineering inspections, ex-
cepting those described under R614-301-514 330, will 
be conducted by a qualified registered professional 
engineer or other qualified professional specialist un 
der the direction of the professional engineer 
514.100. Excess Spoil The professional engineer or 
specialist will be experienced in the construction of 
earth and rock fills and will periodically inspect the 
fill during construction Regular inspections will also 
be conducted during placement and compaction of fill 
materials. 
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514 110 Such inspections will be made at least 
quarterly throughout construction and during critical 
construction periods Critical construction penods 
will include at a minimum 
514 111 Foundation preparation including the re 
moval of all organic material and topsoil 
514 112 Placement ot underdrains and protective 
filter systems. 
o 14 113 Installation of final surface drainage sys 
terns and 
514 114 The final graded and revegetated till 
514 120 The qualified registered professional en 
gineer will provide a certified report to the Division 
promptly after each inspection that the fill has been 
constructed and maintained as designed and in accor 
dance with the approved plan and the R614 301 and 
R614 302 Rules The report will include appearances 
of instability structural weakness and other hazard 
ous conditions 
514 130 Certified reports on Drainage System and 
Protective Filters 
514 131 The certified report on the drainage sys 
tern and protective (liters will include color photo 
graphs taken during and after construction but be 
fore underdrains are covered with excess spoil If the 
underdrain system is constructed in phases each 
Dhase will be certified separately 
o l4 132 Where excess durable rock spoil is placed 
in single or multiple liAs such that the underdrain 
system is constructed simultaneously with excess 
spoil placement by the natural segregation of dumped 
materials in accordance with R614 301 535 300 and 
R614 301 745 300 color photographs will be taken of 
the underdrain as the underdrain system is being 
formed 
514 133 The photographs accompanying each cer 
tified report will be taken in adequate size and num 
ber with enough terrain or other physical features of 
the site shown to provide a relative scale to the photo 
graphs and to specifically and clearly identify the 
site 
514 140 Inspection Reports A copy of each ins pec 
Hon report will be retained at or near the mine site 
514 200 Refuse Piles The professional engineer or 
specialist experienced in the construction of similar 
earth and waste structures will inspect the refuse pile 
during construction 
514 210 Regular inspections by the engineer or 
specialist will also be conducted during placement 
and compaction of coal mine waste materials More 
frequent inspections will be conducted if a danger of 
harm exists to the public health and safety or the 
environment Inspections will continue until the re 
fuse pile has been finally graded and revegetated or 
until a later time as required by the Division 
514 220 Such inspection will be made at least 
quarterly throughout construction and during the fol 
lowing critical construction periods 
514 221 Foundation preparation including the re 
moval of all organic material and topsoil 
514 222 Placement of underdrains and protective 
filter systems 
514 223 Installation of final surface drainage sys 
terns and 
514 224 The final graded and revegetated facility 
514 230 The qualified registered professional en 
gineer will provide a certified report to the Division 
promptly after each inspection that the refuse pile 
has been constructed and maintained as designed and 
in accordance with the approved plan and R614 
Rules The report will include appearances of msta 
bility structural weakness and other hazardous con 
ditions 
514 240 The certified report on the drainage ay*, 
tern and protective filters will include color photo, 
graphs taken during and liter construction but be-
fore underdrains are covered with coal m\ne waste If 
the underdrain system is constructed in phases each 
phase will be certified separately I he photographt 
accompanying each certified report will be taken in 
adequate size and number with enough terrain or 
other physical features ot the site shown to provide • *S 
relative scale to the photographs and to specifically 
and clearly identify the site 
->14 250 A copy of each inspection report will be 
retained at or near the mine site 
114 300 Impoundments 
514 310 Certified Inspection The professional en 
gineer or specialist experienced in the construction of 
impoundments will inspect the impoundment 
o l4 311 Inspections will be made regularly during 
construction upon completion ot construction and at 
least yearly until removal 01 the structure or release 
of the performance bond 
514 312 The qualified registered professional en 
gineer will promptly after each inspection provide to 
the DiMston a certified report that the impoundment 
has been constructed and maintained as designed and 
in accordance with the ipproved plan and the R614 
Rules The report will include discussion of any ap-
pearances 01 instability structural weakness or other 
hazardous conditions depth and elevation of any un 
pounded waters existing storage capacity any exist-
ing or required monitonng procedures and instru 
mentation and any other aspects of the structure af 
fecting stability 
514 313 A copy of the report will be retained at or 
near the mine site 
514 320 Weekly Inspections Impoundments sub- > 
ject to MSHA 30 CFR 77 216 must be examined in ' 
accordance with 30 CFR 77 21b 3
 % 
514 330 Quarterly Inspections Other impound
 t 
menu, not subject to MSHA 30 CFR 77 216 will be
 t 
examined at least quarterly by a qualified person des-jj 
tgnated by the operator for appearance of structural ^ 
weakness and other hazardous conditions 
515 Reporting and Emergency Procedures 
515 100 The permit application will incorporate! 
description of the procedure lor reporting a slide The
 4" 
requirements for the description are At any time • 
slide occurs which may have a potential adverse ef
 4 i( 
feet on public property health safety or the envi ^ 
ronment tbie permittee who conducts the coal mining 
and reclamation operations will notify the Division 
by the fasttest available means and comply with any 
remedial measures required by the Division \ 
515 200 (Impoundment Hazards The permit apph 
cation will incorporate a description of notification 
when potential impoundment hazards exist The re-
quirements, for the description are If any examina 
tion or tnsjpection discloses that a potential hazard 
exists the- person who examined the impoundment 
will promptly inform the Division of the finding and 
of the emergency procedures foimulaled for public 
protection and remedial action If adequate proce-
dures can mot be formulated or implemented the Divi 
sion will bie notified immediately The Division will 
then notify the appropriate agencies that other emer 
gency procedures are required to protect the public- 1 
515 300 The permit application will incorporate • 
description! of procedures for temporary cessation ot 
operations as follows 
515 310 Temporary ibandonment will not relieve 
a person of his or her obligation 10 comptv with anv 
provisions 01 the ipproved permit 
5I0JII hach person who conducts LNDLR 
GROUND l O A L MININC. AND RMLAMAIION 
^ l l M f l L h will ctfcvmelv >upp*>n ana mumarn 
a | | surtace lccess openings to underground )pera 
uons and secure surface facilities in ireas in which 
there are no current operations but operations are 10 
be resumed under an approved permit 
515 312 bach person who conducts sLRFACfc. 
COAL MININt, AND RL( I AMA HON AC 11\ IIILS 
W,H elTectiveiv secure surface facilities in ireas in 
whieh there ire i i ocurnni iperations ut in vhich 
operations are to be resumed unuer an approved Der 
mtt 
515 320 Before temporary cess, ition 1 c >al minim; 
and reclamation operations tor » period 1 10 davs or 
more r as soon is it is known that a temp>rar\ 
cessation will « xtend bevond JO davs eacn person 
who conducts con mining and reclamation per 1110ns 
will submit 10 the Division 1 notice 1 nicninn to 
cease or abandon operations 1 his notice will include 
515 121 For the purposes >l I NDLRCROINU 
COAL MININt. \ N l ) RECLAMATION U Tl\ 1 
TIES a statement >t the exact number >i uriace 
acres ind ihe horizontal ind ru il ueni 1 ut) 
surface sir it 1 vhich hive bet u lermit area 
prior 0 cessation >r tbanuonin extent ind 
kind 01 reclamation >t surtace irta vnicn will have 
been accomplished and identification >t the 
backfilling regrading revegelation environment il 
monitoring underground opening closures and water 
treatment activities that will continue during the 
temporary cessation 
515 322 ror the purposes of SURr At L ( OAl 
MININC, AND RECLAMATION A t T I U T I r S a 
statement of the exact number of icres which will 
have been affected in the permit area prior to such 
temporary cessation the extent and kind of reclama 
uon of those areas which will have been accom 
phshed and identification of the backlilling regrad 
ing revegetation environmental monitoring and 
water treatment activities that will continue during 
the temporary cessation 
51b Prevention ot Slides in SURr AC r COAl 
MINING AND R L U AMA1 ION \ C l l V l l l L S An 
undisturbed natural barrier will be provided begin 
ning at the elevation of the lowest coal seam to be 
mined and extending from the outslope for such dis 
tance as may be determined by the Division as is 
Deeded to assure stability The barrier will be re 
tamed in place to prevent slides and erosion 
520 Operation Plan 
521 General The applicant will include a plan 
with maps cross sections narrative descriptions 
•nd calculations indicating h >w the relevant require 
taenia arc met The permit appliotion will describe 
and identify the lands subject to coal mining and rtc 
lamation operations over the estimated lift of the op 
erutions and the sue sequence ind limine, ot the 
•ubareas tor which it is anticipated that individuil 
Permits tor mining will be sought 
521 100 ( ross Sections and Maps The application 
will include cross sections mups and plans show MIL, 
sll the relevant information required In the Divisi >n 
to include but not be limited u> 
521110 Previously Mined Are is I hese maps will 
c,early show 
°2l 111 |he loc ition and extent of known work 
, ngs ot active inactive or ahindoiud under L.r< und 
tallies including mine opening to the surface within 
the proposed permit ind ul|acent areas The map will 
he prepared ind tertitied iccordmg to Kb 14 101 SI2 
and 
•>21 112 lhe loc i l ion ind cxte nt ot» xisltngor pre 
viouslv surface mined areas within ihe proposed per 
nut a n i Ihe mips will be pnpircd and certified 
iccordmg to Kb 14 101 T I -
->21 120 LxistuiL, Suit ice ind Subsurface racili 
ties and features I hese mips will cleirly =now 
•>21 121 I helm ition >t all buildings in and within 
1000 teet ot the proposed permit area with idenulica 
lion ot the current use of the buildings 
521 122 Ihe location ot surface ind suhsurtue 
m in m ide le iturt s within p issing through r p iss 
ing >ver the pr iposed permit are 1 including hut n K 
limited 10 major Icitric transmission line pipe 
lines m l tgriculturil dr unae,e ule fields 
>2I 12 ) h ich public ro id loc Ucd in < r within 100 
teet it the proposed permit irea 
i21 1 4 I lu loc ition ind size of existing are is it 
spoil w isle coil itvehpmeni w isle ind nmcoal 
w isle disposal dams emhinkminis other impound 
ments ind w tt« r tn uini nt ind air pollution c ntn i 
facilities within the propisid pe ruin area The imp 
will be prepared ind certified ic cording to 
Rbl I 101 >12 ind 
)2I 12) The loc ition >l • ich stdinu nt id >n pond 
permanent water imp un line nt oil pr ec sim, 
waste I) ink and coil processing w isle I un ind tin 
binkment in iccord nice with Kb 14 101 >12 1U0 
KhU 101 ol2 2lO Hull (01 >2I 14) Hbll 101 
521 lb9 R614 101 >28 110 Rbl I 101 >)» Rbl4 101 
533600 R614 101 i l l "*00 Rbl4 101 o)-> 140 
through Rbl4 301 515 152 Rbl4 101 5 lb bOO Rbl I 
iOl 5)0 800 Rbl I U)l ^12 >00 Rbl I )0I 73_ 210 
and Rbl4 101 7 1) 100 
521 130 1 indowners ind Ric,ht of rut ry and Pub 
he Interest M ips Ihise maps ind cross sections will 
clearly show 
521 1 il All bound tries ot lands ind names of 
present owners ot neord of ihosc I mds both surface 
and subsurface included in or contiguous to the per 
mil area 
521 112 The bound irics of land within the pro 
posed permit ire a upon which the ipplie ml has (he 
lee, il right to elite r and bcc,in to il mining and reel 1 
mation operations ind 
521 133 The measures to be usee! to ensure lb it 
the interests ot the public and landowners atleeted 
are protected it under Kb 14 10) 2)1 the applicant 
seeks to have the Division approve 
521 13)1 conducting the proposed coal mining 
and reclamation operations within 100 feet ot the 
right ot wav line ot wv public road except where 
mine access or haul roads join th U ric,hl >f way or 
521 1 ) 1 2 ReleKiliiiL, 1 public Did 
521 140 Mine M ips ind Permit Are 1 M ips These 
maps and or creiss section drawings will etc irlv null 
cale 
521 141 Ihe bound iries of ill in is proposed to In. 
itlecled over the esllin He d lot il lift of the coal mm 
ing and reel 1111 ition ope r it ions with 1 de serif ti «n of 
si/e sequence and limine, ot the mininc, of suture is 
for which it is inlicipated that addili mul permits 
will be sought the coal minute, ind reel tmation >p* r 
ations to be conducted the lends to in alleeted 
throughout the ope ration an I myelinic,* inafacil 
ity or fe ilure to be caused by the pr i| o ed ope r«eti«ms 
521 142 For the purp .s. s of IJNDr IK.KOMND 
(OX1 MININt. AND R r t l A M M I O N AUIVI 
I l r b the unel. iL,iouml w >rkinc,s it tl the location 
andexteiilol ir. ts in whit h pi inn. d sul sid. 11c. mm 
R614-301-500 NATURAL RESOURCES 
ing methods will be used and which includes all areas 
where the measures will be taken to prevent, control, 
or minimize subsidence and subsidence-related dam-
age (refer to R614-301-525); and 
521.143. The proposed disposal sites for placing 
underground mine development waste and excess 
spoil generated at surface areas affected by surface 
operations and facilities for the purposes of UNDER-
GROUND COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION 
ACTIVITIES and the proposed disposal site and de-
sign of the spoil disposal structures for purposes of 
SURFACE COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION 
ACTIVITIES according to R614-301-211, R614-301-
212, R614-301-412.300, R614-301-512.210. R614-301-
512.220, R614-301-514.100, R614-301-528.310. R614-
301-535.100 through R614-301-535.130, R614-301-
535.300 through R614-301-535.500, R614-536.300, 
R614-301-542.720, R614-301-553.240, R614-301-
745.100, R614-301-745.300, and R614-301-745.400. 
521.150. Land Surface Configuration Maps. These 
maps will clearly indicate sufficient slope measure-
menu or surface contours to adequately represent the 
existing land surface configuration of the proposed 
permit area for the purposes of SURFACE COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES and 
the area affected by surface operations and facilities 
for 'he purposes of UNDERGROUND COAL MIN-
ING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES measured 
and recorded according to the following: 
521.151. Each measurement will consist of an an-
gle of inclination along the prevailing slope extend-
ing 100 linear feet above and below or beyond the 
coal outcrop or the area to be disturbed, or, where this 
is impractical, at locations specified by the Division. 
Maps will be prepared and certified according to 
R614-301 512; and 
521.152. Where the area has been previously 
mined, the measurements will extend at least 100 
feet beyond the limits of mining disturbances, or any 
other distance determined by the Division to be rep-
resentative of the premining configuration of the 
land. Maps will be prepared and certified according to 
R614-301-512. 
521.160. Maps and Cross Sections of the Proposed 
Features for the Proposed Permit Area. These maps 
and cross sections will clearly show: 
521.161. Buildings, utility corridors, and facilities 
to be used; 
521.162. The area of land to be affected within the 
proposed permit area, according to the sequence of 
mining and reclamation; 
521.163. Each urea of land for which a perfor-
mance bond or other equivalent guarantee will be 
posted under R614-301-800; 
521.164. Each coal storage, cleaning and loading 
area. The map will be prepared and certified accord-
ing to R614-301-512; 
521.165. Each topsoil, Bpoil. coal preparation 
waste, underground development waste, and noncoal 
waste storage area. The map will be prepared and 
certified according to R614-301-512; 
521.166. Each source of waste and each waste dis-
posal facility relating to coal processing or pollution 
control; 
521.167. Each explosive storage and handling fa-
cility; 
521.168. For the purposes of SURFACE COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, each 
air pollution collection and control facility; and 
521.169. Each proposed coal processing waste 
bank, dam, or embankment. The map will be pre-
pared and certified according to R614-301 512. 
596; 
521 170. Transportation Facilities Maps Each t^ 
mit application will describe each road convevor 1 
rail system to be constructed, used, or m a i n E i S 
within the proposed permit area. The deacriptSw^S 
include a map, appropriate cross sections, and SDJTK 
cations tor each road width, road gradient, road^T 
face, road
 c u t , fi„ embankment, culvert. bridS" 
drainage ditch, and drainage structure, and each 
stream lord that is used as a temporary route 
521.180. Support facilities. Each permit applicant' 
will submit a description, plans, and d r a w i n g 
each support facility to be constructed, used or mauV 
tained within the proposed permit area. The
 D\»nm 
and drawing will include a map, appropriate crZ 
sections, design drawings, and specifications to den, 
onstrate compliance with R614-301-526 220 throurii 
R614-301-526.222 for each facility. g h 
521 190. Other relevant information required bv 
the Division. 7 
521.200. Signs and Markers Specifications. Sifma 
and markers will. B 
521.210. Be posted, maintained, and removed by 
the person who conducts the coal mining and recla-
mation operations; 
521.220 He a uniform design that can be easily 
seen and read; be made of durable material; and con-
torm to local laws and regulations: 
521.230. B» maintained during all activities to 
which they pertain; 
521.240. Mine and Permit Identification Signs. 
rr?AV 2 V." .^ r t h e PurPoses of UNDERGROUND 
S ™ L - J M I N | N G A N D RECLAMATION ACTIV1-
ULS, identification signs will be displayed at each 
point of access from public roads to areas of surface 
operations And facilities on permit areas; 
*,?^!;?,t2" F o r t h e P u r P o s * s of SURFACE COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES iden-
tification signs will be displayed at each point of ac-
cess to the permit area from public roads; 
521.243 Show the name, business address, and 
telephone number of the permittee who conducts coal 
mining and reclamation operations and the identifi-
cation number of the permanent program permit au-
thorizing co*| mining and reclamation operations; 
521.244. Be retained and maintained until after 
the release of all bonds for the permit area; 
521.250. Perimeter Markers. 
rJJ?l 2 5 . 1 . r ° r l h e PurP«ses of UNDERGROUND 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVI-
TIES, the perimeter of all areas affected by surface 
operations or facilities before beginning mining activ-
ities will be? clearly marked; or 
n?J2,!;2S2" f , ° r t h * Purposes of SURFACE COAL 
MINING AJND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, the 
perimeter of
 tt permit area will be clearly marked 
before the beginning of surface mining activities; 
521 260. Suffer Zone Markers. 
521261. p o r the purposes of UNDERGROUND 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVI-
TIES, signs will be erected to mark buffer tones as 
required under R614-301-731.600 and will be clearly 
marked to pirevent disturbance by surface operations 
and facilities; or 
521 262. IPor the purposes of SURFACE COAL 
MINING A N D RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, buffer 
zones will bit marked along their boundaries as re-
quired undeir R614-301-731 600, and 
521.270 Popsoil Markers Markers will be erected 
to mark wheire topsoil or other vegetation-supporting 
material is (physically segregated and stockpiled as 
required under R614-301-234. 
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522. Coal Recovery The permit application wul in-
clude a description of the measures to oe used io max-
imize the use and conservation oi the coai resource. 
The description will assure ihai coal minim.' .iP.u rec-
lamation operations are conducted so as to maximize 
the utilization and conservation ni the coai vniie uti-
lizing the best technology urrentlv
 svaiuinie o 
maintain environmental iniegruv, .«o mat :vai:Vci:riur 
the land in the future through coal mining .inu recla-
mation operations is minimized. 
523. Mining Methodist. Each application Mil in-
clude a description of the mining operation proposed 
to be conducted during the life of the mine wi:r.<n Tie 
proposed permit area. :ncludini!. a . r.imr-.ui:.. . 
narrative description of the tvpe and method >. mi 
mining procedures and proposed •.•nirineerir.-^ .-en 
niques, anticipated annual and total production >i 
coal, by tonnage and the ma|or equipment '.o r.a used 
for all aspects uf those operations. 
523 100 SURFACE COAL MINING AND vEC-
LAMATION ACTIVITIES propped to .,< . .nuutttu 
within the permit area within 500 teet >a .;ii muer-
ground mine will be described to indicate compliance 
with R614 301-523 200 
523.200. No SURFACE COAL MINING \ND 
RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES .viil ;,- • onuucteti 
closer than 500 feet to any point oi either an .;«.:ive or 
abandoned underground mine, except o TIC -.-.\ieiu 
that: 
523.210. The operations result in '.mpruveu re-
source recovery, abatement of water pollution, or 
elimination of hazards to the health and safety of the 
public: and 
523 220 The nature, timing, and sequence <>t the 
activities that propose to mine closer than 500 teet to 
an active underground mine are jointly approved by 
the Division and MSHA. 
524. Blasting and Explosives For the purposes of 
SURFACE COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION 
ACTIVITIES, each permit application will contain a 
blasting plan for the proposed permit area explaining 
how the applicant will comply with R614-301-524. 
This plan will include, at a minimum, information 
setting forth the limitations the operator will meet 
with regard to ground vibration and airblast, (he 
bases for those limitations, and the methods to be 
applied in controlling the adverse effects of blasting 
operations. Each blasting plan will also contain a de-
scription of any system to be used to monitor compli-
ance with the standards of K614-30l.524.600 includ-
ing the type, capability, and sensitivity of any blast-
monitoring equipment and proposed procedures and 
locations o( monitoring. Blasting operations con-
ducted within 500 feet of active underground mines 
require approval of MSHA. Blasts that use more than 
five pounds of explosive or blasting agent will be con-
ducted according to the schedule required under 
R614-301 524 400. For the purposes of UNDER-
GROUND COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION 
ACTIVITIES, R614-301 524.100 through R614 301-
524.700 apply to surface blasting activities incident 
to underground coal mining, including, but not lim-
ited to, initial rounds of slopes and charts 
. 524.100. Blaster Certification The ->leps taken to 
achieve compliance with the blaster certification pro-
gram must be described in the permit application. 
524.110 After July 28. I'J87, all surface olasting 
operations incident to underground mining in Utah 
will be conducted under the direction of a certified 
blaster. 
>24.120. t'ertilicaies oi blaster certification will be 
anted i>v ulasters or will nc <>n file at the permit 
irea curing (dusting operations 
*>24 130 \ niasier .nut at nasi one other person 
viil ne present at tne firum oi a :>iast. 
">24.140. Persons respotisiole or lasting opera-
ions at a ul.istinu >iie wiii :>e laminar with the hlast 
:ig ; tan aim -iie--Dei uic ,;eri'.»rmance standards .inu 
;iv»- on-tlu'ioo training to person- <\no are not certi 
ik'd aim wno are assigned 10 Tie olasting crew or 
assist in the use oi explosives. 
Y24 200. Unless approved by the Division under 
•>l-l-oOl-524 220. -lie biasl design must be described 
n Tie
 t;eimil ippucalion 'lie H-M-JII requirement* 
ire: 
)2 I 210 VM anticipated ilasl U-K'H vill in- >un 
:rulteo tor ail blasts U blasting operations will be con-
'iucteu within: 
V2-1.211 ».UUU feel ol .snv minding used as a dwell 
ng. punlic nuiidnm. -cnooi. m m n <r comnuiniiv or 
'nslituuonai HIIMIML' •ui-iot- :u- ..riim area, or 
.21212 'a»0 u-ei oi .in acme »r mamiomu under-
ground mine. 
524.220. lhe nlast design mav ne presented as part 
il a permit application or u a nine, oelore the olasl. 
f approved :>v lhe IJIW.-MOII. 
VJ 1.230 Hie nlast ilesicn Mil >ni.un Kelclies oi 
he dnil patterns, .u-iav iii-ri'Ui.i. .mi iii-cKiug aim will 
.nuicaie the tvpe aim amount >.l v \uio-i\«-i to ne us«-d. 
critical dimensions, nui UK .ocation and
 r;eiieiai >ie 
-cnption of structures to he protected, as well as i 
discussion of design (actors to i>e used, which protect 
the public and meet the applicaoie airblasl. llyrock. 
and ground vibration -iamianl> in K6I I 101 524 tiOO: 
521 240 The blast design Mil o«- prepared and 
signed by a certified blaster, tnd 
524 250 The Division may require changes to lhe 
design submitted 
524 300 The preblasting survev must IK? described 
in the permit application For the purposes of UN-
DERGROUND COAL MINING AND RECLAMA-
TION ACTIVITIES preblasting surveys are required 
for blasts that use more than five pounds of blasting 
agent or explosives The requirements are: 
524.310 At least 30 davs before initiation of blast 
ing, the operator will notify, in writing, all residents 
or owners of dwellings or other structures located 
within one-half mile of the permit area how to re-
quest a preblasting survey: 
524.320. A resident or owner of a dwelling or struc-
ture within one-half mile of any part of the permit 
area may request a preblasting survey This request 
will be made, in writing, directly to the operator or to 
the Division, who will promptly notify the operator 
The operator will promptly conduct a preblasting sur 
vey of the dwelling or structure and promptly prepare 
a written report ol the survey An updated survey of 
any additions, modifications, or renovations wilt be 
performed by the operator il requested by the resi-
dent or owner; 
524 330 The operator will determine the condition 
of the dwelling or structure and will document any 
preblasting d.image and other physical factors that 
could reasonably be alVected by the blasting Slruc 
lures such a^ pipelines, cables, transmission lines, 
and cisterns, wells, and other water systems warrant 
special attention; however, the assessment of these 
structures may be limited to -.urlace conditions and 
other readilv available data. 
524 340 The written report ol the survey will be 
signed by the person who condiuted the survey (op 
its ol the report will be promptly provided to lhe Ihvi 
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sion and to the person requesting the survey. If the 
person requesting the survey disagrees with the con-
tents and or recommendations contained therein, he 
or she may submit to both the operator and the Divi-
sion a detailed description of the specific areas of dis-
agreement; and 
524.350. Any surveys requested more than ten 
days before the planned initiation of blasting will be 
completed by the operator before the initiation of 
blasting. 
524.400. The schedule of blasts will be described in 
the permit application: 
524.410. Unscheduled blasts may be conducted 
only where public or operator health and safety so 
requires and lor emergency blasting actions. When 
an operator conducts an unscheduled surface blast 
incidental to coal mining and reclamation operations, 
the operator, using audible signals, will notify resi-
dents within one-half mile of the blasting site and 
document the reason in accordance with 
R614-301-524.760; 
524.420. All blasting will be conducted between 
sunrise and sunset unless nighttime blasting is ap-
proved by the Division based upon a showing by the 
operator that the public will be protected from ad-
verse noise and other impacts. The Division may 
specify more restrictive time periods for blasting; 
524.430. For the purposes of UNDERGROUND 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVI-
TIES, the operator will notify, in writing, residents 
within one-half mile of the blasting site and local 
governments of the proposed times and locations of 
blasting operations. Such notice of times that blast-
ing is to be conducted may be announced weekly, but 
in no case less than 24 hours before blasting will oc-
cur, 
524 440 For the purposes or SURFACE COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, the 
operator will conduct blasting operations at times ap-
proved by the Division and announced in the blasting 
schedule. The Division may limit the area covered, 
timing, and sequence of blasting as listed in the 
schedule, if such limitations are necessary and rea-
sonable in order to protect the public health and 
safety or welfare; 
524.450. Blasting Schedule Publication and Distri-
bution. For the purposes of SURFACE COAL MIN-
ING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES the opera-
tor will: 
524.451. Publish the blasting schedule in a news-
paper of general circulation in the locality of the 
blasting site at least ten days, but not more than 30 
days, before beginning a blasting program; 
524.452. Distribute copies of the schedule to local 
governments and public utilities and to each local 
residence within one-half mile of the proposed blast-
ing site described in the schedule; and 
524.453. Republish and redistribute the schedule 
at least every 12 months and revise and republish the 
schedule at least ten days, but not more than 30 days, 
before blasting whenever the area covered by the 
schedule changes or actual time periods for blasting 
significantly differ from the prior announcement; and 
524.460. Blasting Schedule Contents. For the pur-
poses of SURFACE COAL MINING AND RECLA-
MATION ACTIVITIES the blasting schedule will 
contain, at a minimum: 
524 461. Name, address, and telephone number of 
operator; 
524 462. Identification of the specific areas in 
which blasting will take place; 
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J2? 4 1 3 ^ D t t t e S a n d t i m e P e n o d s w h e n explosives are to be detonated; 
524.464. Methods to be used to control access to th* 
blasting area; and 
524.465. Type and patterns of audible warning and 
524.500. The blasting signs, warnings, and ace**, 
control must be described in the permit application 
524.510. Blasting Signs. Blasting signs will meet 
w , ! | S P e a ^ ° f R 6 1 4 - 3 0 1 - 5 2 1 ~ 0 0 The operator 
524.511. Conspicuously place signs reading "Blast-
ing Area along the edge of any blasting area that 
comes within 100 feet of any public-road right-of-way 
and at the point where any other road provides access 
to the blasting area; and 
524.512. At all entrances to the permit area from 
public roads or highways, place conspicuous signs 
which state "Warning! Explosives in Use", which 
clearly list and describe the meaning of the audible 
blast warning and all-clear signals that are in use 
and which explain the marking of blasting areas and 
fof iron ffr a w a , U n 8 finng w> lh'n the permit area 
. • f « - . r n i n g s - W a r n i n « ar><* all-clear signals 
ot dillerent character or pattern that are audible 
within a range of one-half mile from the point of the 
blast will be given. Each person within the permit 
area and each person who resides or regularly works 
within one half mile of the permit area will be noti-
fied of the meaning of the signals in the blasting 
f M p l 1 M I ! 0 o ^ Purposes of SURFACE COAL MIN-
ING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES and blast-
ing notification required by R614-301-524 430 for the 
P , U L ' S ) 3 A e L 0 A f ^ N D E R G R 0 U N D c O A L MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES. 
524 530 Acc«S3 Control. Access within the blast-
ing areas will be controlled to prevent presence of 
livestock or unauthorized persons during blasting 
and until an authorized representative of the opera-
tor has reasonably determined that: 
524.531. No unusual hazards, such as imminent 
slides or undetonaU'd charges, exist; and 
524.532 Access to and travel within the blasting 
area can be saJfely resumed. 
524^600. Th* control of adverse blasting effects 
must be described in the permit application. The re-
quirements ar»: 
524610. General Requirements. Blasting will be 
conducted to prevent injury to persons, damage to 
public or private property outside the permit area, 
adverse impacts on any underground mine, and 
change in the course, channel, or availability of sur-
K
eo4
0re,K"0lind W u l e r o u t s , d e t h e P e r m ' t a^a 
524.620. AirWlast Limits. 
524.621. Airhflast will not exceed the maximum 
T , t S
 L'
8tfd M o w a t t h e N a t i o n of any dwelling, 
public building, school, church, or community or in-
stitutional building outside the permit area, except as 
provided in R6J1 4-301-524.690. 
Lower Frequency Limit of Men-
curing Sysmnu. HZ( r 3dBl 
0 1 Hi or lower flat response 1) 
2 H* or lower (l«t response 
6 Hz or lower flat response 
C weighted alow, r*»ponaetl> 
Maximum Level 
dB 
134 peak 
133 peak 
129 peak 
105 peak dBC 
(1) Only whom approved by the Divis ision. 
524 622 If necessary to prevent damage, the Divi-
sion may specify lower maximum allowable airblast 
levels than tho*e of R614-301-524 621 for use in the 
vicinity of a specific blasting operation. 
524.630. Monitoring. 
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524.631. The operator will conduct periodic moni-
toring to ensure compliance with the airblast stan-
dards. The Division may require airblasi measure-
ment of any or all blasts and may specify the loca-
tions at which such measurements are taken. 
524.632. The measuring systems used will have an 
upper-end flat-frequency response of at least 200 Hz. 
524.633. Flyrock. Flyrock traveling in the air or 
along the ground will not be cast from the blasting 
site — more than one-half the distance to ihe nearest 
dwelling or other occupied structure; beyona the area 
of control required under R614-30l-.V24.530. or be-
yond the permit boundary. 
524.640. Ground Vibration. 
524.641. General. In all blasting operations, except 
as otherwise authorized in R614-301-524 690. the 
maximum ground vibration will not exceed the 
values approved by the Division. The maximum 
ground vibration for protected structures listed in 
R614-301-524 642 will be established in accordance 
with either the maximum peak-particie-veiocity 
limits of R614-301-524.642 and R614-J01-524 643. 
the scaled-distance equation of R614-301-524 650. the 
blasting-level chart of R614-301-524 660. or by the 
Division under R614-301-524.670. All structures in 
the vicinity of the blasting area, not listed :n 
R614-301-524 642, such as water towers, pipelines 
and other utilities, tunnels, dams, impoundments, 
and under* r und mines will be protected from dam-
age by establishment of a maximum allowable limit 
on the ground vibration, submitted by the operator 
and approved by the Division before the initiation of 
blasting. 
524 642. Maximum Peak-Particle Velocity The 
maximum ground vibration will not exceed the fol-
lowing limits at the location of any dwelling, public 
building, school, church, or community or institu-
tional building outside the permit area: 
EXPLOSIVES 
DuUncc IDI Maximum allowable Scaled distance 
from Blaat Site Particle Velocity factor u> be 
in feet (Vniaii fur ground applied without 
vibration, in •eitnuc 
inche* second 111 monitonngt2l 
(Do 
0 to 300 1 25 SO 
301 to 5.000 100 55 
5.001 and bayond 0 75 65 
(1) Ground vibration will be measured as the parti-
cle velocity. Particle velocity will be recorded in three 
mutually perpendicular directions. The maximum al-
lowable peak particle velocity will apply to each of 
the three measurements. 
(2) Applicable in the scaled-distance equation of 
R614-301-524 651. 
524.643. A seismographic record will be provided 
for each blast. 
524.650. Scaled-distance equation. 
524 651. An operator may use the scaled-distance 
equation, W-lD/Ds»'J. to determine the allowable 
charge weight of explosives to be detonated in any 
eight millisecond period, without seismic monitoring: 
where W - the maximum weight of explosives, in 
pounds: D - t h e distance, in feet, from the blasting 
site to the nearest protected structure: and Ds - the 
scaled-distance fuctor. which may initially be ap-
proved by the Division using the values for scaled-
distance factor listed in R614-301-524 642. 
524.652 The development of a modified sea let! dis-
tance factor may be authorized by the Division on 
receipt of a written request by the operator, sup-
ported by seismographic records of blasting at the 
mine site. The modified scaled-distance factor will he 
determined such thai the oarticle velocity of the pre-
dicted ground vibration will not exceed the prescribed 
maximum allowable peak particle velocity of 
R614-301-524.642, at a 95-percent confidence level. 
524 660 Blasting-Level Chart 
524 661. An operator may use the ground vibra-
tion limits in Figure I to determine the maximum 
allowable ground vibration. 
-As provided in U.l'.A 63 46a-i3i(7>iai figure I. 
showing maximum allowaole ground particle veiociis 
JI specified frequencies, is incorporated bv reference 
Figure I may be vieweu a .10 CFR HIT 67 »»r at the 
Division of Oil. Gas ana Mining State Office. 
524.662. If the Figure . limits .ire used, a .-eisinu-
graphic record including auih particle velocity .inu 
vibration-frequency levels will be provided lor eacii 
blast. The method for the analysis of the predominant 
frequency contained in the blasting records will be 
approved by the Division belore application of :hia 
alternative blasting criterion 
524 670. The maximum allowable ground vibra-
tion will be reduced bv the Division bevond the limns 
otherwise provided R614-301-524 640. if determined 
necessary to provide damage protection 
524 680. The Division mav require an operator to 
conduct seismic monitoring of any or all blasts ami 
may specify the location at wnicn the ineu.surcmeni.-i 
are taken and the degree of detail necessary in the 
measurement. 
524 690. The maximum airblast and ground-vibra-
tion standards of K614-301 524 620 through 
R614-301-524 632 and R614-301 524 640 through 
R614-301-524.680 will not apply at the following lo-
cations: At structures owned by the permittee and not 
leased to another person: and at structures owned bv 
the permittee and leased to another person, if a writ 
ten waiver by the lessee is submitted to the Division 
before blasting. 
524 700. Records of Blasting Operations The per 
mit application will incorporate a description of the 
blasting records to be maintained at the mine site for 
at least three years and upon request, make blasting 
records available for inspection by the Division or the 
public. Blasting records will contain the following in 
formation: 
524 710 A record, including: 
524.711. Name of the operator conducting the 
blast; 
524.712. Location, date, and time of the blast; and 
524.713. Name, signature, and certification num-
ber of the blaster conducting the blast, and 
524.720. Identification, direction, and distance, in 
feet, from the nearest blast hole to the nearest dwell-
ing, public building, school, church, community or in-
stitutional building outside the permit area, except 
those described in R6I4 301-524 690; 
524.730. Weather conditions, including those 
which may cause possible adverse blasting effects. 
524.740 A record of the blast, including: 
524.741. Type of material blusted, 
524.742. Sketches of the blast pattern including 
number of holes, burden, spacing, decks, and delay 
pattern; 
524 743 Diameter and depth of holes; 
524.744. Types of explosives used, 
524 745 Total weight of explosives used per hole; 
524 746 The maximum weight of explosives deto-
nated in an eight millisecond period, 
524 747 Initiation syMeiii: 
524.748 Type and length of stemming; and 
524 749 Mats or other protections used, 
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524.750. If required, a record of seismographic and 
airblast information, which will include: 
524 751. Type of instrument, sensitivity, and cali-
bration signal or certification of annual calibration; 
524.752. Exact location of instrument and the 
date, ume, and distance from the blast: 
524.753. Name of the person and firm taking the 
reading; 
524.754. Name of the person ana firm analyzing 
the seismographic record: and 
524.755. The vibration and/or airblast ievel re-
corded: and 
524.760. The reasons and conditions for each un-
scheduled blast. 
524.800. Each operator will comply with ail appro-
priate Utah and federal laws and regulations in the 
use of explosives. 
525. Subsidence. The requirements of R614-301-
525 pertain to permit applications for UNDER-
GROUND COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION 
ACTIVITIES. 
525.100. Subsidence Control Plan. The permit ap-
plication will include a survey which will show 
whether structures and renewable resource lands 
exist within the proposed permit area and adjacent 
area and whether subsidence, if it occurred, could 
cause material damage and diminution of reasonably 
foreseeable use of such structures or renewable re-
source lanas. If the survey shows that no such struc-
tures or renewable resource lands exist, or no such 
material damage or diminution couid be caused in 
the event of mine subsidence, and if the Division 
agrees with such conclusion, no further information 
need be provided in the application under 
R614-301-525. In the event the survey shows that 
such structures or renewable resource lands exist, or 
that subsidence could cause matenal damage or dimi-
nution of value of foreseeable use of the land, or if the 
Division determines that such damage or diminution 
could occur, the application will include a subsidence 
control plan which will contain the following infor-
mation: 
525.110. A description of the method of coal re-
moval, such as longwall mining, room-and-pillar re-
moval, hydraulic mining, or other extraction 
methods, including the size, sequence, and timing for 
the development of underground workings; 
525.120. A description of the physical conditions, 
such as depth of cover, seam thickness, and lithology, 
which affect the likelihood or extent of subsidence 
and subsidence-related damage; 
525.130. Except for those areas where planned 
subsidence is projected to be used, a detailed descrip-
tion of the subsidence control measures that will be 
taken to prevent or minimize subsidence and subsi-
dence-related damage, including, but not limited to: 
525.131. Backstowing or backfilling of voids; 
525.132. Leaving support pillars of coal; 
525.133. Leaving areas in which no coal is re-
moved, including a description of the overlying area 
to be protected by leaving the coal in place; 
525.134. Taking measures on the surface to pre-
vent material damage or lessening of the value or 
reasonably foreseeable use of the surface; 
525.140. Monitoring, if any, to determine the com-
mencement and degree of subsidence so that other 
appropriate measures can be taken to prevent or re-
duce material damage; and 
525.150. A description of the anticipated effects of 
planned subsidence, if any; 
525.160. A description of the measures to be taken 
in accordance with R614-301-525.230 to mitigate or 
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remedy any subsidence-related material damage to 
or diminution in value or reasonably foreseeable m* 
of the land or structures or facilities to the extent 
required under Utah law; and 
525.170. Other information specified by the Divi-
sion as necessary to demonstrate that the operation 
will be conducted in accordance with R6I4-30L 
525.200. 
525.200. Subsidence Control. 
525.210. The operator will either adopt measures 
consistent with known technology which prevent sub-
sidence from causing material damage to the extent 
technologically and economically feasible, maximize 
mine stability, and maintain the value and reason-
ably foreseeable use of surface lands; or adopt mining 
technology which provides for planned subsidence in 
a predictable and controlled manner. Nothing in this 
part will be construed to prohibit the standard 
method of room-and-pillar mining. 
525.220. The operator will comply with all provi-
sions of the approved subsidence control plan. 
525.230 The operator will: 
525.231. Corrvct any material damage resulting 
from subsidence- caused to surface lands, to the extent 
technologically and economically feasible, by restor-
ing the land to a condition capable of maintaining the 
value and reasonably foreseeable uses which it was 
capable of supporting before the subsidence; and 
525 232. Either correct material damage resulting 
from subsidence caused to any structures or facilities 
by repairing the damage or compensate the owner of 
such structures or facilities in the full amount of the 
diminution in v«lue resulting from the subsidence. 
Repair of damage includes rehabilitation, restoration, 
or replacement of damaged structures or facilities. 
Compensation may be accomplished by the purchase 
prior to mining of a noncancellable premium-prepaid 
insurance policy. 
525 240. Unhess excepted by R614-301-525.243, 
UNDERGROUND COAL MINING AND RECLA-
MATION ACTIVITIES will not be conducted beneath 
or adjacent to: 
525.241. Public buildings and facilities; 
525.242. Churches, schools, and hospitals; 
525.243. Impoundments with a storage capacity of 
20 acre-feet or nature or bodies of water with a volume 
of 20 acre-feet or more, unless the subsidence control 
plan demonstrates that subsidence will not cause ma-
terial damage bo, or reduce the reasonably foresee-
able use of, such features or facilities; and 
525 244. If th«e Division determines that it is neces-
sary in order to, minimize the potential for material 
damage to the features or facilities described above or 
to any aquifer or body of water that serves as a signif-
icant water source for any public water supply sys-
tem, it may liiwit the percentage of coal extracted 
under or adjacemt thereto. 
525.250. If suJbsidence causes material damage to 
any of the features or facilities covered by 
R614-301-525.24J0, the Division may suspend mining 
under or adjacetnt to such features or facilities until 
the subsidence ciontrol plan is modified to ensure pre-
vention of furthter material damage to such features 
or facilities. 
525.260. The IDivision will suspend coal mining 
and reclamation} operations under urbanized areas, 
cities, towns, amd communities, and adjacent to in-
dustrial or comunercial buildings, major impound-
ments, or perenimal streams, if imminent danger is 
found to inhabitants of the urbanized areas, cities, 
towns, or communities. 
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525270. Within a schedule approved by the Divi-
sion, the operator will submit a detailed plan of the 
underground workings. The detailed plan will in-
clude maps and descriptions, as appropriate, of signif-
icant features of the underground mine, including the 
size, configuration, and approximate location of pil-
lars and entries, extraction ratios, measure taken to 
prevent or minimize subsidence and related damage, 
areas of full extraction, and other information re-
quired by the Division. Upon request of (he operator, 
information submitted with the detailed plan may be 
held as confidential, in accordance with the require-
ments of R614-300 124 
525300. Public Notice of Proposed Mining. At 
least six months prior to mining, or within that pe-
riod if approved by the Division, the underground 
mine operator will mail a notification to all owners 
and occupants of surface property and structures 
above the underground workings: The notification 
will include, at a minimum, identification of specific 
areas in which mining will take place, dates that spe-
cific areas will be undermined, and the location or 
locations where the operator's subsidence control 
plan may be examined. 
526. Mine Facilities. The permit application will 
include a narrative explaining the construction, mod-
ification, use, maintenance and removal of the follow-
ing facilities iunless retention of such facility is nec-
essary for the postmining land use as specified under 
R614-301-413 100 through K614-301-U3 334. R614-
302-270. R614-302-271 100 through R614-302 
271.400, R614-302-271.600. R614-302-271.800, and 
R614-302-271.900: 
526 100. Mine Structures and Facilities. 
526.110. Existing Structures. A description of each 
existing structure proposed to be used in connection 
with or to facilitate the coal mining and reclamation 
operation. The description will include: 
526.111. Location, 
526 112. Plans or photographs of the structure 
which describe or show its current condition; 
526.113. Approximate dates on which construction 
of the existing structure was begun and completed; 
526.114. A showing, including relevant monitoring 
data or other evidence, how the structure meets the 
requirements of R614 301; 
526 115. A compliance plan for each existing struc-
ture proposed to be modified or reconstructed for use 
in connection with or to facilitate coal mining and 
reclamation operations The compliance plan will in-
clude: 
526.115 1. Design specifications for the modifica-
tion or reconstruction of the structure to meet the 
design standards of R614-301; 
520.115.2 A construction schedule which shows 
dates for beginning and completing interim steps and 
final reconstruction; 
526 115.3 A schedule for monitoring the structure 
during and after modification or reconstruction to en-
sure that the requirements of R614-301 are met, and 
526 115.4. A showing that the risk of harm to the 
environment or to public health or safely is not sig-
nificant during the period of modification or recon-
struction; and 
526.116. The measures to be used to ensure that 
the interests of the public and landowners affected 
are protected if the applicant seeks to have the Divi-
sion approve: 
526 116 1. Conducting the proposed coal mining 
and reclamation operations within 100 feel of the 
righl-of way line of any public road, except where 
mine access or haul roads join thai right-of-way, or 
526.116 2. Relocating a public road: 
526.200 Utility Installation and Support Facili-
ties. 
526.210. The utility installations description must 
stale thai ail coal mining and reclamation operations 
will be conducted in a manner which minimizes dam-
age, destruction, or disruption oi services provided bv 
.ill, gas. and water .veils, oil. „'as. and <oal s l u m 
pipelines, railroads, electric and telephone lines, ami 
water and sewage lines whan pa>s over, unuer. .»r 
through ihe permit area, unless otherwise approved 
by the owner of those facilities and the Division. 
526.220 The support facilities •iescription must 
state that support facilities will be operated in accor-
dance with a permit issued for the mine or coal prepa-
ration plant to whim it is incident or from wnicn its 
operation results. Plans and drawings lor eacn >up 
port facility to tie constructed, used, or maintained 
within the proposed permit area will include a map. 
appropriate cross sections, design drawings, and spec-
ifications ->uifuient to demonstrate how each facility 
will comply with applicable performance standards 
In addition to the other provisions of K614-.10). sup-
port facilities will be located, maintained, and used in 
a manner that: 
526.221. Prevents or controls erosion and siitation. 
water pollution, and damage to punlic or private 
property; and 
526 222 Vo tne extent possible Using the best tccn-
nology currently availaiiie minimizes damage u> 
fish, wildlife, and related environmental valuer and 
minimizes additional contributions of suspended 
solids to streamilow or runoff outside the permit area 
Any such contributions will not be m excess of limita-
tions of Utah or Federal law; 
526.300. Water pollution control facilities; and 
526400 For SURFACE COAL MINING AND 
RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, air pollution control 
facilities. 
527. Transportation Facilities. 
527.100 The plan musl classify each road. 
527.110 Each road will be classified as either a 
primary road or an ancillary road. 
527 120 A primary road is any road which is 
527.121. Used for transporting coal or spoil. 
527.122. Frequently used for access or other pur-
poses for a period in excess of six months, or 
527.123. To be retained for an approved 
postmining land use 
527.130 An ancillary road is any road not classi 
fied as a primary road 
527 200 The plan must include a detailed descrip-
tion of each road, conveyor, and rail system to be 
constructed, used, or maintained within the proposed 
permit area The description will include a map. ap-
propriate cross sections, and the following: 
527 210 Specifications for each road width, road 
gradient, road surface, road cut, fill embankment, 
culvert, bridge, drainage ditch, and drainage struc-
ture; 
527.220 Measures to be taken to obtain Division 
approval for alteration or relocation of a natural 
drainageway under Kb I I 301 -35H. R614 301 512 250. 
K614 301 527 100. H6I I 301 527 230, R614 301 
527.240. R614 301-534 100. K614 301 534 300, K614 
301-542 600. K614-301-742 410. K6I4 301 742 42U. 
and H614 301 752 200. 
527 230 A maintenance plan describing how roads 
wilt be maintained throughout iheir life to meet the 
design standards throughout their use 
527 240. A commtlmeni that if a road is damaged 
by a catastrophic event, such us a Hood or earth-
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quake, the road will be repaired as soon as practical 
aller the damage has occurred. 
527.250. A report of appropriate geotechnical anal-
ysis, where approval of the Division is required for 
alternative specifications, or for steep cut slopes. 
528 Handling and Disposal of Coal. Overburden, 
Excess Spoil, and Coal Mine Waste. The permit appli-
cation will include a narrative explaining the con-
struction, modification, use. maintenance, and re-
moval of the following facilities (unless retention of 
such facility is necessary for the postmining land use 
as specified under R614-301-413.I00 through 
R614-301-413.334, R614-302-270. R614-302-271.100 
through R614-302-271.400, R614-302-271.600, 
R614-302-271.800. and R614-302-271.900): 
528.100. Coal removal, handling, storage, clean-
ing, and transportation areas and structures; 
528.200. Overburden; 
528.300. Spoil, coal processing waste, mine devel-
opment waste, and noncoal waste removal, handling, 
storage, transportation, and disposal areas and struc-
tures; 
528.310. Excess Spoil. Excess spoil will be placed 
in designated disposal areas within the permit area, 
rt i ontroiled manner to ensure mass stability and 
prevent mass movement during and after construc-
tion. Excess spoil will meet the design criteria of 
R614-301-535 For the purposes of SURFACE COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, the 
permit application must include a description of the 
proposed disposal site and the design of the spoil dis-
posal structures according to R614-301-211, 
R614-301-212. R614-301-412.300, R614-301-512 210. 
R614-301-512 220, R614-301-514.100, R614-301-
528.310. R614-301-535 100 through R614-301-
535.130, R614-301-535.300 through R614-301-
535 500. R614-536.300, R614-301-542.720, R614-301-
553.240. R614-301-745.100, R614-301-745.300. and 
R614-301-745.400. 
528.320. Coal Mine Waste. All coal mine waste 
will be placed in new or existing disposal areas 
within a permit area which are approved by the Divi-
sion for this purpose. Coal mine waste will meet the 
design criteria of R614-301-536, however, placement 
of coal mine waste by end or side dumping as defined 
in "A Dictionary of Mining, Mineral, and Related 
Terms". 1968. U.S. Bureau of Mines, is prohibited. 
528.321. Return of Coal Processing Waste to Aban-
doned Underground Workings. For the purposes of 
UNDERGROUND COAL MINING AND RECLA 
MATION ACTIVITIES, each plan will describe the 
design, operation and maintenance of any proposed 
coal processing waste disposal facility, including flow 
diagrams and any other necessary drawings and 
maps, for the approval of the Division and MSHA 
under R6U-301 536 520 and meet the design criteria 
of R614-301-536.700. 
528.322. Refuse Piles. Each pile will meet the re-
quirements of MSHA. 30 CFR 77.214 and 30 CFR 
77215, meet the design criteria of R614-301-210, 
R614-301-512.230. R614-301-513.400, R614-301-
514.200. R614-301-515.200, R614-301-528.320, R614-
301-536 through R614-301-536.200, R614-301-
536.500. R614-301-536 900, R614-301-542.730, R614-
301-553.250. R614-301-746.100, R614-301-746.200, 
and any other applicable requirements. 
528 323. Burning and Burned Waste Utilization. 
528.323.1. Coal mine waste fires will be extin-
guished by the person who conducta coal mining and 
reclamation operations, in accordance with a plan ap-
proved by the Division and MSHA The plan will con-
tain, at a minimum, provisions to ensure that only 
those persons authorized by the operator, and who 
have an understanding of the procedures to be used 
will be involved in the extinguishing operations. 
528.323.2. No burning or burned coal mine waste 
will be removed from u permitted disposal urea with-
out a removul plan approved by the Division. Consid-
eration will he given to potential hazards to person* 
working or living in the vicinity of the structure 
528.330. Noncoal Mine Waste. 
528.331. Noncoal mine wastes including, but not 
limited to. grease, lubricants, paints, flammable liq-
uids, garbage, abandoned mining machinery, lumber 
and other combustible materials generated during 
mining activities will be placed and stored in a con-
trolled manner in a designated portion of the permit 
area. 
528.332. Final disposal of noncoal mine wastes will 
be in a designated disposal site in the permit area or 
a State-approved solid waste disposal area. Disposal 
sites in the permit area will be designed and con-
structed to ensure that leachate and drainage from 
the noncoal mine waste area does not degrade surface 
or underground water. Wastes will be routinely com-
pacted and covered to prevent combustion and wind-
borne waste. When the disposal is completed, a mini-
mum o( two i«*et of soil cover will be placed over the 
site, slopes stabilized, and revegetation accomplished 
in accordance with R614-301-244 200 and 
R614-301-353 through R614-301-357. Operation of 
the disposal sit* will be conducted in accordance with 
all local, Utah, and Federal requirements. 
528.333. At no time will any noncoal mine waste 
be deposited in a refuse pile or impounding structure, 
nor will any excavation for a noncoal mine waste dis-
posal site be Uscated within eight feel of any coal out-
crop or coal storage area. 
528.334. Notwithstanding any other provision to 
the R614 RuWs. any noncoal mine waste defined as 
"hazardous" under 3001 of the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) (Pub. L. 94-580, as 
amended) and] 40 CFR Part 261 will be handled in 
accordance w « h the requirements of Subtitle C of 
RCRA and any implementing regulations. 
528340 Underground Development Waste. For 
the purposes, of UNDERGROUND COAL MINING 
AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES the permit ap-
plication muaft include a description of the proposed 
disposal metlbods for placing underground develop-
ment waste .and excess spoil generated at surface 
areas affecteds by surface operations and facilities ac-
cording Uc R614-301-211. R614-301-212, 
R614 301-412.300, R614-301-512.210, R614-301-
512 220, R614J-301-514.100, R614-301-528.310, R614-
301-535.100 (through R614-301-535.130, R614-301-
535300 throuigh R614-301 535.500, R614 536.300, 
R614 301-536i600, R614-301-542 720, R614-301-
553 240, R61.4-301-745 100, R614-301-745.300, and 
R614-301-745.400. 
528 350. TUie permit application will include a de-
scription of measures to be employed to ensure that 
all debris, acud-forming and toxic-forming materials, 
and material* constituting a fire hazard are disposed 
of in accordance with R614-301-528 330, R614-301-
537.200, FR614-301 -542.740. R614-301 553.100 
through R61x4-301-553 600, R614-301-553 900, and 
R614-301-747T and a description of the contingency 
plans which have been developed to preclude sus-
tained combination of such materials; and 
528.400. Diams, embunkments and other impound-
ments. 
529 Management of Mine Openings. The permit 
application w/il| include a description of the measures 
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lo be used to seal or manage mine openings within 
the proposed permit area. 
529.100 Each shaft or other exposed underground 
opening will be cased, lined, or otherwise managed as 
approved by the Division. If these openings are un-
covered or exposed by coal mining and reclamation 
operations wuhin the permit urea they will be perma-
nently closed unless approved for water monitoring or 
otherwise managed in a manner approved by the Di-
vision. 
529.200 For the purposes of UNDERGROUND 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVI-
TIES: 
529.210. Each mine entry which is temporarily in-
active, but has a further projected useful service un-
der the approved permit application, will be protected 
by barricades or other covering devices, fenced, and 
posted with signs, to prevent access into the entry 
and to identify the hazardous nature of the opening. 
These devices will be periodically inspected and 
maintained in good operating condition by the person 
who conducts the activity. 
529.220. Each shaft and underground opening 
which has been identified in the approved permit ap-
plication for use to return underground development 
waste, coal processing waste or water to underground 
workings will be temporarily sealed until actual use 
529.300 liti 14-301-529 does not apply to holes 
drilled and used for blasting, in the area affected by 
surface operations. 
529.400 For the purposes of SURFACE COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, each 
exposed underground opening which has been identi-
fied in the approved permit application for use to re-
turn coal processing waste to underground workings 
will be temporarily sealed before use and protected 
during use by barricades, fences, or other protective 
devices approved by the Division. These devices will 
be periodically inspected and maintained in good op-
erating condition by the person who conducts the ac-
tivity. 
530. Operational Design Criteria and Plans. 
531. General. Each permit application will include 
a general plan for each proposed sediment pond, 
water impoundment, and coal processing waste bank, 
dam or embankment within the proposed permit 
area. Each general plan will describe the potential 
effect on the structure from subsidence of the subsur-
face strata resulting from past underground mining 
operations, if underground mining has occurred 
532. Sediment Control. The permit application will 
describe designs for sediment control. Sediment con-
trol measures include practices carried out within 
and adjacent to the disturbed area. The sedimenta-
tion storage capacity of practices in and downstream 
from the disturbed areas will relied the degree to 
which successful mining and reclamation techniques 
are applied to reduce erosion and control sediment. 
Sediment control measures consist of the utilization 
of proper mining and sediment control practices, 
singly or in combination Sediment control methods 
include but are not limited to: 
532 100 Disturbing the smallest practicable area 
at any one time during the mining operation through 
progressive backfilling, grading, and prompt revege-
tation as required in KG 14-301-353.200; and 
532 200 Stabilizing the backfilled material to pro-
mote a reduction of the rate and volume of runoff in 
accordance with the requirements of R614-3U1-
537.200. R614 30I 552 through K614-301 553 230, 
R«14 301 553 260 through R614 301-553 420, R614-
301-553.600. and R614-301-553.9O0 
533 Impoundments. 
533.100. An impoundment meeting the sue or 
other criteria of 30 t'FR 77.216<a» or located where 
failure would be expected to cause loss of life or seri-
ous properly damage will have a minimum static 
safety factor of 1.5 lor a normal pool with steady stale 
seepage saturation conditions, and a seismic safely 
factor of at least 1.2. Impoundments not meeting the 
size or other criteria of 30 CFR 77 2l0ta», except for 
coal mine waste impounding structure, and located 
where failure would not be expected to cause loss at 
life or .-.erious propertv damage will have a minimum 
static -afetv factor of 1.3 lor normal pool with steady 
state seepage saturation conditions or meet the re-
quirements of R6I I-301 733 210 
533 200. Foundation tor temporary and permanent 
impoundments must be designed MI thai: 
533 210 Foundation and abutments lor the un 
pounding .structure will be stable under all conditions 
»>f construction and operation of the impoundment 
Sufficient foundation investigations and laboratory 
testing will be performed in order to determine the 
design requirements lor foundation stability; and 
533 220 All vegetative and organic materials will 
be removed and foundations excavated and prepared 
to resist failure Cuiotf trenches will be installed U 
necessary to ensure stability. 
533 300 Slope protection will be provided to pro-
tect against surface erosion .a the site and protect 
against sudden drawdown. 
533 400 Faces of embankments and surrounding 
areas will be vegetated except that laces where water 
is impounded may be nprapped or otherwise stabi-
lized in accordance with accepted design practice* 
533 500 The vertical portion of any remaining 
highwall will be located far enough below the low 
water line along the lull extent of highwall to provide 
adequate safety and access tor the proposed water 
users. 
533 600 Impoundments meeting the criteria of 
MSHA. 30 CFR 77 210ta» will comply with the re 
quiremenls of MSHA. 30 CFR 77 216 and R614 301 
512 240, R614 301 514 300, R6I4 301 515 200. R614 
301 533.100 through R614 301 533 600, KG 14-301-
733 220 through R614 301 733 224. and R6I4 301 
743 The plan required to be submitted to the District 
Manager of MSHA under 30 CFR 77 216 will also be 
submitted to the DiviMon as part of the permit appli 
cation. 
533.610 Each detailed design plan for a structure 
that meets or exceeds the size or olher criteria of 
MSHA. 30 CFR 77 2l0ia» will include any geotech-
nical investigation, design, and construction require-
ments for the structure The operation and mainte-
nance requirements for each structure will be de 
scribed 
533 620 If the structure is 20 feet or higher or un 
pounds more than 20 acre-feel, each plan under 
R614 301 536 «00. R6I4-30I 732 210. and K614 301 
733 210 will include a stability analysis of each strut 
ture The stability analysis will include, but not be 
limited to. strength parameters, pore pressures, and 
long-term seepage conditions. The plan will also con 
tain a description of each engineering design assump-
tion and calculation with a discussion of each alterna-
tive considered in selecting the specific design param 
elers and construction methods 
533 700 Each detailed design plan for a stiuclure 
that does not meet the si/e or other criteria ol .MSHA, 
30 CFR 77 2l6»a» will include any design and con-
struction requirements for the structure, including 
any required geolechmc.il informal ion The operation 
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and maintenance requirements for each structure 
will be described. 
534. Roads. The permit application will describe 
designs for roads. 
534.100. Roads will be located, designed, con-
structed, reconstructed, used, maintained, and re-
claimed so as to: 
534.110. Prevent or control damage to public or 
private property; 
534.120. Use nonacid- or nontoxic-forming sub-
stances in road surfacing; and 
534.130. Have, at a minimum, a static safety factor 
of 1.3 for all embankments. 
534.140. Have a schedule and plan to remove and 
reclaim each road that would not be retained under 
an approved postmining land use. 
534.150. Control or prevent erosion, siltation and 
the air pollution attendant to erosion by vegetating 
or otherwise stabilizing all exposed surfaces in accor-
dance with current, prudent engineering practices. 
534.200. To ensure environmental protection and 
safety appropriate for their planned duration and use, 
including consideration of the type and size of equip-
ment used, the design and reconstruction of roads 
will incorporate appropriate limns for grade, width, 
surface materials, ana any necessary design criteria 
established bv -he Division. 
534.300. Primary Roads. Primary roads will meet 
the requirements of R614-301-358. R614-301-
527.100, R614-301-527.230. R614-301-534.100, R614-
301-534.200. R614-301-542.600, R614-301-542.600, 
and R614-301-762. any necessary design criteria es-
tablished by the Division, and the following require-
ments. Primary roads will: 
534.310. Be located, insofar as practical, on the 
most stable available surfaces: 
534.320. Be surfaced with rock, crushed gravel, as-
phalt, or other material approved by the Division as 
being sufficiently durable for the anticipated volume 
of traffic and the weight and speed of vehicles using 
the road; 
534.330. Be routinely maintained to include re-
pairs to the road surface, blading, filling potholes and 
adding replacement gravel or asphalt. It will also in-
clude revegetation, brush removal, and minor recon-
struction of road segments as necessary; and 
534.340. Have culverts that are designed, in-
stalled, and maintained to sustain the vertical soil 
pressure, the passive resistance of the foundation, 
and the weight of vehicles using the road. 
535. Spoil. The permit application will describe de-
signs for spoil placement and disposal. 
535.100. Disposal of Excess Spoil. Excess spoil will 
be placed in designated disposal areas within the per-
mit area in a controlled manner. The fill and appurte-
nant structures will be designed using current, pru-
dent engineering practices and will meet any design 
criteria established by the Division. 
535.110. The fill will be designed to attain a mini-
mum long-term static safety factor of 1.5. The founda-
tion and abutments of the fill must be stable under 
all conditions of construction. The fill will: 
535.111. Be located on the most moderately slop-
ing and naturally stable areas available, as approved 
by the Division, and be placed, where possible, upon 
or above a natural terrace, bench, or berm, if such 
placement provides additional stability and prevents 
mass movement; 
535.112. Be the subject of sufficient foundation in-
vestigations. Any necessary laboratory testing of 
foundation material, will be performed in order to 
determine the design requirements for foundation 
stability. Tht analyses of foundation conditions will 
take into consideration the effect of underground 
mine workings, if anv. upon the stability of the fill 
and appurtenant structures; and 
535.113. Incorporate keyway cuts ^excavations to 
stable bedrock) or rock toe buttresses to ensure stabil-
ity where th« slope in the disposal area is in excess of 
2.8h:lv (36 percent), or such lesser slope as may be 
designated by the Division based on local condition*. 
Where the toe of the spoil rests on a downslope, sta-
bility analyses will be pertbrmed in accordance with 
R614-301-535.150 to determine the size of rock toe 
buttresses and keyway cuts. 
535 120. Excess spoil may be disposed of in under-
ground mine workings, but only in accordance with a 
plan approved bv the Division and MSHA under 
R614-301-232.100 through R614-301-232 600, R614-
301-234, R6U-301-242. and R614-301-243 
535.130. Placement of Excess Spoil. Excess spoil 
will be transported and placed in a controlled manner 
in horizontal lifts not exceeding four feet in 
thickness; concurrently compacted as necessary to en-
sure mass stability and to prevent mass movement 
during and after construction; graded so that surface 
and subsurface drainage is compatible with the natu-
ral surroundings: ana covered with topsoil or substi-
tute material m accoraance with R614-301-232.100 
through R614-JUI-232.600. R614-301-234. R614-301-
242, and R614-301-243 The Division may approve a 
design which incorporates placement of excess spoil 
in horizontal lifts other than four feet in thickness 
when it is demonstrated by the operator and certified 
by a qualified) registered professional engineer that 
the design will ensure the stability of the fill and will 
meet all other applicable requirements. 
535.140. Far the purposes of SURFACE COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES the 
design of the spoil disposal structure will include the 
results of geotechnical investigations as follows. 
535.141. Th« character of bedrock and any adverse 
geologic conditions in the disposal area; 
535.142. A survey identifying all springs, seepage, 
and ground water flow observed or anticipated during 
wet periods to the area of the disposal site; 
535.143. A survey of the potential effects of subsi-
dence of the subsurface strata due to past and future 
mining operations; 
535.144. A technical description of the rock mate-
rials to be utilized in the construction of those dis-
posal structures containing rock chimney cores or 
underlain by a rock drainage blanket; and 
535.145. A stability analysis including, but not 
limited to, strength parameters, pore pressures and 
long-term seepage conditions. These data will be ac-
companied by -a description of all engineering design 
assumptions and calculations and the alternatives 
considered in selecting the specific design specifica-
tions and methods. 
535.150. If for the purposes of SURFACE COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, under 
R614-301-535..112 and R614 301-535.113. rock-toe 
buttresses or Ikey-way cuts are required, the applica-
tion will mcltude the following: 
535.151. Tbie number, location, and depth of bor-
ings or test puts which will be determined with re-
spect to the siize of the spoil disposal structure and 
subsurface conditions, and 
535.152. Engineering specifications utilized to de-
sign the rock c>oe buttress or key-way cuts which will 
be determined! in accordance with R614-301-535 145. 
535.200 Disposal of Excess Spoil: Vulley 
Fills/Head of ifiollow Fills Valley fills and head-of 
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hollow tills --v 111 meet the requirements *f 
H614-3U1-211. K614 -101-212. R614-301-412.300. 
Rbl4 -301-512.210. R614-301-514.100. R614-301-
528.310. R611-301-535.100 through R614-301-
535 I JO. R614-301-535 500. R614-301 536.300. R614-
301-542.720. R614-301 553.240. and R614-301-
745.100. and these additional requirements. 
535.210. Rock-core chimney drains mav be used in 
a heaa-oi-hollow till, msieua of ihe unaerarain ana 
surface diversion system nurmallv required, as long 
as the lill is not located in an area containing inter-
mittent or perennial streams. A rocK-core cnimnev 
dram may oe useu in a vailev till .f :he :ill vine? r.ut 
exceeu 250.UOO cuoic varus of material anu iiDsiream 
drainage is diverted around the nil. 
535.220. The alternative rock-core cnimney drain 
system will be mcorporatea into the aesign and con-
struction of the lill as follows: 
535.221. Ihe till will have along the vertical pro-
jection of the main ourieu cnannel or nil a vertical 
core of durable rocK at least 16 feet thick wnicii wiil 
extend from the toe of the till to the neau oi ilie till. 
and from the base of the fill to the surface of the fill 
A system of lateral rocn underdrains wiil connect this 
rock core to eacn area of potential drainage or seep-
age in the disposal area. The unuertirain .ivsiem anu 
rock core viil :je Jesigneu to carry ;he anticipated 
seepage of water due to rainfall awav from the excess 
spoil fill anu lrom seeps and springs in the lounuation 
of the disposal area. ROCKS used in the IOCK core and 
underdrains will meet the requirements of 
R614-301211. R614-301-212, R614-301 412 300. 
R614-501 512 210. R014-301 512 220. R614-301 
514 100, R614 301-528 310. R614-301-535 100 
through R6t4-.i01-535.130. R614 301 535 300 
through R614 301-535.500. R614-301-536 300. R614-
301-542.720. R614-301-553.240. R614-301 745.100, 
R614-301-745 300. and R614-301-745.400; 
535 222. A filter system to ensure the proper long-
term functioning of the rock core will be designed and 
constructed using current, prudent engineering prac-
tices; and 
535 223. (trading may drain surface water away 
from the outslope of the fill and toward the rock core 
In no case, however, may intermittent or perennial 
streams be diverted into the rock core. The maximum 
slope of the top of the fill will be 33h:lv (three per-
cent). A drainage pocket may be maintained at the 
head of the fill during and after construction, to inter-
cept surface runoff and discharge the runoff through 
or over the rock drain, if stability of the fill is not 
impaired. In no case will this pocket or sump have a 
potential capacity for impounding more than 10.000 
cubic feet of water Terraces on the fill will be graded 
with a three to five percent grade toward the fill und 
a one percent slope toward the rock core. 
535 300 Disposal of Excess Spoil: Durable Rock 
Fills. The Division may approve the alternative 
method of disposal of excess durable rock spoil by 
gravity placement in single or multiple lilts, provided 
that: 
535.310 Except as provided under R614 301-211. 
R614-301-212. R614-301 412.300. R614 301-512 210. 
R614 301-512 220. R614 301 514 10U. R014-301-
528 310. R614 301-535 100 through K014-301-
535 130. R614 301-535 300 through K0143OI-
535 500. K614-301 536 300. R614-301 542 720. R61 I 
301 553 240. R614 301-745 100, K014-301 745 300. 
and R014-3OI-745 4O0 are met. 
535 320 The excess spoil consists of at least 80 
percent, by volume, durable, nonacid- and nontoxic 
forming rock ie g , sandstone or limestone; that does 
not slake in water inu will not degrade to soil mate 
nai Where used, noncemented clay shale, clay spoil. 
>oii or other Honourable excess spoil material will be 
mixed with excess durable rock spoil in a controlled 
manner such that no more than 20 percent of the fill 
voiume. as determined by tests performed by a regis-
tered engineer and approved by the Division, is not 
• turanle rocK: 
535 330 The till is resigned to attain a minimum 
long-term static safety factor of 1.5. and an earth 
juaKe -afety 'actor it . 1 . and 
135.340. The unaerarain system may be con-
-iracieu <*imuitaneousi\ vuh excess spoil placement 
;v T.e natural ^egreigation of dumped materials, pro 
idea ne re-uittng underuraiu system is capable if 
carrying anticipated seepage of water due to rainfall 
awav from ihe excess -.poll fill and from seeps and 
springs in the foundation of the disposal area and the 
.ther requirements ;or drainage control are met 
".35.400 Diapo-al if Excess Spoil Preexisting 
ilencnes. Disposal of excess -.poll on preexisting 
'lenches mav oe approved by the Division provided 
hat Ulil4-301 -211. H614 301-212. R614-301-412 300. 
R614 301-512.210. K614-301 514 100. R614-301 
i35 itiO. 3614-301 535 112 through R614-301 
"i)5 i30. H»il I lol 535 100. R614-30L-536 300. K614 
.ol-"»42.720. i{6i4-'.nl-553 210. Kbit-301-745 ion 
mu !<6l4-..Oi-7 15 mo n e met. »nd trie following re-
quirements: 
535 4 lo. r"xces» -.poil will be placed only on ihe 
solid portion of the preexisting bench. 
535 420. The fill will be designed, using current, 
prudent engineering practices, to attain a long-term 
static safety factor of 13 for all portions of the till. 
535 430 The preexisting bench will be backlill.-d 
and graded to Achieve the most moderate slope pus 
sible which does not exceed the angle of repose, and 
eliminate the highwail to the maximum extent lech 
nicallv practical, and 
535 440 Disposal of excess spoil from an upper 
actively mined bench to a lower preexisting bench by 
means of gravity transport may be approved by the 
Division provided that: 
535 441. The gravity transport courses are deter-
mined on a iiie-specific basis by the operator as purl 
of the permit application and approved by the Divi-
sion lo minimize hazards to health and safety and to 
ensure that damage will be minimized between the 
benches, outside the set course, and downslope of the 
lower bench should excess spoil accidentally move, 
535 442 All gravity transported excess spoil, in-
cluding thai excess spoil immediately below the grav 
ity transport courses and any preexisting spoil that is 
disturbed, is rehandled and placed in horizontal litis 
in a controlled maimer, concurrently compucled as 
necessary to ensure mass stability and to prevent 
mass movement, and graded to allow surface and sub 
surface drainage to be compatible with the natural 
surroundings and to ensure a minimum long term 
sialic safely factor of 13 Excess spoil on the bench 
prior to the current mining operation thai is not di, 
lurbed need not be rehandled except where necessary 
to ensure stability of the fill. 
535 443. A safelv berm is constructed on the solid 
portion of the lower bench prior lo gravity transport 
of the excess spoil Where there is ui.tullicieiil male 
rial on the lower bench to construct a safely berm. 
only lhal amount of excess spoil necessary for the 
construction of the berm may lie gravity transported 
to the lower bench prior lo construction of the berm, 
and 
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535.444. Excess spoil will not be allowed on the 
downslope below the upper bench except on desig-
nated gravity transport courses properly prepared ac-
cording to R614-301-232.100 through R614-301-
232.600, R614-301-234. R614-301-242, and R614-301-
243. Upon completion of the fill, no excess spoil will 
be allowed to remain on the designated gravity trans-
port course between the two benches and each trans-
port course will be reclaimed in accordance with the 
requirements of R614-301 and R614-302. 
535.500. For the purposes of UNDERGROUND 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVI-
TIES, spoil resulting from faceup operations for un-
derground coal mine development may be placed at 
drift entries as part of a cut and fill structure, if the 
structure is less than 400 feet in horizontal length, 
and designed in accordance with R614-301-211, 
R614-301-212. R614-301-412.300, R614-301-512.210, 
R614-301-512.220, R614-301-514 100, R614-301-
528.310. R614-301-535.100 through R614-301-
535.130, R614-301-535.500, R614-301-536.300, R614-
301-542.720. R614-301-553.240, R614-301-745.100, 
R614-301-745.300, and R614-301-745.400. 
536. Coal Mine Waste. The permit application will 
include designs for placement of coal mine waste in 
new or existing disposal areas within approved por-
tions of the permit area. Coal mine waste will be 
placed in a controlled manner and have a design cer-
tification as described under R614-301-512. 
536.100. The disposal facility will be designed 
using current prudent engineering practices and will 
meet design criteria established by the Division. 
536.110. The disposal facility will be designed to 
attain a minimum long-term static safety factor of 
1.5. The foundation and abutments must be stable 
under all conditions of construction. 
536 120. Sufficient foundation investigations, as 
well as any necessary laboratory testing of founda-
tion material, will be performed in order to determine 
the design requirements for foundation stability. The 
analyses of the foundation conditions will take into 
consideration the effect of underground mine work-
ings, if any, upon the stability of the disposal facility. 
536.200. Coal mine waste will be placed in a con-
trolled manner to: 
536.210. Ensure mass stability and prevent mass 
movement during and after construction; 
536.220. Not create a public hazard, and 
536.230. Prevent combustion. 
536.300. Coal mine waste may be disposed of in 
excess spoil fills if approved by the Division and, if 
such waste is: 
536.310. Placed in accordance with applicable por-
tions of R614-301-210, R614-301-513.400, R614 301-
514.200. R614-301-528 322, R614-301-536.900, R614-
301-553.250, and R614-301-746.200; 
536.320. Nontoxic and nonacid forming; and 
536.330. Of the proper characteristics to be consis-
tent with the design stability of the fill. 
536.400. New and existing impounding structures 
constructed of coal mine waste or intended to im-
pound coal mine waste will meet the requirements of 
R614-301-512.230, R614-301-515.200, R614-301-
528.320, R614-301-536 through R614-301-536.200, 
R614-301-536.500, R614-301-542.730, and R614-301-
746.100. 
536.410. Coal mine waste will not be used for con-
struction of impounding structures unless it has been 
demonstrated to the Division that the stability of 
such a structure conforms to the requirements of 
R614-301 and R614-302. 
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536^420. The stability of the structure will be dig-
cussed in detail in the design plan submitted to the 
Division in accordance with R614-301-512 100 RfilA. 
301-512.230. R614-301-521.169. R6l4-301-53l' R 6 l t 
301-533.600. R614-301-533.700, R614-301-536 800 
R614-301-542.500. R614-301-732.210, and R614-30L 
733.100. 
536.500. Disposal of Coal Mine Waste in Special 
Areas. 
536 510. Coal mine waste materials from activities 
located outside a permit area may be disposed of in 
the permit area only if approved by the Division Ap-
proval will be based upon a showing that such dis-
posal will be in accordance with R614-301-512 230 
R614-301-515.200. R614-301 -528.320, R614-301-536 
through R614-301-536 200. R614-301-536 500 R614 
301-542.730, and R614-301-746.100. 
536^520. Underground Disposal. Coal mine waste 
may be disposed of in underground mine workings, 
but only in accordance with a plan approved by the 
Division and MSHA under R614-301-513 300 R614-
301-528.321. R614-301-536.700. and R614-301-
746.400. 
536.600. Underground Development Waste Each 
plan will describe the geotechnical investigation, de-
sign, construction, operation, maintenance and re-
moval, if appropriate, of the structures and be pre-
pared according to R614-301-211, R614-301-
212.R614-301-412 300. R614-301-512 210 R614-301-
512.220.R614-3O1-514 100. R614-301-528.310, R614-
30l-535.100,through R614-301-535.130, R614-301-
535.300 through R614-301-535.500, R614-301-
536.300, R614 301-542.720. R614-301-553 240 R614-
301-745.100, R614-301-745.300, and R614-301-
745.400. 
536.700. Coal Processing Waste. For the purposes 
of UNDERGROUND COAL MINING AND RECLA-
MATION ACTIVITIES, each plan for returning coal 
processing waste to abandoned underground work-
ings will describe the source and quality of waste to 
be stowed, are* to be backfilled, percent of the mine 
void to be filled, method of constructing underground 
retaining walls, influence of the backfilling operation 
on active underground mine operations, surface area 
to be supported by the backfill, and the anticipated 
occurrence of surface effects following backfilling 
536.800. Coal processing waste banks, dams, and 
embankments will be designed to comply with 
536 810 R6U-301-210, R614-301512 230 R614-
301-513400, ft6U-301-514.200, R614-301-515.200, 
R614-301-528.322, R614-301-528.320, R614-301-536 
through K614-3KH-536 200, R614-301-536 400 R614-
301-536.500, R614-301-536.900, R614-301-542 730, 
R614-301-553 2550, and R614 301-746.100 through 
R614-301-746.3J00. 
536 820 CoaJl processing waste dams and embank-
m e n t will comply with the requirements of MSHA, 
30 CFR 77.216-1 and 30 CFR 77 216-2, and will con-
tain the results, of a geotechnical investigation of the 
proposed dam oir embankment foundation area, to de-
termine the structural competence of the foundation 
which will suppiort the proposed dam or embankment 
structure andl the impounded material. The 
geotechnical investigation will be planned and super-
vised by an engineer or engineering geologist, accord-
ing to the following: 
536 821. The number, location, and depth of bor-
ings and test puts will be determined using current 
prudent engineering practice for the size of the dam 
or embankmenu. quantity of material to be im-
pounded, and subsurface conditions; 
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536.822. The character of the overburden and bed-
rock, the proposed abutment sites, and any adverse 
geotechnical conditions, which may affect the partic-
ular dam, embankment, or reservoir site will be con-
sidered; 
536.823. All springs, seepage, and gTound water 
flow observed or anticipated during wet periods in ihe 
area of the proposed dam or embankment wiil i>e 
identified on each plan, and 
536 824. Consideration will be given to the possi-
bility of mudflows. rock-debris falls, or other land-
slides into the dam. embankment, or impounded ma-
terial. 
536.900. Refuse Piles. Refuse piles will meet the 
requirements of R614-301 210, R614-301-512.230. 
R614-301-513.400. R614-301 511.200. Rti 14-301-
515.200, R614-301-528.322. R614-301-528.32O. R614-
301-536 through R614-301-536.200. R614-301-
536.500. R614-301536 900. R614-301-542.730. R614-
301-553.250. R614-301-746.100 through R614-301-
746.200. and the requirements of MSHA. 30 CFR 
77214 and 30 CFR 77.215. 
537. Regraded Slopes. 
537.100. Each application will contain a report of 
appropriate geotechnical analysis, where approval oi 
the Division is required for alternative specifications 
or for steep cut slopes under Rtil4-301-358. R614-301-
512 250, Rtil4-301-527 100. Rti 14-301-527 230. KtiU-
301-534.100. Rtil4-301-534 200. Rtil4-30l-534 300. 
R614-301-542.600. R614-301-742 410. R614-301-
742.420. R614-301-752200, and R614-301-762 
537 200. For the purposes of UNDERGROUND 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVI-
TIES, regrading of settled and revegelated fills to 
achieve approximate original contour at the conclu-
sion of mining operations will not be required if the 
following conditions are met. 
537.210 Settled and revegetated fills will be com-
posed of spoil or nonacid- or nontoxic forming under-
ground development waste. 
537.220. The spoil or underground development 
waste will not be located so as to be detrimental to 
the environment, to the health and safety of the pub-
lic, or to the approved postmining land use. 
537.230. Stability of the spoil or underground de-
velopment waste will be demonstrated through stan-
dard geotechnical analysis to be consistent with 
backfilling and grading requirements for material on 
the solid bench (1.3 static safety factor! or excess spoil 
requirements for material not placed on a solid bench 
(15 static safety factor!. 
537.240. The surface of the spoil or underground 
development waste will be vegetated according to 
R614 301-356 and R614-301-357, and surface runoff 
will be controlled in accordance with R614-301-
742300. 
537.250. If it is determined by the Division that 
disturbance of the existing spoil or underground de-
velopment waste would increase environmental harm 
or adversely affect the health and safety of the public, 
the Division may allow the existing spoil or under-
ground development waste pile to remain in place 
The Division may require stabilization of such spoil 
or underground development waste in accordance 
with the requirements of R614-301-537.2I0 through 
R614-301-537 240 
540 Reclamation Plan. 
541. General. 
541.100 Persons who cease coal mining and recla-
mation operations permanently will close or backfill 
or otherwise permanently reclaim all affected areas, 
in accordance with ihe Kli 11 Rules ana the permit 
approved by the Division 
541 200 For the purposes oi SURFACE COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, all 
underground jpemngs, -quiprnent. jtructures. or 
other facilities not required for :nonitoring, unless 
approved l»v ne Jivisum is -unable :or he 
postmining :anu ;se or .-nvironmeniai monitoring, 
.viil vie removed .uui .ne .diccleu .anu reclaimed 
541..UI0. j'or tiie ;;urpo.-,er> a L'NDERGROUND 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVI-
TIES, all luriace equipment, jiruaures. or other fa-
cilities not required tor »outinueo underground min-
ing activities anu monitoring, iinies* approved bv the 
Division is .-uuunie for he oo.-amining -ano u.ie r 
environmental monitoring will ,.e removed mu <lu 
affected lands reclaimed 
541 100 Each application will .nciude a plan lor 
the reclamation of the lands within ihe proposed per 
mil area which -^ hows iiow the applicant will compiv 
with R614-30I. acid he •Mivironiuenul protection 
performance standards of the state Program. 
542 Narratives. Maps and I'lans !'he reclamation 
plan for the proposed permit area will include: 
542.100. A detailed timetable !or the completion ..I 
each muior -ten .n 'he reclamation alan. 
542.200 \ plan for haiKullinu. -oil -tabilization. 
•ompacting and grading, vith mtour map* or ru-^ 
sections that how the .tnticiuateo final -.urtace < on 
figuration oi the proposed permit area, .n accordance 
with K6I4-301-537.2U0. R614-30I-552 through Kti 1 » 
301 553 230. Rti 14-301-553 260 through R614 101 
553 900. and Rti 14-302-234; 
542300 For the purposes of UNDERGROUND 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVI-
TIES, final surface configuration maps with cross sec 
lions tat intervals specified by the Division) that indi-
cate: 
542 310. The anticipated final surface configura 
tion to be achieved for the affected areas The maps 
and cross sections will be prepared and certified as 
described under R614-301-512: and 
542 320 Location of each factlilv that will remain 
on the proposed permit area as a permanent feature. 
after the completion of coal mining and reclamation 
operations; 
542.400 Before abandoning a permit area or seek-
ing bond release, a description ensuring all tempo-
rary structures are removed and reclaimed, and all 
permanent sedimentation ponds, impoundments and 
treatment facilities thai meet the requirements of the 
Rti 14 Rules for permanent structures, have been 
maintained properly and meet the requirements oi 
the approved reclamation plan for permanent strut 
tures and impoundments. The operator will renovate 
such structures if necessary to meet the requirements 
of the Rtil4 Rules and to conform to the approved 
reclamation plan, 
542 500. A timetable, and plans to remove euch 
proposed sedimentation pond, water impoundment, 
and coal processing waste hank. dam. or embank 
merit, if appropriate; 
542.600. Roads. A roud not to be retained lor u»e 
under an approved postmining land use will he re-
claimed immediately alter it is no longer needed for 
mining and reclamation operations, including: 
542.610. Closing the road to traffic, 
542.620. Removing all bridges und culverts; unless 
approved as part of the postmining land use 
542 630. Replacing lopsoil and revegetating dis 
lurbed surfaces in accordance with R614-301-232 100 
through Rb 14-301-232 b00. R6I1-3UI-234. Rti 14 .101 
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242. R614-301-243. R614-301-244.200 and R614-301-
353 through R614-301-357. 
542.640. Removing or otherwise disposing of road-
surfacing materials that are incompatible with the 
postmining land use and revegetation requirements. 
542.700. Final Abandonment of Mine Openings 
and Disposal Areas. 
542.710. A description, including appropriate cross 
sections and maps, of the measures to be used to seal 
or manage mine openings, and to plug, case or man-
age other openings within the proposed permit area, 
in accordance with R614-301-529. R614-301-551, 
R614-301-631. R614-301-738. and R614-301-765. 
542.720. Disposal of Excess Spoil. Excess spoil will 
be placed in designated disposal areas within the per-
mit area, in a controlled manner to ensure that the 
final fill is suitable for reclamation and revegetation 
compatible with the natural surroundings and the 
approved postmining land use. Excess spoil that is 
combustible will be adequately covered with noncom-
bustible material to prevent sustained combustion. 
The reclamation of excess spoil will comply with the 
design criteria under R614-3Q1-553.240. 
542.730 Disposal of Coal Mine Waste. Coal mine 
waste will be placed in a controlled manner to ensure 
'hat the ilnai disposal facility will be suitable for rec-
lamation and revegetation compatible with the natu-
ral surroundings and the approved postmining land 
use. 
$42,740. Disposal of Noncoal Mine Wastes. 
542.741. Noncoal mine wastes including, but not 
limited to grease, lubricants, paints, flammable liq-
uids, garbage, abandoned mining machinery, lumber 
and other combustible materials generated during 
mining activities will be placed and stored in a con-
trolled manner in a designated portion of the permit 
area Placement and storage will ensure that fires are 
prevented, and that the area remains stable and suit-
able for reclamation and revegeuilion compatible 
with the natural surroundings. 
542 742. Final disposal of noncoal mine wastes will 
be in a designated disposal site in the permit area or 
a state-approved solid waste disposal area. Wastes 
will be routinely compacted and covered to prevent 
combustion and wind-borne waste. When the disposal 
is completed, a minimum of two feet of suitable cover 
will be placed over the site, slopes stabilized, and re-
vegetation accomplished in accordance with R614-
301-244.200 and R614-301-353 through R614-301-
357, inclusive. Operation of the disposal site will be 
conducted in accordance with ail local, Utah, and fed-
eral requirements. 
542.800. The reclamation plan for the proposed 
coal mining and reclamation operations will also in-
clude a detailed estimate of reclamation costs as de-
scribed in R614-301-830.100 — R614-301-830.300. 
550. Reclamation Design Criteria and Plans. Each 
permit application will include site specific plans that 
incorporate the following design criteria for reclama-
tion activities. 
551. Casing and Sealing of Underground Open-
ings. When no longer needed for monitoring or other 
use approved by the Division upon a finding of no 
adverse environmental or health and safety effects, 
each shaft, drift, adit, tunnel, or other opening to the 
surface from underground will be capped, sealed and 
backfilled, or otherwise properly managed, as re-
quired by the Division and consistent with MSHA. 30 
CFK 75.1771. Permanent closure measures will be 
designed to prevent access to the mine workings by 
people, livestock, fish and wildlife, machinery and to 
keep acid or other toxic drainage from entering 
ground or surface waters. 
552. Permanent Features. 
552.100. Small depressions may be constructed if 
they are needed to retain moisture, minimize erosion, 
create and enhance wildlife habitat, or assist revege-
tation. 
552.200. Permanent impoundments may be ap-
proved if they meet the requirements of 
R614-301-512 240, R614-301-514.3OO. R614-301-
515.200. R614-301-533.100 through R614-301-
533.600, R614-301-542.400. R614-301-733.220 
through R614-301-733.224, R614-301-743, and if they 
are suitable for the approved postmining land use. 
553. Backfilling and Grading. Backfilling and 
grading design criteria must be described in the per-
mit application. For the purposes of UNDER-
GROUND COAX MINING AND RECLAMATION 
ACTIVITIES nothing in R614-301-553 will prohibit 
the placement of material in road and portal pad em-
bankments located on the downslope, so long as the 
material used and the embankment design comply 
with the applicable requirements of R614-301-500 
and R614-301-700 and the material is moved and 
placed in a controlled manner. For the purposes of 
SURFACE COAX MINING AND RECLAMATION 
ACTIVITIES rough backfilling and grading will fol-
low coal removal by not more than 60 days or 1500 
linear feet. The Division may grant additional time 
for rough backfilling and grading if the permittee can 
demonstrate, through a detailed written analysis un-
der R614-301-542.200, that additional lime is neces-
sary. 
553.100. Disturbed areas will be backfilled and 
graded to: 
553.110. Achieve the approximate original con-
tour, except as provided in R614-301-553 600 through 
R614-301-553.642; 
553.120. Eliminate all higbwalJs, spoil piles, and 
depressions, except as provided in R614-301-552.100 
(small depressions), R614-301-553 620 (previously 
mined highwalU); and in R614-301-553.650 (reten-
tion of highwails); 
553.130. Achieve a postmining slope thut does not 
exceed either th« angle of repose or such lesser slope 
as is necessary to achieve a minimum long-term 
static safety factor of 1 3 and to prevent slides; 
553.140. Minunize erosion and water pollution 
both on and off the site; and 
553.150. Support the approved postmining land 
use. 
553 200. Spoil and Waste Spoil and waste mate-
rials will be compacted where advisable to ensure sta-
bility or to prevent leaching or toxic materials. 
553.210. Spoilt, except as provided in 
R614-301-537.20J0, for the purposes of UNDER-
GROUND COAJL MINING AND RECLAMATION 
ACTIVITIES, anid except excess spoil disposed of in 
accordance with IR614-301 211, R614-301-212, R614-
301-412300, R«14-30t-512 2I0, R614-301-512.220, 
R614-301 514 .1010, R614-301-528.310, R614-301-
535.100 through R614-301-535.130, R614-301-
535.300 through R614-301 535 500, R614-301-
536.300, R614-3UH-542.720, R614-30I-553 240, R614-
301-745.100, Rtf; 14-301-745 300. R614-301-745 400, 
will be returned! to the mined out surface area (UN-
DERGROUND (COAL MINING AND RECLAMA-
TION ACTIVITIES* or mined-out areu (SURFACE 
COAL MINING, AND RECLAMATION ACTIVI-
TIES). 
553 220 Spoil may be placed on the areu outside 
the mined out suirface area i UNDERGROUND COAL 
609 OIL. GAS AND MINING: COAL R614-301-500 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES) or 
mined-out area (SURFACE COAL MINING AND 
RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES* in nonsteep slope 
areas to restore the approximate original contour by 
blending the spoil into the surrounding terrain if the 
following requirements are met: 
553 221. All vegetative and organic material will 
be removed from the area; 
553.222. The topsoil on the area will be removed, 
segregated, stored, and redistributed in accordance 
with R614-301-232 100 through Rtii4-30l-232.bOO. 
R614-301-234. R614-301-242. and R614-301-243; and 
553.223. The spoil will be backfilled and leaded on 
the area in accordance with Rb 14-J01 -5.17.200. 
R614-301-552 through R614-301-553 230. R614-301-
553.260 through R6i4-301-553 420. R614-3U1-
553600, and R614-301 553 900 
553.230. Preparation o( final graded surfaces will 
be conducted so that the final-irraded sun aces are 
configured in a manner that minimizes erosion and 
provides a surface for replacement of iop>oil ihat will 
minimize slippage. 
553.240. The final configuration of the fill 'excess 
spoil) will be suitable for the approved postmining 
land use. Terraces may be constructed on the outslope 
of the fill if required for stability, control of erosion, 
to conserve soil moisture, or to facilitate the approved 
postmining land use. The grade <>i 'he outslope be-
tween terrace benches will not be steeper than 2h:lv 
(50 percent). 
553.250. Refuse Piles. 
553.251. The final configuration for the refuse pile 
will be suitable for the approved postmining land use. 
Terraces may be constructed on the outslope of the 
refuse pile if required for stability, control of erosion, 
conservation of soil moisture, or facilitation of the 
approved postmining land use. The grade of the 
outslope between terrace benches will not be steeper 
than 2h:lv (50 percent) 
553.252. Following final grading of the refuse pile, 
the coal mine waste will be covered with a minimum 
of four feet of the best available, nontoxic and non-
combustible material, in a manner that does not im-
pede drainage from the underdrains The Division 
may allow less than four feel of cover material based 
on physical and chemical analyses which show that 
the requirements of R614-301-244 200 and 
R614 301 353 through R614-301 357 
553 260. Disposal of coal processing waste and un-
derground development waste in the mined-out sur-
face area (UNDERGROUND COAL MINING AND 
RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES! or mined out area 
(SURFACE COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION 
ACTIVITIES) will be in accordance with 
R614-301-210, R614-301 512 230. R614-301 -513.400. 
R614-301-514 2OO, R614 301 515 200. R614 301-
528.322. R614-301-528 320. R614 301-536 through 
R614-301-536.200. R614 301-536 500. R614 301-
536 900. R614 301-542 730. R614 301 553 250. and 
R614-301-746 100 through R614-301-746 200. except 
that a long-term static safety factor of 13 will be 
achieved 
553.300. Exposed coal seams, acid- and toxic-form-
ing materials, and combustible materials exposed, 
used, or produced during mining will be adequately 
covered with nontoxic and noncombustible materials, 
or treated, to control the impact on surface and 
ground water in accordance with R614-301-731 100 
through R614-301 731 522 and R614-30I-731 HOO. to 
prevent sustained combustion, and to mimim/e ad 
verse effects on plant growth and the approved 
postmining land use 
553 400 Cut-and-fill terraces may be allowed by 
the Division where: 
553.410. Needed to conserve soil moisture, ensure\ 
stability, and control erosion on finu I-graded slopes^if 
the terraces are compatible with the approved 
postmining land use; or 
553.420. Specialized grading, foundation condi 
tions. »r roads are required for the approved 
postmining land use. m which case the final grading 
may include a terrace of adequate width to ensure the 
safeiv. stability, and erosion control necessary to im-
plement the uosimining land-use plan 
553 50O. Previously Mined Area.-. 
553.510 Hemming operations on previously mined 
areas that contain a preexisting ntghwall will compiv 
with 'he requirements of R614-301-537.200. 
Rtill-301-552 through Rtil4-301-553 230. Rt i l l iOl 
553 260 through Rtil4-301-553 900. and Rtil4 302-
234. except as provided in Rtil4-301 553 500 
553.520 The requirements of R614-301 553 111) 
and R614-301-553 120 requiring (hat elimination of 
highwails will not applv to remitting operations 
where the volume of all reasonably available spoil is 
demonstrated in writing to the Division to be insulfi 
k lent to completely backfill the realfecu-d or enlarged 
highwuil. The highwall will be eliminated to the 
maximum extent technically practical in accordance 
with the following criteria: 
553.521. All spoil generated by the remining oper-
ation and any other reasonably available spoil will be 
used to backfill the area Reasonably available spoil 
in the immediate vicinity of the remining operation 
will be included within the permit area; 
553 522. The backfill will be graded to a slope 
which is compatible with the approved postmining 
land use and which provides adequate drainage and 
long-term stability; 
553 523. Any highwall remnant will be stable and 
not pose a hazard to the public health and safely or to 
the environment. The operator will demonstrate, to 
the satisfaction of the Division, that the highwall 
remnant is stable; and 
553 524 Spoil placed on the outslope during previ-
ous mining operations will not be disturbed if such 
disturbances will cause instability of the remaining 
spoil or otherwise increase the hazard to the public-
health and safety or to the environment. 
553 600. Approximate Original Contour Post mm 
ing slopes may vary from the approximate original 
contour when: 
553 610. Approval is obtained from the Division in 
accordance with Rtil4-302 270. 
553 620 Approval is obtained from the Division 
for incomplete elimination of highwails in previously 
mined areas in accordance with R614 301 -553 500. 
553 630 For the purposes of SURFACE COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, ap 
proval is obtained from the Division for mouniaiutop 
removal operations in accordance with Rtil4-302 220 
through Rtil4 302-226. 
553 640 For the purposes of SURFACE COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES 
553 641. The standards for thin overburden in 
R614-301-553 700 are met; or 
553 642 The standards for thick overburden in 
R614 301 553 H0O are met 
553650 For the purposes of UNDERGROUND 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVI 
I IKS, approval is obtained tioiti the Division lor re-
tention of highwails in accord, nice with 
Rtil4-301-553 KM).
 ;,iul 
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553.651. The "retained" highwall is not signifi-
cantly greater in height or length than the dimen-
sions of existing cliffs and the surrounding area; 
553.652. The residual highwall is similar in struc-
tural composition to the preexisting cliffs in the sur-
rounding area and is compatible with the visual 
attributes of the area; and 
553.653. The residual highwail is compatible with 
the geomorphic processes of the area. 
553.700. Backfilling and Grading: Thin Overbur-
den. For the purposes of SURFACE COAL MINING 
AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, this section ap-
plies only where the final thickness is less than 0.8 of 
the initial thickness. Initial thickness is the sum of 
the overburden thickness and coal thickness prior to 
removal of coal. Final thickness is the product of the 
overburden thickness prior to removal of coal, times 
the bulking factor to be determined for each permit 
area. The provisions of this section apply only when 
SURFACE COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION 
ACTIVITIES cannot be carried out to comply with 
the requirements of R614-301 537 200. R614-301-552 
through R614-301-553 230. R614-301553.260 
through R614-301-553.420. R614-301-553.600, and 
R614-301-553.900 to achieve the approximate origi-
nal contour. The operator will, at a minimum: 
553.710. Use all available spoil and waste mate-
rials to attain the lowest practicable ^rade. but not 
more than the angle of repose: and 
553.720. Meet the requirements of R614-301-211, 
R614-301-212, R614-301-412.300. R614-301-512.210, 
R614-301-514.100. R614-301-535.100, R614-301-
535.112 through R614-301-535.130, R614-301-
536.300, R614-301-542.720. R614-301-553 240, and 
R614-301-745.100. 
553.800. Backfilling and Grading: Thick Overbur-
den. For the purposes of SURFACE COAL MINING 
AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, this section ap-
plies only where the final thickness is greater than 
1.2 of the initial thickness. Initial thickness is the 
sum of the overburden thickness and coal thickness 
prior to removal of coal. Final thickness ia the prod-
uct of the overburden thickness prior to removal of 
coal, times the bulking factor to be determined for 
each permit mine plan area. The provisions of this 
section apply only when SURFACE COAL MINING 
AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES cannot be car-
ried out to comply with the requirements of R614-
301-537.200, R614-301-552 through R614-301-
553.230, R614-301-553.260 through R614-301-
553.420. R614-301-553.600. and R614-301-553.900 to 
achieve the approximate original contour. In addition 
the operator will, at a minimum: 
553.810. Use the spoil and waste materials to at-
tain the lowest practicable grade, but not more than 
the angle of repose; 
553.820. Meet the requirements of R614-301-211, 
R614-301-212. R614-301-412.300, R614-301-512 210, 
R614-301-514.100, R614-301-535.100, R614-301-
535.112 through R614-301-535.130. R614-301-
536.300, R614-301-542.720. R614-301-553.240, and 
R614-301-745.100; and 
553.830. Dispose of any excess spoil in accordance 
with R614-301-211, R614-301-212, R614-301-
412.300, R614-301-512.210, R614-301-512.220, R614-
301-514.100, R614-301-528.310. R614-301-535.100 
through R614-301-535.130, R614-301-535.300 
through R614-301-535.500. R614-301-536.300, R614-
301-542.720. R614-301-553 240, R614-301-745.100, 
R614-301-745.300, and R614-301-745.400. 
553.900. For the purposes of UNDERGROUND 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVI-
TIES, regrading of settled and revegetated fills at the 
conclusion of coal mining and reclamation operations 
will not be required if the conditions of 
R614-301-537.200 are met; 
560. Performance Standards. Coal mining and rec-
lamation operations will be conducted in accordance 
with the approved permit and requirements of 
R614-301-510 through R614-301-553. 
R614-301-600. Geology. 
The rules in R614-301-600 present the require-
ments for information related to geology which is to 
be included in each permit application. 
610. Introduction. 
611. General Requirements. Each permit applica-
tion will include descriptions of: 
611.100. The geology within and adjacent to the 
permit area as given under R614-301-621 through 
R614-301-627; and 
611.200. Proposed operations given under 
R614-301-630. 
612. All cross sections, maps and plans as required 
by R614-301-622 will be prepared and certified as de-
scribed under R614-301-512.100 
620. Environmental Description. 
621. General Requirements. Each permit applica-
tion will include a description of the geology within 
the proposed permit and adjacent areas that may be 
affected or impacted by the proposed coal mining and 
reclamation operation. 
622. Cross Sections, Maps and Plans. The applica-
tion will include cross sections, maps and plans show-
ing: 
622.100. Elevations and locations of test borings 
and core samplings; 
622.200. Nature, depth, and thickness of the coal 
seams to be mined, any coat or rider seams above the 
seam to be mined, each stratum of the overburden, 
and the stratum immediately below the lowest coal 
seam to be mined; 
622.300. All coal crop Iine9 and the strike and dip 
of the coal to be mined within the proposed permit 
area; and 
622.400. Location, and depth if available, of gas 
and oil wells within the proposed permit area. 
623. Each application will include geologic infor-
mation in sufficient detail to assist in: 
623.100. Determining all potentially acid- or toxic-
forming strata down to and including the stratum 
immediately below the coal seam to be mined; 
623.200. Determining whether reclamation as re-
quired by R614-301 and R614-302 can be accom-
plished; and 
623 300 For the purposes of UNDERGROUND 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES 
preparing the subsidence control plan described un-
der R614-301-535 and R614-521-142. 
624. Geologic information will include, at a mini-
mum, the following: 
624.100. A description of the geology of the pro-
posed permit and adjacent areas down to and includ-
ing the deeper oJf either the stratum immediately be-
low the lowest cioal seam to be mined or any aquifer 
below the lowest coal seam to be mined which may be 
adversely impacted by mining. This description will 
include the reguonal and structural geology of the 
permit and adjacent areas, and other parameters 
which influence (the required reclamation and it will 
also show how tlhe regional and structural geology 
may affect the occurrence, availability, movement, 
quantity and quality of potentially impacted surface 
and ground watier. It will be based on: 
611 OIL, GAS AND MINING; COAL R614-301-600 
624110. The cross sections, maps, and plans re-
quired by R614-301-622.100 through R614 301-
622400. 
624.120. The information obtained under 
B614-301-624 200, R614-301-624.300 and R614-301-
625; and 
624.130. Geologic literature and practices 
624.200. For the purposes of UNDERGROUND 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVI-
TIES, any portion of a permit area in which the 
strata down to the coal seam to be mined will be re-
moved or are already exposed, and for the purposes of 
SURFACE COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION 
ACTIVITIES, samples will be collected and analyzed 
from test borings; drill cores: or fresh, unweathered. 
uncontaminated samples from rock outcrops down to 
and including the deeper of either the stratum imme-
diately below the lowest coal seam to be mined or any 
aquifer below the lowest coal seam to be mined which 
may be adversely impacted by mining. The analyses 
will result in the following 
624210 Logs showing ihe lithologic characteris-
tics including physical properties and thickness of 
each stratum and location of ground water where oc-
curring; 
624.220. Chemical analyses identifying those 
strata that may contain acid- or toxic-forming, or al-
kalinity-producing materials and to determine their 
content except that the Division may find that the 
analysis for alkalinity-producing material is unneces-
sary; and 
624.230. Chemical analysis of the coal seam for 
acid- or toxic-forming materials, including the total 
sulfur and pyrilic sulfur, except that the Division 
may find that the analysis of pyntic sulfur content is 
unnecessary. 
624.300. For lands within the permit and adjacent 
areas of UNDERGROUND COAL MINING AND 
RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES where the strata 
above the coal seam to be mined will not be removed, 
samples will be collected and analyzed from test bor-
ings or drill cores to provide the following data: 
624.310. Logs of drill holes showing the lithologic 
characteristics, including physical properties and 
thickness of each stratum that may be impacted, and 
location of ground water where occurring, 
624.320 Chemical analyses for acid- or toxic-form-
ing or alkalinity-producing materials and their con-
tent m the strata immediately above and below the 
coal seam to be mined; 
624.330. Chemical analyses of the coal seam for 
acid- or toxic-forming materials, including the totut 
sulfur and pyritic sulfur, except that the Division 
may find that the analysis of pyrile sulfur content is 
unnecessary; and 
624.340 For standard room and pillar mining op-
erations, the thickness and engineering properties of 
clays of soft rock such as clay shale, if any. in the 
stratum immediately above and below each coal seam 
to be mined. 
625 If determined to be necessary to protect the 
hydrologic balance, to minimize or prevent subsi-
dence, or to meet the performance standards of 
R614-301 and R614-302, the Division may require 
the collection, analysis and description of geologic in-
formation in addition to that required by 
Kti 14-301-624. 
626. An applicant may request the Division to 
waive in whole or in part the requirements of 
Kti 14-301-624.200 and H614-301-624 300 The waiver 
may be granted only if the Division finds in writing 
that the collection and anal) sis of such data is unnec-
essary because other information having equal value 
or effect is available lo the Division in a satisfactory 
form. 
627. An application for a permit to conduct UN-
DERGROUND COAL MINING AND RECLAMA-
TION ACTIVITIES will include, at a minimum, a 
description of overburden thickness and lithologv 
630 Operation Plan 
631 Casing and Sealing of Exploration Holes and 
Boreholes Each permit application will include a de-
scription of the methods used to backfill, plug, case, 
cap. seal or otherwise manage exploration holes or 
boreholes lo prevent acid or toxic drainage from en-
tering water resources, minimize disturbance to the 
prevailing hydrologic balance and 'o ensure the 
safetv oi people, livestock, fish and wildlife, and ma-
chinery in ihe permit and adjacent area Each explo-
ration hole or borehole I hat is uncovered or exposed 
by coal mining and reclamation operations within the 
permu area will be permanently closed, unless ap-
proved for water monitoring or otherwise managed in 
a manner approved by the Division L'se of an explo-
ration borehole is a monitoring or water well must 
meet the provisions of R614-30I-731 The require-
ments of R614-301-631 do not apply »o boreholes 
drilled lor the purpose of blasting 
631.100 Temporary Casing and Sealing of Drilled 
Mules Each exploration borehole, other drill hole or 
borehole which has been identified in the approved 
permit application for use to return underground de-
velopment waste, coal processing waste or water to 
underground workings or to be used to monitor 
ground water conditions will be temporarily sealed 
before use and for the purposes of SURFACE COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, pro 
tected during use by barricades, or fences, or other 
protective devices approved by the Division. These 
protective devices will be periodically inspected and 
maintained in good operating condition by the opera-
tor conducting surface coal mining and reclamation 
activities 
631 200. Permanent Casing and Sealing of Explo-
ration Holes and Boreholes When no longer needed 
for monitoring or other use approved by the Division 
upon a finding of no adverse environmental or health 
and safety effect, or unless approved for transfer as a 
water well under R614-301-731.400, each exploration 
hole or borehole will be plugged, capped, sealed 
backfilled or otherwise properly managed under 
R614-301 631 and consistent with 30 CKR 75 1711 
Permanent closure methods will be designed to pre-
vent access to the mine workings by people, livestock, 
fish and wildlife, and machinery and to keep acid or 
other toxic drainage from entering water resources 
632. Subsidence Monitoring Each application for a 
permit to conduct UNDERGROUND COAL MINING 
AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES will, except 
where planned subsidence is projected to be used, in-
clude as part of the subsidence monitoring plan de-
scribed under Kti 1 I 301 -525 
632 100 A determination of the commencement 
and degree of subsidence so other appropriate mea-
sures can be taken to prevent or reduce material 
damage; and 
632 200 A map showing the locations of subsi-
dence monitoring points within and adjacent to the 
permit urea. 
610 Performance Standards 
641 All exploration holes and boreholes will be 
permanently cased and sealed according to the re-
quirements of Kti I I .ill I till and Roll 301 *>i 1 -'00 
R614-301-700 NATURAL RESOURCES 
642. All monuments and surface markers used as 
subsidence monitoring points and identified under 
R614-301 632.200 will be reclaimed in accordance 
with R614-301-521.210. 
R6H-301-700. Hydrology. 
710. Introduction. 
711. General Requirements. Each permit applica-
tion will include descriptions of: 
711.100. Existing hydrologic resources as given 
under R614-301-720. 
711.200. Proposed operations and potential im-
pacts to the hydrologic balance as given under 
R614-301-730. 
711.300. The methods and calculations utilized to 
achieve compliance with hydrologic design criteria 
and plans given under R614-301-740. 
711.400. Applicable hydrologic performance stan-
dards as given under R614-301-750. 
711.500. Reclamation activities as given under 
R614-301-760. 
712. Certification. All cross sections, maps and 
plans required by R614-301-722 as appropriate, and 
R614-301-731.700 will be prepared and certified ac-
cording to R614-301-512. 
713. Inspection. Impoundments will be inspected 
as described under R614-3O1-514.300. 
720. Environmental Description. 
721. General Requirements. Each permit applica-
tion will include a description of the existing, 
premining hydrologic resources within the proposed 
permit and adjacent areas that may be affected or 
impacted by the proposed coal mining and reclama-
tion operation. 
722. Cross Sections and Maps. The application will 
include cross sections and maps showing: 
722.100. Location and extent of subsurface water, 
if encountered, within the proposed permit or adja-
cent areas. For UNDERGROUND COAL MINING 
AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, location and 
extent will include, but not limited to, areal and ver-
tical distribution of aquifers, and portrayal of sea-
sonal differences of head in different aquifers on 
cross-sections and contour maps; 
722.200. Location of surface water bodies such as 
streams, lakes, ponds and springs, constructed or nat-
ural drains, and irrigation ditches within the pro-
posed permit and adjacent areas; 
722.300. Elevations and locations of monitoring 
stations used to gather baseline data on water quality 
and quantity in preparation of the application; 
722.400. Location and depth, if available, of water 
wells in the permit area and adjacent area; and 
722.500. Sufficient slope measurements or contour 
maps to adequately represent the existing land sur-
face configuration of proposed disturbed areas for 
UNDERGROUND COAL MINING AND RECLA-
MATION ACTIVITIES and the proposed permit area 
for SURFACE COAL MINING AND RECLAMA-
TION ACTIVITIES will be measured and recorded to 
take into account natural variations in slope, to pro-
vide accurate representation of the range of natural 
slopes and reflect geomorphic differences of the area 
to be disturbed. 
723. Sampling and Analysis. All water quality 
analyses performed to meet the requirements of 
R614-301-723 through R614-301-724.300, R614-301-
724.500, R614-301-725 through R614-301-731, and 
R614-301-731.210 through R614-301-731.223 will be 
conducted according to the methodology in the cur-
rent edition of "Standard Methods for the Examina-
tion of Water and Wastewater" or the methodology in 
612 
40 CFR Paru,
 l 3 6 and 434. Water quality sampling 
performed to meet the requirements of R614-301 72I 
- i m ° 7 ^ R b k U - 3 0 1 - 7 *-* 300. H«14-301-724.500. R 6 l 4 
• „
l h r o u
«
h
 R614-301-731. and R614-30L 
731.210 through R614-301-731.223 will be conduced 
according to e.ther methodology listed above whtn 
feasible Standard Methods ,br .he Examination
 o f 
Water and Wastewater' is a joint publication of the 
wTteer;CWokab!;C H C a , l h A ™ ^ American6 
water Work* Association, and the Water Pollution 
control Federation and is available from the Amer" 
MW w , l L H * a , l h A s s o c i a " ° n - " » 5 Fifteenth Stree NW. Washinjrton. DC. 20036. 
n l ,L l 4 ^ B a f . , , i n e I n f o r m a u o n T "e application will in-
clude the following baseline hydrologic. geolog,c and 
climatologic information, and any additional mfor 
raation required by the Division. 
724 100. Ground Water Information. The location 
and ownership for the permit and adjacent areas of 
existing wells, springs and other ground-water re-
sources, seasonal quality and quantity of ground 
water, and usa g e . Water quality descriptions w,|| , n 
clutle, at a minimum, total dissolved solids or specific 
conductance corrected to 25 degrees C.
 PH. total iron 
and total manganese. Ground-water quantitv descrip-
tions will include, at a minimum, approximate rates 
ot discharge or usage and depth to the water in the 
coat seam, and each water-bearing stratum above and 
P
 724^ in" i T " ^ S l r a l U m b e , o w l h e *»» « a m . 
/ ^ . j u u . burface water information. The name lo-
cation, ownership and description of all surtace-waur 
bodies such as streams, lakes and impoundments, the 
ocation ol any discharge into any surface-water body 
in the proposed permit and adjacent areas, and infor-
mation on surface-water quality and quantity suffi-
cient to demonstrate seasonal variation and water 
usage. Water «,ual,ty descnptions will include at a 
minimum. bas*l i„ e information on total suspended 
c ^ t t ^ T t o ^ ' V e d S O , i d 8 ° r 3 p e C ' f i c " " S t a n c e 
corrected to 25 degrees C, pH. total iron and total 
manganese. B y l i n e acidity and alkalinity informa-
tion will be provided if there is a potential for acfd 
dra .n a g e Irom ihe proposed mining operation. Water 
b a l l ' J : d e f 9 C r i P l i ° n 8 w i U , n c l u d e ' a t a <n'nimum, 
^aTnn ^r*!at,0n ° n s e a 8 ° n a l flow ™** 
W-II • i J G^lo^c information. Each application 
will include g^olojpc information ,n sufficient detail 
7 ^ ? n U n d W R 6 l 4 - 3 ° l - « 2 4 . to assist ,n: 
sequences of ! ? n n i , l i n « t n e P r o b a b , e hydrologic con-
sequences of the operation upon the quality and 
«nS aA y ° f , S U J r f a c e a n d *™"<* water in the permit 
and adjacent areas, including the extent to which sur-
™ / ? o n P £ U * d " W a l e r m o n '">nng ,s necessary; and 
• AZ " e , t e r m , n » n g whether reclamation as re-
I h S J A R 6 1 4
 J
R u , e s
 ™
 b e
 accomplished and 
whether the proposed operation has been designed to 
n u ^ n ^ , ? a t e , m a , d a m a g e to t h e Mrolojfic balance outside the p*jrmit area. 
724.400. Clumatological Information 
724 410. Whien requested by the Division, the per-
mit app icat.om will contain a statement of the ciima-
tological factoirs that are representative of the pro-
posed permit .area, including: 
7 ^ ! J ' V!* a v e r a * e ^asonal precipitation; 
/^441^. l b * average direction and velocity of nre-
vailing winds; and ' 
724.413. Seasonal temperature ranges 
A J , V2A' Tht!l D , v i s , o n m a v r e^u«st such additional 
data as deemedj necessary to ensure compliance with 
the requirements of R614-301 and R614-302 
724.500 Sumplemental information. If the deter-
mination of t h * PHC required by R614-30I-728 indi-
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cates that adverse impacts on or off the proposed per-
mit area may occur to the hydrologic balance, or that 
acid-forming or toxic-forming material is present that 
may result in the contamination of ground-water or 
surface-water supplies, then information supplemen-
tal to that required under R614-301-724 100 and 
R614-301-724.200 will be provided to evaluate such 
probable hydrologic consequences and io plan reme-
dial and reclamation activities. Such supplemental 
information may be based upon drilling, aquifer tests, 
hydrogeologic anaivsis of the water bearing strata, 
flood flows, or anaivsis of other water quality or 
quantity characteristics. 
724 600. Survev of Renewable Resource Lanas For 
the purposes of UNDERGROUND COAL MINING 
AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, the applicant 
will provide a survey that shows whether aquifers or 
areas for the recharge of aquifers exist within the 
permit and adjacent area and whether subsidence, if 
it occurred, could cause material damage or diminu-
tion of reasonably foreseeable use of aquifers or areas 
for the recharge of aquifers. Renewable resource sur-
vey information will be incorporated into the subsi-
dence control plan listed under R614 301-j25 
724.700 Each permit application that proposes to 
conduct coal mining .ind reclamation operations 
within a valltv holding a stream or :n a location 
where the permit area or adjacent area includes any 
stream will meet the requirements of R614-302-320. 
725. Baseline Cumulative Impact Area Informa-
tion. 
725.100. Hydrologic and geologic information for 
the cumulative impact area necessary to assess the 
probable cumulative hydrologic impacts of the pro-
posed coal mining and reclamation operation and all 
anticipated coal mining and reclamation operations 
on surface- and ground-water systems as required by 
R614-301-729 will be provided to the Division if 
available from appropriate federal or state agencies. 
725.200. If this information is not available from 
such agencies, then the applicant may gather and 
submit this information to the Division as part ot the 
permit application. 
725.300. The permit will not be approved until the 
necessary hydrologic and geologic information is 
available to the Division. 
726. Modeling. The use of modeling techniques, in-
terpolation or statistical techniques may be included 
as part of the permit application, but actual surface 
and ground-water information may be required by 
the Division for each site even when such techniques 
are used. 
727. Alternative Water Source Information If the 
probable hydrologic consequences determination re-
quired by R614-301-728 indicates that the proposed 
SURFACE COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION 
ACTIVITY may proximately result in contamination, 
diminution, or interruption of an underground or sur-
face source of water within the proposed permit or 
adjacent areas which is used for domestic, agricul-
tural, industrial or other legitimate purpose, then the 
application will contain information on water avail-
ability and alternative water sources, including the 
suitability o( alternative water sources for existing 
premining uses and approved posinuning land uses 
728. Probable Hydrologic Consequences <PHC) De-
termination. 
728 100 The permit application will contain a de-
termination of the PHC of the proposed coal mining 
and reclamation operation upon the quality and 
quantity of surface and ground water under seasonal 
How conditions for the proposed permit and adjacent 
areas. 
728 200 The PHC determination will be based on 
baseline hydrologic. geologic and other information 
collected for the permit application and may include 
data .statistically representative of the site. 
728 300 The PHC determination will include lind 
mgs on: 
723.310. Whether adverse impacts mav occur to 
the hydrologic balance: 
723 320 Whether acid-forming or toxic-forming 
materials are present that could result in the contain 
ination ot' surface- or ground-water supplies; 
723 330 What impact the proposed coal mining 
and reclamation operation will have on 
723 331 Sediment yield from the disturbed area. 
728 332. Acidity, total suspended and dissolved 
solids and other important water quality parameters 
of local impact; 
728 333 Flooding or streamflow alteration. 
728.334 Ground-water and surface-water avail-
ability; and 
728 335. Other characteristics as required by the 
Division: and 
723 340 Whether the proposed SURFACE COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITY will 
proximately result in contamination, diminution or 
interruption of an underground or surface Miurce ot 
water within the proposed permit or adjacent areas 
which is used for domestic, agricultural, industrial or 
other legitimate purpose. 
728 400. An application for a permit revision will 
be reviewed by the Division to determine whether a 
new or updated PHC determination will be required 
729. Cumulative Hvdrologic Impact Assessment 
iCHlAi. 
729 100 The Division will provide an assessment 
of the probable cumulative hydrologic impacts of the 
proposed coal mining and reclamation operation and 
all anticipated coal mining and reclamation opera-
lions upon surface- and ground-water systems in the 
cumulative impact area lhe CHI A will be sufficient 
to determine, for purposes of permit approval 
whether the proposed coal mining and reclamation 
operation has been designed to prevent material dam 
age to the hydrologic balance outside the permit area 
The Division may allow the applicant to submit data 
and analyses relevant to the CHiA with the permit 
application. 
729 200 An application for a permit revision will 
be reviewed by the Division to determine whether a 
new or updated ClllA will be required 
730. Operation Plan 
731. General Requirements The permit apphca 
lion will include a plan, with maps and descriptions, 
indicating how the relevant requirements of 
R614 301 730, R6I4 301 740. K6I4 301 750 and 
Kti 14-301-760 will be met The plan will be specific to 
the local hydrologic conditions It will contain the 
steps to be taken during coal mining and reclamation 
operations through bond release to miuiiiu/e dislur 
bance to the hydrologic balance within the permit 
and adjacent areas; lo prevent material damage out 
side the permit area; to support approved positioning 
land use in accordance with the terms and conditions 
of the approved permit and performance standards ol 
K614 301 750; to comply with the Glean Water An 
(33 U SC. 1251 el seq ); and to meet applicable fed-
eral and Utah water quality laws and regulations 
The plan will include the measures to be taken to 
avoid acid or toxic drainage, prevent to the extent 
possible using lhe best technology currently avail 
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able, additional contributions of suspended solids to 
streamilow; provide water treatment facilities when 
needed; and control drainage For the purposes of 
SURFACE COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION 
ACTIVITIES the plan will include measures to be 
taken to protect or replace water rights and restore 
approximate premining recharge capacity. The plan 
will specifically address any potenual adverse hydro-
logic consequences identified in the PHC determina-
tion prepared under R614-301-728 and will include 
preventative and remedial measures. 
The Division may require additional preventative, 
remedial or monitoring measures to assure that ma-
terial damage to the hydrologic balance outside the 
permit area is prevented. Coal mining and reclama-
tion operations that minimize water pollution and 
changes in flow will be used in preference to water 
treatment. 
731.100. Hydrologic-Balance Protection. 
731.110. Ground-Water Protection. In order to pro-
tect the hydrologic balance, coal mining and reclama-
tion operations will be conducted according to the 
plan approved under R614-301-731 and the following: 
731.111. Ground-water quality will be protected by 
handling earth materials and runoff in a manner that 
minimizes acidic, toxic or other harmful infiltration 
to ground-water systems and by managing excava-
tions and other disturbances to prevent or control the 
discharge of pollutants into the ground water; and 
731.112. For the purposes of SURFACE COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES 
ground-water quantity will be protected by handling 
earth materials and runoff in a manner that will re-
store approximate premining recharge capacity of the 
reclaimed area as a whole, excluding coal mine waste 
disposal areas and fills, so as to allow the movement 
of water to the ground-water system. 
731.120. Surface-Water Protection. In order to pro-
tect the hydrologic balance, coal mining and reclama-
tion operations will be conducted according to the 
plan approved under R614-301-731 and the following: 
731.121. Surface-water quality will be protected by 
handling earth materials, ground-water discharges 
and runoff in a manner that minimizes the formation 
of acidic or toxic drainage; prevents, to the extent 
possible using the best technology currently avail-
able, additional contributions of suspended solids to 
atreamflow outside the permit area; and. otherwise 
prevent water pollution. If drainage control, 
restabilization and revegetation of disturbed areas, 
diversion of runoff, mulching or other reclamation 
and remedial practices are not adequate to meet the 
requirement* of R614-301-731.100 through 
R614-301-731.522, R614-301-731 800 and R614 301-
751, the operator will use and maintain the necessary 
water treatment facilities or water quality controls; 
and 
731.122. Surface-water quantity and flow rates 
will be protected by handling earth materials and 
runoff in accordance with the steps outlined in the 
plan approved under R614-301-731. 
731.200. Water Monitoring. 
731.210. Ground-Water Monitoring. Ground-water 
monitoring will be conducted according to the plan 
approved under R614-301-731.200 and the following: 
731.211. The permit application will include a 
ground-water monitoring plan based upon the PHC 
determination required under R614-301-728 and the 
analysis of all baseline hydrologic, geologic and other 
information in the permit application. The plan will 
provide for the monitoring of parameters that relate 
to the suitability of the ground water for current and 
approved postmining land uses and to the JQ 
for protection of the hydrologic balance t e t l 
R614 301-731. It will identify the quantity
 a S 
ity parameters to be monitored, sampling & 
and site locations. It will describe how these d 
be used to determine the impacts of the a 
upon the hydrologic balance. At a minimii 
dissolved solids or specific conductance cor 
25 degrees C, pH. total iron, total manga 
water levels will be monitored; 
731.212. Ground-water will be monitored at 
will be submitted at least every three months I 
accessible monitoring location. Monitoring « 
lals will include analytical results from each « 
taken during the approved reporting period. ? 
the analysis of any ground-water sample ind 
noncompliance with the permit conditions, the 
operator will promptly notify the Division and i 
diately take the actions provided for in R614-3 
and R614-301-731; 
731.213. If an applicant can demonstrate by^  
use of the PHC determination and other availi 
information that a particular water-bearing si 
in the proposed permit and adjacent areas is i 
which serves as an aquifer which significantly fj 
sures the hydrologic balance within the cumulati 
impact area, then monitoring of that stratum i 
waived by the Division; 
731.214 Ground-water monitoring will pn 
through mining and continue during reclamatibi 
until bond release. Consistent with the procedure* • 
R614-303-220 through R614-303-228, the Divi* 
may modify the monitoring requirements including 
the parameters covered and the sampling frequency) 
the operator demonstrates, using the monitoring d 
obtained under R614-301-731.214 that: .j| 
731.214.1. The coal mining and reclamation open 
tion has minimized disturbance to the prevailing 1 
drologic balance in the permit and adjacent area* ana 
prevented material damage to the hydrologic balanqt 
outside the permit area; water quantity and quality 
are suitable to support approved postmining land 
uses and the SURFACE COAL MINING AND REC-
LAMATION ACTIVITY has protected or replaced the 
water rights of other users; or 
731.214 2. Monitoring is no longer necessary t 
achieve lh« purposes set forth in the monitoring pla 
approved under R614-301-731 211. 
731 215. Equipment, structures and other devicef 
used in conjunction with monitoring the quality and 
quantity of ground water onsite and olfsite will be 
properly installed, maintained and operated and will 
be removed by the operator when no longer needed. 
731 220. Surface-Water Monitoring Surface water 
monitoring will be conducted according to the plan 
approved uihder R614-301-731 220 and the following: 
731.221. The permit application will include a sur-
face-water monitoring plan based upon the PHC de-
terminatioa required under R614-301-728 and the 
analysis of all baseline hydrologic, geologic and other 
information, in the permit application. The plan will 
provide for Hhe monitoring of parameters that relate 
to the suitability of the surface water for current and 
approved putsimining land uses and to the objectives 
for protectiom of the hydrologic balance as set forth in 
R614-301-73JI as well as the effluent limitations 
found in R6i 14-301-751; 
731.222. The plan will identify the surface water 
quantity aiud quality parameters to be monitored, 
sampling frequency and site locations It will describe 
how these duita may be used to determine the impacts 
of the operanion upon the hydrologic balance 
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II. At all monitoring locations in streams. I i n i p " u n ^ m e n l 8 , l n a l a r t ' potentially im-into which water will be discharged aim at monitoring locations, the total dissolved pecit"»c conductance corrected to 25 degrees impended solids. pH, toiai iron, totai manga-flow will be monitored; and 2. For point-source discnarges. monitoring nducted in accordance with 40 CKR Parts 123, R614-301-751 and as required by the ision of Environmental Health for National Discharge Elimination System 'NPDES» ;. Surface-water monitoring data wiil be I at least every three months lor each acces-itonng location Monitoring submittals will nalytical results from each sample taken e approved reporting period. When the anal-y surface water sample indicates noncumpii-i the permit conditions, the operator will notify the Division and immediately take ins provided lor in Rb 14-300-145 and -731. The reporting requirements of this i do not exempt the operator from meeting anal Pollutant Discharge Elimination Sys-)ES) reporting requirements; I. Surface-water monitoring wiil oroceed mining and continue during reclamation id release. Consistent with Rti 14-303-220 1614-303-228. the Division may modify the ig requirements, except those required by Division of Environmental Health, includ-irameters covered and sampling frequency if tor demonstrates, using the monitoring data under R614 301-731 224 that: 1.1 The operator has minimized dislur the hydrologic balance in the permit and areas and prevented material damage to the c balance outside the permit area; water and quality are suitable to support approved ig land uses and the SURFACE COAL MIN-) RECLAMATION ACTIVITY has protected ed the water rights of other users; or 1.2. Monitoring is no longer necessary to he purposes set forth in the monitoring plan under R614-301 731 221 5. Equipment, structures and other devices onjunction with monitoring the quality and of surface water onsite and offsite will be installed, maintained and operated and will ed by the operator when no longer needed. 
I). Acid- and Toxic-Forming Materials 
Ik 731.310. Drainage from acid and toxic-forming 
I '•" materials and underground development waste into 
I* lurface water and ground water will be avoided by 
I 731.311. Identifying and burying and or treating, 
j when necessary, materials which may adversely af-
fect water quality, or be detrimental to vegeution or 
to public health and safety if nut buried and or 
treated; and 
731.312. Storing materials in a manner that will 
protect surface water and ground water by prevent-
ing erosion, the formation of polluted runoff and the 
I infiltration of polluted water. Storage will be limited 
I to the period until burial andVor treatment first be-
I come feasible, and so long as storage will not result in 
I »ny risk of water pollution or other environmental 
I damage. 
I 731.320 Storage, burial or treatment practices 
I will be consistent with other material handling and 
I disposal provisions of R614 Rules 
731 400 [Yanster ,i Weils. Hetore final release of 
l>onu. wpioratorv <>r monitoring wells wiil be sealed 
.n a aie aim <-n\ noiinieuiaily sound manner in ac-
cordance .villi Rti I 4-.101 631. K614-301 738. and 
R6I4-301-765. With the onor approval .if the Divi-
sion, veils may i>e '.raiiMcrreu io another panv for 
:UP.her ise. However, at a minimum, ihe conditions 
;i SUCH iransier wiil uimniv wuh Utah anu local laws 
ana ;ne permittee viil remain responsible tor the 
proper management oi she well until bond release in 
accordance with Rtil I 301-529. R614-301-551. 
R614-301 631. R014-3O1 738. and R614 301-765 
731 ..".00 Discharges. 
731 ".io Discharges .nto an underground mine 
"M "J! 1. 'Jischarges imo an underground mine .ire 
•jroniiiiicu. niicss -oeciucatlv approved hv the ihvi 
-ion .liter i demonstration that the discharge viil 
731 ..ill 1. Minimue disturbance to the hydrologic 
balance on the permit area, prevent material damage 
•juiside the permit area and otherwise eliminate pub-
ic njuarus resulting '.roiu coal mining and reciama 
ion jperaiion*: 
731 511.2. Not result :n a violation <>l applicable 
water quality standards or effluent limitations. 
731.511.3. lie .it a lUiown rale and quality which 
viil meet the effluent limitations o! R614-301-75I tor 
pi I and total suspended .-.oiids. except that the s>H and 
otai .-UMHMiued solids limitation* inav lie exceeded, if 
ipproved uv .he Division, and 
731 i l l .4. Meet wi th . h e approval ,,| MSHA 
731 512. Discharges will he limited to ;he pillow-
ing: 
731 512 1. Water. 
731.5122. Coat processing waste. 
731.512 3 Fly ash irom a coal fired laciluv 
731 512.4 Sludge irom an acid-mtne-dratnage 
treatment facility. 
731.512.5. Flue gas desulluri/alion sludge. 
731.512 6. inert materials Used for stabilizing mi 
derground mines, and 
731 512.7 Underground mine development 
wastes. 
731.513 Water from the underground workings of 
an UNDERGROUND COAL MINING AND RECLA-
MATION ACTIVITY may be diverted into other un 
derground workings according to the requirements of 
R614-301-731 100 through R614-301 731 522 and 
R614-301-731 800. 
731 520 Gravity Discharges from UNDER-
GROUND COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION 
ACTIVITIES. 
731 521. Surface entries and accesses to under-
ground workings will be located and managed to pre-
vent or control gravity discharge of water from the 
mine. Gravity discharges of water from an under-
ground mine, other than a drill mine subject to 
R614-301-731.522, may be allowed by the Division if 
it is demonstrated that the untreated or treated dis-
charge compiles with the performance standards of 
Kb 14 301 and KH14-302 and any additional NPDES 
permit requirements 
731 522 Notwithstanding anything to the con 
trary in R614 301 -731 521, the surface entries and 
accesses of drift mines first used atlcr January 21. 
1981 and located in acid producing or iron-producing 
coal seams will be located in such a manner as to 
prevent any gravity discharge from the mine 
731 600. Stream Buffer Zones 
731 610 No land within 100 feel of a perennial 
stream or an intermittent stream will be disturbed by 
coal mining and reclamation operations, unless the 
Division specifically authorizes coal mining and rec-
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lamation operations closer to, or through, such a 
stream. The Division may authorize such activities 
only upon finding that: 
731.611. Coal mining and reclamation operations 
will not cause or contribute to the violation of appli-
cable Utah or federal water quality standards and 
will not adversely affect the water quantity and qual-
ity or other environmental resources of the stream; 
and 
731.612. If there will be a temporary or permanent 
stream channel diversion, it will comply with 
R614-301-742.300. 
731.620. The area not to be disturbed will be desig-
nated as a buffer zone, and the operator will mark it 
as specified in R614-301-521.260. 
731.700. Cross Sections and Maps. Each applica-
tion will contain for the proposed permit area: 
731.710. A map showing the locations of water 
supply intakes for current users of surface water 
(lowing into, out of and within a hydrologic area de-
fined by the Division, and those surface waters which 
will receive discharges from affected areas in the pro-
posed permit area; 
731.720. A map showing the locations of each 
water diversion, collection, conveyance, treatment, 
storage and discharge facility to be used. The map 
will be prepared and certified according to 
R614-301-512; 
731.730. A map showing locations and elevations 
of each station to be used for water monitoring during 
coal mining and reclamation operations. The map 
will be prepared and certified according to 
R614-301-512; 
731.740. A map showing the locations of each ex-
isting and proposed sedimentation pond, impound-
ment and coal processing waste bank, dam or em-
bankment. The map will be prepared and certified 
according to R614-301-512; 
731.750. Cross sections for each existing and pro-
posed sedimentation pond, impoundment and coal 
processing waste bank, dam or embankment. The 
cross sections will be prepared and certified according 
to R614-301-512.100; and 
731.760. Other relevant cross sections and maps 
required by the Division. 
731.800. Water Righta and Replacement. Any per-
son who conducts SURFACE COAL MINING AND 
RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES will replace the water 
supply of an owner of interest in real property who 
obtains all or part of his or her supply of water for 
domestic, agricultural, industrial, or other legitimate 
use from an underground or surface source, where the 
water supply has been adversely impacted by contam-
ination, diminution, or interruption proximately re-
sulting from the surface mining activities. Baseline 
hydrologic information required in R614-301-624.100 
through R614-301-624.200, R614-301-625, R614 301-
626. R614-301-723 through R614-301-724.300. R614-
301-724.500, R614-301-725 through R614-301-731, 
and R614-301-731.210 through R614-301-731.223 
will be used to determine the extent of the impact of 
mining upon ground water and surface water. 
732. Sediment Control Measures. 
732.100. Siltation Structures. Siltation structures 
will be constructed and maintained to comply with 
R614-301-742.214. Any siltation structure that im-
pounds water will be constructed and maintained to 
comply with R614-301-512 240, R614-301-514.300, 
R614-301-515 200, R614-301-533 100 through R614-
301-533.600. R614-301-733.220 through R614301-
733.224. and R614-301-743. 
732.200. Sedimentation Ponds. 
6lff 
A 
732.210. Sedimentation ponds whether temporary 
or permanent, will be designed in compliance witfc 
the requirements of R614-301-356.300, R6l4-3o^ 
356 400, R614-301-513.200. R614-301-742 200 
through R614-301-742 240. and 11614-301 -763. Any 
sedimentation pond or earthen structure which will 
remain on the proposed permit area as a permanent 
water impoundment will also be constructed and 
maintained to comply with the requirements of R614-
301-743, R614-301-533.100 through R614-301. 
533600, R614-301-512.240. R614-301-514.310 
through R614-301 514.321 and R614-301-515 200. 
732.220. Each plan will, at a minimum, comply 
with the MSHA requirements given under 
R614-301-513 100 and R614-301-513.200. 
732.300. Diversions. All diversions will be con-
structed and maintained to comply with the require-
ments of R614-301-742.100 and R614-301-742.300. 
732.400. Road Drainage. All roads will be con-
structed, maintained and reconstructed to comply 
with R614-301-742.400. 
732.410. The permit application will contain a de-
scription of measures to be taken to obtain Division 
approval for alteration or relocation of a natural 
drainageway under R614-301-358. R614-301-512 250, 
R614-301-527.100. R614-301-527.230, R614-301-
534.100. R614-301-534 200. R614-301-534.300, R614-
301-542.600, R614-301-742.410. R614-301-742.42G, 
R614-301-752.200, and R614-301-762. 
732.420. The permit application will contain a de-
scription of measures, other than use of a rock 
headwall, to be taken to protect the inlet end of a 
ditch relief culvert, for Division approval under R614-
301-358, R614-301-512.250. R614-301-527.100, R614-
301-527 230, R614-301-534 100, R614-301-534.200, 
R614-301-534.300, R614-301-542 600, R614-301-
742.410, R614-301-742.420, R614-301-752.200, and 
R614 301-762. \ 
733. Impoundments. \ 
733.100 (General Plans. Each permit application 
will contain a general plan for each proposed water 
impoundment within the proposed permit area. Each 
general plaun will: 
733.110. Be prepared and certified as described un-
der R614-3K51-512; 
733.120. Contain maps and cross sections; 
733 130. Contain a narrative that describes the 
structure; 
733.140. Contain the results of a survey as de-
scribed unoSer R614-301-531; 
733.150. Contain preliminary hydrologic and geo-
logic information required to assess the hydrologic 
impact of the structure; and 
733.160. Contain a certification statement which 
includes a schedule setting forth the dates when any 
detailed desiign plans for structures that are not sub-
mitted with.'the general plan will be submitted to the 
Division. Thie Division will have approved, in writing, 
the detailed! design plan for a structure before con-
struction of the structure begins. 
733 200 Permanent and Temporary Impound-
ments. 
733.210 Permanent and temporary impoundments 
will be designed to comply with the requirements of 
R614-301-5112 240, R614-301-514 300, R614 301-
515.200, BJ614-301-533 100 through RON 301-
533600. B4614-301-733 220 through R614-301-
733 226, R6H4-301-743 240, and R614-301-743. Each 
plan for an (impoundment meeting the size or other 
criteria of tine Mine Safety and Health Administra-
tion will cotniply with the requirements of 30 CKR 
77.216-1 and! 30 CFR 77 216-2 The plan required to 
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be submitted to the District Manager of MSHA under 
30 CKR 77.216 will be submitted to the Division as 
part of the permit application package. For .in im-
poundment not meeting the size criteria oi 30 CFR 
77 21b<a) and located where failure would not be ex-
pected to cause loss of life or serious property damage. 
the Division may establish through the Utah State 
program approval process engineering design stan-
dards that ensure stability comparable to a 1.3 mini-
mum static safety factor in lieu of engineering tests 
to establish compliance with the minimum static 
safety factor of 1.3 >pecified in R614-301 -.">33 100. 
733.220. A permanent impoundment oi water may 
be created, if authorized bv the Division ;n *he ap-
proved permit based upon the following demonstra-
tion: 
733.221. The size and configuration of such im-
poundment will be adequate for its intended pur-
poses; 
733.222. The quality of impounded water will be 
suitable on a permanent basis for its intended use 
and, after reclamation, will meet applicable Utah and 
federal water quality standards, and discharges from 
the impoundment will meet applicable effluent limi-
tations and will not degrade the quality of receiving 
water below applicable Utah and federal water qual-
ity standards. 
733.223. The water level will be sufficiently siable 
and be capable of supporting ihe intended use. 
733 224. Final grading will provide for adequate 
safety and access for proposed water users: 
733.225. The impoundment will not result in the 
diminution of the quality and quantity of water uti-
lized by adjacent or surrounding landowners for agri-
cultural, industrial, recreational or domestic uses; 
and 
733.226. The impoundment will be suitable for the 
approved postmining land use 
733.230. The Division may authorize the construc-
tion of temporary impoundments as part of coal min-
ing and reclamation operations. 
733 240. If any examination or inspection discloses 
that a potential hazard exists, the person who exam-
ined the impoundment will promptly inform the Divi-
sion according to R614-301 515 200. 
734. Discharge Structures. Discharge structures 
will be constructed and maintained to comply with 
R614 301-744 
735 Disposal of Excess Spoil Areas designated for 
the disposal of excess spoil and excess spoil structures 
will be constructed and maintained to comply with 
R614-301-745 
736. Coal Mine Waste. Areas designated for the 
disposal of coal mine waste and coal mine waste 
structures will be constructed and maintained to com-
ply with R614 301 746 
737. Noncoal Mine Waste. Noncoal mine waste 
will be stored and final disposal of noncoal mine 
waste will comply with R614-301-747. 
738 Temporary Casing and Sealing of Wells Each 
well which has been identified in the approved permit 
application to be used to monitor ground water condi-
tions will comply with R614 301-748 and be tempo-
rarily sealed before use und for the purpose* of SUR-
FACE COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION AC-
TIVITIES protected during use by barricades, or 
fences, or other protective devices approved by the 
Division These devices will be periodically inspected 
and maintained in good operating condition bv the 
operator conducting SURFACE COAL MINIM! AND 
RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES 
740. Design Criteria and Plan* 
741 General Requirements. Each permit applica-
tion will include -ate specific plans that incorporate 
minimum design criteria as set forth in R61* .101 7*0 
lor the control of drainage from disturoeu and undis-
turtieu areas. 
742 Sediment Control Measures 
742.100. General Requirements. 
742.110. Appropriate sediment control measures 
will be designed, constructed and maintained using 
the best technology currently available to 
742.111 Prevent, to the extent nossible. additional 
contributions of sediment to stream llow or >.o runoff 
outside :he permit area: 
7*2.112. Meet 'he -•iiluent limitations nnur 
R614-301-751; and 
742 113 Minimize erosion to the extent possible 
7*2 120. Sediment control measures include prac-
tices carried out within and adjacent to the disturbed 
area. The sedimentation storage* capacity oi practice-* 
in and downstream from the disturbed areas will re-
flect the degree to which succe>sful mining and recla-
mation techniques are applied to reduce erosion and 
control -ediment. Sediment control measures consist 
of the utilization of proper ruining and reclamation 
methods and sediment control practices, -mglv or in 
combination Sediment control methods include hul 
are not .muted to 
742.121. Retaining .-.ediment vithin Jisturbeu 
areas. 
7*2.122. Diverting runoff away from hsturbed 
areas. 
742.123 Diverting runurf using protected channels 
or pipes through disturbed areas so as not to cause 
additional erosion; 
742.124. Using straw dikes, riprap, check dams, 
mulches, vegetative sediment filters, dugout ponds 
and other measures that reduce overland llow veloci-
ties, reduce runolV volumes or trap sediment; 
742 125 Treating with chemicals; and 
742 126 For the purposes of UNDERGROUND 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVI-
TIES, treating mine drainage in underground sumps 
742 200 Siltation Structures 
742.210. General Requirements. 
742 211 Additional contributions of suspended 
solids and sediment to slreauillow or runoff outside 
the permit area will be prevented to the extent possi-
ble using the best technology currently available 
742 212. Siltation structures for an area will l>e 
constructed before beginning any coal mining and 
reclamation operations in that area and. upon con-
struction, will be certified by a qualified registered 
professional engineer to be constructed as designed 
and as approved in the reclamation plan 
742 211 Any siltation structures which uii|Miuiuls 
water will be designed, constructed and maintained 
in accordance with R614 301-512 240. Rtill 101 
514 300. R614 301-515 200. ROM lol 513 100 
through R614-301-533 600. R614-301 733 220 
through R614-301 733 224. and RON 101 743 
742214 For the purposes of UNDERGROUND 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVI 
TIES, any point-source discharge of water from un-
derground workings to surface waters which does not 
meet the effluent limitations of ROM 301 7*>1 will be 
passed through a siltation structure before leaving 
the permit area 
742 220 Sedimentation i'muK 
742 221 Sedimentation ponds, when used, will 
742 221.1. M«: used individually oi in series. 
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742.221.2. Be located as near as possible to the dis-
turbed area and oui of perennial streams unless ap-
proved by the Division; and 
742.221.3. Be designed, constructed, and main-
tained to: 
742.221.31. Provide adequate sediment storage 
volume; 
742.221.32. Provide adequate detention time to al-
low the effluent from the ponds to meet Utah and 
federal effluent limitations; 
742.221.33. Contain or treat the 10-year, 24-hour 
precipitation event »"design event") unless a lesser 
design event is approved by the Division based on 
terrain, climate, or other site-specific conditions and 
on a demonstration bv the operator that the effluent 
limitations of R614-301-751 will be met; 
742.221.34. Provide a nonclogging dewatering de-
vice adequate to maintain the detention time re-
quired under R614-301-742.22l.32. 
742.221.35. Minimize, to the extent possible, short 
circuiting; 
742.221.36. Provide periodic sediment removal suf-
ficient to maintain adequate volume for the design 
event; 
742.221 37. Ensure against excessive settlement; 
742.221.38. Be free of sod. large roots, frozen soil, 
and acid- or toxic-forming coal-processing waste; and 
742.221.39. Be compacted properly. 
742.222. Sedimentation ponds meeting the size or 
other qualifying criteria of the MSHA. 30 CFR 
77.216(a) will comply with all the requirements of 
that section, and will have a single spillway or princi-
pal and emergency spillways that in combination will 
safely pass a 100-year. 6-hour precipitation event or 
greater event as demonstrated to be necessary by the 
Division. 
742.223. Sedimentation ponds not meeting the size 
or other qualifying criteria of the MSHA, 30 CFR 
77 216(a) will provide a combination of principal and 
emergency spillways that will safely discharge a 25-
year, 6-hour precipitation event or greater event as 
demonstrated to be needed by the Division. Such 
ponds may use a single open channel spillway if the 
spillway is: 
742.223.1. Of nonerodible construction and de-
signed to carry sustained flows; or 
742.223.2. Earth- or grass-lined and designed to 
carry short-term infrequent flows at non-erosive ve-
locities where sustained flows are not expected. 
742.224. In lieu of meeting the requirements of 
R614-301-742.223 1 and 742 223 2 the Division may 
approve a sedimentation pond that relies primarily 
on storage to control the runoff from the design pre-
cipitation event when it is demonstrated by the oper-
ator and certified by a qualified registered profes-
sional engineer or qualified registered professional 
land surveyor in accordance with R614-301-512.100 
that the sedimentation pond will safely control the 
design precipitation event. The water will be removed 
from the pond in accordance with current, prudent, 
engineering practices and any sediment pond so used 
will not be located where failure would be expected to 
cause loss of life cr serious property damage. 
742.225. An exception to the sediment pond loca-
tion guidance in R614-301 -742.224 may be allowed: 
742.225.1. In the case of a sedimentation pond 
meeting the size or other criteria of 30 CFR 77.216(a), 
if the pond is designed to control the precipitation of 
the probable maximum precipitation of a 6 hour 
event or greater event if specified by the Division; or 
(30 CFR 8l6.46(c)(2)(ii»(A» 
742 225.2. In the case of a sedimentation u» 
meetmg the size or other criteria of 30 CFR 77J 
if the pond ia designed to control the precipitatj 
100 year 6 hour event or greater event if < 
at rated to b« needed by the Division. 
742.230. Other Treatment Facilities. 
742 231 Other treatment facilities will 
signed to treat the 10-year, 24-hour precipe) 
event unless a lesser design event is approved i 
Division basbd on terrain, climate, other eite-gw 
conditions and a demonstration by the operator! 
the effluent limitations of R614-301-751 will \ 
742 232. Other treatment facilities will be j 
signed tn accordance with the applicable requj 
menis of R614-301-742.220. 
742.240. Exemptions. Exemptions to the requj 
menu of R6U-301-742.200 and R614-301-763 maj l 
granted if the disturbed drainage area within ] 
total disturbed area is small and the operator den 
strates that saltation structures and alternate L, 
ment control measures are not necessary for draio.^ 
from the disturbed areas to meet the effluent limiti 
tions under R614-301-751 or the applicable Utah 1 
federal water quality standards for the receivj 
waters. 
742 300. Diversions. 
742 310. General Requirements. 
742 311. Wah the approval of the Division, 1 ^ 
flow from minted areas abandoned before May 3,1978.tj 
and any flow from undisturbed areas or reclaimed^ 
areas, alter meeting the criteria of R614-301 -356.300J 
R614-301-356U00, R614-301-513.200, R614-301-] 
742.200 through R614-301-742.240, and R614-3I 
763 for si 1 tat ion structure removal, may be divert 
from disturbed areas by means of temporary or r. 
manent diversions. All diversions will be designed to5* 
minimize adverse impacts to the hydrologic balancej 
within the permit and adjacent areas, to prevent t 
tenal damage outside the permit area and to assure! 
the safety of the public. Diversions will not be used to j^ 
divert water into underground mines without ip-f 
proval of the Division in accordance with;' 
R614-301-731.510. 
742.312. Tbie diversion and its appurtenant struc-J 
tures will be- designed, located, constructed, main-
tained and utsed to: 
742312.1. Be stable; 
742 312.2. Provide protection against flooding and 
resultant damage to life and property; '^ Q 
742.312.3. Prevent, to the extent possible using the jg 
best technology currently available, additional con-M 
tnbutions of suspended solids to streamflow outside 3 
the permit anea; and 
742 312.4. Comply with all applicable local, Utah, 
and federal Uaws and regulations. .*1 
742.313. Tamiporary diversions will be removed 
when no longer needed to achieve the purpose for ' 
which they were authorized. The land disturbed by 
the removal (process will be restored in accordance 
with R614-30J1 and R614-302. Before diversions are 
removed, downstream water-treatment facilities pre-
viously protectted by the diversion will be modified or 
removed, as ruecessary, to prevent overtopping or fail-
ure of the facilities. This requirement will not relieve 
the operator from maintaining water-treatment facil-
ities as otherwise required. A permanent diversion or 
a stream chumnel reclaimed after the removal of a 
temporary diwersion will be designed and constructed 
so as to restone or approximate the premining charac-
teristics of thtt' original stream channel including the 
nutural riparuan vegetation to promote the recovery 
and the enhancement of the aquatic habitat. 
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42 3H Th e Division may specify additional de-
criteria for diversions to meet the requirements 
R6H-301-742.300. 
11 320. Diversion of Perennial and Intermittent 
118. 
42 321 Diversion of perennial and intermittent 
-ams within the permit area may be approved by 
Division after making the finding relating to 
ftm buffer zones under RH14-301-731 600 
742.322. The design capacity of channels for tein-
rftry and permanent stream channel diversions will 
at least equal to the capacity of the unmodified 
am channel immediately upstream and down-
jtream from the diversion 
> 742.323 The requirements of R614-301-7 12 312 2 
vill be met when the temporary and permanent di-
version fur perennial and intermittent streams are 
designed so that the combination of channel, bank 
gnd ftoodplain configuration is adequate to pass 
jafely the peak runoff of a 10-year, H-hour precipita-
tion event for a temporary diversion and a 100-year, 
6-hour precipitation event tor a permanent diversion. 
;
» 742.324. The design and construction of all stream 
channel diversions of perennial and intermittent 
ptreams will be certified by a qualified registered pro-
jfessional engineer as meeting the performance stan-
dards of R614-301 and R614-302 and any design cri-
teria set by the Division 
. 742 330. Diversion of Miscellaneous Flows 
" 742.331 Miscellaneous Hows, which consist of all 
flows except for perennial and intermittent streams, 
may be diverted away from disturbed areas if re-
quired or approved by the Division. Miscellaneous 
'flows will include ground-water discharges and 
- ephemeral streams. 
/• 742 332 The design, location, construction, main 
• tenance, and removal of diversions of miscellaneous 
flows will meet all of the performance standards set 
forth in R614-301-742 310 
. 742 333 The requirements of R614-301-742 312 2 
j will be met when the temporary and permanent di-
versions for miscellaneous flows are designed so that 
.the combination of channel, bank and floodplain con-
figuration is adequate to pass safely the peak runoff 
of a 2-year, 6-hour precipitation event for a tempo-
rary diversion and a 10-yeur. 6-hour precipitation 
'event for a permanent diversion. 
1
 742 400 Road Drainage. 
"' 742.410 All Roads. 
742.411 To ensure environmental protection and 
safety appropriate for their planned duration and use, 
including consideration of the type and size of equip-
ment used, the design and construction or reconstruc-
tion of roads will incorporate appropriate limits for 
surface drainage control, culvert placement, culvert 
size, and any necessary design criteria established by 
the Division. 
742 412. No part of any road will be located in the 
channel of an intermittent or perennial stream unless 
specifically approved by the Division in accordance 
*ith applicable parts of R614-301-731 through 
R614-301-742 300 
742.413. Roads will be located to minimize down-
stream sedimentation and Hooding 
742 420 Primary Roads 
742.421. To minimize erosion, a primary road is to 
be located, insofar as practical, on the most stable 
availuble surfaces 
742 422 Stieam fords by primary roads are pro-
hibited unless they are specifically approved by the 
Division as temporary routes during periods of con-
struction. 
742 123 Drainage Control. 
742 423 I blach prunarv road will be designed, 
constructed or reconstructed and maintained to have 
adequate drainage control, using structures such as. 
but not limned to. bridges, ditches, cross drains, and 
ditch relief drains The drainage control system will 
be designed to pass the peak runoff safely from a 10-
year. 6-hour precipitation event, or an alternative 
event of greater iize as demonstrated to be needed by 
the Division 
742.423.2. Drainage pipes and culverts will be con-
structed to avoid plunging or collapse and erosion at 
inlets and outlets. 
742.423.3. Drainage ditches will be designed to 
prevent uncontrolled drainage over the road surface 
and emn.tiiKiiient Tia.sii racks and debris basin* sviil 
be nutaUtMi in ilut druiniigu dili'lie* wheiu vU'lU'm 
from the drainage area may impair the functions nl 
drainage and sediment control structures 
742.423 4. Natural stream channels will not be al 
tered or relocated without the prior approval 01 the 
Division in accordance with R614-30I-731.100 
through K614 301 731 522. K614-301 731 600. R614-
301 731 800. ttt> 14-301 742 300. and 1(614 301751. 
742 423 5 Except as provided in R614-301 
742 122. drainage structures will be used for stream 
channel crossings, made using bridges, culverts or 
other structures designed, constructed .nut main-
tained using current, prudent engineering practice 
743 Impoundments. 
743.100. tjeneral Requirements The requirements 
of R614-301-743 apply to both temporary and perma-
nent impoundments. 
743 110. Impoundments meeting the criteria o( the 
MSHA. 30 CFR 77 2l6ia» will comply with the re-
quirements of 77 216 and R61 1-301 512 240, R014-
301-514 300. R614-301 515 200. R014 301 533 100 
through R614-301 533 600. R014 301-733.220 
through R614 301-733 224. and ROM 301 743 The 
plan required to be submitted to the District Manager 
of MSHA under 30 CFR 77 216 will also be submitted 
to the Division as part of the permit application. 
743 120. The design of impoundments will be pre 
pared and certified as described under R614 301 512 
Impoundments will have adequate freeboard to resist 
overtopping by waves and by sudden increuses in 
storage volume. 
743.130 Impoundments will include either a com-
bination of principal and emergency spillways or a 
single spillway as specified in 743 131 which will be 
designed and constructed to safely pass the design 
precipitation event or greater event specified in 
R614-301 743 200 or R614 301 743 300 
743 131 The Division may approve a single-open 
channel spillway that is: 
743 131 1 Of nonerodible construction and de 
signed to carry sustained Hows; or 
743 131 2. Farth or grass-lined and designed to 
carry short-term, infrequent Hows at non erosive ve 
locates where sustained Hows are not expected 
743 132 In lieu of meeting the requirements of 
743 131 the Division may approve an impoundment 
which meets the requirements of the sediment pond 
criteria of K014 301 742 224 and 7 12 225 
743 140 Impoundments will be inspected as de-
scribed under R014 301 514 300 
743 200 The design precipitation event for the 
spillways for a permanent impoundment will be u 
100-year, 6-hour precipitation event, or .such larger 
event as the Division may require 
743 300 The design piecipitaliou event for the 
spillways for a temporary impoundment is a 25-year, 
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6-hour precipitation event, or such larper event as 
demonstrated to be needed by the Division. 
744. Discharge Structures. 
744.100. Discharge from sedimentation ponds, per-
manent and temporary impoundments, coal process-
ing waste dams and embankments, and diversions 
will be controlled, by energy dissipators. riprap chan-
nels and other devices, where necessary to reduce ero-
sion to prevent deepening or enlargement of stream 
channels, and to minimize disturbance of the hydro-
logic balance. 
744.200. Discharge structures will be designed ac-
cording to standard engineering design procedures. 
745. Disposal of Excess Spoil. 
745.100. General Requirements. 
745.110. Excess spoil will be placed in designated 
disposal areas within the permit area, in a controlled 
manner to: 
745 111. Minimize the adverse effects of leachaie 
and surface water runoff from the till on surface and 
ground waters; 
745.112. Ensure permanent impoundments are not 
located on the completed fill. Small depressions may 
be allowed by the Division if they are needed to re-
tain moisture or minimize erosion, create and en-
hance wildlife habitat or assist revegetation. and if 
thev are not incompatible with the staniiity of the fill; 
and 
745.113. Adequately cover or treat excess spoil 
that is acid- and toxic-forming with nonacid nontoxic 
material to control the impact on surface and ground 
water in accordance with R614-301-731 300 and to 
minimize adverse effects on plant gTowth and the ap-
proved postmining land use. 
745.120. Drainage control. If the disposal area con-
tains springs, natural or manmade water courses, or 
wet weather seeps, the fill design will include diver-
sions and underdrains as necessary to control erosion, 
prevent water infiltration into the fill and ensure sta-
bility. 
745.121. Diversions will comply with the require-
ments of R614-301-742.300. 
745.122. Underdrains will consist of durable rock 
or pipe, be designed and constructed using current, 
prudent engineenng practices and meet any design 
criteria established by the Division. The underdrain 
system will be designed to carry the anticipated seep-
age of water due to rainfall away from the excess 
spoil fill and from seeps and springs in the foundation 
of the disposal area and will be protected from piping 
and contamination by an adequate filter. Rock 
underdrains will be constructed of durable, nonacid-, 
nontoxic forming rock (e.g., natural sand and gravel, 
sandstone, limestone or other durable rock) that does 
not slake in water or degrade to soil materials and 
which is free of coal, clay or other nondurable mate-
rial. Perforated pipe underdrains will be corrosion re-
sistant and will have characteristics consistent with 
the long-term life of the fill. 
745 200. Valley Fills and Head-of-Hollow Fills. 
745.210. Valley fills and head-of-hollow fills will 
meet the applicable requirements of R614-301 211, 
R614-301-212, R614-301-412.300, R614-301-512.210. 
R614-301-514.100, R614-301-528.310. R614-301-
535.100 through R614-301-535.130. R614-301-
535.500. R614-301-536.300, R614-301-542.720, R614-
301-553 240, and R614-301-745.100 and the require-
ments of R614-301-745 200 and R614-301-535.20O. 
745.220. Drainage Control. 
745 221. The top surface of the completed fill * . t ' 
be gTaded such that the final slope after settlement 
will be towurd properly designed drainage channels 
Uncontrolled surface drainage may not be directed 
over ihe outsiope of the fill. 
745.222. Runoff from areas above the fill and run-
otY from tne surface oi' the fill will be diverted into 
<iaoiiized diversion channels designed to meet tha 
requirements of R614-301-742.300 and to safely
 p a a t 
the runoiF from a 100-year, 6-hour precipitation 
event. 
745.300. Durable Rock Fills. The Division may gp. 
prove disposal of excess durable rock spoil provided 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
745.310. Except as provided in R614-301-745.3QQ 
'he requirements o( R614-301-211. R614-301-212' 
3614-31)1^12.200. R614-.J01-512.210. R614-3Q1.' 
514.100. R614-301-528.310. R614-301-535 100 
througn R614-301-535.130. R614-301-535 500, R614-
101-536.300. R614-J01-542.720, R614-301-553.240, 
and R614..J01-745.100 are met: 
745.320. The underdrain system may be con-
structea simultaneously with excess spoil placement 
by the natural segregation of dumped materials, pro-
vided the resulting underdrain system is capable of 
carrying anticipated seepage of water due to rainfall 
awav from the excess spoil fill and from seeps and 
springs in me foundation of the disposal area and the 
other requirements for drainage control are met; and 
745.330 surface .vater runoff from areas adjacent 
to anu above the till is not allowed to How onto the fill 
ind is diverted into stabilized diversion channels de-
signed
 l 0 m e e l l n e requirements of R614-301 -742.300 
and to safety pass the runoff from a 100-year, 6-hour 
precipitation event. 
745.400, Preexisting Benches. The Division may 
approve th« disposal of excess spoil through place-
ment on preexisting benches, provided that the re-
quirements of R614-301-2U. R614-301-212, R614-
301-412.300. R614-301-512.210, R614-301 512.220, 
R614-301-5H.100, R614-301-535.100, R614-301-
535 112 through R614-301-535.130, R614-301-
535.300 through R614-301-536.300. R614-301-
542.720. R614-301-553.240. R614-301-745.100, R614-
301-745.30x3. and R614-301-745.400 and the require-
ments of R614-301-535.400 are met. 
746. Co*l Mine Waste. 
746.100. General Requirements. 
746.110. All coal mine waste will be placed in new 
or existing; disposal areas within a permit area which 
are approved by the Division. 
746.120 Coal mine waste will be placed in a con-
trolled manner to minimize adverse effects of leach-
ate and surface water runoff on surface and ground 
water quajuty and quantity. 
746 200. Refuse Piles. 
746 210 Refuse piles will meet the requirement! 
of R614-3«M-512.230. R614-301-515.200, R614-301-
528320. 8614-301-536 through R614-301-536.200, 
R614-301-536 500. R614-301-542 730, and R614-301-
746.100 acid the additional requirements of R614-
301-210. RJ614-301-513.400, R614-301-514.200. R614-
301-528.322. R614-301-536.900, R614-301-553.250, 
and R614-301-746.200 and the requirements of the 
MSHA. 30' CFR 77.214 and 77.215. 
746 211 If the disposal area contains springs, nat-
ural or m.anmade water courses, or wet weather 
seeps. th*e design will include diversions and 
underdraims as necessary to control erosion, prevent 
water infiltration into the disposal facility and ensure 
stability. 
746 212 Uncontrolled surface drainage may not be 
diverted over the ouislope of the refuse pile Runoff 
from areas above the refuse pile and runoff from the 
surface of v.he refuse pile will be diverted into stabi-
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hzed diversion channels designed to meet the require-
ments of R614-301-742.300 to safely pass the runoff 
from a 100-year, 6-hour precipitation event Runoff 
diverted from undisturbed areas need not be commin-
gled with runoff from the surface of the refuse pile. 
746.213. Underdrains will comply with the re-
quirements of R614-301-745.122. 
746 220. Surface Area Stabilization. 
746.221. Slope protection will be provided to mini-
mize surface erosion at the site. All disturbed areas, 
including diversion channels that are not riprapped 
or otherwise protected, will be revegetated upon com-
pletion of construction. 
746.222. Mo permanent impoundments will be al-
lowed on the completed refuse piie. Small depressions 
may be allowed by the Division if they are needed to 
retain moisture, minimize erosion, create and en-
hance wildlife habitat, or assist revegetation. and if 
they are not incompatible with stability of the refuse 
pile. 
746.300. Impounding structures. New and existing 
impounding structures constructed ot coal mine 
waste or intended to impound coal mine waste will 
meet the requirements of R614-301-512.230. 
R614-301-515 200. R614-30l-.V28.320. R614-301 -536 
through R614-301-536.200. R614-301-.V36 500. R014-
301-542 730. and R614-301-746 low. 
746.310. Coal mine waste will not be used for con-
struction of impounding structures unless it has been 
demonstrated to the Division that the use of coal 
mine waste will not have a detrimental effect on 
downstream water quality or the environment due to 
acid seepage through the impounding structure. The 
potential impact of acid mine seepage through the 
impounding structure wilt be discussed in detail. 
746 311. Each impounding structure constructed of 
coal mine waste or intended to impound coal mine 
waste will be designed, constructed and maintained 
in accordance with R614 301-512.240, R614-301-
513.200, R614-301-514 310 through ROM 301-
514 330, R614-301-515.200, R614-301-533 100 
through R614-301-533 500. R614-301-733 230. R614-
301-733.240, R614-301-743 100, and R614 301-
743.300. Such structures may not be retained perma-
nently as part of the approved postmining land use. 
746.312. Each impounding structure constructed of 
coal mine waste or intended to impound coal mine 
waste that meets the criteria of 30 CFR 77.216ta» will 
have sufficient spillway capacity to safely pass, ade-
quate storage capacity to safely contain, or a combi-
nation of storage capacity und spillway capacity to 
aafely control the probable maximum precipitation of 
• 6 hour precipitation event, or greater event as dem-
onstrated to be needed by the Division 
746 320. Spillways and outlet works will be de-
signed to provide adequate protection against erosion 
and corrosion. Inlets will be protected against block-
age 
746.330 Drainage control Runoff from areas 
above the disposal facility or runoff from the surface 
of the facility that may cause instability ur erosion of 
the impounding structure will be diverted into stabi-
lized diversion channels designed to meet the require-
ments of R614 301-742 300 and designed to safely 
pabs the runoff from a 100 year. 6-hour design precip-
itation event 
746 340 Impounding structures constructed of or 
impounding coal mine waste will be designed and op 
erated so that at least 00 peiceni of the wafer stored 
during the design precipitation event will be removed 
within a 10 day period following that event 
746 400 Return of Coal IVocessing Waste to Aban-
doned Underground Workings Each permit applica-
tion to conduct UNDERGROUND COAL MINING 
AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES will, if appropri-
ate, include a plan of proposed methods for returning 
coal processing waste to abandoned underground 
workings as follows: 
746 410. The plan will describe the source of the 
hydraulic transport mediums, method of dewatering 
the placed backfill, retainment of water underground, 
treatment of water if released to surface streams and 
the effect on the hydrologic regime. 
746.420 The plan will describe each permanent 
monitoring well to oe located in ihe backlilleu areas, 
the stratum underlying the mined coal and gradient 
from ihe backfilled area and 
74ii.430. The requirements ot ROM .101 >13.300. 
11614-301-528.321. R614 30l-.'>36 700. 11614-301-
746 410 and R614-746 420 will also apply to pneu 
mane backfilling operations, except where the opera-
tions are exempted by ihe Division from require-
ments specifying hydrologic monitoring 
747 Disposal of Nuncoal Mine Waste 
747 100 Noncoal mine waste, including but not 
limited to grea>e. lubricants, paints, flammable liq-
uids, garbage, machinery, lumber and other combus-
tible materials generated during coal mining and rec-
lamation operations will in- placed and itored in i 
controlled maimer in a designated portion ot the per-
mit area or slate-approved solid waste disposal area 
747.200 Placement and storage of noncoal mine 
waste within the permit area will ensure that leach-
ate and surface runoff do not degrade surface or 
ground water. 
747 300 Final disposal of noncoal mine wasfe 
within the permit area will ensure that leachaie and 
drainage does not degrade surface or underground 
wafer 
748 Casing and Sealing of Wells Each water well 
will be cased, sealed, or otherwise managed, as ap 
proved by the Division, to prevent acid or other toxic 
drainage from entering ground or surface water, to 
minimize disturbance to the hydrologic balance, and 
to ensure the safely of people, livestock, fish and wild-
life, and machinery in the permit and adjacent area 
If a water well is exposed by coal mining and recla 
malion operations, it will be permanently closed un-
less otherwise managed in a manner approved by the 
Division Use of a drilled hole or borehole or monitor-
ing well as a water well must comply with the provi-
sion of R614-301-731 100 through R014 301 731.522 
and R6I4 301-731 800 
750 Performance Standards. 
All coal mining and rei-lamullun operations will be 
conducted to miniini/e disturbance to the hydrologic 
balance within the permit and adjacent areas, to pre 
vent material damage to the hydrologic balance out 
side the permit area and support approved 
postmining land uses m accordance with the terms 
and conditions of the approved permit and the pertur 
niance standards of Rtill-.JOl and 1(614-302 For the 
purposes of SURFACE COAL MINING AND RFC 
LAMATION ACTIVITIES, operation!, will be con 
ducted to assure the protect ion or replacement ot 
water rights in accordance with the terms and condi-
tions of the approved permit and tin? performance 
standards of Rtil I .101 and KOI4 302 
7f>l Water vjualtly Standards and Effluent Limi-
tations. Discharges of water from areas distuibed by 
coal mining arid reclamation operations *»H be made 
in compliance with all Utah and lederal wafer qua! 
ily laws and regulations and with effluent limitations 
R614-301-800 NATURAL RESOURCES 6: 
for coal mining promulgated by the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency set forth in 40 CFR Part 
434. 
752. Sediment Control Measures. Sediment control 
measures must be located, maintained, constructed 
and reclaimed according to plans and designs given 
under R614-301-732, R614-301-742 and 
R614-301-760. 
752.100. Siltation structures and diversions will be 
located, maintained, constructed and reclaimed ac-
cording to plans and designs given under 
R614-301-732. R614-301-742 and R614-301-763 
752.200. Road Drainage. Roads will be located, de-
signed, constructed, reconstructed, used, maintained 
and reclaimed according to R614-301-732.400. 
R614-301-742.400 and R614-301-762 and to achieve 
the following: 
752.210. Control or prevent erosion, siltation and 
the air pollution attendant to erosion by vegetating 
or otherwise stabilizing all exposed surfaces in accor-
dance with current, prudent engineering practices; 
752.220. Control or prevent additional contribu-
tions of suspended solids to stream flow or runoff out-
side the permit area; 
752.230. Neither cause nor contribute to. directly 
or indirectly, the violation oi eifluent standards given 
inder ttri! I J01751; 
."5J J ; U Minimize the diminution to or degrada-
tion oi the quality or quantity of surface- and ground-
water systems; and 
752.250. Refrain from significantly altering the 
normal flow of water in streambeds or drainage chan-
nels. 
753. Impoundments and Discharge Structures. Im-
poundments and discharge structures will be located, 
maintained, constructed and reclaimed to comply 
with R614-301-733, R614-301-734, R614-301-743, 
R614-301-745 and R614-301-760 
754. Disposal of Excess Spoil, Coal Mine Waste 
and Noncoal Mine Waste. Disposal areas for excess 
spoil, coal mine waste and noncoal mine waste will be 
located, maintained, constructed and reclaimed to 
comply with R614-301-735, R614-301 736, 
R614-301-745, R614 301-746, R614-301-747 and 
R614-301-760. 
755. Casing and Sealing of Wells. AH wells will be 
managed to comply with R614-301-748 and 
R614-301-765. Water monitoring wells will be man-
aged on a temporary basis according to R614-301-738. 
760. Reclamation. 
761. General Requirements. Before abandoning a 
permit area or seeking bond release, the operator will 
ensure that all temporary structures are removed and 
reclaimed, and that all permanent sedimentation 
ponds, diversions, impoundments and treatment fa-
cilities meet the requirements of R614-301 and 
R614-302 for permanent structures, have been main-
tained properly and meet the requirements of the ap-
proved reclamation plan for permanent structures 
and impoundments. The operator will renovate such 
structures if necessary to meet the requirements of 
R614-301 and R614-302 and to conform to the ap-
proved reclamation plan. 
762. Roads. A road not to be retained for use under 
an approved postmining land use will be reclaimed 
immediately after it is no longer needed for coal min-
ing and reclamation operations, including: 
762.100. Restoring the natural drainage patterns; 
762.200. Reshaping all cut and fill slopes to be 
compatible with the postmining land use and to com-
plement the drainage pattern of the surrounding 
terrain. 
763. Siltation Structures. 
763.100, Siltation structures will be maintain^ 
until removal is authonzed by the Division and ti*S 
disturbed urea has been stabilized and revegetau 
In no case will the structure be removed sooner t 
two yearn alter the last augmented seeding. 
763.200. When the siltation structure is removedT^ 
the land on which the ^illation structure was located 
will be regraded and revegetaled in accordance with 1 
the reclamation plan and R614-301-36HCJ 
R614-30U356. and R614-301-357. SedimenUUoaf 
ponds approved by the Division for retention aa per-j? 
manent impoundments may be exempted from thia 
requirement. 
764. Structure Removal. The application will m.- *^ 
elude the timetable and plans to remove each struo-•** 
ture. if appropriate. , ^ f 
765 Permanent Casing and Sealing of WelU.fi 
When no longer needed for monitoring or other uae. 5 
approved by the Division upon a finding of no adverse M 
environmental or health and safety effects, or unlet 
approved for transfer as a water well under'] 
R614-30K731.100 through R614-301-731.522 and 
R614-301-731 800, each well will be capped, sealed,;^ 
backfilled, or otherwise properly managed, as re-' * 
quired by the Division in accordance with 
R614-301-JS29 400. R614-301-H31.100. and R614-301- >• 
748. Permanent closure measures will be designed to 
prevent access to the mine workings by people, live-kij 
stock, fisU and wildlife, machinery and to keep acidorj" 
other toxic drainage from entering ground or surfacel 
waters. 
R614-301-800. Bunding and Insurance.
 ;*g 
The ruU?3 in R614 301-800 set forth the minimum^* 
requirements for filing and maintaining bonds andj 
insurance for coal mining and reclamation operation** 
under th* State Program. 
810. Bonding Definitions and Division Respom 
bilities. 
811 Terms used in R614-301-800 may be found d*J 
fined in &614-100-200. ,Jf 
812. Division Responsibilities — Bonding. ifi 
812.100. The Division will prescribe and furnUM 
forms for filing performance bonds. ^ 
812.200. The Division will prescribe by regulatioi 
terms and conditions for performance bonds and U^ jp 
surance. 
812.300. The Division will determine the amoui 
of the bondj for each area to be bonded, in accordance! 
with R614-301-830 The Division will also adjust lh*«| 
amount as, acreage in the permit area is revised, 
when otheir relevant conditions change according to;j 
the requirements of R614-301 -830.400. 
812.400. The Division may accept a self-bond if tholi 
permittee meets the requirements of R614-301«> 
860.300 anid any additional requirements in the StaU ^ 
or Federal, program. \*b 
812.500. The Division will release liability under • ^ 
bond or (bonds in accordance with R614-301-J 
through RC614-301-880.800. 
812 600. If the conditions specified in R614-301-f| 
880 900 ocicur, the Division will tuke appropriate * 
tion to cauise all or part of a bond to be forfeited io.'r] 
accordance* with procedures of that Section. *tf! 
812.700 The Division will require in the permit>| 
that adequiate bond coverage be in effect at all time* " 
Except as provided in R614-301-840.520, operating I 
without a bond is a violation of a condition up0 0^ 
which the permit is issued. 
820. Requirement to File a Bond. 
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820.100. After a permit application under 
0514-.'{01 has been approved, but before .1 permit is 
issued, the applicant will file with the Division, on a 
form prescribed and furnished by the Division, a bond 
r bonds lor performance made pavable 10 the Divi-
sion and conditioned upon the faithful performance of 
U
 the requirements of the Slate Program, the permit 
»nd 'he reclamation plan. 
820.110 Areas to be covered by the Performance 
Bond are: 
820.111 The bond or bonds will cover the enure 
permit area, or an identified increment of land within 
the permit area upon which the operator will inmate 
gnd conduct coal mining and reclamation operations 
during the initial term of the permit 
820 112. As coal mining and reclamation opera-
tions on succeeding increments are initiated and con-
ducted within the permit area, the permittee will file 
with the Division an additional bond ir bonus to 
cover such increments in accordance with 
R614-830400. 
820.113. The operator will identify the initial and 
tuccessive areas or increments for bonding on the 
permit application man submitted for approval as 
provided in the application, and will specify the bond 
amount to be provided for each area or increment. 
820.114 Independent increments will oe of ^>uiii-
cient size and configuration to provide tor eificient 
reclamation operations should reclamation ov the Di-
vision become necessary pursuant to R614-301-
. 880 900 
». 820.120. An operator will not disturb any surface 
areas, succeeding increments, or extend any under-
, ground shafts, tunnels, or operations prior to accep-
tance by the Division of the required performance 
bond. 
820.130. The applicant will file, with the approval 
of the Division, a bond or bonds under one of the 
following schemes to cover the bond amounts for the 
permit area as determined in accordance with 
B614-301-830: 
820.131. A performance bond or bonds for the en-
tire permit area; 
820.132. A cumulative bond schedule and the per-
formance bond required for full reclamation of the 
Initial area to be disturbed; or 
'820.133. An incremental-bond schedule and the 
performance bond required for the first increment in 
the schedule. 
820 200. Form of the Performance Bond. 
820.210. The Division will prescribe the form of 
the performance bond. 
820.220. The Division may allow for: 
Y 820.221. A surely bond; 
820 222 A collateral bond; 
j 820.223. A self-bond, or 
820.224. A combination of any of these bonding 
methods. 
820.300. Period of Liability 
820 310 Performance bond liability will be for the 
duration of the coal mining and reclamation opera-
. tions and for a penod which is coincident with the 
operator's period of extended responsibility for suc-
cessful revegetation provided in R614-301-356' or 
.until achievement of the reclamation requirements of 
- j ^ e State Program and permit, whichever is later 
, 820 320 With the approval of the Division, a bond 
toay be posted and approved to guarantee specific-
phases of reclamation within the permit area pro-
dded the sum of phase bonds posted equals or exceeds 
the total amount required under R6I4 301 830 and 
&30.400 The scope of work to be guaranteed and the 
liability assumed under each phase bond will be spec-
ified in detail. 
820 330 Isolated and clearly defined portions of 
the permit area requiring extended liability may be 
separated from the oneinai area and bonded sepa-
rately with ihe approval -if the Division Such areas 
.viil be limited in extent .inu not constitute a scal-
lered. intermittent. >r checkerboard pattern of fail-
ure. Access 10 the separated areas for remedial work 
may be included in the area under extended liability 
if deemed necessary by the Division. 
820.340. If the Division approves a long-term, in-
tensive agricultural postmining land-use. in accor-
dance with R614-301 -413. ihe applicable five- or ten-
year period of liability will commence at the dale of 
initial olanting for such long-term agricultural use 
820.350 (Jeneral 
820 351 The bond liability of the permittee will 
include only those actions which he or she is obli-
gated to take under the permit, including completion 
of the reclamation plan, -o that the land will be capa-
ble of supporting the postmining land use approved 
under R614-301 413 
820 352. Implementation of an alternative 
postmining land-use approved under R614-30I-
413 300 which is beyond the control of the permittee 
need not be covered bv 'he bond Bond liability for 
prime farmland will be is specified in R6I4-301-
880.320. 
830 Determination of Bond Amount. 
830 100 The amount of the bond required for each 
bonded area will: 
830 110 Be determined by the Division; 
830 120. Depend upon the requirements of the ap-
proved permit and reclamation plan. 
830 130 Reflect the probable difficulty of reclama-
tion, giving consideration to such factors as topogra-
phy, geology, hydrology and revegetation potential; 
and 
830 140 Be based on, but not limited to. the de-
tailed estimated cost, with supporting calculations for 
the estimates, submitted by the permit applicant 
830 200 The amount of the bond will be sufficient 
to assure the completion of the reclamation plan if 
the work has to be performed bv the Division in the 
event of forfeiture, and in no case will the total bond 
initially posted for the entire area under one permit 
be less than $10 000 
830300 An additional inflation factor will be 
added to the subtotal for the permit term Tins infla-
tion factor will be based upon an acceptable Costs 
Index. 
830 400 Adjustment of Amount 
830 410 The amount of the bond or deposit re-
quired and the terms of the acceptance of the appli-
cant's bond will be adjusted by the Division from time 
to time as the area requiring bond coverage is in-
creased or decreased or where the cost of future recla-
mation changes The Division may specify periodic 
times or set a schedule for reevaluating and adjusting 
the bond amount to fulfill this requirement 
830 420 The Division will 
830 421 Noilly the permittee, the surety, and any 
person with a property interest in collateral who has 
requested notification under ROM 301 860 260 of any 
proposed adjustment to the Ixuid amount, and 
830 422 Provide the permittee an opportunity for 
an informal conference on the adjustment 
830 430 A permittee may request reduction of the 
amount of the performance bond upon submission of 
evidence to the Division providing that.the permit 
tee's method of operation or other cin unihlances re 
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duces the estimated cost for the Division to reclaim 
the bonded area. Bond adjustments which involve un-
disturbed Jand or revision of the cost estimate of rec-
lamation are not considered bond release subject to 
procedures of R614-301 880.100 through R614-301-
880.800. 
830.440. In the event that an approved permit is 
revised in accordance with the R614 rules, the Divi-
sion will review the bond for adequacy and, if neces-
sary, will require adjustment of the bond to conform 
to the permit as revised. 
830 500. An operator's financial responsibility un-
der R614-301 -525.230 for repairing material damage 
resulting from subsidence may be satisfied by the lia-
bility insurance policy required under R614-301-890. 
840. General Terms and Conditions of the Bond. 
840 100. The performance bond will be in an 
amount determined by the Division as provided in 
R614-301830. 
840.200. The performance bond will be payable to 
the Division. 
840.300. The performance bond will be conditioned 
upon faithful performance of all the requirements of 
the Stale Program and the approved permit, includ-
ing completion of the reclamation plan. 
640.400 The duration of the bond will be for the 
time period provided in R614-301-820.300. 
840.500. General. 
840.510. The bond will provide a mechanism for a 
bank or surety company to give prompt notice to the 
Division and the permittee of any action filed alleg-
ing the insolvency or bankruptcy of the surety com-
pany, the bank, or the permittee, or alleging any vio-
lations which would result in suspension or revoca-
tion of the surety or bank charter or license to do 
business. 
840.520. Upon the incapacity of a bank or surety 
company by reason of bankruptcy, insolvency, or sus-
pension or revocation of a charter or license, the per-
mittee will be deemed to be without bond coverage 
and will promptly notify the Division. The Division, 
upon notification received through procedures of 
R614-301-840.510 or from the permittee, will, in writ-
ing, notify the operator who is without bond coverage 
and specify a reasonable period, not to exceed 90 
days, to replace bond coverage. If an adequate bond is 
not posted by the end of the period allowed, the opera-
tor will cease coal extraction and will comply with the 
provisions of R614-301-541.100 through R614-301-
541.400 as applicable and will immediately begin to 
conduct reclamation operations in accordance with 
the reclamation plan. Mining operations will not re-
sume until the Division has determined that an ac-
ceptable bond has been posted. 
850. Bonding Requirements for UNDERGROUND 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES 
and Associated Long-Term Coal-Related Surface Fa-
cilities and Structures. 
850.100. Responsibilities. The Division will re-
quire bond coverage, in an amount determined under 
R614-301-830, for long-term surface facilities and 
structures, and for areas disturbed by surface impacts 
incident to UNDERGROUND COAL MINING AND 
RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES, for which a permit is 
required. Specific reclamation techniques required 
for underground mines and long-term facilities will 
be considered in determining the amount of bond to 
complete the reclamation. 
850.200. Long-term period of liability. 
850.210. The period of liability for every bond cov-
ering long-term surface disturbances will commence 
with the issuance of a permit, except that to the ex 
tent that such disturbances will occur on a succeeding 
increment to be bonded, such liability will commenct 
upon the posting of the bond for that increment before 
the initial surface disturbance of that increment. Tht 
liability period will extend until all reclamation, re*. ^  
toration. and abatement work under the permit has "^  
been completed and the bond is released under the r 
provisions of R614-301-880.100 through R614-301. 
880.800 or until the bond has been replaced or ex-
tended in accordance with R614-301-850.230. 
850.220. Long-term surface disturbances will in. 
elude long-term coal-reluied surface facilities and 
structures, and surface impacts incident to under-
ground coal mining activities which disturb an are* 
for a period that exceeds five years. Long-term sur- f 
face disturbances include, but are not limited to: sur- -*C! 
face features of shafts and slope facilities; coal refuse i'f 
areas; powurlines; boreholes: ventilation shafts; prep- -' 
aration plants; machine shops, roads and loading and 
treatment facilities. 
850.230. To achieve continuous bond coverage for 
long-term surface disturbances, the bond will be con-
ditioned upon extension, replacement or payment in 
full, 30 days prior to the expiration of the bond term. 
850.240. Continuous bond coverage will apply 
throughout the period of extended responsibility for 
successful nevegetation and until the provisions of 
R614-301-8SO.100 through R614-301-880.800 inclu-
sive have been met. 
850.300. Bond Forfeiture. The Division will take 
action to forfeit a bond pursuant to R614-301-850 if 
30 days prior to bond expiration the operator has not
 H 
filed: 
850.310. The performance bond for a new term as 
required for continuous coverage; or -, 
850.320. A performance bond providing coverage i 
for the period of liability, including the period of ex-
tended responsibility for successful revegelation. 
860. Forms of Bonds. 
860.100. Surety Bonds. 
860.110. A surety bond will be executed by the op^  
erator and a corporate surety licensed to do business 
in Utah. 
860.120. Surety bonds will be noncancellable dur-
ing their terms, except that surety bond coverage for 
1 
lands not disturbed may be cancelled with the prior ? $ • £ **u * ,
 L . re 
consent of the Division. The Division will advise the » ; £ m a n d >°. o r deposited directly with, the Division 
surety, within 30 days after receipt of a notice to can-
cel bond, whether the bond may be cancelled on an 
undisturbed area. 
860 200. Collateral Bonds. 
860 210. (Collateral bonds, except for letters of 
credit, casfo accounts and real property, will be sub-
ject to th«* following conditions: 
860 211. The Division will keep custody of collat-
eral deposi/ted by the applicant until authorized for 
release or ireplacement as provided in R614-301-870 
and R614-301-880; 
860.212. The Division will value collateral at its 
current market value, not at face value; 
860 213. The Division will require that certificates 
of deposit b>e made payable to or assigned to the Divi-
sion both im writing and upon the records of the bank 
issuing th* certificates. If assigned, the Division will 
require thte banks issuing these certificates to waive 
all rights olf setoff or liens against those certificates; 
860 214. The Division will not accept an individual 
certificate of deposit in an amount in excess of 
$100,000 on the inuxinium insurable amount as deter-
mined by line Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
or the Fedo;ral Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora-
tion. 
860 220. Letters of credit will be subject to the fol-
lowing conditions: 
860 221 The letter may be issued only bv a Dank 
organized or authorized lo do business in ihe Untied 
States; 
860 222. Letters of credit will be irrevoeanie dur-
ing their terms. A letter oi credit used as security in 
areas requiring continuous bond coverage will be for-
feited and will be collected by the Division if not re-
placed by other suitable bond or letter of credit at 
least 30 days before its expiration date; 
860 223. The letter of credit will be payable to the 
Division upon demand, in part or in full, upon receipt 
from the Division of a notice of forfeiture issued in 
accordance with R614-301-880 900. 
860.230. Real property posted as a collateral bond 
will meet the following conditions: 
860 231. The applicant will grant the Division a 
first mortgage, first deed of trust, or perfected first 
lien security interest in real property with a rignt to 
tell or otherwise dispose of the property in the event 
of forfeiture under state law; 
860 232. In order for the Division to evaluate the 
adequacy of the real property offered to satisfy collat-
eral requirements, the applicant will submit a sched-
ule of the real property which will be mortgaged or 
pledged to secure the obligations under the indemnity 
agreement The list will include: 
860.232.1. A description of the property; 
860.232.2. The fair market value as determined by 
. an independent appraisal conducted by a certified ap-
•* praiser approved by the Division; and 
860.232.3. Proof of possession and title to the real 
property; 
860.233. The property may include land which is 
part of the permit area; however, land pledged as col-
kteral for a bond under this section will not be dis-
turbed under any permit while it is serving as secu-
l rity under this section. 
860 240. Cash accounts will be subject to the fol-
lowing conditions: 
860.241. The Division may authorize the operator 
to supplement the bond through the establishment of 
t cash account in one or more federally insured or 
eq ivalently protected accounts made payable upon 
The total bond including the cash account will not be 
less than the amount required under terms of perfor-
mance bonds including any adjustments, less 
amounts released in accordance with R614-301-880, 
860 242. Any interest paid on a cash account will 
be retained in the account and applied to the bond 
Value of the account unless the Division has approved 
the payment of interest to the operator; 
860 243. Certificates of deposit may be substituted 
for a cash account with the approval of the Division; 
and 
860 244. The Division will not accept an individual 
cash account in an amount in excess of $100,000 or 
the maximum insurable amount as determined by 
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or the 
federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation. 
860.250. Bond Value of Collateral 
860 251. The estimated bond value of all collateral 
Pasted as assurance under this section will be subject 
to a margin which is the ratio ofl>ond value to market 
v
»lues, as determined by the Division The margin 
*»H reflect legal and liquidation lees, as well at, value 
depreciation, marketability and fluctuations which 
toight affect the net cash available to the Division to 
^niplete reclamation. 
860.252. The bond value of collateral may be eval-
uated at any time, but it will be evaiuaied as part of 
the permit renewal ami. .t aecessarv. the perfor-
mance nond amount increased or decreased. In no 
wist' wul tne nond value «>t collateral exceed the mar-
ket value 
860.200. i'er.sons -.vim m merest n .oilaierai 
posted a.-> si nond. anu vno desire notification oi ac-
tions pursuant to the nond. wiil request the notifica-
tion in writing to the Division at the time collateral is 
offered. 
SliO >UU Self-Bunding. 
860 Jlu. Definitions Terms used ;n -.eif bonding 
are defined under UH14-100 200 
860.320 The, Division may accept a self bond from 
an applicant for a permit if all of'the following condi-
tions are met by the applicant or us parent corpora-
tion guarantor 
860 321 The applicant designates a suitable 
agent, resident within the state oi Ulan, to receive 
service of process; 
860 322. The applicant has neen in continuous op-
eration as a business entitv tor a period of not less 
than live years t'oniinuous operation will mean that 
business was .'unducted over i period of live vears 
immemaieiv preceding the nine of application: 
860.322.1. The Division mav allow a joint venture 
or syndicate with less than live vears of continuous 
operation to qualify under this requirement if each 
member of the joint venture or syndicate has been in 
continuous operation for at least dw years immedi-
ately preceding the time of application. 
860 322 2 When calculating the period of continu-
ous operation, the Division niav exclude past periods 
of interruption to the operation of the business entity 
that were beyond the applicant's control and that do 
not affect the applicant's likelihood of remaining in 
business during the proposed coal mining and recla-
mation operations. 
860 323 The applicant submits financial informa-
tion in sufficient detail to show that the applicant 
meets one of the following criteria: 
860 323 1. The applicant has a current rating for 
its most recent bond issuance of "A" or higher as is 
sued by either Moody's Investor Service or Standard 
and Poor's Corporation; 
860 323 2 The applicant has a tangible net worth 
of at least $10 million, a ratio of total liabilities to net 
worth of 2.5 times or less and a ratio of current assets 
to current liabilities of 12 times or greater; or 
860 323 3. The applicant's fixed assets in the 
United Suites total at least $20 million and the appli 
cant has a ratio of total liabilities lo net worth of 2 5 
limes or less and a ratio of current assets lo current 
liabilities of 1.2 limes or greater; and 
860 324 The applicant submits: 
860.324.1. Financial statements for the most re-
cently completed fiscal year accompanied by a report 
prepared by an independent certified public accoun-
tant in conformity with generally accepted account 
ing principles and containing the accountant's audil 
opinion or review opinion of the financial statement* 
with no adverse opinion, 
860 324 2 Unaudited financial statements for 
completed quarters in the current fiscal year. 
860 324 3 Additional unaudited information as re 
quested by the Division; and 
800 324 4 Annual reports for Ihe live years mime 
dialely preceding the tune of application 
860 330 The Division may accept a written guar 
antee fur an applicant's self bond from a parent corpo-
ration guarantor, if the guarantor meets the condi 
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lions of R614-30I-860.321 through R614-301-860 324 
as if it were the applicant. Such a written guarantee 
will be referred to as a "corporate guarantee." The 
terms of the corporate guarantee will provide for the 
following: 
860.331. If the applicant fails to complete the rec-
lamation plan, the guarantor will do so or the guar-
antor will be liable under the indemnity agreement 
to provide funds to the Division sufficient to complete 
the reclamation plan, but not to exceed the bond 
amount; 
860.332. The corporate guarantee will remain in 
force unless the guarantor sends notice of cancella-
tion by certified mail to the applicant and to the Divi-
sion at least 90 days in advance of the cancellation 
date, and the Division accepts the cancellation; and 
860.333. The cancellation may be accepted by the 
Division if the applicant obtains a suitable replace-
ment bond before the cancellation date or if the lands 
for which the self bond, or portion thereof, was ac-
cepted have not been disturbed. 
860.340. The Division may accept a written guar-
antee for an applicant's self bond from any corporate 
guarantor, whenever the applicant meets the condi-
tions of R614-301-860.321. R614-301-860.322, and 
R614-301-860.324 and the guarantor meets the condi-
tions of R614-301-860.321 through R614-301-860.324 
as if it were the applicant. Such a written guarantee 
will be referred to as a "nonparent corporate guaran-
tee.'' The terms of this guarantee will provide for 
compliance with the conditions of R614-301-860 331 
through R614-301-860.333. The Division may require 
the applicant to submit any information specified in 
R614-301-860-323 in order to determine the financial 
capabilities of the applicant. 
860.350. For the Division to accept an applicant's 
self bond, the total amount of the outstanding and 
proposed self bonds of the applicant for coal mining 
and reclamation operations will not exceed 25 percent 
of the applicant's tangible net worth in the United 
Stales. For the Division to accept a corporate guaran-
tee, the total amount of the parent corporation guar-
antor's present and proposed self bonds and guaran-
teed self bonds for surface coal mining and reclama-
tion operations will not exceed 25 percent of the guar-
antor's tangible net worth in the United States. For 
the Division to accept a nonparent corporate guaran-
tee, the total amount of the nonparent corporate 
guarantor's present and proposed self bonds and 
guaranteed self bonds will not exceed 25 percent of 
the guarantor's tangible net worth in the United 
States. 
860360. If the Division accepts an applicant's self 
bond, an indemnity agreement will be submitted sub-
ject to the following requirements: 
860.361. The indemnity agreement will be exe-
cuted by all persons and parties who are to be bound 
by it, including the parent corporation guarantor, and 
will bind each jointly and severally; 
860.362. Corporations applying for a self bond, and 
parent and nonparent corporations guaranteeing an 
applicant's self bond shall submit an indemnity 
agreement signed by two corporate officers who are 
authorized to bind their corporations. A copy of such 
authorization shall be provided to the Division afong 
with an affidavit certifying that such an agreement is 
valid under all applicable federal and Utah laws. In 
addition, the guarantor shall provide a copy of the 
corporate authorization demonstrating that the cor-
poration may guarantee the self bond and execute the 
indemnity agreement. 
860.363. 
venture or 
If the applicant is a partnership, joiJ? 
syndicate, the agreement will bind ear* 
•acfcj 
partner or party who has a beneficial interest, A-^l 
rectly or indirectly, in the applicant; ' . -^i"; 
860 364. Pursuant to R614-301-880.900, the apptl!^ 
cant, parent or nonparent corporate guarantor shall 
be required to complete the approved reclamation 
plan for the lands in default or to pay to the Division 
an amount necessary to complete the approved recla-
mation plan, not lo exceed the bond amount. « 
860.365. The indemnity agreement when under 
forfeiture will operate as a judgment against those 
parties liable under the indemnity agreement. V( 
860.370. The Division may require self-bonded ap-
plicants, parent and nonparent corporate guarantors 
to submit an update of the information required 
the issuance of the self bond or corporate guarantee.' 
of letters which he or she has sent to adjoining prop-
gj-ty owners, local governmental bodies, planning 
agencies, sewage and water treatment authorities, 
jnd water companies in the locality in which ihe coal 
mining and reclamation operation took place, notify-
ing them of the intention to seek release from the 
bond 
880 200. Inspection by the Division. 
880.210 Upon receipt of the bond release applica-
tion. the Division will, within 30 days, or as soon 
thereafter as weather conditions permit, conauct an 
inspection and evaluation of the reclamation work 
involved. The evaluation will consider, amonu other 
(actors, the degree of difficulty to complete any re-
maining reclamation, whether pollution of surface 
»nd subsurface water is occurring, the probability < 
der R614-301-860.323 and R614-301-860.324 within4«» ^ture o c c u r r e n c e o f 3 U c n P°"ution *"<* t h e estimated 
90 days after the close of each fiscal year followin|*-«r> t081 o f a b a l i n K s u t h pollution. The surface owner. 
I agent or lessee will be given notice of such inspectu 
860 380. If at any time during the period when a M • n d may participate with the Division in making the 
self bond is posted, the financial conditions of the 
plicant, parent, or nonparent corporate guarantor 
change so that the criteria of R614-301-860.323 and 
R614-301-86O.340 are not satisfied, the permitte* 
will notify the Division immediately and will within 
90 days post an alternate form of bond in the same 
amount as the self bond. Should the permittee fail to 
post an adequate substitute bond, the provisions of 
R614-301-84U.500 will apply. 
870. Replacement of Bonds. 
870.100. The Division may allow a permittee to rs-'i: 
place existing bonds with other bonds that provida 
equivalent coverage. J 
870 200 The Division will not release existing per-*! 
formance bonds until the permittee has submitted, 
and the Division has approved, acceptable replace-
ment performance bonds. Replacement of a perfor-
mance bond pursuant to this section will not conati; 
tute a release of bond under R614-301-880.100 
through R614-301-880 800. ;,*^ Ji 
880. Requirement to Release Performance Bondai^ 
880 100. Bond release application. / 
880.110. The permittee may file an application . 
with the Division for the release of all or part of tV 
performance bond. Applications may be filed only « 
times or during seasons authorized by the Division uT 
order to protperiy evaluate the completed reclamation j 
operations. The times or seasons appropriate for tha -
evaluation <of certain types of reclamation will bl 
identified u i the approved mining and reclamation 
plan . « 
880.120. "Within 30 days after an application for 
bond release has been filed with the Division, th* 
operator wnl| submit a copy of an advertisement 
placed at loiast once a week for four successive weeki 
in a newspa|per of general circulation in the locality'of 
the coal miming and reclamation operations. The *^Lfc 
vertisement will be considered part of any bond ^ a L 
lease application and will contain the permittee'* ^3! 
name, perron t number and approval date, notification f^m, 
of the precipe location of the land affected, the nunv j^™ 
ber of acres*, the type and amount of the bond fiW «j 
and the porntion sought to be released, the type and d 
appropriate dates of reclamation work performed, • $j 
description <of the results achieved as they relate U> £$ 
the operator's approved reclamation plan and tM $* 
name and mddress of the Division to which written *, 
comments, (objections, or requests for public hearing* 
bond release inspection The Division may arrange 
with the permittee to allow access to the permit area, 
upon request of any person with an interest in bond 
release, for the purpose of gathering information rele-
vant to the proceeding. 
880.220. Within 60 days from the filing of the bond 
release application, if no public hearing is held pursu-
ant to R614-301-880 600. or. within JO days alter a 
public hearing has been held pursuant to 
R614-301-880 600. the Division will notify in writing 
the permittee, the surety or other persons with an 
* interest in bond collateral who have requested notifi-
cation under R614-301 860.260 and the persons who 
cither filed objections in writing or objectors who 
were a party to the hearing proceedings, if any. if its 
decision to release or not to release alt or part of the 
performance bond. 
, 880.300. The Division may release all or part of 
the bond for the entire permit area if the Division is 
satisfied that all the reclamation or a phase o( the 
reclamation covered by the bond or portion thereof 
ji, baa been accomplished in accordance with the follow-
ing schedules for reclamation of Phases I. II and III: 
880 310 At the completion of Phase I. after the 
operator completes the backfilling and regrading 
^ (which may include the replacement of topsoii) and 
drainage control of a bonded area in accordance with 
Lthe approved reclamation plan, 60 percent of the bond 
or collateral for the applicable area; 
f- 880.320. At the completion of Phase II, after reveg-
ctation has been established on the regraded mined 
l*nds in accordance with the approved reclamation 
plan, an additional amount of bond. When determin-
ing the amount of bond to be released after successful 
njvegetalion has been established, the Division will 
retain that amount of bond for the re vegetated area 
*hich would lie sufficient lo cover the cost of reestab-
lishing revegetation if completed by a third parly and 
•or the period specified for operator responsibility in 
UCA 40-10-17(11 of the Act for reestablishing revege-
tation. No part of the bond or deposit will be released 
"rtder this paragraph so long as the lands to which 
we release would be applicable are contributing sus-
pended solids to streamflow or runofi outside the per-
"^t area in excess of the requirements set by U(.'A 
*
ft
-10-i7<j) of the Act and by Ro'l-l-301-751 or until 
*°'l productivity for prune farmlands has returned to 
«ie equivalent levels oi yield as noiinuued land of the 
R614-301 -8*80 800 In addition, as part of any boo 
release application, the applicant will submit copl« 
and informail conferences on the specific bond releaa* * g » ~ J*n»e soil type in the surrounding area under oquiva 
may be subimitted pursuant lo K614-301-880.600 and i » »«nt , : management practices as determined from tht 
•oil survey performed pursuant to UCA 40-10-1 li41 of 
"*
e
 Act and K614-301-200 Where a silt dam is to be 
retained as a permanent impoundment pursuant to 
R614-301 700. the Phase II portion of the bond mav 
be released under this paragraph so long as provi-
sions for sound future maintenance bv the operator or 
the landowner have been made with the Division, 
and 
480.330. At the completion of Phase III. alter the 
operator has completed lUccesslullv ail surface coal 
mining ano reclamation operations, the release oi the 
remaining portion of the bond, but not before the ex-
piration of i he period specified tor operator responsi-
bility in R614-301-357 However, no bond will he 
fully released under provisions of this section until 
reclamation requirements of the Act and the permit 
are fully met 
880.400. If the Division disapproves the applica 
lion lor release of the bond or portion thereof, ihe 
Division will notify the permittee, the surety, and 
any person with an interest in collateral as provided 
lor in R6M-301-860.260. in writing, staling the rea-
sons tor disapproval and recommending corrective ac-
tions necersarv lo -.ecure the release and allowing an 
opportunity for a public hearing 
.180.500. When an application tor total or partial 
bond release is filed with the Division, the Division 
will notify the mumcipaiiiv in which the coal mining 
and reclamation activities are located by rertuieo 
mail at least 30 days prior to ihe release of all or i 
portion >t the bond. 
.180.600. Any person with a valid legal interest 
which might he adversely atfected by release of the 
bond, or the responsible officer or head of any federal, 
state, or local governmental agency which has juris-
diction by law or special expertise with respect lo any 
environmental, social or economic impact involved in 
the operation or which is authorized to develop and 
enforce environmental standards with respect to such 
operations, will have the right to file written objec-
tions to the proposed release from bond with the Divi-
sion within 30 days after the last publication of the 
notice required by K614-301-KHO. 120 If written objec-
tions are filed and a hearing is requested, the Divi-
sion will inform all the interested parties of the time 
and place of the hearing and will hold a public hear 
ing within 30 days after receipt of the request for the 
hearing The date, time and location of the public 
hearing will be advertised by the Division in a news-
paper of general circulation in the locality for two 
consecutive weeks The public hearing will l>e held in 
the locality of the coal mining and reclamation opera 
lions from which bond release is sought, or at the 
location of the Division office, at the option of the 
objector 
880 700 For the purpose of ihe hearing under 
R614 301 880 600 the Division will have the author 
ity to administer oalhs. subpoena witnesses or writ-
ten or printed material, compel the attendance of wit 
nesses or the production of materials and take evi 
deuce including, but not limited lo, inspection of the 
land atfected and other surface coal mining opera-
tions carried on by ihe applicant in the general vicin-
ity A verbatim record of each public hearing will U-
made and a transcript will be made available on the 
motion of any parly or by order of the Division 
880 800 Without prejudice to the right of an objec-
tor or the applicant, the Division may hold an infor-
mal conference as provided in I ( A 10 10 l3ialof the 
Act to resolve such written objections The Division 
will make a record of the informal conference unless 
waived by all parties, which will be accessible lo all 
parlies. The Division will also furnish .ill parties of 
the informal conference with a written finding of ihe 
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Division based on the informal conference and the 
reasons tor said finuing. 
880.900. Forfeiture of Bonds. 
880.910. If an operator refuses or is unable to con-
duct reclamation of un unabated violation, if the 
terms of the permit are not met. or if the operator 
defaults on the conainons under which the bond was 
accepted, the Division will take the following action 
to forfeit ail or pan of a bond or bonds for any permit 
area or an increment of a permit area: 
880.911. Send written notification by certified 
mail, return receipt requested, to the permittee and 
the surety on the bond, if any, informing them of the 
determination to forfeit all or part of the bond includ-
ing the reasons for the forfeiture and the amount to 
be forfeited. The amount will be based on the esti-
mated total cost of achieving the reclamation plan 
requirements; 
880.912. Advise the permittee and surety, if appli-
cable, of the conditions under which forfeiture may be 
avoided. Such conditions may include, but are not 
limited to: 
880.912.1. Agreement by the permittee or another 
party to perform reclamation operations in accor-
dance with a compliance schedule which meets the 
conditions of the permit, the reclamation plan and 
the State Program and a demonstration that such 
party has the ability 'o satisfy the conditions; or 
880.912.2. The Division may allow a surety to com-
plete the reclamation plan, or the portion of the recla-
mation pian applicable to the bonded phase or incre-
ment, if the surety can demonstrate an ability to com-
plete the reclamation in accordance with the ap-
proved reclamation pian. Except where the Division 
may approve partial release authorized under 
R614-301-880.100 through R614-301-880 800, no 
surely liability will be released until successful com-
pletion of ail reclamation under the terms of the per-
mit, including applicable liability periods of 
K614-301 820.300. 
880 920 In the event forfeiture of the bond is re-
quired by this section, the Division will: 
880.921. Proceed to collect the forfeited amount as 
provided by applicable laws for the collection of de-
faulted bonds or other debts if actions to avoid forfei-
ture have not been taken, or if rights of appeal, if any, 
have not been exercised within a time established by 
the Division, or if such appeal, .1 taken, is unsuccess-
ful; and 
880.922. Use funds collected from bond forfeiture 
to complete the reclamation plan, or portion thereof, 
on the permit area or increment, to which bond cover-
age applies. 
880.930. Upon default, the Division may cause the 
forfeiture of any and all bonds deposited to complete 
reclamation for wL. j , the bonds were posted. Bond 
liability will extend to the entire permit area under 
conditions of forfeiture. 
880.931. In the event the estimated amount for-
feited is insufficient to pay for the full cost of recla-
mation, the operator will be liable for remaining 
costs. The Division may complete, or authome com-
pletion of, reclamation of the bonded area and may 
recover from the operator all costs of reclamation in 
excess of the amount forfeited. 
880.932. In the event the amount of performance 
bond forfeited was more than the amount necessary 
to conlplete reclamation, the unused funds will be 
returned by the Division to the party from whom they 
were collected. 
890. Terms and Conditions for Liability Insurance. 
890.100. The Division will require the a p p l i e d 
submit as part of its permit application a certif ij 
issued by an insurance company authorized t^ ' 
business in Utah certifying that the applicant h i ' 
public liability insurance policy in force for the 
mining and reclamation activities tor which the 
mit u sought. Such policy will provide for p e r j re-
injury and property damage protection in an a m o u ^ 
adequate to compensate anv persons injured or tiiruZ™ 
erty dumaged as a result of the coal mining and redT^'• 
mation operations, including the use of exploZlW 
and who are entitled to compensation under the . D . 1 ^ 
phcable provisions of state law. Minimum i n s u r a ! l ^ 
coverage for bodily injury and property damage w S ' ^ 
tie *JO0,000 for each occurrence und $500000 a o ~ k ^ 
gate. KP*"*e» 
890,200 The policy will be maintained in full fonV 
durinjj the life of the permit or anv renewal thereof" 
including the liability period necessary to complete*1,' 
an reclamation operations under this chapter "Stf 
890 300. The policy will include a rider requiri****! 
that the insurer notify the Division whenever aul^ 
stantive changes are made in the policy including 
any termination or failure to renew. *i 
890.^00 The Division may accept from the appli-
cant, in lieu of a certificate for a public liability i n s u r e 
ance pofiCy. satisfactory evidence from the applicant''I 
inat it satisfies applicable state self-insurance re-' *" 
quirern*nts approved as part of the State Program* 
and in* requirements of R014-301*90.100 throuirh 
R614-301-«90.300. " / 
two 12. 
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R614-302. Coal Mine Permitting: S p ^ I 
cial Categories and Areas of Mining?^ 
RBI4-3(02-100. General. 4*3 
R614-302-200. Special C a t e g o r i e s ^ Mining. 
R614-3U2-300. Special Areas of Mining 
given under \ 
R614-3102-100. General. 
110 introduction The rules
 B, ru iuieti 
R614-3UI2-200 through R614-302-300 establish thai 
minimtttn requirements for approval to conduct coal! 
mining and reclamation operations under designated! 
special categories and areas of mining All provision*! 
of R614-301 apply to the designated special categorieVJ 
and artxas of mining, unless otherwise specificall/f 
provided! under R614-302. <tf| 
120. Objective. The objective of R614-302 is to tvft 
sure thait special categories and areas of mining utt 
approved! only after the Division receives infonnaUoljj 
that aho*va the coal mining and reclamation oper»4 
lions wiUl be conducted according to the applicable] 
requirements of the Act. RB14-301 and any other ep-T 
phcable iportions of the State Program. • A 
130. Applicability Special categories and areas 0M$ 
mining Uhat occur within an approved permit ere*| 
will be (evaluated and approved by the DiviaioiM 
within th»e context of the attendant permit or permit I 
application. Special categories and areas of mining fr 
that occuir external to an approved permit area wilJ isj 
require a, discrete permit application for review b / t * 
the Divisiion. Special categories and areas of min ingp 
include alll those types and areas of mining describe^* 
in R614-3I02-200 through R614 302-320 '4& 
R614-302^,200. Special Categories of Mining. . &"£ 
The mlu?s in R614-302-200 present the require-.17 
ments for information to be included in the permit {V 
application! to conduct coal mining and reclamation']"*^ 
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operations for designated special categories of mining 
-nd present procedures to process said permit appli-
cations. 
210 Experimental Practices Mining 
211 Experimental practices provide a variance 
from environmental protection performance stan-
jards of the Act. of R614-301. and the State Program 
for experimental'or research purposes, or to allow an 
alternative postmining land use. and may be under-
taken if they are approved by the Division and the 
Office and if they are incorporated in a permit or 
permit change issued in accordance wuh the require-
ments of R614-200, R614-300. RB14 301. 
R614-302-100 through R614-302-280. RB14-302-310. 
R614-302-320. or RBI 4-303 
212 An application for an experimental practice 
will contain descriptions, maps, plans, and data 
which show: 
212.100 The nature of the experimental practice, 
including a description of the performance standards 
for which variances are requested, the duration of the 
experimental practice, and any special monitoring 
which will be conducted; 
212.200. How use of the experimental practice en-
courages advances in mining and reclamation tech-
nology or allows a postmining land use for industrial, 
commercial, residential, or public use 'including rec-
reation facilities) on an experimental basis; 
212 300 That the experimental practice 
212.310 Is potentially more, or at lea^t as. envi-
ronmentally protective, during and aAer coal mining 
and reclamation operations, as would otherwise be 
required by standards promulgated under R614 301 
and RBI 4-302; and 
212320. VVill not reduce the protection aiTorded 
public health and safety below that provided by the 
requirements of R614 301 and RB14-302, and 
212.400 That the applicant will conduct monitor-
ing of the effects of the experimental practice. The 
monitoring program will ensure the collection, analy-
sis, and reporting of reliable data that are sufficient 
to enable the Division and the Office to; 
212 410. Evaluate the effectiveness of the experi-
mental practice; and 
212.420. Identify, at the earliest possible time, po-
tential risk to the environment and public health and 
•afety which may be caused by the experimental 
practice during and afler coal mining and reclama-
tion operations. 
213 Applications for experimental practices will 
comply with the public notice requirements of 
R614-300-120 
214 No application for an experimental practice 
under R614-302 210 will be approved until the Divi-
sion first finds in writing and the Office then concurs 
that: 
214100 The experimental practice encourages ad-
vances in coal mining and reclamation technology or 
»Mows a postmining land use for industrial, commer-
cial, residential, or public use (including recreational 
facilities) on an experimental basis; 
214 200 The experimental practice is potentially 
jnore, or at least as, environmentally protective, dur-
>ng and after coal mining and reclamation operations, 
•a would otherwise be required by standards promul 
gated under RBI4 301 and Kfil4-302; 
214.300. The coal mining and reclamation opera-
tions approved for a particular land use or other pur 
P°se are not larger or more numerous than necessary 
f° determine the effectiveness and economic feasihil-
l t v
 of the experimental practice; and 
214 100 The experimental practice does not re 
duce the protection afforded public health and safety 
below that provided by standards promulgated under 
RB14 301 and Rtil 4-302. 
215. Experimental practices granting variances 
from the special environmental protection perfor-
mance standards oi Sections 515 ami 51B of the Fed-
eral Act appiicanle ">o prune larmiands vsiil he ,p 
proved onlv alter consultation with ;he .SCS. 
21B Each person anuertakini! .in experimental 
practice will conduct the periodic monitoring, record-
ing and reporting program -.el forth in the applica-
tion, and will satisfy such additional requirements as 
the Division >>r the Office may impose to ensure pro-
tection of the public health and -.aietv and :lie - n i 
ronment. 
217 Each experimental practice will l>,> n-vieweti 
by the Division at a frequency set lorih in the ap-
proved permit, but no less frequently than every two 
and one-half vears After review, the Division mav 
require such reasonable modifications of the expert 
mental practice as are necessary to ensure that (In-
activities fullv protect the environment and the pub 
lie health and safely «\,pies of the decision of the 
Division will he sent to the permittee and will b,-
subject to the provisions for administrative and Midi 
ciai review of Rli 14-300-200 
218 Revisions or amendments to an experimental 
practice will be processed in accordance wuh ;he re-
quirements of RB14-303-22O and approved bv the Di-
vision. Any revisions which propose significant alter 
ations in the experimental practice will, at a mini 
mum. be subject to notice, hearing, and public partui 
pation requirements of R614-300-120 and concur 
rente by the Office. Revisions that do not propose 
significant alterations in the experimental practice 
will not require concurrence by the OtVice. 
220. Mountainlop Removal Mining 
221. Rti 14-302-220 applies to any person who con-
ducts or intends to conduct SURFACE COAL MIN-
ING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES by moun 
taintop removal mining 
222 Mountainlop removal mining means SIR 
FACE COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION AC 
TIV1TIES, where the mining operation removes an 
entire coal seam or seams running through the upper 
fraction of a mountain, ridge, or hill, except as pro 
vided for in R014-302-227.5OO. by removing subslan 
tially all of the overburden off the bench and creating 
a level plateau or a gently rolling contour, with no 
highwulls remaining, and capable of supporting 
postmining land uses in accordance with the require-
ments of RBI4 302-220 
223. The Division may issue approval to conduct 
mountainlop removal mining, without regard to the 
requirements of K014 301 537 200, KB 14 301 -552 
through K014 JO 1 553 230, RBII 301 553 2B0 
through IM>14-301-55:1 900, and RB14 302 234 to re 
store the lands disturbed by such mining to their ap-
proximate original contour, if it first finds, in writing, 
on the basis of a complete application, that the follow 
ing requirements are mel 
223.100. The proposed postmining land use of the 
lands to be affected will be an industrial, commercial, 
agricultural, residential, or public facility * including 
recreational facilities! use and, if 
223 110 After consultation wilh the appropriate 
land use planning agencies, if any, the proposed land 
use is deemed by the Division to constitute »tn equal 
or better economic or public use ol the alb -tied land 
compared with flu' premining use. 
R614-302-200 NATURAL RESOURCES 
223.120. The applicant demonstrates compliance 
with the requirements for acceptable alternative 
postmining land uses of R614-301-413.100 through 
R614 -301-413 300; 
223.130 The applicant has presented specific plans 
for the proposed postmining land use and appropriate 
assurances that such use will be: 
223.131. Compatible with adjacent land uses; 
223 132. Obtainable according to data regarding 
expected need and market; 
223.133. Assured of investment in necessary public 
facilities; 
223.134. Supported by commitments from public 
agencies where appropriate; 
223 135. Practicable with respect to private finan-
cial capability for completion of the proposed use; 
223.136. Planned pursuant to a schedule attached 
to the reclamation plan so as to integrate the mining 
operation and reclamation with the postmining land 
use; and 
223.137. Designed by a registered engineer in con-
formance with professional standards established to 
assure the stability, drainage, and configuration nec-
essary for the intended use of the site. 
223.140. The proposed use would be consistent 
with adjacent land uses and existing Utah and local 
land use plans and programs; and 
223 150 The Division has provided, in writing, an 
opportunity of not more than 60 days to review and 
comment on such proposed use to the governing body 
of general purpose government in whose jurisdiction 
the land is located and to any Utah or federal agency 
which the Division, in its discretion, determines to 
have an interest in the proposed use; 
223.200. The applicant demonstrates that in place 
of restoration of the land to be affected to the approxi-
mate original contour under R614-301-537 200, 
R614-301 552 through R614-301-553 230. R614-301-
553.260 through R614-301 553.900, and R614-302-
234, the SURFACE COAL MINING AND RECLA-
MATION ACTIVITY will be conducted in compliance 
with the requirements of R614-302-227, 
223.300. The requirements of R614-302-227 are 
made a specific condition of the permit; 
223.400. All other requirements of the State Pro-
gram are met by the proposed operations; and 
223.500. The application to conduct SURFACE 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES 
clearly identifies mountaintop removal mining. 
224 Any permits incorporating a variance issued 
under R614-302-220 will be reviewed by the Division 
to evaluate the progress and development of the SUR-
FACE COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION AC-
TIVITIES to establish that the operator is proceeding 
in accordance with the terms of the variance: 
224.100. Within the sixth month preceding the 
third year from the date of iU issuance; 
224.200. Before each permit renewal; and 
224.300. Not later than the middle of each permit 
term. 
225. Any review required under R614-302-224 
need not be held if the permittee has demonstrated 
and the Division finds, in writing, within three 
months before the scheduled review, that all SUR-
FACE COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION AC 
TlViTIES under the permit are proceeding and will 
continue to be conducted in accordance with the 
terms of the permit and requirements of the Stale 
I igram. 
226. The terms and conditions of a permit that in-
cludes mountaintop removal mining may be modified 
at any time by the Division, if it determines that 
more stringent measures are necessary to i 
the operuuon involved is conducted m -
with th« requirements of the State Pro-
227. Performance Standards Under the 
gram. SURFACE COAL MINING AND RP 
TION ACTIVITIES may r>e conducted under 
ance irom the requirement of R614-301 and Rfi 
!or restoring affected areas to their approXIni. 
inal contour, if: 
227.100 The Division grants the variance - ' 
permit to conduct SURFACE COAL MlNINii 
s ^ s s s r ACT,V,T,ES' ,n - S E 
227 200 The activities involve the minin* 
enure coal seam running through the upper £ 
oi a mountain, ridge, or hill, bv removing all" 
overburden and creating a level plateau or 
rolling contour with no highwalls remaining; 
227 300, An industrial, commercial, agricuJ 
residential, or public facility .including recrea 
lacililiesi use is proposed and approved for i 
fee ted land; 
227 400. The alternative land use requireme' 
R614-30M13 100 through R614-301-413.300 m 
applicable requirements of R614-301 and R61 
and the State Program, other than the require 
to restore atTected areas to their approximate oriK 
contour, art* met; 
227 500. An outcrop barrier of sufficient 
consisting vjf the toe of the lowest coal seam, and 
associated overburden, are retained to prevent all 
and erosion, except that the Division may allow 
exemption u> the retention of the coal barrier req" 
ment if the following conditions are satisfied; .'. 
227.510 The proposed mine site was mined p« 
to May 3, IS78. and the toe of the lowest seam 
been removed; or 
227 520. A coal barrier adjacent to a hea 
hollow fill
 m a v D e removed after the elevation" 
head of-hollow fill attains the elevation of the L 
barrier if the head-of-hollow fill provides the sUbill 
otherwise ensured by the retention of a coal barri 
227 600. The final graded slopes on the mined ar 
are less than lv.Sh, so as to create a level plateau 
gently rollung configuration, and the outalopea of 
plateau do mot exceed lv:2h except where engineer 
data substantiates, and the Division finds, in wri' 
and includes in the permit to conduct SURFA 
COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVfTI 
under R6U-302-220 that a minimum static aafet 
factor of 1 5
 w j | | ^ attained; [~ 
227.700. The resulting level or gently rolling co 
tour is gradied to dram inward from the outslope, 
cept at specified points where it drains over 1 
outslope in "stable and protected channels. The drain 
age will no«i be through or over a valley or head-of-
hollow fill aind natural watercourses below the Iowa ' 
coal seam imined will not be damaged; 
227.800. <A|| waste and acid-forming or toxic-form-
ing materials, including the strata immediately be- „ 
low the coall seam, are covered with nontoxic spoil to \ 
prevent pollution and achieve the approved j 
postmining land use; and .j 
227.900. Spoil is placed on the mountaintop bench
 j 
as necessary to achieve the postmining land use ap- • 
proved under R614-302-227.300 and R614-302-4 
227 400. Alll excess spoil material not retained on the 
mountaintop) will be placed in accordance with appli-
cable requirements of R614-301 211, R614-301-212. 
R614-301-4L2 300, R614 301-512 210, R614-301-
512 220, R6JJ4-301 514 100. R614-301-528 310, R614-
301 535 100, through R6I4-30I 535 130, R614 301-
OIL, GAS AND MINING; COAL R614-302-20O 
W through K614-301-535 500. R614 301 
•^J) K614 101 -542.720. R« 14-301 -553240. R614 
143 No permit will be issued for any operations 
ered bv R614-302-240 unless the Division finds, in 
Anting, that in addition to meeting all other applica J
 ,,wi through R614-301 731 522. K614 301 Anting, that in addition to eeting all other appiua 
•
7 3 i r . 1 7 ' 00 R614-301-745 10U. Kbit- hie requirements of RtiU-200. R614-300. R614-301 
1.800. Rfal4-;1'1 '^r. „ m ; ^ Am U614-.i02-lim through R6U-302290. K6U 302 310 
,.745300. ana RbV»-.'01 ^ K614-302 320. and IWU-30:i. the operation will b. 
10 applv to anv per-
conducl steep -.lope 
ch an occasional »teep 
the coal mining and reclama-
232 Any application u»r 
fining and reclamation 
1.745300. 
•30 Steep Slope Mining. 
331 The rules in H614-302-2 
w n o conuucis or intend: 
1 mining and reclamation operations, except: 
231 100 Where an operator proposes to conduct 
mining and reclamation operations on Hat or 
tjy rolling terrain, leaving a plain or preuomi-
tly flat area, but on 
is encountered as •" 
operation proceeus: 
231 200. Where a person obtains a permit under 
- provisions of R614-302-220; or 
231.300. To the extent that a person obtains a per-
:t incorporating a variance under R614-302-270 
permit to conduct coal 
peraiions covered by 
14-302-230 will contain sufficient information to 
blish that the operations will be conducted in ac-
rdance with the requirements of R614-302-234. 
233. No permit will be issued for anv coal mining 
and reclamation operations covered by R614-302-230. 
unless the Division finds, in writing, that in addition 
to meeting all other requirements of R614-301 and 
R614-302. the operation will be conducted m accor-
dance with the requirements of RH14-302-234. 
;
'234 Backfilling and Grading 
234 100 Coal mining and reclamation operations 
on steep slopes will be conducted so as to meet the 
requirements of R614-301 537 200. R014-301-552 
through R614-301 553 230. R614-301 553 260 
"_.irough R614-301-553 900, except where mining is 
conducted on fiat or gently rolling terrain with an 
occasional sleep slope through which the mining pro-
ceeds and leaves a plain or predominantly flat areu ur 
where operations are conducted in accordance with 
R614-302-227 
234.200. The following materials will not be placed 
on the downslope except as provided for UNDER-
GROUND COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION 
ACTIVITIES under R614-301-553: 
234.210. Spoil; 
234.220. Waste materials of any type; 
234 230 Debris, including that from clearing and 
grubbing; and 
234.240. Abandoned or disabled equipment. 
234.300 Land above the highwall will not be dis-
turbed unless the Division finds that this disturbance 
will facilitate compliance with the environmental 
protection standards of R614-301 and R614-302 and 
the disturbance is limited to thut necessary to facili 
tale compliance 
234 400. Woody materials will not be buried in the 
backfilled area unless the Division determines that 
the proposed method for placing woody material 
within the backfill will not deteriorate the stable con-
dition of the backfilled area 
240 Auger Mining. 
241 The Rules given under R614-302 240 apply to 
any person who conducts or intends to conduct coal 
mining and reclamation operations utiluing auger-
>ng operations. 
242 Any application for a permit that includes op-
erations covered by K614-302 240 will contain, in the 
f ining and reclamation plan, a description oi the au-
Kering methods to be used and the measures to be 
used lo comply with R614 302-244 and R614 302 245 
. 
.103. t e o eratio  ill e 
• ith K614-302 244 and 
prohibit auger mining, if 
R -  .  U614 
conducted in compiiana 
K6l4-H)2-21f> 
244 The Division ma\ 
necessarv. to: 
244 1U0 Maximize the utilization, recoverability, 
or conservation of the solid-fuel resource; or 
244 200 Protect agam.-a adverse water-quality mi 
pacts 
245 iVrtormance Standards. 
245.iuu Coal Recovery. 
245.110. Auger mining will be conducted so as to 
maximize the utilization and conservation of the coul 
in accordance with 11614 301-522 
245 120. Auger mining will be planned and con-
ducted to maximize recoveramliiv of mineral reserves 
remaining alter coal mining and reclamation opera-
tions are completed. 
245 130. Each person who conducts auger mining 
operations will leave areas of undisturbed coal, as 
approved by the Division, to provide access for future 
underground coat mining and reclamation activities 
:o coal rer-erves remaining atler angering is com-
pleted, unless it is established that the coal reserves 
have been depleted or are so limited in thickness or 
extent that it will not be practicable lo recover the 
remaining coal This determination will be made by 
the Division upon presentation of appropriate techni-
cal evidence by the operator. 
245200 Hydrologic Balance 
245 210 Auger mining will be planned and con-
ducted lo minimize disturbances lo the prevailing hy-
drologic balance in accordance with ihe requirements 
of R614-301-731 100 through R614 301-731 522 
R614-301 731 800, and R614 301 751 
245 220 All auger holes, except as provided in 
R614 302 245 230. will be 
245 221 Sealed within 72 hours after completion 
with an impervious and noncombustible material, if 
the holes are discharging water containing acid or 
toxic -forming material If sealing is not possible 
within 72 hours, the discharge will be treated com-
mencing within 72 hours after completion lo meet 
applicable effluent limitations and water quality 
standards until the holes are sealed, and 
245 222 Sealed with an impervious noncombusti-
ble material, as contemporaneously as practicable 
with the augering operation, as approved by the Ihvi 
sion. if the holes are not discharging water contain 
ing acid or toxic forming material. 
245 230 Auger holes need not be sealed with an 
impervious material so as to prevent drainage if the 
Division determines thai: 
245 231 The resulting impoundment of water may 
create a hazard to the environment or public health 
and safety; and 
245 232 The drainage from the auger hole* will 
245 232 1. Not pose a threat of pollution lo surface 
water, and 
245 232 2 Comply with the requirements of 
K614 301 731.100 through R014 301 731 522, R614 
301 731 800. and KtiU 301-751 
245 300. Subsidence Protection Auger mining will 
be conducted in accordance with the requirements ol 
R614 301 525 210 and R614 301 525 230 
245 400 Backfilling and Grading 
R614-302-200 NATURAL RESOURCES 
245.410. General. Auger mining will be conducted 
in accordance with the backfilling and grading re-
quirement of R614-301-537 200 and R6U-301-553 
245 420 Remin.ng Where auger mining opera-
tions affect previously mined areas that were not re-
claimed to the standards of the R614 Rules and the 
volume of all reasonably available spoil , s demon-
strated in writing to the Oiv.s.on to be insufficient to 
completely backlill the highwall. the highwa | | will be 
eliminated to the maximum extent technically practi-
cal in accordance wuh the following criteria 
245 421. The person who conducts the auger min-
ing operation will demonstrate to the Division that 
the backfill, designed by a qualified reg,stered profes-
sional engineer, has a minimum static safety factor 
for the stability of the backfill of at least 1 3-
240.422. All spoil generated by the auger mining 
operation and any associated SURFACE COAL MIN 
ING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES and any 
other reasonably available spoil will be used to back-
fill the area. Reasonably available spoil will include 
spoil generated by the mining operation and other 
spoil located in the permit area that is accessible and 
available for use and that when rehandled will not 
cause a hazard to the public safety or significant dam-
age to the environment. For this purpose, the permit 
area will include spoil in the immediate vicinity of 
the auger mining operation; 
245 423. The coal seam mined will be covered with 
a minimum of four feet of nonacid-, nontoxic-formine 
material and the backfill graded to a slope which is 
compatible with the approved postmining land use 
and which provides adequate drainage and long-term 
stability; 
245.424. Any remnant of the highwall will be sta-
ble and not pose a hazard to the public health and 
safety or to the environment; and 
245.425. Spoil placed on the outslope during previ-
ous mining operations will not be disturbed if such 
disturbances will cause instability of the remaining 
spoil or otherwise increase the hazard to the public 
health and safely or to the environment 
24O.500. Protection of Underground Mining. Au-
ger holes will not extend closer than 500 feet (mea-
sured horizontally) to any abandoned or active under-
ground mine workings, except as approved in accor-
dance with R614-301-513.700 and R6U-301-523 200 
250. In Situ Processing Activities. 
251. R6U-302250 applies to any person who con-
ducts or intends to conduct coal mining and reclama-
tion operations utilizing i„ situ processing activities. 
252 Any application for a permit that includes op-
erations covered by R614 302-250 will address all re-
quirements of R614-200. R614-300. R6U-301 
D ? ! ? ' 3 ! ? 2 " 1 0 0 t h r o u « h R614-302-290, R6U-302-31o' 
K614-302-320. and R614-303 applicable to coal min-' 
mg and reclamation operations In addition, the min-
ing and reclamation operations plan for operations 
involving m situ processing activities w,|| contain in-
formation establishing how those operations will be 
mS&zrz&zw,ih ihe"""-—- °f 
252 100. Delineation of proposed holes and wells 
a
^ 9 P ^ n U C Q 0 n ^ f ° r a p p r ° v a l 0 f t h e D'v«*'°n; 
252.200. Specifications of drill holes and casings 
proposed to be used; casings 
252.300 A plan for treatment, conHnement or d»s-
TZl * A r i ¥ ' to*"-fonning «r radioactive 
*«ses, sohds, or Uqmds constituting a fire health 
salety or environmental hazard caused by the mining 
and recovery process; and 
252.400 Plans for monitoring surface «^i 
water and air quality as requfred b y ^ -
253 No permit will be issued for n^l • 
ered by R6U-302-250. unless the i t t ^ 
«n writing, upon the basis of a comple i * 
made m accordance with R614-302-2^9 , ! P f 
eration will be conducted in c o m p l j
 e ' ^ 
quiremenu of R614-200. R614-300 nc 
R614-302-100 througn R614-30^290 R f i l . ? 1 
R614-302-320. and R6U-J03. ' R 6 H " 
254. Performance Standards. 
254 100. The person who conducts in situ -
iX^j? W,U C ° m p l y W"h ****** 
n\^4i°° , n " l U P™"*8"** act.v.ties ^1 
planned ana conducted to minimize disturbTn 
the prevailing hydro.ogic balance by 
254 210. Avoiding discharge of fluids into hoi 
W<254 £o"" l l h a n " a P P r ° V e d by l h e D ' -">t 
^04.^U. Injecting process recovery fluids onli* 
geologic zones or intervals approved as prod 
zones by the Division: P ' 
254 230. Avoiding annular injection between 
W
 254I40 P ^ " h ° , e a n d l h e C a S l n *' a n d 1-
^>4.J40. Preventing discharge of process fluid 
suriace waters. 
254.300. Lach person who conducts in situ Dr 
ing a c t i v i t y
 W i | | 3 u b m i l I o r a p p r o v a | a 8 *' 
application tor permit under R614-302-250 and 
low after approval, a plan that ensures that a l l . 
forming, toxic-forming, or radioactive gases, solid 
liquids consututmg a fire, health, safety, or env 
mental hazaxd and caused by the mining and i 
ery process *re promptly treated, confined, or 
posed of, inin manner that prevents contarainatioii 
ground and surface waters, damage to fish, wild 
and related environmental values, and threats t ~' 
public health and safety. 
254.400. Each person who conducts in situ pr: 
mgjct .vit ie* will prevent flow of the process 1 
254 410 Horizontally beyond the affected 
identified ia the permit; and 
254.420. Vertically into overlying or underl 
aquifers. 
254 500. Each person who conducts in situ pr_ 
ing a c t i v i t y w,U restore the quality of affe< 
ground w a t w in the permit area and adjacent * 
including ground water above and below the prod * 
tion zone. to> the approximate premining levels or be 
ter, to ensues that the potential for use of the groiin 
water is no* diminished. 
254 600. Monitoring 
254 610. Each person who conducts in situ p _ 
ing_activities, will monitor the quality and quantity c 
surface and. ground water and the subsurface flo* 
and storage <eharact*risiics, in a manner approved b 
the Divisigm under R6U-301-731 100 througf 
R6U.301-73il.522 and R614-301-731.800, to measur, 
changes in tihe quantity and quality of water in sui^ . 
lace and groumd water systems in the permit area and 
in adjacent areas. >fe 
254.620. . \ i r and water quality monitoring will be 
conducted in» accordance with monitoring programs 
approved by the Division as necessary according to 
appropriate tfederal and Utah air and water quality 
standards. 
260. Coal Processing Plants Not f l u t e d Within 
the Permit .Area of a Mine. 
261. R614v-302-260 applies to any person who oper-
ates or intenids to operate a coal processing plant out-
side the pernnit area of any coal mining and reclama-
OIL, GAS AND MINING: COAL Rtil4-:H>2-2 
aoeration. other than such plants whicn .ire lo-
st the site of ultimate coal use Any person wno 
-tea soch a processing plant will obtain a permit 
•he Division in accordance with the require-
0f R6M-J02-260. 
Any application for a permit ihat inciuoes ou-
18 covered by K6U-302-260 will contain an op-
1 and reclamation plan which specifies plans. 
ling descriptions, maps, and cross ->eciu>ns. >i 
construction, operation, maintenance, .inu re-
gl of the processing plant and support laciiuie.-. 
^ted incident thereto or resulting therefrom. The 
will demonstrate that those operations wiil be 
ucted in compliance with R614-302-264. 
Mo permit will be issued lor unv operation 
iby R6U-302-260, unless the Division onus in 
ting that, in addition 10 meeting ail other appuca-
requirements oi R614-200, R6U-300. R6l4->ol. 
4-302-100 through R6U-302-290. K6M-302-31U. 
4-302-320. and K614-303. the operations will be 
"ucted in compliance with the requirements oi 
4-302-264 
Performance Standards. Construction, opera-
•; maintenance, modification, reclamation, and re-
al activities at coal processing plants will com pi v 
the requirements listed below. 
.100 Signs and markers for the coai processing 
t.coal processing waste disposal area, and waier-
-tment facilities will comply Atih 
1-301-521.200. 
4.200. Surface drainage will be controlled ac-
to the following: 
'210. Any stream channel diversion will cum-
f with R614-301-742 300; 
I 220. Drainage from any disturbed area related 
the coal processing plant will comply with 
"14-301-356 300, R6U-301-356 400. R614-301-
J.300, R614-301-532. R614-301 742 100 through 
"14 301-742 240. R6U-301-744, and R614-301-
200 and all discharges from these areas will meet 
requirements of R614-301 -731.100 through R614 
1-731.522, R614 301-731.800, and R614-301-751 
any other applicable Utah or federal law; and 
"A 230 Permanent impoundments associated 
1 coal processing plants will meet the require-
entaof R614-301512.240, R614-301 514 300. R6U-
"1-515.200. R614-301-533 100 through R614-301-
•600, R614 301 542.400. R614-301-733 220 
ugh R614 301-733 224. and R614-301 743 Darns 
astructed of or impounding coal processing waste 
II comply with R6U-301-536 400 and Kbit 301-
5300. 
264.300. Disposal of coal processing waste, noncoal 
ne waste, and excess spoil will comply with R014-
At 210 through R614 301-212. K6U 301 4 12 300. 
14 301 512 210 through R614 301 -512 230. R 6 U 
Wl-513400, K614 301 513 800. R6U-301 514 100. 
.K6H 301-514 200. R614-301-515 200. R614301-
628 310, R614-301 528 322 through R6I4 301-
*28 323. R614-30I-528 320. R614-30I-528 330. R614-
> £01-535.100 through R614-301 535 130. R614-301-
W5.300 through R614-301 535 500. R614-301-536 
^through R614-301 536 200. R6U 301 536 300 
j^Uxrough m 14 301-536 500. R614-301 536 000. R614 
"; 301-542 720 through R614 301-542 740. R614 301-
,553.240 through R614 301 553.250. K614-301-
7<5.loo. R614 301-745 300 through K614 301-
J45.400, R614 3DI 746 100 through KtiU-301-
, '46 300, and K61 1 301 747 
264 4 0 0 F i s h , wi ld l i f e , a n d r e l a t e d e n v i r o n m e n t a l 
Values wi l l be protected in a c c o r d a n c e w i t h 
;
. toU 301 3 3 3 , R 6 1 4 3 0 1 - 3 4 2 . a n d KG 14 3 0 1 3 5 8 
J 6 4 . 5 0 0 . Support u c i i u i e * re ia i ed to r.he coal nn> 
. e s * i n g p i a n i wi l l coinpiv w u h R 6 U - 3 U 1 - 5 2 6 2 2 0 ami 
ni;m.^ wil l cuni | i i \ -.villi K6U-.>Ol-3f>A 
: { 6 1 4 - > 0 1 - . ) i 2 . 2 5 t t . !{»> i t 101 ,»_»7 lot». t t t i l l .101 
~->J? J:U>. Hhu-.ii>) ;.n
 tin>. mi4-.nn-.u-2.2iHi. iwn 
•".i»l-534 30t». l i i i i l ; o i - . U oOO. iWU-.itM-74-j U o 
:itii t-.iOl TIL'.120 ; { i i i | . . , u | ;o2 2lh).
 > m u R i i | I , { 0 j 
_r%-l.i»00 ' \-s .- .ai i„n >'i -nerat ions w u | .»,• \\ u o r 
u r . e e 1*1111 i i«Hl - . .n l »,.,.,(»») m o iiii J I io l - , 41 l o o 
ar>.ucn di\\ \ U>l ,41 , ,00 
-6-i AM : - .n»ion IIUJ .01 pol lut ion m e n u a n t ;»» 
•:«».-.on vul i<e . o n i i o i l e u m . iccoruauce .villi 
Hcii i-.JMl 244 100 . , | „ | R6U- .J01 .J44 . i iMl 
- 6 4 - o u .Mixerse ilt-ct.^ utjuii. ,r ."i^uuing :r«»m. 
e . i r m • ; iu ierynumu n . u ;mning i c t ; \ n i e > Mil „• 
• • ' [ ' . . inufd iv . i p p r o p n a i e aiea.Mire-. . n c i u u u u . -ut 
l o i u n i l e u ;«. c o m p l i a n c e wi th R 6 U - 3 o l '»l3."ou 
i n u : < 6 U - . i O l - 5 2 3 . 2 0 0 
J64 :>oo Reclaui.itiuri .vill ;ollow :,roper :op.-,u.i 
: i a n a l i i i g . uat-Kiiilmg ami
 n'ra<uug, r e v e g e t a t i o u . imi 
• . jostmining .and i l a e pruceuures 111 i ccorua iuc A a n 
A O U - 3 0 1 - 2 3 2 i h r u u g n R 6 i 4 - : i O l - j : i 3 . 1 o o . . {6U-.UM-
2 3 4 . R 6 U - 3 0 1 - 2 4 2 . R d U .01 -244 2 0 0 . Ri iU- . iOl i.r)2 
t h r o u g n R 6 U - . l 0 1 - . i 5 7 . R 6 U - 3 0 1 - 4 I 3 . Kb'U-.JOi-
")12 2 6 0 . R 6 U - ; J 0 1 - 5 3 7 200 . K O U - . l o l - , 5 3 . .md R 6 U -
: o j - J 7 1 . 
27i) Variance.^ r'rom \ u p r o x u i i a i e > )rn.'tnai «'on 
o u r i t e s t o r a i i u u i\equiremetii.-.. 
2 . '. rile D u i - i o n :i»u\ :3.-,ue M)pio\. , i ..,- ,r , p p u 
a o l e . A permi t ior i u m m o u m a i n i o p remova l nul l ing 
:n - t e e p - lope area> wnicn inc ludes a var iance troiu 
t h e r e q u i r e m e n t s u l l < 6 U . i O I ' » 3 7 2 0 0 . R614-3UI • "i52 
t h r o u g h K H U 301 -553 2 3 0 . K t i U - 3 0 1 - 5 5 3 2 6 0 
t h r o u g h K 6 U - 3 0 1 - 5 5 3 . 4 2 O . lilil 1 301 153 6O0 
t h r o u g h R 6 U 301 ;>53 !i00. and U 6 U iOj J34 in re-
s tore t h e d i s turbed a r e a s to the ir a p p r o x i m a t e o n g i 
n a i c o n t o u r The permit m a y conta in ^ucn a var iance 
o n l y if t h e D i v i s i o n finds, in w r i t i n g , that the appli 
c a n t h a s d e m o n s t r a t e d , on (he b a s i s of u comple te 
a p p l i c a t i o n , that the fo l lowing r e q u i r e m e n t s are sal 
i s f i ed 
2 7 1 100 The a l t e r n a t i v e pos t in in tng land use re 
q u i r e m e n t s of 1(614 301 4 1 3 3 0 0 are m e t . 
2 7 1 2 0 0 All app l i cab le r e q u i r e m e n t s of Ihe S ta te 
P r o g r a m , o ther i h a n the r e q u i r e m e n t s to restore dis-
turl>ed a r e a s to the ir appropriate or ig ina l contour are 
m e t ; 
271 3 0 0 After c o n s u l t a t i o n wi th the appropriate 
l a n d u s e a g e n c i e s , if a n y . the po tent ia l u.se is i h o w n 
to c o n s t i t u t e an e q u a l or be l ter economic or public 
u s e . 
2 7 1 4 0 0 Federa l . U t a h and local g o v e r n m e n t 
a g e n c i e s w i t h an in teres t in the proposed laud use 
h a v e had an a d e q u a t e period of t i m e in which to re 
v i e w ami c o m m e n t on the proposed use . 
27 I 5 0 0 Alter r e c l a m a t i o n , the l a n d s to be affected 
bv t h e v a r i a n c e w i t h i n the permit area wil l be suit 
a b l e lor an indus tr ia l , c o m m e r c i a l , re s ident ia l or pub 
l a p o s t m i n i n g land use 1 i n c l u d i n g recreat iona l iactlt 
t i e s ' . 
2 7 1 6 0 0 The surface l a n d o w n e r ot the land:-
w u h i n the permit area h a s k n o w i n g l y requested , in 
w r i t i n g , as part of i h e permi t app l i ca t ion , that a v a n 
a n c e be g r a n t e d so a s to render the land, after reel a 
m a l i o n , s u i t a b l e for a n i n d u s t r i a l , commerc ia l , rest 
d e n t i a l or public u s e ( i n c l u d i n g recreat ional facili 
t i e s ! The request wi l l be m a d e s epara te ly from utr, 
s u r i a c e o w n e r consent g i v e n lor i h e operat ions under 
R 6 1 4 301-1 U and wi l l ahow an u n d e r s t a n d i n g thai 
t h e var iance could not be g r a n t e d w i t h o u t the owner 
reques t , 
R614-302-200 NATURAL RESOURCES 
271 700 The watershed of lands within the pro 
posed permit and adjacent area* will be improved by 
the coal mining and reclamation operationb when 
compared with the condition of the watershed before 
mining or with its condition if the approximate ongi 
nal contour were to be restored The watershed will 
je deemed improved onlv if 
271 "10 The amount ol total suspended solids or 
nher pollutants discharged to ground or surface 
water trom the permit area will be reduced so as to 
improve the public or private uses or the ecology of 
such water or flood hazards within the watershed 
containing the permit area will be reduced by reduc 
tion ol the peak (low discharge from precipitation 
events or thaws and 
271 720 The total volume of flow from the pro 
posed permit area during every season of the year 
will not vary in a way that adversely affects the ecol 
ogy ol anv surface water or any existing or planned 
-ise of surface or ground water 
271 800 Engineering The proposed design plan 
lor the variance will be prepared and certified as de 
-cnbed under R614 301 ol2 260 The proposed design 
plan will also meet the following requirements 
271 810 Unless the highwall is determined to be 
retained under R614 301 553 650 the highwall will 
£>e completely backfilled with spoil material in a 
-nanner which results in a static factor of safety at 
least I J using standard geotechnical analysis and 
271 820 Only the amount of spoil as is necessary 
to achieve the poslmining land use ensure the stabil 
itv of spoil retained on the bench and meet all other 
requirements of the Act and R614 Rules will be 
placed on the mine bench All spoil not retained on 
the bench will be placed in accordance with 
R614 3 0 1 2 U , R614 301212 R614 301 412 300, 
R614 301 512 210 R614 301 512 220 R614 301 
514 100 R614 301 528 310 R614 301 535 100 
through R614 301 535 1J0 R614 301 535 300 
through R614 301 535 500 R614 301 536 300 R614 
301 542 720 Rfal4 301 553 240 R614 301 745 100, 
R614 301 745 300 and R614 301 745 400 and 
271 900 After Division approval the watershed of 
the permit and adjacent areas is shown to be im 
proved 
272 If a variance is granted under R614 302 270 
272 100 The requirements of R614 302 270 will be 
included as a specific condition of the permit and 
272 200 The permit will be specifically marked as 
containing a variance from approximate original con 
tour 
273 A permit incorporating a variance under 
Rb 14 302 270 will be reviewed by the Division at 
least every 30 months following the issuance of the 
permit to evaluate the progress and development of 
the coal mining and reclamation operations to estab 
lish that the operator is proceeding in accordance 
with the terms of the variance 
274 If the permittee demonstrates to the Division 
that the coal mining and reclamation operation has 
been and continues to be conducted in compliance 
with the terms and conditions of the permit the re 
quirements of the Act the Rbl4 Rules and the State 
Program the review specified in R614 302 273 need 
not be held 
275 The terms and conditions of a permit incorpo 
rating a variance under R614 J02 270 may be modi 
fied at any time by the Division if it determines that 
more stnngent measures are necessary to ensure that 
the operations involved are conducted in compliance 
with the requirements of the State Program 
280 ^ n a n c e s for Delay in Contemnom^ 
amation Requirement ,n Combined S i m S t 
UNDERGROUND ( OAL M1N NG A^rf* 
MATION ACTIVITIES A N D . 
281 Applicability R614 302 280 a p n h j t 
person or persons conducting or intending S i 
combined SURFACr and U N D L R G R n n S A 
MINING AND RE( I AMATION A C l l v m ^ 
a variance is requeued from the conUm^rV 
reclamation requirements of RbU 301 352 
282 Application Contents lor Variances A, 
son desiring a variance under Rbl4 302 280 
^ R f c i p r 1 ! ! ? ! 0 " c°™Plete applications for boO, 
SURrACE COAL MINING AND RECI A M ? S 
ACTIVITIES and UNDERGROUND COALl 
AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES which L l 
combined The reclamation and operation D U J 
these permits
 W,I1 contain appropriate narnS 
maps and plans which q 
282 100 Show why the proposed IHVIT 
? , U vm P C , U A L M,NING AN» %&**$ A1.1IV1ULS are necessary or desirable to 1 
maximum practical recovery of the coal 
282 200 Show how multiple future disturb* 
surface lands or waters will be avoided 
282 300 Identify the specific surface area*1*! 
which a variance is sought and the sections of ( 
1L0 .rSPH? t r ° m W h , c h a v a r , a n « >s being sou, 
l\Sl 400 Show how the activities will comply 1 
R614 301 513 700 and R614 301 523 200 and « 
applicable requirements of the State Program I 
282 500 Show why the variance sought is OM 
o m , , ( ! K r r J e ^ p , e m e n t a t , o n o f t h e Proposed UNDEfc 
A C T i v m E s M I N I N G A N D HECLAMA^ 
282 600 Provide an assessment of the adverse j 
vironmenul consequences and damages if any thi 
will result if the reclamation of disturbed areail 
delayed and ^ 
282 700 Show how offsite storage of spoil wiHl 
conducted to comply with the requirements of f 
Act R614-301211 R614 301 212 R614 301-412 31 
RbU 301 512 210 R614 301 512 220 R614-30ll 
5 H 1 0 0 R614 3 0 1 5 2 8 J 1 0 , R614 301 53610 
through R614 301 535 130 R614 301 535 3(K 
through R614 301 535 500 R614 301 536 300 R614 
301 542 720 R614 301 553 240 R614 301 745 100? 
R614 301 745 300 R614 301 745 400 and the StaU 
Program ^ 
283 Issuance of Permit A permit incorporating * 
variance under R614 302 280 may be issued by the 
Division if it first finds in writing upon the basis of a 
complete application filed in accordance with R614-
302 280 that
 r *j 
283 100 The applicant has presented as part of 
the permit application specific fcusible plans for th* 
proposed UNDERGROUND COAL MINING AND 
RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES <n 
283 200 The proposed UNDERGROUND COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES are 
necessary or desirable to assure maximum practical 
recovery of the mineral resource and .vill avoid multi 
pie future disturbances of surface land or waters, 
283 300 The applicant has satisfactorily demon 
J f ^ J f V . ? ? 1 l h e aPP , , cationa for the SURF-ACE 
COAl MINING AND RECl AMA1 ION A( 1IVI TILS 
and UNDERGROUND COAI MINING AND KLC 
LAMATION ACTIVITIES conform to the require-
ments of tfce State Program 
2 8 3 40(? The disturbed area proposed for the van 
ance has b*en shown by the applicant to be necessary 
for implementing the proposed UNDERGROUND 
OIL CAS \ND MINING COAL U614 J02 200 
MINING AND REl I AMATION \t TIM 
1 »n 
*00 No substantial adverse environmental 
either unfile or ollsite will result trom the 
completion o( rcclimition uherwisc *" 
by RbU Wt Ubl I 102 and the M IU Pro 
600 I he oper uions will insoiar 11 1 \ in incc 
XA be conducted in eompii inn vim (he 
RbU 101 >U ~00 Rt>U >01 
ply 
$uthori^( 
-airemenis 
200 and the ^taie Piogram 
j 700 Provisions lor ollsite stor ic,e it poil will 
with the requirements A RbU >ol _11 
1*301 - 1 - Kbl» 101 412 100 RoU >Ol )12_10 
1301512220 RbU 101 1 U 100 KbU till 
310 RbU 301 aJ-> 100 througn RbU 101 
130 RbU 101 ->i5 J00 through RbU 101 
600 RbU 101 idbJOO RbU 101 o42 ~20 RbU 
155J240 RbU 101 74D 100 RbU 101 ~Ao 100 
I 301 74i 400 and the Male Program 
1800 Liabiluv under the pc norm nuc norm re 
to be tiled bv the applicant with the Division 
-uant toRbU 101 &00 and the Male Pngram will 
the duration of the LNDr-RGRUl ND t OAl 
JNG AND RM LA MA HON \ L l I \ I l l r S and 
til all requirements >i RbU 101 M)0 una Hie Male 
Program have been complied with ana 
283 900 lhe permit lor the coai mining inu n u a 
"tion opeiation cunt uns sptoiic concilium 
1910 Delineating the p iriicular =,urt ice areas 
which a variance is authorized 
1920 Identifying the applicable provisions ol 
614 Rules and the State Program and 
283 930 Providing a detailed schedule tor compli 
-ce with the provisions ol RbU 102 »Mi 
284 Review ol Permits Containing S anancea Per 
its to conduct coal mining and reclamation opera 
that contain variances granted under 
614 302 280 will be reviewed by the Division no 
er than three years from the dales ol issuance ol 
! permit and jn\ permit renewals 
290 Small Operator Assistance Program «SOAP» 
291 General Information on SOAP lhe rubs in 
R614 302 290 describe the Small Operator Assistance 
Program (SOAP) and govern the procedures lor pro 
tiding assistance to eligible sin ill mine operators 
who request assistance under Section 10 10 1011> ol 
the Act for 
291 100 The determination ol the probable hydro 
logic consequences of mining and reclamation under 
Section 40 10 10i2»(c) of the Act and 
291 200 l h e statement oi physical and chemical 
*nalyses of lest borings or core samples under btc 
<bon 40 10 10(2)ldl of the Act 
292 Objectives lhe objectives of this part are to 
meet the intent of beetion 40 10 lOi li of th« \ct bv 
292 100 Providing financial and other necessary 
•distance to qualified small operators and 
292 200 Assuring that the Division will h ive sul 
"cient information to make a reasonable assessment 
°f the probable cumulative imp ids ol ill tiuicipaled 
fining upon the hydrology ol the urea and puticu 
•arly upon water availability 
291 rmanual Assistance l l u Division will pro 
V|de financial and other assistance undi r button 
*0 10 10i3l of the Act contingent upon receipt ol 
funding 
293 100 Assistance bunding 
291 110 Use of Kinds runds specific illv tuiho 
r
»^d tor SOAP will be used to provide tin se rvice s 
"pecilied in KbU 102 294 and will not be used to 
c
*>vtr administr ilive expenses 
291 120 Mloeuion »i Hums lhe Division Muud 
I and Kid im tiiott I'D i.r un \dministr tior !u rental 
ter relencd to is the 1'roe.i 1111 Administrator will 
tstthlish 1 lormul 1 toi illoe Uing lunds to provide 
erv ices for cliL,il»h mall ipcr uors if available funds 
trc le^s thin thosi n pined 10 provide the services 
puisu mi 1 > Ubl 1 0 _ 10 
_'« 1 _0O \ppiu uu 1 1 ibilus 
2 9 1 . 1 0 llu t | | , , HI vill 11 iiuburse ilu Division 
lor the L st il tht 1 11 »i n 1 \ «1 v lies pern rnu d |iur 
siiani o Ubl I t»J _ ill I 
2^1 _11 llu ip| m mi utiiiuis 1 ds« inlorm at ii 
tails to m mil 1 | t i i iui i|j[)iu.iUon wilhm >ru \. u 
Horn (he lite 1 i m i p i l the ipprovcil lib ratnv 
icpoit >r lu ls to nam. utLr ibiainin^, » permit 
29 1 _1_ Ihcpr gr 1111 idmiiiisiraior luids th it the 
ipplicaiii s ictual ind attributed annu il production 
if coil I H ill lot moils «\c«cds 100 000 tons during 
my con tcuuve 1 m nth period tither durinc, the 
term il tht permit! r vnuh essist nice ispiividid >r 
iiirun, the n i s i i i s , , u-, m* r issu uuc oi ilu ptimn 
vnictu \t r is h uu r r 
29 1 _1 1 llu [jirniii s sold tr insii m d ir is 
signed to mother ,J< r >n uid the trinsferees lot il 
ic iui iand iltribuu 1 piotluciion 1 veceds ihc I0O0OO 
ton nuiu il piouuet 1 >n limn icirinc, »nv eonseeutivt. 
' 2 month pc noei 1 1 tit 11 in lining tt 1 in itheperiuii 
I licit r Rol l 02 M l i i l u tp|ilK ml inu il oece 
or ire nnilv um cvtrtllv bin, IU d t • re unbur e 
the Division 
29 1220 The Divisi n m iv w uve the uunbuist 
ment ibliL, ition if 11 i inls th it the ipplic uu a ill 
times icitd in ^ u>d laith 
291 Responsibilitits ol the Division The Division 
will 
291100 Ri vn w requests lor issisl mce and dele r 
mine qu iltlied operators 
294 200 Dtvelop and in nut un 1 list ol quilified 
laboratories md select and p iy I ibor itones for ser 
vices rendered 
291 100 conduct periodic onsitt ev iluations ol 
bOAP ictivities with the ope r ilor 
294 400 Pariitipalt wilh the OHue in data ciwirdi 
n ition activities with the U S Geological Survey 
U b h nvironiiu ril il Protection Age ncy and tither ap 
propri ite avenues or institutions and 
291 S00 Insure th U ipplic ible equul opportunity 
in employment provisions are included within any 
coniricl or other procurement documents 
2 9 ) Q u t l l l l e d I ibol H o l i e s 
29"> 100 II isie t)u ililications Io be designated » 
qualilied I ibor itorv a flim will deimmstr ite that it 
2«D 111) Is stalled wilh expe rienied prolessie n il 
or technical personnel in the fields apphc ible to llu 
work to be performed 
29i 120 Has idequ He space for mate ri il pre pun 
lion and cleaning and steriluing equipment ind hi 
si ttiouarv equipment storage und sp ice to aceom 
IIHHI ite worklouls during peak periods 
29-) 1 10 Me els applicable Kdci il or I t ih safely 
and health requirements 
29) 110 lies analytical monitoring and me usur 
OIL, equipuu nt cap ible ol meeting upplu ible slan 
d irds 
29D ISO H is the c ipabilily ol collecting necessir 
field samples and making hydrologtc held measure 
me nls and tiiihtical I ibor itory d« terimn nioiis I 
acceptable hydroloi,ic L,eoloL,u «>r iiialyln »l nit ihoii 
in iccoldai ice w i th the 1 e q u u e tl lelits ol R b U 101 iil 
lhrouf,h RbU iOMi2l200 RbU IO|b2t throuc,! 
RbU 101 b2b RbU 101 72 1 KbU l»»l 721 10 
lluoui,h RbU 101 721 120 RbU ill I <2I »oO Ubl I 
R614-302-300 NATURAL RESOURCES 636 
301-725 through R614-301-729 200. R614-301-731. 
R614-301-731.210 through R614-301-731.213. R614-
301-731.220 through R614-301-731.223. and any 
other applicable provisions of the R614 Rules. Other 
appropriate methods or guidelines for data acquisi-
tion may be approved by the program administrator: 
and 
295.160. Has the capabilitv of performing services 
for either the determination or statement referenced 
in R614-302-299.200. 
295.200. Subcontractors. Subcontractors may be 
used to provide some of the required services provided 
their use is identified at the time a determination is 
made that a firm is qualified and they meet require- * 
ments specified by the Division. 
296. Eligibility for Assistance. 
296.100. Applicants are eligible for assistance if 
they: 
296.110. Intend to apply for a permit pursuant to 
the State Program: 
296.120. Establish that their probable total actual 
and attributed production from all locations during 
any consecutive 12-month period either during the 
term of their permit or during the first five years 
after issuance of their permit, whichever period is 
shorter, will not exceed 100.000 tons. Production from 
the following operations will be attributed to the ap-
plicant: 
296 121. The pro rata share, based upon percent-
age of ownership of applicant, of coal produced by 
operations in which the applicant owns more than a 
five percent interest; 
296.122. The pro rata share, based upon percent-
age of ownership of applicant. of coal produced in 
other operations by persons who own more than five 
percent of the applicant's operation; 
296.123. All coal produced by operations owned by 
persons who directly or indirectly control the appli-
cant by reason of direction of the management; and 
296.124. All coal produced by operations owned by 
members of the applicant's family and the applicant's 
relatives, unless it is established that there is no di-
rect or indirect business relationship between or 
among them; 
296 130. Are not restricted in any manner from re-
ceiving a permit under the State Program; and 
296.140. Do not organize or reorganize their com-
pany solely for the purpose of obtaining assistance 
under the SOAP. 
296.200. The Division may provide alternate crite-
ria or procedures for determining the eligibility of an 
operator for assistance under SOAP, provided that 
such criteria may not be used as a basis for grant 
requests in excess of that which would be authorized 
under the criteria of R614-302-296.100 
297. Filing for Assistance. Each application for as-
sistance will include the following information: 
297 100. A statement of the operator's intent to file 
a permit application; 
297.200. The names and addresses of: 
297.210. The permit applicant; and 
297.220. The operator if different from the appli-
cant; 
297.300. A schedule of the estimated total produc-
tion of coal from the proposed permit area and all 
other locations from which production is attributed to 
the applicant under R614-302-296. The schedule will 
include for each location: 
297310. The operator or company name under 
which coal is or will be mined; 
297.320 The permit number and MSHA number. 
297 330. The actual coal production during the 
year preceding the year for which the applicant ap-
plies for assistance and production that may be at-
tributed to the applicant under R614-302-296; and 
297 340. The estimated coal production and any 
proauction which may be attributed to the applicant 
:or eacn \UHT of the proposed permit: 
297 400. A description of: 
297.410. The proposed method of coal mining; 
297 420. The anticipated starting and termination 
dates of coal mining and reclamation operations; 
297 430. The number of acres of land to be affected 
bv the proposed coal mining and reclamation opera-
tion: ind 
297.440. A general statement on the probable 
depth and thickness of the coal resource including a 
jtatement of reserves in the permit area and the 
method by which they were calculated. 
297.500. A U.S. Geological Survey topographic 
map at a scale of 1:24.000 or larger or other topo-
grapnic map of equivalent detail which clearly shows; 
297.510 The area of land to be affected: 
297 520. The location of any existing or proposed 
test borings; and 
297.530 The location and extent of known work-
ings of any underground mines; and 
297 600. Copies of documents which show that: 
297 610. The applicant has a legal right to enter 
and commence mining within the permit area; and 
297 620. A legal right of entry has been obtained 
for the program administrator and laboratory person-
nel to inspect the lands to be mined and adjacent 
areas to collect environmental data or to install nec-
essary instruments. 
298. Application Approval and Notice. 
298.100 If the program administrator finds the ap-
plicant eligible, then the applicant will be informed 
in writing that the application is approved. 
298 200 If the program administrator finds the ap-
plicant ineligible, then the applicant will be informed 
in writing that the application is denied. The notice of 
denial will state the reasons for denial. 
299. Program Services and Data Requirements. 
299 100. To the extent possible with available 
funds, the program administrator will select and pay 
a qualified laboratory to make the determination and 
statement referenced in R614-302-299.200 for eligible 
operators who request assistance. 
299 200. The program administrator will deter-
mine the data needed for each applicant or group of 
applicants. Data collected and the results provided to 
the program administrator will be sufficient to satisfy 
the requirements for: 
299 210. The determination of the probable hydro-
logic consequences of the coal mining and reclama-
tion operations in the proposed permit area and adja-
cent areas »n accordance with R614-301-728 and any 
other applicable provisions of the R614 Rules; and 
299 220. The statement of the results of test bor-
ings or con* samplings for the proposed permit area in 
accordance with R614-301-624 and any other applica-
ble provisions of the R614 Rules. 
299 300 Data collection and analysis may proceed 
concurrently with the development of mining and rec-
lamation plans by the operator. 
299 400. Data collected under this program will be 
made pujblicly available in accordunce with 
R614-300-1124. 
11614-302-300. Special Areas of Mining. 
The rul«fs in R614-302-300 present the minimum 
requirememts for information to be included in the 
637 OIL, GAS AND MINING; COAL R614-302-3C 
permit application to conduct coal mining and recla-
mation operations for mining in designated special 
areas and present procedures to process said permit 
applications. 
310. Prime Farmland. R614-302-300 applies to any 
person who conducts or intends to conduct coal min-
ing and reclamation operations on prime farmlands 
historically used for cropland. 
Jl 1. The rules given under R614 302-300 do not 
apply to: 
311 100. Lands on which coal mining and reclama-
tion operations are conducted pursuant to any permit 
issued prior to August 3, 1977; or 
311 200. Lands on which coal mining and reclama-
tion operations are conducted pursuant to any re-
newal or revision of a permit issued prior to August 3. 
1977; or 
311 300. Lands included in any existing coal min-
ing and reclamation operations for which a permit 
was issued for all or any part thereof prior to August 
3. 1977. provided that: 
311.310. Such lands are part of a single continuous 
coal mining and reclamation operation begun under a 
permit issued before August 3. 1977; and 
311.320. The permittee had a legal right to mine 
the lands prior to August 3, 1977. through ownership, 
contract, or lease but not including an option to buy. 
lease, or contract; and 
311.330. The lands contain part of a continuous re-
coverable coal seam that was being mined in a single 
continuous mining pit tor multiple pits if the lands 
are proven to be part of a single continuous surface 
coal mining and reclamation activity! begun under a 
permit issued prior to August 3, 1977. 
312 For purposes of R614 302 300 
312 100 A pit will be deemed to be a single contin-
uous mining pit even if portions of the pit are crossed 
by a road, pipeline, railroad, or powerline or similar 
crossing, and 
312 200 A single continuous SURFACE COAL 
MINING AND RECLAMATION ACTIVITY is pre-
sumed to consist only of a single continuous mining 
pit under permit issued prior to August 3, 1977, but 
may include noncontiguous parcels if the operator 
can prove by clear and convincing evidence that, 
prior to August 3, 1977, the noncontiguous parcels 
were part of a single permitted operation. Clear and 
convincing evidence includes, but is not limited to, 
contracts, leases, deeds or other properly executed le-
gal documents (not including options* that specifi-
cally treat physically separate parcels as one SUR-
FACE COAL MINING AND RECLAMATION AC-
TIVITY 
313. Application Contents — Reconnaissance In-
spection All permit applications, whether or not 
prime farmland is present, will include the results of 
a reconnaissance inspection of the proposed permit 
area to indicate whether prime farmland exists The 
Division in consultation with the SCS will determine 
the nature and extent of the required reconnaissance 
inspection. 
313 100 If the reconnaissance inspection estab-
lishes that no land within the proposed permit area is 
prime farmland historically used for cropland, the ap-
plicant will submit a statement that no prime furm-
land is present. The statement will identify the basis 
upon which such a conclusion was reached. 
313 200. If the reconnaissance inspection indicates 
that land within the proposed permit area inuy be 
prime farmland historically used for cropland, the ap-
plicant will determine if a soil survey exists for those 
lands and whether soil mapping units in the permit 
area have been designated as prime farmland. If 
soil survey exists, the applicant will have a soil si 
vey made of the lands within the permit area whi 
the reconnaissance inspection indicutes could 
prime farmland. Soil surveys of the detail used by i 
SCS for operational conservation planning will 
useo to identify and locate prime farmland soils 
313 210. If the >oil survey indicates that no pru 
farmland .-oils are present within the proposed pen 
area. R614-302-313.100 will apply 
313 220. If the soil survey indicates that prr 
farmland soils are present within the proposed peri 
area H614-302314 will apply. 
314 Application Contents — Prime Farmland 
permit applications for areas in which prime fat 
lanu ..A* neen identified within the propo*ed pen 
area vtll include the following: 
314 100 A soil survey of the permit urea accord 
to the standards of the National Cooperative Soil ^ 
vev and in accordance with the procedures set font 
U.S. Department of Agriculture Handbooks 436 '^  
Taxonomy ' U.S. Soil Conservation Service. 1975) 
amended on March 22. 1982 and October 5. 1982 
18. Soil Survey Manual" (U.S. Soil Conservai 
Service. 1951 > as amended on December 18. \\ 
Mav 7. 1960. May 9. 1980. September 11. 1980. J 
•*. 19->l. June 29. 1981. November Hi. 1982 The ^ 
establishes the standards of the National Cooperu' 
Soil .Survey and maintains a National Soils II.. 
book which gives current acceptable procedure.-, 
conducting soil surveys. This National Soils H 
book is available for review at area and Utah 
offices. 
314 110 U.S. Department of Agriculture H. 
books 436 and 18 are incorporated by referenc 
they exist on the dale of adoption of the Rtill Ri 
Notices of changes made to these publications wil 
periodically published in the Federal Register 
314 120 The soil survey will include a descrip 
of soil mapping units and a representative soil pr 
as determined by the SCS. including, but not tun 
to. soil-horuon depths, pit. and the range of soil 
sities for each prime furmland soil unit within 
permit area Other representative soil-profile de.v 
tions from the locality, prepared according to 
standards of the National Cooperative Soil Sui 
may be used if their use is approved by the ^ 
Conservationist. SCS The Division may request 
operator to provide information on other physicul 
chemical soil properties as needed to make a dete 
nation that the operator has the technological c 
bility to restore the prime farmland within the 
mit area to the soil-reconstruction standard 
R614-302 317 
314 200 A plan for soil reconstruction, rep 
ment and stabilization for the purpose of estal 
ing the technological capability of the mine opei 
to comply with the requirements of R614-302 
314.300 Scientific data, such as ugncult 
school studies, for areas with comparable soi^ 
mate, and management that demonstrate thai 
propo5ed method of reclamation, including the u 
soil mixtures or sub*iiiutes, if any. will ucl. 
within a reasonable time, levels of yield equiv 
to. or higher than, lho.se of nonmined prune farn 
in the surrounding area; and 
314 NX) The productivity prior to mining, in 
ing the average yield of food, fiber, forage, or 
products obtained under a high level of manugei 
315 Consultation with Secretary of Agricu) 
The Secretary of Agriculture has resporisibi 
with renpeel to prime farmland .soils and has ass-
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the prime farmland responsibilities arising under the 
Federal Act to the Chief of the SCS. The SCS will 
carry out consultation and review through the State 
Conservationist located in Utah. 
315.100 The State Conservationist will provide to 
the Division a list of prime farmland soils, their loca-
tion, physical and chemical characteristics, crop 
yields, and associated data necessary to support ade-
quate pnme farmland soil descriptions. 
315 200. The State Conservationist will assist the 
Division in describing the nature and extent of the 
reconnaissance inspection required under 
R614-302-313. 
315 300 Before any permit is issued for areas that 
include prime farmland, the Division will consult 
with the State Conservationist. The State Conserva-
tionist will provide for the review of, and comment 
on. the proposed method of soil reconstruction in the 
plan submitted under R614-302-314. If the State Con-
servationist considers those methods to be inade-
quate, then revisions will be suggested to the Divi-
sion which result in more complete and adequate re-
construction. 
316. Issuance of Permit. A permit to conduct coal 
mining and reclamation operations that include min-
ing and reclamation on designated special areas of 
prime farmland may be granted by the Division, if it 
first finds, in writing, upon the basis of a complete 
application, thai. 
316.100. The approved proposed postmining land 
use of these prime farmlands will be cropland; 
316.200. The permit incorporates as specific condi-
tions the contents of the plan submitted under 
R614-302-314, after consideration of any revisions to 
that plan suggested by the State Conservationist un-
der R614-302-315.300; 
316.300. The applicant has the technological capa-
bility to restore the prime farmland, within a reason-
able time, to equivalent or higher levels of yield as 
nonmined prime farmland in the surrounding area 
under equivalent levels of management; and 
316 400 The proposed coal mining and reclama-
tion operations will be conducted in compliance with 
the requirements of R614-302-317 and other environ-
mental protection performance and reclamation stan-
dards for mining and reclamation of prime farmland 
of the State Program. 
317. Prime Farmland Performance Standards. 
317.100. Scope and Purpose. The rules under 
R614-302-317 set forth special environmental protec-
tion performance, reclamation, and design standards 
for coal mining and reclamation operations on prime 
farmland. 
317.200. Responsibilities of Agencies. 
317.210. The SCS within Utah will establish speci-
fications for prime farmland soil removal, storage, 
replacement, and reconstruction. 
317.220. The Division will use the soil-reconstruc-
tion specifications of R614-302-317.210 to carry out 
its responsibilities under R614-302-310 through 
R614-302-316 and R614-301-800. 
317.300. Applicability. The requirements of the 
R614-302-317 will not apply to prime farmland that 
has been excluded in accordance with R614-302-311 
and R614-302-312. 
317.400. Soil Removal and Stockpiling. 
317.410. Prime farmland soils will be removed 
from the areas to be disturbed before drilling, blast-
ing, or mining. 
317.420. The minimum depth of soil and soil mate-
rials to be removed and stored for use in the recon-
struction of prime farmland w,| | be sufficient * 
the requirements of R614-302-317.520 
317 4,'|o. Soil removal and stockpiling «~- • 
on prirne farmland will be conducted £ 
•*17 4{J1. Separately remove the topsoil « , . 
other su.table soil materials where such 
materials will create a final soil havin*
 a -
productive capacity than that which exists S 
n»ninK. If not utilized immediately, this materi 
be placed, in stockpiles separate from the spoil. 
other excavated materials: and 
317.43*. Separately remove the B or C horia 
other suitable soil material to provide the thid 
ol suitable soil required by R614-302-317 520 
utilized immediately, each horizon or other mat-J 
will be stockpiled separately from the spoil
 a n T i 
other excavated materials. Where combination^ 
such soil materials created by mixing have 
shown to be equally or more favorable for i 
growth than the B honzon. separate handling i 
necessary 8 
317 140. Stockpiles will be placed within the i 
mil area where they w,|| not be disturbed or be i 
ject to e x c « 8 s l v e erosion If left in place for more thl 
RRid?ni ? ^ k p ' , e S Wl11 m e e t l h e ^ " ' r e m e n ^ 2fi l'?S "?32' Rfi"-30l.233.100. R6U-301.J 
R614-301-242. and R614-301-243 
317 500 Soil Replacement. >„ 
• i l \ ? 1 0 . S o ' 1 reconstruction specifications estab-
lished by the SCS will be based upon the standard, of 
the National Cooperative Soil Survey and will in-* 
elude, as 4 minimum, physical and chemical chara*!* 
tenstics of reconstructed soils and soil description * 
containing soil-horizon depths, soil densities, soil pH 
a n d
 °
t h e r
 Specifications such that reconstructed 1 
will have the capability of achieving levels of 3 
equa to o,r higher than, those of nonmined 
farmland \n the surrounding area. L « 
317 520 The minimum depth of soil and subatitut? 
soil material to be reconstructed will be 48 inches or' 
a lesser de^th equal to the depth to a subsurface hori-
zon in the hatural soil that inhibits or prevent* root 
penetration, or a greater depth if determined nece»-* 
sary to restore the original soil productive capacity!-
boil horizons will be considered as inhibiting or pre-^  
venting ro^t penetration if their physical or chemical' 
properties v>r wator-supplying capacities cause them4 
to restrict v>r prevent penetration by roots of plamV 
common to the vicinity of the permit area and if these 
properties <>r capacities have little or no beneficial 
effect on s^il productive capacity. 
317.530. The operator will replace and regTade the 
soil horizon^ or other root-zone material with proper 
compaction and uniform depth. 
317 540. The operator will replace the B horizon, C 
u°J!l0™*°* o t h e r 8 u i t a b , e material specified in 
Kb 14-302-317 432 to the thickness needed to meet the 
requirement of R614 302-317 520. 
317 550. t h e operator will replace the topsoil or 
£ l i ,» er.,«!U!* , a b , e s o 1 1 materials specified in 
R614-302 3*7.431 as the final surface soil layer. This 
surface soil Hayer will equal or exceed the thickness of 
the original, surface soil layer, as determined by the 
soil survey. 
317.600. iRevegetation and Restoration of Soil Pro-
ductivity. 
317.610 Following prime farmland soil replace-
ment, the soul surface w.ll be stabilized with a vegeta-
tive cover or -other means that effectively controls soil 
loss by wind! and water erosion. 
317 620 Pvime farmland soil productivity will be 
restored in accordance with the following provisions: 
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cent area and to determine which areas, if any. re-
quire more detailed study in order to allow the Divi-
sion 10 make a final determination regarding the ex-
istence ol di\ alluvial valley floor. 
321 200 Studies pe nor men during the investiga-
tion uy 1 hf applicant >>r .subsequent studies as re-
quired of lhe applicant DV the Division shall include 
an .tppropriale * omnination. adapted to site specific 
conditions, ol: 
321.210. Mapping of unconsolidated stream-laid 
deposits holding streams including, but not hunted 
to. geologic maps of unconsolidated deposits, and 
uream-laid deposits, maps of streams, delineation ol 
-unace watersheds and directions of shallow ground-
water :lows ihrouiin and into the unconsolidated de 
UOMI.I. :opograpnv l o w i n g local and regional terrace 
.eveis. and topoirrapny >l terraces, ilood plains and 
channels showing surface drainage patterns; 
321 220 Mapping of ail lands included in the area 
in accordance with R6i 1-102-121 and subject to agri 
cultural activities, showing the area in which differ 
eiu types ol agricultural lands, such as Hood irrigated 
lands, pasture :ands and undeveloped rangelands. 
exist, and accompanied by measurements of vegela 
lion in terms oi productivity and type, 
• 121.230 Mapping of ail lands that are currently or 
were historicailv ilood irrigated, showing the location 
»i eacn di\ersion -iructuie. inch dam and related 
reservoir, irrigated and. and topography of those 
lands. 
321 24t) Documentation that areas identified in 
R614-302-321 are or are not. suhtrrigaied. based on 
groundwater monitoring data, representative wuiet 
quality, soil moisture measurements, and measure 
menu of rooting depth, soil mottling, and water re 
quirements of vegetation. 
321 250 Documentation, based on representative 
sampling, that areas identified under R614-302-32! 
, , 317.627.2. The average county yields recognized by are. or are not, flood irrigable, based on stieamllow 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, which have been water quality, water yield, soils measurements. ant 
< adjusted by the SCS for local yield variation within topographic characteristics, and 
the county that is associated with differences between 321 260 Analysis of a series of aerial photographs 
nonmined prime farmland soil and all other soils that including color infrared imagery flown at u time o 
. produce the reference crop; and year to show any late summer and fall difference 
317.628. Under either procedure in between upland and valley floor vegetative growtl 
R614-302-317 627, the average reference crop yield and of a scale adequate for reconnaissance identifka 
^ may be adjusted, with the concurrence of the SCS, for: lion of area - ili.it may l>e alluvial valley floors 
317.628.1 Disease, pest, and weather-induced sea- 321300 h . » 1 on the investigations conducted un 
•onal variations, or der R614 302 321 200 the Division will make a de 
317.628 2 Differences in specific management termination of the extent of any alluvial valley tlooi 
practices where the overall management practices of within the study area and whether any stream in th 
the crops being compared are equivalent. study area may he excluded from further considei 
320 Alluvial Valley Floors. R614-302-320 applies anon as lying within an alluvial valley floor Th 
to any person who conducts or intends to conduct coal Division will determine that an alluvial valley tloo 
mining and reclamation operations on areas or adja- exists if it finds that. 
cent to areas designated as alluvial valley floors. 321.310. Unconsolidated streamlaid deposits hold 
321. Alluvial Valley Floor Determination. ing streams are present: and, 
321.100. Before applying for a permit to conduct, 321 320 There is sufficient water to support agri 
or before conducting surface coal mining and recla cultural activities as evidenced by 
matton operations within a valley holding a stream 321 321. The existence of flood irrigation in th 
or m a location where the adjacent area includes any area in question or Us historical use, 
stream, the applicant shall either affirmatively dem- 321 322 The capability of an area to be flood irr 
onstrale, based on available data, the presence of an gated, based on streamllow water yield, soils, watt 
alluvial valley floor, or submit to the Division the quality, and topography, or. 
results of a field investigation of the proposed permit 321.323. Subimgatiou of the lands in question, d< 
and adjacent area, lhe field investigations shall in- rived from the groundwater system of the valle 
clude sufficiently detailed geologic, hydrologic, land floor 
use, soils, and vegetation studies on areas required to 322 Application Contents for Operations Aflectin 
be investigated by the Division, after consultation Designated Alluvial Valley Moors 
with the applicant, to enable the Division to make an 322.100. if land within the permit aiea or adjucei 
evaluation regarding the existence of the probable area is identified as an alluvial valley floor and if 
alluvial valley floor in the proposed permit or adja- proposed coal mining and reclamation operation ma 
17 621 Measurement of soil productivity will be 
ted within 10 years alter completion of suit re-
«7M>22. Soil productivity will be measured on a 
1 sentauve sample or on all of the mined and re-
ETmed prime farmland area using the reference crop 
W r n i n e d under R614-302-317 626 A statistically 
- d sampling technique at a 90-percent or greater 
tiatical confidence level will be used as approved 
»he Division in consultation with the SCS; 
• if 623. The measurement period for determining 
sterage annual crop production (yield! will be a mini-
mum of three crop years prior to release of the opera-
tor's performance ')ona: 
317 624. The level of management applied during 
the measurement period will be the same as me level 
of management used on nonmined prime farmland in 
the surrounding area; 
317 625. Restoration of soil productivity will be 
considered achieved when the average yield during 
the measurement period equals or exceeds the aver-
age yield of the reierence crop establistied lor the 
game period for nonmined soils of the same or similar 
texture or slope phase of the soil series in ihe sur-
rounding area under equivalent management prac-
tices; 
317.626. The reference crop on wnich restoration 01 
soil productivity is proven will be -.elected irom the 
crops most commonly produced on the surrounding 
prime farmland. Where row crops are the dominant 
crops grown on prime farmland in the area, the row 
crop requiring the greatest rooting depth will be cho-
, sen as one of the reference crops; 
317.627. Reference crop yields for a given crop sea-
son are to be determined from: 
317.627.1 The current yield records of representa-
tive local farms in the surrounding area, with concur-
rence by the SCS; or 
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affect an alluvial valley floor or waters supplied to an 
alluvial valley floor the applicant will submit a torn 
plele application for the proposed coal mining and 
reclamation operation to be used by the Division to 
gelher with other relevant information including the 
information required by R614 302 321 as a basis for 
approval or denial of the permit 
322 200 The complete application will include de 
tailed surveys and baseline data required by the DIVI 
sion for a determination of 
322 210 The characteristics of the alluvial valley 
floor which are necessary to preserve the essential 
hydrologic functions throughout the mining and rec 
lamation process 
322 220 The significance of the area to be affected 
to agricultural activities 
322 230 'Vhether the operation will cause or 
presents an unacceptable nsk of causing material 
damage to the quantity or quality of surface or 
groundwaters that supply the alluvial valley floor 
322 240 The effectiveness of proposed reclamation 
with respect to requirements of the State Program 
and 
322 250 Specific environmental monitoring re 
quired to measure compliance with R614 J02 324 
during and after coal mining and reclamation opera 
tions 
322 300 Information required under R614 302 322 
shall include but not be limited to 
122 210 i JIOL. L data including geologic struc 
ture and auniua l ^eologic maps and geologic cross 
sections 
322 320 "soils and vegetation data including a de 
tailed soil survey and chemical and physical analysis 
of soils a vegetation map and narrative descriptions 
of quantitat ive and qualitative surveys and land use 
data including an evaluation of crop yields 
322 330 Surveys and data required under 
R614 302 322 for areas designated as alluvial valley 
floors because of their flood irrigation characteristics 
will also include at a minimum surface hydrologic 
data including atreamflow runoff sediment yield 
and water quality analysis describing seasonal vana 
tions over at least one full year field geomorphic sur 
veys and other geomorphic studies 
322 340 Surveys and data required under 
R614 302 322 for areas designated as alluvial valley 
floors because of their subimgation characteristics 
will also include at a minimum geohydrologic data 
including observation well establishment for pur 
poses of water level measurements groundwater con 
tour maps testing to determine aquifer charactens 
tics that affect waters supplying the alluvial valley 
floors well and spring inventories and water quality 
analysis describing seasonal variations over at least 
one full year and physical and chemical analysis of 
overburden to determine the effect of the proposed 
coal mining and reclamation operations on water 
quality and quantity 
322 350 Plans showing how the operations will 
avoid during mining and reclamation interruption 
discontinuance or preclusion of farming on the allu 
vial valley floors unless the premining land use has 
been undeveloped rangeland which is not significant 
to farming and will not materially damage the quan 
tity or quality of water in surface and groundwater 
systems that supply alluvial valley floors 
322 360 Maps showing farms that could be af 
fected by the mining and if any farm includes an 
alluvial vallev floor statements of the type and quan 
tity of agricultural activity performed on the alluvial 
valley floor and its relationship to the farms total 
agricultural activity including an economic! 
322 370 Such other data as the DiviaioAl 
quire ^« 
322 400 The surveys required by Rfil* 
should identify those geologic hydrologic^ 
logic characteristics of the alluvial valley f 
sary to bupport the essential hydrologic f 
an alluvial valley floor Characteristics 1 
port the essential hydrologic functions and 
must bts evaluated in a complete application [ 
but are not limited to 
322 410 Characteristics supporting the fund* 
collecting water which include but are not utnJtJ 
322 411 The amount and rate of runoff and 1 
balance analysis with respect to r t t 
evapotranspiration infiltration and groundwaU 
charge 
322 412 The relief slope and density of t 
work of drainage channels 
322 413 The infiltration permeability poi 
and tranamissivity ot unconsolidated deposit* < 
valley floor that either constitute the aquifer u t j 
ated with the stream or lie between the a q u u V | 
the s t ream and 
322 414 Other factors that affect the intercnajH 
of water between surface streams and groundwij 
systems including the depth to groundwater thef 
rection ot groundwater flow the extent to which 1 
stream and associated alluvial groundwater 1 
provide recharge to or are recharged by 
aquifers /*• 
322 420 Characteristics supporting the function! 
storing water which include but are not limited C 
322 421 Roughness slope and vegetation of t 
channel flood plain and low terraces that retard I 
flow of surface waters 1 
322 422 Porosity permeability waterholding i 
pacity saturated thickness and volume of aquif 
associated with streams including alluvial aqi 
perched aquifers and other water bearing 
found beneath valley floors and 
322 423 Moisture held in soils or the plant gw 
medium within the alluvial valley floor and 
physical and chemical properties of the subsoil in**-
provide for sustained vegetation growth or cover dur^[ 
ing extended periods of low precipitation *a 
322 430 Characteristics supporting the function ot 
regulating the flow of water which include but •re'' 
not limited] to ' ^ 
322 431 The geometry and physical character of 
the valley expressed in terms of the longitudinal pro-1 
file and slope of the valley and the channel the 
sinuosity of the channel the cross section slopes and 
proportions of the channels flood plains and low ter 
races the culture and stability of the stream bank* 
and the vegetation established in the channels and 
along the s t ream banks and flood plains 
322 432 Hie nature of surface flows as shown by 
the frequency and duration of flows of representative 
magnitude including low flows and floods and 
322 433 T h e nature of interchange of water be 
tween s t r eams their associated alluvial aquifers and 
any bedrock aquifers as shown by the rate and 
amount of waiter supplied by the stream to associated 
alluvial and bedrock aquifers d e recharge) and by 
the rates ancfl amounts of water supplied by aquifers 
to the streaim (1 e baseflow) and 
322 500 Characterist ics which make water a* ail 
able and whuch include but are not limited to the 
presence of la»nd forms including flood plains and ter 
races sui tably for agricultural activities 
OIL GAS \ND MINING ( OAl U614 MM .UK) 
. S T ^ n n U >r permit en m . e .ppt.cuuon 
1 mining mJ reclamation . p e n n o n s 11. I luh 
Imved bv the Division unless the applica 
** „ 1 rates md the Division tinds in writing 
J Z ^ o i intormation set forth in the applicaiion 
13 110 The proposed operations would not inter 
1 discontinue >r preclude l irming m in illuviul 
rley floor unless ihe premining land u e has h e m 
"eveloped rangeland which a not aigniticant to 
ng on t n e alluvial valle\ floor ir unless the 
wa of an atfecteu alluvial vailev floor is small and 
provides ot* n i d v provide neejiubfe support lor pro 
Auction ol one jr more farms oroviuea however 
were identified in a reclamation pi in ippro\ea bv the 
gtate Program prior t> August J 19" n r inv coal 
mining and reclamation >perauon mat in the veur 
preceding \ u g u s t 1 1977 
323 111 Produced coil in ommernal |uanti t ies 
gnd was located wtthm ir adjacent t > alluvial v illev 
floors or 
323 U 2 Obtained specific permit approval bv the 
Division to conduct coal mining and reclamation >p 
trations within an J I I U M I I vallev floor 
323 120 The proposed ipcrations w mid not mate 
nally damage the quantitv md lualuv 1 \a icr in 
lurface and underground w iter \stenis that uppiv 
those alluvial v i lkv floors r loruons 11 nluvt il 
valley floors which ire 
32 J 121 Included in Rbl4 J02 12 1 110 >r 
323 122 Outside the permit ar».a ot an existing or 
proposed coal mining and reclamation iperation 
323 130 The proposed iperations would be con 
ducted in accordance with all applicable require 
menus of the btale Program and 
323 140 Any change in the land use o( the lands 
covered by the proposed permit area from its 
premining use in or adjacent to alluvial v illev floors 
will not interfere with or preclude the reestablish 
ment of the essential hvdrologic (unctions of the allu 
vial valley floor 
323 200 The signific ince of the impact ot the pro 
posed operations on farming will be based on the rel 1 
five importance of the vegetation and water of the 
developed grazed or hayed alluvial valley floor area 
to the farm s production or anv more stringent crite 
na established by the Division as suitable tor site 
specific protection of agricultural activities in allu 
vial valley floors The effect of the proposed opera 
tions on farming will be concluded to be signific int if 
they would remove trom production over the life of 
the mine a proportion of the farms production that 
would decrease the expected annual income trom ag 
ncultural activities normally conducted at the farm 
321 100 Criteria for determining whether a coal 
mining and reclamation operation will materially 
damage the quantity or qualilv of w iters subject to 
Rbl4 102 32) 110 and Kb 14 102 123 120 include but 
are not limited to 
32\ 110 Potential increases in the concentr ition 
of total dissolved solids of waters supplied to an allu 
vial valley floor as measured bv specific conduct nice 
in mtllimhos to levels above the threshold value it 
which crop yields decrease as pcofied in M ias and 
Hoffman Crop Salt tolerance — t urrenl \ s sc s s 
ment luble 1 Salt loler ince ot Xgrtcullur il 
Crops unless the applicant demonstrates complt 
ance with Rbl4 102 321 120 
12 1 311 Salt tolerantcs for acricullur il mips h ive 
been published by b V Ma 11 m i d 1 11 >tlm tn ui 1 
AS t 
l l lpll 
piper tilled t 1 ol> "sill 1 ik r inee I u rn ni \sses-, 
i iuni eont lined in I hi 1 un t i l 1 1 In liriL.ui n m i 
D r u n IL,C Divi itii \ n u n c m Socuiv it * ivil I n u 
l i t e r s p ic , e s 1 1 ) till tiLli 111 lune i S r ible 1 
divine, i h l c s h o l d l i m i t s v t h u s is | r e sent i i l i p a s e 
22 thr medi 12 t 
vi l \\2 l lu M i l s md II tlm in public uion is »n 
tile an 1 iv ul ibl t r 11 t t c t u n md opvim, it Ii 
DIVISH n ill « 
t -1 ^0 I i 1 u il u n i t s n lu 11 mi in 1 
)l t >i ti iissois i ti is l v\ iters unpin 1 1 m ul 
1 tl tile \ il >i 11 \ics-, 1 th 1 t itiurp >r in 1 \ 
reltreiice 111 Rbl l »02 1_ 1 U0 vill n l i e ul std u! 
ess tht ipplic int i cmons t r tus I rout,h e tint, r 
an (i t ihe 1 l i eu n 1 r IDS t,r vn n ic an 
h u h r i) > e 1 \ 1 ui n vnl ^ >i at e r 
h it vul t u t n r p l 1 lit r 1 es 
5 1 1 r- r 1 pes 1 t,tt in n 11 1 listt 1 n 1 
ami H ilm in is pmtied I v the Division tsid p 
on icier ill m 1 b e r v t i i re i t i i n ctwetn i JI 
hssolv d ilui 11 m i l in 11 in v i u r m i r p 1 
i ec l l l l es tklltk. 111 L tint lilt tc ur lc \ I he 
relations 
12 1 >22 P in mi l l ni re tst s in the ivtrim. it pi 
to v\ Iter s Uur UeU l Mies lunriL, 1 e gTowine, e t I 
' t c i t t d vt lhl i i the l i l lie il tie t l l u v i t l til 
I >>r th it w tuid itiiutt the tin in 1 1 in lrnu in 
anu impart (i [ n iniiiinc onn l i 11 
_ ! _ ! I Icitll tl Iter i t s 11 nil tet 
vould icUUee the tut tutl I iriL,tl)U I titn 
to pn mining n lilt nis md 
323 1-1 P t t n t i i l unices in uie uiiact 
L,roundw iter svsleins ih U reduet the ire e tv ul it 
to iL,nculturt is a result 111 oiling u increased si 
uril ion it tht 1 l one 
I..J 40U I » r the put pises I Kbi t lU- ifc \ a I 11 
is >ne r more I mil unit n vhieh iL,rieultur il aeti 
i t n s are c inducted \ I inn is L,I ner illy considered 
he ihe conit in Uion >t laud units with acreage ai 
hound tries in cxislt nee prior to \ugust 3 1977 or 
esl ibl ishtd titer AUL,U 1 1 Wl~ with those boun 
a n i s based m enhmeti i ient il ihe turm s iL.ru 1 
lu r i l productivity md not rel tied to coat ininniL, ai 
reclamation opt rations 
124 Perlornt nice M indards 
324 100 bssential HydroloL,ic b unctions 
324 110 Ihe operitor ot 1 coal mining and net 
in ition ipcriUon will nununize disiuib inces to tl 
hvdroloL,ic b il nice bv preserving throughout tl 
mining and reclamation process the essential hydi 
logic functions ot ui alluvial valley floor not with 
the permit urea 
324 120 Ihe ope r tlor ol 1 mal mining and reel 
ination oper ition will mintmue disturb inces to l 
hydrologic b tl nice within the pi runt area bv re est 
fishing throughout the ininmi, md reclamation pi 
cess the essential hydrologic functions ot alluv 
valley floors 
121200 Protti l ion ot Agmul tu r i l Attivities 
121210 Prohibilmns ( o i l uuning and rtclau 
lion operations will n it 
121211 Interrupt discontinue or preclude tar 
IIIL, on alluvial v tilt y floors or 
124 212 ( ause mult n tl d 1111 ic,e to the qu uilily 
quality of w iter in surt ice or unde rc,round wutcr s 
terns that supply alluvial vallev floors 
324 220 St itutory h xclusions I he prohibitions 
Rbl4 102 121 210 will n»t ,pp|v 
324 221 Wheie the pn iiiiuuie, I mil use of in il 
vial v illev floor is uudt velopt d rangeland which 
ni I signific ml to f 11 IIUIIL. 
R614-303-100 NATURAL RESOURCES 
J24 222 Where /arming on the alluvial valley 
lloor that would be affected by the coal mining and 
reclamation operation is ot such small acreage as to 
be ol negligible impact on the (arm s agricultural pro 
duction 
124 221 To anv coal mining and reclamation oper 
ation that in the year preceding August J 1977 
J24 22J 1 Produced toal in commercial quintities 
and was located wuhin >r adjacent to a alluvial 
alley floor or 
324 223 2 Obtained specific permit approval by 
the Division to conduct coal mining and reclamation 
operations within an alluvial valley lloor or 
324 224 To any land that is the subject of an appli 
ation ior renewal or revision of a permit issued pur 
=uant to the Act which is an extension ol the original 
permit insoiar as 
324 224 1 The land was previously identified in a 
reclamation plan submitted under R614 301 and 
324 224 2 The original permit area was excluded 
irom the protection of R614 302 324 210 lor a reason 
set forth in Rbl 1 302 324 223 
324 300 Monitoring 
324 310 A monitoring system will be installed 
maintained and operated bv the permittee on all al 
luvial valley floors during coal mining and reclama 
kion operations and continued until all bonds are re 
'easpd in accordance with Rbl4 101 b00 The mom 
oring svstem will provide sUtTicient information to 
allow the Division to determine that 
124 311 The essential hydrologic functions of allu 
vial valley floors are being preserved outside the per 
mil area or reestablished within the permit area 
throughout the mining and reclamation process in 
accordance with R614 302 324 100 
324 i\2 farming on lands protected under 
R614 302 324 200 is not being interrupted discontin 
ued or precluded and 
324 313 The operation is not causing material 
damage to the quantity or quality of water in the 
surface or underground systems that supply alluvial 
valley floors protected under R614 302 324 200 
324 320 Monitoring will be conducted at adequate 
frequencies to indicate long term trends that could 
affect compliance with R614 302 324 100 and 
R614 302 324 200 
324 330 All monitoring data collected and analy 
sea thereof will routinely be made available to the 
Division 
I WO 40-10-1 el »*q 
R614-303. Coal Mine Permitting: 
Change, Renewal, and Transfer, As-
signment, or Sale of Permit Rights. 
R614 303 100 General Information on the Change 
Renewal Assignment or Sale of Permit Rights 
R614 303 200 Permit Review Change and Renewal 
R614 303 300 Transfer Assignment, or Sale of Per 
mit Rights 
R614 303 100 General Information on the 
Change, Renewal , Assignment or Sale of Per-
mit Rights 
110 Objectives The objectives of R614 303 are to 
111 Provide procedures for the Division to review 
change and renew permits under the regulatory pro 
gram and 
112 Provide procedures for transfer sale or as 
signraent of rights granted in permits under the State 
Program 
J 2 0 Responsibilities of the D,v , 8 l o n ^ ^ 
121 Ennure that permit* are rev.**! J l 
changes ,„ coal mining and r e c l a m a ^ -
A T* tha t a,! 1*™"* are 1L .-
viewed to determine that coal mining 2 ? 1 * * 
t on o p e r a t e s under these permits are ™ i 
compliant with the 5tate P r o ^ l ™ M o d u 
12 J fcfJecuvely
 r e v i e w and act on aP p | I C a t l -
enew existing permits ,n a timely m a n n e r ^ °* 
hat coal mining and reclamation op^atmn. 
»nue if they comply with the Stat* " E ^ 
1^4 insure that no person conducts
 C o X 
and reclamation operations through the t r ^ 
,ale or assignment of rights granu , ,uler ^ L 
without tha p„or approval of the h , „ L ! o „ ^ 
™w™*° PCrmit ReV,CW' C h « " - d - " 
210 Divisor, Rev lew of Permits 
211 The Division will review each permit
 1 M 
and outstanding under the State ProgramTuln? 
term ol the permit This review w i l ^ r ^ ? . 
than the middle of each permit term and as ?ol * 
211 100 Perm.ts with a term longer than fiv. 
years w.ll b . reviewed no less frequently t h a n th! 
permit m,dt„ r m o r e v e r v five ? „ X ™ ^ -
more Irequent """.never i 
211 200 Permits with variances granted in accor 
dance with Ht>14 302 220 and R b l f j O J 2 8 0 J X * 
reviewed no later than three years from the dale of 
issuance of the permit unless for variances L u r f in 
accordance w.th R614 302 220 the p e r m i t ^ affi 
mat.vely demonstrates
 t h a t t n e ^ *£ «* 
r^p,~n8 ,n accordance - ^ -™>< 
211300 rVrmits containing experimental p 
P e V m , r w l 4 n a C C O r d a n 7 W ' t h R 6 U J02 210Pand , 
£ n T u ^ L* V a n a n C C f r ° m a P P ™ « ™ * ongmal 
R 6 H 3 0 2 2 7 ^ U ' ^ r n t 3 *n a c c o r d a " c e with 
m i l 1 f . m W , H b e r C V , e W e d a s " * f o r t h >n the per \ 
mit or at lea*t every two and one half years from the 
dance w.th ftbM 302 217 and R614 302 273. respec 
at anl t ^ ^ n V W W n^wnd b v R 6 U 303 211.0? 
at any time the Div.s.on may by order require rea 
W M S o j S X r ^ ^ «« -cordan'ce wTi , 
Program *"*"** c o m P , , a n c e w'^h the State 
, K ! 1 3 A n n ^ d e r ° f t h e D , v , s , o n requiring permit* 
change will b* based upon written findings and will 
oe suDject to the provisions for administrative and 
d e r ' i r " ^ R 6 U 3 0 ° 2 0 ° Copie. of the or 
J I J P ^ n t to t h e Permittee 
J 1 4 P e r m i t may be suspended or revoked in ac 
cordance with* Rfau
 4 0 0 
220 Permit Changes 
J i f a n v t , m e d u " " B ^ e term of a permit the 
RTU lsz?iS"subm,t to the D,v,3,on p"^a"t to 
T 1 n a n A PP , l c a l ' °n for Permit Change 
Innl.™nS ,°nf * ' " n ™ " " 3 n d ^ P ° n d * a " m.tTal 
reZ n,T* ** a r e m U t C h d n « e W,th"> 15 days of 
receipt of the application 
chill TKhC 0p ,efator w l U obta»r, approval of a permit 
R M 4 g m ^ > n t k , n f a P P , , c a t , o n »n accordance with 
Mbi4 J03 220 lfor changes in the method of conduct of 
mining or^reclamation operations or ,n the conditions 
authorized or required under the approved permit, 
provided how^ v e r , that any extensions to the ap-
proved permit area except for Incidental Boundary 
Changes must be processed and approved through 
OIL GAS \ND MINING COM K614-J03-20O 
lication for i new permit and may nut lx ipprovtil 
-r Rbl4 303 221 through Rt>14 10 1 228 
«23 The Application lor Permit Change will iden 
the proposed change or changes and include the 
'ormation required under Rbl 1 301 and Rbl4 302 
the extent applicable to the proposed change or 
.„ges Ihe Application for Permit Lhani^e will he 
tegorucd as i bignilicanl Pel mil Revision il u in 
solves any ol the changes or circumstance*, set loith 
jp Rbl-* 303 224 \ l l other Applic aions lor Permit 
Change including Incidental Bound ir\ i. hanges 
-ill be categorized as Pi rmit Amendments 
224 An Applit ition lor Permit I hanue must be 
categorized and processed as a bignilicanl Permit R» 
yision for any ol the following changes >r urcum 
itances 
224 100 An increase in the siite ol the surlace >r 
iubaurface disturbed area in an amount ol 15 percent 
or greater than the disturbed irea under the up 
proved permit 
224 200 Lngaging in operations ouisuie ol the cu 
mulative impact area as deltned in the Cumulative 
Hydrologic Impact Assessment <CH1AI 
224 300 Lngaging in operations in h\drologic ba 
Wns other than those authorized in the approved per 
mit 
224 400 When required b\ an order issued und« r 
R614 301 212 and Rbl I HM 21 1 
224 500 In order to continui optrition il\i r the 
1 cancellation or material reduction ot the liability in 
•urance policy capability of self insurance perlor 
' ma nee bond or other equivalent guarantee upon 
which the original permit was issued or 
224 600 As otherwise required under ippluable 
law or regulation 
225 Applications for Significant Permit revisions 
!: and Permit Amendments will be submitted to the l)i 
vision ut least 120 days and 60 d lys respectively 
before the change in operations is expected to be im 
plemented 
226 Significant Permit Revisions as provided in 
R614 301 224 will be reviewed and processed by the 
Division in accordance with the requirements of 
R614 300 100 and Rbl4 300 200 and the information 
requirements of R614 301 and R614 102 including 
requirements for notice public participation and no 
tice of decision 
227 Permit Amendments will be processed in ac 
cordance with the requirements of R614 100 100 und 
R614 300 200 and the information requirements of 
R614 301 and R014 302 except that permit amend 
ments will not be subject to requirements for notice 
public participation or notice of decision of 
R614 100 100 
228 The Division will approve or disapprove the 
Application for Significant Permit Revisions and Per 
nut Amendments within 120 days and 60 days re 
spectively of receipt by the Division of the Adminis 
tratively Complete Application for Permit Change 
The Director may extend the designated time period 
if it is determined that due to weather conditions or 
other considerations it is physicall) impossible to 
perform the review ot the Application for Permit 
Change within that tune period 
210 Permit Renewals 
231 (jenerul A valid permit issued pursuant to 
the State Program will carry with it the right ol sue 
cessive renewul within the approved boundaries of 
the existing pet mil upon expiration of the term of 
the permit 
2\i. Application Rcquircmenls and Prociduns 
212 100 \n ippitc at m tor lenewal ol a permit 
will be likd wiih ilu Division it least 120 davs belore 
expiration ol the « xisiinn permit Urm 
232 21)0 \n ipplu uioii lor renew tl ot a permit 
will be in the loim uquired bv the Division and will 
iin hull u i minimum 
2' !0 tv i<ii iut ihti i li iDiiilv insuranie polav 
»r iutquili »il i» urihit jniitr Rltl I 101 -MM ,,s,i| 
IK pnmiii i Iv I inpu mi i r tin proposed permd 
i M n. w il 
_ *2 _ 5(1 h im h « Hi a tht pt normance l> uicl in 11 
led i jr i IK pt I m n Mil i nunui in lull l i n e mil 
ellici ior mv n m w tl requested as well j«, mv idili 
tionui b mil u quirt u bv the Division pursuant i» 
Khl4 ill I slid 
-12 21U A i pv 1 the nnposid nt wspapt r notiit 
and prowl >l punuc ttion >i •.ami i-> riqiuitd bv 
Rbl4 ItiO 121 loo and 
_ L _ i O Kdditi nil nvi td ir updated uitornii 
Hon t )uii«o l \ the Division 
212 OO \ppue tiinn IOI n nt w tl will be subject l i 
he nquirt inent-> l )UOIK noli luttnn tml |>ublu 
particip ition ontnntd in Rbl 1 100 120 tml 
Rbl 4 100 152 
2 12 100 It an applii tttun l >r lenewal includes mv 
proposcii ievisi>n^ t> the pennii >uib revisions will 
be dentitud mu u t u n to the rtquirements n 
Rbl l io 1 220 
.12 *00 i m Dtitivf t nn ilur Kbit IUII r« 
quirt IIH nls i ir u« imiiliiii; u i l mimm, uui i» 11 im i 
lion opt rations t permittee in iv unew i permit loi 
the purpose ol rtclimalion nlv it solelv reclamalion 
actiVitus rtmain to t>e done and no coil will be ex 
trailed processed or It nulled Obligations estab 
lished undt r i permit will continue regtidless l 
whether tht tuition/ ition to extract proee s or han 
die coal h is expired »r h is bt< n it riiuiiateu revokul 
or suspendtd 
2 11 \pprov il Piocess 
^isi 100 ( riteri t lor ipprov tl Hit Division wil 
approve a complete and morale ipplication tor per 
mil n new il unless it linds in writing that 
231 110 Ihe terms and conditions ol the exisltru 
permit are not being s ttisl tctonly met 
ii 1 120 Ihe present coal mining and reel iinalioi 
operations are not in compliance with the environ 
mental proteition standards ol the Slate Program 
2J 1 1 10 I he requested renewul subslunli illy jetq 
urdues the operators continuing ubilttv to compl 
wuh ihe Stale Program on existing permit areus 
233 140 The operator has not provided evidence 
having liability insurance or self insurance as r» 
quired in Rbl4 301 890 
211 150 The operulor has not provided evident 
that any pt rformume bond requirt d to be in eflccl h 
the oper ition will continue in lull force and efTcct U 
the propositi period of renewal as well as any add 
tional bond llu Division mic,hl require pursuant i 
Rbll 101 800 or 
211 lbO Addition il r< vised or updmd inlorm 
lion retjutred bv the Division und 
Rbl 1 10 1 2 12 ~->0 h is not bit n providtd by the appl 
c mi 
211200 Burden ot Proof In the determination 
whether to approve or deny a renewal ut a pt rmit it 
burden of proof will be on the oppont fits of renew 
211100 Alluvial Vtlhy r luor V iriance if ll 
coal mining mil rei lauiation opt r ttion authorized I 
the original pt rmit w is not stibjtct to the standai 
contained in seiiions 10 |0 ll(2i<eHi» and Uu of I) 
Act and Rbll 502 1-0 bt i tusi the permittee coi 
plied with tht rxitpliohs in tin provi o to seeti 
R614-303-300 NATURAL RESOURCES 
40 10 ll(2He)(n> of the Act the portion of the apph 
cation for renewal of the permit that addresses new 
land areas previously identified in the reclamation 
plan for the original permit will not be subject to the 
standards contained in sections 40 10 ll<2)(eni) and 
in ot the Act and Kbl4 102 120 
234 Renewal Term Any permit renewal will be 
for a term not to exceed the period ot the original 
permit estabhsned under R614 J00 loO 
235 Notice oi Decision The Division will send cop 
les of its decision to the applicant to each person who 
filed comments or objections on the renewal to each 
partv to any informal conierence held on the permit 
renewal and to the Office 
236 Administrative and Judicial Review Any per 
son having an interest which is or may be adversely 
affected by the decision of the Division will have the 
right to administrative and judicial review set forth 
in R614 J00 200 
R614-103 300 Transfer, Assignment, or Sale of 
Permit Rights 
310 General Iniormation No transfer assign 
ment or
 3ale oi rights granted bv a permit will be 
made without the prior written approval ot the Divi 
sion 
220 Application Requirements An applicant for 
approval of the transier assignment or sale of permit 
rights will 
321 Provide the Division with an application for 
approval of the proposed transfer assignment or sale 
including 
321 100 The name and address of the existing per 
mittee and permit number or other identifier 
321 200 A brief description of the proposed action 
requiring approval and 
321 300 Ihe legal financial compliance and re 
la led information required by Rbl4 101 100 for the 
applicant for approval of the transfer assignment or 
sale of permit rights 
322 Advertise the filing of the application in a 
newspaper of general circulation in the locality of the 
operations involved indicating the name and address 
of the applicant the permittee the permit number or 
other identifier the geographic location of the permit 
and the address to which written comments may be 
sent and 
323 Obtain appropriate performance bond cover 
age in an amount sufficient to cover the proposed op 
erations as required under R614 301 800 
330 Public Participation Any person having an 
interest which is or may be adversely affected by a 
decision on the transfer assignment or sale of permit 
rights including an official of any federal state or 
local government agency may submit written com 
ments on the application to the Division within 30 
days of the advertisement publication described un 
der R614 303 322 
340 Criteria for Approval The Division may allow 
a permittee to transfer assign or sell permit rights to 
a successor if it finds in writing that the successor 
341 Is eligible to receive a permit in accordance 
with R614 300 U2 and R614 300 133 
342 Has submitted a performance bond or other 
guarantee or obtained the bond coverage of the ongi 
nal permittee as required by R614 J01 800 and 
34 J Meets any other requirements specified by the 
Division 
350 Notification 
351 The Division will notify the permittee the 
successor commentators and the Office of its find 
ings 
,n,l , [ s u c c e s s o r w , ' l immediately provide ™ 
to the Division o, the consummation of [ n e t r a n > 
assignment or sale ot permit rights " ^ 
«>U ( ontinuea Operation Under Existing P-r*. . 
The accessor >n interest will assume t h e U ^ 
ana reclamation resoonsinilit.es ot Z e x i s t , t ^ << 
«m anu
 w „ | conuuet the coal mining and r ^ l t ? ' * 
derations ,n mil compliance with the S u t e J W * f 
and the terms ano conditions of the existing - £ * ? * 
I f l h e " P P ^ n t has obtained a new or £ 2 ' 
E u % » ? porov,ded ,n lhe R614 *o Reum 
R614J02J10 R614 102J20 and R614 J03 
«-IO-leiMQ. 
R614-400 Inspection and E n f o r c e d 
menu Division Authority and Procc * 
dures. 
m>14 40(1 J00 Prov^ons ol b u t e Enforcement 
HO Right ot Entry 
H I Within the State of Utah Division renresen / * 
U".ves m*y enter upon and through any coal e x p C T 
o u T a i r ' m m m * 3 n d ™ > ~ » operat ion* £ * 
out advance notice upon presentation of appropriate 
c?P That V r a r c h warrant *'»b* ~ q p u ~ 
cept that the State may provide for its use with re-
spect to *ntry into a building 
U 2 D,v l3 ,on representatives may inspect a n y , 
o X u o n " * n T I T * " 1 ° r m C t h 0 d rf « P ' ~ "r ' operation and have access to and may copy any » 
Zltn'T"** ^  ^ *"™«* ^  ^ ™ 
reZrhr e P r e a e n t a t , V e 8 m d y C X e r C , s e **<* " K n U at 
s e n ^ o n r U m e a W , t h o u l ^ a n c e notice upon pr*-
ran t w m ^ P P t 0 P l ? a l e c r e d e n l ' « » * No search war 
vtde for i 6 r e q U , r ! d C X C e p t t h a t l h e S t a t * m « * P"^ vide or ,U
 U B e with resF>ect to entry into a building 
eral Act ^ T T n t A u t h o n t v f i n i n g ,n the Fed 
eral Act or the State Program will be construed aa 
eliminating any additional enforcement n g h u ^ r p " 
D i v r o „ W ^ C h t r V V a , , a b , e - d e r State'law t o T e 
, n t l n ^ ^ a r e n ° l »P~»fic«lly enumerated 
in Section* 40 10 20 and 40 10 22 of the Act 
UU Inspection Program 
131 The* Division will conduct an average of at 
n l r ^ T 1 r f , c , a m a t l o n operation under ita ju 
risdiction and will conduct a partial inspection of 
unJlr?. ' ? m , n i n * d n d r e d " n ^ t . o n operation 
t i v f l n f J l f c n b d l C l l 0 ,n d S a r e " « * « « * to ensure eflec 
live enforcement of the State Program A partial ,n 
spection is an onsite or aerial review of a persons 
compliant* with some of the permit conditions and 
requirements .mposed under the State Program 
U 2 I h * Division will conduct an average of at 
least one complete .nspection per calendar quarUr of 
each active or inactive coal mining and reclamation 
operation under its jurisdiction A complete inspec 
lion is an ooisite review of a person s compliance with 
d r'Th™!1 ^ ° n d ' t , 0 0 s «*nd requirements imposed un 
mrlJS * * P r °K r a , n w , l h "» l»'« «nti,e area dm 
^
U r a t l L C l e d b> lhe coal mining and reclamation 
operation 
OIL GAS AND MINING COAI R614-400 20( 
r 
l3J The Division will conduct inspections of coal 
colorations as are necessary to ensure compliance 
,rith the State Program 
lJ4 \erial Inspection 
134 100 Aerial inspections will be conducted in a 
manner whicn reasonably ensures the idiniilication 
and documentation ot conditions at each coal mining 
gnd reclamation operation inspected 
134 200 Any potential violation observed during 
go aerial inspection will be investigated onsite within 
three (3) days provided that any indie Uion ot a con 
ition practic or violation constituting cause tor the 
issuance ot a cessation order under section 
40-10 22(1 Mbi ot the Act will be investigated on site 
immediately and provided further that an onsite in 
yestigation ot a potential violation observed during 
an aerial inspection will not be considered to be an 
additional partial or complete inspection tor the pur 
poses ot R614 400 U l and Rbl4 40U 1 12 
135 The inspections required under R614 400 U l 
through R614 400 134 will 
135 100 Be carried out on an irregular basis so as 
to monitor compliance at all operations including 
those which operate nights weekenas or holidays 
135 200 Occur without prior notice to the permit 
tee or any agent or employee ot sucn permittee ex 
cept for necessarv insite meetings and 
135 J00 Include the prompt tiling ot inspection re 
ports adequate to enforce the requirements ot the ap 
proved State Program 
136 For the purposes of R614 400 an in ictive coal 
mining and reclamation operation is one lor which 
136 100 Ihe Division has secured ir m\ the per 
mittee the written notice prosided tor under 
, R614 301 515 320 or 
136 200 Reclamation Phase II as defined at 
R614 301 880 J20 has been completed and the liabtl 
rty of the permittee has been reduced by the Division 
in accordance with the State Program 
140 Availability of Records 
t 141 The Division will make available to the Direc 
torof the Office upon request copies ol all documents 
relating to applications lor and approvals of existing 
I new or revised coal exploration approvals or coal 
mining and reclamation operations permits and all 
documents relating to inspection and enforcement ac 
Dons 
142 Copies of all records reports inspection mate 
rials or information obtained by the Division will be 
made immediately available to the public in the area 
of mining until at least five years aAer expiration ot 
the period during which the subject operation is ac 
Uve or is covered by any portion of a reclamation 
bond so that they are conveniently available to resi 
dents of that area except 
142 100 As otherwise provided by federal law and 
142 200 hor inform ition not required to te ni id« 
available under Rbl4 J ) l K014 1 0 0 U I ur 
R614 400 144 
14J The Division will ensure compliance with 
R614 400 142 bv either 
141 100 Making copies of all records reports in 
apeciion materials and other subject inn rmalion 
available for public inspection at a fedcril L I ih or 
local government otlice in the eounlv whtre the nun 
•ng 13 occurring or proposed to occur or 
14J 200 At the Division s option and expense pro 
viduiL, copies ol subject information promptly bv m ul 
at the request ol any resident of the arc i win re the 
nurnng is occurring or is pnpostd looceur Provided 
that the Division will inamt un lor publu inspection 
at a Udcral I lah or loc it L,OV» I niiu.nl >llict in tlu 
county where the mining is occurring or proposed t 
occur a description ol the information av ulabte to 
mailing and the procedure tor obtaining such mlor 
mation 
144 In >rdt r to protect pieparition tor he lruik, 
and enforcement proceedings lhe Director ol tin. i)! 
fice and ihe Division inav enter into ic,reeiuenu r« 
garding procedures lor the pecial handling ol inv» 
Ul, aive and enforcement reports and other such m 
tenuis 
150 Public Participation The M He Program pr 
vides tor public panicip ition in the enforcement 
the ^taie Proc,rim in Roll 400 200 1(614 400 10 
H614 401 and the Ho ird s Procedural Uules 
160 Compliance Conierence 
lbl Complitncc conferences between a permitt 
and an authorucd represent iti\c )t the Division « 
provided lor ind de cribed in H614 400 lb2 throu^ 
KG 14 400 lb5 
162 A pcrmititc mav request an onsite compi 
ance conference with in authorized representative 
the Division lo review ihe compliance status ot an 
condition or practice proposed at anv coal explorati* 
or coal mining and reclamation operation -Vny ->ui 
conference will not corisiuuu an inspection with 
the meaning ol U( A 10 10 -2 ind K614 400 1 10 
anv applicable permit or expiorition ipprov il 
163 lhe Division nu> iccepi or r« tuse an> reque 
lo conduct a compliance conference unci 
R614 400 162 
164 l h e authorized n present itive at inv mmp 
ance confen ncc will r» view siuh pr iposed conditt 
and practices in oi 1« i lo advise wluihcr >nv ->u 
condition or priciicc mi \ become a violation ol u 
requirement of the Acl the i| proved St ite Pro^r i 
or any applic ible permit or expiorition approv il 
16 > Neither llu h ilduit, ol \ compli nice eonl 
ence under this stition n >r any ipiunin giv«n by ti 
authorized represent itive at such i conletence w 
aflect 
165 100 Any rights or obligations of the Diviii 
or of the permute* with respect to an> inspect!* 
notice of violation or cessation order whether prior 
subsequent to such compli uue conference or 
165 200 The validity of tnv notice ot viol iliou 
cessation order issued with respeei to any eonditi 
or practice reviewed at the compliance conferenc 
Kb 14 400 200 Information Related tu Inspe 
tions 
210 Requests tor Inspections 
211 A citi/en may request a Division inspccti* 
under UCA 40 10 22 by furnishing lo the Division 
signed written statement (or an oral report follow 
by a signed written stitemenl) giving the DIVISI 
reason lo believe that a violation ol the State Pi 
gram or any applicable pc rnul or exploration a 
proval h i s occurred ind including t phom numl 
and address where the cili/en can be contacted 
212 lhe identity of my peison supplying inforii 
lion to the Division relating lo a possible violation 
imminent dinger or h irm will n i i iun e >ntideuti 
with the Division if requested hv that person mile 
ih it person « Lets to KI imp III> tl • uispc i (or on t 
inspection or unless disclosure is rcqumd unci 
Utah or federal I iw 
21 1 If l Division inspection is coiilucttd is a i 
sull of intorm ition provided to the Division by a ci 
zc n as dc sinbcd in Ul I I IOO 21 I llu citi/tiiwill 
notified as fu in udi nut is i i tetu ibic when t 
in spec t ion Is to >ccui 111 I will I ill iw I I i c» 
panv tin lulli n/< I n | ft n n I llu Divi i 
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during the inspection Such person has a right of 
entry to upon and through the coal exploration or 
coal mining and reclamation operation about which 
he or she provided information but only it he or she is 
in the presence of and is under control direction and 
supervision of the authorized representative while on 
the mine property Such right of entry does not in 
elude a right to enter buildings without consent of the 
person in control of the building or without a search 
warrant All citizens so visiting mine sites are re 
quired to comply with applicable MSHA salety stan 
dards 
214 Within 10 days of the Division inspection or 
if there is no inspection within 15 days ol receipt of 
the citizen s w n t u n statement the Division will bend 
the citizen the following 
214 100 if an inspection was made a description 
of the enforcement action taken which m ly consist of 
copies of the Division inspection report and all notices 
of violation and cessation orders issued as a result of 
the inspection or an explanation of why no enforce 
ment action was taken 
214 200 If no Division inspection was conducted 
an explanation of the reason why and 
214 300 \n explanation of the citizen s right if 
anv to miormal review ol the action or inaction ot the 
Division under R614 400 240 
215 The Division will give copies of ail materials 
in R614-400 214 within the time limits specified in 
that Rule to the person alleged to be in violation 
except that the name of the citizen will be removed 
unless disclosure of the citizen s identity is permitted 
under Rb 14 400 212 
220 Right of Entry 
221 Each authorized representative of the Divi 
sion conducting an inspection under R614 400 
through R614-401 
221 100 Will have a right of entry to upon and 
through any coal exploration or coal mining and rec 
lamation operation without advance notice or a 
search warrant upon presentation of appropriate ere 
denlials 
221 200 May at reasonable times and Without de 
lay have access to and copy any records and inspect 
any monitoring equipment or method of operation re 
quired under the State Program or any condition of 
an exploration approval or permit imposed under the 
State Program and 
221 300 Will have a right to gather physical and 
photographic evidence to document conditions prac 
tices or violations at the site 
222 No search warrant will be required with re 
spect to any activity under R614 400 221 except that 
a search warrant may be required for entry into a 
building 
230 Review of Adequacy and Completeness of In 
spection Any person who is or may be adversely af 
fee ted by coal mining and reclamation operations or 
coal exploration operations may notify the Director in 
writing of any alleged failure on the part of the Divi 
sion to make adequate and complete or periodic in 
spections as provided in R614 400 130 or 
R614 400 210 The notification will contain informa 
tion to demonstrate the belief that the person is or 
mav be adversely affected including the basis for his 
or her belief that the Division has fulled to conduct 
the required inspections The Director will within 15 
days of receipt of the notification determine whether 
there is sufficient information to create a reasonable 
belief that R614 400 130 or Rbl4 400 210 are not be 
ing compiled with and if not will immediately order 
an inspection to remedy the noncompliance The I)i 
rector will also furnibh the complainant with a
 wc™-
ten statement ot the reasons tor such determinate.? 
and the actions if any taken to remedy the noncooJ1 
pliance £ 
240 Review ot Decision Not to Inspect or Enforced 
241 Any person who is or may be adversely §f 
fected by coal exploration or coal mining and reel* 
mation operations may ask the Director to review 
iniormully an authorized representatives decision 
not to inspect or take appropriate entorcement action 
with respect to any violation alleged by that person in 
a request for State inspection under R614 400 210 
The request for review will be in writing and include 
a statement ot how the person is or may be adversely 
affected and why the decision merits review 
242 The Director will conduct the review and in \ -
form the person in writing ot the results of the re>*^ > 
view within JO days of his or her receipt of the re- **' 
quest The person alleged to be in violation will also 
be given a copy ot the results of the review except 
that the name ot the citizen will not be disclosed un 
less confidentiality has been waived or disclosure is 
required under Utah or federal law 
243 Informal review under this section will not 
affect any right to formal review or to a citizen s suit 
under the State Program 
R614-400 300 Provisions of State Enforcement 
310 Cessation Orders 
311 The Division will immediately order a cessa 
lion ol coal mining and reclamation operations or of , 
the relevant portion thereof if U finds on the basis of j ^ 
any Division inspection any violation of the State 
Program or any condition of a permit or an explore 
tion approval under the State Program which 
311 100 Creates an imminent danger to the 
health or safety of the public or 
311 200 Is causing or can reasonably be expected 
to cause significant imminent environmental harm 
to land, air or water resources 
314 Coal mining and reclamation operations con 
ductexi by any person without a valid coal mining 
permit constitute a condition or practice which causes 
or caon reasonably be expected to cause significant, 
imminent environmental harm to land air or water 
resources unless such operations are an integral, un 
interrupted extension of previously permitted opera Q 
lions* and the person conducting such operations has 
filed <* timely and complete application for a permit to 
conduct such operations 
?647 
315 100 The nature ot the violation 
315 200 The remedial action or airirmative obliga 
Hon required if any including interim steps it ap 
propria"* 
315 300 The time established tor ibatemetu it ip 
Dropriate including the time lor meeting anv interim 
iteps 
315 400 A reasonable description i the portion ol 
the coal exploration or coal mining anu reclamation 
operations to which it applies and 
315 500 The order will remain in etfect until the 
violation has been abated or until vacated moditicd 
of terminated in writing t>\ the Division 
316 Reclamation operations and >ther ictivities 
intended to protect public health ana salety ind the 
environment will continue during the period ot any 
order unless otherwise provided in the irder 
317 The Division may modilv lermin uc or v icatc 
a cessation order lor good cause and mav extend the 
time tor abatement it the latlure to mate within in*, 
time previously set was not caused ov tacK >i dill 
gence on the part ot the permittee 
318 The Division will terminate a cessation order 
by written notice to the permittee vnen u is deter 
mined that all conditions practices >r violations 
listed in the order have oeen abated Termination 
will not affect the riL,ht ol the d >aro to »sse:>s CIMI 
penalties tor those violations under itbl4 101 
319 Within sixty days alter issuing i cessation or 
der the Division will notit\ in writing anv person 
who has been identified under Rbl4 J00 147 ind 
i R614 301 112 300 and 112 400 as owning or control 
ling the permittee that the cessation >rder was is 
•ued and that the person has been identified as an 
owner or controller 
320 Notices of Violation 
321 The Division will issue a nonce of violation if 
on the basis of a Division inspection carrud out dur 
ing the enforcement of a State Program it finds a 
violation of the State Program or any condition of i 
permit or an exploration approval imposed under the 
State Program which does not create an imminent 
danger or harm for which a cessation order must be 
issued under R614 400 310 
f 322 When on the basis of any Division inspection 
1 other than one described in R614 400 321 the Divi 
Hon determines that there exists a violation ot the 
State Program or any condition of a permit or un 
., g ^ i txploration approval required by the Act or the cessa 
s ^ U f tion order must be issued under Rbl4 400 310 the 
Division will issue a notice of violation to the permit 
UOH-4UU-JIH 
3 i a If the cessation ordered under R614 400 311 "^3 
will not completely abate the imminent danger or ^ j f t f tee or his agent fixing a reasonable time not to exceed 
harm in the most expeditious manner physically poa-
 vj>f£ 90 
sible the Division will impose affirmative obligations 
on trae person to whom it is issued to abate the viola 
tion The order will specify the time by which abate-
ment will be accomplished 
314 When a notice of violation has been issued 
under R614 400 320 and the permittee fails to abate 
the violation within the abatement period fixed or 
subsequently extended by the Division then the Divi 
sion will immediately order a cessation of coal explo-
ration) or coal mining and reclamation operations or 
of th« portion relevant to the violation A cessation 
order issued under Rbl4 400 U 1 will require the per 
mill** to take all steps the Division deems necessary 
to abiale the violations covered by the order in the 
most "expeditious manner physically possible 
315> A cessation order issued under Rbl4 400 311 
or RteU 400 314 will be in writing signed by the au 
thoruztd representative of the Division who issued it 
and \will set forth with rea-»onublc specificity 
days for the abatement of the violation and provid 
tog opportunity for a conterence betore the Division 
323 A notice of violation issued under 
R614 400 320 will be in writing signed by the autho 
nzed representative of the Division and will set torth 
reasonable specificity 
^^ 100 fhe nature of the violation 
323 200 The remedial action required which may 
include interim steps 
32 )300 A reasonable time tor abateuu nt which 
may include lime tor accomplishment ot interim 
•teps and 
323 400 A reasonable description ot the portion of 
the coil exploration or coal mining ind retl dilation 
operations to which it applies 
324 The Division mav extend the time net tor 
abatement or lor accomplishment )f an interim step 
if the tailure to meet the Una previously set was not 
caused by lack of diligence un the part ot the permit 
tee The total time tor ibatement under a notice ol 
\iolation including all extensions will not exceed 9 
davs troin the date ol issuance except upon a shown 
hv the permittee ih it it is not feasible to abute li 
lolation within 10 c ilendar davs due to one or mo 
J! he uriuuisiaiuea m Rbl4 400 127 \ n extend 
abatement late pursuant to this section will not I 
granted Mien he pt rnmtee s tailuie to abate with 
)0 du\i nas been c iu^d b\ lack I diligence >r mi* 
uon il del iv bv the permittee in completing the reu 
Hal tclion required 
Jo II the perinitlte tails to meet anv time set t 
ibaiemeiu >r lor lccomplishment ot in interim si 
he Division will issue a cessation order un 
tbl I 400 11 t 
_b 1 he Division wilt terminate i notice ot vit 
inn ov wntun notice io the permittee when the I 
v hiun iicieruunes th it til viol uions listed in the 
u u ol violation hav« been ib ited lerminatton v 
not uleci the i IL,M >l the 11 >ard to assess civil pt i 
u«> l >r Uiose uol ill ms winch have been ab tied 
vul termination ukci tht riL,hi >l the Board to 
•>ess civil penalties u»r those violations un 
Rbl4 401 
32" I ircumsl tnu s which mav quality a co il n 
ng md icei minion ipcntion tor an abatement 
iod A mori thin HI davs ire 
ln lot) vVhen me ptrnutue »i an ingoing \ 
nitied *p« r ition h is ttnu.lv ippucd tor inddiligei 
pursued i permit renewal >r tther necessary 
provat ol designs or pi ins but ->uch permit or appr 
lias not been or will not be issued within 90 da>s 
a v iltd permit expires or is required tor reusons 
within the control ot the permittee 
127 200 Where there is i valid judicial order 
eluding ibilemenl within )0 d ivs as lo which 
permittee his diligently pursued all rights ol ap 
and as lo which he or she has no other etTective I 
remedy 
127 100 Where the p« rmitlee cannot abate wi 
90 davs due to i labor strike 
327 400 Whcie climatic conditions preclude al 
ment within 90 days or where due lo climatic c 
lions abatement within 90 davs clearly would e 
more environmental harm thun it would prevei 
127 500 Where abatement within 90 days req 
action lhal would violate saltly standards e 
lished bv statute or regulation under the Mine S 
and Health Act ot 1977 
128 Olher information on abatement time 
tended beyond 90 days 
328 100 Whenever an abulemt nt time in ext 
90 d lys is permitted interim abatement meu 
will be imposed to the extent necessary to mm 
harm lo the public or the environment 
328 200 It any ot the conditions in Kb 14 40 
exist the permitlee may request the authorize 
resent Hive ol the Division to grant an abute me 
nod exceeding 90 days I he authorized repre 
live will nol grant such an ibatement period w 
the concurrence >t the Director or his or her de 
ind the ibateuu nt period gr inted will not exct 
-.tiortesl possibh time necessary to abale ihe 
tion Ihi permittee will have ihe burden ol est 
ing by clear and convincing proot thil he or 
entilltd to any extension under the provisi 
Kb 14 »0I) U\ and Kb 14 4U0 127 
128 300 In den running whether or not lo gr 
ibatement period exceeding 90 days the autl 
repre si nlative m iv consider any relevant writ 
oral int jrmaiion troin the permittee or any 
•>ource Ihe aulhon/« d iepn st nl ilive will pr 
ind fullv dot una nt m tin lib his or h« i re is 
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granting or denying the request The Director or des-
ignee of the Director specified in R614 400 328 200 
will review this document before concurring in or dis 
approving the extended abatement date and will 
promptly and fully document the reasons for his or 
her concurrence or disapproval in the file 
328 400 Any determination made under 
R614-400 328 200 or RbU 400 328 300 will contain a 
right of appeal to the Board under R614 400 360 
328 500 No extension granted under R614 400-
328 200 or R614 400 328 300 may exceed 90 days in 
length Where the condition or circumstance which 
prevented abatement within 90 days exists at the ex 
piration of any such extension, the permittee may 
request a further extension in accordance with the 
procedures of R614 400 328 200 
329 Enforcement actions at abandoned sites The 
Division may refrain from using a notice of violation 
or cessation order for a violation at an abandoned 
site, as defined in R614 100-200 , if abatement of the 
violation is required under any previously issued no-
tice on order 
330 Suspension or Revocation of Permits 
331 The Board will issue an order to a permittee 
requiring him or her to show cause why his or her 
permit and right to mine under the State Program 
should not be suspended or revoked, if the Board de 
termines that a pattern of violations of any require-
ments of the State Program, or any permit condition 
required by the Act exists or has existed, and that 
each violation was caused by the permittee willfully 
or through an unwarranted failure to comply with 
those requirements or conditions A finding of unwar-
ranted failure to comply will be based upon a demon 
stration of greater than ordinary negligence on the 
pan of the permittee Violations by any person con 
ducting coal mining and reclamation operations on 
behalf of the permittee will be attributed to the per 
mittee, unless the permittee establishes that they 
were acts of deliberate sabotage 
332 Pattern of Violation 
332 100 The Director may determine that a pat 
tern of violations exists or has existed, based upon 
two or more Division inspections of the permit area 
within a 12 month period, after considering the cir-
cumstances, including 
332 110 The number of violations, cited on more 
than one occasion, of the same or related require 
ments of the State Program or the permit, arid 
332 120 The number of violations, cited on more 
than one occasion, of different requirements of the 
State Program or the permit, and 
332 130 The extent to which the violations were 
isolated departures from lawful conduct 
332 200 If after the review described in 
R614 400 332, the Director determines that a pattern 
of violation exists or has existed and that each viola-
tion was caused by the permittee willfully or through 
unwarranted failure to comply, he or she will recom-
mend that the Board issue an order to show cause as 
provided in R614 400 331 
332 300 The Director will promptly review the 
history of violations of any permittee who has been 
cited for violations of the same or related require-
ments of the State Program, or the permit during 
three or more state inspections of the permit areu 
within a 12 month period If, after such review, the 
Director determines that a pattern of violations exists 
or has existed, he or she will recommend that the 
Board issue an order to show cause as provided in 
paragraph R614 400 331 
333 Number of Violations 
333 100 In determining the number of %• 
within a 12 month period, the Director will 
only violations issued as a result oi a alate 
carried out during enforcement of the State 
333 200 The Director may not consider vi 
issued an a result of inspections other than 
mentioned in R614 400 133 100 m dete 
whether to exercise his or her discretion v 
R614 400.132 100, except as evidence of the * " 
unwarranted nature of the permittees failure t 
ply 
334 Whenever a permittee fails to abate a 
tion contained in a notice ol violation or re-
order within the abatement period set in the iu 
order or 4» subsequently extended, the Director 
review the permittee's history of violations to 
mine whether a pattern of violations caused " 
permittee's willful or unwarranted failure to 
exists pursuant to this section and will make l 
ommendation to the Board concerning whether 
an order to show cause should issue purs 
R614 400^331 
335 Hearing Procedures 
335 100 If the permittee files an answer 1 
show cau»e order and requests a hearing, a I 
public heating on the record will be conducted p 
ant to the R619 Rules before the Board or i 
Board's option by an administrative hearing t_ 
The hearing officer will be a person who meets L 
mum requirements for a hearing officer under 
law At such hearing the Division will have the 
den of establishing a prima facie case for suape^" 
or revocation of the permit based upon clear and' 
vincing evidence The ultimate burden of peim 
that the permit should not be suspended or re 
will rest >»ith the permittee 
The Bo*rd or Officer will give 30 days wntte 
tice of the <date, time and place of the hearing t 
Director, tJhe permittee and any intervener Upo 
ceipt of thtg notice the Director will publish it, if ^ 
ticable, in a newspaper ol general circulation in 
area of th* coal mining and reclamation opera" 
and will pv>st it at the Division office closest to 
operations Upon written request by the perm 
such hearuhg may at the Board's option be held \ 
near the ujune site within the county in which 
permittee's* operations are located ., 
335 200 Within 60 days after the hearing, 
Board will prepare a written determination, or 
Officer wiljj prepare a written determination to 
Bourd, as tto whether or not a pattern of violi 
exists If th«; determination is prepared by the ! 
ing officer, u will be reviewed by the Board m 
will make the final decision thereon If the P 
finds a pattern of violations and revokes or sua 
the permit .and the permittees right to mine 
the State Program, the permittee will immedia
 4 
cease coal nnining operations on the permit area « 
will 
335 210 llf the permit and the right to mine un< 
the State Program are revoked, complete reclamation 
within the time specified m the order, or •"* 
335 220 llf the permit and the right to mine und 
the Stale Program are suspended complete all »" 
mative obligations to abute all conditions, pructico< 
or violation^ as specified in the order » 
340 Servjice of Notices of Violation, Cessation ( 
ders and Shiow Cause Orders H , 
341 A nojtice of violation or cessation order will M j 
served on uhe permittee or his designated agent} 
promptly alfter issuance, as follows V«fa 
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100 By tendering a copy at the coal explora 
coal mining and reclamation operation to the to that notice oi 
°
r
^ed agent or to the individual who based 154 lheDivis i 
reasonable inquiry by the authorized represen 
appears to be in charge ol the coal exploration 
y e
.
 m i n U i g and reclamation operation relerrea to 
*h notice or order If no such individual can be 
T*j at the site a copy may be tendered to my 
,dual at the site who appears to be an employee 
.vho i*ih a » leport which led 
agent of the permittee Service v.ill be complete tender of the notice or order ami will not be 
ed incomplete because of reiusal to accept 
J41 200 As an alternative to RbU 400 141 100 
-vice may be made bv sending a copy ot the notice 
order by certified mail or b> hand to the permittee 
his designated agent Service will be complete 
-D tender oi the nonce or order b\ mail and will not 
deemed incomplete because ol reiusal to accept 
342 A show cause order may be served on the per 
ttee in either manner provided in RbU 400 341 
843 Designation bv anv person oi an agent lor ser 
- of notices and orders will be made in writing to 
- Division 
350 Informal Public Hearing 
" 351 Except as provided in RbU 400 152 and 
1614 400 353 a notice oi violation or cessation order 
which requires cessation oi mining expressiv or ov 
lecessary implication will expire wuhin 10 davs at 
ter it is served unless an informal public hearing has 
been held within that time The hearing wiU be netd 
tor reasonably close to the mine site so that it may 
U viewed during the hearing or at anv other location 
acceptable to the Division and the permittee The Di 
won office nearest to the mine site will be deemed 
be reasonably close to the mine site unless a closer 
"tion is requested and agreed to by the Division 
Expiration ot a notice or order will not affect the 
Board's right to assess civil penalties lor the viola 
toons mentioned in the notice or order under 
JR614 401 
"352 A notice of violation or cessation order will 
"»t expire as provided in RbU 400 JSl if the condi 
tion, practice or violation in question hus been abated 
•r if the informal public hearing has been waived or 
if, with the consent ol the permittee the informal 
public hearing is held later than 30 days after the 
notice or order was served For purposes ol 
R614 400-352 
352 100 The intormal public hearing will be 
deemed waived if the permittee 
» 352 110 Is informed by written notice ser\ed in 
*he manner provided in RbU 100 J52 200 that he or 
•be will be deemed to have waived an inlonnal public 
bearing unless he or she request* one within 30 days 
•fter service of the notice, and 
352 120 Fails to request an informal public hear 
tog within that time 
352 200 The written notice referred to in 
R614 400 352 110 will be delivered to the permittee 
by an authorized representative or sent by certified 
D^ ail to the permittee no later than five days alter the 
notice or order is served on the permittee and 
352 300 The permittee will be deemed to have con 
•ented to an extension of the time lor holding the 
'"formal publu hi tring il his or ht r request is n 
^ived on or alt« i the 21st duy ilU r service ol I In 
notice or order 1 he extension o! lime will b» equal to 
the number ol davs elapsed afier the 21st dav 
353 '1 he DiviMon will give as much advance notice 
at
» is practicable ol the tune place and subject matter 
°f the informal public hearing to 
Jr> 1 100 I he permittee and 
153 200 Anv person > 
>rder 
ion will ilso post notice ol the hear 
ing it the office eio-est to tin mine MU ind publisii 
it where practicable .n i iu w^p UHT u| general circu 
laiiou in (he in t •! tin iiiuu 
l"i > \n liilouii it .mulu iu mm. will be conducted 
hv t reprcst mauve <»i iht lloirciwiitiin.iv icctpioiai 
or written irgununis uul tnv ottui lelevani inior 
maiinn Irum inv person it tending 
15b Within live divs alter the t lose* ol the mlor 
mal public luarini' the Division will ilfirm nodilv 
or vacate the notice »r nit r in writing 1 lie decision 
vi 11 t)i eul o 
i i o !00 I he pel mill, e uni 
15b 200 \ n \ person who liUo t it port vhicli led 
to the notice or »rder 
157 lhe grant 11114 »r wuiwi ..1 m mlormal public 
hearing will tun uleci the 11e.ni 01 mv pt rson to lor 
mal review undei I l \ 10 10 J J . 1» u -.ucti lormai 
review proceeding's no evidence is 10 ilaleinents 
made or evidence uroductd u m inlonnal public 
hearing will be introduced is 1 vide me or to tmpeuch 
1 witness 
IbO Hoard lit v it w *i t unions 
Ibl Petition Process 
Ibl 100 \ permittee isstn d 1 not let <>l violation or 
cessation order mutt r Kbl I OH) >Jt)
 r Kbl I 400 110 
or a person having in initrtsi whuti is or inav be 
adversely Reeled l>\ the issuuut modification va 
cation or tennmuiion ol i notice or order may re 
quest review ol the Divisions iction by tiling an ap 
plicution for review md request lor hearing pursuant 
to I V A (0 10 22( 1) and tin Hoard s Rules within 10 
davs after receiving notice ol the ution 
3b 1 200 Upon written petition by the operator or 
an interested party the Hoaid at its discretion or a 
hearing exainuit r appointed by the Hoard pursuant 
to UCA 40 b KMb> may ht rtqutsltd to hold a hear 
mg at the site ot the opt ration or within such reason 
able proximity to the silt th it my vit wings ol the 
site can be conducted during the course ol public 
hearing 
Ibl 100 lhe Hoard will issue an ordt r concerning 
the cessation order within 10 days afier its next regu 
larly scheduled hearing ol rt ceipt ot the petition tor 
review of the Divisions cessation order 
3b2 The tiling ot a pt tition tor review and request 
for a hearing under Rhl t 400 IbO will not operate as 
a stay ol any notice or order or ot any modification 
termination or vacation of eitht r 
170 Inability to < omply 
171 No testation ordt r or notict of violation issued 
under Kbit 400 100 may be vacated because ot in 
ability to comply 
372 Inability to comply may not l>e considered in 
determining whelht r a pattern ot violations exists 
173 Unless caused bv lack of diligence inability to 
comply may be consult rt d only in mitigation of the 
amount ot civil penally undt r RbU 101 mil ot the 
duiation ot the suspension ot 1 p« runt undt r 
RbU 400 HO 
)HO ( ompli.inte Conlcniut 
181 A ptrniilttt may n qui si an onsiti toinpli 
.met ton l tnmi with in mlhoi 1/1 d 11 pn .1 ul ilivt lo 
n vu w iht toinpli nice st tins ol my < oridilion or pr it 
tut propost d it .my coal • xplor ition or tod mining 
and reclamation opt ration Any such < onlt re net will 
not eouslilule .111 insptition within lhe rut ailing "t 
U( A 40 10 II o. Kbl t 100 100 
1H2 lhe Division 111 iv uci pi or rt lost my rcqui si 
lo conduct a complimtt tonltrtmt undt r 
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R614-400-381 Where the Division accepts such a re-
quest, reasonable notice of the scheduled date and 
time of the compliance conference will be given to the 
permittee 
383 The authorized representative at any compli-
ance conference will review such proposed conditions 
and practices as the permittees may request in order 
to determine whether any such condition or practice 
mav become a violation of any requirement of the Act 
or of any applicable permit or exploration proposal 
384 Neither the holding of any compliance confer-
ence under R614-400-380 nor anv opinion given by 
the authorized representative at such a conference 
will affect 
384 100 Any rights or obligations of the Division 
or of the permittee with respect to any inspection, 
notice of violation or cessation order, whether prior or 
subsequent to such conierence, or 
384 200 The validity of any notice of violation or 
cessation order issued with respect to any condition 
or practice reviewed at the compliance conference 
390 Injunctive Relief 
T91 The Division may request the Utah Attorney 
General's office to institute a civil action for relief, 
.ncluaing J oermanent or temporary injunction, re-
straining >rder or any other order, in the district 
court for the district m which the coal exploration or 
coal mining and reclamation operation is located or 
in which the permittee has his principal office, when-
ever that permittee, in violation of the State Program 
or any condition of an exploration approval or permit 
391 100 Violates or fails or refuses to comply with 
any order or decision of the Division under the State 
Program, 
391 200 Interferes with, hinders or delays the Di-
vision in carrying out the provisions of the State Pro 
gram, 
391 300 Refuses to admit the Division to a mine, 
391 400 Refuses to permit inspection of a mine by 
the Division, 
391 500 Refuses to furnish any required informa-
tion or report, 
391 600 Refuses to permit access to or copying of 
any required records, or 
391 700 Refuses to permit inspection of monitor-
ing equipment 
392 No citizen suits may be brought pursuant to 
UCA 40-10-21 if the Board, Division or State Attor 
ney General has commenced and is diligently prose-
cuting a civil action under R614 400 391, however, in 
any such action in a slate court any interested person 
may intervene as permitted by and in accordance 
with Rule 24 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 
1WMI 40-10-1 e t acq 
R614-401. Inspection and 
ment: Civil Penalties. 
Enforce-
R614 401-100 Information on Civil Penalties 
R614 401-200 When Penalty Will Be Assessed 
R614-401-300 Point System for Penalties 
R614-401-400 Assessment of Separate Violations for 
Each Day 
R614-401 500 Waiver of Use of Formula to Deter-
mine Civil Penalty 
R614 401 600 Procedures for Assessment of CJVJI 
Penalties — Proposed Assessment 
R614 401 700 Procedures for Informal Assessment 
Conference 
R614 401 800 Requests for rormal Hearing 
R614 401-900 Final Assessment and Payment of % 
Penalty to 
ur 
R614-401-100. Information on Civil Penalties. 
110 Objectives Civil penalties are assessed under 
UCA 40 10-20 of the State Program and R614 401 to 
deter violations and to ensure maximum compliance 
with the terms and purposes of the State Program on 
the part of the coal mining industry 
120 How Assessments Are Made The Board will 
appoint an assessment officer to review each notice of 
violation and cessation order in accordance with the 
assessment procedures desenbed in R614 401 to de-
termine whether a civil penalty will be assessed, the 
amount of the penalty, and whether each day of * 
continuing violation will be deemed a separate viola-
tion for purposes of the total penalty assessed 
R614-401-200. When Penalty Will Be Assessed. 
210 The assessment officer will assess a penalty 
for each cessation order 
220 The assessment officer will assess a penalty 
for each notice of violation if the violation is assigned 
51 points or more under the point system desenbed in 
R614 401 300 and R614-401 400 
230 The .issessment officer may assess a penalty 
for each notice of violation assigned 50 points or less 
under the point system described in R614 401-300 
and R614-401-400 In determining whether to assess 
a penalty, the assessment officer will consider the 
factors listed in R614 401-310 
R6H-401-300. Point System for Penalties. 
310 Amount of Penalty In determining the 
amount of the penalty, if any, to be assessed, consid 
eration will be given to ' ' 
311 The operator's history of previous violations 
at the particular coal mining and reclamation opera-
tion, regardless of whether any led to a civil penalty 
assessment Special consideration will be given to vi-
olations contained in or leading to a cessation order 
However, a violation will not be considered if the no-
tice or order containing the violation meets the condi-
tions described in R614 401 321 100 or 
R614 401 3321 200 
312 Th<* seriousness of the violation based on the 
likelihood And extent of the potential or actual im 
pact on the> public or environment, both within and 
outside the permit or exploration area 
31J The degree of fault of the operator in causing 
or failing to. correct the violation, either through act 
or omission Such degree will range from inadvertent 
action causitng an event which was unavoidable by 
the exercis* of reasonable care to reckless, knowing 
or intentional conduct 
314 The operator's demonstrated good faith, by 
considering whether he took extraordinary measures 
to abate the-violation in the shortest possible tune, or 
merely abated the violation within the time given for 
abatement Consideration will also be given to 
whether tha- operator gained any economic benefit as 
a result of <a failure to comply 
320 Assessment of Points 
321 HisUory of Previous Violations The assess-
ment officer will assign up to 25 points based on the 
history of pirevious violations One point will be as 
signed for emch past violation contained in a notice of 
violation Fi/ve points may be assigned /or each viola 
Hon contaimed in a cessation order 1 he history of 
previous violations, for the purpose of assigning 
points will be determined and the points assigned 
with respecU to the particular coal exploration or coal 
651 OIL, GAS AND MINING, COAL R614-401-300 
mining and reclamation operation Points will be as 
Bigned as follows 
321 100 A violation will not be counted if the no 
tice or order is the subject of pending administrative 
or judicial review or if the time to request such re 
view, or to appeal anv administrative or judicial deci 
Bion has not expired and thereafter it will be 
counted for only one year 
321 200 No violation tor which the notice or order 
has been vacated will be counted and 
321 300 Each violation will be counted without re 
gard to whether it led to a nvil penaltv assessment 
322 Seriousness The assessment officer will is 
sign up to 45 points based on the seriousness ot the 
violation as follows 
322 100 Probability of occurrence The assessment 
officer will assign up to 20 points based on the proba 
bility of the occurrence of the event which a \iolated 
standard is designed to prevent Points will be as 
sessed according to the following schedule 
PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE 
None 
Insignificant 
Unlikely 
Likely 
Occurred 
POINIS 
0 
1 4 
5 ^ 
10 i9 
20 
322 200 Extent of potential or actual damage The 
issessment officer will assign up to 25 points, based 
on the extent of the potential or actual damage to the 
public health and safety or the environment, in terms 
of duration, area and impact ot such damage 
322 300 Alternative to R614 401 322 100 and 
R614 401 322 200 for an Administrative Hindrance 
Violation In the case of a violation of an administra 
Uve requirement, such as a requirement to keep 
records, the assessment officer will in lieu of 
R614 401 322 100 and Kb 14 401 SU 200. assign up 
to 25 points for seriousness, based upon the extent to 
which enforcement is hindered by the violation 
323 Degree of Fault 
323 100 The assessment officer will assign up to 
30 points based on the degree of fault of the permittee 
in causing or failing to correct the violation condi 
tion, or practice which led to the notice or order, ei 
ther through act or omission Points will be assessed 
as follows 
323 110 A violation which occurs through no fjult 
of the operator, or by inadvertence which v.as un 
•voidable by the exercise of reasonable care will be 
assigned no penalty points for degree of fault, 
323 120 A violation which is caused by fault of the 
operator will be assigned 15 points or less depending 
on the degree of fault Fault means the failure of a 
permittee to prevent the occurrence of any violation 
of his or her permit or any requirement of the Slate 
Program due to indifference lack of diligence or lack 
of reasonable care, or the failure to abate anv VIOIJ 
tion of such permit or the State Program due to mdil 
ference lack of diligence or lack of reasonable care 
and 
323 130 A violation which occurs through a 
greater degree of fault meaning reckless knowing or 
intentional conduct will he assigned lb to JO points, 
depending on the degree ol fault 
32 1200 In caliuli l ing |>oinls to be as-tinned for 
degree of fault, the act*, of all persons working on the 
coal exploration or coal mining and reclamation opt r 
ation site will be attributed to lhe pt rmittee unlets 
that permittee establishes that they wen acts ol dc 
hb» rate sabotage 
324 Got*} Faith in Attempting to Achieve Compli 
ance The assessment olficer will subtract points 
based on the degree ol irood faith of the permittee 
Points will he assumed is follows 
124 100 Lasv \haumcni Situation An easv 
abatement situation is one in which the operator has 
onsite the resouries ntcessuiv lo achieve compliance 
ol the violated -.land ml within the permit irea 
DMil irr Ol- l.OOD 1 AlTH 
lmmeui He Compliance 
Rapid < omplianu 
Normal Compliance 
POINIS 
11 to 20 
I to 10 
0 
324 200 Difficult Abatement Situation A difficult 
abatement situation is one which requires subinis 
sion ot plans prior to plnsical activity to achieve com 
pliance or the permittee does not have the resources 
at hand to achieve compliance ol ihe violated slan 
dard 
DEGREE Or l.OOD r \ l III 
Rapid Compliance 
Normal Compliance 
Extended 1 ompliance 
POINIS 
11 to 20 
I to 10 
0 
125 Definition >l < >inpu ince 
125 100 Immediate * >inpltance requires evidence 
that the violation has been ibaud immcdialelv 
iwhtch is a question ol tact) tollowmg issuance ol the 
notice of violation 
125 200 Rapid Compliance requires evidence that 
the permittee used diligence to abate the violation 
325 300 Normal Compliance means that the oper 
ator complied within the ibalemcni period required 
under the notice ol violation or by the violated stan 
dards 
325 400 Extended Compliance means that the per 
mitlee took minimal actions lor abatement to stay 
within the limits ol the notice ot violation or the vio 
lated standard or that the plan submitted for abate 
ment was incomplete 
32b The Efttct on the Operators Ability to Con 
tinue in Business Initially, it will be presumed thai 
the operators ability to continue in business will not 
be affected by the order ot assessment The operatoi 
may submit to the assessment olficer inforiiiatioi 
concerning the operutors financial status to shov 
that payment ot the civil penalty will affect the pet 
mitlee s ability to continue in business A reductioi 
of the penalty or a special payment plan may be or 
dered it the information provided by the operato 
demonstrates that the civil penally will substantial! 
reduce the likelihood ol the permittee s ability to coi 
tinue in business or will create undue hardship on lb 
permittees operation 
330 Determination ol Amount of Penalty The a 
sessmeni olltcer will determine the amount of an 
civil penalty converting the total number ot point 
assigned under Kb 14 101 120 lo a dollar amount, a 
cording lo ihe following schedule 
IMHsrs |X)| I vies I'OINh Dol l AN* POINT** IXHIAI 
I 10 10 4ot» V* I IM) 
£ M il 4-'» «> 1400 
4 JO IJ 440 < > l 14*0 
R614-401-400 
DOLLARS 
~60 
HOG 
(MO 
SrtO 
J20 
460 
1000 
1040 
lOSO 
11 0 
l lbO 
1200 
1^40 
1ZS0 
1320 
POINTS 
J 
74 
75 
6 
7 
1 
~9 
rtO 
51 
12 
HI 
*4 
»•> 6b 
87 
DOLl 
440 
520 
600 
b80 
t>0 
340 
>920 
JOOO 
OHO 
11 bO 
UiO 
n o 
1400 
J480 
)5bO 
180 
190 
200 
220 
240 
2bO 
280 
300 
J20 
340 
360 
R614-401-400 Assessment of Separate Violations 
for Each Day 
410 The assessment olficer mav assess separated 
a civil penalty tor each day trom the date ot issuance 
ot the notice ot violation or cessation order to the date 
set for abatement of the violation In determining 
whether to make such an assessment the assessment 
officer will consider the factors listed in R614 401 J00 
and may consider the extent to which the permittee 
gained any economic benefit as a result of a failure to 
comply ror anv violation which continues for two or 
more days and which is assigned more than 60 points 
under R614 401 J20 the Board or assessment officer 
will assess a civil penalty tor a minimum ot two sepa 
rate davs 
420 Whenever a violation contained in a nonce of 
violation or cessation order has not been abated 
withm the abatement period set in che notice or or 
der a civil penalty of not less than $750 00 will be 
assessed for each day during which such failure con 
tinues except that if the permittee initiates review 
proceedings with respect to the violation the abate 
ment period will be extended as follows 
421 If suspension of the abatement requirements 
of the notice or order is ordered in a temporary relief 
proceeding under the State Program after determi 
nation that the permittee will suffer irreparable loss 
or damage from the application of the requirements 
the extended period permitted for abatement will not 
end until the date on which the board issues a final 
order, and 
422 If the permittee initiates review proceedings 
under the State Program with respect to the viola 
tion in which the obligations to abate are suspended 
by the court pursuant to the State Program the daily 
assessment of a penalty will not be made for any pe 
nod before entry of a final order by the court 
430 Such penalty for the failure to abate the viola 
tion will not be assessed for more than 30 days for 
each violation If the permittee has not abated the 
violation within the 30 day period the Division will 
within 30 days appeal such noncompliance to the 
Board for resolution under 40 10 20(5) 40 10 20(61 
40 10 22(1 )(d) or 40 10 22(2) of the Act or by other 
appropriate means 
R614 401 500 Waiver of Use of Formula to De 
ternune Civil Penalty 
510 The assessment officer upon his or her own 
initiative or upon written request received by the Oi 
vision within 15 days of receipt of a notice of violation 
or a cessation order may waive the use of the formula 
contained in R614 401 330 to set the civil penalty if 
they determine that taking into account exceptional 
factors present in the particular case the penalty is 
demonstrably unjust However the assessment offi 
cer will not waive the use of the formula or reduce the 
proposed assessment on the basis of an argument that 
a reduction in the proposed penalty could be used to 
RESOURCES 
ibate violations ot the State Program or any condC* 
tion ot uny permit or cxplor ition approval The ha*U^ 
for every waiver will be fully explained and o W ^ J 
-nented in the records ot the case *"**£* 
^20 If the assessment olficer waives the use of UM? 
tormula he or she will use the criteria set f o r t h i W l 
Rbl4 401 120 to determine the appropriate penaltV ** 
When the assessment oilicer has elected to waive (L * 
use of the lormula he or she will give a written eipl7 
nation ot the basis tor the assessment made to Hi. ^ 
permittee ^ * 
Kbl 1 401 600 Procedures for Assessment of 
^ m l Penuities — Proposed Assessment 
>10 Vuhin lo davs oi sen ice >t a notice or order 
he permittee mav submit written information about 
he violation to ihe assessment olficer at the Division 
)ificea The issessment off iter will consider any infor 
mation so submitted in determining the facta BUT 
rounding the violation and the amount of the penalty 
t>20 The assessment officer will serve a copy of the 
oroposed assessment and ot the worksheet showing 
the computation oi the proposed assessment on the 
oermittee bv certified mail within JO days of the 
issuance ol the notice or order 
b2l If the mail is tendered at the address of that 
oermuioe ^ i onh in the sign required under 
R614 301 >21 200 >r at any address it which that 
permittee is in lact located and he or she refuses to 
accept delivery or or to collect sucn mail the require-
ments ol Rbl4 401 020 will be deemed to have been 
complied wuh upon such tender 
622 Failure by the Division to serve any proposed 
assessment within 30 days will not be grounds for 
dismissal of all or any part of such assessment unless 
the permittee » 
622 100 Proves actual prejudice as a result of the Im 
delay and . * « * 
622 200 Makes a timely objection to the delay 
630 Unless an assessment conference has been r e - V j S 
quested the assessment officer will review and reas-'v! 
sess any penalty if necessary to consider facta which < 
were not reasonably available on the date of issuance * 
of the proposed assessment because of the length of $ 
the abatement period The assessment officer will 't 
serve a copy of any such reassessment and of the 1„ 
worksheet showing the computation of the reassess- fc 
ment in the manner provided in R614-401 620 \ 
within 30 days after the date the violation is abated. * 
R614-40t 700 Procedures for Informal Asses*- , 
ment Conference 
710 Tbe Division will arrange for a conference to * 
review th* fact ot the violation and/or the proposed . 
assessment or reassessment upon written request of 
the permittee if the request is received within 30 
days from the date the proposed assessment or reas- A 
sessment is received by the violator 
720 Informal Assessment Conference Scheduling 
and Findings 
721 Tfcie Board will assign an assessment confer 
ence officer to hold assessment conferences The a* 
sessment conference will be informal 1 he assessment 
conference will be held within 60 days trom the date 
of issuance of the proposed assessment or the end of 
the abatement period whichever is later PRO-
VIDED II hat u failure by the Division to hold such a 
conference within 60 days will not be grounds for dis-
missal of all or part of an assessment unless the per 
mittee proves actual prejudice as a result of the delay 
722 rihe Division will post notice of the tune and 
place of tlhe conference at ail Division offices at least 
663 OIL GAS AND MIMING COAL R614-402 31H 
m 
five days before the conference Any person will have 
i right to attend and participate in the conference 
72J The assessment conference officer will eon 
gider all relevant information on the violation 
Within 30 davs after the conference is held the con 
ference officer will either 
723 100 Settle the issues in which case a -.ettle 
pent agreement will be prepared and signed by the 
assessment conference officer on behalf of the Board 
jnd by the permittee or 
723 200 Affirm raise lower or vacate the pen 
•Hy 
730 The assessment conference officer will 
promptly ->er\e the permittee with a notice ot his or 
her action in ine manner provided n fib 14 401 o20 
U\d will include a worksheet it lhe penaliv has I ten 
raised or lowered The reasons tor the conference offi 
cers action will be tullv documented m the tile 
740 Informal Lonterence beitlemeni Xgreemeni 
741 If a settlement agreement is entered into the 
permittee will be deemed to h ive waived ill rights to 
further re\iew ot the vioi ition or penaliv in question 
except as otherwise expressly provided tor in the set 
tlemenl agreement The settlement agreement will 
contain a clause to this effect 
742 If full pav ment ot the amount -.pec 11 ltd in the 
•ettlemeni agreement is not received bv the Division 
within 30 davs after the date ot -.inning the Bo ird 
may enforce the agreement or rescind n and proceed 
according to Kb 14 401 2 3 200 within JO days trom 
the date of the rescission 
750 The assessment conference officer may termi 
oate the conference when he or she determines that 
the issues cannot be resolved or that the permittee is 
Dot diligently working toward resolution of the is 
•ues 
760 At formal review proceedings before the 
Board no evidence as to statements made or evidence 
produced by one party at an assessment conference 
will be introduced as evidence by another party or to 
impeach a witness 
R614-401 800 Requests for Formal Hearing 
» 810 A permittee charged with a violation may 
contest the proposed penalty or the fact of the viola 
Qon by submitting <al a petition to the Board and (hi 
tn amount equal to the proposed penalty or if a con 
ference has been held the reassessed or affirmed pen 
•Ity to the Division (to be held in escrow as provided 
m R614 401 820) within 30 days of the proposed as 
•e&sment or reassessment or 15 days from tht date of 
•ervice of the conference officers action whichever is 
l*ter but in every case the penalty must be escrowed 
prior to commencement of the formal hearing 
820 I he Division will transfer all funds submitted 
under Rbl4 401 810 lo an escrow fund pending com 
P'etion of the administrative and judicial revu w pro 
cess at which time it will disburse them as provided 
» R614 401 920 or R614 401 930 
830 1 he fact of the violation m iv not be conte sled 
»f the fact has been finally decided before the Board 
under Rbl4 400 360 
R6I4 401 900 Final Assessment and Payment of 
Penalty 
910 If the permittee fails to request a hi »nng as 
Provided in Rbl 1 401 810 the pn posed asM ssiiient 
will become a final order of the Hoard ind the pen illy 
•ssesscd will become dut and piv tb|t upon expira 
hon of the time allowed to request a hearing 
920 |( any party requests judu i ti re view of a final 
order of the Board the proposed p nalty will be h« Id 
in escrow until completion ot the review Otherwis* 
subject to Rbl t 401 410 the escrowed funds will I 
transferred lo the Division in p tymeni ot the penaltv 
and the escrow will end 
J10 It the tinal decision ot the idministrative an 
judicial review r« suits in an order reducing or elun 
nating the propped penaliv assessed unde 
Rbl4 401 the Division will within 10 davs ot reeeq 
oi the ordei refund to the permittee all or p irt ut th-
ese rowed amount with interest trom the date ot pu> 
ment into escrow to the d lie if the refund al the k^, 
rate aopln iblc as providid m section \~> \ 1 I ( > 
940 It the rex lew results in an irdt r ncre isii 
the pciialtv the permittee ull pav the ditTeienee 
the Du ion within I ) tiavs itter the rder s m e i v 
OV Jctl permittee 
IHHS to in i < i «• 
R6I4 102 Inspection and Fnfont 
ment Individual Civil Penalties 
Rbl4 4«»2 100 Inform ition m Individual ( ivil IVi 
lines 
Rbl4 ID2 200 When an Individual I ivtl Puuli 
Mav Be \sses«.ed 
Kbit 102 100 \iuuunt of the Individual t evil l \ i 
altv 
Rbl 1 i<>2 H)0 Procedure tor \sscssmciit >l Indivi 
ual i vil Pen iltv 
Rbl4 402 -JOO Pavnunt of [ \ni l tv 
Rbl4-402 100 Information on Individual ( iv 
Penalt ies 
110 The rules in Rbl4 402 provide guidance to c 
ercise the authority »et forth in Ll \ to 10 20 o 
120 Individual Civil pt n lilies will be assessed by 
Board appointed assessment officer using the proce 
described in Rbl I 402 
Rbl4 402 200 When un Individual ( ivil Penult 
May He Assessed 
210 Fxcept as provided in Rbl4 402 220 the i 
sessment officer may assess in individual civil pel 
ally against anv corponie director officer or ac,et 
of a corporate permittee who knowingly and willful! 
authorized ordered or carried out a violation fuilur 
or refusal 
220 The assessment officer will not assess an in 1 
vidual civil penalty in situations resulting from 
permit viol it ion by a corporate permittee until i cc 
siti« n order his been issued by the Division lo tl 
corporate permittee for the violation and the cess 
tion order h is ri mained unabated for 10 days 
Kb 14 102 300 Amount of the Individual 1 iv 
Penalty 
310 In determining the amount of an individu 
civil pen ill) assessed undi r Rbl 1402 200 tht u 
stssnunt officer will consider the criteria spicified 
I C \ 40 10 20 including 
III lhe individual s history of authorizing ord< 
in^ or carrying out previous violations failun s 
refusals al lhe pirticulir coal mining ind nclum 
lion operations 
312 The sen iusiiess of the violation fnlure or r 
fusai ids indicilt d by the extent of dam if,e ind or tl 
co>l of reclam itiom including, any irrtp iral h h ir 
to the environment and toy h a i u d to the health 
safetv « f the public and 
113 I he de ruonslraled good tailh of the indiv niii 
ihirged in attempting to KIIIIVI lupid e n ph n 
after notice ot the viol ition t iilun >r n lusi l 
R614-402-400 NATURAL RESOURCES 654r^W 
320 The individual civil penalty will not exceed 
$5 000 for each violation Each day of continuing vio 
lation may be deemed a separate violation and the 
assessment officer may assess a separate individual 
civil penalty for each day the violation failure or re 
fusai continues from the date of service of the under 
lying notice of violation cessation order or other or 
der incorporated in a final decision issued by the 
board until abatement or compliance is achieved 
R614-402 400 Procedure for Assessment of Indi 
vtdual Civil Penalty 
410 Notice The assessment officer will serve on 
each individual to be assessed an individual civil pen 
ahv a notice of proposed individual civil penalty as 
cessment including a narrative explanation of the 
reasons for the penalty the amount to be assessed 
and a copy of any underlying notice of violation and 
cessation order 
420 Final order and opportunity for review The 
notice of proposed individual civil penalty assessment 
shall become a final order of the board 30 days after 
service upon the individual unless 
421 The individual files within 30 days of service 
of the notice of proposed individual civil penalty as 
cessment a petition for review with the board or 
422 The board and the individual or responsible 
corporate permittee agree within 30 days ot service of 
the notice of proposed individual civil penalty assess 
ment to a schedule or plan for the abatement or cor 
rection of the violation failure or refusal 
430 Service Service of notice under R614 402 400 
will satisfy the standard of the R619 Rules of the 
board 
R614-41)2 500 Payment of Penalty 
DIO No abatement or appeal If a notice of pro 
posed individual civil penalty assessment becomes a 
final order in the absence of a petition for review or 
abatement agreement the penalty will be due upon 
issuance of the final order 
520 Appeal If an individual named in a notice of 
proposed individual civil penalty assessment files a 
petition for review in accordance with the Rbl9 Rules 
of the board the penalty will be due upon issuance of 
a final board order affirming increasing or decreas 
ing the proposed penalty 
530 Abatement agreement Where the board and 
the corporate permittee or individual have agreed in 
writing on a plan for the abatement of or compliance 
with the unabated order an individual named in a 
notice of proposed individual civil penalty assessment 
may postpone payment until receiving either a final 
order from the Board stating that the penalty is due 
on the date of such final order or written notice that 
ibatement or compliance is satisfactory and the pen 
alty has been withdrawn 
540 Delinquent payment Following the expira 
tion of 30 days after the issuance of a final order 
assessing an individual civil penalty any delinquent 
penalty will be subject to interest at the rate tstab 
lished quarterly by the U S Department of the IYea 
sury for use in applying late charges on late pay 
ments to the Federal Government pursuant to Trea 
sury Financial Manual 6 8020 20 The Treasury cur 
rent value of funds rate is published by the Fiscal 
Service in the notices section of the Federal Register 
Interest on unpaid penalties will run from the dute 
payment first was due until the date of payment 
Failure to pay overdue penalties will result in refer 
ral to the Utah Attorney General for appropriate col 
lection action 
IKW 40-KMCIM- IJ 
R615 Oil, Gas and Mining; Oil and 
Gas. 
R615 I Oil and Gas General Rules 
R615 2 General Rules 
R615 3 Dril/mg And Operating Practices 
R615 4 Determination of Well Categories Under the 
Natural Qas Policy Act of 1978 
R615 o Underground Injection Control of Recovery 
Operations and Class II Injection Wells 
R615 b (jd« Processing and Waste Crude Oil Treat 
merit 
Rbl5 7 Oil Rerelinmg 
R615 8 Reporting and Report Forms 
R615 9 Disposal ol Produced Water 
R615 10 Administrative Procedures. 
R615-1. Oil and Gas General Rules. 
R615 1 1 Definitions 
R615 1 I Definitions 
1 Authorized Agent means a representative of 
the director »•> authorized bv the board 
2 \quifer means a geological formation includ 
ing a group o| formations or pan ol a formation which 
is capable of > leldmg a significant amount of water to 
a well or spring 
3 Artificial Liner means a pit liner made of ma 
tenal other than clay or other insitu material and 
which meets the requirements of R615 9 5 2 1 2 2 
and 2 3 
4 Barrel' means 42 (US) gallons at 60 degrees 
Fahrenheit at atmospheric pressure 
5 Board means the Board of Oil Gas and Mm 
ing 1 
6 Carrier Transporter or Taker means any per 1 
son moving or transporting oil or gas away from a *&j 
well or lease or from any pool i 
7 Casing Pressure means the pressure within 
the casing or between the casing and tubing at the l 
wellhead 
8 Class II Injection Well means a well which la* 
used for * 
8 1 The disposal of fluids which are brought to the* 
surface in connection with conventional oil or natural 
gas production and which may be commingled with 
wastewater produced from the operation of a gad 
plant that is an integral part of production opera * 
tions unless that wastewater is classified aa a haz 
ardous waste at the time of injtction or 
8 2 Enhanced recovery of oil or gas or ' 
8 3 Storage of hydrocarbons which are liquids at 
standard temperature and pressure conditions *<£|3 
9 Completion of a Well means that the well haa
 x Jj| 
been adequately worked to be capable of producing oil 
or gas or that well testing as required by the division 
has been corneluded 
10 Confitung Strata refers to a body of material 
that is relatively impervious to the passage of liquids 
or gases and that occurs either below above or lat 
eral to a more permeable material in such a way that 
it confines or limits the movement of liquids or gasea 
that may be- present 
11 Correlative Rights means the opportunity of 
each owner life a pool to produce his just and equitable 
share of the toil and gas in the pool without waste 
12 Cubic l«oot of gas means the volume of gas 
contained in one cubic loot of space at a standard 
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pressure base ot 14 7 ) psia and a standard tempera 
ture base ol 60 degrees Fahrenheit 
U Dav means a period ot 24 consecutive hours 
14 Development Wells means all oil and gas pro 
ducing wells other than wildcat wells 
ID Director means the executive and adminis 
trative head ot the division 
lb Division means the Division of Oil Gas and 
Mining 
17 Drilling Fluid means a circulating fluid usu 
allv called mud which is introduced in a dnll hole to 
lubricate the action ot the rotarv bit remove the drill 
ing cuttings and control formation pressures 
18 Emergency Pit means a oil used lor contain 
mg fluids at an >peraung well during an actual cmer 
gencv or tor a temporary period it ime 
19 Lnnanced Recovery means the process ot in 
troducing fluid or energy into a pool tor the purpose ot 
increasing he recovery ot hvdrocarbons irom the 
pool 
20 Entitv Tieans a well or a group ot wells that 
have identical division ol interest have the same op 
erator produce Irom the same lormation have prod 
uct sales Irom a common tank LAC T rneier gas 
meter or are in the same participating area ol a prop 
erly designated unit Lntity number assignments are 
made bv the division in cooperation with the Division 
of State Lands ind Forestrv ind the state Tax t om 
mission 
21 Esiaolishment means every tutomonile ser 
vice station ooat marina industrial operation air 
port trucking terminal or federal state or local gov 
eminent facility which generates at least oOO gallons 
of used oil annually 
22 Field means the general area underlaid by 
one or more pools 
23 Gas means natural gas or natural gas liquids 
or other gas or any mixture thereof defined as follows 
23 1 Natural Gas means those hydrocarbons 
other than oil and other than natural gas liquids sep 
arated from natural gas that occur naturally in the 
gaseous phase in the reservoir and are produced and 
recovered at the wellhead in gaseous form 
23 2 Other Gas means hydrogen sulfide carbon 
dioxide helium nitrogen and other nonhydrocarbon 
gases that occur naturally in the gaseous phase in the 
reservoir or are injected into the reservoir in connec 
tion with pressure maintenance gas cycling or other 
aecondary or enhanced recovery projects 
23 3 Natural Gus Liquids means those hydrocar 
bona initially in reservoir natural gas regardless of 
gravity that are separated in gas processing plants 
from the natural gus as liquids at the surface through 
the process of condensation absorption adsorption 
or other methods 
24 (JUS Oil Ratio means the ratio of the number 
of cubic feet of natural gas produced to the number of 
barrels of oil concurrently produced during any stated 
period The term GOR is synonymous with gas oil 
ratio 
25 Gas Processing Plant meuns a facility in 
which iiquefiable hydrocarbons are removed from 
natural gas including wet gas or casinghead gas and 
the remaining residue gas is conditioned for delivery 
for sale recycling or other use 
2b Gus Well means any well c ipuble of produc 
*ng gas in substantial quantities th it is not an oil 
well 
27 Ground Water means water in a zone of salu 
ration below the ground surface 
28 Hearing meuns any mutter hi urd be lore the 
board or its design ited hearing examiner 
29 Illegal Oil or Illegal Gas means oil or gas 
that has been produced Irom any well within the 
state in violation ol I hupter b of Title 40 or any rule 
or order ol the board 
JO Illegal Product means any product derived in 
whole or in part from illegal oil or illegal gus 
31 Injection or Disposal Well means any Class II 
Injection Well used lor the injection of air gas water 
or other substance into any underground stratum 
32 Interest Owner means a person owning an 
interest worKinc, intt rest royalty interest payment 
out )t pr xiucti >n or anv ither interest) in oil or gas 
or in the proceeds thereol 
JJ Load Oil means anv oil or liquid hydrocarbon 
whicn is used in anv remedial operation in an oil or 
u,us ^eil 
14 I ut» >r Well log means the written record 
progressiveiv describing the strata water oil or gas 
encountered in drilling a well with such additional 
information as is usually recorded in the normal pro 
cedure A drilling including electrical radioactivity 
or xlier inulur conventional logs a lithologic de 
scnption ol samples and drill stem test information 
15 I ubricaiiHK Oil means the fraction of oil 
which is used to reduce Iriction in an industrial or 
mechanical device 
lb Manliest means the form used tor identifying 
the quantuv and composition and the origin routing 
and destination it used oil during its transportation 
Irom the point A generation to the point ot treatment 
storage or disposal 
37 Multiple £one Completion means a well com 
pletion in which two or more separute zones mechun 
icallv segregated one from the other are produced 
simultaneously from the same well 
38 New Production means any increased produc 
Hon resulting from a reconviction workover and 
new well drilling between January 1 1990 and De 
cember Jl 1991 as approved by the division 
19 Oil means crude oil or condensate or any 
mixture thereof defined as follows 
39 1 ( rude Oil means those hydrocarbons re 
gardless of gravity that occur naturally in the liquid 
phase in the reservoir and are produced and recov 
ered at the wellhead in liquid form 
J9 2 Condensate means those hydrocarbons re 
gardless of gravity that occur naturully in the gas 
eous phase in the reservoir thut are separated Irom 
the natural gas as liquids through the process of con 
densation either in the reservoir in the well bore or 
at the surface in field separators 
40 Oil and C is shall not include gaseous or liq 
uid substances derived from coul oil shale tur sands 
or other hvdrocarbons classified us synthetic fuel 
41 Oil \S ell meuns any well capable of producing 
oil in substantial quantities 
42 Operator or Designated Agent meuns the 
person who has been designated by the owners or the 
bourd to operate a well or unit 
4J Owner means the person who h is the right to 
drill into and produce from a reservoir and to uppro 
priate the >il and gas tFat he produces either for 
himself or f r himsell and others 
411 Working Interest Owner means the owner 
of an interest in oil or gas burdened with a sb ire of 
the expenses ol developing ind operating the prop 
erty 
44 Person uu uns ind includt s uny natural per 
sou bodies politic and corporate partnerships assoei 
alions and lornpinies 
IS Pit mi ills in t irlhen surf at iru|>oundmeul 
constructed to r»inti tlui Is nul oil In Id wusles 
TabD 
oo * 
IO.7.1 Interstate compact to conserve oil and 
gas — Authority for governor to join. 
I h« ~nV» rnorof thf *t iU»of L'tjh i*» mthonzi'd ind 
nrcctcd for ind in the name of tht stau of L tan to 
,„tn with the other states in the Interstate Oil Com 
lLt to Conserve Oil and Gas which was executed in 
D illa-s Texas on the 16th dav of February 1935, and 
fi i*. been extended Lo the 1st dav of September 1959 
with the consent of Congress, and that said compact 
and all extensions are now on deposit with the de-
partment of state of the United States. 1357 
40-7-2. Authority for governor to execute exten-
sions or withdraw from compact. 
The governor of the state of Utah is authorized and 
empowered, for and in the name of the state of Utah 
to execute agreements for further extension of the 
expiration date of said compact to conserve oil and 
^db and to determine if and when it shall be to the 
best interest of the state of Utah to withdraw from 
s>aid compact upon sixty days' notice as provided by 
its terms In the event that he shall determine that 
the state shall withdraw from said compact he shall 
have the power and authority to give necessary notice 
ind to take any and all steps necessary and proper to 
effect the withdrawal of the state of Utah from said 
compact 1957 
40-7-3. Official representative — Assistant rep-
resentative. 
The governor shall be the official representative of 
the state of Utah on the "Interstate Oil Compact 
Commission" provided for in the compact to conserve 
oil and gas, and shall exercise and perform for the 
-,tate all of the powers and duties as members of the 
Interstate Oil Compact Commission, provided, how-
ever, that he shall have the authonty to appoint an 
assistant representative who shall act m his stead as 
the official representative of the state of Utah as a 
member of said commission 1957 
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40-8-1. Short title 
This act shall be known and may be cited as the 
"Utah Mined Land Reclamation Act ** 1975 
40-8-2. Legislative findings. 
The Utah Legislature finds that 
(1) A mining industry is essential to the eco-
nomic and physical well being of the state of 
Utah and the nation 
(2) It is necessary to alter the surface of the 
earth to extract minerals required by our society, 
but this should be done in such a way as to mini-
mize undesirable effects on the surroundings 
(3) Mined land should be reclaimed so as to 
prevent conditions detrimental to the general 
safety and welfare of the citizens of the state and 
to provide for the subsequent use of the lands 
affected Reclamation requirements must be 
adapted to the diversity of topographic, chemical, 
climatic, biologic, geologic, economic, and social 
conditions m the areas where mining takes place 
1975 
40-8-3. Purpose. 
The purpose of this act is to provide that from the 
effective date of the act, except as otherwise provided 
in this act, all mining in the state shall include plans 
for reclamation of the land affected 1975 
40-8-4. Definitions. 
As used in this chapter 
(1) (a) "Approved notice of intention** means a 
formally filed notice of intention to com-
mence mining operations, including revi-
sions to it, which has been approved under 
Section 40-8-13 
(b) An approved notice of intention is not 
required for small mining operations 
(2) "Board" means the Board of Oil, Gas and 
Mining 
(3) (a) "Deposit" or "mineral deposit** means 
an accumulation of mineral matter in the 
form of consolidated rock, unconsolidated 
material, solutions, or otherwise occurring 
on the surface, beneath the surface, or in the 
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wate r s of the land from which any pr^vduct 
11-i-ful • •» TI.: ' i •:: f\ :<•• ;.r<.<!'K'"i. »'\tr.t*. u<\. <»r 
obta ined or which is extracted by under -
ground m i n i n g method? for unde rg round 
s torage . 
ib> "Deposi t" or "mni'-ral <i*-poMt ' ex-
cludes sand , gravel , n>ck aggrega te , wa te r , 
geothermal steam, and oil and gas as defined 
in Title 40, Chapter 6, but includes oil shale 
and bituminous sands extracted by mining 
operations. 
(4) "Development" means the work performed 
in relation to a deposit following its discovery but 
prior to and in contemplation of production min-
ing operations, aimed at, but not limited to, pre-
paring the site for mining operations, defining 
further the ore deposit by drilling or other 
means, conducting pilot plant operations, con-
structing roads or ancillary facilities, and other 
related activities. 
(5) "Division" means the Division of Oil, Gas 
and Mining. 
(6) (a) "Exploration" means surface-disturb-
ing activities conducted for the purpose of 
discovering a deposit or mineral deposit, de-
lineating the boundaries of a deposit or min-
eral deposit, and identifying regions or spe-
cific areas in which deposits or mineral de-
posits are most likely to exist. 
(b) "Exploration" includes, but is not lim-
ited to: sinking shafts; tunneling; drilling 
holes and digging pits or cuts; building of 
roads, and other access ways; and construct-
ing and operating other facilities related to 
these activities. 
(7) "Land affected" means the surface and sub-
surface of an area within the state where mining 
operations are being or will be conducted, includ-
ing, but not limited to: (a) on-site private ways, 
roads, and railroads; (b) land excavations; (c) ex-
ploration sites; (d) drill sites or workings; (e) re-
fuse banks or spoil piles; (0 evaporation or set-
tling ponds; (g) stockpiles; (h) leaching dumps; (i) 
placer areas; (j) tailings ponds or dumps; and (k) 
work, parking, storage, or waste discharge areas, 
structures, and facilities. All lands shall be ex-
cluded that would otherwise be includable as 
land affected but which have been reclaimed in 
accordance with an approved plan or otherwise, 
as may be approved by the board, and lands in 
which mining operations have ceased prior to 
July 1, 1977. 
(8) (a) "Mining operation" means those activi-
ties conducted on the surface of the land for 
the exploration for, development of, or ex-
traction of a mineral deposit, including, but 
not limited to, surface mining and the sur-
face effects of underground and in situ min-
ing, on-site transportation, concentrating, 
milling, evaporation, and other primary pro-
cessing. 
(b) "Mining operation" does not include: 
the extraction of sand, gravel, and rock ag-
gregate; the extraction of oil and gas as de-
fined in Title 40, Chapter 6; the extraction of 
geothermal steam; smelting or refining oper-
ations; off-site operations and transporta-
tion; or reconnaissance activities and activi-
ties which will not cause significant surface 
resource disturbance or involve the use of 
mechanized earth-moving equipment such 
as bulldozers or backhoes. 
' 9 ' "Notice n r in ten t ion" m o i n s a notice •<-> 
rum's;.-MI e mining op.-r.it sons, including revi-
sions to the notice. 
•10) "Off-site" means the land a r ea s tha t are 
outs ide n( or beyond the on-site land. 
1 1 > "On-si te" means the surface lands on or 
unaer which surface or underground mining op-
erations are conducted. A series of related prop-
erties under the control of a single operator but 
separated by small parcels of land controlled by* 
others will be considered a single site unless ex-
cepted by the division. 
(12) "Operator" means any natural person* 
corporation, association, partnership, receiver 
trustee, executor, administrator, guardian, fidu-
ciary, agent, or other organization or representa-
tive of any kind, either public or private, owning, 
controlling, or managing a mining operation or 
proposed mining operation. 
(13) "Owner" means any natural person, cor-
poration, association, partnership, receiver,. 
trustee, executor, administrator, guardian, fidu-
ciary, agent, or other organization or representa-
tive of any kind, either public or private, owning, 
controlling, or managing a mineral deposit or the 
surface of lands employed in mining operations. 
(14) "Reclamation" means actions performed 
during or after mining operations to shape, stabi-
lize, reve^etate, or otherwise treat the land af-
fected in order to achieve a safe, stable, ecological 
condition and use which will be consistent with 
local environmental conditions. 
(15) "Small mining operations" means mining 
operations which disturb or will disturb five or 
less surface acres at any given time. 1967 
40-8-5. Authority to enforce chapte r — Coordi-
nation of procedures — Department of 
Environmental Quality. 
(1) The board and the division have jurisdiction 
and authority over all persons and property, both 
public and private, necessary to enforce the provi-
sions of this chapter. Any delegation of authority to 
any other state officer, board, division, commission, 
or agency to administer any or all other laws of this 
state relating to mined land reclamation is with-
drawn and the authority is unqualifiedly conferred 
upon the board and division as provided in this chap-
ter. Nothing in this chapter, however, shall affect in 
any way the right of the landowner or the Board of 
State Lands or other agency having proprietary au-
thority, under other provisions of law to administer 
lands within the state, to include in any lease, li-
cense, bill of sale, deed, right-of-way, permit, con-
tract, or other instrument, conditions as appropriate, 
provided that the conditions are not inconsistent with 
this chapter and the rules adopted under it. 
(2) Where federal or local laws or regulations re-
quire operators to comply with mined land reclama-
tion procedures separate from those provided for in 
this chapter, the board and division will make every 
effort to have its rules and procedures accepted by the 
other governing bodies as complying with their re-
spective requirements. The objective in coordination 
is to minimize the need for operators and prospective 
operators to undertake duplicating, overlapping, or 
conflicting compliance procedures. 
(3) Nothing in this chapter is intended to abrogate 
or interfere with any powers or duties of the Depart-
ment of Environmental Quality. 1991 
40-8-6. Board — Powers , functions and du t ies . 
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duties: 
( p To enact rules according ro the procedures 
and requirements of Title tY.l. Chapter 4(Sa, that 
are reasonably necessary to carry oui the pur-
poses of this chapter. 
(2) To hold hearings and to issue orders or 
other appropriate mserumencs cased* upon the re-
sults o( those hearings. 
(3) To issue emergency orders according to the 
requirements and provisions of Title 63, Chapter 
46b. 
(4) To do all other things and take such other 
actions within the purposes of this act as may be 
necessary to enforce its provisions. 19«7 
40-8-7. Board and division — Authority — No 
retroactive effect for rules. 
(1) The board and the division may require: 
(a) identification of the ownership of all inter-
ests in mineral deposits included within a notice 
of intention, including surface ownership of all 
land affected in the notice; 
(b) the making and filing, with the division, of 
true and correct copies of underground and sur-
face mine maps; drill hole locations; area maps of 
existing and proposed operations; and informa-
tion relating to volumes of materials moved or 
proposed to be moved or extracted, which are re-
lated to mined land reclamation; 
(c) the plugging or capping of drill holes and 
the closing of shafts and tunnels, made in mining 
operations after those facilities have served their 
intended purposes; 
(d) the reclamation of lands affected by mining 
operations after the effective date of this chapter 
having due regard for innate differences in min-
eral deposits; 
(e) for mining operations other than small 
mining operations, the furnishing and mainte-
nance of reasonable surety to guarantee the per-
formance of the duty to reclaim the land affected 
in accordance with approved plans based upon 
on-site conditions; to treat each drill hole, shaft, 
or tunnel as may be required; and to pay legally 
determined public liability and property damage 
claims resulting from mining operations. The 
board shall promulgate rules concerning surety 
for mining operations; 
(0 that every operator who conducts mining 
operations in the state maintain suitable records 
and make periodic reports to the division in fur-
therance of the purposes of this chapter; 
(g) that with respect to all mining operations, 
a notice of intention is filed with and, if required 
by this chapter, approved by the division before 
any such mining operations are commenced or 
continued pursuant to Section 40-8-23; 
(h) the suspension of mining operations in case 
of emergency conditions; 
(i) the payment of fixed, uniform, non-
escalating permit fees; or 
(j) that mining operations be conducted so as 
to minimize or prevent hazards to public health 
and safety. 
(2) No rule established by the board with respect to 
mined land reclamation shall have retroactive effect 
on existing reclamation plans included as a part of an 
approved notice of intention to commence mining op-
erations which was approved prior to the effective 
date of the rule. 1987 
10-H-H. Hoard authority (o act — Fntry of o r d e r 
— l'<Mifid«-n:ial d a t a — I ' r . K ' t n l i n ^ in 
case of violations. 
< 1) The hoard may act by: 
«a> filing a notice of agency action; or 
lb) responding to i request for agency action 
initiated by any ailected person. 
(2) (a) The board shall enter its order within 60 
days after the hearing. 
(b) All orders entered by the board shall be: 
ii) entered in books to be kept by the 
board for that purpose; 
(ii) indexed; and 
(iii) public records open for inspection at 
all times during reasonable office hours. 
(c) Confidential data disclosed under this 
chapter shall be protected and not become public 
records, except as provided in Subsection 
40-8-13(2). 
(3) (a) Whenever it appears that any person, 
owner, or operator is violating any provision of 
this chapter, or any rule or order made under the 
authority of this chapter, the board shall file a 
notice of agency action, and shall hold an adjudi-
cative proceeding. 
(b) All persons known to be affected by the vio-
lation, and the alleged violators, shall be given 
opportunity to be heard. 
(c) If, following this hearing, the board finds a 
violation, it may: 
(i) issue an abatement or compliance or-
der; or 
(ii) bring suit in the name of the state to 
restrain the violator from continuing the vio-
lation in any court in the state having juris-
diction in the county of residence of any de-
fendant or in the county where the violation 
is alleged to have occurred. 
(d) In that suit, the court may grant injunc-
tions, prohibitory and mandatory, including tem-
porary restraining orders and temporary injunc-
tions. 
(e) Failure to comply with the terms of any 
injunction or order issued by the court is prima 
facie evidence of contempt and is punishable by 
the imposition of a penalty not to exceed $1,000 
per day for each day of contempt, in addition to 
any fine otherwise imposed for the violation of 
this chapter. 
(4) If a suit is filed against an operator, and a pre-
liminary injunction or temporary restraining order is 
issued that would result in an operator being ordered 
U) close his mining operation, the party instituting 
the lawsuit shall give security according to Rule 
$5A(c) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 1987 
40-8-9. Evasion of chapter or rules — Penalties 
— Limitations of actions. 
(1) (a) Any person, owner, or operator who will-
fully or knowingly evades this chapter, or who 
for the purpose of evading this chapter or any 
rule or order issued under this chapter, willfully 
or knowingly makes or causes to be made any 
false entry in any report, record, account, or 
memorandum required by this chapter, or by the 
rule or order, or who willfully or knowingly omits 
or causes to be omitted from any report, record, 
account, or memorandum, full, true, and correct 
entries as required by this chapter, or by the rule 
or order, or who willfully or knowingly removes 
from this state or destroys, mutilates, alters, or 
falsifies any record, account, or memorandum, is 
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guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction, is 
subject to a fine of not more than $10,000 for 
each violation. 
lb) Each day of willful failure to comply with 
an emergency order is a separate violation. 
\2) So suit, action, or other proceeding based upon 
a violation of this chapter, or any rule or order issued 
under this chapter, may 6e commenced or maintained 
unless the suit, action, or proceeding is commenced 
within two years from date of the alleged violation. 
1987 
40-8-10. Notice. 
Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, any 
notification required by this chapter shall be given by 
the board or division by personal service to individ* 
uals directly affected and by one publication in a 
daily newspaper of general circulation in Salt Lake 
City, Utah, and in all newspapers of general circula-
tion published in the county or counties in which the 
land affected is situated. 196? 
40-8-11. Budget of administrative expenses — 
Procedure — Division authority to ap-
point or employ consultants. 
(1) The division, with the approval of the board, 
shall prepare a budget of the administrative expenses 
in carrying out the provisions of this act for the fiscal 
year next following the convening of the Legislature. 
This budget shall be submitted to the executive direc-
tor of the Department of Natural Resources for inclu-
sion in the governor's appropriation request to the 
Legislature. 
(2) The division shall have authority to appoint or 
employ technical support or consultants in the pur-
suit of the objectives of this act and shall be responsi-
ble for coordination with other agencies in matters 
relating to mined land reclamation and the applica-
tion of related laws. . 1983 
40-8-12. Objectives. 
The objectives of mined land reclamation are: 
(1) to return the land, concurrently with min-
ing or within a reasonable amount of time there-
after, to a stable ecological condition compatible 
with past, present, and probable future local land 
uses; 
(2) to minimize or prevent present and future 
on-site or off-site environmental degradation 
caused by mining operations to the ecologic and 
hydrologic regimes and to meet other pertinent 
state and federal regulations regarding air and 
water quality standards and health and safety 
criteria; and 
(3) to minimize or prevent future hazards to 
public safety and welfare. 1987 
40-8-12.5. Reclamation required. 
Every operator shall be obligated to conduct recla-
mation and shall be responsible for the costs and ex-
penses thereof. 1987 
40-8-13. Notice of intention required prior to 
mining operations — Assurance of rec-
lamation required in notice of inten-
tion — When contents confidential — 
Approval of notice of intention not re-
quired for small mining operations — 
Procedure for reviewing notice of in-
tention. 
(1) (a) Before any operator begins mining opera-
tions, or continues mining operations pursuant to 
Section 40-8-23, he shall file a notice of intention 
for each individual mining operation with the di-
vision. 
lb) The notice of intention for small mining 
operations shall include a statement that the op-
erator shall omtiiK-t reclamation as required bv 
rules promulgated by the hoard. 
(c) The notice of intention for mining opera-
tions other than small mining operations shall 
include a plan for reclamation of the lands af-
fected as required by rules promulgated by the 
board. 
(2) Information provided in the notice of intention 
and its attachments relating to the location, size, or 
nature of the deposit that is marked confidential by 
the operator shall be protected as confidential infor-
mation by the board and the division and is not a 
matter of public record unless the board or division 
obtains a written release from the operator, or until 
the mining operation has been terminated as pro-
vided in Subsection 40-8-21(2). 
(3) (a) Within 30 days from the receipt of a notice 
of intention, the division shall complete its re-
view of the notice and shall make further inqui-
ries, inspections, or examinations that are neces-
sary to properly evaluate the notice. 
(b) The division shall notify the operator of 
any objections to the notice and shall grant the 
operator a reasonable opportunity to take action 
that may be required to remove the objections or 
obtain a ruling relative to the objections from the 
board. 
(4) Approval of a notice of intention for small min-
ing operations is not required. 
(5) The notice of intention for mining operations 
other than small mining operations, shall be re-
viewed as provided in this subsection. 
(a) Within 30 days after receipt of a notice of 
intention or within 30 days following the last ac-
tion of the operator or the division on the notice 
of intention, the division shall make a tentative 
decision to approve or disapprove the notice of 
intention. 
(b) The division shall: 
(i) mail the information relating to the 
land affected and the tentative decision to 
the operator; and 
(ii) publish the information and the deci-
sion, in abbreviated form, one time only, in 
all newspapers of general circulation pub-
lished in the county where the land affected 
is situated, and in a daily newspaper of gen-
eral circulation in Salt Lake City, Utah. 
(c) The division shall also mail a copy of the 
abbreviated information and tentative decision 
to the zoning authority of the county in which the 
land affected is situated and to the owner of 
record of the land affected. 
(d) (i) Any person or agency aggrieved by the 
tentative decision may file a request for 
agency action with the division. 
(ii) If no requests for agency action are re-
ceived by the division within 30 days after 
the last date of publication, the tentative de-
cision on the notice of intention is final and 
the division shall notify the operator. 
(iii) If written objections of substance are . 
received, the division shall hold a formal ad-
judicative proceeding, 
(e) Subsection (5) does not apply to explora-
tion. 
(6) Within 30 days after receipt of a notice of inten-
ion concerning exploration operations other than 
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^(ii.ill m in ing opera t ions , the division wiii rfvit.-w the 
{int ice of in ten t ion and approve or d isapprove it. \HHI 
•10-8-14. Surety requirement— Liability of small 
mining operations for failure to re-
claim — Forfeiture of surety. 
(i) After receiving notification that a notice of in-
tention for mining operations other than small min-
ing operations has been approved, but prior to com-
mencement of such operations, the operator shall pro-
vide surety to the division, in a form and amount 
determined by the board. 
(2) In determining the amount of surety to be pro-
vided, the board shall consider factual information 
and recommendations provided by the division as to 
the magnitude, type, and costs of approved reclama-
tion activities planned for the land affected and the 
nature, extent, and duration of operations under the 
approved notice. The board shall approve a fixed 
amount estimated as required at any point in time 
covered by the notice of intent to complete reclama-
tion to an acceptable standard. 
(3) In determining the form of surety to be pro-
vided by the operator, the board shall approve a 
method acceptable to the operator and consistent 
with the requirements of this chapter which may be 
one or a combination of but not limited to: a written 
contractual agreement, collateral, a bond or other 
form of insured guarantee, deposited securities, or 
cash. In making this decision the board shall, with 
respect to the operator, consider such factors as his 
financial status, his assets within the state, his past 
performance on contractual agreements, and his fa-
cilities available to carry out the planned work. 
(4) In determining the amount and form of surety 
to be provided under this section, consideration shall 
be given to other similar requirements made effective 
on the operator by landowners, governmental agen-
cies, or otherwise, with the intent that such surety 
requirements shall be coordinated and not dupli-
cated. 
(5) The liability under surety provisions shall con-
tinue until such time as released as to part or in its 
entirety, by the division. 
(6) If the operator of a small mining operation fails 
or refuses to carry out the necessary land reclamation 
as required by this chapter and the rules of the board, 
the board, after notice and hearing, may order that: 
(a) reclamation be conducted by the division; 
and 
(b) the costs and expenses of reclamation, to-
gether with costs of collection including attor-
ney's fees, be recovered in a civil action brought 
by the attorney general against the operator in 
any appropriate court. 
(7) If the operator of a mining operation other than 
a small mining operation fails or refuses to carry out 
the necessary land reclamation as outlined in the ap-
proved notice of intention, the board may, after notice 
and hearing, declare any surety filed for this purpose 
forfeited. With respect to the surety filed with the 
division, the board shall request the attorney general 
to take the necessary legal action to enforce and col-
lect the amount of liability. Where surety or a bond 
has been filed with the Division of State Lands and 
Forestry or an agency ot the federal government, the 
board shall certify a copy of the transcript of the hear-
ing to the division or such agency, together with a 
request that the necessary forfeiture action be taken. 
The forfeited surety shall be used only for the recla-
mation of the land to which it relates, and any resid-
ual amount returned to the rightful claimant. i*» 
40-8-lo. Notice of commencement to division — 
Operat ions and progress repor t . 
< 11 Within 3<» days after commencement of minim; 
operations under an approved notice of intention, the 
operator shall give notice of such commencement to 
the division. 
(2) At the end of each calendar year, unless waived 
by the division, each operator conducting mining op-
erations under an approved notice of intention shall 
file an operations and progress report with the divi-
sion on a form prescribed in the rules promulgated by 
the board. ia«7 
40-8-16. Approved notice of intention valid for 
life of operation — Withdrawal , with-
holding, or refusal of approva l — Pro-
cedure and basis. 
(1) An approved notice of intention or approved re-
vision of it remains valid for the life of the mining 
operation, as stated in it, unless the board withdraws 
the approval as provided in Subsection (2). 
(2) The board or the division shall not withdraw 
approval of a notice of intention or revision of it, ex-
cept as follows: 
(a) Approval may be withdrawn in the event 
that the operator substantially fails to perform 
reclamation or conduct mining operations so that 
the approved reclamation plan can be accom-
plished. 
<b) Approval may be withdrawn in the event 
that the operator fails to provide and maintain 
surety as may be required under this chapter. 
(c) Approval may be withdrawn in the event 
that mining operations are continuously shut 
down for a period in excess of five years, unless 
the extended period is accepted upon application 
of the operator. 
(3) Approval of a notice of intention may not be 
refused, withheld, nor withdrawn by the division 
until the operator, who holds or has applied for such 
approval, has had an opportunity to request a hear-
ing before the board, present evidence, cross-exam-
ine, and participate fully in the proceedings. Based on 
the record of the hearing, the board will issue an or-
der concerning the refusal, withholding, or with-
drawal of the notice of intention. If no hearing is re-
quested, the division may refuse, withhold, or with-
draw approval of a notice of intention. 
(4) In the event that the division or the board with-
draws approval of a notice of intention or its revision, 
all mining operations included under the notice shall 
be suspended in accordance with procedures and 
schedule approved by the division. 1989 
40-8-17. Responsibility of operator to comply 
with applicable rules, regulations and 
ordinances — Inspections. 
(1) The approval of a notice of intention shall not 
relieve the operator from responsibility to comply 
with all other applicable statutes, rules, regulations, 
and ordinances, including but not limited to, those 
applying to safety, air and water pollution, and public 
liability and property damage. 
(2) As a condition of consideration and approval of 
a notice of intention, each applicant or operator under 
a notice of intention shall permit members of the 
board, the division, or other state agency having law-
ful interest in the administration of this act, to have 
the right, at all reasonable times, to enter the af-
fected land and all related properties included in the 
notice of intention, whether or not approved, to make 
inspections for the purposes of this act. 1975 
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40-8-18. Revised notice of intention authorized 
— Procedure. 
(1) In recognition that mining operations and re-
lated reclamation plans may require revision to fit 
changing conditions or developing technology, an op-
erator who is conducting mining operations under an 
approved notice of intention shall submit to the divi-
sioa a notice ofiateatioa when reriseag- miaiag oper-
ations. This notice of intention to revise mining oper-
ations shall be submitted in the form provided for in 
the rules promulgated by the board. 
(2) The notice of intention to revise mining opera-
tions will be designated as an amendment to the ex-
isting notice of intention by the division, based on 
rules promulgated by the board. An amendment of a 
notice of intention will be reviewed and considered 
for approval or disapproval by the division within 30 
days of receipt of a notice of intention to revise min-
ing operations. 
(3) A notice of intention to revise mining opera-
tions, if not designated as an amendment of a notice 
of intention, as set forth in Subsection 40-8-18(2), 
shall be processed and considered for approval by the 
division in the same manner and within the same 
time period as an original notice of intention. The 
operator shall be authorized and bound by the re-
quirements of his existing notice until the revision is 
acted upon and any revised surety requirements are 
established and satisfied. 
(4) Small mining operations shall submit an 
amendment to the notice of intention when changes 
in the operations occur. Approval of an amendment of 
small mining operations is not required. 1987 
40-8-19. Transfer of mining operation under ap-
proved notice of intention. 
Whenever an operator succeeds to the interest of 
another operator who holds an approved notice of in-
tention or revision covering a mining operation, by 
sale, assignment, lease, or other means, the division 
may release the first operator from his responsibili-
ties under his approved notice of intention, including 
surety, provided the successor assumes all of the du-
ties of the former operator, to the satisfaction of the 
division, under this approved notice of intention, in-
cluding its then approved reclamation plan and the 
posting of surety. Upon the satisfactory assumption of 
such responsibilities by the successor operator, under 
conditions approved by the division, the approved no-
tice of intention shall be transferred to the successor 
operator. 1975 
40-8-20. Applicability. 
This act shall apply to all lands in the state of Utah 
lawfully subject to its police power. No political sub-
division of this state shall enact laws, regulations, or 
ordinances which are inconsistent with this act. 1975 
40-8-21. Temporary suspension or termination 
of operations — Notice to division — 
Evaluation and inspection — Release 
of surety — Evidence of compliance. 
(1) In the case of a temporary suspension of mining 
operations, excluding labor disputes, expected to be in 
excess of five years' duration, the operator shall, 
within 30 days, notify the division. 
(2) In the case of a termination of mining opera-
tions or a suspension of such operations expected to 
extend for a period in excess of two years, the opera-
tor shall furnish the division with such data as it may 
require in order to evaluate the status of the mining 
operation, performance under the reclamation plan, 
and the probable future status of the mineral dec** 
™d condition of the land affected. l 
<3) Upon receipt of notification of termination or 
extended suspension, the division shall, within 3o 
d a v s , cause an inspection to be made of the property 
and take whatever action may be appropriate in fur*, 
therance of the purposes of this chapter. 
<^ The full release by the division of surety posted 
und^r
 a n approved notice of intention shall be prima 
facie evidence that the operator has fully complied 
with the provisions of this chapter.
 1987 
40-8*22. Division cooperation -— Agreements. 
(D The division shall cooperate with other state 
agencies, local governmental bodies, agencies of the 
federal government, and appropriate private interest 
in the furtherance of the purposes of this act. 
(2) The division is authorized to enter into coopera-
tive agreements with these agencies, as may be ap-
prove by the board, in furtherance of the purposes of 
this act and may accept or commit funds in connec-
tion thereto as may be appropriated or otherwise pro-
vided for the purpose and as specifically approved by 
the board, except that such actions shall not result in 
any delegation of powers, responsibility, or authority 
confen-ed upon the board or division by this act. 1975 
40-8-23. Effective dates — Exceptions. 
This act shall become effective sixty days after ad-
journment of the Legislature except as follows: 
(1) Mining operations which are active on the 
effective date of this act will be required to pre-
pare and submit a notice of intention on or before 
July 1, 1977, and shall be authorized to continue 
such existing operations until the operator ob-
tains approval of his notice of intention. Such 
approval shall be obtained by the operator within 
36 months from the date of submission of this 
notice. Subsequent to approval of the notice of 
ihtention, the operator shall be bound by the pro-
visions of the approved notice of intention and 
sUrety requirements as provided in Section 
40-8-13 [and Section 40-8-14). 
(2) Mining operations which are active on the 
effective date of this act and which are suspended 
°r terminated on or before July 1, 1977, shall 
advise the division of this fact before July 10, 
1-977, and shall not be required to submit a notice 
°f intention. 
(3) Mining operations which are inactive on 
tHe effective date of this act and which resume 
operations on or before July 1, 1977, shall be re-
quired to prepare and submit a notice of inten-
tion within twelve months following the effective 
d&te of this act or within six months of the re-
sumption of such operations, whichever is ear-
lier, and shall be authorized to conduct opera-
tions as described in the notice of intention until 
the operator obtains approval of his notice of in-
tention. Such approval shall be obtained by the 
operator within 36 months from the date of sub-
mission of the notice. Subsequent to approval of 
th\e notice of intention the operator shall be 
b<*und by the provisions of the approved notice of 
intention and surety requirements as provided in 
Section 40-8-13 (and Section 40-8-141. 
(4) The board and division, in the initial appli-
cation of this act and until July 1,1977, shall not 
°3 bound by the thirty-day time limitation 
^Uhin which to take action on a notice of inten-
tion; but all notices of intention filed before July 
1. 1977, shall be acknowledged as received 
4 . . ^ i - , 0 « \ . > I L / 
• vthin thirty days of receipt and action shall he 
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I,„m the date of receipt. 
15i This act and the rules and regulations pro-
nUil^ated under it shall l>e fully effective for all 
operators and mining operations active on the 
effective date of this act or commenced or reactiv-
ated on and after July i, 1977. i»75 
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40-9-1. Short title. 
40-9-2. Legislative findings — Purpose. 
40-9-3 Definitions. 
40-9-3.5. Powers and duties of board and division. 
40-9-4. Permits for rerefiners, reclaimers and 
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required of applicants. 
40-9-5. Disposal of used oil. 
40-9-6. Violations — Adjudicative proceedings 
— Injunctions — Misdemeanors — 
Limitation of actions. 
40-9-1. Short title. 
This act shall be known and may be cited as the 
"Utah Oil Rerefmement Act." 1977 
40-9-2. Legislative findings — Purpose. 
<1) It is in the interest of the state to assure that 
used oil will be recycled in a manner which does not 
constitute a threat to public health and preserves the 
quality of air, water and land. 
(2) Inform the public that used oil is collected, 
treated and reused in a manner which conserves en-
ergy and does not present a hazard to public health or 
the environment. 1961 
40-9-3. Definitions. 
As used in this act: 
(1) "Board" means the Board of Oil, Gas and 
Mining. 
(2) "Division** means the Division of Oil, Gas 
and Mining. 
(3) "Establishment" means every automobile 
service station, boat marina, industrial opera-
tion, airport, trucking terminal or federal, state 
or local government facility which generates at 
least 500 gallons of used oil annually. 
(4) "Lubricating oil" means the fraction of 
crude oil which is used to reduce friction in an 
industrial or mechanical device. This term in-
cludes rerefined oil. 
(5) "Manifest" means the form used for identi-
fying the quantity and composition and the ori-
gin, routing and destination of used oil during its 
transportation from the point of generation to the 
point of treatment, storage or disposal. 
(6) "Reclaimed oil" means used oil which has 
been treated by a method other than that of 
rerefining. 
(7) "Reclaimer" means a person who uses 
treatment methods other than those of 
rerefining, to convert used oil into finished petro-
leum products suitable for reuse. Those methods 
may include dehydration, settling, filtering, cen-
trifuging or distillation or any combination 
thereof. 
(8) "Recycled oil" means oil which is reused 
following its original use, for any purpose, in-
cluding the purpose for which the oil was origi-
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nally used. This term includes oil which is 
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<y> "Rereantrd oil" means used oil which is 
rerefined to remove the physical and chemical 
contaminant:* .tcqum-d through use which, by it-
self or when blended with new oil or additives, is 
substantially identical or superior to new oil in-
tended for the same purposes. 
(10) "Rerefiner" means any person who 
rerefines used oil to remove its physical and 
chemical contaminants. 
(11) "Used oil" means oil which has been re-
fined from crude oil, used, and as a result of that 
use, contaminated by physical or chemical impu-
rities. 
(12) "Used oil collector" means any person who 
collects used oil for resale to an oil rerefining 
facility or for disposal by other methods approved 
by the board. IMI 
40-9-3.5. Powers and duties of board and divi-
sion. 
(1) The board and division shall conduct a program 
to encourage the use of recycled oil so as to achieve 
the purposes of this act. 
(2) The board and division shall adopt rules and 
regulations to implement the provisions of this act. 
(3) The division may license persons and require 
the use, where appropriate, of manifests. 
(4) The division may: 
(a) enter at reasonable times any establish-
ment or other place maintained by any person 
where used oil is collected, treated or disposed of, 
for the purposes of inspection or obtaining sam-
ples of used oil; 
(b) have access to records relating to the collec-
tion, treatment or disposal of used oil. 
(5) The board may hold hearings to investigate any 
alleged violation of this act. 1981 
40-9-4. Permits for rerefiners, reclaimers and 
collectors of used oil — Information re-
quired of applicants. 
(1) No person may act as a rerefiner or reclaimer 
without securing a permit from the division. Before 
issuing a permit, the division shall require informa-
tion pertaining to the sources and quantities of used 
oil received for rerefining or reclaiming or both 
rerefining and reclaiming, the rerefining or reclaim-
ing or both the rerefining and reclaiming facility's 
plant size and operation capacity, the specific 
rerefining or reclaiming or both rerefining and re-
claiming technologies to be used, the quantities and 
grades of rerefined or reclaimed or both rerefined and 
reclaimed oil to be produced, and the methods of dis-
posing of the waste byproducts, together with such 
other information as the division deems necessary. 
(2) No person may act as a used oil collector with-
out having filed an application with and having ob-
tained a permit from the division. The division shall 
require as part of the application, to the extent avail-
able to the applicant, information pertaining to the 
methods utilized or to be utilized for collecting and 
storing used oil, the quantities and types of all used 
oil collected, or to be collected the quantities and 
types of used oil delivered or to be delivered to 
rerefiners or reclaimers or both or otherwise disposed 
of, including the place of disposal, the methods of 
transferring, the identity of persons from whom used 
oil was or is to be received or purchased or to whom it 
was or is to be transferred or sold and such other 
information as the division deems necessary. issi 
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license issued to that person that indicates comple-
tion of hunter education (number or other state veri-
fication). 
In lieu of the above documentation, a resident may 
apply by mail or in person to obtain a duplicate certif-
icate of completion card at a Division office by com-
pleting an affidavit and request for records' search. 
Upon verification of that person's satisfactory com-
pletion of the hunter education course, that person 
will be issued a duplicate certificate for a charge. 
If a person who has completed a hunter education 
course in another state, province or country moves 
into the state and becomes a resident, that person 
must obtain a Utah-issued certificate of completion 
prior to purchasing a license. The person, at a Divi-
sion office, must present certification of having suc-
cessfully completed an approved hunter education 
course. A Utah certificate of completion card with a 
number on it will be issued in exchange for the card 
or document from \.he other entity. 
Nonresidents, without proper documentation in 
hand, may obtain a license by the following: tele-
phone verification may be obtained through a Divi-
sion office; or the Division may call the appropriate 
agency, obtain verification and charge for the service. 
Upon verification, the Division may issue a license. 
Persons whose records cannot be found or who can-
not be verified as having completed the hunter educa-
tion course will be required to take the complete 
course and pass it satisfactorily. 
I WO 23-lft-U 
R608-24. Compensation for Mountain 
Lion and Bear Damage. 
R608-24-1. Purpose and Authority. 
R608-24-2. Definitions. 
1(608-24-3. General Rules. 
R608-24-1. Purpose and Authority. 
Under authority of UCA 23-24-1, these rules pro-
vide the procedures, standards, requirements and 
limits for payment for damages to livestock by moun-
tain lion and black bear. 
R608-24-2. Definitions. 
(1) Agriculture. The Utah Department of Agricul-
ture. 
(2) Black bear. Ursus americanus. 
(3) Mountain lion. Felis concolor. 
(4) Damage. UCA 23-24-l(l)(a). 
(5) Division. UCA 23-24 l(l)(b). 
(6) Livestock. Calves (less than 12 months of age), 
sheep, or lambs (less than six months of age). 
(7) Pair market value. Average commercial live-
stock prices from the July 1 through June 30 period 
as determined by the Utah Livestock and Auction 
Reporting Service. 
(8) UCA. Utah Code Annotated. 
(9) Injury. An act by mountain lion or bear result-
ing in death within 30 days or permanent damage to 
the animal. 
R608-24-3. General Rules. 
(1) UCA 23-24-1(2). 
Notification must be made in writing to one of the 
Division regional offices within four working days. 
Notification may be made orally to expedite field in-
vestigations, and must be followed in writing within 
four working days after damage is discovered. 
12) UCA 23-24-1(3). 
t3) UCA 23-24-1(4 Ua). Claims received from July i 
through June 30 will be assessed and accepted or d*. 
nied for damage payments based on information re-
ported on the livestock damage form. Claims accepted 
for damage payments will be held until all damage 
claims for the July I through J une 30 period have 
been collected. If the total damage claims exceed the 
appropriated funds for this purpose, damage pay. 
ments will be prorated for all eligible claims. Damage 
payments will be paid only for confirmed losses. 
The Division or Animal Damage Control specialist 
will document on approved livestock damage forma 
the type and magnitude of livestock losses experi-
enced by livestock producers. Where agreement with 
the type or magnitude of losses is not achieved by 
Animal Damage Control specialists, a Division repre-
sentative will follow up with additional field investi-
gation to assesB damage claims. 
lb) UCA 23-24-l(4)ib>. 
(c) UCA 23-24-K4XO. 
14) UCA 23-24-1(5). 
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R613. Oil, Gas and Mining; Non 
Coal. 
R613-1. Minerals Regulatory Program. 
R613-2. Exploration. 
R613-3. Small Mining Operations. 
R613-4. Larg« Mining Operations. 
R613-5. Administrative Procedures. 
R613-1. Minerals Regulatory Program.. 
R613-1-101. Preamble. 
R613-1-102. Introduction. 
R613-M03. General Rules 
R613-1 104. Violations and Enforcement. 
R613-1-105. Forms. 
R613-1-106. Definitions. 
R613-1-101. Preamble . 
These Rules and all subsequent revisions as ap-
proved and promulgated by the Board of Oil, Gas, & 
Mi ning (Board) of the State of Utah, are developed 
pursuant to the requirements of the Utah Mined 
Land Reclamation Act of 1975, Title 40, Chapter 8 of 
the Utah Cude Annotated as amended (the Act). 
Paragraph 40-8-2 of the Act states: 
"The Utah Legislature finds that: ( D A mining in-
dustry is essential to the economic and physical well-
being of the Stale of Utah and the nation. (2) It is 
necessary to alter the surface of the earth to extract 
minerals required by our society, but this should be 
done in such a way as to minimize undesirable effects 
on the surrtwindings. (3) Mined land should be re-
claimed so as> to prevent conditions detrimental to the 
general safety and welfare of the citizens of this state 
and to provude for the subsequent use of the lands 
affected Reclamation requirements must be adapted 
to the diversity of topographic, chemical, biologic, 
geologic, ecomomic and social conditions in the areas 
in which muning takes place." 
In accordance with this legislative direction, these 
Rules recogmaze the necessity to balance the reclama-
tion objectives of the Act with the physical, biological 
and economical constraints which may exist on suc-
cessful reclamation. The Act and its revisions are 
hereby expressly incorporated herein by reference 
and made a> part of these Rules. 
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There is intentional duplication in these rules For 
example- the rule on hole plugging requirements is 
repeated in the section on Exploration. Small Mining 
Operations, and Large Mining Operations This repe-
tition is intended to neneiil the Operator ov pulling 
all the rules relevant to a type oi operation in the 
introductory section and in the section on mat ivpe ui 
operation. 
R613-1-M2. Introduction. 
1. Effective Dates. Applicaoiiitv, 1'vpe of Opera-
tions Affected: 
1 11. Effective November 1. Li>Hrt. .he »otlowing 
rules apply to all previously «*xempu-u minim; opera-
lions and so mining operations oiannmu '.> com-
mence, or resume operations within the -late oi Utah 
These rules will noi apply to existing mining opera-
tions approved prior to the effective date of these 
rules, or to notices of intention or amendments filed 
prior to these rules. However, these rules will apply 
to any revisions to an approved notice <>( intention 
filed subsequent to the effective date of 'hese rules. 
1.12. Operators should refer to the section of these 
rules which applies to the type of mining operation 
(e.g.. exploration, small mining operation. >r large 
mining operation) being conducted or proposed. 
1.13. These rules applv to all lanos within the 
state of Utah lawfully subject to its police power, re-
gardless of surface or mineral ownersnip. ana reuaru-
less of the type of mining operation conducted. 
2. Cooperative Agreements,Memoranda of Under-
standing: 
The Division of Oil. Gas and Mining 'Divisioni will 
cooperate with other state agencies, local governmen-
tal bodies, agencies of the federal government, and 
private interests in the furtherance of the purposes of 
the Utah Mined Land Reclamation Act The Division 
is authorized to enter into cooperative agreements 
and develop memoranda of understanding with agen-
cies in furtherance of the purposes of the Act The 
objective is to minimize the need for operators to un-
dertake duplicative, overlapping, excessive, or con-
flicting procedures. 
3. Operator Responsibilities. Compliance with 
other Local, State &. Federal Laws: 
The approval or acceptance of a complete notice of 
intention shall not relieve an operator from his re-
sponsibility to comply with the applicable statutes, 
rules, regulations, and ordinances of all local, stale 
and federal agencies with jurisdiction over any aspect 
of the operator's mining operations, including, but 
not limited to: Utah State Division of Water Rights, 
the Utah Department of Business Regulation, the 
Utah State Industrial Commission, the Utah Division 
of Environmental Health, the Utah Division of Stale 
History, the Utah Division of Stale Lands and For-
estry, ihe Utah Division of Wildlife Resources, the U 
S Fish and Wildlife Service, the United Slates Bu-
reau of Land Management, the United States Forest 
Service, the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency, and local county or municipal governments 
4 Division Guidelines, Operator Assistance in Ap-
plication Preparation: 
Each operator who conducts mining operations on 
any lands within the stale of Utah is responsible for 
compliance with the following rules The Division 
shall provide guidelines to aid the operator in com-
plying with the rules 
R613-1-103. General Rules. 
The following are general rules for statewide appli-
cation Special rules, regulations and orders will be 
-.ssued wnen necessary or advisable. -after i»»»cv and 
hearuiu,, and -hall prevail as i g a n s t these general 
rules. ;f in contlict therewith 
K613-1-104. Violations and blnforcemeni. 
If alter notice and hearing, h e Board finds thai a 
violation of the Act. these rule*, a notice oi intention, 
•r a Board or Division order h»s occurred, '.he Board 
nav MKe Ai\\ I'lilorceiiieiu acHon authorized bv law 
;nciuoing requiring, v'ouipitam'e. auatenieni nuitga-
•-lon. testation of operations, .i civil -uu, forfeiture of 
»urety. reclamation. or any nuer lawful action. 
11613-1-105. Forms. 
The mached forms ire :ntended for ihe conve-
nience <>i the operator and the Division, ana may he 
.-halloed I'rom tune to nine Tlie lorms an* not part ol 
the>e rules and use >ti >i particular form. :hough en-
couraged, is not required, as long as all of the neces-
sary information is provided in a reasonable manner 
R613-1-I06. Definitions. 
Act' means the Utah Mined Land Reclamation 
Act. enacted in i'JTa. as amended 4t)-n-i. el seq , 
UCAi. 
Adiudicative proceeding means an agency action 
or proceeding that determines the legal rights, duties, 
privileges, immunities, or other ieijai interests of one 
• »r more identifiable person>. including all agency ac-
tions to grant, aenv. revoke, suspend, modify, annul, 
withdraw, or amend an auihoritv, ngnt. or license, 
and judicial review of ail oi such actions Those mat-
ters not governed by Title «i3. Chapter 4fih. Adminis-
trative Procedures Act. of the Utah Code annotated 
(1953. as amended) shall not he included within this 
definition 
'Agency ' means a hoard, commission, department, 
division, officer, council, office, committee, commis-
sion, bureau, or other administrative unit of this 
state, including the agency head, agency employees, 
or other persons acting on behalf of or under the au-
thority of the agency head, but does not mean ihe 
Legislature, the courts, the governor, any political 
subdivision of the stale, or any administrative unit of 
a political subdivision of the slate. 
"Agency head" means an individual or body of indi-
viduals in whom the ultimate legal authority of the 
agency is vesled by statute 
'Amendment'' is an insignificant change in the ap-
proved notice of intention. 
"Approved Notice of Intention'' means a formally 
filed notice of intention to commence mining opera-
tions, including any amendments or revisions 
thereto, which has been approved by the Division An 
approved notice of intention is nol required for explo-
ration having a disturbed area of five or less surface 
acres, or for small mining operations. 
Board" means the Utah Board of Oil. Gas and 
Mining The Board shall hear all appeals of adjudica-
tive proceedings which commenced IK-fore the Divi-
sion as well as all adjudicative proceedings and other 
proceedings which commence before the Board The 
Board may appoint a Hearing Kxaminer for Us hear-
ings in accordance with the Rules of Practice and Pro-
cedure before the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining. 
"Deleterious Materials ' means earth, waste or in-
troduced materials exposed by mining operations to 
air. water, weather or microbiological processes, 
which would likely produce chemical or physical con-
ditions in the soils or water that are detrimental to 
the biota or hydrologic sy^tem.v 
"Deposit" or 'mineral deposit" means an accumula-
tion of mineral matter in the form of consolidated 
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rock, unconsolidated materials, solutions, or other-
wise occurring on the surface, beneath the surface, or 
in the waters of the land from which any useful prod-
uct may be produced, extracted or obtained, or which 
is extracted by underground mining methods for un-
derground storage "Deposit" or "mineral deposit" ex-
cludes sand, gravel, rock aggregate, water, geother-
mal steam, and oil and gas, but includes oil shale and 
bituminous sands extracted by mining operations 
"Development" means the work performed in rela-
tion to a deposit following its discovery, but prior to 
and in contemplation of production mining opera-
tions Development includes, but is not limited to, 
preparing the site for mining operations, further de-
fining the ore deposit bv drilling or other means, con-
ducting pilot plant operations, and constructing roads 
or ancillary facilities 
'Disturbed Area' means the surface land disturbed 
by mining operations The disturbed area for small 
mining operations shall not exceed five acres The 
disturbed area for large mining operations shall not 
exceed the acreage described in the approved notice of 
intention 
Division ' means the Utah Division of Oil, Gas and 
Mining The Division Director or designee is the Pre-
siding Officer for all informal adjudicative proceed-
ings which commence before the Division in accor-
dance with Rule R613-5 
Exempt Mining Operations' means those mining 
operations which were previously exempt from the 
Act because less than 500 tons of material was mined 
in a period of twelve consecutive months or less than 
two acres of land was excavated or used as a disposal 
site in a period of twelve consecutive months These 
exemptions were eliminated by statutory amend 
ments in 1986 and are no longer available 
'Exploration" means surface disturbing activities 
conducted for the purpose of discovering a deposit or 
mineral deposit, delineating the boundaries of a de-
posit or mineral deposit, and identifying regions or 
specific areas in which deposits or mineral deposits 
are most likely to exist "Exploration' includes, but is 
not limited to sinking shafts, tunneling, drilling 
holes, digging pits or cuts, building roads and other 
access ways 
"Land affected" means the surface and subsurface 
of an area within the state where mining operations 
are being or will be conducted, including, but not lim 
ited to (a) onsite private ways, roads, and railroads, 
(b> land excavations, (c) exploration sites, (d) drill 
sites or workings, (e) refuse banks or spoil piles, (0 
evaporation or settling ponds, (g) stockpiles, (h) 
leaching dumps, 0> placer areas, (j) tailings ponds or 
dumps, (k) work, parking, storage, or waste discharge 
areas, structures, and facilities Land affected does 
not include (x) lands which have been reclaimed in 
accordance with an approved plan or as otherwise 
approved by the Board, (y) lands on which mining 
operations ceased prior to July 1, 1977, or (z) lands on 
which previously exempt mining operations ceased 
prior to April 29, 1989 
"Large Mining Operations" means mining opera-
tions which have a disturbed area of more than five 
surface acres at any time 
"License" means a franchise, permit, certification, 
approval, registration, charter, or similar form of au-
thorization required by statute 
"Mining operations' means those activities con 
ducted on the surface of the land for the exploration 
for, development of, or extraction of a mineral de-
posit including, but not limited to, surface mining 
and the surface effects of underground and in situ 
mining, onsiu transportation, concentrating, milling 
evaporation, m d other primary processing "Minim? 
operation" does not include the extraction of sand 
gravel, and rock aggregate, the extraction of oil and 
gas, the extraction of geothermal steam, smelting or 
refining operations, offsite operations and transporta-
tion, or reconnaissance activities which will not cause 
significant surface resource disturbance and do not 
involve the use of mechanized earth moving equip 
ment such 4s bulldozers or backhoes 
"Notice of Intention" means a notice of intention to 
commence mining operations, including any amend-
ments or revisions thereto 
"Offsite" means the land areas that are outside of 
or beyond the onsite land 
"Onsite" means the surface lands on or under 
which surface or underground mining operations are 
conducted A series of related properties under the 
control of a single operator but separated by small 
parcels of land controlled by others will be considered 
a single site unless excepted by the Division 
"Operator" means any natural person, corporation, 
association, partnership, receiver trustee, executor, 
administrator, guardian, fiduciary, agent, or other or-
ganization or representative of any kind, either pub 
lie or private, owning, controlling, conducting, or 
managing a mining operation or proposed mining op-
eration 
'Owner' mtans any natural person, corporation, 
association, partnership, receiver trustee, executor, 
administrator, guardian fiduciary, agent, or other or-
ganization or representative of any kind, either pub-
lic or private, owning, controlling, conducting, or 
managing a mineral deposit or the surface of lands 
employed in mining operations 
"Party" means the Board, Division or other person 
commencing an adjudicative proceeding, all respon-
dents, all persons permitted by the Board to inter-
vene in the proceeding, and all persons authonzed by 
statute or agency rule to participate as parties in an 
adjudicative proceeding 
"Person" means an individual, group of individ-
uals, partnership, corporation, association, political 
subdivision or ita units, governmental subdivision or 
its units, public or private organization or entity of 
any characUwr, or another agency 
"Presiding Officer" means an agency head or an 
individual or body of individuals designated by the 
agency head,, by the agency's rules, or by statute to 
conduct an adjudicative proceeding For the purpose 
of these rule*, the Board, or its appointed Hearing 
Examiner, sKall be considered the Presiding Officer 
of all appeals of informal adjudicative proceedings 
which commenced before the Division as well as all 
adjudicative proceedings which commence before the 
Board The Division Director or his/her designee shall 
be considered] a Presiding Officer for all informal ad 
judicative prv>ceedings which commence before the 
Division in accordance with this Rule R613-5 If fair 
ness to the parties is not compromised, an agency 
may substitute one Presiding Officer for another dur-
ing any proceeding 
"Reclamation" means actions performed during or 
after mining/ operations to shape, stabilize, revege 
tate, or othetrwise treat the land affected in order to 
achieve a sa/fe and ecologically stable condition ar d 
use which wiill be consistent with local environmental 
conditions amd land management practices 
"Regrade Oir Grade' means to physically alter the 
topography o/f any land surface 
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•Respondent' means any person against whom an 
adjudicative proceeding is initiated whether by an 
agency or jny other person 
'Revision means a change 10 in approved Notice 
0f Intention to Conduct Mining Operations which 
will increase or decrease the amount oi I ind affected 
or alter the location and tvpe or onsite Mjriace lacili 
ties such that the nature oi the reclamation plan will 
differ substantially irom that in the ipproveu Notice 
0t Intention 
'Small Minim? Operations means mining opera-
tions which have a disturbed area ot five or less sur 
face acres at anv time 
Surface Mining' means mining conducted on the 
surface of the laad including open pit trio «r auger 
mining, dredging q u a m i n g leaching unacecvapo 
ration operations reworKing abandoned dumps and 
tailings and activities related thereto 
"Underground Mining' means mining carried out 
beneath the surface bv means of shaits 'unnels or 
other underground mine openings 
jggg (O-A-l e l a c q 
R613-2. Exploration. 
oi the number -it Mirtace icrc> >t iiatui nance 
planned 
4 Exploration that viil jisturn more th in live Mir 
face acres at ins -itvtii 'inie vtul future Division 
approval inu i reclamation Min i\ n, lore cxpioratmn 
begins See Rule Rbl - '1 
i ')evt lopment u ir. I 11; tmiicwu »ittnti tu 
listurnco ire i m in iupi< i i i i i i . v i i i i u m ; mit i . i i i 
or vunin the live uit diMurmei .t< i i t >in ul mn 
ng operation noes noi »"i uu.11 ^uonnit u i i \« m e i 
Internum in « oiuitut xuiiriuon < H{\\ AH . \ T 
>r lompar inic u ttei 
K61J 2 102 Duration oi the Notice <»i Intention 
\ compieie Nuiin »n Intention J » <nuuu i xm .t i 
iion ir wtniJ irann iciwr u ill « ma witii \ M \ H I I 
hei <Uth H iht i II HI ,wmg t i • ii t uiiiiiut n 
\ll i \u»w-aiiwn uiu tcci iniaiton m u u i c s -.imuiu « 
completed within ihis time iranie .n wtieraior UIMI 
ing to extend the utir itiuii >i i notice >l ntcniiwii 
must noiuv the Division n vrmn»j ariwr o . x n i n 
iwn wi the notice wi .nunu-n pun inn la u i>on-i 
in « xiension is uuuiti o tiui n« ntuip iuu .. imth 
u time require d to compute < xpun u on tiui it o un i 
tion 
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Filing Requirements ano Re\iew Proce-
Duration oi the Notice oi Intention 
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Project Description 
Operation Practices 
Hole Plugging Requirements 
Reclamation Practices 
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Surety 
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ittiH-2-103 Notice 
ploraiion 
I lie iwtue ti nn ni 
tnt nti il tic 'will win.. 
R613 2-101 Filing Requirements and Review 
Procedures 
1 A complete Notice of Intention to Conduct Ex-
ploration (FORM MR EXP> or a letter containing all 
the required information must be filed with the Dtvt 
sion before exploration begins It is recommended 
that the notice of intention be filed with the Division 
at least 30 days prior to the planned commencement 
of exploration 
2 Within 15 days after receipt of a Notice of Inlen 
tion to Conduct Exploration irORM MR LXP» or 
comparable letter the Division will review the pro 
posal and notify the operator in writing 
2 11 That the notice of intention is complete, or 
2 12 That the notice of intention is incomplete, 
and that additional information as identified by the 
Division will be required 
2 13 The Division will review an> subsequent til 
ings of information within 10 working diva of receipt 
3 A notice of intention to conduct exploration will 
not require Division approval unless more than five 
surface acres of disturbance is proposed How*, ver all 
of the required information must be provided to the 
Division Division approval is required lor all van 
ances from Rule RblJ 2 107 lOrt or 10«) re gardless 
>i Intention »o < onduei K\ 
Kl 1 K * 
R b l J 2 104 
R613 2 105 
Kb I J 1 10b 
RblJ 2 107 
RblJ 2 108 
Rbl3 2 109 
RblJ 2 110 
B.JH 
Opeiator - ^nii ic« uui Mn 
Owner-' 
M ips ind Diiwings 
Protect I), -iripuon 
Operation l1' iciitcs 
Hole l'lui,glllg Require inelll 
Reclamation Practices 
Variance 
Rbl3-2-104 O p e r a t o r s , Surface and Mineral 
Ownertsi. 
The notice of intention shall include the following 
general information 
1 The name permanent mailing address and tele 
phone number of the operator responsible for explora 
tion 
2 The name and permanent mailing address of ihe 
surface land ownensi ind mineral ownensi of all 
land to be affected bv the operations 
3 The federal mining claim numbensi lease nuin 
beris» or permit numbensi of anv mining dauns led 
eral or slate leases or permits included in the land 
affected 
R613 2 105 Mups and Drawings 
A topographic base map showing the location ol the 
proposed exploration project must fn; submitted with 
the notice ot intention \ UbtJS 7 5 minute series 
map is preferred i he areas to be disturbed should be 
plotted on the map in sufficient detail so thut they 
can be located on the ground II is recommended that 
the operator also plot and label my previously dis 
turbed areas in the immediate vicinity of the pro 
peised exploration project tor whieh the ope rator is not 
responsible 
Kb 13 2-lOti Project Description 
1 he notice of inte niiou should include ihe following 
information 
1 A statement giving gcrie ial de tails ol the ivpt or 
method eit exptoi alum proposed including the pio 
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posed dates during which exploration will be con-
ducted: 
2. The type of minerals to be explored for; 
3. The general dimensions of all dnll holes, includ-
ing totai depth and diameter; 
4. The general dimensions of all trenches, pus, 
shafts, cuts, or other types of disturbances; 
5. The width and length of any new roads con-
structed: and 
6. An estimate of the total number of surface acres 
to be disturbed. 
R613-2-107. Operation Practices. 
The operator ^hail conform to the following prac-
tices while conducting exploration unless the Divi-
sion grants a variance in writing: 
L. Public Safety and Welfare — The operator shall 
minimize hazards to the public safety and welfare 
during operations. Methods to minimize hazards 
shall include but not be limited to: 
1.11. The closing or guarding of shafts and tunnels 
to prevent unauthorized or accidental entry in accor-
dance with MSHA regulations; 
1.12. The disposal of trash, scrap metal and wood, 
and extraneous debris; 
1.13. The plugging or capping of drill, core, or 
other exploratory holes as set forth in Rule 
K613-J-iuo. 
1.14. The posting of appropriate warning signs in 
locations where public access to operations is readily 
available: and 
1.15. The construction of berms. fences and or bar-
riers above highwalls or other excavations when re-
quired by the Division. 
2. Drainages — If natural channels are to be af-
fected by exploration, then the operator shall take 
appropriate measures to avoid or minimize environ-
mental damage. 
3. Erosion Control — Operations shall be con-
ducted in a manner such that sediment from dis-
turbed areas is adequately controlled. The degree of 
erosion control shall be appropriate for the site-spe-
cific and regional conditions of topography, soil, 
drainage, water quality or other characteristics. 
4. Deleterious Materials — All deleterious or po-
tentially deleterious material, shall be safely re-
moved from the site or kept in an isolated condition 
such that adverse environmental effects are elimi-
nated or controlled. 
5. Soils — Suitable soil material shall be removed 
and stored in a stable condition where practical so as 
to be available for reclamation. 
6. Concurrent Reclamation — During operations, 
disturbed areas shall be reclaimed when no longer 
needed, except to the extent necessary to preserve 
evidence of mineralization for proof of discovery. 
Areas which have been disturbed but are not rou-
tinely or currently utilized shall be kept in a safe, 
environmentally stable condition. 
R613-2-108. Hole Plugging Requirements. 
Drill holes shall be properly plugged as soon as 
practical and not be left unplugged for more than 30 
days without approval of the Division. The proce-
dures outlined below are required for the surface and 
subsurface plugging of drill holes. The Division may 
approve an alternate plan, if the operator can prove 
to the satisfaction of the Division that another 
i ;thod will provide adequate protection to the 
groundwater resources and long term stability of the 
land. Dry holes and nonartesian holes which do not 
produce significant amounts of water may be tempo-
rarily plugged with a surface cap to permit the opera- 13 
tor to re-enter the hole for the duration of operations, •*$ 
1. Surface plugging of drill holes shall be accom- [i' 
plished by: T 
1.11. Setting a nonmetallic permaplug at a mini-
mum of five i5» feet below the surface, or returning 
the cuttings to the hole and tamping the returned 
cuttings to within five <5t feet of ground level. The 
hole above the permaplug or tamped cuttings will be 
filled with a cement plug. If cemented casing is to be 
left in place, a concrete surface plug is not required 
provided that a permanent cap is secured on top of 
the casing. 
1 12. If the art»a is tilled farmland, a five i5) foot 
cement plug must be placed above a permaplug or 
tamped cuttings so that the top of the cement plug is 
a minimum of three i3) feet below the ground surface. 
The hole above the cement plug is to be filled with 
soil. If cemented casing is to be left in place, a con-
crete surface plug is not required provided that a per-
manent cap is secured on top of the casing. The top of 
the casing and cap must be a minimum of three (3) 
feet below the ground surface. 
2. Drill holes that encounter water, oil, gas or 
other potential migratory substances and are 2 l/» 
inches or greater in surface diameter shall be plugged 
in the subsurface to prevent the migration of fluid 
from one strata to another. If water is encountered, 
plugging shall h* accomplished as outlined below: 
2 11. If artesian flow (i.e., water flowing to the sur-
face from the hole) is encountered during or upon 
cessation of drilling, a cement plug shall be placed to 
prevent water from flowing between geologic forma-
tions and at the *u^face^ The cement mix should con-
sist of API Class A or H cement with additives as 
needed. It should weigh at least 13.5 lbs/gal., and be 
placed under th* supervision of a person qualified in 
proper drill hole cementing of artesian flow. Artesian 
bore holes must be plugged in the described manner, 
prior to removal of the drilling equipment from the 
well site. If ih* surface owner of the land affected 
desires to convert an artesian drill hole to a water 
well, the owner must notify the Division in writing 
accepting responsibility for the ultimate plugging of 
the drill hole. 
2 12. Holes tKat encounter significant amounts of 
nonartesian wafcer shall be plugged by: 
2.12 111 Placing a 50 foot cement plug immediately 
above and belo*/ the aquiferts); or 
2.12.112 Filliovg from the bottom up (through the 
drill stem) with a high grade bentonite/water slurry 
mixture. The slujrry shall have a Marsh funnel viscos-
ity of at least 50-seconds per quart prior to the adding 
of any cuttings. 
R613-2109. Reclamation Practices. 
The operator shall conform to the following prac-
tices while condiucting reclamation unless the Divi-
sion grants a vt&riance in writing: 
1. Public Safyity and Welfare — The operator shall 
minimize hazards to the public safety and welfare 
following completion of operations. Methods to mini-
mize hazards slhall include but not be limited to: 
111 . The perimanent sealing of shafts and tunnels; 
1.12. Appropriate disposal of trash, scrap metal 
and wood, builujings. extraneous debris, and other 
materials mcidumt to mining; 
1.13. The plugging of drill, core, or other explora-
tory holes as s«*t forth in Rule R613-2 108; 
1.14. The positing of appropriate warning signs in 
locations where public access to operations is readily 
available. 
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1.15. The construction of berms, fences and or bar-
riers above highwalls or other excavations when re-
quired by the Division. 
2. Drainages — If natural channels have been af-
fected by exploration, then reclamation must be per-
formed such that the channels will be left in a stable 
condition with respect to actual and reasonably ex-
pected water flow so as lo avoid or minimize future 
damage to the hydrologic system. 
3. Erosion Control — Reclamation shall be con-
ducted in a manner such that sediment from dis-
turbed areas is adequately controlled. The degree of 
erosion control shall be appropriate for '.he Mte-spe-
cific and regional conditions of topograph v. soil, 
drainage, water quality or other characteristics. 
4. Deleterious Materials — All deleterious or po-
tentially deleterious material shall be safely removed 
from the site or left in an isolated or neutralized con-
dition such that adverse environmental effects are 
eliminated or controlled. 
5. Land Use — The operator shall leave the onsite 
area in a condition which is capable of supporting the 
postmimng land use. 
6. Slopes — Waste piles, spoil piles and fills shall 
be regraded to a stable configuration and shall be 
sloped to minimize safety hazards and erosion while 
providing for successful revegetation. 
7. Highwalls — In surface mining and in open cuts 
for pads or roadways, highwalls shall be reclaimed 
and stabilized by backfilling against them or by cut-
ting the wall back to achieve a slope angle of 45 de-
grees or less. 
8. Roads and Pads — Onsite roads and pads shall 
be reclaimed when they are no longer needed for op-
erations. When a road or pad is to be turned over to 
the property owner or managing agency for continu-
ing use, the operator shall turn over the property 
with adequate surface drainage structures and in a 
condition suitable for continued use. 
9. Dams and Impoundments — Water impounding 
structures shall be reclaimed so as to be self-draining 
and mechanically stable unless shown to have sound 
hydrologic design and to be beneficial to the 
postmining land use. 
10. Trenches and Pita — Trenches and small pita 
shall be reclaimed. 
11. Structures and Equipment — Structures, rail 
lines, utility connections, equipment, and debris shall 
be buried or removed. 
12. Topsoil Redistribution — After final grading, 
soil materials shall be redistributed on a stable sur-
face so as to minimize erosion, prevent undue com-
paction and promote revegetation. 
13 Revegetation — The species seeded shall in-
clude adaptable perennial species that will grow on 
the site, provide basic soil and watershed protection, 
and support the postmining land use 
Revegetation shall be considered accomplished 
when: 
13.11. The revegetation has achieved TO percent of 
the premining vegetative ground cover", and 
the vegetation has survived three growing seasons 
following the last seeding, fertilization or irrigation, 
unless such practices are to continue as part of the 
postmining land use; or 
13.12. the Division determines that the revegeta-
tion work has been satisfactorily completed within 
practical limits, where reseeding has occurred and 
the vegetation has survived one growing season, the 
reseeded area shall not be included lor purposes of 
determining whether future exploration or mining 
operations involve u disturbed 4; o f ftve acres or 
less. 
•Note. If the premining vegei» e g r o u n d cover is 
unknown, the ground cover oi'i t*d|&»certi undis-
turbed area that is representati of tt\*; premining 
ground cover will be used as uiar\da.rd. 
Rtt 13-2-110. Variance. 
1. The operator muv request l a r i a n c e from Uule 
R613-2 107. 1U8. or 10H bv subitum; t h e following 
information, which shall be condered b v the Divi-
sion on a site-specific busts 
1.11. The rule*si as to whic a variance i* re-
quested: 
1.12. fhe variance requested nil description of the 
area that would be atlecteu b\the variance. 
1.13.-Justification lor the vjiaiice; 
1.14. Alternate methods or a s s u r e s to be utilized 
2. A variance shall be ijranitd if the alternative 
melhod or measure proposed '.vll be consistent with 
the Act. 
3. Any variance must he Mpc'dtcally approved by 
the Division in writing. 
ItblJ 2 111. Surety. 
1. The operator ol an exp los ion project that will 
result in more than live iuruict acres being disturbed 
at jny given tune must post a reclamation ->uret\ 
prior io commencement .if *pl<»raiion Di^turneii 
areas which have been reclaimed are not included 
within the cumulative five ac(*-'s for purposes of the 
reclamation surety. 
2. The Division will not require a separate surety 
where a reclamation surety i'» a form and amount 
acceptable to the Board is In?Id by the Division ol 
Stale Lands and Forestry, or jn agency of the federal 
government. 
3. As part of the review of the notice of intention, 
the Division shall determine the required surety 
amount based on site-specific culculutions reflecting 
the Division's cost to reclaim the site An operator's 
reclamation estimute will be accepted if it is accurate 
and verifiable. 
4 The operator shall submit a completed Reclama-
tion Contract iFORM MR-I^l with the required 
surety The form and ainoun1 of the surety must be 
approved by the Board Aa*-'Ptable forms may in-
clude: 
4 11 Corporate surety bc^d. 
4 12. Federally-insured cerl,f»cate of deposit pay-
able to the State of Utah. I'maion of Oil, Gas and 
Mining. 
4 13 Cash, 
4 14 An irrevocable lett»r of credit issued by a 
bank organized to do busines* >n the United States, or 
4 15. Escrow accounts 
4 1 6 In addition, the Retard may accept a written 
self-bonding agreement in tl»* case of operators show-
ing sufficient financial str»'ngth 
5. Surety shall be required until auch lime as rec-
lamation is deemed compIf1* by the Division The 
Division shall promptly conduct un inspection when 
notified by the operator that reclamation is complete 
The full release of surely shall be evidence that the 
operator has reclaimed us required by the Act 
6 Adjustments or revisions made in the surety 
amount shall be in accordance with the terms and 
conditions outlined in the Reclamation Contract 
R613-2-I12. Failure to K*-*i'luim. 
If the operator tails or n'hiM-» u> conduct reclama-
tion as outlined in the roiMplele Holier of intention. 
R613-2-113 
the Board may, after notice and hearing, order that 
reclamation be conducted by the Division and that: 
1. The costs and expenses of reclamation, together 
with costs of collection including attorney's lees, be 
recovered in a civil action brought by the attorney 
general against the operator in any appropriate 
court; or. 
2. The surety tiled for this purpose be forfeited. 
With respect to the surety filed with the Division. Lhe 
Board shall request the Attorney General to take the 
necessary legal action to enforce and collect the 
amount of liability. Where surety or a bond has been 
filed with the Division of State Lands and Forestry or 
an agency of the federal government, the Board shall 
notify such agency of the hearing findings and re-
quest that the necessary forfeiture action be taken. 
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R613-2-113. ConfideniiaJ Information. 
Information provided in the notice of intention and 
in the Mineral Exploration Progress Report 'FORM 
MR-EPR) that relates to the location, sue. and nature 
of the mineral deposit, shall be protected as confiden-
tial information by the Board and the Division. The 
information will not be a matter of public record until 
a written release is received from the operator. 
R613-2-114. Revised Notice. 
Minor additions or changes in the location of explo-
ration operations do not require the submittal of a 
revised notice of intention. A new or revised Notice of 
Intention to Conduct Exploration 'FORM MR EXP) 
or comparable letter must be submitted when: 
1. The proposed additions or changes will occur 
outside the originally designated quarter section: or, 
2. The proposed additions will cause the total unre-
claimed surface disturbance to exceed five <5» acres. 
R613-2-115. Reports. 
On or before December 31 st of the year of filing of a 
Notice of Intention to Conduct Exploration (FORM 
MR EXP) or comparable letter, the operator must 
submit a Mineral Exploration Progress Report 
(FORM MR-EPR), which describes any unusual drill-
ing conditions, water encountered, hole plugging 
measures, and reclamation activities conducted. 
R613-2-116. Practices and Procedures; Appeals. 
The Administrative Procedures, as outlined in 
R613-5, shall be applicable to minerals regulatory 
proceedings. 
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R613-3. Small Mining Operations. 
R613-3-101. Filing Requirements & Review Proce-dures. 
R613-3-102. Duration of the Notice of Intention. 
R613-3-103. Notice of Intention to Commence Small 
Mining Operations. 
R613-3-104. Opera torts), Surface and Mineral 
Ownerisi. 
R613-3-105. Project Location & Map. 
R613-3-106. Operation Plan. 
R613-3-107. Operation Practices. 
R613-3-108. Hole Plugging Requirements. 
R613-3-109. Reclamation Practices. 
R613-3-110. Variance. 
R613-3 111. Failure to Reclaim. 
R613-3-U2. Suspension or Termination of Opera-
tions. 
R613-3-U3 Mine Enlargement. 
R613-3-114. Revisions. 
R613-3-115. Transfer of a Notice of Intention. 
R613-3-116. R U p o n s . 
b y ^ « i ^ i T ^ h T h , 7 o p e rT n s- a s de f i-d 
"ve ,5) acres or L t n ^ . e a **urbed area of 
-ton. the'^^^^ir^irt'rof a N o r °nn*»-
^ e operator i„ w n t m g ^ ^ n ° U f y 
i l " : ^ [ t h ^ r r r ' m e m , 0 n 'S COmP ,e<*. or 
that a d d i t i o n a l ^ C a ^ n 1 : " 1 ' 0 " I V n ? ™ p l e U ' *n* 
*>on will be required "enuhed by the D.vi-
*Ur^r^ 
4
 A notice of ,ntemion ,n ^ t l a V S °' rece ,P<-
operations will no ™ ° " I T m e n c e S m a U m ' ™ 8 
e v e r a l l o f t h e r i u , ^ ? ' ' D ' V , S , ° n aPP r o val . How-
to the D i v , s , ! n ^ ' m 0 r m a l , 0 n r n u s l b e P r i d e d 
:
 Ru^Sa^'VKiSli? a"vanances from 
number of surface acre, of d ^ '
 K
r e g a r d , e 3 S
 «f the 
5- Filing of th l , disturbance planned. 
t.ons. The opera^. T, *ma" m,n,n« open-
ing and i r » : ^ u ^ * , b , e for r d u c t , n ^ -
requirements of the nolZ. f " C O m P , , a n c e with the 
these Rules. U C e * , n t e n t «on , the Act, and 
^ ^ £ ? Z * £ * ^ »**"• - 'ater lions. ^ginning small mining opera-
"SEE 5SL- ,,hl r - o f » — -
amendment* or S han * " " . " " — I " " ! 
the life of the £ . ° in r"m°"> '" e l T e c t f o r 
••' wnall mining operation. 
- ? • : 7 Z t S ^ t ^ « " " ~ 'He rehire-
RULE # 
R613-3-104 
SUBJECT 
Operators , Surface and Mineral 
H613-3-105 ST™" 
S2nt!!5 Operat,on «•» 
R • R a t i o n Practices 
« " " 0 fc^on Practices 
R K ° P " ^ S ^ - e and Mineral 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - e lude the following 
Phone number* S T t l T n ^ m a , ' m g a d d r e s s ' a n d *»«-
small mining 0 ^ 1 ° ? ! ^ , r e 3 P ° n s i h , e f<" the 
K o r a t i o n and reclamation of the site 
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2. The name, and permanent mailing address of 
the surface landowners) and mineral ownensi of all 
land to be affected by the mining operation. 
3. The federal mining claim number! s), lease num-
bertsi or permit numbens* of all mining claims, fed-
eral or state leases or permits included in the land 
affected. 
R613-3-105. Project Location & Map. 
A topographic base map showing the location of the 
proposed small mining operation must be submitted 
with ihe nonce of intention A USGS 7 5 minute se-
ries map is preferred The areas to be disturbed 
should be plotted .in the map in sufficient detail so 
that they can be located on the ground It is recom-
mended that the operator also plot and label any pre-
viously disturbed areas in the immediate vicinity of 
the proposed small mining operation for which the 
operator is not responsible. 
R613-3-KK). Operation Plan. 
The operator shall provide a brief narrative de-
scription of the proposed mining operation as part of 
the notice of intention The description should include 
the following information: 
1. A statement giving general details of the type or 
method of mining operations proposed, and the type 
of minerals to be mined: 
2. Estimated width and length of any new roads to 
be constructed: 
3. An estimate of the total number of surface acres 
to be disturbed by the mining operation. 
R613-3-107. Operation Practices. 
During operations, the operator shall conform to 
the following practices unless the Division grants a 
variance in writing: 
1. Public Safety and Welfare — The operator shall 
minimize hazards to the public safety and welfare 
during operations. Methods to minimize hazards 
shall include but not be limited to: 
1.11. The closing or guarding of shafts and tunnels 
to prevent unauthorized or accidental entry in accor-
dance with MSHA regulations; 
1.12. The disposal of trash, scrap metal and wood, 
and extraneous debris; 
1.13. The plugging or capping of drill, core, or 
other exploratory holes as set forth in Rule 
R613-3-108; 
1.14. The posting of appropriate warning signs in 
locations where public access to operations is readily 
available; 
1.15. The construction of berms, fences and or bar-
riers above highwalls or other excavations when re-
quired by the Division. 
2. Drainages — If natural channels are to be af-
fected by the mining operation, then the operator 
shall take appropriate measures to avoid or minimize 
environmental damage. 
3. Erosion Control — Operations shall be con-
ducted in a manner such that sediment from dis-
turbed areas is adequately controlled. The degree of 
erosion control shall be appropriate for the site-spe-
cific arid regional conditions of topography, soil, 
drainage, water quality or other characteristics. 
4. Deleterious Materials — All deleterious or po-
tentially deleterious material shall be safely removed 
from the site or left in an isolated or neutralized con-
dition such that adverse environmental effects are 
eliminated or controlled 
5. Soils — Suitable soil material shall be removed 
and stored in a stable condition where practical so as 
to be available for reclamation. 
ti Concurrent Reclamation — During operations 
disturbed areas shall be reclaimed when no longer 
needed, except to the extent necessary to preserve 
evidence of mineralization for proof of discover\ 
Areas which have been disturbed but are not rou 
tinelv or currently utilized shall be kept in a sale 
environmentally stable condition. 
R613-J-108. Hole Plugging Requirements. 
Drill holes shall be properly plugged as soon is 
' practical and shall not be left unplugged for more 
than 30 days without approval of the Division The 
' procedures outlined below are required for the ?ur 
' face and subsurface plugging «>c' drill holes. The Dr. i 
sion may approve an alternate plan, if the operator 
can prove to the satisfaction of the Division that an 
' other method will provide adequate protection to ttie 
'• groundwater resources and long term stability oi the 
land Dry holes and nonartesian holes which Jo nut 
produce significant amounts oi water mav be tempo 
rarily plugged with a surface cap lo permit the opera 
r tor to re-enter the hole for the duration oi the opera 
t tions. 
1. Surface plugging of drill holes shall be accom-
plished by: 
111 Setting a nonmetallic permaplug at a mini 
mum oi five <o» feel below the surface, or returning 
^ the cuttings to the hole and tamping the returned 
cuttings to within live •.">• feet of ground level I'he 
s hole above the permapiug or tamped cuttings A ill be 
filled with a cement plug If cemented casing is to be 
letl in place, a concrete surface plug is not required 
provided that a permanent cap is secured on tup oi 
o the casing. 
a I 12 If the area is tilled farmland, a five • f>» foot 
cement plug must be placed above a permaplug or 
il tamped cuttings so that the lop of the cement plug is 
e a minimum of three 13» feel below the ground surface 
s The hole above ihe cement plug is to be filled with 
soil. If cemented casing is to be left in place, a con 
s crete surface plug is not required provided that a per 
manent cap is secured on lop of the casing The lop of 
the casing and cap must be a minimum of three <3* 
1, feet below the ground surface 
2. Drill holes that encounter water, oil, gas or 
>r other potential migratory substances and are 2 ' .• 
e inches or greater in surface diameter shall be plugged 
in the subsurface to prevent the nugrution of fluid 
n from one strata to another If water is encountered, 
y P'ugg,r»g shall be accomplished as outlined below 
2.11 If artesian flow l ie . , water flowing lo the sur 
r- face from the holei is encountered during or upon 
i- cessation of drilling, a cemeni plug shall be placed to 
prevent water from (lowing between geologic forma 
f- lions and at the surface The cement mix should con-
)r sist of API Class A or H cement with additives as 
le needed. It should weigh at least 13 5 lbs/gal., and be 
placed under the supervision of a person qualified in 
v proper drill hole cementing of artesian flow Artesian 
s- bore holes must be plugged in the described manner, 
uf prior to removal of the drilling equipment from the 
e- well site. If the surface owner of ihe land affected 
I, desires to convert an artesian drill hole to a water 
well, he must notify the Division in writing that he 
o- accepts responsibility for the ultimate plugging of the 
.'d drill hole. 
ii- 2 12 Holes that encounter significant amounts of 
re nonartesiau water shall be plugged by 
2 12 111 Placing a r)0 loot cemeni plug imim-di 
oi alely above and below the aquifensi, or 
as 2 12 112 Filling from the bottom up •through tin-
drill stem) with a high grade bentonite water -.lorry 
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mixture. The slurry shall have a Marsh funnel viscos-
ity of at least 50 seconds per quart prior to the adding 
of any cuttings. 
R6 J 3-3-109. Reclamation Practices. 
During reclamation, the operator shall conform to 
the following practices unless the Division grants a 
variance in writing: 
1. Public Safety and Welfare — The operator shall 
minimize hazards to the public safety and welfare 
following completion of operations. Methods to mini-
mize hazards shall include but not be limited to: 
111. The permanent sealing of shafts and tunnels; 
1.12. The disposal of trash, scrap metal and wood, 
buildings, extraneous debris, and other materials in-
cident to mining, 
1.13. The plugging of drill, core, or other explora-
tory holes as set forth in Rule R613-3-108; 
1.14. The posting of appropriate warning signs in 
locations where public access to operations is readily 
available; 
1.15. The construction of berms, fences and/or bar-
riers above highwalls or other excavations when re-
quired by the Division. 
2. Drainages — If natural d As have been af-
fected by mining operations, th< <. reclamation must 
be performed such that the channels will be left in a 
stable condition with respect to actual and reasonably 
expected water How so as to avoid or minimize future 
damage to the hydrologic system. 
3. Erosion Control — Reclamation shall be con-
ducted in a manner such that sediment from dis-
turbed areas is adequately controlled. The degree of 
erosion control shall be appropriate for the site-spe-
cific and regional conditions of topography, soil, 
drainage, water quality or other characteristics. 
4. Deleterious Materials — All deleterious or po-
tentially deleterious material shall be safely removed 
from the site or left in an isolated or neutralized con-
dition such that adverse environmental effects are 
eliminated or controlled. 
5. Land Use — The operator shall leave the onaite 
area in a condition which is capable of supporting the 
postmining land use. 
6. Slopes — Waste piles, spoil piles and fills shall 
be regraded to a stable configuration and shall be 
sloped to minimize safety hazards and erosion while 
providing for successful revegetation. 
7. Highwalls — In surface mining and in open cuts 
for pads or roadways, highwalls shall be reclaimed 
and stabilized by backfilling against them or by cut-
ting the wall back to achieve a slope angle of 45 de-
grees or less. 
8. Roads and Pads — Onsite roads and pads shall 
be reclaimed when they are no longer needed for op-
erations. When a road or pad is to be turned over to 
the property owner or managing agency for continu-
ing use, the operator shall turn over the property 
with adequate surface drainage structures and in a 
condition suitable for continued use. 
9. Dams and Impoundments — Water impounding 
structures shall be reclaimed so as to be self draining 
and mechanically stable unless shown to have sound 
hydrologic design and to be beneficial to the 
postmining land use. 
10. Trenches and Pita — Trenches and small pits 
shall be reclaimed. 
U . Structures and Equipment — Structures, rail 
lines, utility connections, equipment, and debris shall 
be buried or removed. 
12 Topsoil Redistribution — After final grading, 
soil materials shall be redistributed on a stable sur-
face, so as to minimize erosion, prevent undue cnm 
paction and promote revegetation. 
. . . i t Rreg**?iwn ~ T h e s P e c , e a se€<*ed ahali in 
elude adaptable perennial species that will g r o w '" 
the site, provide basic soil and watershed protection 
and support the postmining land use. ' 
^Revegetation shall be considered accomplished 
13.11. The revegetation has achieved 70 percent of 
the premminii vegetative ground cover*; and the ve B 
elation has surv.ved three growing seasons following 
the last seeding, fertilization or irrigation, unlesl 
such practices are to continue as part of tZ 
postmining land use; or 
13.12. the Division determines that the revegeta 
tion work has been satisfactorily completed within 
practical limits; where reseeding has occurred and 
the vegetation has survived one growing season the 
reseeded area shall not be included for purposes of 
determining whether a mining operation is a small 
mining operation. 
• Note: If the premining vegetative ground cover of 
the disturbed area is unknown, then the ground cover 
ol an adjacent undisturbed area that is representative 
Sard P r e r m , X l l n g c o n d l t l o n * W«H ^ used as a stan-
R613.3-U0. Variance. 
R«i i ^ t n T ! ? , ^ r m a y r e a - u e s l a variance from Rule 
R613-3-107. 1U8, or 109 by submitting the following 
information which shall be considered by the Division 
on a site-specific basis. 
M l . The iMlets) as to where a variance is re-
quested; 
1.12: The variance requested and a description o( 
the area that would be affected by the variance; 
1.1 J. Justification for the variance; 
1.14. Alternate methods or measures to be utilized 
2 ; . V a n a f t t « shall be granted if the alternative 
method or measure proposed will be consistent with 
the Act. 
3. Any variance must be specifically approved by 
the Division un writing. 
R613-3-111. Fai lure to Reclaim. 
If the operator of a small mining operation fails or 
refuses to conduct reclamation as required by the Act 
and these rule*, the Board may, after notice and hear-
ing, order that: 
1. Reclamation be conducted by the Division; and 
j . Hie costs *nd expenses of reclamation, together 
with costs of collection including attorney's fees, be 
recovered in a <civil action brought by the attorney 
general againa* the operator in any appropriate 
court. 
R613-3-U2. S u s p e n s i o n or Termination of Oper-
ation*. K 
1. AH mine Operations are required to be main-
tained in a saffc, dean, and environmentally stable 
condition. Active and inactive operations must con-
tinue to submit annual reports unless waived in writ-
ing by the Division. 
2. The operator need not notify the Division of the 
temporary suspension of small mining operations 
J In the case, of a termination or a suspension of 
mining operations that has exceeded, or is expected to 
exceed two (2) ye^rs. the operator shall, upon request, 
furnish the Division with such data us it may require 
to evaluate the status of the small mining operation, 
the status of compliance with these rules, and the 
probable future status of the land affected Upon re-
view of such daUa, the Division will take such action 
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as may be appropriate The Division may grant an 
extended suspension period if warranted. 
I. The operator shall ^ive the Division prompt 
written notice of a termination or suspension of small 
mining operations expected to exceed five >5i years. 
Upon receipt of notification the Division shall, within 
30 days, make ,in inspection ol ihe property 
~i. Small mining operations that nave ueen ap-
proved lor an extenaea suspension period will i>e re-
evaluated on a regular oasis. Additional interim rec-
lamation or stabilization measures mav be required 
in order tor a small mining operation to remain in a 
continued state of suspension Reclamation ol a small 
mining operation mav be required alter live • ")• years 
of continued .-.uspension. The thvision Mil require 
complete reclamation oi rne mine i^te wnen the sus-
pension period exceeds i0 'ears, unless the operator 
appeals to ihe Board prior to the expiration of
 3aid 
10-year period for a longer suspension period. 
R613-3-113. Mine Enlargement. 
Before enlarging a .small ;imuiig operation t>eyond 
live «5t acres ot ->uriace iisturbance. .he .perator 
must file a Notice of Intention to Commence Large 
Mining Operations iFORM MR-LMOt and receive Di-
vision approval. 
R613-3114. Revisions. 
Small mining operators ire reuuired 'o -ubmit a 
revision to the complete notice ot intention -vfien a 
significant changeist in the -mall mining ooeration 
occurs A revision can be made by submitting a re-
vised FORM MR-SMO tor similar tormi and indicat-
ing the portiomsi of the operation which is being re-
vised. Division approval of a revision of small mining 
operations is not required before the operational 
change occurs. 
R613-3 115 Transfer of a Notice of Intention. 
If an operator wishes to transfer a small mining 
operation to another party, an application form enti-
tled, Transfer of Notice of Intention — Small Mining 
Operations (FORM MR-TRSi must be completed and 
filed with the Division. The new mine operator must 
assume full responsibility for continued mining oper-
ations and reclamation obligations for the small min-
ing operation. 
R6133-116. Reports. 
1. On or before January ill of each year, unless 
waived in writing by the Division, each operator con-
ducting small mining operations must file an opera-
tions and progress report (FORM MR-AR) describing 
its operations during the preceding calendar year, in-
cluding: 
111 The location of the operation and the number 
and dale of the applicable Notice of Intention. 
1.12. The gross amounts of ore and waste materials 
moved during the year, as well as the disposition of 
such materials. 
1.13. New surface disturbances created during the 
year. 
114. The reclamation work performed during the 
year 
2. The operator shall keep and maintain timely 
records relating to his performance under the Act and 
still make these records available to the Division 
upon request. 
R6I3-3-117. Pract ices and Procedures; Appeals. 
The Administrative Procedures, as outlined in the 
Rbl. la Rules, shall be applicable to minerals regula-
tory proceedings 
U613-3-U8 Confidential I n f o ^ ^ o n . 
Information providiti in i h e i»iUce 0r i n i ent ion re-
lating to the location,
 S l Z e . *»nd n U u r e o l l n e mineral 
deposit, -md marked confidently
 o y l r i t f operator, 
^hall be protected asconfidcniia! information by the 
Board and the Division, flu* information will not be a 
matter ol public record until a written release is re-
ceived Irom ihe operator, or until the notice of inten-
tion is terminated. 
«*w MMM «-!•*•«. 
RH13--I. Large Mining Operations. 
Rtil3-4-lol. Filing Requirements and Review Proce-
dures. 
Rnl3-4-l02. Duration of the Notice of Intention 
Rbl.i-4103 Notice of Intention lo Commence l.arije 
Mining Operations. 
R613-4-104. Operator!*'. Surface and MiriwaJ 
Owners. 
lib 13 J-105 Maps. Drawings and Photographs. 
Rbl J MOri Operation Plan 
RH13-4-I07 Operation Practices. 
R(il3 4-10.S Hole Plugging Requirements. 
RBI 3-4-109 Impact Assessment 
RKI3-4-I1U. Reclamation Plan 
RBI3-4-111. Reclamation Practices. 
RH13-4-; 12. Variance 
Kti 13-4-113. Surely 
Rlil.3 4 • ', 14 Failure lo Reclaim 
RB13-4-115 Confidential Information 
R613-4-11H Public Notice and Appeals. 
RB13-4-117 Notification of Suspension or Termina-
tion of Operations 
Rb 13 4 11« Revisions 
lib" 13 4-119 Amendments 
R613-4-120 Transfer of Notice of Intention. 
Rtil3 4-121 Reports 
RB13-4-122 Practices and Procedures, Appeals 
RB13-4-I0I. Filing Requirements and Review 
Procedures. 
A Nonce of Intention to Commence Large Mining 
Operations iFORM MR I MO) or a letter containing 
all the required information must be approved by the 
Division before mining operations begin. 
Previously exempt mining operations as defined by 
Rule 613-1-109 which have a disturbed area greater 
than five i5i surface acres and which will continue or 
resume mining operations, must submit a Notice of 
Intention to Commence Large Mining Operations 
iFORM MR LMO) by April 29. 1989 Upon Division 
receipt of the notice of intention, (he operator will be 
authorized lo continue such existing operations until 
approval of the notice of intention is obtained. Such 
approval shall t>e obtained by the operator within one 
(11 year from the date of submission of the notice of 
intention unless an extension is granted by the Divi-
sion 
1 Within 30 days after receipt of a Notice of Int. n 
turn, or within 30 days alter receipt of any subsequent 
submittal, the Division will complete its review uud 
notify the operator in writing 
111 That the notice of intention is complete, or 
1.12 that the notice of intention is incomplete, and 
that additional information as identified by the Divi 
sion will be required 
2 Within 30 days after receipt of ihe notice of in 
teiition or within JO days following the last actum ol 
the operator or Division on die noiiee of inl» ntion, the-
R613-4-102 
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Division shall reach a tentative decision with respect 
to the approval or denial of the notice of intention 
Notice of the tentative decision will then be pub 
hshed in accordance with Rule R613 4 116 
3 Division approval of the notice of intention and 
execution of the Reclamation Agreement (FORM MR 
RAJ by the operator shall bind the Division and the 
operator in accordance with the Act and implement 
ing regulations and shall enable the operator lo con 
duct mining and reclamation activities in accordance 
therewith 
4 Hie operator must notify the Division within JO 
days of beginning mining operations 
R613 4 102 Dura t ion of the Notice of In ten t ion 
The approved notice of intention including any 
subsequently approved amendments or revisions 
shall remain in effect for the life of the mine How 
ever the Division may review the permit and require 
updated information and modifications when war 
ranted 
R613-4 103 Not ice of Intent ion to C o m m e n c e 
L a r g e Mining Opera t ions 
The notice of intention shall address the require 
ments of the following rules 
' not 
SUBJECT 
Operator!si Surface and Mineral 
Ownertsi 
Maps Drawings and Photographs 
Operation Plan 
Hole Plugging Requirements 
Impact Assessment 
Reclamation Plan 
Variance 
RLLE # 
R613 4 104 
R613 4 105 
R613 4 106 
R613 4 108 
R613 4 109 
R613 4 110 
R613 4 112 
R613-4 104 Opera tor !s ) , Surface a n d Minera l 
Owner i s ) 
1 The name permanent mailing address and tele 
phone number of the operator responsible for the 
mining operations and reclamation of the site 
2 The name permanent mailing address and tele 
phone number of the surface landowners) and mm 
eral ownertsi of all land to be affected by the opera 
tions 
3 The federal mining claim numberfs) lease num 
beris) or permit numberis) of any mining claims or 
federal or state leases or permits included in the 
lands affected 
R613-4 105 Maps, Drawings and Photographs 
1 A topographic base map must be submitted with 
the notice of intention The scale should be approxi 
mately 1 inch = 2 000 feet preferably a USGS 7 5 
minute series or equivalent topographic map where 
available The following information shall be in 
eluded on the map 
111 Property boundaries of surface ownership of 
all lands which are to be affected by the mining oper 
ations 
1 12 Perennial streams spnngs and other bodies 
of water, roads buildings landing strips electrical 
transmission lines water wells oil and gas pipelines 
existing wells boreholes or other existing surface or 
subsurface facilities within 500 feet of the proposed 
mining operations 
1 13 Proposed route of access to the mining opera 
tions from nearest publicly maintained highway The 
map scale will be appropriate to show access 
1 14 Known areas which have been previously im 
pacted by mining or exploration activities within the 
proposed disturbed area 
2 A sunace facilities map shall be provided at 4 
scale of approximately 1 = 5 0 0 The following info-
mation shall be included on the surface facilities 
map 
2 11 Proposed surface facilities including but 1 
limited to buildings stationary mining processing' 
equipment roads utilities power lines proposed 
drainage control structures and the location of top-
soil storage areas tailings or processed waste facih 
ties disposal areas for overburden solid and liquid 
wastes and wastewater discharge treatment and 
containment lacilities 
2 12 A border clearly outlining the acreage pro-
posed to be disturbed by mining operations 
3 The following maps drawings or cross sections 
may be required by the Division 
3 11 Regraded Slopes to be left at steeper than 2h lv 
J 12 Plans profiles and cross sections of roads 
pads or other earthen structures to be left as part of 
the postmining land ase 
3 13 Water impounding structures with embank 
ments greater than 20 feet in height from the 
upstream toe ol the embankment or greater than 20 
acre feet in storage capacity 
J 14 Maps identifying surface areas which will be 
disturbed by 'he operator but will not be reclaimed 
such as solid rock slopes cuts roads or sites of build 
ings or surface facilities to be left as part of the 
postmining lana use 
3 15 Sediment ponds diversion channels culvert 
size and locations and other hydrologic designs and 
features to be incorporated into the mining and recla 
mation plan 
3 16 Baseline information maps and drawings in 
eluding soils vegetation watershedss» geologic for 
mations and structure contour and other such maps 
which may be required for determination of existing 
conditions operations, reclamation and postmining 
land use 
3 17 A reclamation activities and t reatment map 
to identify the location and the extent of the reclama 
tion work to be accomplished by the operator upon 
cessation of mi rung operations This drawing shall be 
utilized to determine adequate bonding and reclama 
tion practices for the site 
3 18 Other maps plans or cross sections as may 
reasonably be required by the Division 
4 The operator may submit photographs (prints) of 
the site sufficient to show existing vegetation and 
surface conditions These photographs should show 
the general appearance and condition of the land to 
be affected and should be clearly marked as to the 
location orientation and the date that the pictures 
were taken 
R613-4 106 O p e r a t i o n P l a n 
The operator siiall provide a narrat ive description 
referencing maps or drawings as necessary, of the 
proposed operations including 
1 Type of muneral(s) to be mined 
2 Type of operations to be conducted including the 
mining/processit&g methods to be used onsite and the 
identification ol *ny deleterious or acid forming ma 
t ena l s present or to be left on the site as a result of 
mining or mineral processing 
3 Estimated .acreages proposed to be disturbed 
and/or reclaimed) annually or sequentially 
4 A description of the nature of the materials to be 
mined or processed including waste/overburden male 
rials and the estumated annual tonnages of ore and 
waste materials xo be mined 
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5 A description ol existing soil tv pes including the 
location »nd extent of topsoil or suitable plant growth 
material If no suitable soil material exists an expia 
nation of the conditions shall be given 
6 A description ol the plan for protecting inu reue 
positing existing soils 
7 A description if existing vegeiati t o rnmun 
ties and cover levels -.utliciem to esi iblisn r t \ i i , t i i 
l,on success standards in accordance villi ituie 
R613 4 111 
8 Depth to groundwater extent ol overourucn in 1 
tenal and geologic setting 
9 Proposed location and size >l >re did v isle 
stockpiles ainngs 'aul i t ies inn -v iier tor 
age treatment ponds 
R o l l 4 107 O p e r a t i o n P r a c t i c e s 
During jperanons the operator -.hail coniorm to 
the following practices unless the Division . . rui is 1 
variance in writing 
1 Public ^-alei) and Welf in — The >per nor n ill 
minimize hazards to the public aiet> mo veil i n 
during tperauons Methods to minimize nazards 
shall include but not be limited to 
111 The closing or L,U lrding ol ihatts mu unnels 
to prevent unauthorized or icculenial ctiiiv n ccor 
dance with \ lbHA regulations 
112 The disposal f trash *cr lp meial and vnod 
and extr meous debris 
1 U The plugging or capping ul drill ore <r 
other exploratory holes as set torth n Rule 
R613 4 108 
1 14 The posting of appropriate warning signs in 
locations where public access to operations is nadiiv 
available 
115 The construction of berms fences and or bar 
ners above highwalls or other excavations when re 
quired by the Division 
2 Drainages — If natural channels are to be af 
fee ted by the mining operation then the ipcrator 
shall take appropriate measures to avoid or minimize 
environmental damage 
3 Erosion Control — Operations shall be con 
ducted in a manner such that sediment from dia 
turbed areas is adequately controlled The degree of 
erosion control shall be appropriate for the site spe 
cific and regional conditions of topography soil 
drainage water quality or other characteristics 
4 Deleterious Mutenals — All deleterious or po 
tentially deleterious material shall be safely removed 
from the site or kept in an isolated condition such 
that adverse environmental effects are eliminated or 
controlled 
5 Soils — Suitable soil material shall be removed 
and stored in a stable condition where practical so as 
to be available for reclamation 
6 Concurrent Reclamation — During operations 
disturbed areas shall be reclaimed when no lunger 
needed except to the extent necessary to preserve 
evidence of mineralization for proof o( discoverv 
Areas which have been disturbed but are not rou 
tinely or currently utilized shall be kept in a sate 
environmentally stable condition 
R61J 4 108 Hole P lugg ing R e q u i r e m e n t s 
Drill hobs shall be properly plugged as soon as 
practical and shall not be letl unplugged tor more 
than 10 days' without approval of the Division The 
procedures out luud below a n required tor the sur 
face and subsurface plugging ol drill holes Hie Divi 
bion iiuv approve an alternate plar if the oper itor 
tan prove to the satisfaction of the Division ill »l in 
ttrur method vul 1 r m d e ideuuaie protection to it 
Tuinaw it* r l e smr i s ma lone, 1 rm tahiiiiv >l if 
inu )r\ IOUS in 1 1 m irtcsian nous v h i c h d i n 
ur auct u,ntiuani unounts )i w Utr tiav he temp 
ir \ lUcMd " 1 ' u r i t u iu in oennit the per 
r r " r-nur U n u Mr hi lurt t i n 1 ot r u t i n 
i i i i L„inL 1 mil hous niii l e icit n 
11 m o \ 
"n mm. 1 1 nmciailii i i rmiuiui , it 1 nun 
num 1 ive > k i t 11 tow thi u r t i u r d u r u m 
I 1 mines i) tu n k inu t imoinu the return* 
uttin^s i ) viihui i\e ->i tect i ^n una I»VM II 
<ie ujvHthi i rmipiut ; >r » inutu mines villi 
i"t 1 tin t 11it.nl mm I n minted him; I > I 
til 1 i i iur it u r u i e tug -> nut m u m 
)» >\ uJi u 1 t i rmanent in 1 a u n u n 1 p 
he IMIIL. 
t fa in 1 -. tilled 1 t rn i inu 1 MM I I I 
eiiunt i IUL. nu t e oi iced a >\e i nerm iplut, 
inu 1 a m i n u s » hi t tin i n 1 he ciiunt pint. 
Minimum M h n e »«1 Iu 1 m the ur uind uriac 
lhe noie tnovt hi uneni nlue ; ! i l i t nib d u i 
oil il cemented aiiiu. is lo tie lelt n place t UII 
n t t unaee plug n t i t p u n a nrov tut d that 1 pi 1 
ti im ni * ID b 1 cut tu n n u I Iu u inu< lhe too 
he i-m_ ml it) 1 t t 1 nininuim 1 ihr t . 
it 11 111 w he r nnu uri i n 
)nil u •» 1 it m unit r v itt r il ., is 
•trier pHcnti i i im,r Hi r\ uhs tanns ind m _ 
incnes or L'n iter in una ie diameter hall be pluggt 
in ihe subsurface to prevtnt the rnigrition A flui 
from one s i r u a to mother If w iter is tncounuret 
plugging sh ill be ueomplisht d is tutlined lit low 
2 11 It irtisian (low i t w iter (lowing to the ~>ui 
t u t tr im the hole is encountered during ir up 
cessation A dulling 1 ic i iunt plug shall be pi ued t 
prevent water from (lowing bit ween geologic lorm 
tions ind it the -.url m Ihe cement mix should 101 
sist of API ( I tss \ ir H cement with additives a 
needed It hould wuc,h at le 1st 11 > lbs gal and I 
placed under the supervision A 1 person qualified t 
proper drill hole cemi nting of artesian llow Artesia 
l>ore holes must be plugged in the described murine 1 
prior to removal »l the drilling equipment from lb 
well -.lie If the surf ice owner of the land aflnl t 
desires to convert in irtesian drill hole to a watt 
well he must notify the Division in writing that b 
accepts responsibility tor the ultimate plugging of tb 
drill hole 
2 12 Holes that tncounter significant amounts t 
non irtesiun water shall be plugged by 
2 12 111 Placing a ">0 foot cement plug immediate I 
above ind below the aquiferisi or 
2 12 112 hilling from the bottom up through tb 
drill stem» with 1 high grade bentonite water slurr 
mixture 1 he slurry shall have a Mursh funnel visit) 
ity of at least i 0 seconds per qu irt prior to the adding 
of anv cuttings 
Rb l J I 109 Impact Assessment 
lhe oper nor sh ill provide a genual narri l ive tit 
scnption ident i l \mg pott nil il surface ind or subsiu 
face impacts I his description will include at a mini 
mum 
1 Project* d impacts to surface and groundwate 
systems 
2 Potential imp u is lo sti le and tedcr il t hn it 
etud and endan^t n d -.ptens or the ir critical babi 
tat-. 
1 Projected impu te il the mininc, »pt ration on ex 
islinu soil resources 
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4. Projected impacts of mining operations on slope 
stability, erosion control, air quality, and public 
health and safety, and 
5. Actions which are proposed to mitigate any of 
the above referenced impacts. 
R613-M10. Reclamation Plan. 
Each notice of intention shall include a reclamation 
plan, including maps or drawings as necessary, con-
sisting of a narrative description of the proposed rec-
lamation including, but not limited to: 
1. A statement of the current land use and the pro-
posed postmining land use for the disturbed area; 
2. A description of the manner and the extent to 
which roads, highwails, slopes, impoundments, drain-
ages, pits and ponds, piles, shafts and adits, drill 
holes, and similar structures will be reclaimed; 
3. A detailed description of any surface facilities to 
be left as part of the postmining land use. including 
but not limited to buildings, utilities, roads, pads, 
ponds, pits and surface equipment; 
4. A description of the treatment, location and dis-
position of any deleterious or acid-forming materials 
generated and left onsite, including a map showing 
the location of such materials upon the completion of 
reclamation. 
5. A planting program us best calculated to revege-
tate the disturbed area: 
5 11. Plans shall include, at a minimum, grading 
and/or stabilization procedures, topsoil replacement, 
seed bed preparation, seed mixture(s) and rate(s), and 
timing of seeding (fall seeding is preferred timing); 
5.12. Where there is no original protective cover, 
an alternate practical procedure must be proposed to 
minimize or control erosion or siltation. 
R6I3-4-1U. Reclamation Practices. 
During reclamation, the operator shall conform to 
the following practices unless the Division grants a 
variance in writing: 
1. Public Safety and Welfare — The operator shall 
minimize hazards to the public sufety and welfare 
following completion of operations. Methods to mini-
mize hazards shall include but not be limited to: 
1.11. The permanent sealing of shafts and tunnels; 
1.12. The disposal of trash, scrap metal and wood, 
buildings, extraneous debris, and other materials in-
cident to mining; 
1.13. The plugging of drill, core, or other explora-
tory holes as set forth in Rule R613-4 108, 
1.14. The posting of appropriate warning signs in 
locations where public access to operations is readily 
available; 
1.15. The construction of berms, fences and/or bar-
riers above highwails or other excavations when re-
quired by the Division. 
2. Drainages — If natural channels have been af-
fected by mining operations, then reclamation must 
be performed such that the channels will be left in a 
stable condition with respect to actual and reasonably 
expected water flow so as to avoid or mrnimize future 
damage to the hydrologic system. 
3. Erosion Control — Reclamation shall be con-
ducted in a manner such that sediment from dis-
turbed areas is adequately controlled. The degree of 
erosion control shall be appropriate for the site-spe-
cific and regional conditions of topography, soil, 
drainage, water quality or other characteristics. 
4. Deleterious Materials — All deleterious or po-
tentially deleterious material shall be safely removed 
from the site or left in an isolated or neutralized con-
dition such that adverse environmental effects are 
eliminated or controlled. 
5 Land Use _ The operator shall leave the onsite 
area in a condition which is capable of supporting the 
postmining land use. 
6. Slopes — Waste piles, spoil piles and fills shall 
be regraded to a stable configuration and shall be 
sloped to minimize safety hazards and erosion while 
providing for successful revegetation. 
7. HighwalU — In surface mining and in open cuts 
for pads or roadways, highwails shall be reclaimed 
and stabilized by backfilling against them or by cut-
ting the wall back to achieve a slope angle of 45 de-
grees or less. 
8. Roads and Pads — Onsite roads and pads shall 
be reclaimed when they are no longer needed for op-
erations. When a road or pad is to be turned over to 
the property ow/ner or managing agency for continu-
ing use, the operator shall turn over the property 
with adequate surface drainage structures and in a 
condition suitable for continued use. 
9. Dams and Impoundments — Water impounding 
structures shall be reclaimed so as to be self-draining 
and mechanically stable unless shown to have sound 
hydrologic design and to be beneficial to the 
postmining land use. 
10. Trenches and Pits — Trenches and small pits 
shall be reclaimed. 
11. Structures and Equipment — Structures, rail 
lines, utility connections, equipment, and debris shall 
be buried or removed. 
12. Topsoil Redistribution — After final grading 
soil materials sfliall be redistributed on a stable sur-
face, so as to oainimize erosion, prevent undue com-
paction and pmomote revegetation. 
13. RevegetaJtion — The species seeded shall in-
clude adaptable perennial species that will grow on 
the site, providle basic soil and watershed protection, 
and support tlhe postmining land use. 
Revegetatioin shall be considered accomplished 
when: 
13.11. The nevegetation hus achieved 70 percent of 
the premining; vegetative ground cover*; and 
the vegetation has survived three growing seasons 
fol owing the liast seeding, fertilization or irrigation, 
unless such practices are to continue as part of the 
postmining laind use; or 
13.12. the Division determines that the revegeta-
tion work ha* been satisfactorily completed within 
practical limits. 
•Note: If the .premining vegetative ground cover is 
U n
 uTn' t h e K r o u n d c o v e r o f an adjacent undis-
turbed area thmt is representative of the premining 
gTound cover \will be used as a standard. 
R613-4-112. Viariance. 
1. The operattor may request a variance from Rule 
R613-4-107, 10)8, or 111, by submitting the following 
information which will be considered by the Division 
on a site specilfic basis: 
111 . The niile<s> as to which a variance is re-
quested; 
1.12. The variance requested and a description of 
the area that would be affected by the variunce; 
1.13. Justification for the variance; 
1.14. Alternuite methods or measures to be utilized. 
2. A variance shall be granted if the alternative 
method or meuisure proposed will be consistent with 
the Act. 
3 Any variance must be specifically approved by 
the Division iin writing. 
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R613-4-113. Surety. 
1. After receiving notification that the notice of in-
tention has been approved, but prior to commence-
ment of operations, the operator shall provide the rec-
lamation surety to the Division. 
2. The Division will not require a separate surety 
when a reclamation surety in a form and amounl ac-
ceptable to the Board is held by the Division of Slate 
Lands and Forestry, or an agency of the federal gov-
ernment. 
3. As part of the review of the notice of intention, 
the Division shall determine the required surely 
amount based on site specific calculations reflecting 
the Division's cost to reclaim the site An operator s 
estimate will be accepted if it is accurate and verifi-
able. 
4. The operator shall submit a completed Reclama-
tion Contract <FORM MR RC) with the required 
surety. The form and amount of the surety must be 
approved by the Board. Acceptable forms may in-
clude: 
4.11. Corporate surety bond, 
4.12. Federally-insured certificate of deposit pay-
able to the State of Utah, Division of Oil. Gas and 
Mining, 
4.13. Cash. 
4.14. An irrevocable letter of credit issued by a 
bank organized to do business in the United Slates, or 
4.15. Escrow accounts. 
4.16. In addition, the Board may accept a written 
self-bonding agreement in the case of operators show-
ing sufficient financial strength. 
5. Surety shall be required until such time as rec-
lamation is deemed complete by the Division. The 
Division shall promptly conduct an inspection when 
notified by the operator that reclamation is complete. 
The full release of surety shall be evidence that the 
operator has reclaimed as required by the Act. 
6. Adjustments or revisions made in the surety 
amount shall be in accordance with the terms and 
conditions outlined in the Reclamation Contract. 
R613-4 114. Failure to Reclaim. 
If the operator fails or refuses to conduct reclama-
tion as outlined in the approved notice of intention, 
the Board may, after notice and hearing, order that 
reclamation be conducted by the Division and that: 
1. The costs and expenses of reclamation, together 
with costs of collection including attorney's fees, be 
recovered in a civil action brought by the attorney 
general against the operator in any appropriate 
court; or, 
2. Any surety filed for this purpose be forfeited. 
With respect to the surety filed with the Division, the 
Board shall request the Attorney General to take the 
necessary legal action to enforce and collect the 
amount of liability. Where surety or a bond has been 
filed with the Division of Stale Lands and Forestry or 
an agency of the federal government, the Board shall 
notify such agency of the hearing findings, and re-
quest that the necessary forfeiture action be taken. 
R613-4-115. Confidential Information. 
Information provided in the notice of intention re-
lating to the location, size, and nature of the mineral 
deposit, and marked confidential by the operator, 
shall be protected as confidential information by the 
Board and the Division The information will not be a 
matter of public record until a written release is re-
ceived from the operator, or until the notice of inten-
tion is terminated. 
11613-4-116 Public Notice uifl A p >*•*»». 
1. Public nonce will be deeniti compia* when the 
following actions have been UK.en: 
tl.i A description of the disturbed afeaand the ten 
tative decision to approve or disapproval tie nonce of 
intention shall be puhlisned by he Division in abbre-
viated form, one nine ontv, in JII newspapers of gen-
eral circulation put)li>ned in the count/ or counties 
where the land alleueu is situated, and in a uailv 
newspaper of general circulatiun in Salt Lane vJitv. 
Utah. 
t'i.i A copy of the abbreviated information and ten 
tative decision shall also be mailed by the Division u> 
the .'.ontng authority of ihe county or counties tit 
which the land affected is situated and to the owner 
or owners of record of the land ailecteU. as described 
in the nonce of intention 
2. Any person or agency aggrieved by the tentative 
decision may file a written protest with the Division 
during the public comment period identified in tin 
notice, netting forth tactual reasons for the complaint 
3. If no responsive written protests are received bv 
the Division within 30 davs after the last date of pub 
lication, the tentative decision of the Division on tlw 
notice of intention shall be final and the operator will 
be so notified 
4. If written objections of -ubstance are received b\ 
the Division during the public .ornment period 
hearing shall be held betore the Hoard in accordant) 
with UCA 10-ri-i). following which hearing the Boar* 
shall issue Us decision. 
R613-4-117. Notification of Suspension or Termi 
nation of Operations. 
1. The operator need not notify the Division of tin 
temporary suspension of mining operations. 
2. In the case of a termination or a suspension u 
mining operations that has exceeded, or is expected u 
exceed two (2) years, the operator shall, upon request 
furnish the Division with such data as it may requu 
to evaluate the status of the mining operation, th 
status of compliance with these rules, and the proh.i 
hie future status of the land affected Upon review c 
such data, the Division will take such action as ma 
be appropriate. The Division may grant an extend*-
suspension period if warranted. 
3 The operator shall give the Division pron»| 
written notice a termination or suspension of lurg 
mining operations expected to exceed five <5» year 
Upon receipt of notification, the Division shal 
within 30 days, make an inspection of the property 
4. Large mining operations that have been a| 
proved for an extended suspension period will be n 
evaluated on a regular basis Additional interim re< 
lamation or stabilization measures may be require 
in order for a large mining operation to remain in 
continued state of suspension. Reclamation of a larL 
mining operation may l>e required after five <5i yea/ 
of continued suspension. The Division will requu 
complete reclamation of the mine site when the su 
pension period exceeds 10 years, unless the operati 
appeals to the Board prior to the expiration of sa: 
10 year period for a longer suspension period. 
R6I3-4-UH. Revisions. 
1. In order to revise a notice of intention, an oper 
tor shall file a Notice of Intention to Revise Lar> 
Mining Operations «FORM MR UKVi This notice 
intention will include .ill information concerning l) 
revision that would have been required in the oii^ 
nal notice of intention 
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2. A Notice of Intention to Revise Large Mining 
Operations iFORM MR-REV) will be processed and 
considered for approval by the Division in the same 
manner as an original notice of intention. The opera-
tor will be authorized and bound by the requirements 
o( the existing approved notice until the revision is 
acted upon and any revised surety requirements are 
satisfied. Those portions of the approved notice of in-
tention not subject to the revision will not be subject 
to review under this provision. 
3. Large mining operations which have a disturbed 
area of five i5> acres or less may refile as a small 
mining operation. Reclaimed areas must meet full 
bond release requirements before they can be ex-
cluded from the disturbed acreage. 
R613-4-U9. Amendments. 
1. An amendment is an insignificant change to the 
approved notice of intention The Division will review 
the change and make the determination of signifi-
cance on a case-by-case basis. 
2. A request for an amendment should be filed on 
the Nonce oi Intention to Revise Large Mining Oper-
ations i FORM MR-REVi. An amendment of a large 
mining operation requires Division approval but does 
not require public notice. 
R613-4-120. Transfer of Notice of Intention. 
If an operator wisnes to transfer J mining opera-
tion to another party, an application for Transfer of 
Notice of Intention — Large Mining Operations 
iFORM MR-TRU must be completed and filed with 
the Division. The new mine operator will be required 
to post a new reclamation surety and must assume 
full responsibility for continued mining operations 
and reclamation. 
R613-4-121. Reports. 
1. On or before January 31 of each year, unless 
waived in writing by the Division, each operator con-
ducting large mining operations must file an Annual 
Report of Mining Operations (FORM MR-AR) de-
scribing its operations during the preceding calendar 
year. Form MR-AR, includes: 
1.11. The location of the operation and file number 
of the approved notice of intention; 
1 12. The gross amounts of ore and waste materials 
moved during the year, as well as the disposition of 
such materials; 
1.13. The reclamation work performed during the 
year and new surface disturbances created during the 
year. 
2. The operator shall include an updated map de-
picting surface disturbance and reclamation per-
formed during the year, prepared in accordance with 
Rule R613-4-105. 
3. The operator shall keep and maintain timely 
records relating to his performance under the Act, 
and shall make these records available to the Divi-
sion upon request. 
R613-4-122. Practices and Procedures; Appeals. 
The Administrative Procedures, as outlined in the 
R613-5 Rules, shall be applicable to minerals regula-
tory proceedings. 
I WW JtHMeoeq. 
R613-5. Administrative Procedures. 
ntlltwl f0^1 , ' £ I n f ° r m a l d e e d i n g . Kblj-5-102. Informal Process. K 
R613-5-103. Definitions. 
^ceedtng^' C ° m m e n c e m e n t o f Adjudicative *M 
R f i n t !!£• < L o n v e r s i o n ^Informal to Formal Ph. 1 
Rb 3-5- 06. Procedures for Informal Phaae ^ 3 
d i e S °
7
-
 E x h a u s t
' ° " of Administrative" R e ^ 
R613-5-108. Waivers. f | 
R613-5-109. Severability 1 
R613-5-110. Construction. I 
R613-0-111. Time Periods. ^ 
R613-5-101. Formal and Informal Proceeding. >§$] 
1 Adjudicative proceedings which shall commence V l 
formally before the Board in accordance with the "i'i 
rules of Practice and Procedure before the Board of vJ 
Oil. Gas and Mining include the following: Jk] 
R614-2-112, Failure to Reclaim. Forfeiture of Surety; W 
R613-3-111. Failure to Reclaim. Forfeiture of Surety; #?1 
R613-3-U2.5. Over 10-Year Suspension; R613-4-1H, >»1 
Failure to Reclaim. R613-4-117.5. Over 10-Year Sua- '\ 
pension. •? j 
2. Adjudicative proceedings which shall commence <*'\ 
informally before the Division in accordance with this ''~*\ 
Rule R613-5 include the following: R613-2-101, No- *"] 
tice of Intent to Commence Mining Operations, Vari- ! 
ance Request; R613-2-102. Extension; R613-2-107, ' 
Variance; R613-2-108. Unplugged Over 30 
Days.-Alternative Plan: R613-2-109. Reclamation 
Practices Variance; R613-2-109.13. Revegetation Ap-
proval; R613-2-110. Variance, Revocation or Adjust-
ment of Variance; R613-2-111, Release of Surety; ^ 
R613-2-114, New or Revised Notice of Intention; .*•'* 
R613-3-101, Notice of Intention to Commence Small ^ 
Mining Operations, Variance Requests; R613-3-107, 
Variances, R613-3-108. Unplugged over 30 
Days/Alternate Plan; R613-3-109, Reclamation Prac- ••.« 
tices Variance; R613-3-109.13. Revegetation Ap- ^> 
proval; R613-3-110, Variance. Revocation, or Adjust- ,'$ 
ment of Variance; R613-3-112, Waiver, Annual Re- $ 
port; R613-3-U2.3 and R613-3 112.4, Termination or ; : 
Suspension; R)613-3-112.5. Reevaluations, Reclame- -'•$ 
lion, R613-3-U3, Mine Enlargement; R613-3-114, £ 
Amendments; R613-3-116, Report Waiver; \ 
R613-4-101, Notice of Intention to Commence Large .; 
Mining Operation, Variance Request; R613-4-102, •£< 
Updated Information or Modifications; R613-4-107, '} 
Variances; R613-4-108, Unplugged over 30 Days/ Al- * 
termite Plan; R613-4-111, Reclamation Practice, 
Variance; R6I3-4-111.13. Revegetation Approval; 
R613-4-112, Variances, Revocation or Adjustment; 
R613-4-U3, Release of Surety; R613-4-117, Annual 
Report. Waiver: R613-4-117 3 and R613-4-117.4. Ter-
mination or Suspension; R613-4-117.5. Reevalua-
tions, Reclavmation; R613-4-U8, Revisions; 
R613-4-119, Amendments; R613 4-121, Annual Re 
port, Waiver. 
3. Adjudicative proceedings which shall commence 
before the Boatrd but follow the procedures for the , 
informal process in this Rule R613-5 include the fol-
lowing: 
R613-2-111, Surety, Form and Amount; and 
R613-4-113. Suirety, Form and Amount. 
R613-5-102. I informal Process . 
Adjudicative proceedings declared by these rules 
hereinabove to (commence in the informal pha.se shall 
be processed according to Rule R613-5 et seq. below. 
All other requirements of the Mineral Rules shall 
apply when th»ey supplement these rules governing 
the informal plnase and when not in conflict with any 
of the rules of Rl613-5. Notwithstanding this, any Ion-
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ger time periods provided for in the Mineral Rules 
shall app'y 
p613 5-103. Definitions. 
Definitions as used in these rules may be found 
under R613-1-106. 
R613-5-104. Commencement of Adjudicative 
Proceedings. 
1. Except for emergency orders described further 
in these rules, all adjudicative proceedings that com-
mence in the informal phase shall be commenced by 
either: 
1.11. A Notice of Agency Action, if proceedings are 
commenced by the Board or Division, or 
1.12. A Request for Agency Action, if proceedings 
are commenced by persons other than the Board or 
Division. 
2. A Notice of Agency Action shall be filed and 
served according to the following requirements: 
2.11. The Notice of Agency Action shall be in writ-
ing and shall be signed on behalf of the Board if the 
proceedings are commenced by the Board, or by or on 
behalf of the Division Director if the proceedings are 
commenced by the Division A Notice shall include 
2.11 111 The names and mailing addresses of all 
persons to whom notice is being given by the Board or 
Division, and the name, title, and mailing address of 
any attorney or employee who has been designated lo 
appear for the Board or Division. 
2.11.112 The Division's file number or oiher refer-
ence number: 
2.11.113 The name of the adjudicative proceeding, 
2.11.114 The date that the Notice of Agency Action 
was mailed; 
2.11.115 A statement that the adjudicative pro-
ceeding is to be conducted informally according to the 
provisions of these Rules and Sections 63-46b-4 and 
63-46b-5 of the Utah Code Annotated (1953. as 
amended), if applicable, 
2.11.116 A statement that the parties may request 
an informal hearing before the Division within ten 
(10) days of the date of mailing or publication and 
that failure to make such a request for hearing may 
preclude that party from any further participation, 
appeal or judicial review in regard to the subject adju-
dicative proceeding; 
2.11.117 A statement of the legal authority and 
jurisdiction under which the adjudicative proceeding 
is to be maintained; 
2.11.118 The name, title, mailing address, and tele-
phone number of the Division Director; and 
2 11.119 A statement of the purpose of the adjudi-
cative proceeding and. to the extent known by the 
Division Director, the questions lo be decided. 
2.12 Unless waived, the Division shall: 
2.12 111 Mail the Notice of Agency Action to each 
party and any other person who has a right lo notice 
under statute or rule; and 
2.12.112 Publish the Notice of Agency Action if re-
quired by statute or by the Mineral Rules. 
2.13. All the listed adjudicative processes that 
commence informally may be petitioned for by a per-
son other than the Division or Board That person's 
Request for Agency Action shall be in wnling and 
signed by the person invoking the jurisdiction of the 
Division or by his or her attorney, and shall include: 
2.13 111 The names and addresses of all persons to 
whom a copy of the Request for Agency Action is be 
ing sent, 
2.13.112 A space for the Divisions file number or 
other reference number; 
2.13.113 Certificate of mailing oi the Request for 
Agency Action: 
2 13 114 A statement of the legal authority and 
jurisdiction under which Division action is requested. 
2.\'.i.l\5 A statement of the relief or action sought 
from the Division: and 
2.13 1 lb' A statement of ihe facts and reasons form-
ing the basis for relief or action. 
2 14. The person requesting the Division .iction 
shall use the forms of the Division with the additional 
information required by Rule R613-5-104 2.13 above 
The Division is hereby authorized lo cuddy said form.-, 
in conformance with this rule Said forms .-.hall be 
deerneu .1 Request fur Agencv Action The person re 
questing agency action -hall tile the request with iln 
Division and -avail, aniuss waived, -.end a copy us 
mail to each person known to nave a direct interest ;n 
the requested agency action 
2.15. In the case oi a Request for Agency Action 
the Division shall, unless waived, .n^ure that llotict 
by mail has been promptlv given to all parties, or l<\ 
publication when required by statute or the Mineia 
Rules The written notice -.hail 
2.15 III Uive the Divisions file number or oilu-i 
reference number: 
2.15 112 Give the name of the proceeding; 
2 15 113 Designate that the proceeding is to be cmi 
ducted informally according to ihe provisions oi thcs. 
Rules and Section tilltbh-4 and •>3-4tih-5 of I tal 
Code Annotated «1953. as aineudeii1. if applicable 
2 15 114 A statement that the parties may reque^ 
an informal hearing before the Division within tei 
(10) days of the date of mailing or publication an 
that failure to make such a request may preclude ih.i 
party from any further participation appeal «»r jinli 
cial review in regard to the subject adjudicative pit 
ceeding; 
2.15 115 Give the name, title, mailing address, an 
telephone number of ihe Division Director; and 
2 15.116 If ihe purpose of the adjudicative proceet 
ing is to award a license or other privilege as to whu 
there are multiple competing applicants, the Divism 
may. by rule or order, conduct a single adjudicatis 
proceeding to determine the award of that license . 
privilege. 
R613-5-105. Conversion of Informal to Form* 
Phase. 
1 Any lime before a final order is issued in ai 
adjudicative proceeding before the Division, the Dis 
sion Director may convert an informal adjudicati 
proceeding to a formal adjudicative proceeding il 
111 Conversion of the proceeding is in the pulu 
interest, and 
1.12. Conversion of the proceeding does n 
unfairly prejudice ihe rights of any party 
2. An adjudicative proceeding which comment 
informally shall also be processed formally if an a 
peal lo the Board is filed under the rules hereiuhelt. 
Such an appeal changes Ihe character of ihe adjudi< 
live process to a contested ca.se which require* a J. 
mal hearing process before the Board or its des 
nated Hearing Examiner to best protect the inieie 
of the public as well as the parties involved 
R613-5-104). Procedures for Informal Phuse. 
I A Request for Agency Action «»r Notice 
Agency Action shall be the method of conimeiici in« 
of an adjudicative process as previously discussed 
these rules 
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2 The mailing requirements of Rule 
R613 5 104(b)(2)(t) and R613 5 104(b)(4) whichever 
is applicable shall be met 
3 The Notice of Agency Action shall be published 
in a newspaper of general circulation likely to give 
notice to interested persons when required by statute 
or by these Mineral Rules 
4 All notices required herein shall indicate the 
date of publication or mailing and specif) that any 
aiTected person may file with the Division within ten 
10) days of said date a written objection and request 
for informal hearing before the Division and that fail 
ure to make such a request may preclude that person 
from further participation appeal or judicial review 
in regard to the subject adjudicative proceeding Said 
ten <10> day period shall be waived if the Division 
receives a waiver signed by those entitled to notice 
under these rules 
5 In any hearing the parties named in the Notice 
of Agency Action or in the Request for Agency action 
shall be permitted to testify present evidence and 
comment on the issues 
b Hearings will be held only after timelv notice to 
all parties 
7 Discovery is prohibited but the Division Direc 
tor may issue subpoenas or other orders to compel 
production of necessary evidence 
6 All parties shall have access to information con 
tamed in the Division s tiles and to ail materials and 
information gathered in by investigation or to the 
extent permitted by law 
9 Intervention is prohibited except where re 
quired by federal statute or rule 
10 All hearings shall be open to ail parties 
11 Within a reasonable time after the close of the 
heanng or after the parties failure to request a hear 
ing within *aid ten (10) day period the Division Di 
rector shall issue a written signed order that states 
the following 
1111 The decision 
11 12 The reasons for the decision 
11 13 A notice of the nght to appeal to the Board 
and 
11 14 The time limits for filing an appeal 
12 The Division Directors order shall be based on 
the facts appearing in the Division s files and on the 
facts presented in evidence at any hearings 
13 Unless waived a copy of the Division Director s 
order shall be promptly mailed to each of the parties 
14 The Division may record any hearing Any 
party at his or her own expense may have a reporter 
approved by the Division prepare a transcript from 
the Divisions record of the hearing 
15 Nothing in this section restricts or precludes 
any investigative nght or power given to the Division 
by another statute 
16 Default The Division Director may enter an 
order of default against a party if the party fails to 
participate in the adjudicative proceeding The order 
of default shall include a statement of the grounds for 
default and shall be mailed to all parties A defaulted 
party may seek to have the Division Director set 
aside the default order and any order in the adjudica 
tive proceeding issued subsequent to the default or 
der by following the procedures outlined in the Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure After issuing the order of 
default the Division shall conduct any further pro 
ceedtngs necessary to complete the adjudicative pro 
ceeding without the participation of the party in de 
fault and shall determine all issues in the adjudica 
tive proceeding including those affecting the default 
ing party Notwithstanding this in an adjudicative 
proceeding that has no parties other than the D,V1 
sum and the party ,„ default the Division Director 
p t l d t " 'SaU,ng tHe °rder " de'*U" d " ~ I 
17 Appeal of Div.8,on Order Any aggrieved party 
that participated at a heanng before the Division or 
an applicant who is aggrieved bv a denial or approval 
with conditions may file a written appeal to the 
Board within ten (10) days of the .ssuance of the or 
der The written appeal shall be in the form oi a Re 
quest for Agency Action lor a formal hearing before 
the Board or its designated Heanng Examiner ,n con 
formance with the Rules of Practice and Procedure 
before the Board of 0,1 Gas and Mining and shall 
also state the grounds (or the appeal and the rehef 
requested ' 
18 Emergency Orders Notwithstanding the other 
provisions of these rules the Division Director or any 
member of the Board is authonzed to issue an emer-
gency order without notice and hearing in accordance 
with applicable law The emergency order shall re 
main in effect no longer than until the next regular 
meeting of the Board or such shorter penod of time 
as shall be presented by statute 
18 11 Prerequisites for Emergency Order The fol 
T M T.U.SV!X,St * a M 0 W a n "nergency order 
18 11 111 The tacts known to the Division Director 
or Board member or presented to the Division D.rec 
tor or Board member show that an immediate and 
significant danger ot waste or other danger to the 
public health safety or welfare exists and 
18 11 112 The threat requires immediate action by 
the Division Director or Board member 
18 12 I imitations. In issuing its Emergency Order 
i ^ o V , . b l 0 n . D , r e c t o r o r B °a 'd member shall 
18 12 i l l Limit iU order to require only the action 
E S T Z T e t P y r e o V r e t r r V e ° , d * * ^ * " " P " b , ' C 
.mllL!? V ? ^ P ^ P ^ " written order effective 
mmediately that includes a bnef statement of find 
ings of fact conclusions of law and reasons for the 
Division Directors or Board members utilization of 
emergency adjudicative proceedings 
18 12 113 Give immediate notice to the persons 
^ R r > e , f ! T r , ? d * c o m P | y w , t h t h e order and 
IB 12 114 If the emergency order iseutd under this 
section will result ui the continued infringement or 
r Z v T h ' V ' ^ ' C g a l n « h t o r , n * r e s t of any party the Division shall commence a formal adjud. 
SlTng ' ° r e tWe B ° a r d °f 0l1 Gaa and 
R 6 d i i t m E * h a u a U o n o f Administrative Reme 
1 Persons must exhaust their administrative rem 
edies in accordance with Section bd 46b 14 Utah 
m d 1 c , a . n n 0 t a t e d ( i a 5 3 a 8 a ™ " < ^ » Pnor to seeking judicial review 
2 In any informal proceeding before the Division 
ne/rtn'8 • " / W 0 1 ? " " " * g'ven to request an informal 
hearing before the Division If a timely request is 
made the Division * . l l
 c o n duct an informal hearing 
and issue a decision thereafter Only those aggrieved 
parties that participated ,n any hearing or an appl, 
cant who is aggrieved by a denial or an approval with 
conditions will tha* be entitled to appeal such Div, 
sion decision to th* Board within Urn (10) days of 
issuance of the Division order Such appeal shall be 
treated as a contested case which is processed as a 
formal proceeding *nder the Rules of Practice and 
Procedure before th* Board of O.I Gas and Mining 
aucn right* to request an informal hearing before the 
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Division or to appeal the Division order and have the 
matter be contested and processed tormailv are avail 
able and adequate administrative remedies and 
should be exercised prior to seeking judicial review 
RblJ 5 108 Waivers 
Notwithstanding any other provision oi these rules 
anv procedural matter including any riu.ru to notice 
or hearing mav oe waived b\ ihc uKcitu person s> 
uv a signed written waiver in a loim jcceptanie to 
ihe Division 
RblJ 5 109 Severability 
In the event that inv provision ection ubsection 
)r phrase of these rules is determined bv i court or 
body of competent jurisaiction to be inv ilid jnconsti 
tutional >r unenforceable ither rcmairing provi 
sions sections subsections or phrises shall remain in 
full force and etftel 
R 6 1 J 5 110 Construction 
The Utah Administrative Procedures Act described 
in Title 6 ) Chapter 4bb of the Ltah Looe Annotated 
1953 as amendedi shall supersede anv onflicting 
provision of these rules These rules ihouid be con 
strued to be in compliance with said Act 
RblJ 5 111 l i m e Periods 
Nothing in these rules rn iv be interpreted to re 
strict the Division Director tor
 soou »u t hown 
from lengthening or shortening anv time- i d pre 
scribed herein 
1980 *0-*-let*r«4 
R614 Oil, Gas and Mining, Coal 
R614 1A Chapter I — bubchapur A — General — 
UMC Regulations Pertaining to burface Effects of 
Underground Coal Mining Activities 
R614 IF Subchapter r — Areas Unsuitable for Sur 
face Effects of Underground Coal Mining Activi 
ties 
Rbl4 1G Subchapter G — Underground ( oal Mm 
ing Activities Permits and Coal Exploration Proce 
dures Systems 
Rbl4 1J bubchapur J — Bonding and Insurance Re 
quirements for Surface Coal Mining and Reclama 
tion Operations 
R614 IK Subchapter K — UMC Permanent Pro 
gram Performance Standards 
R614 1L Subchapter L — Inspection and Enforce 
ment Procedures 
Rbl4 1M Subchapter M — Training Examination 
and Certification of Blasters 
Rbl4 IP Subchapter P — Protection of Employees 
R614 IQ Subchapter Q — Applicability of 40 8 1 et 
seq and Rules M 1 through M 10 
Rbl4 2A Chapter II — Subchapter A — dcneral — 
SMC Regulations. Pertaining to burface Coal Mm 
ing Activities 
Rbl4 2h bubchapter r — Areas Unsuitable for bur 
face Coal Mining Activities 
R014 2G bubchapter G — burface Coal Mining and 
Reclamation Activities Permits and Coal Explora 
tion Procedures bystems 
Rbt4 2J bubchapter J — Bonding and Insurance Re 
quirements for burface Coal Mining and Reclama 
tion Operations 
R614 2K Subchapter K — Permanent Program Per 
formance Stand irds 
Rbl4 21 Subch ipter L — In p<ction and r nforce 
ment Procedures 
Rbl4 2M bubchapter M — training Examination 
and Certification ol Blisters 
Rbl4 2P subchapter P Protection of Employees 
Rbl4 2Q bubchapier Q — Applicability of 40 8 I el 
seq ind Rules M I through M 10 
Rbl4 100 Administrative Introduction 
Rfol4 101 Restrictions )n State Emplovees 
Rbl 1 102 Excnipu m lor I >al E\tr ution Incident to 
G ivcrnrm m r-in wued Hie.hw tv )r Otlur i. >n 
struciion 
Kb 14 101 Areas L nsuit lble tor (oal Mining and 
RecltmUion Operations 
Rbl 1 104 Protection ot Emplovees 
Rbl4 10D Administrative Blaster Training E\ami 
nation and t truncation 
Rbl4 J)0 ( )il Expl>ntion Introduction 
Rbl l i .Ul ( > d Evptor ition Require merits (or rx 
ploruion Approval 
Rbl4 202 t oal ExDlorition ( imphance Duties 
Rbl4 201 ( o i l rxploruion Public Av iihhilitv ol 
Information 
Rbl4 100 ( >al Mine Permitting Administrative 
Procedures 
Rbl4 301 ( oal Mine Permitting Permit Application 
Requirements 
Rbl4 102 ( oal Mine Permitting Speci il ( tttgorici 
and \rcas if Mining 
Rbl4 101 Coil Mine Permuting C h mm Renew il 
ind I ranker A su,nmtnt »r S tic f Permit 
Rights 
Rbl4 400 Inspection and r ntorccmenl Division \u 
thoritv and Procedures 
Rbl4 401 Inspection and Enforcement < m l Pen il 
ties 
Rbl 1 402 Inspection and I* nl >rcernent Individual 
Civil Pen titles 
R614-1A Chapter I — Subchapter A — 
General — UMC Regulations Pertain 
ing to Surface Effects of Under 
ground Coal Mining Activities 
R b l 4 l A 7 0 0 Pirt UM( 700 Cmcral 
Rbl4 1 \ 70r» Put I Mi 70r> Rt strietionson Stat. 
Employees Financial Interest 
Rbl4 1A 707 Part UMC 707 - rxemption for Coal 
Extraction Incident to Government r manced High 
way or Other Construction 
R614 IA 700 Part UMC 700 — Cenerul 
UMC 700 1 Scope 
This Chapter I consume, of P irts I M( 700 000 
establishes the proceduies though which the Ut ih 
State Division of Oil da*, ind Mining will implement 
those provisions of the Cotl Mining Reclamation Act 
of 19/9 tU C A 40 10 I et seq i pertaining to ^urlaic 
eflicts oi undeic,r)und coal minine, aclivitits and in 
eludes rtgulalitiis implementing, U t A 40 10 8 of 
the Act perluninc, to coal exploration Regulations, 
pertaining to coal exploration arc abo set forth in 
Chapter II Chapter I is divided into the following 
subchapters 
tai Subchapter A contains general introductory in 
formation intended to serve is a guide to the rest ol 
the chapter and to the rcL,ul itory requirements and 
definitions generally ipplicable to ihe program and 
persons covered bv tho e pi< visi MIS of the Act that 
arc applicable to coil i xpl rilion ind ^urf ice «fleet 
ot un lerc,r >urid coil minine, u lmtu-t 
TabF 
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Page
 a. § 1164. Authorization of appropriations 
(a) Fiscal years ending June 30, 1976, and September 
30, 1977. through September 30, 1980 
For the fiscal years ending June 30. 1976. and 
September 30. 1977, 1978. 1979. and 1980. only 
such sums may be appropriated as the Congress 
may hereafter authorize by law. 
(b) Fiscal year ending June 30. 1975 
There are authorized to be appropriated to 
the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration not to exceed $2,500,000 for the fiscal 
year ending June 30. 1975. for the purpose of 
preparing the program definition under section 
1122(a) of this title. 
(c) Additional sums for Project 
In addition to sums authorized to be appro-
priated by subsection (b) of this section, there 
are authorized to be appropriated to the fund 
not to exceed $50,000,000 annually, such sums 
to carry out tne provisions of the loan guaranty 
program by the Project under subchapter II of 
this chapter. 
<Pub. L. 93-410. title III. S 304. Sept. 3. 1974. 88 Stat. 1089.) 
SccTrov RKTTHRCT TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section is referred to in section 1144 of this le. 
CHAPTER 25—SURFACE MINING CONTROL 
AND RECLAMATION 
SUBCHAPTER I—STATEMENT OP FINDINGS 
AND POLICY 
S*c. 
1201. Congressional findings. 
1202. Statement of purpose. 
SUBCHAPTER H-OFFICE OP SURFACE 
MINING RECLAMATION AND ENFORCEMENT 
1211. Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and 
Enforcement. 
(a) Establishment. 
(b) Appointment, compensation, duties. 
etc.. of Director: employees. 
(c) Duties of Secretary. 
(d) Restriction on use of Federal coal 
mine health and safety Inspectors. 
(e) Repealed. 
(f) Conflict of Interest; penalties; rules 
and regulations; report to Con-
gress. 
(g) Petition for issuance, amendment, or 
repeal of rule; filing; hearing or in-
vestigation; notice of denial. 
SUBCHAPTER H I - S T A T E MINING AND MINER-
AL RESOURCES AND RESEARCH INSTITUTES 
1221. State allotments to institutes; authorization 
of appropriations. 
1222. Research funds to institutes. 
(a) Authorization of appropriations. 
(b) Application for grant; contents. 
(c) Research facilities; selection of insti-
tutes; designation of funds for 
scholarships and fellowships. 
(d) Requirements for grants. 
(e) Restriction on application of grants. 
1223. Funding criteria. 
Sec. 
1224. Duties of Secretary. 
(a> Consulting with other agencies pre. 
scribing rules and regulations' fur 
nishing advice and assistance; co» 
ordinating research, 
(b) Annual ascertainment of compliance 
(c> Annual report to Congress. 
1225. Effect on colleges and universities. 
1226. Research. 
(a) Coordination with existing programs-
availability of information ui 
public. 
(b) Effect on Federal agencies. 
(c) Contracts. 
(d) Availability of results to public; au-
thorization of appropriation. 
1227. Center for cataloging. 
1228. Interagency cooperation. 
1229. Advisory Committee on Mining and Mineral 
Research. 
(a) Appointment; composition. 
(b) Designation of chairman; consulta-
tion and recommendations. 
( o Compensation and travel expenses. 
SUBCHAPTER IV-ABANDQNED MINE 
RECLAMATIONS 
1231. Abandoned Mine Reclamation Fund. 
(a) Establishment; administration: State 
funds. 
(b) Sources of deposits to fund. 
(c) Use of moneys. 
(d) Moneys available upon appropri-
ation; no fiscal year limitation. 
1232. Reclamation fee. 
(a) Payment; rate. 
(b) Due date. 
(c) Submission of statement. 
(d) Penalty. 
<e> Civil action to recover fee. 
(f) Cooperation from other agencies. 
(g) Allocation of funds. 
1233. Objectives of fund. 
1234. Eligible lands and water. 
1235. State reclamation program. 
(a) Promulgation of regulations. 
(b) Submission of State Reclamation 
Plan and annual projects. 
(c) Restriction. 
(d) Approval of Stat* program; with-
drawal. 
(e) Contents of State Reclamation Plan. 
(f) Annual application for support; con-
tents. 
(g) Costs. 
(h) Grant of funds. 
(1) Program monitorshijp. 
(J) Annual report to Secretary, 
(k) Eligible lands of Indian tribes. 
1236. Reclamation of rural lands. 
(a) Agreements with landowners for con-
servation treatment. 
(b) Conservation and development plans. 
(c) Agreement to effect g>lan. 
(d) Financial and other assistance; deter-
mination of Secretary. 
(e) Termination of agreements. 
(f) Preservation and siunrender of histo-
ry and allotments. 
(g) Rules and regulations. 
(h) Utilization of Soil Conservation Serv-
ice, 
(i) Availability of funds. 
1237. Acquisition and reclamation <of land adverse-
ly affected by past coal minting practices, 
(a) Findings of fact; motice; right of 
entry. 
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ib/ Studies or exploratory work. 
<c> Requirements '.or Acquisition of u-
fected land. 
<d) Title to affected land; value. 
te> Slate participation: grants. 
<f) Rules and regulation*, 
(g) Public sale, notice and hearing. 
<h» Construction or rehaoiluaiion >i 
housing ;or -nsableo. jispiaceu. >r 
dislocated persons; grants. 
1238. Liens. 
a) Piling oi statement and appraisal. 
#
.bi Petition. 
c> Recordation. 
1239 '/ilhng voids anu seating tunnels. 
a> Congressiona. aeciaration oi .tazaru 
>us conditions. 
b» Limitation on :unds. 
• o Expenditures ;n States or Indian res-
ervation. 
,d) Disposal of mine wastes. 
•CJ Land acquisition. 
1240. Emergency powers. 
1241. Annual report to Congress. 
1242. Powers ot Secretary or State. 
a.i Engage in xor*. promulgate rules 
and regulations, etc.. o implement 
m o administer this suochapter. 
b) Engage in cooperative projects. 
o Request tor iction 10 restrain .nter-
t'erence vith regard :o :his :uu-
chapter. 
d) Construct ano operate plants lor < un-
trol and treatment oi '.vaicr pollu-
tion resulting from mine drainage. 
<e> Transfer funds. 
1243. Interagency cooperation. 
SUBCHAPTER V-CONTROL OP THE ENVIRON 
MENTAL IMPACTS OP SURFACE COAL 
MINING 
1251. Environmental protection standards. 
1252. Initial regulatory procedures. 
(a) State regulation. 
(b) Interim standards. 
( o Full compliance with environmental 
protection performance standards. 
(d) Permit application. 
(e) Federal enforcement program. 
<f) Interim period. 
1253. . State programs. 
(a) Regulation of surface coal mining 
and reclamation operations; sub-
mittal to Secretary, time limit, 
demonstration of effectiveness. 
(b) Approval of program. 
(c) Notice of disapproval. 
<d) Inability of Stale to take action. 
1254. Federal programs. 
(a) Promulgation and implementation by 
Secretary for Stale. 
(b) Federal enforcement of State pro-
gram. 
(c> Notice and hearing. 
(d) Review of permits. 
te) Submission of Stale program after 
implementation of Federal pro-
gram. 
<f> Validity of Federal program permits 
under superseding Stale program. 
<g) Preemption of State statutes or regu-
lations. 
(h) Coordination of issuance and review 
of Federal program permits with 
any oilier Federal or Slate permit 
process. 
.255 State laws. 
.256. Permits. 
(a) Persons engaged in surface coal 
mining within Slaie; time limit; ex-
ception. 
«b) Term. 
o Termination, 
id) Renewal. 
.251 Application requirements. 
a» Fee. 
b) Submittal; contents. 
i o Determination oi probable hydro-
iogic consequences and statement 
oi results of test borings and core 
samplings. 
d> Reclamation plan. 
e.> Public inspection. 
!' Insurance certificate, 
g) Blasting pian. 
1-58. Reclamation plan requirements. 
.259. Periormance bonds. 
<ai Filing with regulatory authority; 
..cope; number and amount, 
bi Liaoility period, execution. 
a Bond oi Applicant without separate 
surety; alternate system, 
d) Deposit oi cash or securities. 
e> Adjustments. 
.260. Permit approval or denial. 
a) Basis lor decision; notification of ap-
plicant and local government offi-
cials, burden oi proof. 
b» Requirements lor approval. 
<:• Schedule ol violations, 
d) Prime larmland mining permit. 
'.261. Revision of permits. 
ia> Application and revised reclamation 
pian: requirements; extensions to 
area covered. 
<b) Transfer, assignment, or sale of 
rights under permit, 
t o Review of outstanding permits. 
1262. Coal exploration permits. 
(a) Regulations; contents. 
(b) Confidential information, 
ic) Penalties. 
td) Limitation on removal of coal, 
(el Law governing exploration of Feder-
al lands. 
1263. Public notice and public hearings. 
(a) Submittal of advertisement to regu-
latory authority; notification of 
local governmental bodies. 
(b) Objections to permit applications; In-
formal conference; record. 
(c) Prior Federal coal lease -hearing as 
evidence. 
1284. Decisions of regulatory authority and ap-
peals. 
(a) Issuance of findings within 60 days 
after Informal conference. 
(b) Decision without informal confer 
ence; notification within a reason-
able lime. 
ic) Request for rehearing on reasons for 
final determination; time; Issuance 
of decision, 
(d) Temporary relief. 
te» Power of regulatory authority with 
respect to rehearing, 
if) Right to appeal in accordance with 
section 1276 of this title. 
1265. Environmental protection performance 
standards. 
u i Permit requirement. 
>b> General standards 
<«•> Procedures; exception to original 
contour restoration requirements. 
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(d) Steep-slope surface coaJ mining 
standards. 
(e) Variances to original contour restora-
tion requirements. 
(f) Standards and criteria for coal mine 
waste piles. 
1266. Surface effects of underground coal mining 
operations. 
(a) Rules and regulations. 
(b) Permit requirements. 
(c) Suspension of underground coal 
mining operations in urbanized 
areas. 
(d) Applicability of this subchapter to 
surface operations and surface im-
pacts Incident to underground coal 
mining operations. 
1267. Inspections and monitoring. 
(a) Inspections of surface coal mining 
and reclamation operations. 
(b) Records and reports; monitoring sys-
tems; evaluation of results. 
(c) Inspection intervals. 
(d) Maintenance of sign. 
(e) Violations. 
(f) Availability of Information to public. 
<g) Conflict of interest; penalty; publica-
tion of regulations; report to Con-
gress. 
(h) Review; procedures for inspections. 
1268. Penalties. 
i a; Civil penalties for violations of 
permit conditions and provisions of 
this subchapter. 
(b) Hearing. 
(c) Notice of violation; action required of 
violator, waiver of legal rights. 
(d) Civil action to recover civil penalties. 
(e) Willful violations. 
(f) Corporate violations. 
(g) False statements, representations, or 
certifications, 
(h) Failure to correct violation. 
(1) Effect on additional enforcement 
right or procedure available under 
State law. 
1269. Release of performance bonds or deposits. 
(a) Filing of request; submittal of copy 
of advertisement; notification by 
letter of Intent to seek release. 
(b) Inspection and evaluation; notifica-
tion of decision. 
(c) Requirements for release. 
(d) Notice of disapproval. 
(e) Notice to municipality. 
(f) Objections to release; hearing. 
(g) Informal conference, 
(h) Power of regulatory authority with 
respect to Informal conference. 
1270. Citizens suits. 
(a) Civil action to compel compliance 
with this chapter. 
(b) Limitation on bringing of action. 
(c) Venue; Intervention. 
(d) Costs; filing of bonds. 
<e) Effect on other enforcement meth-
ods. 
(f) Action for damages. 
1271. Enforcement. 
(a) Notice of violation; Federal inspec-
tion; waiver of notification period; 
cessation order; affirmative obliga-
tion on operator; suspension or rev-
ocation of permits; contents of no-
tices and orders. 
(b) Inadequate State enforcement; 
notice and hearing. 
(c) Civil action for relief. 
(d) Sanctions; effect on additional en-
forcement rights under Stale law. 
Sec. 
1 2 7 2 D m!n?ng i n g * " " U M U " * b t e «» - W e . 
<a> Establishment of State n i . n A 
Process; standards; State S S 5 
requirement; integration ^ * * 
Present and future K d ° £ e J * 
ning and regulation proceSe,D ^ 
mgs provisions p r o c e s s e s . «*„. 
<b> Review of Federal lands 
<c) Pet tion; intervention; decision (d) statement. '• 
ce) Prohibition on certain Federal
 DUhi,, 
and private surface coal m ^ ^ 
1273. Federal lands. 
(b) Incorporation o j requirement* i n * 
(d) Development of program to assure 
no unreasonable denial to any class 
1274 P..M, ° ' coa l purchasers. « * « » « • 
^ c o l t r ^ l o n s 5 5 , " " ^ U t U l t l « - « < ***** 
1275. Review by Secretary. 
(a) Application for review of order or 
notice; investigation; hearing; 
(b) PJndlngs of fact; Issuance of decision 
V?*!*^ r e U e f ; tauiUM* ° ' o«ter 
belief l f f % n t i n g ° r d e n y m « 
(d) Notice and hearing with respect to 
Ce) c S S ° r < * r to S h 0 W c a u s e -
1276. Judicial review. 
( a > RVZZ. b y D n i U d S u t € S D ^ r i c t 
Urne ^ ^ f U i n g o l P"1"™: 
(b) Evidence; conclusiveness of findings-
orders. ' 
<c> Temporary relief: prerequisites. 
<d) S U y of action, owier. or decision of 
Secretary. 
»277. SpecTa*! tSZStfJ^'E^ ^0r^ 
U )
 ^eX* °' S e p a r % i € « fu ta«oni ; cri-
(b) New bituminous coal surface mines. 
1278 « . . * ! ?P.C a U e r n a U * « regulations. 
1278. S ^ e ^ l n g operations, not subject to this 
1279. Anthracite coal mines. 
SUBCHAPTER VI-DESIQNATtON OF LANDS 
UNSUITABLE FOR N O N C O ^ M I N I N G ^ 
1281. Designation procedures. 
(a) Review of Federal Jand areas for un-
,K, * u U t t b i " t v 'or no*,coal mining. 
(b) Criteria considered in determining 
designations. 
(c) Petition for exclusion; contents; 
nearlng; temporary land withdraw 
(d) Limitation on designations; rights 
preservation; regulations. 
(e) Statement. 
<f> Area withdrawal. 
<g> Right to appeal. 
SUBCHAPTER VII-ADMINIST>RATIVE AND 
MISCELLANEOUS P R O T O N S 
1291. Definitions. 
1292. Other Federal laws, 
(a) Construction of chapter as supersed-
Ing. amending, modifying or re-
pealing certain lavvs. 
page 
1293. 
1294. 
1295. 
1296. 
1297. 
1298. 
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1301. 
1302. 
1303. 
1305. 
1306. 
(b) Effect on authority of Secretary or 
heads of other Federal agencies, 
ic) Cooperation, 
(d) Major Federal action. 
Employee protection. 
<a» Retaliatory practices prohibited. 
<b) Review oy Secretary; investigation, 
notice; hearing; lindings of fact; ju-
dicial review. 
(O Costs. 
Penalty. 
Grants to States. 
va» Assisting any State in development, 
administration, ana enforcement oi 
State programs unuer this chapter. 
>b) Assisting any Slate in development, 
administration, ana eniorcemem oi 
its State programs. 
(O Increases in annual grants. 
Annual report to President and Congress. 
Separability of provisions. 
Alaskan suriace coal mine study. 
• a) Contract with National Academy oi 
Sciences-National Academy oi En-
gineering. 
tbi Report to President ana Congress. 
(c) Draft of legislation. 
(d) Modification of applicability of envi-
ronmental protection provisions oi 
this chapter to surface coal mining 
operations in Alaska, publication in 
Federal Register; hearing, 
(e) Interim regulations. 
<f> Authorization of appropriations. 
Study of reclamation standards for surface 
mining of other minerals. 
(a) Contract with National Academy of 
Sciences-National Academy of En-
gineering; requirements. 
(b) Submittal of study with legislative 
recommendation to President and 
Congress 
(c) Authorization of appropriations. 
Indian lands. 
(a) Study of regulation of surface 
mining; consultation with tribe; 
proposed legislation. 
(b) Submittal of study to Congress. 
(c) Compliance with Interim environ-
mental protection standards of this 
chapter. 
(d) Compliance with permanent environ-
mental protection standards of this 
chapter. 
(e) Inclusion and enforcement of terms 
and conditions of leases. 
(D Approval of changes in terms and 
conditions of leases, 
(g) Participation of tribes. 
<h) Jurisdictional status. 
Environmental practices. 
Authorization of appropriations. 
Coordination of regulatory and Inspection 
activities. 
Surface owner protection, 
(a) Applicability. 
tb) Lease of coal deposits governed by 
section 201 of this title. 
(c) Consent to lease by surface owner. 
(d) Preferences. 
(e) "Surface owner" defined. 
(f) Exception 
(g) Effect on property rights of United 
States or any other landowner. 
Federal lessee protection. 
Effect on rights of owner of coal in Alaska to 
conduct surface mining operations. 
1307. 
1308. 
1309. 
Water rights and replacement. 
Advance appropriations. 
Certification and I raining ol blasters. 
SUBCHAPTER VIII-UNIVERSITY COAL 
RESEARCH LABORATORIES 
iIWVrr::ity 
.311. Estaolishmeni 
.aboratones. 
a) Designation ov .-Ycreiarv ui Energy 
b) Cruena. 
o Location oi coai laDoratories 
<d> Penou ior submission oi applications 
for designation: contents, 
ej Time limn. 
'.31'.!. Financial assistance. 
.313. Limitation on payments. 
.314. Payments. l-Yucrai ,nare .1 /penning «x 
peases. 
.315. Advisory Council on Coai Hesearcn. 
>a< Establishment: members. 
>b) Furnishing advice to Secretary oi 
Energy, 
o Annual report to President, transmit-
tal to Congress. 
• d) Compensation and tra\ei expenses. 
ye> Alternate members. 
1316. Authorization oi appropriations. 
SUBCHAPTER IX-ENERGY RESOURCE 
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS 
'.321. Fellowship awards. 
a< Grauuate stuuy ana researcn in areas 
of applieu icience and engineering 
relating to prouucuon. conserva-
tion, and utilization oi fuels and 
energy, 
ib) Term, 
i d Replacement awards. 
1322. Fellowship recipients. 
1323. Distribution oi fellowships. 
1324. Stipends and allowances. 
1325. Limitation on fellowships. , 
1326. Fellowship conditions. 
1327. Authorization of appropriations. 
1328. Research, development projects, etc.. relal 
ing to alternative coal mining technologies. 
ia> Authority of Secretary of the Interi 
or to conduct, promote, etc. 
(b) Contracts and grants. 
(c) Authorization of appropriations. 
(d) Publication in Federal Register, 
report to Congress. 
(e> Availability of information to public. 
CHAPTER REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This chapter Is referred to In title 42 sections 6905. 
S U B C H A P T E R I - S T A T E M E N T O P 
F I N D I N G S A N D POLICY 
8 1201. Congressional finding* 
T h e Congress finds and declares that— 
(a) ex trac t ion of coal and other minerals 
from t h e ear th can be accomplished by var-
ious m e t h o d s of mining, including surface 
min ing; 
i b i coal mining operat ions presently con-
tr ibute s ignif icantly to the Nation's energy 
r e q u i r e m e n t s , surface coal mining const i tutes 
o n e m e t h o d of extract ion of the resource; the 
o v e r w h e l m i n g percentage of the Nation's coal 
reserves can only be extracted by under-
ground min ing meth o d s , and it is. therefore. 
9 1202 
essential to the national interest to insure the 
existence of an expanding and economically 
heaithy underground coaJ mining industry 
c) many surface mining operations result 
in disturbances of surface areas that burden 
and adversely affect commerce and the public 
welfare by destroying or diminishing the util 
'ty of land for commercial industrial residen 
lai recreational agricultural and forestry 
purposes by causing erosion and landslides 
by contributing to floods by polluting the 
water by destroying fish and wildlife habi 
tats by impairing natural beauty by damag 
ing the property of citizens by creating haz 
jirds aangerous to life and property by de 
grading the quality of life in local communi 
ties and by counteracting governmental pro 
grams and efforts to conserve soil water and 
other natural resources. 
id) the expansion of coal mining to meet 
the Nation s energy needs makes even more 
urgent the establishment of appropriate 
standards to minimize damage to the environ 
ment and to productivity of the soil and to 
protect the health and safety of the public ' 
e> surface mining and reclamation technol 
igy are now developed so that effective and 
-easonable regulation 01 surface coal mining 
ooerations bv 'he States and by 'he Federal 
. \ -nt r-nt .n accordance with the require 
Tients )i this chapter is an appropriate and 
necessary means to minimize so far as practi 
cable the adverse social, economic and envi 
ronmental effects of such mining operations. 
(f) because of the diversity in terrain cli 
mate biologic chemical, and other physical 
conditions in areas subject to mining oper 
ations the primary governmental responsibil 
ity for developing, authorizing, issuing, and 
enforcing regulations for surface mining and 
reclamation operations subject to this chap 
ter should rest with the States, 
(g> surface mining and reclamation stand 
ards are essential In order to insure that com-
petition in interstate commerce among sellers 
of coal produced In different States will not 
be used to undermine the ability of the sever 
al States to improve and maintain adequate 
standards on coal mining operations within 
their borders. 
(h) there are a substantial number of acres 
of land throughout major regions of the 
United States disturbed by surface and under 
ground coal on which little or no reclamation 
was conducted, and the impacts from these 
unreclaimed lands impose social and econom 
ic costs on residents in nearby and adjoining 
areas as well as continuing to impair environ 
mental quality. 
(l) while there is a need to regulate surface 
mining operations for minerals other than 
coal, more data and analyses are needed to 
serve as a basis for effective and reasonable 
regulation of such operations. 
(j) surface and underground coal mining op 
erations affect interstate commerce, contnb 
ute to the economic well being, security, and 
general welfare of the Nation and should be 
conducted in an environmentally sound 
manner and 
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So in original The period probably should be a sem.co.on 
(k) the cooperative effort established 
this chapter is necessary to prevent or 
gate adverse environmental effects of pr-
and future surface coal mining operations. 
(Pub L 95 87 title I, § 101, Aug 3, 1977 ' 
Stat 447 ) ' 
REFERENCES IN TEXT 
This chapter referred to in subsecs (e) it) and ( 
was in the original this Act meaning Pub L. 95^7 
Aug 3 1977 91 Stat 445 as amended which enac*-
this chapter and amended section 1114 of Title U 
Crimes and Criminal Procedure For complete claulfi 
cation of this Act to the Code see Short Title note set 
out below and Tables 
SHORT Trruc 
Section 1 of Pub L 95 87 provided That this Act 
[enacting this chapter and amending section 1114 of 
Title 18 Crimes and Criminal Procedure! may be cited 
as the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act 
0/ 1977 
§ 1202 Statement of purpose 
It is the purpose of this chapter to— 
(a) establish a nationwide program to pro-
tect society and the environment from the ad 
verse effects of surface coal mining oper 
ations. 
(b) assure that the rights of surface land 
owners and other persons with a legal inter 
est in the land or appurtenances thereto are 
fully protected from such operations. 
(c) assure that surface mining operations 
are not conducted where reclamation as re 
quired by this chapter is not feasible. 
(d) assure that surface coal mining oper 
ations are so conducted as to protect the envi 
ronment. 
(e) assure that adequate procedures are un 
dertaken to reclaim surface areas as contem 
poraneously as possible with the surface coal 
mining operations, 
(f) assure that the coal supply essential to 
the Nation's energy requirements, and to its 
economic and social well being is provided 
and strike a balance between protection of 
the environment and agricultural productlv 
ity and the Nation's need for coal as an essen 
tlal source of energy, 
(g) assist the States in developing and im 
plementlng a program to achieve the pur 
poses of this chapter. 
(h) promote the reclamation of mined areas 
left without adequate reclamation prior to 
August 3, 1977, and which continue, in their 
unreclaimed condition, to substantially de 
grade the quality of the environment prevent 
or damage the beneficial use of land or water 
resources, or endanger the health or safety of 
the public 
(I) assure that appropriate procedures are 
provided for the public participation in the 
development, revision, and enforcement of 
regulations standards, reclamation plans, or 
programs established by the Secretary or any 
State under this chapter, 
(J) provide a means for development of the 
data and analyses necessary- to establish ef 
fectlve and reasonable regulation of surface 
mining operations for other numerals, 
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» (k) encourage the full utilization of coal re 
aources through the development and apph 
cation of underground extraction technol 
° (|) stimulate, sponsor, provide for and/or 
supplement present programs for the conduct 
of research investigations experiments and 
demonstrations in the exploration extrac 
tion processing, development and production 
of minerals and the training of mineral engi 
neers and scientists in the field of mining 
minerals resources, and technology and the 
establishment of an appropriate research and 
training center in various States and 
(m) wherever necessary exercise the full 
reach of Federal constitutional powers to 
Insure the protection of the public interest 
through effective control of surface coal 
mining operations 
(Pub L 95 87 title I § 102 Aug 3 1977 91 
Stat 448 ) 
SUBCHAPTER II-OPPICE OP SURFACE 
MINING RECLAMATION AND ENFORCE 
MENT 
SUBCHAPTER REFEFJUED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This subchapter is referred to in section U91 of this 
title 
81211 Office of Surface Mining Reclamation und Ln 
forcement 
(a) Establishment 
There Is established in the Department of the 
Interior, the Office of Surface Mining Reclama 
tion and Enforcement (hereinafter referred to 
as the 'Office ) 
(b) Appointment, compensation, duties, etc . of Direc 
tor, employees 
The Office shall have a Director who shall be 
appointed by the President by and with the 
advice and consent of the Senate, and shall be 
compensated at the rate provided for level V of 
the Executive Schedule under section 5315 ' of 
title 5, and such other employees as may be re 
quired Pursuant to section 5108 of title 5, and 
after consultation with the Secretary the Di 
rector of the Office of Personnel Management 
shall determine the necessary number of posi 
tions in general schedule employees in grade 16 
17, and 18 to perform functions of this sub 
chapter and shall allocate such positions to the 
Secretary The Director shall have the respon 
8lbllltles provided under subsection (c) of this 
section and those duties and responsibilities re 
latlng to the functions of the Office which the 
Secretary may assign, consistent with this 
chapter Employees of the Office shall be re 
crulted on the basis of their professional com 
petence and capacity to administer the prow 
sions of this chapter The Office may use on a 
reimbursable basis when appropriate employ 
ees of the Department and other Federal agen 
cies to administer the provisions of this chap 
ter, providing that no legal authority, program 
or function In any Federal agency which has as 
Its purpose promoting the development or use 
of coal or other mineral resources or regulating 
bo In original Probably should be section 5316 
the health and gaiety ol miners under provi 
sions ot the Federal Coal Mine Htaith and 
Satet\ Act of 19b9 (83 Stat 74.1) 130 U S C 801 
et seq 1 shall be translerred 10 the Office 
(ci Dunes uf Secretar) 
The Secretary acting througn the Office 
sha l l -
1) administer the programs for < ontrolling 
surface coal mining operations which are re 
quired by this chapter review ind approve or 
disapprove State programs for controlling 
surtace coal mining operations and reclaiming 
ac-andoned mined lands make those investi 
canons and inspections necessary to insure 
ompliance with this chapter conduct hear 
•ngs administer oaths issue subpenas and 
compel the attendance of witnesses ind pro 
duction of written or printed material as pro 
ided for in this chapter issue cease and 
desist orders review and vacate or modify or 
approve orders and decisions and order the 
suspension revocation or withholding of any 
permit for failure to comply with any 01 'he 
provisions of this chapter or iny rules and 
regulations adopted pursuant thereto 
2) publish and promulgate alien runs ind 
-egulations as may be necessary to carry out 
the purposes and provisions of this ( hapter 
3) idrninistcr the btate ^rant in aid pro 
gram for the development 01 btate programs 
for surface and mining and reclamation oper 
ations provided for in subchapter V of this 
chapter 
(4) administer the program for the pur 
chase and reclamation of abandoned ind un 
reclaimed mined areas pursuant to sub 
chapter IV of this chapter 
(5) administer the suriace mining and rerla 
mation research and demonstration project 
authority provided for In this chapter 
(6) consult with other agencies of the Fed 
eral Government having expertise in the con 
trol and reclamation of surface mining oper 
ations and assist States local governments 
and other eligible agencies in the coordlna 
tion of such programs, 
(7) maintain a continuing study of surface 
mining and reclamation operations In the 
United States, 
(8) develop and maintain an Information 
and Data Center on Surface Coal Mining 
Reclamation and Surface Impacts of Under 
ground Mining which will make such data 
available to the public and the Federal re 
glonal State and local agencies conducting or 
concerned with land use planning and agen 
cles concerned with surface and underground 
mining and reclamation operations 
(9) assist the States in the development of 
State programs for surface coal mining and 
reclamation operations which meet the re 
quirements of this chapter and at the same 
time reflect local requirements and local en 
vironmental and agricultural conditions 
(10) assist the States in developing objective 
scientific criteria and appropriate procedures 
and institutions for determining those areas 
of a State to be designated unsuitable for all 
II • 1 U *4 « Ul i 
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or certain types of surface coal mining pursu-
ant to section 1272 of this title; 
(11) monitor all Federal and State researcn 
programs dealing with coal extraction and 
use and recommend to Congress the researcn 
and demonstration projects and necessary 
changes in public policy which are designated 
to (A) improve leasibility of underground coal 
mining, and (B) improve surface mining and 
reclamation techniques directed ai eliminat-
ing adverse environmental and social impacts; 
(12) cooperate with other Federal agencies 
and State regulatory authorities to minimize 
duplication of inspections, enforcement, and 
administration of this cnapter; and 
(13) perform such other duties as may be 
provided by law and relate to the purposes of 
this chapter. 
id) Restriction on use of Federal coal mine health 
and safety inspectors 
The Director shall not use either permanent-
ly or temporarily any person charged with re-
sponsibility of inspecting coal mines under the 
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 
1969 [30 U.S.C. 801 et seq.j. unless he finds and 
publishes such finding in the Federal Register, 
that such activities would not interfere xith 
;urh inspections under :he 1969 Act. 
«i Repealed. Hub. L. 96-511. 5 Kb), Dec. II. I9SU. 94 
Stat. 2826 
if) Conflict of interest; penalties; rules and regula-
tions; report to Congress 
No employee of the Office or any other Fed-
eral employee performing any function or duty 
under this chapter shall have a direct or indi-
rect financial interest in underground or sur-
face coal mining operations. Whoever knowing-
ly violates the provisions of the above sentence 
shall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine of 
not more than $2,500. or by imprisonment for 
not more than one year, or both. The Director 
shall (1) within sixty days after August 3, 1977. 
publish regulations, in accordance with section 
553 of title 5. to establish the methods by 
which the provisions of this subsection will be 
monitored and enforced, including appropriate 
provisions for the filing by such employees and 
the review of statements and supplements 
thereto concerning their financial interests 
which may be affected by this subsection, and 
(2) report to the Congress as part of the annual 
report (section 1296 of this title) on the actions 
taken and not taken during the preceding cal-
endar year under this subsection. 
(£) Petition for issuance, amendment, or repeal of 
rule; filing; hearing or investigation; notice of 
denial 
(1) After the Secretary has adopted the regu-
lations required by section 1251 of this title, 
any person may petition the Director to Initiate 
a proceeding for the issuance, amendment, or 
repeal of a rule under this chapter. 
(2) Such petitions shall be filed in the princi-
pal office of the Director and shall set forth 
the facts which it is claimed established that it 
is necessary to issue, amend, or repeal a rule 
under this chapter. 
(3) The Director may hold a public hearing or 
may conduct such investigation or proceeding 
as the Director deems appropriate in o-
determine whether or not such petition 
be granted. 
i4) Within ninety days after filing of * 
Lion described in paragraph (1). the D 
shall either grant or deny the petition. If 
Director grants such petition, the Dtr-
shall promptly commence an appropriate 
ceeding in accordance with the provision* 
this chapter. If the Director denies such -
tion, the Director shall so notify the petlti~ 
in writing setting forth the reasons for a 
denial. 
<Pub. L. 35-87. title II. § 201. Aug. 3. 1977 f 
Stat. 449: Pub. L. 95-240. title I, § 100. Mar 
1978. 92 Stat . 109; 1978 Reorg. Plan No. 2 | r 
eff. Jan. 1. 1979. 43 F.R. 36037, 92 Stat". 37« 
Pub. L. 96-511. §4(b). Dec. 11. 1980. 94 Sta 
2826.) 
REFERENCES IN TEXT 
The Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act 
1969. referred to in subsecs. <b) and (d). is Pub. L.' 
91 173. Dec. 30. 1969. 83 Stat. 742. as amended, which 
A as redesignated the Federal Mine Safety and Health 
Act of 1977 by Pub. L. 95-164. title I. } 101. Nov. |, 
.977, 91 Stai. 1290. and is classified principally to 
•hapter 22 5 801 et seq.t of this title. For complete* 
classification oi this Act to the Code, see Short Title 
note set out under section 801 of this title and Tablet. 
The general schedule, referred to in subsec. (b), Is 
set out under section 5332 of Title 5. Government Or-
ganization and Employees.
 ( 
AMENDMENTS 
1980—Subsec. (e). Pub. L. 96-511 struck subsec. (e) 
which provided for consideration of Office of Surface 
Mining Reclamation and Enforcement as an Independ-
ent Federal regulatory agency. See section 3502(10) of 
Title 44. Public Printing and Documents. 
1978-Subsec. (b). Pub. L. 95-240 substituted "V" for 
•IV". 
TRANsrEH or FUNCTIONS 
•The Director of the Office of Personnel Manage-
ment" was substituted for "a majority of members of 
the Civil Service Commission" In subsec. (b) pursuant 
to Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1978. 1 102, 43 F.R. 36037. 92 
Stat. 3783. set out under section 1101 of Title 5. Gov-
ernment Organization and Employees, which trans-
ferred all /unctions vested by statute In the United 
States Civil Service Commission to the Director of the 
Office of Personnel Management (except as otherwise 
specified), effective Jan. 1. 1979. as provided by section 
1-102 of Ex. Ord. No. 12107. Dec. 28. 1978. 44 F.R. 
1055. set out under section 1101 of Title 5. 
SUBCHAPTER I N - S T A T E MINING AND 
MINERAL RESOURCES AND RESEARCH 
INSTITUTES 
SUBCHAPTER REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This subchapter Is referred to in title 43 section 1457a. 
§ 1221. State allotments to institutes; authorization of 
appropriation* 
(a) There are authorized to be appropriated 
to the Secretary of the Interior suras adequate 
to provide for each participating State $200,000 
for fiscal year 1978. $300,000 for fiscal year 
1979. and $400,000 for each fiscal year thereaf-
ter for five years, to assist t h e States in carry-
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on the work of a competent and qualified 
ng and mineral resources research insti-
o r center (hereinafter referred to as "insti 
- " ) at one public college or university in the 
lc which has in existence at the time of en-
—ent of this subchapter a school of mines, 
division, or department conducting a pro-
of substantial instruction and research in 
g or minerals extraction or which estab 
es such a school of mines, or division, or de-
rtment subsequent to August 3. 1977. and 
bJch school of mines, or division or depart 
inent shall have been in existence for at least 
too years. The Advisory Committee on Mining 
fld Minerals Resources Research as created by 
js subchapter shall determine a college or 
jilversity to have an eligible school of mines. 
or division or department conducting a program 
of substantial instruction and research in 
mining or minerals extraction wherein educa-
tion and research in the minerals engineering 
fields are being carried out and wherein at least 
lour full-time permanent faculty members are 
employed: Provided, That— 
(1) such moneys when appropriated shall be 
-. made available to match, on a dollar-for-
dollar basis. non-Federal funds which shall be 
at least equal to the Federal share to support 
the institute. 
(2) if there is more than one such eligible 
college or university in a State , funds under 
., this subchapter shall, in the absence of a des-
.' ignatlon to the contrary by act of the legisla-
ture of the State, be paid to one such college 
. or university designated by the Governor of 
the State; and 
(3) where a State does not have a public col-
lege or university with an eligible school of 
mines, or division, or department conducting 
a program of substantial instruction and re-
search in mining or mineral extraction, said 
advisory committee may allocate the State 's 
allotment to one private college or university 
which It determines to have an eligible school 
of mines, or division, or depar tment as pro-
vided herein, 
(b) It shall be the duty of each such Institute 
to plan and conduct and /or arrange for a com-
ponent or components of the college or univer-
sity with which It Is affiliated to conduct com-
petent research, investigations, demonstrations, 
and experiments of either a basic or practical 
nature, or both, in relation to mining and min-
eral resources and to provide for the training of 
mineral engineers and scientists through such 
research. Investigations, demonstrations, and 
experiments. Such research, investigations, 
demonstrations, experiments, and training may 
include, without being limited;' exploration; ex-
traction; processing; and development; produc-
tion of mineral resources; mining and mineral 
technology; supply and demand for minerals; 
conservation and best use of available supplies 
of minerals; the economic, legal, social, engi-
neering, recreational, biological, geographic, 
ecological, and other aspects of mining, mineral 
resources, and mineral reclamation, having due 
regard to the interrelation on the natural envi-
ronment, the varying conditions and needs of 
the respective States, and to mining and miner-
al resources research projects being conducted 
by agencies of the Federal and State govern 
ments. and other institutes. 
iPub. L. 95 87. title III. §301. Aug. i. 1977. 91 
Stat. 451.) 
'So In ordinal. The semicolon probably should b« • comma 
S t c T i o N RtKiHHtu ro IN OTIII:H SKI-TIONS 
This section is reierred to in sections ITl'Z. \2'2'S oi 
this title. 
3 1221!. Itesearch funds to institutes 
• ui Authorization of appropriation* 
There is authorized to be appropriated annu-
ally for seven years to the Secretary oi the In-
terior the sum of $15,000,000 m fiscal year 1978. 
said sum increased by $2,000,000 each fiscal 
year thereafter for six years, which shall 
remain available until expended. Such moneys 
when appropriated snail be made availaole 'o 
institutes to meet the necessary expenses for 
purposes of: 
(1) specific mineral research and demon-
stration projects of industrywide application, 
which could not otherwise be undertaken, in-
cluding the expenses of planning and coordi-
nating regional mining and mineral resources 
research projects by two or more institutes, 
and 
(2) research into any aspects of mining and 
mineral resources problems related to the 
mission of the Department of the Interior, 
which may be deemed desirable and are not 
otherwise being studied, 
(b) Application for grant; contents 
Each application for a grant pursuant to slib 
section (a) of this section shall, among other 
things, s tate the nature of the project to be un-
dertaken, the period during which it will be 
pursued, the qualifications of the personnel 
who will direct and conduct it. the estimated 
costs, the Importance of the project to the 
Nation, region, or State concerned, and its rela-
tion to other known research projects thereto 
fore pursued or being pursued, and the extent 
to which it will provide opportunity for the 
training of mining and mineral engineers and 
scientists, and the extent of participation by 
nongovernmental sources in the project, 
(c) Research facilities selection of institutes, designa-
tion of funds for scholarships and fellowships 
T h e Secretary shall. Insofar as it Is practica-
ble, utilize the facilities of Institutes designated 
In section 1221 of this title to perform such spe 
cial research, authorized by this section, and 
shall select the Institutes for the performance 
of such special research on the basis of the 
qualifications without regard to race or sex of 
the personnel who will conduct and direct it. 
and on the basis of the facilities available in re 
lation to the particular needs of the research 
project, special geographic, geologic, or climatic 
conditions within the immediate vicinity of the 
institute in relation to any special requirements 
of the research project, and the extent to 
which It will provide opportunity for training 
individuals as mineral engineers and scientists. 
§1221 
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Page T h e S e c r e t a r y m a y des ignate and utilize s u c h 
por t ions of t h e funds author i zed to be appro 
p n a t e d by th i s sec t ion as h e d e e m s appropriate 
for t h e p u r p o s e of providing scho l irships grad 
uate f e l l o w s h i p s and postdoctora l ft l lowships 
(d) Requirements for grants 
Vo grant sha l l be made under subsect ion <a) 
of th i s s ec t ion except for a project lpproved b> 
the S e c r e t a r y of the Interior and all grants 
shal l be m a d e upon the basis of merit of t h e 
project t h e need for t h e k n o w l e d g e which it is 
e x p e c t e d to produce w h e n c o m p l e t e d and t h e 
o p p o r t u n i t y it provides for t h e training of mdi 
viduais as minera l eng ineers and sc ient i s t s 
e> Restriction on application of grants 
N o port ion of any grant under this sect ion 
shal l be appl ied to t h e acquis i t ion by purchase 
or lease of any land or in teres t s there in or t h e 
rental p u r c h a s e cons truc t ion preservat ion or 
repair of any bui lding 
( P u b L 95 87 t i t le III § 302 A u g 3 1977 91 
S ta t 452 ) 
SECTION RETTJUIED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section is referred to in section 1223 of this title 
9 1223 Funding criteria 
«a> S u m s avai lable to ins t i tu tes under t h e 
terms of s e c t i o n s 1221 and 1222 of this t i t le 
shal l be paid at s u c h t imes and in s u c h a m o u n t s 
during e a c h fiscal year as d e t e r m i n e d by the 
Secre tary and upon vouchers approved by htm 
Each ins t i tu t e shal l se t forth Its p lan to provide 
for t h e tra in ing of individuals as mineral engi 
neers and sc ient i s t s under a curr iculum appro 
p n a t e to t h e field of mineral resources and 
mineral e n g i n e e r i n g and re lated f ields set forth 
pol ic ies and procedures w h i c h assure tha t Fed 
eral funds m a d e avai lable under this sub 
c h a p t e r for any fiscal year will s u p p l e m e n t and 
to the e x t e n t pract icable increase t h e level of 
funds t h a t would in t h e absence of s u c h Peder 
al funds be m a d e avai lable for purposes of th is 
s u b c h a p t e r and in n o case s u p p l a n t s u c h funds 
have an off icer appo in ted by its governing au 
thor i ty w h o sha l l receive and a c c o u n t for all 
funds paid under t h e provis ions of this sub 
c h a p t e r and sha l l m a k e an annua l report to t h e 
Secre tary o n or before t h e first day of S e p t e m 
ber of e a c h year o n work a c c o m p l i s h e d and t h e 
s t a t u s of projec t s underway t o g e t h e r with a de 
tailed s t a t e m e n t of t h e a m o u n t s received under 
any provis ions of th i s s u b c h a p t e r during t h e 
preceding fiscal year and of its d i sbursements 
on s c h e d u l e s prescribed by t h e Secretary If 
any of t h e m o n e y s received by t h e authorized 
receiving off icer of any ins t i tu te under t h e pro 
vis ions of th i s s u b c h a p t e r shal l by any action or 
c o n t i n g e n c y be found by t h e Secre tary to have 
been improper ly d imin i shed lost or misap 
plied it sha l l be replaced by t h e S t a t e con 
cerned and unt i l s o replaced n o subsequent ap 
p r o p n a t i o n sha l l be a l lo t ted or paid to any in 
s t i tu te of s u c h S t a t e 
(b) M o n e y s appropriated pursuant to this 
s u b c h a p t e r sha l l be avai lable for e x p e n s e s for 
research inves t iga t ions e x p e r i m e n t s and 
training c o n d u c t e d under a u t h o r i t y of this sub 
chapter T h e ins t i tu tes are hereby a u t h o 
and encouraged to plan and conduct pro— 
under th is s u b c h a p t e r in cooperat ion with 
o ther and wi th s u c h o t h e r agenc ie s and indl 
uals as m a y c o n t r i b u t e to rhe so lut ion of 
mining and minera l resources problems 
olved and m o n e y s appropriated pursuant 
this subchapter shal l be avai lable for paytrur 
f h e necessary e x p e n s e s of p lann ing coord" 
ng and c o n d u c t i n g s u c h cooperat ive rese-
(Pub L 95 87 t i t le III § 303 Aug 3 1977 ft 
S t a t 453 ) 
SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS f 
This section is referred to in section 1224 of t h i 
title J 
§ 1224 Duties of Secretary 
(al Consulting with other agencies prescribing rules 
and regulations furnishing advice and assist-
ance coordinating research 
T h e Secre tary of t h e Inter ior is hereby 
charged wi th t h e respons ib i l i ty for t h e proper 
adminis trat ion of th i s s u b c h a p t e r and after 
lul l consu l ta t ion w i t h o t h e r in teres ted Federal 
agencies sha l l prescribe s u c h rules and regula 
l ions as may be necessary to carry o u t its provl 
s ions T h e Secre tary shal l furn i sh s u c h advice 
and ass i s tance as will best p r o m o t e t h e pur 
poses of th i s s u b c h a p t e r part i c ipate in coordj 
nat ing research in i t ia ted u n d e r th i s subchapter 
by the ins t i tu tes indicate to t h e m s u c h l ines of 
inquiry as to h im s e e m m o s t Important and en 
courage and assist in t h e e s t a b l i s h m e n t and 
m a i n t e n a n c e of c o o p e r a t i o n by and between 
t h e ins t i tutes and b e t w e e n t h e m and o t h e r re-
search organizat ions t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s Depart-
m e n t of the Inter ior and o t h e r Federal estab-
l i s h m e n t s 
(bl Annual ascertainment of compliance 
On or before t h e 1st day o f J u l y In e a c h year 
after t h e passage of th i s s u b c h a p t e r t h e Secre-
tary shal l a scer ta in w h e t h e r t h e requirement* 
of sect ion 1223(a) of th i s t i t l e h a v e b e e n m e t as 
to each Inst i tute and S t a t e 
(c) Annual report to Congress 
T h e Secre tary sha l l m a k e a n a n n u a l report to 
t h e Congress of t h e rece ipts , e x p e n d i t u r e s and 
work of the in s t i tu te s in al l S t a t e s under the 
provisions of th i s s u b c h a p t e r T h e Secre tary a 
report shall indicate w h e t h e r a n y por t ion of an 
appropriat ion avai lable for a l l o t m e n t to any 
S t a t e has been w i t h h e l d a n d If so t h e reason 
therefor 
( P u b L 95 87 t i t le III g 304 A u g 3 1977 91 
S t a t 454 ) 
0 1225 Effect on colleges and universities 
N o t h i n g In th i s s u b c h a p t e r s h a l l be cons trued 
to impair or mod i fy t h e legal r e l a t i o n s h i p exis t 
ing between a n y of t h e c o l l e g e s or univers i t ies 
under w h o s e d irect ion an i n s t i t u t e is estab-
l ished and t h e g o v e r n m e n t of t h e S t a t e in 
which it is l oca ted and n o t h i n g in th i s sub 
chapter shall in any way be c o n s t r u e d to au 
thorize Federal control or d i r e c t i o n of educa 
t ion at any co l l ege or un ivers i ty 
F * « e 2 2 9 
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( p u b L 95 87 t i t le III § 3 0 5 Aug 3 1977 91 
g U t 454 ) 
I |I26 Research 
f>) Coordination with existing programs availabtlu* 
of information 10 public 
The Secretar 01 f he Interior shal l obtain he 
continuing u i w e e inci cooperat ion of ill l gen 
cles of the Feaera i G o v e r n m e n t concerned \ u t h 
mining and mineral resources of S t a t e ana 
local g o v e r n m e n t s and of p r n a t e inst i tut ions 
grid individuals to \ s sure t h a t t h e programs i u 
thorized in i h i s sUDcnapter JVIII s u p p l e m e n t ana 
not duplicate ^ s t a o h s h e u min ing and minerals 
research programs to s t imula te research n 
otherwise n e g l e c t e d areas ana 10 contr ibute o 
a comprehens ive n a t i o n w i d e program ol mining 
and minerals research having due regard or 
the protect ion and conserva t ion 01 t h e environ 
ment T h e Secre tary shal l m a k e general ly avail 
able in iormat ion and reports o n projects com 
pleted in progress or p lanned under the prow 
sions ol th i s s u b c h a p t e r in addit ion o ani 
direct publ icat ion of i n i o r m a t i o n oy the nst 
tutes themselv es 
(b) Effect on Federal agencies 
Noth ing in th i s s u b c h a p t e r s in tendca o ,1 t 
or shall be c o n s t r u e d as giving the aecretar. , JI 
the Interior any author i ty over mining i r a 
mineral resources research conducted by an , 
agency of t h e Federa l G o v e r n m e n t or as re 
pealing supersed ing or d imin i sh ing exist ing 
authori t ies or respons ibi l i t ies of any agency 01 
the Federal G o v e r n m e n t to p lan and conduct 
contract for or ass is t in research in its area 01 
responsibi l i ty and concern wi th mining and 
mineral resources 
(c) Contracts 
Contracts or o t h e r a r r a n g e m e n t s for mining 
and mineral resources research work author 
ized under th i s s u b c h a p t e r wi th an inst i tute 
educat ional ins t i tu t ion or nonprof i t orgamza 
tlon may be u n d e r t a k e n w i t h o u t regard to the 
provisions of s e c t i o n 3324(a) and (b) of t it le 31 
w h e n In t h e Judgment of t h e Secre tary of the 
Interior advance p a y m e n t s of Initial expense 
are necessary to fac i l i tate s u c h work Provided 
T h a t a u t h o r i t y to m a k e p a y m e n t s under this 
subsect ion sha l l be e f fec t ive on ly to such ex tent 
or In s u c h a m o u n t s as are provided In advance 
by appropr iat ion Acts 
(d) Availability of results to public authorization of 
appropriation 
N o research d e m o n s t r a t i o n or exper iment 
shal l be e a r n e d o u t under th i s c h a p t e r by an in 
s t i tu te f inanced by grants under th i s chapter 
unless all uses products processes pa tent s and 
o ther d e v e l o p m e n t s result ing t h e r e f r o m with 
such e x c e p t i o n or l imi ta t ion if any as the Sec 
retary m a y find necessary In t h e public inter 
est be avai lable prompt ly to t h e general public 
Noth ing c o n t a i n e d in th i s sec t ion shal l deprive 
the owner of any background patent relating 10 
any s u c h act iv i t i es of any r ights \*hich that 
owner m a y have under t h a t patent T h e r e are 
author ized to be appropriated such s u m s as are 
necessary for t h e print ing and publ ishing of 
the results of act iv i t ies carried out bv inst i tutes 
under t h e provis ions of th i s chapter and for ad 
minis trat ive p l a n n i n g and direct ion but such 
appropr ia t ions s h a l l not exceed $ 1 0 0 0 000 m 
a m fiscal year Provided T h a t no new budget 
au thor i ty is a u t h o r i z e d to be appropriated for 
iscal year 1977 
P n o L 95 37 t i t le III 3 J Ob \ u g 3 1977 91 
.stat 454 ) 
CODIHCATION 
n ^>ubsec o section 3324(a) and b) of title 31 
-vs substituted for section 3b84 I3b48) of the Revised 
amies 31 U b C 529) on authority of Piiu I 
58 »4<b> bepl 13 1982 96 Stat ll)b7 the Mr I 
et-uon 01 whitn enacted Title 31 Money ma Finance 
StCTlON RtFERRLD TO IN OTHtH SECTIONS 
This section is rtttrred to in section 1328 of this 
tie title 15 *>e<tion 210 
1-27 Center for cataloging 
T h e Secretary shal l es tabl ish a center for 
a ta log ing c u r r e n t and projected scientific re 
earch in all f ie lds of mining and miner U re 
o u r c t s E a c h Federa l agency doing mining and 
•mineral resources research shall cooperate by 
~-ov idtng t h e ca ta log ing center jvith informa 
on o n jvork u n d e r w i> or scheduled b> u T h e 
a t a l o g i n g c e n t e r sha l l classif> and maintain 
or publ ic use a c a t U o g of mining and mineral 
resources r e s e a r c h and invest igat ion projects in 
progress or s c h e d u l e d by all f edera l agencies 
and by s u c h n o n Ft deral agencies of gov* rn 
Tient c o l l e g e s univers i t ies private inst i tut ions 
irms and indiv iduals as ma> make such mfor 
-nat ion ava i lable 
P u b L 95 87 t i t le III 5 307 Aug 3 1977 91 
S t a t 455 ) 
§ 1228 Interagency cooperation 
T h e P r e s i d e n t sha l l by such means as he 
d e e m s appropr ia te clarify agency r* sponsibility 
tor Federa l m i n i n g and mineral rt sources re 
s e a r c h and provide for interagency coord I na 
t lon of s u c h research Including the research 
a u t h o r i z e d by t h i s subchapter S u c h coordina 
t ion s h a l l Include— 
(a) c o n t i n u i n g review of the adequacy of 
t h e G o v e r n m e n t wide p iogram in mining and 
m i n e r a l resources research 
(b) Ident i f icat ion and e l iminat ion of duplt 
c a t i o n and over lap between two or more 
a g e n c y p r o g r a m s 
(c) Ident i f icat ion of technical needs In var 
lous m i n i n g and mineral resources research 
c a t e g o r i e s 
(d) r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s with respect to alloca 
t l o n of t echn ica l effort among Federal agen 
c les 
( e ) r e \ i e w of technical manpower needs and 
f indings concern ing management policies to 
Improve t h e qual i ty of the Government wide 
re search e f fort and 
(f) a c t i o n s to facil itate Interagency commu 
n i c a t i o n at m a n a g e m e n t levels 
( P u b L 95 87 t i t le III 5 308 Aug J 1977 91 
S t a t 455 ) 
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Pa« § 1229. Advisory Committee on Mining and Mineral Research 
(a) Appointment; composition 
T h e S e c r e t a r y of t h e Interior shal l appoint 
an Advisory C o m m i t t e e on Mining and Mineral 
R e s e a r c h c o m p o s e d of— 
(1) t h e Director . Bureau of Mines , or his 
de l ega te , w i th h i s consent ; 
(2) t h e Direc tor of the Nat ional Sc ience 
F o u n d a t i o n , or his de legate , wi th h is consent; 
(3) t h e Pres ident . Nat ional A c a d e m y of Sci-
ences , or h is de l ega te , wi th h is consent ; 
(4) t h e Pres ident . Nat iona l A c a d e m y of En-
g ineer ing , or his de legate , wi th his consent ; 
(5) t h e Director , Uni ted S t a t e s Geolog ica l 
Survey , or his de l ega te , with his consent ; and 
<6) not more t h a n four o t h e r persons w h o 
are k n o w l e d g e a b l e in t h e fields of min ing and 
minera l resources research, at least o n e of 
w h o m sha l l be a representat ive of working 
coal miners . 
fb) Designation of chairman; consultation and recom-
mendations 
T h e S e c r e t a r y sha l l des ignate t h e Cha irman 
of t h e Advisory C o m m i t t e e . T h e Advisory Com-
m i t t e e s h a l l c o n s u l t wi th , and m a k e recommen-
d a t i o n s to. t h e S e c r e t a r y of the Interior on all 
m a t t e r s invo lv ing or re lat ing to min ing and 
minera l resources research and s u c h determina-
Lions as provided in th i s subchapter . T h e Secre-
tary of t h e Inter ior sha l l consul t wi th , and con-
s ider r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s of such C o m m i t t e e in 
t h e c o n d u c t of m i n i n g and mineral resources re-
s e a r c h and t h e m a k i n g of any grant under th i s 
s u b c h a p t e r . 
(c) Compensation and travel expenses 
Advisory C o m m i t t e e m e m b e r s , o t h e r t h a n of-
ficers or e m p l o y e e s of Federal , S t a t e , or local 
g o v e r n m e n t s , s h a l l be. for each day (Including 
t rave l t ime) dur ing w h i c h t h e y are performing 
c o m m i t t e e bus ines s , en t i t l ed to receive compen-
sa t ion at a ra te f ixed by t h e Secre tary but not 
in e x c e s s of t h e m a x i m u m rate of pay for grade 
G S - 1 8 as prov ided in t h e Genera l S c h e d u l e 
under s e c t i o n 5332 of t i t le 5, and shal l , no twi th-
s t a n d i n g t h e l i m i t a t i o n s of s ec t ions 5703 and 
5704 of t i t l e 5. be fu l ly re imbursed for travel, 
subs i s t ence , a n d re la ted e x p e n s e s . 
( P u b . L. 95 -87 , t i t l e III . J 309. Aug. 3, 1977. 91 S t a t . 455.) 
TERMINATION or ADVISORY COMMITTEES 
Advisory committees established after Jan. 5. 1973. 
to terminate not later than the expiration of the two-
year period beginning on the date of their establish-
ment, unless, in the case of a committee established by 
the President or an officer of the Federal Govern-
ment, such committee is renewed by appropriate 
action prior to the expiration of such two-year period, 
or In the case of a committee established by the Con-
gress, its duration is otherwise provided for by law. 
See section 14 of Pub. L. 92-463. Oct. 6, 1972. 86 Stat. 
776. set out in the Appendix to Title 5. Government 
Organization and Employees. 
S U B C H A P T E R I V — A B A N D O N E D M I N E 
R E C L A M A T I O N S 
SUBCHAPTER REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This subchapter is referred to In sections 1211. 1253 of this title. 
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«"» Source, „ f d e p o 8 i u | o f u n < ( " '<"**»• 
i n T h l /uUnndd t t £ £ £ ° < - ° » " * d e p o s r ' 
' D the r e c l a m a t i o n f e £ , e " V e d , r o ™ -
« o n 1232 of -h i s "ftle e p r ' e , V I ! d " n d « «•-' 
a m o u n t not to e x c e e d 10 £ e 7 'If ,* T h a t « t 
rec lamat ion fees c o l l e c t e d f „ f m o f 5 U « S 
quarter shal l be r e s e r v e d L m y c a < e n d 2 
first calendar year in w h , ^ ' " n i n g
 m ^ . 
Posed and c o n t a i n "
 f " ^
h
 t h e fee i , £ 
tha t fiscal year a n d ? t o , LI*' r e m a " > d e r of 
such fee is i m p o s e T b y , a w h ? o r 7 h 1 0 d ta w h J < * 
sec t ion 1257(c) of t h i s t i t u i!"* p u r P o s e o f 
Priation p u r s u a m £ a u t h o ^ 6 " l ° " P p r o " 
" o n 1302 of th i s t i t l e S ? " ° " u n « e r sec - ! 
not more t h a n UOMO^Sffi/^0^- T h » ' 
for such purposes- * " o e available 
expendUures for . - n u & S * ^ - ^ 
<3) donat ions by Derenn« ~ 
Nat ions , and f o u n d a t " r T f n 0 , ^ 0 r a t , o n s ' "** 
th i s subchapter and * t h e P ^ o s e a of 
s u b X T ; ; ^ m ° n e y s M * ™ t d e d «>r In t h i / 
(c) Use of moneys 
I O W C P ^ O S ^ f U n d m a y * « " for t h e fo,-
coal mining, l n c l u d l n ^ u t ^ ' / f! I t e d b y p f t 8 t 
lamat lon and r i s t o m i o n c ^ a b a ^ ? "*" 
face mine areas, a b a n d o n ^ ^ a n d o n e d s ^ ' 
areas, and a b a n d o n e d co"a? ^ p r o ^ t n g 
areas; seal ing and f M i i S . T e f u s e d l *P°*al 
m i n e entries I n d ^ v o ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ n f d deep 
versely affected by pas't c o f . " * , ? ' l a n d a d ' 
vent erosion and° w d ^ e m ™ ^ 1 1 1 * to p r e ' 
abatement , t r e a t m e n t ^ H ^ 1 0 " 1 P r e v e n t i o n , 
Pol lut ion created by 0 0 ^ ^ , o f w a t e r 
eluding restorat ion of s t r e a ^ K d r a l n a « e in-
s truct ion and o p e r a t i o n o f ^ , ^ ^ C o n " 
Plants; prevent ion I h i v l J ? a t e r t r e a t m e n t 
burning coal re fuse H U ^ ^ 1 ' a n d c o n t r ° * of 
«ng coal in s u u ^ n d n P ° S a l * " " ™<* b u m -
anc.control o f ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ t ^ n U 
the Interior [ o T h e S d - y t l , e S e c « t a r y of 
for such purposes S e c r e t a ' * of Agricul ture 
i n g 3 o f a r n n e L 0 ^ n a d t f m , n 5 ° ' V O l d * * * d « « * 
sec t ion 1 2 3 ^ O I ' t n ! s \ f u l e a n d e ^ t r y w ^ s ™<*er 
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(4) acquis i t ion of land as provided for n 
Is subchapter; 
(6) en forcement a n d co l l ec t ion ol t h e recia-
tion fee provided for in s e c t i o n 1232 01 t ins 
tie' 
(6) studies by t h e D e p a r t m e n t of t h e Interi-
or by contract to .such e x t e n t or m .>ucn 
Amounts as are provided in appropr iat ion 
'Acts with public and private organ iza t ions 10 
provide in format ion , advice, and t echn ica l :us 
•tstance. inc luding research and demonstra-
tion projects, c o n d u c t e d for the purposes of 
this subchapter . 
(7) res torat ion , rec lamat ion , a b a t e m e n t . 
* control, or p r e v e n t i o n of adverse e f fec t s >i 
coal mining w h i c h c o n s t i t u t e s an e m e r g e n c y 
as provided for in t h i s s u b c h a p t e r . 
'• (8) grants to t h e S t a t e s to a c c o m p l i s h the 
I purposes of t h i s s u b c h a p t e r ; 
*i (9) admin i s tra t ive e x p e n s e s of t h e Uni ted 
- States and e a c h S t a t e to a c c o m p l i s h t h e pur-
poses of th i s s u b c h a p t e r ; and 
(10) all o t h e r n e c e s s a r y e x p e n s e s to accom-
j plish t h e p u r p o s e s of th i s s u b c h a p t e r . 
(4) Moneys available upon appropriation: no line til 
, year limitation 
Moneys from t h e fund sha l l be avai lable tor 
the purposes of t h i s s u b c h a p t e r , on ly w h e n ap-
propriated there for , and s u c h appropr ia t ions 
shall be made w i t h o u t fiscal year l imi ta t ions . 
(Pub. L. 95-87. t i t l e IV. § 4 0 1 . Aug. 3. 1977. 91 
6tat. 456.) 
SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section is referred to in sections 1236. 1291. 
' 1302 of this title. 
11232. Reclamation fee 
(a) Payment; rate 
All operators of coa l m i n i n g o p e r a t i o n s sub-
ject to t h e prov i s ions of t h i s c h a p t e r sha l l pay 
to the Secre tary of t h e Interior , for depos i t in 
the fund, a r e c l a m a t i o n fee of 35 c e n t s per ton 
of coal produced by sur face coal m i n i n g and 15 
cents per t o n of coa l produced by underground 
mining or 10 per c e n t u m of t h e va lue of the 
coal at t h e m i n e , as d e t e r m i n e d by t h e Secre-
tary, w h i c h e v e r Is l ess , e x c e p t t h a t t h e reclama-
tion fee for l i gn i te coal s h a l l be at a rate of 2 
per c e n t u m of t h e va lue of t h e coal at t h e mine . 
or 10 c e n t s per t o n . w h i c h e v e r is less . 
(b) Due date 
S u c h fee sha l l be paid n o later t h a n thirty 
days after t h e e n d of e a c h ca l endar quarter be-
ginning w i th t h e first ca l endar quarter occur-
ring after A u g u s t 3. 1977. and end ing f i f teen 
years after A u g u s t 3. 1977. un le s s e x t e n d e d by 
an Act of C o n g r e s s . 
(c) Submission of statement 
T o g e t h e r w i t h s u c h r e c l a m a t i o n fee. all oper-
ators of coal m i n e o p e r a t i o n s shal l submit a 
s ta t ement of t h e a m o u n t of coal produced 
during t h e c a l e n d a r quarter , t h e m e t h o d of coal 
removal and t h e t y p e of coal , t h e accuracy of 
which shal l be s w o r n to by t h e operator and no-
tarized. 
<d> Penalty 
Any person, c o r p o r a t e off icer, agent or direc 
tor. on beha l f of a coal m i n e operator , w h o 
knowingly makes any false s t a t e m e n t , represen-
tat ion or cer t i t i ea t ion . or knowingly fads to 
make any s t a t e m e n t , representat ion or certifi-
cat ion requireu in th i s sec t ion shall , upon eon 
. ictior.. Je p u n i s u e a by a fine oi not more t h a n 
UO.000. jr o\ • .mpnsonment :or not more t h a n 
me ear. j r o o t h . 
e> «";vil iclion (o recover fee 
*ny :ortiun 01 tr.e rec lamat ion ee not prop-
-riy jr promptly paid pursuant ;o ih i s sec t ion 
naii De recoveraole . villi s tatutory interest . 
:rom <-oai mine operators . ;n .my court of com-
petent jurisdict ion n any action .11 law to 
ompei p a y m e n t of debts . 
!'• t'ooperulion iron* other luenciei 
All T-'eaerat and S t a t e agencies .na i l :ully co-
operate with *Jie Secre tary of ' h e Interior in 
he e n f o r c e m e n t 01 th i s sect ion. 
<) Allocation of funds 
1/ The geograpn ic a l locat ion 01 ' 'xpenuitures 
rom : h e funu >nail re i leet 00111 ;he area irom 
v n i c n . n e revenue was o e n v e d as veil .is the 
nat ional program n e e d s for the ftincLs. 
2) Fifty per c e n t u m 01 the iuntis co l lected 
annual ly n any S t a t e or Indian reservation 
nail ue a l loca ted to t h a i S t a t e or Indian reser-
vat ion oy ' h e Secre tary pursuant ;o any ap-
proved a b a n d o n e d m i n e rec lamation program 
o accompl i sh t h e purposes 01 this subchapter . 
W h e r e t h e G o v e r n o r of a S t a t e or the head ol a 
'overning body of a tribe certif ies that (i) ob-
ject ives of t h e fund set forth in sect ions 1233 
and 1239 of th i s t i t le have been achieved, u i ) 
there is a need for construct ion of specific 
public faci l i t ies in c o m m u n i t i e s impacted by 
coal d e v e l o p m e n t , (i i i) impact funds which may 
be avai lable under provis ions of the Federal 
Mineral Leas ing Act of 1920. as amended (30 
U.S.C. 181 et seq . l . or c h a p t e r 69 of t i t le 31. are 
inadequate for s u c h construct ion , and u v ) the 
Secre tary c o n c u r s in s u c h certif ication, t h e n 
t h e Secre tary m a y c o n t i n u e to a l locate all or 
part of t h e 50 per c e n t u m share to that S t a t e or 
tribe for s u c h cons truc t ion: Provided, however. 
T h a t If funds under th i s subparagraph (2) have 
not been e x p e n d e d wi th in three years after 
the ir a l locat ion , t h e y shal l be available for ex-
pendi ture In any e l ig ible area as de termined by 
the Secre tary . 
(3) T h e ba lance of funds col lected on an 
annua l basis may be e x p e n d e d in any S t a t e at 
t h e d i scret ion of t h e Secretary In order to meet 
t h e purposes of t h i s subchapter . S u c h funds 
may be e x p e n d e d direct ly by the Secretary or 
by m a k i n g addi t ional grants to approved S t a t e 
rec lamat ion p r o g r a m s pursuant to sec t ion 1235 
of th i s t i t le w h e n t h e Secretary finds t h a t such 
programs are t h e best m e a n s of accompl i sh ing 
t h e specif ic r e c l a m a t i o n projects. T h e Secretary 
shal l consu l t and coord inate with the respect ive 
S l a t e s t h o s e projec t s funded directly or in con-
j u n c t i o n wi th o t h e r Federal agencies . 
1 Pub. L. 95-87 . t i t le IV. §402 . Aug 3. 1977. 91 
S ta t . 457.) 
RErCHENCES IN TEXT 
The Federal Mlnerul Leaslnx Act o( 1920. as amend 
ed. referred to in sub.sec. <gn2). probably means the 
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Pa«e Mineral Leasing Act of 1920. act Feb. 25. 1920. ch. 85. 41 Stat. 437. as amended, which is classified principal-
ly to chapter 3A <} 181 et seq.) of this title. For com-
plete classification of this Act to the Code, see Short 
Title note set out under section 181 of this title and 
Tables. 
CODIFICATION 
In subsec. ig>(2>. 'chapter 69 of title 31" was substi-
tuted for the Act of October 20. 1976. Public Law 
94-565 <90 Stat. 2662) (31 U.S.C. 1601 et seq T on au-
thority of Pub L. 97-258. $ 4(b). Sept. 13. 1982. 96 Stat. 
1067. the first section of which enacted Title 31. 
Money and Finance. 
SECTION RErcitiun> TO IN OTHEH SECTIONS 
This section is referred to in sections 1231. 1235. 1239 of this title. 
3 1233. Objectives of fund 
Expenditure of moneys from the fund on 
lands and water eligible pursuant to section 
1234 of this title for the purposes of this sub-
chapter shall reflect the following priorities in 
the order stated: 
(1) the protection of public health, safety, 
general welfare, and property from extreme 
danger of adverse effects of coal mining prac-
tices; 
(2) the protection of public health, safety, 
md ,'enerai welfare from adverse effects of 
coal mining practices; 
(3) the restoration of land and water re-
sources and the environment previously de-
graded by adverse effects of coal mining prac-
tices including measures for the conservation 
and development of soil, water (excluding 
channelization), woodland, fish and wildlife, 
recreation resources, and agricultural produc-
tivity.1 
(4) research and demonstration projects re-
lating to the development of surface mining 
reclamation and water quality control pro-
gram methods and techniques; 
(5) the protection, repair, replacement, con-
struction, or enhancement of public facilities 
such as utilities, roads, recreation, and conser-
vation facilities adversely affected by coal 
mining practices; 
(6) the development of publicly owned land 
adversely aifected by coal mining practices in-
cluding land acquired as provided In this sub-
chapter for recreation and historic purposes, 
conservation, and reclamation purposes and 
open space benefits. 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title IV. §403. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 Stat. 458.) 
SECTION RETTXJIED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section Is referred to in section 1232 of this title. 
§ 1234. Eligible lands and water 
Lands and water eligible for reclamation or 
drainage abatement expenditures under this 
subchapter are those which were mined for coal 
or which were affected by such mining, waste-
banks, coal processing, or other coal mining 
processes, and abandoned or left in an Inad-
equate reclamation status prior to August 3. 
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1977. and for which there is no continuing 
lamation responsibility under State or o 
Federal laws. 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title IV. 5 404, Aug. 3 1977 Stat. 459.) ' < 
SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section is referred to In sections 1233 1 
1239 of this title. ' "T 
9 1235. State reclamation program 
(a) Promulgation of regulations 
Not later than the end of the one hundred 
and eighty-day period immediately following 
August 3. 1977. the Secretary shall promulgate 
and publish in the Federal Register regulations 
covering implementation of an abandoned mine 
reclamation program incorporating the provi-
sions of this subchapter and establishing proce-
dures and requirements for perparation.1 sub-
mission, and approval of State programs con-
sisting of the plan and annual submissions of 
projects. 
(b) Submission of State Reclamation Plan and 
annual projects 
Each State having within its borders coal 
mined lands eligible for reclamation under this 
subchapter, may submit to the Secretary a 
State Reclamation Plan and annual projects to 
carry out the purposes of this subchapter, 
(c) Restriction 
The Secretary shall not approve, fund, or 
continue to fund a State abandoned mine recla-
mation program unless that State has an ap-
proved State regulatory program pursuant to 
section 1253 of this title. 
(d) Approval of State program; withdrawal 
If the Secretary determines that a State has 
developed and submitted a program for recla-
mation of abandoned mines and has the ability 
and necessary State legislation to Implement 
the provisions of this subchapter, sections 1232 
and 1240 of this title excepted, the Secretary 
shall approve such State program and shall 
grant to the State exclusive responsibility and 
authority to Implement the provisions of the 
approved program: Provided, That the Secre-
tary shall withdraw such approval and authori-
zation if he determines upon the basis of infor-
mation provided under this section that the 
State program Is not In compliance with the 
procedures, guidelines, and requirements estab-
lished under subsection (a) of this section, 
(e) Contents of State Reclamation 1*1 an 
Each State Reclamation Plan shall generally 
identify the areas to be reclaimed, the purposes 
for which the reclamation is proposed, the rela-
tionship of the lands to be reclaimed and the 
proposed reclamation to surrounding areas, the 
specific criteria for ranking and Identifying 
projects to be funded, and the legal authority 
and programmatic capability teo perform such 
work in conformance with the provisions of this 
subchapter. 
'So m o r . „ „ . | .
 P r o b a b , y s h o u | d b , p r e B J , r a l , o n .. 
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Annual application for support: contents 
On an annual basis, each State having an ap-
ved State Reclamation Plan may submit to 
the Secretary an application for the support 01 
•he State program and implementation of spe-
cific reclamation projects. Such annual requests 
•hall include such information as may be re-
quested by the Secretary including: 
(1) a general description of each proposed 
project: 
(2) a priority evaluation of each proposed 
project; 
(3) a statement of the estimated benefits in 
such terms as: number of acres restored, miles 
of stream improved, acres of surface lands 
protected from subsidence, population pro-
tected from subsidence, air pollution, hazards 
of mine and coal refuse disposal area fires; 
(4) an estimate of the cost for each pro-
posed project; 
(5) in the case of proposed research and 
demonstration projects, a description of the 
specific techniques to be evaluated or objec-
tive to be attained; 
(6) an identification of lands or interest 
therein to be acquired and the estimated cost; 
and 
(7) in each year after the first in which a 
plan is filed under this subchapter, an inven-
tory of each project funded under the previ-
ous year's grant: which inventory shall in-
clude details of financial expenditures on 
such project together with a brief description 
of each such project. Including project loca-
tions, landowner's name, acreage, type of rec-
lamation performed. 
(f) Costa 
The costs for each proposed project under 
this section shall Include: actual construction 
costs, actual operation and maintenance costs 
of permanent facilities, planning and engineer-
ing costs, construction inspection costs, and 
other necessary administrative expenses, 
(h) Grant of funds 
Upon approved * of State Reclamation Plan 
by the Secretary and of the surface mine regu-
latory program pursuant to section 1253 of this 
title, the Secretary shall grant, on an annual 
basis, funds to be expended in such State pur-
suant to section 1232(g) of this title and which 
are necessary to Implement the State reclama-
tion program as approved by the Secretary, 
(i) Program monitorahip 
The Secretary, through his designated 
agents, will monitor the progress and quality of 
the program. The States shall not be required 
at the start of any project to submit complete 
copies of plans and specifications, 
(j) Annual report to Secretary 
The Secretary shall require annual and other 
reports as may be necessary to be submitted by 
each State administering the approved State 
reclamation program with funds provided 
under this subchapter. Such reports shall In-
clude that information which the Secretary 
deems necessary to fulfill his responsibilities 
under this subchapter. 
•So In original Probably should be approval 
tkl Kligihle lands of Indian tribes 
Indian tribes having within their jurisdiction 
eligible lands pursuant to section 1234 of this 
title or from which coal is produced, shall be 
considered as a State'' tor the purposes oi this 
subchapter. 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title IV. i 405. Aug. 3. 1977. Jl 
Stat. 459.) 
GRANT or FUNDS TO STATES UNDER SURFACE MINING 
CONTROL AND UIXI-AMATION ACT 
Pub L. 97-377. title t. \ 150. Dec 21. 1982. 96 Stat 
1918. provided thai. Within tiO days 01 receipt oi .1 
complete abandoned mine reclamation fund gram up 
plication from any eligible State under the provisions 
oi the Sun ace Mining Control ana Reclamation Act 
.91 Stat. -160) (PUD. L. '35-87. see Short Title note >«-l 
out under section 1201 oi this title 1 the Secretary 01 
Interior shall grant to such State any and all lunds 
available for sucn purposes in the applicable appropri 
at ions Act." 
SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section is reierred to in section 1-3'.! oi :ms 
title. 
3 11136. Reclamation of rural lands 
• a» Agreements with landowners for onservuiion 
treatment 
In order 10 provide lor ihe control unu pre 
vention of erosion and sedimeni damages from 
unreclaimed mined lands, and 10 promote ihe 
conservation and development of soil and water 
resources of unreclaimed mined lands and lands 
affected by mining, the Secretary of Agricul-
ture is authorized to enter into agreements of 
not more than ten years with landowners in-
cluding * owners of water rights), residents, and 
tenants, and individually or collectively, deter-
mined by him to have control for the period of 
the agreement of lands in question therein, pro-
viding for land stabilization, erosion, and sedi 
ment control, and reclamation through conser 
vatlon treatment, including measures for the 
conservation and development of soil, water 
(excluding stream channelization), woodland, 
wildlife, and recreation resources, and agncul 
tural productivity of such lands. Such agree 
menus shall be made by the Secretary with the 
owners, Including owners of water rights, resi-
dents, or tenants (collectively or Individually) 
of the lands In question, 
(b) Conservation and development plant 
The landowner. Including the owner of water 
rights, resident, or tenant shall furnish to the 
Secretary of Agriculture a conservation and de 
velopment plan setting forth the proposed land 
uses and conservation treatment which shall be 
mutually agreed by the Secretary of Agricul-
ture and the landowner. Including owner of 
water rights, resident, or tenant to be needed 
on the lands for which the plan was prepared. 
In those Instances where It is determined that 
the water rights or water supply of a tenant, 
landowner. Including owner of water rights, 
resident, or tenant have been adversely affected 
by a surface or underground coal mine oper 
•So in original Probably should or •<Including" 
§1236 
at ion which has removed or disturbed a s tra 
turn so as to bignif icantly a f fec t the hydrologic 
balance ^uch plan m a y inc lude proposed m e a s 
ures to e n h a n c e water qua l i ty or quant i ty by 
m e a n s of joint act ion wi th o t h e r affected land 
owners nc luding owner of water rights resi 
dents or t e n a n t s in c o n s u l t a t i o n with appropri 
ate S t a t e and Federal a g e n c i e s 
c» Igreement to elfect plan 
S u c h plan shal l be incorporated in an agree 
m e n t under .vhich the l andowner including 
owner oi * a t e r r ights res ident or tenant shal l 
agree * i t h [he Secretary of Agriculture to 
ffect t h e land uses and conservat ion t rea tment 
providea or n such plan on the lands de 
^cnbed in he a g r e e m e n t in accordance with 
the t erms and condi t ions thereo f 
d) Financial and other assistance determination by 
«>ecreiar* 
In return or such a g r e e m e n t by the landown 
*»r i n c i u a m g owner oi jvater r ights resident or 
t enant he S e r r e t a n or Agricul ture is a u t h o r 
ued to furnish nnanc ia l and o t h e r ass is tance to 
such landowner including owner of water 
r
 fjhts resident or enant in s u c h a m o u n t s and 
ubjeci o ucn condi t ions as t h e Secretary of 
\Kncii l t i ir* e t e r m m e s are appropr ate n the 
juolic m e r e s t 'or a m ing out the land use 
m d conservat ion t rea tment set forth in the 
i g r e e m e n t G r a n t s made under th i s sect ion de 
ix nding on the income produc ing potent ia l of 
the land after rec la iming sha l l provide up to 80 
per c e n t u m of t h e cost of carrying out s u c h 
land uses and conservat ion t r e a t m e n t on not 
more t h a n one hundred and t w e n t y acres of 
land occupied by such owner including water 
r ights owners resident or t e n a n t or on not 
more t h a n o n e hundred and t w e n t y acres of 
land w h i c h has been purchased jo int ly by s u c h 
landowners including water r ights owners resi 
dents or t e n a n t s under an a g r e e m e n t for t h e 
e n h a n c e m e n t of water qual i ty or quant i ty or on 
land w h i c h has been acquired by an appropri 
ate S t a t e or local agency for t h e purpose of im 
p l e m e n t i n g s u c h a g r e e m e n t e x c e p t the Secre 
tary m a y reduce t h e m a t c h i n g cost share where 
he d e t e r m i n e s t h a t (1) the m a i n benef i ts to be 
derived from t h e project are re lated to improv 
ing of fs i te water qual i ty of fs i te e s t h e t i c values 
or o t h e r of fs i te benef i ts and (2) t h e m a t c h i n g 
share requ irement would place a burden on t h e 
landowner which would probably prevent h i m 
from part ic ipat ing in the program Provided 
however T h a t t h e Secretary of Agriculture 
m a y al low for land use and conservat ion treat 
m e n t on s u c h lands occupied by a n y s u c h owner 
in exces s of s u c h o n e hundred and twenty acre 
l imitat ion up to three hundr e d and twenty 
acres but in such event t h e a m o u n t of t h e 
grant to s u c h landowner to carry o u t such rec 
lamat ion on such lands shal l be reduced propor 
t ionate ly N o t w i t h s t a n d i n g a n y o t h e r provision 
of th i s sec t ion with regard to acreage l lmita 
t ions t h e Secre tary of Agricul ture may carry 
out e x p e r i m e n t a l rec lamat ion t r e a t m e n t proj 
ec t s to control eros ion and improve water qual 
ity on all lands within a hydro log ic unit con 
s i s t ing of not more t h a n 25 000 acres if the S e c 
retary d e t e r m i n e s tha t t r e a t m e n t of s u c h lands 
as a hydrologic unit will ach ieve greater reduc 
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mining pract ices t h a n would
 h * ° I SM S U r f l 
J - a t i o n was d o n e - n ^ * ^ ^ i f rec> 
e) Termination of agreements } 
T h e Secre tary of Agr icu l ture m a y terminate 
any a g r e e m e n t wi th a l a n d o w n e r including 
water r ights o w n e r s operator or occupier by 
mutua l a g r e e m e n t if the S e c r e t a r y of Agricul 
ture d e t e r m i n e s t h a t s u c h t e r m i n a t i o n would 
be in the publ ic interest and m a y agree to such 
modif icat ion of a g r e e m e n t s prev ious ly entered 
into h e r e u n d e r as he d e e m s des irable to carry 
out t h e p u r p o s e s of this s e c t i o n or to facilitate 
t h e practical admin i s t ra t ion of t h e program au 
t h o m e d here in 
(D Preservation and surrender of history and allot 
ments 
N o t w i t h s t a n d i n g any o t h e r provis ion of law 
the Secre tary of Agr icu l ture to t h e e x t e n t he 
d e e m s it des irable to carry o u t t h e purposes of 
th is sect ion m a y provide in a n y agreement 
here inunder for (1) preservat ion for a period 
not to e x c e e d t h e period covered by t h e agree 
m e n t and a n equal period t h e r e a f t e r of th* 
cropland crop acreage and a l l o t m e n t history 
applicable to land covered by t h e a g r e e m e n t for 
the purpose of a n y Ppderal program under 
which such h i s tory is used a s a basis for an al 
l o t m e n t or o t h e r l imi ta t ion o n t h e production 
of s u c h crop or (2) surrender of a n y s u c h hls to 
ry and a l l o t m e n t s 
<g> Rules and regulations 
T h e Secre tary of Agr icu l ture s h a l l be author 
lzed to issue s u c h rules and r e g u l a t i o n s as he 
de termines are neces sary to carry o u t t h e provl 
s ions of this s e c t i o n 
(hi Utilization of Soil Conservation Service 
In carrying o u t t h e prov i s ions of th i s sect ion 
t h e Secre tary of Agr icu l ture s h a l l ut i l ize the 
services of t h e So i l C o n s e r v a t i o n Serv i ce 
(i) Availability of funds 
F u n d s shal l be m a d e ava i lab le to t h e Secre 
tary of Agricul ture for t h e p u r p o s e s of th i s sec 
t ion as provided in sec t ion 1231 of th i s t i t le 
( P u b L 95 87 t i t le IV $ 406, A u g 3 1977 91 
S t a t 460 P u b L 97 98 t i t le X V f 1551 D e c 
22 1981 95 S t a t 1344 ) 
AMENDMENTS 
1081-Subsec (d) Pub L 97 *8 added provisions 
thai notwithstanding any other provision of this sec 
Hon with regard to acreage limitations the Secretary 
may carry out experimental reclamation treatment 
projects to control erosion and Improve water quality 
on all lands within a hydrologic untft consisting of not 
more than 25 000 acres If the Secretary determines 
that treatment of such lands as a hydrologic unit will 
achieve greater reduction in the adverse effects of past 
surface mining practices than wonuld be achieved if 
reclamation was done on individual parcels of land 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1981 AMENDMENT 
Amendment by Pub L 97 98 effective Dec 22 1981 
see section 1801 of Pub L 97 98 siet out as an Effec 
live Dale note under section 4301 <of Title 7 Agricul 
ture 
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SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHEH SECTIONS 
This section is referred to in section 1-31 of this 
Utle title 26 section 126 
11237 AcquiHition and reclamation of land adverse!) 
affected by past coal mining practices 
(a) Findings of fact notice right of entry 
If the Secre tary or t h e S t a t e pursuant to an 
approved S t a t e program m a k e s a f inding of 
fact that— 
(1) land or water resources h a v e been ad 
versely a f f ec ted by past »_oal m i n i n g pract ices 
and 
(2) t h e adverse e f f e c t s are at a s t a g e where 
in t h e publ ic interes t ac t ion to restore re 
claim a b a t e contro l or prevent s h o u l d be 
taken and 
(3) t h e o w n e r s of t h e land or water -e 
sources w h e r e en try m u s t be m a d e to restore 
reclaim abate contro l or prevent t h e adverse 
ef fects of past coal m i n i n g pract ices are not 
known or readi ly ava i lable or 
(4) t h e o w n e r s will n o t give permis s ion for 
the U n i t e d S t a t e s t h e S t a t e s pol i t ical subdi 
visions the ir a g e n t s e m p l o y e e s or contrac 
tors to en ter u p o n s u c h proper ty to restore 
reclaim abate contro l or p r e v e n t t h e adverse 
e f fec ts of past coal m i n i n g pract ices » 
T h e n • u p o n g iv ing n o t i c e by mai l to t h e o w n e r s 
If known or If no t k n o w n by post ing not i ce 
upon t h e premises a n d advert i s ing once in a 
newspaper of genera l c i rcu la t ion in t h e munic l 
pallty In w h i c h t h e land l ies t h e Secre tary h is 
agents e m p l o y e e s or c o n t r a c t o r s or t h e S t a t e 
pursuant to an approved S t a t e program shal l 
have t h e r ight to e n t e r u p o n t h e property ad 
versely a f f ec ted by p a s t coal m i n i n g pract ices 
and a n y o t h e r property to h a v e access to s u c h 
property to do all t h i n g s n e c e s s a r y or e x p e d i e n t 
to restore rec la im a b a t e contro l or prevent 
the adverse e f f ec t s S u c h e n t r y sha l l be con 
strued as an exerc i se of t h e po l i ce power for t h e 
protec t ion of publ ic h e a l t h s a f e t y and general 
welfare and s h a l l n o t be c o n s t r u e d as an act of 
c o n d e m n a t i o n of proper ty nor of t respass 
t h e r e o n T h e m o n e y s e x p e n d e d for s u c h work 
and t h e b e n e f i t s accruing to a n y s u c h premises 
so e n t e r e d u p o n sha l l be c h a r g e a b l e aga ins t 
s u c h land and sha l l m i t i g a t e or o f f se t any c la im 
In or any ac t ion b r o u g h t by a n y o w n e r of any 
Interest in s u c h premise s for any a l leged d a m 
ages by virtue of s u c h en try Provided, however 
T h a t th i s provis ion Is not Intended to create 
new r ight s of ac t ion or e l i m i n a t e ex i s t ing Im 
m u n l t l e s 
(b) Studtea or exploratory work 
T h e Secre tary h is a g e n t s e m p l o y e e s or con 
tractors or t h e S t a t e p u r s u a n t to an approved 
S t a t e program shal l h a v e t h e r ight to enter 
u p o n any property for t h e purpose of c o n d u c t 
ing s tud ie s or e x p l o r a t o r y work to d e t e r m i n e 
t h e e x i s t e n c e of adverse e f f e c t s of past coal 
min ing pract ices and to d e t e r m i n e t h e feasibil 
Ity of res torat ion r e c l a m a t i o n a b a t e m e n t con 
trol or p r e v e n t i o n of s u c h adverse e f fec t s S u c h 
entry sha l l be c o n s t r u e d as a n exerc i se of t h e 
po l i te povntr for the protec t ion of public 
h e a l t h safety and g t n t n l wel fare and &hall 
not be c o n s t r u e d as an let of c o n d e m n a t i o n of 
property nor trespass t h e r e o n 
ci Uequirements lor acquisition of affected land 
T h e Setre tarv or t h e ^ta te pursuant to an i p 
proved S ta te program may u q u i r t an* land 
b> p u r c h a s e l u n a t i o n or e o n d e i n n a t i o n \*hich 
is adverse ly af fected b> p is i t oa l min ing prae 
t ices if t h e Secretary d c t e r m i n t s t h a t acquisi 
t ion of s u c h land is necessary to successful rec 
l a m a t i o n and that — 
1) t h e acquired land a l t er restorat ion rtc 
l a m a t i o n a b a t e m e n t control or prev tnt ion 
of t h e adverse ef fects of past coal mining 
pract ices Mil aerve recreat ion and historic 
purposes conservat ion and rec lamat ion pur 
pOi.es or provide open ^paee bt n e l i t s and 
(2) p e r m a n e n t iaci l i t ies s u c h a.s a t r e a l r m n i 
p lant or a re located s t ream c h a n n e l will bt 
c o n s t r u c t e d on t h e land for t h e restorat ion 
r e c l a m a t i o n a b a t e m e n t control or preven 
t ion of t h e adverse e f fec ts of past coal mining 
pract ices or 
(3) acquis i t ion oi coai refuse disposal s i tes 
and all coal r t i u s e t h e r e o n will serve the pur 
poses of th i s subchapter or t h a t public owner 
s h i p IS des irable to mee t e m e r g e n c y s i tuat ions 
and prevent recurrences of t h e adverse ef 
f ec t s of past coal mining pract ices 
(d) Title to affected land value 
T i t l e to all lands acquirt d pursuant to th i s 
s e c t i o n sha l l be In the n a m e of t h e Uni ted 
S t a t e s or if acquired by a S t a t e pursuant to an 
approved program title sha l l be in the name of 
t h e S t a t e T h e price paid for land acquired 
u n d e r th i s s ec t ion shal l reflect t h e market 
v a lu e of t h e land as advtrse ly af fected by past 
coa l m i n i n g pract ices 
(e) State participation grants 
S t a t e s are encouraged as part of their ap 
proved S t a t e programs to reclaim abandoned 
and unrec la imed mined lands wi th in their 
b o u n d a r i e s and if necessary to acquire or to 
transfer s u c h lands to t h e Secre tary or t h e ap 
propr la te S t a t e regulatory a u t h o r i t y under ap 
propr late Federal regulat ions T h e Secretary is 
a u t h o r i z e d to m a k e grants on a m a t c h i n g basis 
to S t a t e s In s u c h a m o u n t s as h e d e e m s appro 
pr late for t h e purpose of carrying out the provi 
s i o n s of th i s subchapter but in no event shal l 
a n y grant e x c e e d 90 per c e n t u m of t h e cost of 
acqu i s i t i on of t h e lands for w h i c h t h e grant is 
m a d e W h e n a S t a t e h a s made any such land 
avai lable to t h e Federal G o v e r n m e n t under th i s 
s u b c h a p t e r s u c h S l a t e shal l have a preference 
r ight to p u r c h a s e such lands after reclamation 
at fair m a r k e t value less t h e S t a t e portion of 
t h e original acquis i t ion price Notwi ths tand ing 
t h e provis ions of paragraph (1) of th is subsec 
t ion ' rec la imed land m a y be sold to the S t a t e 
'bo In original The period probably ahould be a semicolon So In orlgti al Probably refer* lo paragraph 11 ol subarctK n 
•bo In original Probably should not be capitalized tc) ol this section 
9 1238 
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price less t h a n fair market value, wh ich in no 
case shal l be less t h a n t h e cost to t h e United 
S t a t e s of t h e p u r c h a s e and rec lamat ion of t h e 
land, as n e g o t i a t e d by the Secretary , to be used 
for a valid publ ic purpose . If any land sold to a 
S t a t e or local g o v e r n m e n t under this paragraph 
is not used for a valid public purpose as speci-
fied by t h e Secre tary in the terms of t h e sa les 
a g r e e m e n t t h e n ail right, title, and interest in 
s u c h land shal l revert to the United States . 
M o n e y received from such sale shall be deposit-
ed in t h e fund. 
»f) Rules and regulations 
T h e Secretary , in formulat ing regulat ions for 
making grants to t h e S t a t e s to acquire land 
pursuant to th i s sect ion , shal l specify t h a t ac-
quired land m e e t t h e criteria provided for in 
subsec t ions (c) and (d) of th is sect ion. T h e Sec-
retary m a y provide by regulat ion tha t m o n e y 
derived from t h e lease, rental , or user charges 
of s u c h acquired land and facil it ies t h e r e o n will 
be depos i ted in t h e fund. 
<gj Public sale; notice and hearing 
f 1) W h e r e land acquired pursuant to th i s sec-
t ion is d e e m e d to be sui table for i n d u s t r i a l 
commercia l , res ident ial , or recreational develop-
ment , the Secre tary m a y sell or author ize the 
S t a t e s to sell s u c h land by public sale under a 
s y s t e m of c o m p e t i t i v e bidding, at not less t h a n 
fair market value and under s u c h o ther regula-
t ions p r o m u l g a t e d to insure tha t such lands are 
put to proper use cons i s t en t with local and 
S t a t e land use plans , if any. as determined by 
t h e Secretary . 
(2) T h e S e c r e t a r y or t h e S t a t e pursuant to an 
approved S t a t e program, w h e n requested after 
appropriate publ ic not ice shal l hold a public 
hear ing , wi th t h e appropriate notice, in t h e 
c o u n t y or c o u n t i e s or t h e appropriate subdivi-
s ions of t h e S t a t e in w h i c h lands acquired pur-
suant to th i s s ec t ion are located. T h e hear ings 
shal l be he ld at a t ime w h i c h shal l afford local 
c i t izens and g o v e r n m e n t s the m a x i m u m oppor-
tuni ty to part ic ipate in the decision concerning 
t h e use o f ' d i spos i t ion of t h e lands after resto-
rat ion, rec lamat ion , a b a t e m e n t , control , or pre-
vent ion of t h e adverse effects; of past coal 
min ing pract ices . 
(h) Construction or rehabilitation of housing for dis-
abled, displaced, or dislocated persons; grants 
In addi t ion to t h e author i ty to acquire land 
under subsec t ion (d) of th i s sect ion the Secre-
tary is author ized to use m o n e y in the fund to 
acquire land by purchase , donat ion , or condem-
nat ion , and to rec la im and transfer acquired 
land to any S t a t e or to a polit ical subdivis ion 
thereof , or to a n y person, firm, associat ion, or 
corporat ion, if h e d e t e r m i n e s t h a t such is an In-
tegral and necessary e l e m e n t of an economical -
ly feasible p lan for t h e project to construct or 
rehabi l i ta te h o u s i n g for persons disabled as the 
result of e m p l o y m e n t In t h e mines or work inci-
denta l there to , persons displaced by acquis i t ion 
of land pursuant to th i s sect ion , or persons dis-
located as t h e resul t of adverse ef fects of coal 
min ing pract ices w h i c h c o n s t i t u t e an emergen-
•So in orinnil Probsbly should be "or". 
cy as provided in sec t ion 1240 of th is title 
persons d i s located as t h e result of natural 
asters or c a t a s t r o p h i c fai lures from any ca 
S u c h act iv i t ies sha l l be accompl i shed u n 
s u c h terms and cond i t ions as the Secre* 
shal l require, w h i c h m a y include transfers 
land with or w i t h o u t m o n e t a r y consideratlo 
Provided, T h a t to rhe e x t e n t that the conslde 
at ion is below rhe fair marke t value of the la* 
transferred, no port ion of the ai f ference *• 
tween the fair m a r k e t va lue and the cons ide-
tion shal l accrue as a profit to such persona 
firm, assoc iat ion , or corporat ion . No part of the 
funds provided under th i s s u b c h a p t e r may be 
used to pay t h e actuaJ cons truc t ion costs of 
hous ing . T h e Secre tary m a y carry out the pur-
poses of th i s subsec t ion direct ly or he may 
make grants and c o m m i t m e n t s for grants , and 
m a y advance m o n e y under s u c h terms and con-
dit ions as h e m a y require to any Sta te , or any 
depar tment , agency , or i n s t r u m e n t a l i t y of a 
S ta te , or a n y publ ic body o r nonprof i t organiza-
tion des ignated by a S t a t e . 
(Pub . L. 95-87, t i t l e IV, § 407, Aug. 3. 1977. 91 S ta t . 462.) 
§ 1238. Liens 
(a) Filing of statement and appraisal 
Wi th in s ix m o n t h s af ter t h e c o m p l e t i o n of 
projects to restore , rec la im, abate , control , or 
prevent adverse e f f ec t s of past coal mining 
pract ices o n pr ivate ly o w n e d land, t h e Secre-
tary or t h e S t a t e , p u r s u a n t to an approved 
S t a t e program, shal l i t emize t h e m o n e y s so ex-
pended and m a y file a s t a t e m e n t thereof In the 
off ice of t h e c o u n t y in w h i c h t h e land Ilea 
which has t h e respons ib i l i ty under local law for 
t h e recording of j u d g m e n t s against land, to-
g e t h e r wi th a notar ized appraisa l by a n Inde-
p e n d e n t appraiser of the v a l u e of t h e land 
before t h e res torat ion , r ec lamat ion , a b a t e m e n t , 
control , or p r e v e n t i o n of adverse e f fec ts of past 
coal min ing pract ices if t h e m o n e y s so expend-
ed shal l result in a s i gn i f i cant Increase in prop-
erty value. S u c h s t a t e m e n t sha l l c o n s t i t u t e a 
Hen upon t h e said land. T h e Hen sha l l not 
exceed the a m o u n t d e t e r m i n e d by t h e appraisal 
to be t h e increase in t h e m a r k e t va lue of t h e 
land as a resu l t of t h e re s tora t ion , rec lamat ion , 
a b a t e m e n t , contro l , or p r e v e n t i o n of t h e ad-
verse e f fects of past coal m i n i n g pract ices . No 
l ien shal l be filed against t h e property of a n y 
person, in accordance wi th t h i s subsec t ion , w h o 
owne d the surface prior to M a y 2. 1977, and 
w h o n e i t h e r c o n s e n t e d to n o r part ic ipated In 
nor exerc ised contro l over t h e m i n i n g opera t ion 
w h i c h neces s i ta ted t h e r e c l a m a t i o n per formed 
hereunder . 
(b) Petition 
T h e landowner m a y p r o c e e d as provided by 
local law to p e t i t i o n w i t h i n s ix ty days of t h e 
fil ing of t h e l ien, to d e t e r m i n e t h e increase in 
t h e market va lue of t h e l a n d as a result of t h e 
restorat ion, rec lamat ion , a b a t e m e n t , control , or 
prevent ion of t h e adverse e f f e c t s of past coal 
mining pract ices . T h e a m o u n t reported to be 
the increase in value of the p r e m i s e s shal l con-
s t i tu te t h e a m o u n t of t h e liesn and shal l be re-
237 
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corded with t h e s t a t e m e n t h e r e i n provided. 
? n y party aggrieved by t h e dec i s ion may 
appeal as provided by local law. 
It) Recordation 
The lien provided in th i s s ec t ion shal l be en-
tered in the c o u n t y off ice «.n w h i c h t h e land lies 
•nd which has responsibi l i ty under local law for 
the recording of j u d g m e n t s aga ins t land S u c h 
statement shal l c o n s t i t u t e a hen u p o n the said 
land as of the date of the e x p e n d i t u r e of t h e 
moneys and shal l h a v e priority as a l ien second 
only to t h e l ien of real e s ta te t a x e s imposed 
upon said land. 
(Pub. L. 95-87. t i t le IV. 5 408. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 
Stat. 465.) 
8 1239. Filling voids and Healing tunnels 
(a) Congressional declaration of hazardous condi-
tions 
T h e Congress dec lares t h a t voids, and o p e n 
and abandoned t u n n e l s , sha f t s , and e n t r y w a y s 
resulting from any previous m i n i n g operat ion , 
const i tute a hazard to '.he publ ic h e a l t h or 
safety and t h a t surface impacts of any under-
ground or surface mining o p e r a t i o n may de-
grade the e n v i r o n m e n t . T h e Secre tary , at the 
request of i h e G o v e r n o r of any S t a t e , or t h e 
chairman of any tribe, ts a u t h o r i z e d to fill s u c h 
voids, seal s u c h a b a n d o n e a t u n n e l s , shaf t s , and 
entryways , and reclaim s u r i a c e impact s of un-
derground or surface m i n e s w h i c h t h e Secre-
tary d e t e r m i n e s could e n d a n g e r life and proper-
ty, c o n s t i t u t e a hazard to t h e publ ic h e a l t h and 
safety, or degrade t h e e n v i r o n m e n t . S t a t e regu-
latory a u t h o r i t i e s are a u t h o r i z e d to carry out 
such work p u r s u a n t to an approved a b a n d o n e d 
mine r e c l a m a t i o n program, 
(b) Limitation on funds 
F u n d s avai lable for use in carrying out t h e 
purpose of t h i s s ec t ion shal l be l imi ted to t h o s e 
funds w h i c h m u s t be a l located to t h e respect ive 
S t a t e s or Indian reservat ions under t h e provi-
s ions of s e c t i o n 1232(g) of th i s t i t le , 
(c) Expenditures in States or Indian reservation 
T h e Secre tary m a y m a k e e x p e n d i t u r e s and 
carry o u t t h e purposes of th i s s ec t ion w i t h o u t 
regard to provis ions of s e c t i o n 1234 of th i s t i t le 
In s u c h S t a t e s or Indian reservat ions w h e r e re-
ques t s are m a d e by t h e G o v e r n o r or tribal 
c h a i r m a n and on ly after all rec lamat ion w i t h 
respect to a b a n d o n e d coal l ands or coal devel-
o p m e n t i m p a c t s have b e e n met . e x c e p t for 
those r e c l a m a t i o n projects re la t ing to t h e pro-
tec t ion of t h e publ ic h e a l t h or sa fe ty . 
<d) Disposal of mine wastes 
In t h o s e Instances w h e r e m i n e was te pi les are 
being reworked for conservat ion purposes , t h e 
incrementa l cos t s of d ispos ing of t h e w a s t e s 
from s u c h o p e r a t i o n s by fi l l ing voids and seal-
ing t u n n e l s m a y be el igible for funding provid-
ing t h a t t h e disposal of t h e s e was tes m e e t s t h e 
purposes of th i s sect ion. 
<e) Land acquisition 
T h e Secre tary may acquire by purchase , do-
nat ion , e a s e m e n t , or o therwise s u c h interest in 
land as he d e t e r m i n e s necessary to carry out 
t h e provis ions of th is sec t ion . 
<t m i 
Aug. 3. 1977. 91 (Pub . L. 95 87. t i t le IV. § 409 
S t a t . 465.) 
SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTItl'R SECTIONS 
This section is reierred to in .tec-uons 1231. 1232 oi 
U i b t i t l e 
3 1210. Kmergeno powers 
<a) T h e Secre tary is author ised to expend 
m o n e y s irom t h e fund lor the emergency reslo 
rat ion , rec lamat ion , abatement , control , or pre 
v e n t i o n of adverse e f fec ts of coal mining prar 
t ices . o n e l ig ible lands, if the Secretary makes a 
f inding of fact that — 
(1) an e m e r g e n c y exists const i tut ing a 
d a n g e r to the public hea i tn . safety , or general 
we l fare , and 
(2) no o t h e r person or agency will act expe-
d i t ious ly to restore, reclaim, abate, control , or 
prevent t h e adverse e i l e c t s of coal mining 
pract ices . 
(b) T h e Secre tary , his agento. employees , and 
c o n t r a c t o r s shal l h a \ e the right to enter upon 
any land w h e r e t h e emergency ex i s t s and any 
o t h e r land to have access to the land where the 
e m e r g e n c y ex i s t s to restore, reclaim, abate, con-
trol, or prevent the adverse el f ee l s ol coal 
m i n i n g pract ices and to ao all th ings necessary 
or e x p e d i e n t to protect the public health. 
s a f e t y , or general welfare. S u c n entry snail be 
c o n s t r u e d as an exerc i se of the police power 
and sha l l not be cons trued as an act of coudem 
n a t i o n of property nor ot trespass thereof. T h e 
m o n e y s e x p e n d e d for such work and the bene-
fits accruing to any such premises so entered 
u p o n sha l l be chargeab le against such land and 
s h a l l m i t i g a t e or of fset any c la im in or any 
a c t i o n b r o u g h t by any owner of any interest in 
s u c h premises for any al leged damages by 
v i r tue of s u c h entry: Provided, however. That 
t h i s provis ion is not intended to create new 
r i g h t s of ac t ion or e l iminate ex i s t ing immuni-
t i e s . 
( P u b . L. 95-87, t i t le IV. 3 410. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 
S t a t . 466.) 
SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section Is referred to In section* 1235. 1237 of 
this title. 
8 1241. Annual report to Congress 
N o t later t h a n January 1. 1978. and annually 
t h e r e a f t e r , t h e Secretary or the S t a t e pursuant 
to an approved S t a t e program, shal l report to 
t h e Congress o n operat ions under the fund to 
g e t h e r wi th h is recommendat ions as to future 
u s e s of t h e fund. 
( P u b . L. 95-87 . t i t le IV. % 411. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 
S t a t . 466.) 
0 1212. Powers of Secretary or State 
(u) Kngage in work, promulgate rules and regula-
tions, etc., to implement and administer thin sub-
chapter 
T h e S e c r e t a r y or the State pursuant to an ap 
proved S t a t e program, shall have the power 
and a u t h o r i t y , if not granted it otherwise, to 
e n g a g e in any work and to do all things neces-
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sary or expedient, including promulgation of 
rules and regulations, to implement and admin-
ister the provisions of this subchapter. 
<b) Engage in cooperative projects 
The Secretary or the State pursuant to an ap-
proved State program, shall have the power 
and authority to engage in cooperative projects 
under this subchapter with any other agency of 
the United States of America, any State and 
their governmental agencies. 
<c) Request for action to restrain interference with 
regard to this subchapter 
The Secretary or the State pursuant to an ap-
proved State program, may request the Attor-
ney General, who is hereby authorized to initi-
ate, in addition to any other remedies provided 
for in this subchapter, in any court of compe-
tent jurisdiction, an action in equity for an in-
junction to restrain any interference with the 
exercise of the right to enter or to conduct any 
work provided in this subchapter, 
(dl Construct and operate plants for control and 
treatment o.* water pollution resulting front mine 
drainage 
The Secretary or the State pursuant to an ap-
proved State program, shall have the power 
.no iu ihoniy to construct and operate a plant 
r plants for the control and treatment of 
.vaier pollution resulting from mine drainage. 
The extent of this control and treatment may 
be dependent upon the ultimate use of the 
water: Provided, Tha t the above provisions of 
this paragraph shall not be deemed in any way 
to repeal or supersede any portion of the Feder-
al Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C.A. 
1151. et seq. as amended) [33 U.S.C. 1251 et 
seq.] and no control or treatment under this 
subsection shall in any way be less than that re-
quired under the Federal Water Pollution Con-
trol Act. The construction of a plant or plants 
may include major interceptors and other facil-
ities appurtenant to the plant. 
<e) Transfer funds 
The Secretary may transfer funds to other 
appropriate Federal agencies. In order to carry 
out the reclamation activities authorized by 
this subchapter. 
(Pub. L. 95-87, title IV. 5 412. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 Stat . 466.) 
RcrmcNCES IN TEXT 
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 
U.S.C.A. 1151. et seq. as amended), re/erred to In 
subsec. (d). Is act June 30. 1948. ch. 758. 82 Stat. 1155. 
formerly classified to chapter 23 ( | 1151 et seq.) of 
Title 33. Navigation and Navigable Waters, which was 
completely revised by Pub. L. 92-500. | 2. Oct. 18. 1972. 
86 Stat. 816. and Is classified generally to chapter 26 
(J 1251 et seq.) of Title 33. For complete classification 
of this Act to the Code, see Short Title note set out 
under section 1251 of Title 33 and Tables. 
§ 1243. Interagency cooperation 
All departments, boards, commissioners, and 
agencies of the United States of America shall 
cooperate with the Secretary by providing tech-
nical expertise, personnel, equipment, materi-
als, and supplies to Implement and administer 
the provisions of this subchapter. 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title IV. 5 413. Aug. 3. 1977 91 Stat. 467.) ' . 
SUBCHAPTER V-CONTROL OF THE EN-
VIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF SURFACE 
COAL MINING 
SUBCHAPTER REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This subchapter is referred to in section 1211 of this title. 
9 1251. Environmental protection standards 
(a) Not later than the end of the ninety-day 
period immediately following August 3. 1977, 
the Secretary shall promulgate and publish in 
the Federal Register regulations covering an In-
terim regulatory procedure for surface coal 
mining and reclamation operations setting 
mining and reclamation performance standards 
based on and incorporating the provisions set 
out in section 1252(c) of this title. The issuance 
of the interim regulations shall be deemed not 
to be a major Federal action within the mean-
ing of section 4332(2)(c) of title 42. Such regula-
tions, which shall be concise and written in 
plain, understandable language shall not be 
promulgated and published by the Secretary 
until he has— 
(A) published proposed regulations in the 
Federal Register and afforded interested per-
sons and State and local governments a 
period of not less than thir ty days alter such 
publication to submit written comments 
thereon; 
(B) obtained the written concurrence of the 
Administrator of the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency with respect to those regulations 
promulgated under this section which relate 
to air or water quality s tandards promulgated 
under the authori ty of t h e Federal Water 
Pollution Control Act. as amended (33 U.S.C. 
1151-1175) (33 U.S.C. 1251 e t seq.]; and the 
Clean Air Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 1857 et 
seq.) [42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq.]; and 
(C) held at least one public hearing on the proposed regulations. 
The date, time, and place of any hearing held 
on the proposed regulations shall be set out In 
the publication of the proposed regulations. 
The Secretary shall consider all comments and 
relevant data presented at such hearing before 
final promulgation and publication of the regu-
lations. 
(b) Not later than one year after August 3, 
1977, the Secretary shall promulgate and pub-
lish In the Federal Register regulations cover-
ing a permanent regulatory procedure for sur-
face coal mining and reclamation operations 
performance standards based 011 and conform-
ing to the provisions of this subchapter and es-
tablishing procedures and requirements for 
preparation, submission, and approval of State 
programs; and development and Implementa-
tion of Federal programs under t h e subchapter. 
The Secretary shall promulgate these regula-
tions, which shall be concise and written in 
plain, understandable language In accordance 
with the procedures in subsection (a) of this 
section. 
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/pub L. 95-87. title V. 5 501. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 
6Ut.'467.) 
REFERENCES IN T E X T 
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act. v.^  ameuu-
-d (33 U.S.C. 1151-1175). referred :o in ..uosec. AMBI 
ts act June 20. 1948. oh. 758. 62 Stat . 1155. .ormeriy 
classified :o enapter 23 <$1151 ~i eq.> n Title ;2. 
navigation and Navigaole Waters, vhicn vas om 
pletely revised by Pub. L. 92-500. \ 2. Oct. 18. 1972. 00 
Stat. 816. and is classified generally to chapter -6 
( | 1251 el seq.J oi Tit le 33. Vor complete classification 
of this Act 10 the Coae. see Short Title note ,et .,ut 
under section 1251 of Title .i3 ana Tables. 
The Clean Air Act. as amenueu 42 tJ.S.C. .357 •'. 
seq). referred to in suosec. anB) . .:i act July 14. . L»S5. 
ch. 360. as amended generally 0y Pub. I.. 18-206. 3»c 
17. 1963. 77 Stat . 392. and later by Pub. L. J5-95. Au*. 
7. 1977. 91 Stat . 685. T h e Clean Air Act was originally 
classified to chapter 15B «5 1857 et ;eq > ot Title 42. 
The Public Health and Welfare. On enactment of Puo. 
L. 95-95. the Act was reclassified to chapter 65 < § 7401 
et seq.) of Title 42. For complete classification 01 .his 
Act to the Code, iee Shor t Title note iet out inoer 
section 7401 01 Tit le 42 and Tables. 
SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section ts referred 'o in sections 1211. 1254. 
1285. 1266. 1276. 1292. 1298 of this title. 
§ 1252. lniiiai regulatory procedures 
(a) Slate regulation 
No person shall open or develop any new or 
previously mined or abandoned site lor surface 
coal mining operations on lands on which such 
operations are regulated by a State unless such 
person has obtained a permit from the State s 
regulatory authori ty. 
(b) Interim nUuidarda 
All surface coal mining operations on lands 
on which such operations are regulated by a 
State which commence operations pursuant to 
a permit issued on or after six months from 
August 3, 1977, shall comply, and such permits 
shall contain terms requiring compliance with. 
the provisions set out in subsection (c) of this 
section. Prior to final disapproval of a State 
program or prior to promulgation of a Federal 
program or a Federal lands program pursuant 
to this chapter, a State may issue such permits, 
(c) Full compliance with environmental protection 
performance alandard* 
On and after nine months from August 3. 
1977, all surface coal mining operations on 
lands on which such operations are regulated 
by a State shall comply with the provisions of 
subsections (b)(2). (b)(3). (b)(5). (b)(10). (b)(13). 
(b)(15). (b)(19). and (d) of section 1265 of this 
title or. where a surface coal mining operation 
will remove an entire coal seam or seams run-
ning through the upper fraction of a mountain, 
ridge, or hill by removing all of the overburden 
and creating a level plateau or a gently rolling 
contour with no highwalls remaining, such op 
eration shall comply with the requirements of 
section 1265(c)(4) and (5) of this title without 
regard to the requirements of section 1265(b)(3) 
or (d)(2) and (3) of this title, with respect to 
lands from which overburden and the coal seam 
being mined have not been removed: Provided, 
however, Tha t surface coal mining operations 
in operation pursuant to a permit issued by a 
Slate before August 3. 1977. issued to a person 
as defined in section 1291(19) of this title in ex-
istence prior 10 May 2. 1977 and operated by a 
person whose total annual production of coal 
rom suriaee and underground coal mining op 
•rations does not exceed one Hundred thousand 
ons .snail not be suDject io the provisions 01 
his suosection except wtih reference to the 
provision 01 section 1265iu)(l> 01 this utle until 
January l. 1979. 
d) Permit appiicuiion 
Mot later han two months following the ap-
proval 01 .1 Slate program pursuant to section 
'.253 of ..his Lille or :he implementation 01 a 
Peuerai program pursuant 10 section 1254 oi 
;his title, .egardless of litigation contesting 
' h a t approval or implementation, all operators 
of surface coai mines in expectation of operat 
ng such mines alter the expiration oi eight 
non ths from '-he approval of a State program 
jr the implementation of a Federal program, 
mall file an application for a permit with the 
regulatory authority. Such application shall 
:over those tands to be mined alter the expira-
*ion of eight months from the approval of a 
State program or the implementation of a Fed 
•ral program. The regulatory authority shall 
process sucn applications and grant or deny a 
permit within eight months after ihe date of 
approval of the Stale program or the imple-
mentat ion of the Federal program, unless spe 
dal ly enjoined by a court of competent jurisdic-
tion, but in no case later than forty two months 
from August 3. 1977. 
«e) Federal enforcement program 
Within six months after August 3. 1977. the 
Secretary shall implement a Federal enforce-
ment program which shall remain in effect in 
each State as surface coal mining operations 
are required to comply with the provisions of 
this chapter, until the State program has been 
approved pursuant to this chapter or until a 
Federal program has been implemented pursu-
ant to this chapter. The enforcement program 
s h a l l -
(1) include Inspections of surface coal mine 
sites which may be made (but at least one in-
spection for every site every six months), 
without advance notice to the mine operator 
and for the purpose of ascertaining compli-
ance with the standards of subsections (b) 
and (c) above. The Secretary shall order any 
necessary enforcement action to be imple-
mented pursuant to the Federal enforcement 
provision of this subchapter to correct viola-
tions identified at the inspections; 
(2) provide tha t upon receipt of inspection 
reports indicating that any surface coal 
mining operation has been found in violation 
of subsections (b) and (c) above, during not 
less than two consecutive State inspections or 
upon receipt by the Secretary of information 
which would give rise to reasonable belief 
tha t such standards are being violated by any 
surface coal mining operation, the Secretary 
shall order the immediate inspection of such 
operation by Federal inspectors and the nec-
essary enforcement actions, if any. to be im 
plemented pursuant to the Federal enforce-
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ment provisions of this subchapter. When the 
Federal inspection results from information 
provided to the Secretary by any person, the 
Secretary shall notify such person when the 
Federal inspection is proposed to be carried 
out and such person shall be allowed to ac-
company the inspector during the inspection; 
f .T) provide that the State regulatory agency 
file with the Secretary and with a designated 
Federal office centrally located in the county 
or area in which the inspected surface coal 
mine is located copies of inspection reports 
made; 
(4) provide that moneys authorized by sec-
tion 1302 of this title shall be available to the 
Secretary prior to the approval of a State 
program pursuant to this chapter to reim-
burse the State for conducting those inspec-
tions in which the standards of this chapter 
are enforced and for the administration of 
this section.1 
(5) for purposes of this section, the term 
"Federal inspector" means personnel of the 
Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and 
Enforcement and such additional personnel 
of the United States Geological Survey, 
Bureau of Land Management, or of the 
Mining Enforcement and Safety Administra-
tion so designated by the Secretary, or such 
other personnel of the Forest Service, Soil 
Conservation Service, or the Agricultural Sta-
bilization and Conservation Service as ar-
ranged by appropriate agreement with the 
Secretary on a reimbursable or other basis;1 
<f) Interim period 
Following the final disapproval of a State 
program, and prior to promulgation of a Feder-
al program or a Federal lands program pursu-
ant to this chapter, including judicial review of 
such a program, existing surface coal mining 
operations may continue surface mining oper-
ations pursuant to the provisions of this sec-
tion. During such period no new permits shall 
be issued by the State whose program has been 
disapproved. Permits which lapse during such 
period may continue In full force and effect 
until promulgation of a Federal program or a 
Federal lands program. 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title V. 5 502. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 Stat . 468.) 
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SECTION RETOUUS TO IN OTKXR SECTIONS 
This section is referred to In sections 1251, 1253, 
1256. 1268. 1271. 1273. 1302 of this title. 
§ 1253. State programs 
(a) Regulation of surface coal mining and reclama-
tion operations; submittal to Secretary; time 
limit; demonstration of effectiveness 
Each State in which there are or may be con-
ducted surface coal mining operations on non-
Federal lands, and which wishes to assume ex-
clusive jurisdiction over the regulation of sur-
face coal mining and reclamation operations, 
except as provided in sections 1271 and 1273 of 
this title and subchapter IV of this chapter. 
•So in origin*!. See period probably should be a semicolon. 
•So In original The semicolon probably should be a period. 
shall submit to the Secretary, by the end of 
eighteenth-month period beginning on Au 
3, 1977. a State program which demonstri 
that such Sta te has the capability of carry 
out the provisions of this chapter and meet 
its purposes through— 
( D a Sta te law which provides for the reg\ 
lation of surface coai mining and reclamatio 
operations in accordance with the require 
ments of this chapter; I 
(2) a Sta te law which provides sanctions for 
violations of State laws, regulations, or condi 
tions of permits concerning surface coal 
mining and reclamation operations, which 
sanctions shall meet the minimum require-1 
ments of this chapter, including civil and 
criminal actions, forfeiture of bonds, suspen-
sions, revocations, and withholding of per-
mits, and the issuance of cease-and-desist 
orders by the State regulatory authority or 
Its inspectors; 
(3) a Sta te regulatory authori ty with suffi-
cient administrative and technical personnel, 
and sufficient funding to enable the State to 
regulate surface coal mining and reclamation 
operations in accordance with the require-
ments of this chapter; 
(4) a State law which provides for the effec-
tive implementations, maintenance, and en-
forcement of a permit system, meeting the re-
quirements of this subchapter for the regula-
tions of surface coal mining and reclamation 
operations for coal on lands within the State; 
(5) establishment of a process for the desig-
nation of areas as unsuitable for surface coal 
mining in accordance with section 1272 of this 
title provided tha t the designation of Federal 
lands unsuitable for mining shall be per-
formed exclusively by t h e Secretary after 
consultation with the State ; and ' 
(6) establishment for t h e purposes of avoid-
ing duplication, of a process for coordinating 
the review and issuance of permits for surface 
coal mining and reclamation operations with 
any other Federal or Sta te permit process ap-
plicable to the proposed operations: and 
(7) rules and regulations consistent with 
regulations Issued by the Secretary pursuant 
to this chapter. 
(b) Approval of program 
The Secretary shall not approve any State 
program submitted under th i s section until he 
has— 
(1) solicited and publicly disclosed the views 
of the Administrator of t h e Environmental 
Protection Agency, the Secretary of Agricul-
ture, and the heads of o the r Federal agencies 
concerned with or having special expertise 
pertinent to the proposed S t a t e program; 
(2) obtained the written concurrence of the 
Administrator of the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency with respect to those aspects of a 
State program which rela te to air or water 
quality standards promulgatoed under the au-
thority of the Federal Water Pollution Con-
trol Act. as amended (33 U . S C 1151-1175) 133 
U.S.C. 1251 et seq.l. and the Clean Air Act, as 
'So In original 
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•mended (42 U.S.C. 1857 et seq.) 142 US.C. 
taiOl et seq.l. 
(3) held at least one public hearing on ihe 
Slate program within the State; and 
(4) found that the State has the legal IU-
thority Mid qualified personnel necessary tor 
the enforcement oi the environmental protec-
tion standards. 
The Secretary shall approve or disapprove i 
State program, in whole or in pari. vithtn six 
full calendar months alter ihe date such Slate 
program was submitted to him. 
'(c> Nonce of disapproval 
' If the Secretary disapproves any proposed 
State program in whole or in part, he snail 
notify the State in writing of his decision and 
iset forth in detail the reasons therefor. The 
State shall have sixty days in which to resub-
m i t a revised State program or portion thereof. 
The Secretary shall approve or disapprove the 
resubmitted State program or portion thereof 
within sixty days from the date of resubmis-
sion. 
(d) Inability of State to take action 
For the purpose£ of this section and section 
v 1254 of this title, the inability of a State to taite 
I any action the purpose of which is to prepare. 
«; submit or enforce a State program, or any por-
* tion thereof, because the action is enjoined by 
. the issuance of an injunction by uny court of 
competent jurisdiction shall not result in a loss 
of eligibility for financial assistance under sub-
chapters IV and VII of this chapter or in the 
Imposition of a Federal program. Regulation of 
1 the surface coal mining and reclamation oper-
\ ations covered or to be covered by the State 
program subject to the injunction shall be con-
'!• ducted by the Sta te pursuant to section 1252 of 
V this title, until such time as the injunction ter-
W minates or for one year, whichever is shorter. 
•>} at which time the requirements of this section 
and section 1254 of this title shall again be 
fully applicable. 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title V. 5 503. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 
'
;j. Stat. 470.) 
..' REFERENCES IN TEXT 
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act. as amend-
ed (33 U.SC. 1151-1175). referred to in subsec. (b)(2). 
Is act June 30. 1948. ch. 758. 62 Stat. 1155. formerly 
classified to chapter 23 (§1151 et seq.) of Title 33. 
Navigation and Navigable Waters, which was com-
pletely revised by Pub L. 92-500. | 2. Oct. 18. 1972. 86 
Stat. 816. and is classified generally to chapter 28 
( | 1251 et seq.) of Title 33 For complete classification 
of this Act to the Code, see Short Title note set out 
under section 1251 of Title 33 and Tables. 
The Clean Air Act. as amended (42 U.SC. 1857 et 
seq). referred to in subsec. (b)(2). is act July 14. 1955. 
ch 360. as amended generally by Pub. L. 88-208. Dec. 
17. 1963. 77 Slat 292. and later by Pub. L. 95 95. Aug. 
7. 1977. 91 Slat. 685. The Clean Air Act was originally 
classified to chapter 15B ( | 1857 et seq.) of Title 42. 
The Public Health and Welfare. On enactment of Pub. 
L. 95-95. the Act was reclassified to chapter 85 <| 7401 
et seq.) of Title 42. For complete classification of this 
Act to the Code, see Short Title note set out under 
section 7401 of Title 42 and Tables. 
SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section Is referred to in sections 1235. 1252. 
1254. 1256. 1268. 1271. 1272. 1291. 1292. 1309 of this 
title. 
3 1251. Federui programs 
•tit Promulgation and implementation itv Secretary 
for State 
The Secretary shall prepare uiu. st'oieet to 
rhe provisions oi this section. promulgate ma 
implement a Feuenu program :or i .State ao 
ater than ihirty-iour months liter August .1. 
1977. :i s u m .Sluu' -
« 1) lails io .submit a .Stair program rovermg 
surlace ooal ninmu mu :cciamatiou >per 
ations by he end ol '.he .Mghteen month 
period beginning on August s\ 1977; 
(2) tails 'o resubmit an acceptable Stale 
program .vuhm sixty days oi nsapproval ;i i 
proposed State program: Provided, T'.'.JII .he 
Secretary snail not implement a Federal pro-
gram prior to Mie expiration of the initial 
period allowed for submission ol a State pro-
gram as provided tor in clause * 1) of this SUD-
section; or 
<U) fails to implement, emorce. or maintain 
its approved State program as provided :or .n 
this chapter. 
If Sta te compliance with clause • 1) of this sub-
section requires an act of the State legislature, 
the Secretary may ?xtend the period of suDmts-
sion of a State program up io an additional iix 
months. Piomulgauon and implementation ot a 
Federal program vests ihe Secretary with ex-
clusive jurisdiction lor the regulation and con-
trol of surlace coal mining ajid reclamation op-
erations taking place on lands within any State 
not in compliance with this chapter. After pro-
mulgation and implementation of a Federal 
program the Secretary shall be the regulatory 
authori ty. If a Federal program is implemented 
for a State, section 1272(a). (c), and id) of this 
title shall not apply for a period of one year fol-
lowing the date of such Implementation. In pro-
mulgating and implementing a Federal pro-
gram for a particular State the Secretary shall 
take into consideration the nature of that 
State 's terrain, climate, biological, chemical, 
and other relevant physical conditions, 
(b) Federal enforcement of State program 
In the event that a State has a State program 
for surface coal mining, and Is not enforcing 
any part of such program, the Secretary may 
provide for the Federal enforcement, under the 
provisions of section 1271 of this title, of that 
par t of the State program not being enforced 
by such State, 
(c) Notice and hearing 
Prior to promulgation and Implementation of 
any proposed Federal program, the Secretary 
shall give adequate public notice and hold a 
public hearing in the affected Stale, 
id) Review of permit* 
Permits issued pursuant to a previously ap-
proved State program shall be valid but re-
viewable under a Federal program. Immediately 
following promulgation of a Federal program, 
the Secretary shall undertake to review such 
permits to determine that the requirements of 
this chapter are not violated. If the Secretary 
determines any permit to have been granted 
contrary to the requirements of this chapter. 
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page 2 he shall so advise the permittee and provide 
him an opportunity for hearing and a reason-
able opportunity for submission of a new appli-
cation and reasonable time, within a time limit 
prescribed in regulations promulgated pursuant 
to section 1251(b) of this title, to conform on-
going surface mining and reclamation oper-
ations to the requirements of the Federal pro-
gram. 
e> Submission of State program after implementa-
tion of Federal program 
A State which has failed to obtain the ap-
proval of a State program prior to implementa-
tion of a Federal program may submit a State 
progTam at any time after such implementa-
tion. Upon :he submission of sucn a program, 
the Secretary shall follow the procedures set 
forth in section 1253(b) of this title and shall 
approve or disapprove the State program 
within six months after its submittal. Approval 
of a State program shall be based on the deter-
mination that the State has the capability of 
carrying out the provisions of this chapter and 
meeting its purposes through the criteria set 
forth in section 1253(a)(1) through (6) of this 
title. Until a State program is approved as pro-
vided under this section, the Federal program 
shall remain in effect and all actions taken by 
'h'* -" •'-••• ••'• :::r:i:~ni o .uun T'euerai pro-
ram, r:....,::ng the terms and conditions of 
si\y ,Jt*rmw .ssued thereunder shall remain in 
eifect. 
< ft Validity of Federal program permit* under super-
seding State program 
Permits issued pursuant to the Federal pro-
gram shall be valid under any superseding 
State program: Provided, Tha t the Federal per-
mittee shall have the right to apply for a State 
permit to supersede his Federal permit. The 
State regulatory authority may review such 
permits to determine tha t the requirements of 
this chapter and the approved State program 
are not violated. Should the State program con-
tain additional requirements not contained In 
the Federal program, the permittee will be pro-
vided opportunity for hearing and a reasonable 
time, within a time limit prescribed in regula-
tions promulgated pursuant to section 1251 of 
this title, to conform ongoing surface mining 
and reclamation operations to the additional 
State requirements. 
<f) Preemption of State statutes or regulations 
Whenever a Federal program Is promulgated 
for a State pursuant to this chapter, any stat-
utes or regulations of such State which are in 
effect to regulate surface mining and reclama-
tion operations subject to this chapter shall. In-
sofar as they Interfere with the achievement of 
the purposes and the requirements of this 
chapter and the Federal program, be preempt-
ed and superseded by the Federal program. The 
Secretary shall set forth any State law or regu-
lation which is preempted and superseded by 
the Federal program, 
(h) Coordination of issuance and review of Federal 
program permits with any other Federal or State 
permit process 
Any Federal program shall include a process 
for coordinating the review and issuance of per-
mits for surface mining and reclamarm 
ations with any other Federal or *t» " 0***' 
Process applicable to the p r o v e d o ^ a t f o ^ 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title V. §504 Au* i ? J * 
Stat. 471.) 8 U*' A u g - 3, 1977. 9i 
SECT,ON REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section is referred to in ~~ .. 
1256. 1271. 1272. 1291. [ ;92o?tnutme n S ^ l2*\ 
§ 1255. State laws . * 
(a) No State law or rpmii«r ' i 
August 3. 1977. or wh ch mav T ' " e " e c t "» 
thereafter, shall b e " u p e r S e X d b v » T e f f e c t i v e ' 
oi this chapter or any S H ™ f V P r o v l s ' ° n 
ant thereto. e x c e p t ^ E ? ^ " « » * f >»*". • 
regulation is inconsistent with rh - 6 l a w o r 
this chapter. t h t n e Provisions of 
<b) Any provision of any St«t«. i , . , „ 
tton in effect upon A u g 4 f 3 *•<£? „ 7 T ' a -
may become effective thereafter ~ h V h l c n 
vides for more stringent ) a ^ „ - W „ h , c h p r ° -
mental controls a n a T e ^ & f ^ , ! ™ ™ " " 
m.ning and reclamation o p e r a ^ o „ h l S Z ^ 
provisions of this chaD t«r „ , * " d o t h e 
issued pursuant thereto s h a i J n n ^ h r e i r u l a t >°n 
to be inconsistent *Tti5?&^<°™™<* 
•ary shal set forth anv S t a i . ? h e S e c r e " 
which is construed i T L „ ! a W o r " N a t i o n 
chapter. A n ^ u K ^ j £ ™ * ' S * " 
ulauon in effect on AugusV 3 1977 1 » h ? i ' 
may become effective thereafter » h £ h h , C h 
vides for the control and r e ^ aUon of L?** 
- ^ c o n s t r u e d to ^ n ^ ^ K 
S U t b m f 5 - 8 7 > t ' t l e V - 5 5 0 5 • A " * - 3 . 1977.9, 
8 1256. Permits 
'" ssrsrsgJ^sr - - «»• 
§S§gO§w£s§ 
of this title JJl p r o ^ l s l o n « of section 1252 
beyond
 S u c h pTr'od 7f"d»nCt * U c h <*<*""•"* 
SonToSi^r"^ 
(h)Term 
A , l permits issued pursuant in »ha 
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. pjjeant demonstrates that a specified longer 
term is reasonably needed to allow the appli-
Jfnt to obtain necessary financing for equip-
ment and the opening of the operation and if 
the application is full and complete for such 
gpecified longer term, the regulatory authority 
Jjjgy grant a permit for such longer term. A suc-
cessor in interest to a permittee who applies tor 
new permit within thirty days of succeeding 
to such interest and who is able to obtain the 
bond coverage of the original permittee may 
continue surface coal mining and reclamation 
operations according to the approved mining 
gjid reclamation plan of the original permittee 
until such successor s application is granted or 
denied, 
(c) Termination 
A permit shall terminate if the permittee has 
not commenced the surface coal mining oper-
ations covered by such permit within throe 
years of the issuance of the permit: Provided. 
That the regulatory authority may grant rea-
sonable extensions of time upon a showing tha i 
such extensions are necessary by reason of liti-
gation precluding such commencement or 
threatening substantial economic loss to the 
permittee, or by reason of conditions beyend 
the control and without the fault or negligence 
of the permittee: Provided further. Tha t in the 
case of a coal lease issued under the Federal 
Mineral Leasing Act. as amended 130 U.S.C. 181 
et seq l . extensions of time may not extend 
beyond the period allowed for diligent develop-
ment in accordance with section 7 of that Act 
[30 U.S.C. 2071: Provided further. Tha t with re-
spect to coal to be mined for use in a synthetic 
fuel facility or specific major electric generat-
ing facility, the permittee shall be deemed to 
have commenced surface mining operations at 
such time as the construction of the synthetic 
fuel or generating facility is initiated, 
(d) Renewal 
(1) Any valid permit issued pursuant to this 
chapter shall carry with it the right of succes-
sive renewal upon expiration with respect to 
areas within the boundaries of the existing 
permit. The holders of the permit may apply 
for renewal and such renewal shall be Issued 
(provided that on application for renewal the 
burden shall be on the opponents of renewal), 
subsequent to fulfillment of the public notice 
requirements of sections 1263 and 1264 of this 
title unless it is established that and written 
findings by the regulatory authority are made 
t h a t -
(A) the terms and conditions of the existing 
permit are not being satisfactorily met; 
(B) the present surface coal mining and rec-
lamation operation is not In compliance with 
the environmental protection standards of 
this chapter and the approved State plan or 
Federal program pursuant to this chapter; or 
(C) the renewal requested substantially 
jeopardizes the operator's continuing respon-
sibility on existing permit areas; 
(D) the operator has not provided evidence 
that the performance bond in effect for said 
operation will continue in full force and 
effect for any renewal requested in such ap-
plication as well as any additional bond the 
regulatory authority might require pursuant 
to section 1259 of this title; or 
(E) any additional revised or updated infor-
mation required by the regulatory authority 
has not been provided. Prior to the approval 
of any renewal of permit the regulatory au-
thority shall provide nonce to the appropri-
ate public authorities. 
2) If an application for renewal )f a valid 
permit includes a proposal to extend the 
mining operation beyond the boundaries au-
thorized in the existing permit, the portion oi 
the application tor renewal of a valid permit 
vhich addresses any new land areas shall be 
subject *.o the mil standards appiicaole to new 
applications under this chap te r Providea. how-
ever. T h a t if the suriace coal mining operations 
authorized by a permit issued pursuant to this 
cnapter were not subject to the standards con-
tained in section 1260(b)(5)*A) and (B) of this 
title by reason of complying with the proviso of 
section 1260(b)(5) oi this title, then the portion 
of the application tor renewal of the permit 
which addresses any new land areas previously 
identified in the reclamation plan submitted 
pursuant to section 1258 of this title shall not 
be subject to the standards contained in section 
i260(b)(5)(A) and (B) oi this title. 
• 3) Any permit renewal ihall be lor a term 
not to exceed the period of the original permit 
established by this chapter. Application for 
permit renewal shall be made at least one hun-
dred and twenty days prior to the expiration of 
the valid permit. 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title V. 5 506. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 
Stat . 473.) 
REFERENCES IN TEXT 
The Federal Mineral Leasing Act. as amended, re-
ferred to In subsec. (c). probably means act Feb 25. 
1920. ch. 85. 41 Stat. 437. as amended, known as the 
Mineral Lands Leasing Act. which Is classified princi-
pally to chapter 3A ( | 181 et seq.) of this title. For 
complete classification of tills Act to the Code, see 
Short Title note set out under section 181 of this title 
and Tables. 
9 1257. Application requirements 
(a) Fee 
Each application for a surface coal mining 
and reclamation permit pursuant to an ap-
proved State program or a Federal program 
under the provisions of this chapter shall be ac-
companied by a fee as determined by the regu-
latory authority. Such fee may be less than but 
shall not exceed the actual or anticipated cost 
of reviewing, administering, and enforcing such 
permit Issued pursuant to a State or Federal 
program. The regulatory authority may devel-
op procedures so as to enable the cost of the fee 
to be paid over the term of the permit, 
(b) Submittal; contents 
The permit application shall be submitted In 
a manner satisfactory to the regulatory author-
ity and shall contain, among other things— 
(1) the names and addresses of (A) the 
permit applicant; (B) every legal owner of 
record of the property (surface and mineral). 
to be mined; (C) the holders of record of any 
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leasehold interest in the property; (D) any 
purchaser of record of the property under a 
real estate contract; and <E) the operaior if 
he is a person different from the applicant; 
and (P) if any of these are business entities 
other than a single proprietor, the names and 
addresses of the principals, officers, and resi-
dent agent; 
(2) the names and addresses of the owners 
of record of all surface and subsurface areas 
adjacent to any part of the permit area; 
(3) a statement of any current or previous 
surface coaJ mining permits in the United 
States held by the applicant and the permit 
identification and each pending application; 
(4) if the applicant is a partnership, corpo-
ration, association, or other business entity, 
the following where applicable: the names 
and addresses of every officer, partner, direc-
tor, or person performing a function similar 
to a director, of the applicant, together with 
the name and address of any person owning, 
of record 10 per centum or more of any class 
of voting stock of the applicant and a list of 
all names under which the applicant, partner, 
or principal shareholder previously operated 
a surface mining operation within the United 
States within the five-year period preceding 
the date of submission of the application; 
5) a .statement of whether the applicant, 
any subsidiary, affiliate, or persons controlled 
by or under common control with the appli-
cant, has ever held a Federal or State mining 
permit which in the five-year period prior to 
the date of submission of the application has 
been suspended or revoked or has had a 
mining bond or similar security deposited in 
lieu of bond forefeited and. if so. a brief ex-
planation of the facts involved; 
(6) a copy of the applicant's advertisement 
t<; be published in a newspaper of general cir-
culation in the locality of the proposed site at 
least once a week for four successive weeks, 
and which includes the ownership, a descrip-
tion of the exact location and boundaries of 
the proposed site sufficient so that the pro-
posed operation is readily locatable by local 
residents, and the location of where the appli-
cation is available for public inspection; 
(7) a description of the type and method of 
coal mining operation that exists or is pro-
posed, the engineering techniques proposed 
or used, and the equipment used or proposed 
to be used; 
(8) the anticipated or actual starting and 
termination dates of each phase of the 
mining operation and number of acres of land 
to be affected; 
(9) the applicant shall file with the regula-
tory authority on an accurate map or plan, to 
an appropriate scale, clearly showing the land 
to be affected as of the date of the applica-
tion, the area of land within the permit area 
upon which the applicant has the legal right 
to enter and commence surface mining oper-
ations and shall provide to the regulatory au-
thority a statement of those documents upon 
which the applicant bases his legal right to 
enter and commence surface mining oper-
ations on the area affected, and whether that 
right is the subject of pending court Utlga-
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tion: Provided, That nothing in this chap 
shall be construed as vesting in the regi 
tory authority the jurisdiction to adjudi-
property title disputes.4 
(10) the name of the watershed and 1c 
tion ol the surface stream or tributary f 
wnich suriace and pit drainage will be 
charged; 
111) a determination of the probable hydr 
logic consequences of the mining and reel* 
maiion operations, both on and off the min« 
iite. with respect to the hydrologic regime-
quantity and quality of water in surface and 
ground water systems including the dissolved 
and suspended solids under seasonal flow con-
ditions and the collection of sufficient data 
for the mine site and surrounding areas so 
that an assessment can be made by the regu-
latory authori ty of the probable cumulative 
impacts of all anticipated mining in the area 
upon the hydrology of the area and particu-
larly upon water availability: Provided, how-
ever, That this determination shall not be re-
quired until such time as hydrologic informa-
tion on the general area prior to mining is 
made available from an appropriate Federal 
or State agency: Provided further, That the 
permit shall not be approved until such infor-
mation is available and is incorporated into 
the application; 
(12) when requested by the regulatory au-
thority, the climatological factors that are pe-
culiar to the locality of the land to be affect-
ed, including the average seasonal precipita-
tion, the average direction and velocity of 
prevailing winds, and the seasonal tempera-
ture ranges; 
(13) accurate maps to an appropriate scale 
clearly showing (A) the land to be affected as 
of the date of application and (B) all types of 
Information set forth on topographical maps 
of the United States Geological Survey of a 
scale of 1:24,000 or 1:25.000 or larger, includ-
ing all manmade features and significant 
known archeological sites existing on the date 
of application. Such a map or plan shall 
among other things specified by the regula-
tory authority show all boundaries of the 
land to be affected, the boundary lines and 
names of present owners of record of all sur-
face areas abut t ing the permit area, and the 
location of all buildings within one thousand 
feet of the permit area; 
(14) cross-section maps or plans of the land 
to be affected including the actual area to be 
mined, prepared by or under the direction of 
and certified by a qualified registered profes-
sional engineer, or professional geologist with 
assistance from experts in related fields such 
as land surveying and landscape architecture, 
showing pertinent elevation and location of 
test borings or core samplings and depicting 
the following information: the nature and 
depth of the various s trata of overburden; the 
location of subsurface water, if encountered, 
and its quality; the nature and thickness of 
any coal or rider seam above the coal seam to 
be mined; the nature of the s t ra tum immedi-
•So in or,«,„a,. The per.od
 p r o b . b l y l h i D u l d ^ , ^ ^ 
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ately beneath the coal seam to be mined; all 
' mineral crop lines and the strike and dip of 
the coal to be mined, within the area of land 
to be affected; existing or previous surface 
mining limits; the location and extent of 
known workings of any underground mines, 
including mine openings to the surface; the 
location of aquifers; the estimated elevation 
of the water table; the location of spoil, 
waste, or refuse areas and top-soil preserva-
tion areas; the location of all impoundments 
for waste or erosion control; any settling or 
water t reatment facility; constructed or natu-
ral dratnways and the location of any dis-
charges to any surface body of water on the 
area of land to be affected or adjacent there-
to; and profiles at appropriate cross sections 
of the anticipated final surface configuration 
that will be achieved pursuant to the opera-
tor s proposed reclamation plan; 
(15) a s tatement of the result of test borings 
or core samplings from the permit area, in-
cluding logs of the drill holes: the thickness 
of the coal seam found, an analysis of the 
chemical properties of such coal; the sulfur 
content of any coal seam; chemical analysis of 
potentially acid or toxic forming sections of 
the overburden; and chemical analysis of the 
stratum lying immediately underneath the 
coal to be mined except that the provisions of 
this paragraph (15) may be waived by the reg-
ulatory authority with respect to the specific 
application by a written determination tha t 
such requirements are unnecessary; 
(16) for those lands in the permit applica-
tion which a reconnaissance inspection sug 
gests may be prime farm lands, a soil survey 
shall be made or obtained according to stand-
ards established by the Secretary of Agricul-
ture in order to confirm the exact location of 
such prime farm lands, if any; and 
(IT) information pertaining to coal seams, 
test borings, core samplings, or soil samples as 
required by this section shall be made availa-
ble to any person with an interest which is or 
may be adversely affected: Provided, Tha t In-
formation which pertains only to the analysis 
of the chemical and physical properties of the 
coal (excepting Information regarding such 
mineral or elemental content which Is poten-
tially toxic in the environment) shall be kept 
confidential and not made a matter of public 
record. 
(c> Determination of probable hydrologic conse-
quencea and statement of reaults of teat boring* 
and core sampling* 
If the regulatory authori ty finds tha t the 
probable total annual production at all loca-
tions of any coal surface mining operator will 
not exceed 100,000 tons, the determination of 
probable hydrologic consequences required by 
subsection (b) ( l l ) of this section and the state-
ment of the result of test borings or core sam-
plings required by subsection (b)(15) of this sec-
tion shall, upon the written request of the oper-
ator be performed by a qualified public or pri-
vate laboratory designated by the regulatory 
authority and the cost of the preparation of 
such determination and statement shall be as 
sumed by the regulatory authority. 
(d) Reclamation plan 
Each applicant for a permit shall be required 
to submit to the regulatory authority as part of 
the permit application a reclamation plan 
which shall meet the requirements of this 
chapter. 
<e» Public inspection 
Each applicant for a surface coal mining and 
reclamation permit shall file a copy of his ap-
plication for public inspection with the record 
er at the courthouse of the county or an appro-
priate public office approved by the regulatory 
authority where the mining is proposed to 
occur, except for that information pertaining to 
the coal seam itself. 
(f) Inaurunce cenificuie 
Each applicant for a permit shall be required 
to submit to the regulatory authority as part of 
the permit application a certificate issued by an 
insurance company authorized to do business in 
the United States certifying that the applicant 
has a public liability insurance policy in force 
for the surface mining and reclamation oper-
ations for which such permit is sought, or evi-
dence tha t the applicant has satisfied other 
State or Federal self-insurance requirements. 
Such policy shall provide for personal injury 
and property damage protection in an amount 
adequate to compensate any persons damaged 
as a result of surface coal mining and reclama-
tion operations including use of explosives and 
entitled to compensation under the applicable 
provisions of State law. Such policy shall be 
maintained in full force and effect during the 
terms of the permit or any renewal, including 
the length of all reclamation operations. 
<g) Blasting plan 
Each applicant for a surface coal mining and 
reclamation permit shall submit to the regula-
tory authori ty as part of the permit application 
a blasting plan which shall outline the proce-
dures and standards by which the operator will 
meet the provisions of section 1265(b)(15) of 
this title. 
(Pub. L. 95-87, title V. \ 507. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 
Stat . 474.) 
SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section Is referred to in sections 1231. 1258. 
12B0. 1265. 1269. 1300. 1302 of this title. 
0 1258. Reclamation plan requirements 
(a) Each reclamation plan submitted as part 
of a permit application pursuant to any ap-
proved State program or a Federal program 
under the provisions of this chapter shall In-
clude. In the degree of detail necessary to dem-
onstrate that reclamation required by the State 
or Federal program can be accomplished, a 
statement of: 
(1) the identification of the lands subject to 
surface coal mining operations over the esti-
mated life of those operations and the size, 
sequence, and tuning of the subareas for 
which it is anticipated that individual permits 
for mining will be sought; 
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(2) the condition of the land to be covered 
by the permit prior to any mining including: 
(A) the uses existing at the time of the 
application, and if the land has a history of 
previous mining, the uses which preceded 
any mining; and 
(B) the capability of the land prior to any 
mining to support a variety of uses giving 
consideration to soil and foundation charac-
teristics, topography, and vegetative cover, 
and. if applicable, a soil survey prepared 
pursuant to section 1257(b)(16) of this title; 
and 
(C) the productivity of the land prior to 
mining, including appropriate classification 
as prime farm lands, as well as ttu.1 average 
yield of rood, fiber, forage, or wood prod-
ucts from such lands obtained under high 
levels of management; 
(3) the use which is proposed to be made of 
the land following reclamation, including a 
discussion of the utility and capacity of the 
reclaimed land to support a variety of alter-
native uses and the relationship of such use 
to existing land use policies and plans, and 
the comments of any owner of the surface, 
State and local governments or agencies 
thereof which would have to initiate, imple-
ment approve or authorize the proposed use 
of the land following reclamation; 
(4) a detailed description of how the pro-
posed post mining land use is to be achieved 
and the necessary support activities which 
may be needed to achieve the proposed land 
use; 
(5) the engineering techniques proposed to 
be used in mining and reclamation and a de-
scription of the major equipment; a plan for 
the control of surface water drainage and of 
water accumulation; a plan, where appropri-
ate, for back-filling, soil stabilization, and com-
pacting, grading, and appropriate revegeta-
tion; a plan for soil reconstruction, replace-
ment, and stabilization, pursuant to the per-
formance standards In section 1285(b)(7)(A). 
(B), (C). and (D) of this title, for those food, 
forage, and forest lands identified In section 
1265(b)(7) of this title; an estimate of the cost 
per acre of the reclamation, including a state-
ment as to how the permittee plans to comply 
with each of the requirements set out in sec-
tion 1265 of this title; 
(6) the consideration which has been given 
to maximize the utilization and conservation 
of the solid fuel resource being recovered so 
that reaffectlng the land In the future can be 
minimized; 
(7) a detailed estimated timetable for the 
accomplishment of each major step in the 
reclamation plan; 
(8) the consideration which has been given 
to making the surface mining and reclama-
tion operations consistent with surface owner 
plans, and applicable State and local land use 
plans and programs; 
(9) the steps to be taken to comply with ap-
plicable air and water quality laws and regula-
tions and any applicable health and safety 
standards; 
(10) the consideration which has been given 
to developing the reclamation plan in a 
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manner consistent with local nh, < 
ronmental. and climatoinJ^o? P n y s i c a l 
<"> all lands, i n ^ ^ ^ ' " ^ 
on such interests h e l d b y t h e ^°l0ptl 
pending bids on in te r imi *n i * L "Y 1 1 0 "* 
Plicant. which lands are c o n ^ b y t h e 
area to be covered by the „ 2 £ - g U O U S to 
tory authority, including t h e l n ^ r h e r e g u J * 
surface water, and an a v a i l s * a ^ , o n k o f s " \ 
Properties including a o £ f o r ^ f n J * C n e n » < * 
of the mineral and o v e r b i S S f P p r ° P e r t ^ 
That information which nertltl^r°m(U< 
analysis of the chemicaj J S £ £ ? < . " V l ° t h « 
ties of the coal ( e x c e p t W P n f n ^ a I . P r o p e r -
garding such mineral Or e f e m e n t ^ ° ' * 
which is potentially toxic in tZ ™ c°ntenU 
shall be kept c o n f i d e n t ^ and e ™ r o r u n e <H> 
matter of public r e c o r d " d n o t m a d e a 
»
l £ ^ & £ & ^ « the measures 
tloncAr)oc^ r i r ^ ^ ^ 
wafer Z^Z^*™™*™ 
adverse e f fec t of the W ^ o f f s* te . from 
tion process m m m g ^ 'eclama-
<B) the rights of p ^ s e n t n«-r« *~ water; and r e s e n t users to such 
(C) the quantity of surface .nn ^ 
water systems, both o* £,*f o « 2 t f ? U n d 
adverse effects of the i w i i S i o f / \ s i t e ' fro»» 
tion process or m l n l n i n 5 **<* reclama-
law shall be held in confSf p u r s u u a n t to State 
tory authority! c o n f '«<ence by the regula-
3. 1977. 81 (Pub. L. 95-87. title V I sua • Stat. 478.) ' ' S 0 8 ' A u « 
tana.
 R t m R I B T O „ 0 T M D ( S I C T I O M J 
13™ouJ£'«u,U """" ' ° "*> " " ' < » " >»«. l » t . 
• 125». Pcrformince bondt 
(1>
 2 ^ t W h ^ "*">«" - P e ; number 
P e ^ U app7icaaUon0ahaT ,nbSg ^ r e c » — ^ i o n 
before such 7 1 ^ i ^ e n W0™* °"t 
shall file with ? h ^ l lS, tf*iued' t n e applicant 
form prescr bed » J T ^ f 0 * * ftuthor"y. on a 
tory authority a l ' : ? 1 ^ b y t h e «*"!* 
able as S «\ f o r P e ^ormance pay-
?he s t l t e 1 ! l t t t e ^ , t ? t h e ***** S t a t < * or to 
ter and fh« r? ^ e r e o - u , r e i ment s of this chap-
area Sf land w i t T l n S ^ 6 b0t*d shaU c o v e r ^ t 
the operator w i i n . n m ferm,lt a r e a u p o n w h i c h 
coal i f f n S ? » n d l . ? , a n i d c o n d " c t surface 
the in^Ual f e r ^ n f e » K a m a U ° ? i n a t i o n s within 
cremenif «? . t h e p e r m , t * As succeeding In-r t*
 0f s u r f a c e c o a l m i 'n^n 
, 2 4 7 
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„ ooerations are to be initiated and conduct-
nfrPf,n the permit area, the permittee shai 
* ' he regulatory authority an additional 
wi"» l " . . ^„ O../>K in^rpmpnLs in ac-
SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section is referred to tn sections 1256. 1265. 
1279. 1291. 1300 of tins title. 
Hie with cover such increments in ac-
*** Ze "it ^ s e c L o n . The amount of .he « I2M. V«m* "PP'oval » * « « -tordance vim <.»«•;» o^^.w... 
Kond required lor each bonded area shall 
depend upon ihe reclamation requirements of 
the approved permit, snail reilect the probable 
difficulty oi reclamation giving consideration to 
auch factors as topography, geology of the site, 
hydrology, and revegetation potential, ana 
•hall be determined by the regulatory authori-
ty The amount of the bond shall be sufficient 
to assure :he completion if 'he reclamation 
plan if the vork had to be perlormed by the 
regulatory authority in ;he event of forfeiture 
and in no oase shall the bond lor the entire 
area under one permit be tess than $10,000. 
(b) Liability period: execution 
Liability under ' h e bond shall be lor the du-
ration of the surface coai mining and reclama-
tion operation and for a period coincident with 
operators responsibility lor revegetation re-
quirements in section 1265 of this title. The 
bond shall be executed by the operator ana a 
corporate surety licensed to do business in ' he 
State where .such operation is located, except 
that the operator may eiect to deposit cash, ne-
gotiable bonds of the United States Govern-
ment or such State, or negotiable certificates of 
deposit of any bank organized or transacting 
business in the United States. The cash deposit 
or market value of such securities shall be 
equal to or greater than the amount of the 
bond required for the bonded area. 
(c) Bond of applicant without separate surely; alter-
nate system 
The regulatory authority may accept the 
bond of the applicant itself without separate 
surety when the applicant demonstrates to the 
satisfaction of the regulatory authority the ex-
istence of a suitable agent to receive service of 
process and a history of financial solvency and 
continuous operation sufficient for authoriza-
tion to self insure or bond such amount or in 
lieu of the establishment of a bonding program, 
as set forth in this section, the Secretary may 
approve as part of a State or Federal program 
an alternative system that will achieve the ob-
jectives and purposes of the bonding program 
pursuant to this section. 
(d> Depoait of caah or securitieH 
Cash or securities so deposited shall be depos-
ited upon the same terms as the terms upon 
which surety bonds may be deposited. Such se-
curities shall be security for the repayment of 
such negotiable certificate of deposit. 
<e> Adjust menu 
The amount of the bond or deposit required 
and the terms of each acceptance of the appli-
cant's bond shall be adjusted by the regulatory 
authority from time to time as affected land 
acreages are increased or decreased or where 
the cost of future reclamation changes. 
<Pub. L. 95-87. title V. §509. Aug. 3. 1917. 91 
Stat. 479.) 
at Baais for decision; notification of upplicant and 
local government oificiuia: burden of proof 
Upon the basis of a complete mining applica-
tion and reclamation plan or a revision or re 
newal thereof, as requireu by this chapter and 
pursuant to an approved State program or Fed 
^ral program under the provisions of this chap 
'er . including public notification and an oppor 
runity tor a public hearing as required by see 
'ion 1263 oi this title, the regulatory authority 
shall grant, require modification of. or deny the 
application for a permit in a reasonable tune 
iet by the regulatory authority and notify the 
applicant in writing. The applicant for a 
permit, or revision of a permit, shall have the 
burden of establishing that his application is m 
compliance with all the requirements of the ap 
plicable State or Federal program. Within ten 
days after the granting oi a permit, the regula-
tory authority shall notify the local govern-
mental officials in the local political subdivision 
:n which the area'of land to oe affected is locat-
ed that a permit has been issued and shall de-
scribe the location of the land. 
»b> Requirements for upproval 
No permit or revision application shall be ap-
proved unless the application affirmatively 
demonstrates and the regulatory authority 
finds in writing on the basis of the information 
set forth in the application or from information 
otherwise available which will be documented 
in the approval, and made available to the ap-
plicant, that— 
(1) the permit application is accurate and 
complete and that all the requirements of 
this chapter and the State or Federal pro 
gram have been complied with; 
(2) the applicant has demonstrated that 
reclamation as required by this chapter and 
the State or Federal program can be accom-
plished under the reclamation plan contained 
in the permit application; 
(3) the assessment of the probable cumula-
tive Impact of all anticipated mining in the 
area on the hydrologic balance specified in 
section 1257(b) of this title has been made by 
the regulatory authority and the proposed 
operation thereof has been designed to pre-
vent material damage to hydrologic balance 
outside permit area; 
(4) the area proposed to be mined is not In-
cluded within an area designated unsuitable 
for surface coal mining pursuant to section 
1272 of this title or is not within an area 
under study for such designation in an admin-
istrative proceeding commenced pursuant to 
section 1272(a)(4)(D) or section 1272(c) of this 
title (unless in such an area as to which an 
administrative proceeding has commenced 
pursuant to section 1272(a)(4)(D) of this title, 
the operator making the permit application 
demonstrates that, prior to January 1. 1977. 
he has made substantial legal and financial 
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commitments In relation to the operation for 
which he is applying for a permit); 
(5) the proposed surface coal mining oper-
ation, if located west of the one hundredth 
meridian west longitude, would— 
(A) not Interrupt, discontinue, or preclude 
farming on alluvial valley floors tha t are ir-
rigated or naturally subirrigated. but. ex-
cluding undeveloped range lands which are 
not significant to farming on said aiiuviai 
valley floors and those lands as to which 
the regulatory authority finds that if the 
farming that will be interrupted, discontin-
ued, or precluded is of such small acreage as 
to be of negligible impact on the farm's ag-
ricultural production, or 
(B) not materially damage the quantity or 
quality of water in surface or underground 
water systems that supply these valley 
floors in (A) of subsection (b)(5) of this sec-
tion: 
Provided, Tha t this paragraph (5) shall not 
affect those surface coal mining operations 
which in the year preceding August 3. 1977, 
(I) produced coal in commercial quantities, 
and were located within or adjacent to allu-
vial valley floors or (II) had obtained specific 
permit approval by the State regulatory au-
thority to conduct surface coal mining oper-
ations within said alJuvial valley floors. 
With respect to such surface mining operations 
which would have been within the purview of 
the foregoing proviso but for the fact that no 
coal was so produced in commercial quantities 
and no such specific permit approval was so re-
ceived, the Secretary, if he determines that sub-
stantial financial and legal commitments were 
made by an operator prior to January 1. 1977, 
in connection with any such operation. Is au-
thorized, in accordance with such regulations as 
the Secretary may prescribe, to enter Into an 
agreement with tha t operator pursuant to 
which the Secretary may. notwithstanding any 
other provision of law. lease other Federal coal 
deposits to such operator in exchange for the 
relinquishment by such operator of his Federal 
lease covering coal deposits Involving such 
mining operations, or pursuant to section 1716 
of title 43. convey to the fee holder of any such 
coal deposits involving such mining operations 
the fee title to other available Federal coal de-
posits in exchange for the fee title to such de-
posits so involving such mining operations. It is 
the policy of the Congress tha t the Secretary 
shall develop and carry out a coal exchange 
program to acquire private fee coal precluded 
from being mined by the restrictions of this 
paragraph (5) in exchange for Federal coal 
which is not so precluded. Such exchanges shall 
be made under section 1716 of title 43; 
(6) in cases where the private mineral estate 
has been severed from the private surface 
estate, the applicant has submitted to the 
regulatory authority— 
(A) the written consent of the surface 
owner to the extraction of coal by surface 
mining methods; or 
(B) a conveyance that expressly grants or 
reserves the right to extract the coal by sur-
face mining methods; or 
(C) i( the conveyance does not exp 
grant the right to extract coal by a 
mining methods, the surface-subs 
legal relationship shall be determined In 
cordance with State law: Provided, i 
nothing in this chapter shall be constr 
to authorize the regulatory authority to 
judicate property rights disputes, 
(ci Schedule of violations 
The applicant shall file with his permit ap 
cation a schedule listing any and all notices 
violations of this chapter and any law, rule 
regulation of the United States, or of any ' 
partment or agency in the United States -
taining to air or water environmental pro 
tion incurred by the applicant in connect 
with any surface coal mining operation durl 
the three-year period prior to the date of app 
cation. The schedule shall also indicate t 
final resolution of any such notice of violatlo 
Where the schedule or o ther information av* 
able to the regulatory authori ty indicates f 
any surface coal mining operation owned 
controlled by the applicant is currently in viol 
tion of this chapter or such other laws referr 
to * this subsection, the permit shall not be 
issued until the applicant submits proof that 
such violation has been corrected or is in the 
process of being corrected to the satisfaction of 
the regulatory authori ty, department, or 
agency which has jurisdiction over such viola-
tion and no permit shall be issued to an appli-
cant after a finding by t h e regulatory authori-
ty, after opportunity for hearing, that the ap-
plicant, or the operator sr>ecified in the applica-
tion, controls or has controlled mining oper-
ations with a demonstrated pattern of willful 
violations of this chapter of such nature and 
duration with such resulting Irreparable 
damage to the environment as to indicate an 
intent not to comply with t h e provisions of this 
chapter. ,J. 
(d) Prime farmland mining permit { 
(1) In addition to finding the application In 
compliance with subsection (b) of this section. 
If the area proposed to be mined contains prime 
farmland pursuant to section 1257(b)(16) of 
this title, the regulatory author i ty shall, after 
consultation with the Secretary of Agriculture, 
and pursuant to regulations Issued hereunder 
by the Secretary of • Inter ior with the concur-
rence of the Secretary of Agriculture, grant a 
permit to mine on prime farmland If the regula-
tory authority finds In wrnting that the opera-
tor has the technological (capability to restore 
such mined area, within a. reasonable time, to 
equivalent or higher levels of yield as non-
mined prime farmland in tthe surrounding area 
under equivalent levels of management and can 
meet the soil reconstructiion standards in sec-
tion 1265(b)(7) of this tithe. Except for compli-
ance with subsection (b) off this section, the re-
quirements of this paragraph (1) shall apply t° 
all permits Issued after August 3, 1977. 
(2) Nothing In this subsection shall apply 1° 
any permit Issued prior to <August 3. 1977. or to 
|So in original Probably should b* followed by "In" 
s>o In original Probably should b* "of the". 
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revisions or renewals thereof, or to any -x 
a surface mining operations lor whicn a 
m u t was issued prior to August 3. 1977. 
(Pub. L. 95-37. title V. §510. Aug. 3. 1977. j l 
6Ut. 480.) 
, SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This seaion .s reierred to in .eciions 1256 "JSJ 
1300 of this title. 
|1261. lUviMion of permits 
(») Application and revised reclamation plan: require-
ments, extensions MI r.rea co.ered 
(1) During the term of the permit ihe permi:-
tee may submit an application tor a revision oi 
the permit, together with a revised reclamation 
plan, to the regulatory authority. 
(2) An application for a revision of a permit 
ihall not be approved unless the regulatory Au-
thor i ty finds that reclamation :is required iy 
«| this chapter and the State or Federal program 
*can be accomplished under the revised reclama-
t i o n plan. The revision shall be approved or dis-
approved within a period of time established by 
' the State or Federal program. The regulatory 
authority shall establish guidelines for a deter 
mination of the scale or extent of a revision re-
' quest for which all permit application informa-
tion requirements and procedures, including 
notice and hearings, shall apply: Provided. 
That any revisions which propose significant al-
terations in the reclamation plan shall, at a 
! minimum, be subject to notice and hearing re-
' quirements. 
" { (3) Any extensions to the area covered by the 
i permit except incidental boundary revisions 
5 must be made by application for another 
• permit. 
' (b) Transfer, assignment, or sale of righu under 
' permit 
' ' No transfer, assignment, or sale of the rignts 
granted under any permit issued pursuant to 
i' this chapter shall be made without the written 
i j approval of the regulatory authority. 
;' (c) Review of outstanding permits 
The regulatory authority shall within a time 
limit prescribed in regulations promulgated by 
the regulatory authority, review outstanding 
permits and may require reasonable revision or 
modification of the permit provisions during 
the term of such permit: Provided, That such 
revision or modification shall be based upon a 
written finding and subject to notice and hear-
ing requirements established by the State or 
federal program. 
<Pub. L. 95-87. title V. 5 511. Aug. 3. 19T7. 91 
Stat. 483.) 
8 1262. Coal exploration permits 
(aI Regulations; contents 
Each State or Federal program shall include 
a
 requirement that coal exploration operations 
which substantially disturb the natural land 
surface be conducted in accordance with explo-
ration regulations issued by the regulatory au-
thority. Such regulations shall include, at a 
m
»nirnum (1) the requirement that prior lo eon 
ducting any exploration under this section, any 
person must file with the regulatory authority 
notice of intern ion to -wplore ;md such notice 
.nail include A description oi ihe exploration 
irea ana *he period of iiipposed wploration 
>.nd *2) provisions :or reclamation in accord-
ance with the performance standards in section 
.2t>5 oi this title oi :al lands disturbed in explo-
ration, including excavations, roaiis. drill holes, 
.no the removal >t necessary facilities did 
equipment. 
b» Confidential information 
Information uiDmitteu 'o the regulatory au-
hority pursuant, 'u 'his auosecnoii .is coniiden 
:ai concerning :raoe .ecrets .»r privileged com 
n e m a i )r inanctal information vmch relates 
o the competitive rignts oi (he person or 
•ntity intended '.o explore the described area 
mail not be available lor public examination. 
c> Penalties 
Any Person vno conducts any coal explora-
lon activities vnicn suostantiallv disturb the 
natural lanu surface in violation of this section 
or regulations issued pursuant thereto shall be 
subject to the provisions oi section 1268 of this 
utle. 
d) Limitation on removal oi' coal 
No operator snail remove more than two hun-
dred and fifty urns oi coal pursuant to an ex-
ploration permit without the specific written 
approval of the regulatory authority. 
<e> Law governing exploration of Federal lands 
Coal exploration on Federal lands shall be 
governed by section 4 of the Federal Coal Leas-
ing Amendments Act of 1975 (90 Stat. 1085). 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title V. 5 512. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 
Stat . 483.) 
REFERENCES IN TEXT 
Section 4 of the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments 
Act of 1975 (90 Stat. 10B5). referred to in subsec. (e>. la 
section 4 of Pub. L. 94-377. Aug 4. 1978. 90 Stat. 1085. 
redesignated the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments 
Act of 1976. which amended section 201(b) of thia title. 
SECTION RET WIRED TO IN OTHER SECTION* 
This section Ls referred to In section 1291 of this 
title 
9 1263. Public notice and public hearing* 
(a) Submittal of advertuement to regulatory authori-
ty; notification of local governmental bodies 
At the time of submission of an application 
for a surface coal mining and reclamation 
permit, or revision of an existing permit, pursu-
ant to the provisions of this chapter or an ap-
proved State program, the applicant shall 
submit to the regulatory authority a copy of 
his advertisement of the ownership, precise lo-
cation, and boundaries of the land to be affect-
ed. At the time of submission such advertise 
ment shall be placed by the applicant In a local 
newspaper of general circulation In the locality 
of the proposed surface mine at least once a 
week for four consecutive weeks. The regula-
tory authority shall notify various local govern 
mental bodies, planning agencies, and sewage 
and water treatment authorities, of ' water 
'So in oriKiiiMi I'ruontily -.IKHIJCI »«• or" 
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companies in the locality in which the proposed 
surface mining will take place, notifying them 
of the operator's intention to surface mine a 
particularly described tract of land and indicat-
ing the application's permit number and where < 
a copy of the proposed mining and reclamation 
plan may be inspected. These local bodies. < 
agencies, authorities, or companies may submit 
written comments within a reasonable period 
established by the regulatory authority on the 
mining applications with respect to the effect ; 
of the proposed operation on the environment 
which are within their area of responsibility. ( 
Such comments shall immediately be transmit-
ted to the applicant by the regulatory authori-
ty and shall be made available to the public at 
the same locations as are the mining applica-
tions. 
(b) Objections to permit applications: informal con-
ference: record 
Any person having an interest which is or 
may be adversely affected or the officer or 
head of any Federal. State, or local governmen-
tal agency or authority shall have the right to 
file written objections to the proposed initial or 
revised application for a permit for surface coal 
mining and reclamation operation with the reg-
ulatory authority within thirty days after the 
last publication of the above notice. Such objec-
;ons onaji oruneaiateiy be transmitted to the 
applicant by the regulatory authority and shall 
be made available to the public. If written ob-
jections are filed and an informal conference 
requested, the regulatory authority shall then 
hold an informal conference in the locality of 
the proposed mining, if requested within a rea-
sonable time of the receipt of such objections 
or request. The date, time and location of such 
informal conference shall be advertised by the 
regulatory authority in a newspaper of general 
circulation in the locality at least two weeks 
prior to the scheduled conference date. The 
regulatory authority may arrange with the ap-
plicant upon request by any party to the ad-
ministrative proceeding access to the proposed 
mining area for the purpose of gathering infor-
mation relevant to the proceeding. An electron-
ic or stenographic record shall be made of the 
conference proceeding, unless waived by all par-
ties. Such record shall be maintained and shall 
be accessible to the parties until final release of 
the applicant's performance bond. In the event 
all parties requesting the Informal conference 
stipulate agreement prior to the requested in-
formal conference and withdraw their request, 
such informal conference need not be held, 
(c) Prior Federal coal lease hearing as evidence 
Where the lands included In an application 
for a permit are the subject of a Federal coal 
lease In connection with which hearings were 
held and determinations were made under sec-
tion 201(a)(3)(A). (B) and (C) of this title, such 
hearings shall be deemed as to the matters cov-
ered to satisfy the requirements of this section 
and section 1264 of this title and such determi-
nations shall be deemed to be a part of the 
record and conclusive for purposes of sections 
1260. 1264 of this title and this section. 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title V. §513. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 Stat . 484.) 
SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section is referred to in sections 1256 l 
1264. 1269 of this title. 
S 1264. Decisions of regulatory authority and app 
(a) Issuance of findings within 60 days after informal 
conference 
If an informal conference has been held pur-
suant to section 1263(b) of this title, the regula-
tory authority shall issue and furnish the appij. 
cant for a permit and persons who are parties 
to the administrative proceedings with the writ- * 
ten finding of the regulatory authority, grant- 1 
ing or denying the permit in whole or in part . 
and stating the reasons therefor, within the ,•' 
sixty days of said hearings. 
(b) Decision without informal conference; notifies- < 
tion within a reasonable time 
If there has been no informal conference held 
pursuant to section 1263tb) of this title, the 
regulatory authori ty shall notify the applicant ; 
for a permit within a reasonable time as deter-
mined by the regulatory authori ty and set 
forth in regulations, taking into account the " 
time needed for proper investigation of the site, 
the complexity of the permit application, and 
whether or not written objection to the applica-
• tion has been filed, whether the application has 
' been approved or disapproved in whole or part. 
: (c) Request for rehearing on reasons for final deter-
> mination; time; issuance of decision 
If the application is approved, the permit 
." shall be issued. If the application is disap-
1
 proved, specific reasons therefor must be set 
J forth in the notification. Within thirty days 
j after the applicant is notified of the final deci-
sion of the regulatory author i ty on the permit 
* application, the applicant o r any person with 
1 an Interest which is or may be adversely affect-
" ed may request a hearing on the reasons for the 
j final determination. The negulatory authority 
shall hold a hearing within th i r ty days of such 
request and provide notification to all interest-
B ed parties a t the time that t h e applicant is so 
notified. If the Secretary is. t he regulatory au-
j thority the hearing shall b& of record and gov-
( erned by section 554 of title 5. Where the regu-
t latory authority is the State;, such hearing shall 
e be of record, adjudicatory in nature and no 
,. person who presided at a conference under sec-
t tion 1263(b) of this title shaJll either preside at 
the hearing or part icipate In this decision 
thereon or in any administrative appeal there-
from. Within thirty days aftier the hearing the 
n regulatory authori ty shall lssiue and furnish the 
d applicant, and all persons wtoo participated in 
 the hearing, with the writ ten decision of the 
-• regulatory authori ty grantinag or denying the 
h permit in whole or in part aoid stating the rea-
'• sons therefor, 
n 
i- (d) Temporary relief 
e
 Where a hearing Is requested pursuant to 
13
 subsection (c) of this sectiom, the Secretary. 
where the Secretary is the regulatory authori-
al ty. or the State hearing authiority may. under 
such conditions as it may prescribe, grant such 
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relief as it deems appropriate pend-
Tfinal determination of the proceedings if— 
(1) all parties to the proceedings have been 
?•
 n0tified and given an opportunity to be heard 
o n a request for temporary relief; 
'• (2) the person requesting such relief shows 
that there is a substantial likelihood that he 
will prevail on the merits of the final determi-
nation of the proceeding; and 
(3) such relief will noi adversely affect the 
public health or safety or cause significant 
Imminent environmental harm to land. air. or 
water resources. 
(c) Power of regulatory authority with respect to re-
hearing 
For the purpose oi such hearing, the regula-
tory authority may administer oaths, subpoena 
witnesses, or written or printed materials, 
compel attendance of the witness, or produc 
tion of the materials, and take evidence includ-
ing but not limited to site inspections of the 
land to be affected and other sunace coal 
mining operations carried on by the applicant 
In the general vicinity of the proposed oper-
ation. A verbatim record of each public hearing 
required by this chapter shall be made, and a 
transcript made available on the motion of any 
party or by order of the regulatory authority, 
(f) Kight to appeal in accordance with section 1276 of 
this title 
Any applicant or any person with an interest 
which is or may be adversely affected who has 
participated in the administrative proceedings 
as an objector, and who is aggrieved by the de-
cision of the regulatory authority, or if the reg-
ulatory authority fails to act within the time 
limits specified in this chapter shall have the 
right to appeal in accordance with section 1276 
of this title. 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title V. § 514. Aug. 3, 1977. 91 
Stat. 485.) 
SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section is referred to In sections 1256. 1263 of 
this title. 
0 1265. Environmental protection performance stand-
ards 
(a) Permit requirement 
Any permit issued under any approved State 
or Federal program pursuant to this chapter to 
conduct surface coal mining operations shall re-
quire tha t such surface coal mining operations 
will meet all applicable performance standards 
of this chapter, and such other requirements as 
the regulatory authority shall promulgate. 
(b) General standards 
General performance standards shall be ap-
plicable to all surface coal mining and reclama-
tion operations and shall require the operation 
as a minimum to— 
(1) conduct surface coal mining operations 
so as to maximize the utilization and conser-
vation of the solid fuel resource being recov-
ered so tha t reaffecting the land in the future 
through surface coal mining can be mini-
mized; 
(2) restore the land affected to a condition 
capable of supporting the uses which it was 
capable of supporting prior to any mining, or 
higher or better uses oi which there is rea-
sonable likelihood, so lon« JUS such use or uses 
do not present any actual or probable hazard 
to public health or safety or pose any actual 
or probable threat of water diminution or pol-
lution, and the permit applicants declared 
proposed iana ise toilowmn reclamation is 
not deemed 10 be impractical or t r e a s o n -
able, inconsistent villi applicable land -ise 
policies and plans, involves unreasonable 
delay in implementation, or is violative v)t 
federal . State, or local law; 
(3) except as provided in subsection o ot 
this section with respect to all sun ace ^oai 
mining operations DacKfill. compact «wnere 
advisable :o insure liability or to prevent 
leaching oi toxic materials), and ^rade in 
order to restore the approximate original con-
tour of the land with all highwalls. spoil piles, 
and depressions eliminated i unless small de-
pressions are needed ai order to retain mois-
ture to assist revegetation or as otherwise au-
thorized pursuant to this chapter): Provided, 
however. That in surface coal mining which is 
carried out at the same location over a sub-
stantial period of time where the operation 
transects the coal deposit, and the thickness 
of the coal deposits relative to the volume of 
the overburden is iarge and where the opera-
tor demonstrates that the overburden and 
other spoil and waste materials at a particu-
lar point in the permit area or otherwise 
available from the entire permit area is insuf-
ficient, giving due consideration to volumetric 
expansion, to restore the approximate ongi 
nal contour, the operator, at a minimum, 
shall backfill, grade, and compact (where ad-
visable) using all available overburden and 
other spoil and waste materials to attain the 
lowest practicable grade but not more than 
the angle of repose, to provide adequate 
drainage and to cover all acid-forming and 
other toxic materials, in order to achieve an 
ecologically sound land use compatible with 
the surrounding region: And provided further, 
T h a t in surface coal mining where the volume 
of overburden is large relative to the thick-
ness of the coal deposit and where the opera-
tor demonstrates that due to volumetric ex-
pansion the amount of overburden and other 
spoil and waste materials removed In the 
course of the mining operation is more than 
sufficient to restore the approximate original 
contour, the operator shall after restoring the 
approximate contour, backfill, grade, and 
compact (where advisable) the excess over-
burden and other spoil and waste materials to 
at tain the lowest grade but not more than the 
angle of repose, arid to cover all acid forming 
and other toxic materials. In order to achieve 
an ecologically sound land use compatible 
with the surrounding region arid that such 
overburden or spoil shall be shaped and 
graded in such a way as to prevent slides, ero 
ston. and water pollution and is revegetated 
in accordance with the requirements of this 
chapter; 
(4) stabilize and protect all surface areas In-
cluding spoil piles affected by the surface coal 
TITLE 30-MINERAL LANDS AND MINING 
***« mining and reclamation operation to effec-
tively control erosion and attendant air and 
water pollution: 
(5) remove the topsoil from the land in a 
separate layer, replace it on the backfill area, 
or if not utilized immediately, segregate it in 
a separate pile from other spoil ana when the 
topsoil is not replaced on a backfill area 
within a time short enough to avoid deterio-
ration of the topsoil. maintain a juccessiul 
cover by quick growing plant or other means 
thereafter so that the topsoil is preserved 
from wind and water erosion, remains free of 
any contamination by other acid or toxic ma-
terial, and is in a usable condition for sustain-
ing vegetation when restored during reclama-
tion, except if topsoil is of insufficient quanti-
ty or of poor quality :'or sustaining vegeta-
tion, or if other strata can be shown to be 
more suitable for vegetation requirements, 
then the operator shall remove, segregate, 
and preserve in a like manner such other 
s trata which is best able to support over vege-
tation; 
(6) restore the topsoil or the best available 
subsoil which is best able to support vegeta-
tion; 
(7) for all prime farm lands as identified in 
section 1257(b)(J6) of this title to be mined 
and reclaimed, specifications for soil removal, 
jtorage. replacement, and reconstruction 
shall be established by the Secretary of Agri-
culture, and the operator shall, as a mini-
mum, be required to— 
(A) segregate the A horizon of the natural 
soil, except where it can be shown that 
other available soil materials will create a 
final soil having a greater productive capac-
ity; and if not utilized immediately, stock-
pile this material separately from other 
spoil, and provide needed protection from 
wind and water erosion or contamination by 
other acid or toxic material; 
(B) segregate the B horizon of the natural 
soil, or underlying C horizons or other 
strata, or a combination of such horizons or 
other s trata that are shown to be both tex-
turally and chemically suitable for plant 
growth and tha t can be shown to be equally 
or more favorable for plant growth than 
the B horizon, in sufficient quantities to 
create in the regraded final soil a root zone 
of comparable depth and quality to that 
which existed In the natural soil; and if not 
utilized immediately, stockpile this material 
separately from other spoil, and provide 
needed protection from wind and water ero-
sion or contamination by other acid or toxic 
material; 
(C) replace and regrade the root zone ma-
terial described in (B) above with proper 
compaction and uniform depth over the re-
graded spoil material; and 
(D) redistribute and grade in a uniform 
manner the surface soil horizon described 
in subparagraph (A); 
(8) create, if authorized in the approved 
mining and reclamation plan and permit, per-
manent impoundments of water on mining 
sites as part of reclamation activities only 
when it is adequately demonstrated that— 
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(BNi> conducting surface coal mining op-
erations so as to prevent, to the extent pos-
sible using the best technology currently 
available, additional contributions of sus-
pended solids to streamflow. or runoff out-
side the permit area, but in no event shall 
contributions be in excess of requirements 
set by applicable State or Federal law; 
(ii) constructing any siltation structures 
pursuant to subparagraph <B)(i) of this suo-
section prior to commencement of surface 
coal mining operations, such structures to 
be certified by a qualified registered engi-
neer to be constructed as designed and as 
approved in the reclamation plan; 
(C) cleaning out and removing temporary 
or large settling ponds or other siltation 
structures from drainways after disturbed 
areas are revegetated and stabilized; and de-
positing the silt and debris at a site and in a 
manner approved by the regulatory author-
ity; 
(D) restoring recharge capacity of the 
mined area to approximate premining con-
ditions; 
(E) avoiding channel deepening or en-
largement in operations requiring the dis-
charge of water from mines; 
(P) preserving throughout the mining and 
reclamation process the essential hydrologic 
functions of alluvial valley floors in the arid 
and semiarid areas of the country; and 
(G) such other actions as the regulatory 
authority may prescribe; 
(11) with respect to surface disposal of mine 
wastes, tailings, coal processing wastes, and 
other wastes in areas other than the mine 
working or excavations, stabilize all waste 
piles in designated areas through construe 
tion in compacted layers including the use of 
incombustible and Impervious materials if 
necessary and assure the final contour of the 
waste pile will be compatible with natural 
surroundings and that the site can and will be 
stabilized and revegetated according to the 
provisions of this chapter; 
(12) refrain from surface coal mining within 
five hundred feet from active and abandoned 
underground mines in order to prevent break-
throughs and to protect health or safety of 
miners: Provided, Tha t the regulatory au-
thority shall permit an operator to mine near, 
through or partially through an abandoned 
underground mine or closer to an active un-
derground mine If (A) the nature, timing, and 
sequencing of the approximate coincidence of 
specific surface mine activities with specific 
underground mine activities are Jointly ap-
proved by the regulatory authorities con-
cerned with surface mine regulation and the 
health and safety of underground miners, and 
(B) such operations will result In Improved re-
source recovery, abatement of water pollu-
tion, or elimination of hazards to the health 
and safety of the public; 
(13) design, locate, construct, operate, main-
tain, enlarge, modify, and remove or abandon, 
in accordance with the standards and criteria 
developed pursuant to subsection (f) of this 
section, all existing and new coal mine waste 
piles consisting of mine wastes, tailings, coal 
processing wastes, or other liquid and solid 
wastes, and used either temporarily or perma-
nently as dams or embankments; 
(14) insure that all debris, acid-forming ma-
terials, toxic materials, or materials constitut-
ing a lire hazard are treated or buried and 
compacted or otherwise disposed of in a 
manner designed to prevent contamination oi 
ground or surface waters inu that contingen-
cy plans are developed 10 prevent sustained 
combustion. 
(15) insure that explosives are used only in 
accordance with existing State and Federal 
law and the regulations promulgated by the 
regulatory authority, which shall include pro 
visions to— 
(A) provide adequate advance written 
notice to local governments and residents 
who might be affected by the use of such 
explosives by publication of the planned 
blasting schedule in a newspaper of general 
circulation in the locality and by mailing a 
copy of the proposed blasting schedule to 
every resident living within one-half mile of 
the proposed blasting site and by providing 
daily notice to resident/occupiers in such 
areas prior to any blasting; 
(B) maintain for a period of at least three 
years and make available lor public inspec-
tion upon request a log detailing the loca-
tion of the blasts, the pattern and depth of 
the drill holes, the amount of explosives 
used per hole, and the order and length of 
delay in the blasts; 
(C) limit the type of explosives and deto-
nating equipment, the size, the timing and 
frequency of blasts based upon the physical 
conditions of the site so as to prevent (I) 
Injury to persons, (it) damage to public and 
private property outside the permit area. 
(Ill) adverse Impacts on any underground 
mine, and (iv) change in the course, chan-
nel, or availability of ground or surface 
water outside the permit area; 
(D) require that all blasting operations be 
conducted by trained and competent per-
sons as certified by the regulatory authori-
ty. 
(E) provide that upon the request of a 
resident or owner of a man made dwelling 
or structure within one half mile of any 
portion of the permitted area the applicant 
or permittee shall conduct a pre blasting 
survey of such structures and submit the 
survey to the regulatory authority and a 
copy to the resident or owner making the 
request. The area of the survey shall be de-
cided .by the regulatory authority and shall 
Include such provisions as the Secretary 
shall promulgate. 
(16) insure that all reclamation efforts pro-
ceed in an environmentally sound manner 
and as contemporaneously as practicable with 
the surface coal mining operations: Provided, 
however, Tha t where the applicant proposes 
to combine surface mining operations with 
underground mining operations to assure 
maximum practical recovery of the mineral 
resources, the regulatory authority may grant 
a variance for specific areas within the recla-
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mation plan from the requirement that recla-
mation efforts proceed as contemporaneously 
as practicable to permit underground mining 
operations prior to reclamation: 
(A) if the regulatory authority finds in 
writing that : 
(i) the applicant has presented, as part 
of the permit application, specific, feasi-
ble plans for the proposed underground 
mining operations; 
(li) the proposed underground mining 
operations are necessary or desirable to 
assure maximum practical recovery of the 
mineral resource and will avoid multiple 
disturbance of the surface; 
(iii) the applicant has satisfactorily 
demonstrated that the plan for the under-
ground mining operations conforms to re-
quirements for underground mining in 
the jurisdiction and that permits neces-
sary for the underground mining oper-
ations have been issued by the appropri-
ate authority; 
(iv) the areas proposed for the variance 
have been shown by the applicant to be 
necessary for the implementing of the 
proposed underground mining operations; 
(v) no substantial adverse environmen-
tal damage, either on-site or off-site, will 
result from the delay in completion of 
reclamation as required by this chapter; 
(vi) provisions for the off-site storage of 
spoil will comply with paragraph (22); 
(B) if the Secretary has promulgated spe-
cific regulations to govern the granting of 
such variances in accordance with the provi-
sions of this subsection and section 1251 of 
this title, and has imposed such additional 
requirements as he deems necessary; 
(C) If variances granted under the provi-
sions of this subsection are to be reviewed 
by the regulatory authority not more than 
three years from the date of Issuance of the 
permit; and 
(D) if liability under the bond filed by the 
applicant with the regulatory authority 
pursuant to section 1259(b) of this title 
shall be for the duration of the under-
ground mining operations and until the re-
quirements of this subsection and section 
1269 of this title have been fully compiled 
wi th ." 
(17) insure that the construction, mainte-
nance, and postmlnlng conditions of access 
roads into and across the site of operations 
will control or prevent erosion and siltation. 
pollution of water, damage to fish or wildlife 
or their habitat, or public or private property; 
(18) refrain from the construction of roads 
or other access ways up a stream bed or drain-
age channel or in such proximity to such 
channel so as to seriously alter the normal 
flow of water; 
(19) establish on the regraded areas, and all 
other lands affected, a diverse, effective, and 
permanent vegetative cover of the same sea-
sonal variety native to the area of land to be 
affected and capable of self-regeneration and 
'So In original. The period probably should be a semicolon. 
plant succession at least equal in extent 
cover to the natural vegetation of the 
except, tha t introduced species may be 
in the revegetation process where desi 
and necessary to achieve the approved 
mining land use plan: 
(20) assume the responsibility for succe-
revegetation. as required by paragraph a g 
above, for a period of five full years after 
last year of augmented seeding, fertilizing, 
rigation. or other work in order to assort 
compliance with paragraph (19) above, except 
in those areas or regions of the country 
where the annual average precipitation It 
twenty-six inches or less, then the operator*! 
assumption of responsibility and liability will 
extend for a period of ten full years after the 
last year of augmented seeding, fertilizing, ir-
rigation, or other work: Provided, That when 
the regulatory authori ty approves a long-~ 
term intensive agricultural postmining land 
use. the applicable five- or ten-year period of 
responsibility for revegetation shall com-
mence at the date of initial planting for such 
long-term intensive agricultural postmining 
land use: Provided further. That when the 
regulatory authori ty issues a written finding 
approving a long-term, intensive, agricultural 
postmining land use as p a n of the mining and 
reclamation plan, the authority may grant 
exception to the provisions of paragraph (19) 
above; 
(21) protect offsite areas from slides or 
damage occurring during the surface coal 
mining and reclamation operations, and not 
deposit spoil material or locate any part of 
the operations or waste accumulations out-
side the permit area; 
(22) place all excess spoil material resulting 
from coal surface mining and reclamation ac-
tivities In such a manner thai— 
(A) spoil Is transported and placed in a 
controlled manner in position for concur-
rent compaction and in such a way to 
assure mass stability and to prevent mass 
movement; 
(B) the areas of disposal are within the 
bonded permit areas and all organic matter 
shall be removed immediately prior to spoil 
placement; 
(C) appropriate surface and internal 
drainage systems and diversion ditches are 
used so as to prevent spoil erosion and 
movement; 
(D) the disposal area does not contain 
springs, natural water courses or wet weath-
er seeps unless lateral drains are construct-
ed from the wet areas to the main under-
drains In such a manner t ha t filtration of 
the water into the spoil pile will be prevent-
ed; 
(E) if placed on a slope, the spoil is placed 
upon the most moderate slope among those 
upon which. In the judgment of the regula-
tory authority, the spoil could be placed In 
compliance with all t he requirements of 
this chapter, and shall be placed, where pos-
sible, upon, or above, a natural terrace, 
bench, or berm. If such placement provides 
e 255 
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• additional stability and prevents mass 
* movement; 
*; (F) where the toe of the spoil rests on a 
% downslope. a rock toe buttress, of sufficient 
'*- size to prevent mass movement, is con-
structed; 
(G) the final configuration is compatible 
.' with the natural drainage pattern and sur-
roundings and suitable lor intended uses; 
(H) design of the spoil disposal area is cer-
tified by a qualified registered professional 
engineer in conformance with professional 
standarus; and 
(I) all other provisions of this chapter are 
met." 
(23) meet such other criteria as are neces-
sary to achieve reclamation in accordance 
with the purposes oi this chapter, taking into 
consideration the physical, climatological. 
and other characteristics oi the site; and l l 
(24) to the extent possible using the best 
technology currently available, minimize dis-
turbances and adverse impacts of the oper-
ation on fish, wildlife, and related environ-
mental values, and achievp enhancement of 
such resources where practicable; 
(25) provide for an undisturbed natural bar-
rier beginning at the elevation of the lowest 
coal seam to be mined and extending from 
the outslope for such distance as the regula-
tory authority shall determine shall be re-
tained in place as a barrier to slides and ero-
sion. 
(c) Procedures; exception to original contour restora-
tion requirements 
(1) Each State program may and each Feder-
al program shall include procedures pursuant 
to which the regulatory authority may permit 
surface mining operations for the purposes set 
forth in paragraph (3) of this subsection. 
(2) Where an applicant meets the require-
ments of paragraphs (3) and (4) of this subsec-
tion a permit without regard to the require 
ment to restore to approximate original con-
tour set forth in subsection (b)(3) or (d)(2) and 
(3) of this section may be granted for the sur-
face mining of coal where the mining operation 
will remove an entire coal seam or seams run-
ning through the upper fraction of a mountain, 
ridge, or hill (except as provided in subsection 
(c)(4)(A) hereof) by removing all of the over-
burden and creating a level plateau or a gently 
rolling contour with no highwalls remaining, 
and capable of supporting postmining uses in 
accord with the requirements of this subsec-
tion. 
<3) In cases where an industrial, commercial, 
agricultural, residential or public facility (in-
cluding recreational facilities) use is proposed 
or '« the postmining use of the affected land. 
"So in original. The Period probably .-.hould be a semicolon 
"So in original The *ord and probably should appear *t 
fnd of par <24> 
"So in original Probably should be lor 
the regulatory authority may grant a permit 
for a surface mining operation of the nature de-
scribed in subsection (c)(2) of this section 
where— 
(A) after consultation with the appropriate 
land use planning agencies, if any. the pro-
posed postmining land use is deemed to con-
stitute an equal or better economic or public 
use of the affected land, as compared with 
premining use; 
(B) the applicant presents specific plans for 
the proposed postmining land use and appro-
priate assurances that such use will be— 
(i) compatible with adjacent land uses; 
(ii) obtainable according to data regarding 
expected need and market; 
uii) assured of investment in necessary 
public facilities; 
(iv) supported by commitments from 
public agencies where appropriate; 
(v) practicable with respect to private fi-
nancial capability for completion of the 
proposed use; 
(vi) planned pursuant to a schedule at-
tached to the reclamation plan so as to inte-
grate the mining operation and reclamation 
with the postmining land use; and 
<vii) designed by a registered engineer in 
conformance with professional standards 
established to assure the stability, drainage, 
and configuration necessary for the Intend-
ed use of the site; 
iC) the proposed use would be consistent 
with adjacent land uses, and existing State 
and local land use plans and programs; 
(D) the regulatory authority provides the 
governing body of the unit of general purpose 
government in which the land is located and 
any State or Federal agency which the regu-
latory agency, in its discretion, determines to 
have an interest in the proposed use. an op-
portunity of not more than sixty days to 
review and comment on the proposed use; 
(E) all other requirements of this chapter 
will be met. 
(4) In granting any permit pursuant to this 
subsection the regulatory authority shall re-
quire that — 
(A) the toe of the lowest coal seam and the 
overburden associated with It are retained in 
place as a barrier to slides and erosion; 
(B) the reclaimed area is stable; 
(C) the resulting plateau or rolling contour 
drains inward from the outslopes except at 
specified points; 
(D) no damage will be done to natural wa-
tercourses; 
(E) spoil will be placed on the mountalntop 
bench as is necessary to achieve the planned 
postmining land use: Provided. That all 
excess spoil material not retained on the 
mountamtop shall be placed in accordance 
with the provisions of subsection (b>(22) of 
this section; 
(F) insure stability of the spoil retained on 
the rnouniamtop and meet the other require 
ments of this chapter;'* 
"So in original The senurolon probably ihould be a p«rlod 
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p a « e repair areas , s torage areas, process ing areas, 
s h i p p i n g areas, and o t h e r areas upon which 
are s i ted s tructures , faci l i t ies , or o t h e r prop-
e r t y or mater ia l s o n t h e surface, result ing 
f rom or inc ident to s u c h activit ies, operate in 
accordance wi th t h e s tandards es tabl i shed 
u n d e r sec t ion 1265 of th i s t it le for such ef-
fec t s which resul t from surface coal mining 
operat ions : Provided, T h a t the Secretary 
s h a l l m a k e s u c h modi f i ca t ions in the require-
m e n t s imposed by t h i s paragraph as are nec-
essary to a c c o m m o d a t e t h e dist inct difference 
b e t w e e n surface and underground coal 
min ing; 
(11) to t h e e x t e n t poss ible using t h e best 
t e c h n o l o g y current ly avai lable , minimize dis-
turbances and adverse impacts of the oper-
a t ion on fish, wildl ife , and related environ-
m e n t a l values , and a c h i e v e e n h a n c e m e n t of 
s u c h resources w h e r e practicable; 
(12) locate o p e n i n g s for all new drift mines 
working ac id-producing or iron-producing coal 
s e a m s in s u c h a m a n n e r as to prevent a grav-
ity d i scharge of water from t h e mine. 
(c) Suspension of underground coal mining oper-
ations in urbanized areas 
In order to protect t h e stabi l i ty of the land, 
t h e regu la tory a u t h o r i t y sha l l suspend under-
ground coai min ing under urbanized areas, 
c i t ies , towns , and c o m m u n i t i e s and adjacent to 
industr ia l or commerc ia l buildings, major im-
p o u n d m e n t s , or p e r m a n e n t s treams if h e finds 
i m m i n e n t danger to Inhabi tants of t h e urban-
ized areas , c it ies , towns , and communi t i e s , 
(d) Applicability of this subchapter to surface oper-
ations and surface impacts incident to under-
ground coal mining operations 
T h e provis ions of th i s s u b c h a p t e r relat ing to 
S t a t e and Federal programs, permits , bonds, in-
s p e c t i o n s and e n f o r c e m e n t , public review, and 
admin i s tra t ive and judicial review shal l be ap-
pl icable to surface o p e r a t i o n s and surface im-
pacts inc ident to an underground coal mine 
wi th s u c h modi f i cat ions to t h e permit applica-
t ion requirements , permit approval or denial 
procedures , and bond requ irements as are nec-
essary to a c c o m m o d a t e t h e dist inct dif ference 
b e t w e e n sur face and underground coal mining. 
T h e S e c r e t a r y shal l p r o m u l g a t e such modifica-
t ions in accordance wi th t h e rulemaking proce-
dure e s tab l i shed in sec t ion 1251 of this tit le. 
( P u b . L. 95-87. t i t le V. 5 510. Aug. 3, 1077. 91 S t a t . 495.) 
RfTERENCES IN TEXT 
The Federal Coai Mine Health and Safety Act of 
1069, referred to In subsec. (a), la Pub. L. 01-173, Dec. 
30. I960. 83 Stat. 742. as amended, which was redesig-
nated the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 
by Pub. L. 95-164. title I. I 101. Nov. 0. 1077. 91 Stat. 
1290. and Is classified principally to chapter 22 ( | 801 
et seq.) of this title. For complete classification of this 
Act to the Code, see Short Title note set out under 
section 801 of this title and Tables. 
SECTION RETERJIED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section Is referred to In sections 1265, 1276, 
1270. 1201. 1300. 1301 of this title. 
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CO recordtof ^ 1 1 ° ' m ' ! l e d : 
to be maintained arid " b o r e h ° ' e data 
u<D» monitoring sl*eS to record preclplta-
r^lrnedn btTu%t t ,aor sneM t , h 0 n " " « « W 
"ate <A) Shan hav e ^ . ^ ° P r i a t e c r e d e n " 
upon, or through anv s^rV'8*" ?' e n t r y t 0 -
reclamation operation^ ' C o a l m m l n * ""d 
which any records """Sired E i P r e m ' S e S , n 
""dor p a r a g r a p h <1 , T £ * £ « £ K £ £ 
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c*ted; and (B) m a y at reasonable t imes , and 
•rlthout de lay , have access to and copy any 
records, inspect any m o n i t o r i n g e q u i p m e n t or fected by 
method of operat ion required under t ins not i fy the 
£ chapter. 
(c) Inspection intervals 
The inspect ions by t h e regulatory author i ty 
ghall (1) occur on an irregular basis averaging 
not less t h a n o n e partial inspect ion per m o n t h 
and one c o m p l e t e inspect ion per ca lendar quar-
ter for the surface coal min ing and rec lamat ion 
operation covered by e a c h permit; i2 ) occur 
without prior not ice to t h e permi t t ee or his 
agents or e m p l o y e e s e x c e p t for necessary ons i te 
meetings w i th the permit tee ; and <3) include 
the filing of inspect ion reports adequate to on 
?force the requirements of and to carry out the 
. terms and purposes of this chapter. 
(4) Maintenance of sign 
Each permittee shall conspicuously maintain 
at the entrance to the surface coal mining and 
reclamation operations a clearly visible sign 
which sets forth the name, business address. 
and phone number of the permittee and the 
permit number of the surface coal mining and 
reclamation operations. 
(e) Violations 
Each inspector, upon detection of each viola-
tion of any requirement of any State or Federal 
program or of this chapter, shall forthwith 
Inform the operator in writing, and shall report 
In writing any such violation to the regulatory 
authority. 
(f) Availability of information to public 
h) Review; procedures for inspection.* 
< 1) Any person who is or may be adversely al-
surface mining operation may 
the Secretary or any representative oi 
the Secretary responsible for conducting the in-
spection, in writing, oi any violation of his 
chapter which he has reason IO believe exists at 
the surface mining site. The Secretary snail, ny 
regulation, establish procedures for informal 
review of any refusal by a representative oi the 
Secretary to issue a citation with respect to any 
such alleged violation. The Secretary shall fur 
nish such persons requesting the review a writ 
ten statement of the reasons for the Secretary s 
final disposition of the case. 
i 2) The Secretary shall also, by regulation. *s-
tablish proceaures to insure that adequate uui 
complete inspections are made. Any such 
person may notify the Secretary of any failure 
to make such inspections, after which the Sec 
retary shall determine wnether adequate ana 
complete inspections have been made. The Sec-
retary shall furnish such persons i vntten 
statement of the reasons lor the Secretary's de-
termination that adequate and complete mspec 
tions have or have not been conducted. 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title V. i 517. Aug. J. 1977. 
Stat. 498.) 
Jl 
SECTION REFERHED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section is reierred to m .section 13U0 )i 
title. 
Copies of any records, reports, Inspection ma-
terials, or information obtained under this sub-
chapter by the regulatory authority shall be 
made Immediately available to the public at 
central and sufficient locations in the county, 
multicounty, and State area of mining so that 
they are conveniently available to residents in 
the areas of mining. 
(f) Conflict of interest; penalty; publication of regula-
tions; report to Congress 
No employee of the State regulatory authori-
ty performing any function or duty under this 
chapter shall have a direct or Indirect financial 
Interest In any underground or surface coal 
mining operation. Whoever knowingly violates 
the provisions of this subsection shall, upon 
conviction, be punished by a fine of not more 
than $2,500, or by imprisonment of not more 
than one year, or by both. The Secretary shall 
<1> within sixty days after August 3. 1977, pub-
lish in the Federal Register. In accordance with 
section 553 of title 5, regulations to establish 
methods by which the provisions of this subsec-
tion will be monitored and enforced by the Sec-
retary and such State regulatory authority. In-
cluding appropriate provisions for the filing by 
such employees and the review of statements 
and supplements thereto concerning any finan-
cial interest which may be affected by this sub-
section, and (2) report to the Congress as part 
of the Annual Report (section 1296 of this title) 
on actions taken and not taken during the pre-
ceding year under this subsection. 
0 1268. Penalties 
(a) Civil penalties for violations of permit conditions 
and provisions of this subchapter 
In the enforcement of a Federal program or 
Federal lands program, or during Federal en-
forcement pursuant to section 1252 of this title 
or during Federal enforcement of a State pro 
gram pursuant to section 1271 of this title, any 
permittee who violates any permit condition or 
who violates any other provision of this sub-
chapter, may be assessed a civil penalty by the 
Secretary, except that if such violation leads to 
the Issuance of a cessation order under section 
1271 of this title, the civil penalty shall be as 
sessed. Such penalty shall not exceed $5,000 for 
each violation. Each day of continuing violation 
may be deemed a separate violation for pur 
poses of penalty assessments. In determining 
the amount of the penalty, consideration shall 
be given to the permittee's history of previous 
violations at the particular surface coal mining 
operation; the seriousness of the violation, in 
eluding any Irreparable harm to the environ-
ment and any hazard to the health or safety of 
the public; whether the permittee was negh 
gent; and the demonstrated good faith of the 
permittee charged in attempting to achieve 
rapid compliance after notification of the viola 
tlon. 
(b) Hearing 
A civil penally shall be assessed by the Secre 
tary only after the person charged with a viola 
tlon described under subsection (a) of this sec 
tion has been given an opportunity for a public 
hearing. Where such a public hearing has been 
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held, the Secretary shall make findings of fact, 
and he shall issue a written decision as to the 
occurrence of the violation and the amount of 
the penalty which is warranted, incorporating, 
when appropriate, an order therein requiring 
.hat the penalty be paid. When appropriate, 
:he Secretary shall consolidate such hearings 
with other proceedings under section 1271 of 
:his title. Any hearing under this section shall 
be of record and shall be subject to section 554 
of title 5. Where the person charged with such 
a violation fails to avail himself of the opportu-
nity for a public hearing, a civil penalty shall 
oe assessed by the Secretary after the Secre-
ary has determined that a violation did occur, 
and the amount of the penalty which is war-
ranted, and has issued an order requiring that 
the penalty be paid. 
c) Notice of violation: action required of violator; 
waiver of legal rights 
Upon the issuance of a notice or order charg-
ing :hat a violation of this chapter has oc-
curred, the Secretary shall inform the operator 
within thirty days of the proposed amount of 
iaid penalty. The person charged with the pen-
alty snail then have thirty days to pay the pro-
posed penalty in full or. if the person wishes to 
•oiuest Mther the amount of the penalty or the 
:act of the violation, forward the proposed 
amount to the Secretary for placement in an 
escrow account. If through administrative or 
judicial review of the proposed penalty, it is de-
termined that no violation occurred, or that the 
amount of the penalty should be reduced, the 
Secretary shall within thirty days remit the ap-
propriate amount to the person, with interest 
at the rate of 6 percent, or at the prevailing De-
partment of the Treasury rate, whichever is 
greater. Failure to forward the money to the 
Secretary within thirty days shall result in a 
waiver of all legal rights to contest the viola-
tion or the amount of the penalty, 
(d) Civil action to recover civil penalties 
Civil penalties owed under this chapter, may 
be recovered in a civil action brought by the At-
torney General at the request"of the Secretary 
in any appropriate district court of the United 
States. 
let Willful violations 
Any person who willfully and knowingly vio-
lates a condition of a permit Issued pursuant to 
a Federal program, a Federal lands program or 
Federal enforcement pursuant to section 1252 
of this title or during Federal enforcement of a 
State program pursuant to section 1271 of this 
title or fails or refuses to comply with any 
order Issued under section 1271 or section 1276 
of this title, or any order Incorporated in a final 
decision issued by the Secretary under this 
chapter, except an order incorporated in a deci-
sion issued under subsection (b) of this section 
or section 1294 of this title, shall, upon convic-
tion, be punished by a fine of not more than 
$10,000. or by imprisonment for not more than 
one year or both, 
(f) Corporate violations 
Whenever a corporate permittee violates a 
condition of a permit issued pursuant to a Fed-
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eral program, a Federal lands program n, 
under section 1271 of this T i t l e ^ r , J ^ T ^ 
ordered, or carried out such violation fn t e 
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Whoever knowingly
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merit, representation, or certificating ™ ^ U t e " 
ingly fails to make any statement « " ' 
both. more than one year or 
(h) Failure to correct violation 
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WV^EL^^" ohXT, 
under section i t ? ? l f ? ! f n y r e v l e w Proceedings 
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SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
; This section is referred to in section 1262 of tru 
title. 
11269- Release of performance bonds or deposits 
"(a) Filing of request; submittal of copy of advertise-
i' ment; notification by letter of intent to seek re-
lease 
The permittee may file a request with the 
regulatory authority for the release of all or 
'part of a performance bond or deposit. Within 
thirty days after any application for bond or 
deposit release has been filed with the regula-
tory authority, the operator shall submit a 
copy of an advertisement placed at least once a 
week for four successive weeks in a newspaper 
of general circulation in the locality of the sur-
face coal mining operation. Such advertisement 
shall be considered part of any bond release ap-
plication and shall contain a notification of the 
precise location of the land affected, the 
number of acres, the permit and the date ap-
proved, the amount of the bond filed and the 
portion sought to be released, and the type and 
appropriate dates of reclamation work per-
formed, and a description of the results 
achieved as they relate to the operator s ap-
proved reclamation plan. In addition, as part oi 
any bond release application, the applicant 
shall submit copies of letters which he has sent 
to adjoining property owners, local governmen-
tal bodies, planning agencies, and sewage and 
water t reatment authorities, or water compa-
nies In the locality In which the surface coal 
mining and reclamation activities took place, 
notifying them of his intention to seek release 
from the bond. 
(b) Inspection and evaluation; notification of decision 
Upon receipt of the notification and request. 
the regulatory authority shall within thirty 
days conduct an inspection and evaluation of 
the reclamation work involved. Such evaluation 
shall consider, among other things, the degree 
of difficulty to complete any remaining recla-
mation, whether pollution of surface and sub-
surface water Is occurring, the probability of 
continuance of future occurrence of such pollu-
tion, and the estimated cost of abating such 
pollution. The regulatory authority shall notify 
the permittee In writing of Its decision to re-
lease or not to release all or part of the per-
formance bond or deposit within sixty days 
from the filing of the request. If no public hear-
ing Is held pursuant to subsection (f) of this 
section, and If there has been a public hearing 
held pursuant to subsection (f) of this section, 
within thirty days thereafter, 
(c) Requirements for release 
The regulatory authority may release in 
whole or in part said bond or deposit if the au-
thority is satisfied the reclamation covered by 
the bond or deposit or portion thereof has been 
accomplished as required by this chapter ac-
cording to the following schedule: 
(1) When the operator completes the back-
filling, regrading. and drainage control of a 
bonded area in accordance with his approved 
reclamation plan, the release of 60 per 
centum of the bond or collateral for the ap-
plicable permit area. 
*2) Alter revegetation has been established 
on the regraded mined lands in accordance 
with the approved reclamation plan. When 
determining the amount of bond to be re 
leased alter successful revegetation has been 
established, the regulatory authority shall 
retain that amount ot bond lor the revegetat-
ed area which would be sufficient tor a third 
party to cover the cost oi reestablishing 
revegetation and for the period specified ior 
operator responsibility m section 1265 of this 
title of reestablishing revegetation. No part of 
the bond or deposit shall be released under 
this paragraph so long as the lands to which 
the release would be applicable are contribut 
ing suspended soiids to streamilow or runoif 
outside the permit area in excess oi the re-
quirements set by section 1265ib)(10) oi this 
title or until soil productivity for prime farm 
lands has returned to equivalent levels of 
yield as nonmined land ot the same soil type 
in the surrounding area under equivalent 
management practices as determined from 
the soil survey performed pursuant to section 
1257(b)( 16) of this title. Where a silt dam is to 
be retained as a permanent impoundment 
pursuant to section 1265(b)(8) of this title, 
the portion ot bond may be released under 
this paragraph so long as provisions for sound 
future maintenance by the operator or the 
landowner have been made with the regula 
tory authority. 
(3) When the operator has completed suc-
cessfully all surface coal mining and reclama-
tion activities, the release of the remaining 
portion of the bond, but not before the expi-
ration of the period specified for operator re-
sponsibility in section 1265 of this title: Pro 
vided, however, That no bond shall be fully 
released until all reclamation requirements of 
this chapter are fully met. 
(d) Notice of disapproval 
If the regulatory authority disapproves the 
application for release of the bond or portion 
thereof, the authority shall notify the permit 
tee. In writing, stating the reasons for disap 
proval and recommending corrective actions 
necessary to secure said release and allowing 
opportunity for a public hearing, 
(e) Notice to municipality 
When any application for total or partial 
bond release Is filed with the regulatory au 
thorlty. the regulatory authority shall notify 
the municipality In which a surface coal mining 
operation Is located by certified mail at least 
thir ty days prior to the release of all or a por 
tlon of the bond, 
(f) Objections to release; hearing 
Any person with a valid legal interest which 
might be adversely affected by release of the 
bond or the responsible officer or head of any 
Federal. State, or local governmental agency 
which has jurisdiction by law or special exper 
tlse with respect to any environmental, social, 
or economic impact Involved in the operation 
or Is authorized to develop and enforce environ 
mental standards with respect to such oper 
ations shall have the right to file written objec 
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tions to the proposed release from bond to the 
regulatory authority within thirty days after 
the last publication of the above notice. If writ-
ten objections are filed, and a hearing request-
ed, the regulatory authority shall inform all 
the interested parties, of the time and place 01 
the hearing, and hold a public hearing in the 
locality of the surface coal mining operation 
proposed for bond release within thirty days of 
the request for such hearing. The date. time, 
and location of such public hearings shall be 
advertised by the regulatory authority in a 
newspaper of general circulation in the locality 
(or two consecutive weeks, and shall hold a 
public hearing in the locality of the surface 
coal mining operation proposed for bond re-
lease or at the State capital at the option of the 
objector, within thirty days of the request for 
such hearing. 
<g) Informal conference 
Without prejudice to the rights of the objec-
tors, the applicant, or the responsibilities 01 the 
regulatory authority pursuant to this section, 
the regulatory authority may establish an in-
formal conference as provided in section 1263 
of this title to resolve such written objections, 
in) Power of regulatory authority with respect to in-
1 .i.ii .-onference 
r'or '-he purpose of such hearing the regula-
:ory authority shall have the authority and is 
hereby empowered to administer oaths, sub-
pena witnesses, or written or printed materials, 
compel the attendance of witnesses, or produc-
tion of the materials, and take evidence includ-
ing but not limited to inspections of the land 
affected and other surface coal mining oper-
ations carried on by the applicant in the gener-
al vicinity. A verbatim record of each public 
hearing required by this chapter shall be made, 
and a transcript made available on the motion 
of any party or by order of the regulatory au-
thority. 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title V. §519. Aug. 3. 1977, 91 
Stat. 501.) 
SECTION R n n u o TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section Is referred to In sections 1285. 1279. 1300 of this title. 
§ 1270. Citizens suits 
(a) Civil action to compel compliance with this chap-
ter 
Except as provided In subsection (b) of this 
section, any person having an Interest which is 
or may be adversely affected may commence a 
civil action on his own behalf to compel compli-
ance with this chapter— 
(1) against the United States or any other 
governmental instrumentality or agency to 
the extent permitted by the eleventh amend-
ment to the Constitution which Is alleged to 
be in violation of the provisions of this chap-
ter or of any rule, regulation, order or permit 
issued pursuant thereto, or against any other 
person who is alleged to be in violation of any 
rule, regulation, order or permit issued pursu-
ant to this subchapter; or 
(2) against the Secretary or the appropriate 
Sta te regulatory authority to the extent per-
mitted by the eleventh amendment to th 
Constitution where there is alleged a lailuj 
of the Secretary or the appropriate State rei 
ulatory authori ty to perform any act or dut 
under this chapter which is not discretions 
with the Secretary or with the approprlat 
State regulatory authority. 
No action may be commenced— T P 
(1) under subsection ( a x i ) of this section ° « 
(A) prior to sixty days after the p l a i n t i f f 
U) to the Secretary.
 ( „) t o the State i n * 
alleged violator; or ^ J B 
(B) if the Secretary or the State has com. 8 
menced and is diligently prosecuting a c Z I 
action in a court of the United Stales or a | 
5nn f £ T>iqmrl c o m P « " c e with the provl 1 
n°™ ° V h , s c n a P t e r . or any rule, regula- I ion. order, or permit issued p u r s u a n t * f 
court of the United States any person may ••* 
intervene as a mat ter of right: or t 
(2) under subsection ,ax2> of this section J) 
prior to sixty days a l ter the plaintiff has i 
given not.ce in writing of such action to u S I 
fhan KEry> m , S U C h m a n n e r «s ^ e Secretary -3 
l , y r T l a t l ( ; n e r e *cnbe. or to the a p p £ I 
pnate State regulatory authority, except that 1 
such action may be brought immediately I 
5£f.MSUCh n o t i ' i c a t i o " in the case where the i 
violation or order complained of constitute* » 
" I I J , 1 ; ! t n r e a t t o i he health or safety of 1 
the plaintiff or would immediately affect a 1 
legal interest of the plUntiif. 3 
(c) Venue; intervention 3 
(1) Any action respecting a violation of this 1 
chapter or the regulations thereunder may be 9 
brought only In the Judicial district In which M 
of Is l o c k e d ° 0 a l m l n l n K o p e r a t l o n complained 1 
(2) In such action undftr this section, the Sec- M 
retary. or the Sta te regulatory authority, if not 1 
a party, may Intervene as a matter of right. M 
(d) Costs; filing of bonds IS 
The court. In Issuing %ny n n a i o r d e r in any 3 
action brought pursuant to subsection (a) of 1 
this section, may award costs of litigation (in- $ 
eluding attorney and expert witness fees) to i 
any party, whenever the court determines such 3 
award Is appropriate. T h * court may. 1/ a tern- 1 
porary restraining order or preliminary Injunc- * 
tion is sought require t h e filing of a bond or 
equivalent security in accordance with the Fed-
eral Rules of Civil Procedure. 
<e> Effect on other enforcement methods 
Nothing in this section shall restrict any right 
which any person (or class of persons) may 
have under any s tatute o>r common law to seek 
enforcement of any of t h e provisions of this 
chapter and the regulations thereunder, or to 
seek any other relief (including relief against 
The district courts shall have jurisdiction wit h i 
out regard to the amount in controversy 0 ^ ' 
citizenship of the parties. h e i 
< b) Limitation on bringing of action 1 ! 
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Secretary or the appropriate State regula-
t o r authority). 
if) Action for damages 
• Any person who is injured in his person or 
oroperty through the violation by any operator 
of any rule, regulation, order, or permit issued 
oursuant to this chapter may bring an action 
for damages (including reasonable attorney and 
expert witness fees) only in the judicial district 
ju which the surface coal mining operation 
complained of is located. Nothing in this sub-
jection shall affect the rights established by or 
Hmlts imposed under State Workmen's Com-
pensation laws. 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title V. §520. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 
8tat.503.) 
REFERENCES IN TEXT 
The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, referred to in 
gubsec. (d). are set out in the Appendix to Title 28. Ju-
diciary and Judicial Procedure. 
SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section Is referred to in section 1276 o( this 
title. 
11271. Enforcement 
(a) Notice of violation; Federal inspection; waiver of 
notification period; cessation order, affirmative 
obligation on operator, suspension or revocation 
> of permits; contents of notices and orders 
(1) Whenever, on the basis of any informa-
$ tlon available to him. Including receipt of Lnfor-
:i matlon from any person, the Secretary has 
~ reason to believe tha t any person Is in violation 
i of any requirement of this chapter or any 
; permit condition required by this chapter, the 
Secretary shall notify the State regulatory au-
•; thority. If one exists. In the State in which such 
• violation exists. If no such State authority 
exists or the State regulatory authority falls 
within ten days after notification to take appro-
• prlate action to cause said violation to be cor-
"- rected or to show good cause for such failure 
and transmit notification of Its action to the 
Secretary, the Secretary shall Immediately 
order Federal Inspection of the surface coal 
" mining operation at which the alleged violation 
Is occurring unless the Information available to 
the Secretary Is a result of a previous Federal 
Inspection of such surface coal mining oper-
ation. The ten-day notification period shall be 
waived when the person Informing the Secre-
_. tary provides adequate proof tha t an Imminent 
danger of significant environmental harm 
- exists and tha t the State has failed to take ap-
propriate action. When the Federal Inspection 
results from Information provided to the Secre-
tary by any person, the Secretary shall notify 
such person when the Federal inspection Is pro-
posed to be carried out and such person shall be 
allowed to accompany the inspector during the 
Inspection. 
(2) When, on the basis of any Federal inspec-
tion, the Secretary or his authorized repre-
sentative determines that any condition or 
practices exist, or that any permittee is in viola 
tion of any requirement of this chapter or any 
Permit condition required by this chapter, 
which condition, practice, or violation also cre-
ates an imminent danger to the health or 
safety of the public, or is causing, or can rea-
sonably be expected to cause significant, immi-
nent environmental harm to land. air. or water 
resources, the Secretary or his authorized rep-
resentative shall immediately order a cessation 
of surface coal mining and reclamation oper-
ations or the portion thereof relevant to the 
condition, practice, or violation. Such cessation 
order shall remain in effect until the Secretary 
or his authorized representative determines 
tha t the condition, practice, or violation has 
been abated, or until modified, vacated, or ter-
minated by the Secretary or his authorized rep-
resentative pursuant to paragraph (5) of this 
subsection. Where the Secretary finds that the 
ordered cessation of surface coal mining and 
reclamation operations, or any portion thereof, 
will not completely abate the imminent danger 
to heal th or safety of the public or the signifi-
cant imminent environmental harm to land. air. 
or water resources, the Secretary shall, in addi-
tion to the cessation order, impose affirmative 
obligations on the operator requiring him to 
take whatever steps the Secretary deems neces-
sary to abate the imminent danger or the sig-
nificant environmental harm. 
(3) When, on the basis of a Federal inspection 
which is carried out during the enforcement of 
a Federal program or a Federal lands program. 
Federal inspection pursuant to section 1252. or 
section 1254(b) of this title, or during Federal 
enforcement of a State program in accordance 
with subsection (b) of this section, the Secre-
tary or his authorized representative deter-
mines that any permittee is in violation of any 
requirement of this chapter or any permit con-
dition required by this chapter, but such viola-
tion does not create an imminent danger to the 
heal th or safety of the public, or cannot be rea-
sonably expected to cause significant, imminent 
environmental harm to land, air, or water re-
sources, the Secretary or authorized repre-
sentative shall Issue a notice to the permittee 
or his agent fixing a reasonable time but not 
more than ninety days for the abatement of 
the violation and providing opportunity for 
public hearing. 
If. upon expiration of the period of time as 
originally fixed or subsequently extended, for 
good cause shown and upon the written finding 
of the Secretary or his authorized representa-
tive, the Secretary or his authorized repre-
sentative finds tha t the violation has not been 
abated, he shall Immediately order a cessation 
of surface coal mining and reclamation oper-
ations or the portion thereof relevant to the 
violation. Such cessation order shall remain in 
effect until the Secretary or his authorized rep-
resentative determines that the violation has 
been abated, or until modified, vacated, or ter-
minated by the Secretary or his authorized rep 
resentatlve pursuant to paragraph (5) of this 
subsection. In the order of cessation issued by 
the Secretary under this subsection, the Secre-
tary shall determine the steps necessary to 
abate the violation in the most expeditious 
manner possible, and shall include the neces-
sary measures In the order. 
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(4) When, on the basis of a Federal inspection 
which is carried out during the enforcement of 
a Federal program or a Federal lands program. 
Federal inspection pursuant to section 1252 or 
section 1254 of this title or during Federal en-
forcement of a State program in accordance 
with subsection (b) of this section, the Secre-
tary or his authorized representative deter-
mines that a pattern of violations of any re-
quirements of this chapter or any permit condi-
tions required by this chapter exists or has ex-
isted, and if the Secretary or his authorized 
representative also find that such violations are 
caused by the unwarranted failure of the per-
mittee to comply with any requirements of this 
chapter or any permit conditions, or that such 
violations are willfully caused by the permittee, 
the Secretary or his authorized representative 
shall forthwith issue an order to the permittee 
to show cause as to why the permit should not 
be suspended or revoked and shall provide op-
portunity for a public hearing. If a hearing is 
requested the Secretary shall inform all inter-
ested parties of the time and place of the hear-
ing. Upon the permittee's failure to show cause 
as to why the permit should not be suspended 
or revoked, the Secretary or his authorized rep-
resentative shall forthwith suspend or revoke 
the permit. 
(5) Notices and orders issued pursuant to this 
section shall set forth with reasonable specifici-
ty the nature of the violation and the remedial 
action required, the period of time established 
for abatement, and a reasonable description of 
the portion of the surface coal mining and rec-
lamation operation to which the notice or order 
applies. Each notice or order issued under this 
section shall be given promptly to the permit-
tee or his agent by the Secretary or his author-
ized representative who Issues such notice or 
order, and all such notices and orders shall be 
in writing and shall be signed by such author-
ized representatives. Any notice or order issued 
pursuant to this section may be modified, va-
cated, or terminated by the Secretary or his au-
thorized representative. A copy of any such 
order or notice shall be sent to the State regu-
latory authority in the State in which the viola-
tion occurs: Provided, That any notice or order 
issued pursuant to this section which requires 
cessation of mining by the operator shall expire 
within thirty days of actual notice to the opera-
tor unless a public hearing is held at the site or 
within such reasonable proximity to the site 
that any viewings of the site can be conducted 
during the course of public hearing, 
(b) Inadequate State enforcement; notice and hearing 
Whenever on the basis of information availa-
ble to him. the Secretary has reason to believe 
that violations of all or any part of an approved 
State program result from a failure of the State 
to enforce such State program or any part 
thereof effectively, he shall after public notice 
and notice to the State, hold a hearing thereon 
in the State within thirty days of such notice. 
If as a result of said hearing the Secretary finds 
that there are violations and such violations 
result from a failure of the State to enforce all 
or any part of the State program effectively, 
and li he further finds that the State has not 
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adequately demonstrated Its capability and 
intent to enforce such State program, he shall ; 
give public notice of such finding. During the 
period beginning with such public notice and 
ending when such State satisfies the Secretary 
that it will enforce this chapter, the Secretary 
shall enforce, in the manner provided by this 
chapter, any permit condition required under 
this chapter, shall issue new or revised permits 
in accordance with requirements of this chap-
ter, and may issue such notices and orders as 
are necessary for compliance therewith: Pro-
vided, That in the case of a State permittee 
who has met his obligations under such permit 
and who did not willfully secure the issuance of 
such permit through fraud or collusion, the 
Secretary shall give the permittee a reasonable 
time to conform ongoing surface mining and 
reclamation to the requirements of this chapter 
before suspending or revoking the State permit, 
(c) Civil action for relief 
The Secretary may request the Attorney 
General to institute a civil action for relief. In-
cluding a permanent or temporary injunction, 
restraining order, or any other appropriate 
order in the district court of the United States 
for the district in which the surface coal mining 
and reclamation operation is located or in 
which the permittee thereof has his principal 
office, whenever such permittee or his agent 
(A) violates or fails or refuses to comply with 
any order or decision issued by the Secretary 
under this chapter, or (B) interferes with, 
hinders, or delays the Secretary or his author-
ized representatives in carrying out the provi-
sions of this chapter, or (C) refuses to admit 
such authorized representative to the mine, or 
(D) refuses to permit inspection of the mine by 
such authorized representative, or (E) refuses 
to furnish any Information or report requested 
by the Secretary In furtherance of the provi-
sions of this chapter, or (F) refuses to permit 
access to, and copying of, such records as the 
Secretary determines necessary in carrying out 
the provisions of this chapter. Such court shall 
have Jurisdiction to provide such relief as may 
be appropriate. Temporary restraining orders 
shall be Issued in accordance with rule 65 of the 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, as amended. 
Any relief granted by the court to enforce an 
order under clause (A) of this section shall con-
tinue in effect until th* completion or final ter-
mination of all proceedings for review of such 
order under this subchapter, unless, prior 
thereto, the district court granting such relief 
sets it aside or modifies it. 
(d) Sanctions; effect on additional enforcement right* 
under State law 
As a condition of approval of any State pro-
gram submitted pursuant to section 1253 of this 
title, the enforcement (provisions thereof shall, 
at a minimum, incorporate sanctions no less 
stringent than those s*t forth in this section, 
and shall contain the sarnie or similar procedur-
al requirements relating thereto. Nothing 
herein shall be construed so as to eliminate any 
additional enforcement rights or procedures 
which are available undier State law to a State 
% 
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regulatory authority but which are not specifi-
cally enumerated herein. 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title V. § 521. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 
Stat. 504.) 
REFERENCES IN TEXT 
Rule 65 of the Federal Rules oi Civil Procedure, re-
ferred to in sudsec. \ct, is set out in the Appenuix to 
Title 28. Juuiciary and Judicial Procedure 
SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section is referred to in sections 1253. 1254. 
1268. 1275. 1276 of this title. 
§ 1272. Designating areas unsuitable for surface coal 
mining 
(at Establishment of State planning process: stand-
ards; State process requirements; integration with 
present and future land use planning and regula-
tion pro*.fc..»ea; savings provisions 
(1) To be eligible to assume primary regula-
tory authority pursuant to section 1253 of this 
title, each State shall establish a planning proc-
ess enabling objective decisions based upon 
competent and scientifically sound data and in-
formation as to which, if any. land areas of a 
State are unsuitable for all or certain types of 
surface coal mining operations pursuant to the 
standards set forth in paragraphs (2) and (3) of 
this subsection but such designation shall not 
prevent the mineral exploration pursuant to 
the chapter of any area so designated. 
(2) Upon petition pursuant to subsection tc) 
of this section, the State regulatory authority 
shall designate an area as unsuitable for all or 
certain types of surface coal mining operations 
if the State regulatory authority determines 
that reclamation pursuant to the requirements 
of this chapter Is not technologically and eco-
nomically feasible. 
(3) Upon petition pursuant to subsection (c) 
of this section, a surface area may be designat-
ed unsuitable for certain types of surface coal 
mining operations If such operations will— 
(A) be incompatible with existing State or 
local land use plans or programs; or 
(B) affect fragile or historic lands in which 
such operations could result In significant 
damage to important historic, cultural, scien-
tific, and esthetic values and natural systems; 
or 
(C) affect renewable resource lands in 
which such operations could result in a sub-
stantial loss or reduction of long-range pro-
ductivity of water supply or of food or fiber 
products, and such lands to Include aquifers 
and aquifer recharge areas; or 
(D) affect natural hazard lands in which 
such operations could substantially endanger 
life and property, such lands to include areas 
subject to frequent flooding and areas of un-
stable geology. 
(4) To comply with this section, a State must 
demonstrate it has developed or is developing a 
process which includes— 
(A) a State agency responsible for surface 
coal mining lands review; 
(B) a data base and an inventory system 
which will permit proper evaluation of the ca-
pacity of different land areas of the State to 
support and permit reclamation of surface 
coal mining operations; 
(C) a method or methods for implementing 
land use planning decisions concerning sur-
face coal mining operations; and 
(D) proper notice, opportunities for public 
participation, including a public hearing prior 
to making any designation or redesignation. 
pursuant to this section. 
(5) Determinations ot ihe unsuitability of 
land for surface coal mining, as provided for in 
this section, shall be integrated as closely as 
possible with present and future land use plan-
ning and regulation processes at the Federal. 
State, and local levels. 
(6) The requirements of this section shall not 
apply to lands on which surface coal mining op-
erations are being conducted on August 3. 1977. 
or under a permit issued pursuant to this chap-
ter, or where substantial legal and financial 
commitments in such operation were in exist-
ence prior to January 4. 1977. 
<b> Review of Federal lands 
The Secretary shall conduct a review of the 
Federal lands to determine, pursuant to the 
standards set forth in paragraphs (2) and (3) of 
subsection ia* of this section, whether there are 
areas on Federal lands which are unsuitable for 
all or certain types of surface coal mining oper-
ations: Provided, however, That the Secretary 
may permit surface coal mining on Federal 
lands prior to the completion of this review. 
When the Secretary determines an area on 
Federal lands to be unsuitable for all or certain 
types of surface coal mining operations, he 
shall withdraw such area or condition any min-
eral leasing or mineral entries in a manner so as 
to limit surface coal mining operations on such 
area. Where a Federal program has been imple-
mented In a State pursuant to section 1254 of 
this title, the Secretary shall implement a proc 
ess for designation of areas unsuitable for sur 
face coal mining for non Federal lands within 
such State and such process shall Incorporate 
the standards and procedures of this section. 
Prior to designating Federal lands unsuitable 
for such mining, the Secretary shall consult 
with the appropriate State and local agencies. 
(c) Petition; Intervention; decision 
Any person having an Interest which is or 
may be adversely affected shall have the right 
to petition the regulatory authority to have an 
area designated as unsuitable for surface coal 
mining operations, or to have such a designa 
tlon terminated. Such a petition shall contain 
allegations of facts with supporting evidence 
which would tend to establish the allegations 
Within ten months after receipt of the petition 
the regulatory authority shall hold a public 
hearing In the locality of the affected area 
after appropriate notice and publication of tin 
date. time, and location of such hearing. After ; 
person having an Interest which Is or may b« 
adversely affected has filed a petition am 
before the hearing, as required by this subsec-
tion, any person may intervene by filing allega 
lions of facts with supporting evidence whicl 
would tend to establish the allegations. Wilhii 
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sixty days after such hearing, the regulatory 
authority shall issue and furnish to the peti-
tioner and any other party to the hearing, a 
written decision regarding the petition, and the 
reasons therefore. '* In the event that all the pe-
titioners stipulate agreement prior to the re-
quested hearing, and withdraw their request, 
such hearing need not be held, 
id) Statement 
Prior to designating any land areas as unsuit-
able for surface coal mining operations, the reg-
ulatory authority shall prepare a detailed state-
ment on (i) the potential coal resources of the 
area, (ii) the demand for coal resources, and 
(iii) the impact of such designation on the envi-
ronment, the economy, and the supply of coal, 
(e) Prohibition on certain Federal public and private 
surface coal mining operations 
After August 3. 1977, and subject to valid ex-
isting rights no surface coal mining operations 
except those which exist on August 3, 1977, 
shall be permitted— 
(1) on any lands within the boundaries of 
units of the National Park System, the Na-
tional Wildlife Refuge Systems, the National 
System of Trails, the National Wilderness 
Preservation System, the Wild and Scenic 
Rivers System, including study rivers desig-
nated under section 1276(a) of title 16 and 
National Recreation Areas designated by Act 
of Congress; 
(2) on any Federal lands within the bound-
aries of any national forest: Provided, howev-
er. That surface coal mining operations may 
be permitted on such lands If the Secretary 
finds that there are no significant recreation-
al, timber, economic, or other values which 
may be incompatible with such surface 
mining operations and— 
(A) surface operations and impacts are In-
cident to an underground coal mine; or 
(B) where the Secretary of Agriculture 
determines, with respect to lands which do 
not have significant forest cover within 
those national forests west of the 100th me-
ridian, that surface mining Is in compliance 
with the Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act 
of 1960 [16 U.S.C. 528-531], the Federal 
Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975, the 
National Forest Management Act of 1976, 
and the provisions of this chapter: And pro-
vided further. That no surface coal mining 
operations may be permitted within the 
boundaries of the Custer National Forest; 
(3) which will adversely affect any publicly 
owned park or places included in the National 
Register of Historic Sites unless approved 
jointly by the regulatory authority and the 
Federal. State, or local agency with Jurisdic-
tion over the park or the historic site; 
(4) within one hundred feet of the outside 
right-of-way line of any public road, except 
where mine access roads or haulage roads Join 
such right-of-way line and except that the 
regulatory authority may permit such roads 
to be relocated or the area affected to lie 
within one hundred feet of such road. If after 
"So In original. Probably should be "therefor". 
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91273. Federal lands 
(a) Promulgation and Implementation of Federal 
lands program 
No later than one ye* r after August 3 1977 
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retary shall retain his cduties under sections 
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201(a). (2)<B)n and 201(a)(3) of this title, and 
shall continue to be responsible for designation 
0f Federal lands as unsuitable for mining in ac-
cordance with section 1272(b) of this title, 
(b) Incorporation of requirements into any lease. 
permit, or contract issued by Secretary which 
may involve surface coal mining and reclamation 
operations 
The requirements of this chapter and the 
Federal lands program or an approved State 
program for State regulation of surface coai 
mining on Federal lands under subsection KO OI 
this section, whichever is applicable, shall be in-
corporated by reference or otherwise in any 
Federal mineral lease, permit, or contract 
Issued by the Secretary which may invoive sur-
face coal mining and reclamation operations. 
Incorporation of such requirements shall not, 
however, limit in any way the authority of the 
Secretary to subsequently issue new regula-
tions, revise the Federal lands program to deal 
with changing conditions or changea technol 
ogy. and to require any surface mining and rec-
lamation operations to conform with ihe re-
quirements of this chapter and the regulations 
Issued pursuant to this chapter, 
(c) Slate cooperative agreements 
Any State with an approved State program 
may elect to enter into a cooperative agreement 
with the Secretary to provide for State regula-
tion of surface coal mining and reclamation op-
erations on Federal lands within the State, pro-
vided the Secretary determines in writing that 
such State has the necessary personnel and 
funding to fully implement such a cooperative 
agreement in accordance with the provision of 
this chapter. States with cooperative agree-
ments existing on August 3. 1977. may elect to 
continue regulation on Federal lands within the 
State, prior to approval by the Secretary of 
their State program, or imposition of a Federal 
program, provided that such existing coopera-
tive agreement Is modified to fully comply with 
the Initial regulatory procedures set forth in 
section 1252 of this title. Nothing In this sub-
section shall be construed as authorizing the 
Secretary to delegate to the States his duty to 
approve mining plans on Federal lands, to des-
ignate certain Federal lands as unsuitable for 
surface coal mining pursuant to section 1272 of 
this title, or to regulate other activities taking 
place on Federal lands. 
(d) Development of program to assure no unreason-
able denial to any class of coal purchasers 
The Secretary shall develop a program to 
assure that with respect to the granting of per-
mits, leases, or contracts for coal owned by the 
United States, that no class of purchasers of 
the mined coal shall be unreasonably denied 
purchase thereof. 
(Pub. L. 95-87, title V. 5 523. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 
Stat. 510.) 
SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHEH SECTIONS 
This section is referred to in sections 1253. 1276. 
1291. 1292. 1295. 1302 oi this title. 
} 1271. Public ;i<eiu-ies, public utilities, and public 
corporation* 
Any agency, unit, or instrumentality of Fed-
eral State, or local government, including any 
publicly owned utility or puolicly owned corpo-
ration oi Federal. State. )r local government, 
vhich proposes 'o >ngage :n surface coal 
mining operations which ire subject to :he re 
quirements oi this cnapter ;hail comply -villi 
the provisions of this suDcnapter. 
"So in ordinal. Probably should br 20l(au2i*Bi 
Pub. L. 95-87 . title V. j 524. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 
S t a t . 511. 
3 1275. lleview hy Secretary 
iai Application lor review <>i order or notice. in\t'*u 
gallon; hearing; notice 
^ 1) A permittee issued a notice or order by the 
Secretary pursuant to fhe provisions of para-
graphs i2) and (3) oi subsection (a; of section 
1271 of this title, or pursuant to a Feaeral pro 
<ram or the Feaeral lands program or iny 
person having an interest which is or may be 
adversely affected by such notice or oraer or by 
any moaificaiion. vacation, or termination ui 
such notice or order, may apply to the Secre-
tary for review of the notice or order within 
thirty days of receipt hereof or within thirty 
days of its moaificaiion. vacation, or termina-
tion. Upon receipt of sucn application, rhe Sec 
retary shall cause such investigation to be made 
as he deems appropriate. Such investigation 
shall provide an opportunity for a public hear 
ing, at the request of the applicant or the 
person having an interest which is or may be 
adversely affected, to enable the applicant or 
such person to present information relating to 
the issuance and continuance of such notice or 
order or the modification, vacation, or termina-
tion thereof. The filing of an application for 
review under this subsection shall not operate 
as a stay of any order or notice. 
(2) The permittee and other interested per 
sons shall be given written notice of the time 
and place of the hearing at least five days prior 
thereto. Any such hearing shall be of record 
and shall be subject to section 554 of title 5 
(b) Findings of fact; issuance of decision 
Upon receiving the report of such investiga 
tion. the Secretary shall make findings of fact 
and shall Issue a written decision. Incorporating 
therein an order vacating, affirming, modifying. 
or terminating the notice or order, or the modi 
flcatlon. vacation, or termination of such notice 
or order complained of and Incorporate his 
findings therein. Where the application for 
review concerns an order for cessation of sur 
face coal mining and reclamation operation.-, 
Issued pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 
(2) or (3) of subsection <a) of section 1271 oi 
this title, the Secretary shall issue the wntti i 
decision within thirty days of the receipt of th< 
application for review, unless temporary relu 
has been granted by the Secretary pursuant it 
subsection (c) of this section or by the cour 
pursuant to subsection (c) of section 1276 o 
this title. 
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<c) Temporary relief; issuance of order or decision 
granting or denying- relief 
Pending completion of the investigation and 
hearing required by this section, the applicant 
may file with the Secretary a written request 
that the Secretary grant temporary relief from 
any notice or order issued under section 1271 of 
this title, a Federal program or the Federal 
lands program together with a detailed state-
ment giving reasons for granting such relief. 
The Secretary shall issue an order or decision 
granting or denying such relief expeditiously: 
Provided, That where the applicant requests 
relief from an order for cessation of coal mining 
and reclamation operations issued pursuant to 
paragraph (2) or (3) of subsection (a) of section 
1271 of this title, the order or decision on such 
a request shall be issued within five days of its 
receipt. The Secretary may grant such relief, 
under such conditions as he may prescribe, if— 
< 1) a hearing has been held in the locality 
of the permit area on the request for tempo-
rary relief in which all parties were given an 
opportunity to be heard; 
(2) the applicant shows that there is sub-
stantial likelihood that the findings of the 
Secretary will be favorable to him: and 
3) ;uch relief Till not adversely affect the 
lealth or safety of the public or cause signifi-
cant, imminent environmental harm to land, 
air. or water resources. 
id) Notice and hearing with respect to section 1271 
order to show cause 
Following the issuance of an order to show 
cause as to why a permit should not be sus-
pended or revoked pursuant to section 1271 of 
this title, the Secretary shall hold a public 
hearing after giving written notice of the time, 
place, and date thereof. Any such hearing shall 
be of record and shall be subject to section 554 
of title 5. Within sixty days following the 
public hearing, the Secretary shall Issue and 
furnish to the permittee and all other parties 
to the hearing a written decision, and the rea-
sons therefor, concerning suspension or revoca-
tion of the permit. If the Secretary revokes the 
permit, the permittee shall immediately cease 
surface coal mining operations on the permit 
area and shall complete reclamation within a 
period specified by the Secretary, or the Secre-
tary shall declare as forfeited the performance 
bonds for the operation. 
(e> Costs 
Whenever an order is issued under this sec-
tion, or as a result of any administrative pro-
ceeding under this chapter, at the request of 
any person, a sum equal to the aggregate 
amount of all costs and expenses (Including at-
torney fees) as determined by the Secretary to 
have been reasonably incurred by such person 
for or in connection with his participation in 
such proceedings, including any judicial review 
of agency actions, may be assessed against 
either party as the court, resulting from Judi-
cial review or the Secretary, resulting from ad-
ministrative proceedings, deems proper. 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title V. 5 525. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 Stat . 511.) 
SECTION R * ™ ^
 TO „ O T H n i S £ c r i O N s 
thThis j e t t o n is referred to in sections 1288. l 2 7 e 
§ 1276. Judicial review ' 
U> Review by United States District Court- v.n 
filing of petition; time ' *""*! 
(1) Any action of the Secretary m or,~ 
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^ S e c r e t a r y for such f a r the r action as Umay 
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(c) Temporary relief; prerequisites 
In the case of a proceeding to review any 
order or decision issued by the Secretary under 
this chapter, including an order or decision 
Issued pursuant to subsection (c) or <d) of sec-
tion 1275 of this title pertaining to any order 
Issued under paragraph <2), (3). or <4) of subsec-
tion <a) of section 1271 of this title for cessation 
of coal mining and reclamation operations, the 
court may, under such conditions as it may pre-
scribe, grant such temporary relief as it deems 
appropriate pending final determination of the 
proceedings if— 
(1) all parties to the proceedings have been 
notified and given an opportunity to be heard 
on a request for temporary relief; 
(2) the person requesting such relief shows 
that there is a substantial likelihood that he 
will prevail on the merits of the final determi-
nation of the proceeding, and 
(3) such relief will not adversely affect the 
public heal th or safety or cause significant 
Imminent environmental harm to land. air. or 
water resources. 
(d) Stay of action, order, or decision of Secretary 
The commencement of a proceeding under 
this section shall not. unless specifically or-
dered by the court, operate as a stay of the 
action, order, or decision of the Secretary. 
(e) Action of State regulatory authority 
Action of the State regulatory authority pur-
suant to an approved State program shall be 
subject to judicial review by a court of compe-
tent jurisdiction in accordance with State law, 
but the availability of such review shall not be 
construed to limit the operation of the rights 
established in section 1270 of this title except 
as provided therein. 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title V. 5 526. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 
Stat. 512.) 
SECTION RETXRRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section is referred to in sections 1264. 1288. 
1275 of this title. 
§ 1277. Special bituminous coal mines 
(a) Issuance of separate regulations; criteria 
The regulatory authority is authorized to 
Issue separate regulations for those special bi-
tuminous coal surface mines located west of the 
100th meridian west longitude which meet the 
following criteria: 
(1) the excavation of the specific mine pit 
takes place on the same relatively limited site 
for an extended period of time; 
(2) the excavation of the specific mine pit 
follows a coal seam having an inclination of 
fifteen degrees or more from the horizontal, 
and continues in the same area proceeding 
downward with lateral expansion of the pit 
necessary to maintain stability or as neces-
sary to accommodate the orderly expansion 
of the total mining operation; 
(3) the excavation of the specific mine pit 
Involves the mining of more than one coal 
seam and mining has been initiated on the 
deepest coal seam contemplated to be mined 
in the current operation; 
^4) the amount of material removed is large 
in proportion to the surface axeav disturbed; 
15) there is no practicable alternative 
method of mining the coal involved; 
(6) there is no practicable method to re 
claim the land in the manner required by this 
chapter; and 
»7) the specific mine pit has been actually 
proaucing coal since January 1. 1972. in such 
manner as to meet the criteria set forth in 
this section, and. because of past duration ut 
mining, is substantially committed to a mode 
of operation which warrants exceptions to 
some provisions oi this subchapter. 
ib> New bituminous coal surface mints 
Such separate regulations shall also contain a 
distinct part to cover ana pertain to new bitu 
mmous coal surface mines winch may be dew! 
oped after August 3. 1977. on lands immediately 
adjacent to lands upon which are located spe 
cial bituminous mines existing on January 1 
1972. Such new mines shall meet the criteria oi 
subsection <a) of this section except for para 
graphs (3) and (7). and all requirements o< 
State law. notwithstanding in whole or part tin 
regulations issued pursuant to subsection (c» o 
this section. In the event of :in amendment o 
revision to the S ta t e s regulatory program. H*K 
illations, or decisions made thereunder govern 
ing such mines, the Secretary shall issue sue! 
additional regulations as necessary to meet th 
purposes of this chapter. 
<c) Scope of alternative regulations 
Such alternative regulations may pertai 
only to the standards governing onsite handlin 
of spoils, elimination of depressions capable ( 
collecting water, creation of impoundment 
and regrading to the approximate original cot 
tour and shall specify that remaining highwal 
are stable. All other performance standards i 
this subchapter shall apply to such mines. 
(Pub. L. 95-87, title V. § 527. Aug. 3. 1977. i 
Stat . 513.) 
§ 1278. Surface mining operations not subject to it) 
chapter 
The provisions of this chapter shall not app 
to any of the following activities: 
(1) the extraction of coal by a landown 
for his own noncommercial use from lai 
owned or leased by him; 
(2) the extraction of coal for commerct 
purposes where the surface mining operath 
affects two acres or less; and 
(3) the extraction of coal as an incident 
part of Federal. State or local government 
nanced highway or other construction unci 
regulations established by the regulatory a 
thorlty. 
(Pub. L. 95-87. title V. 5 528. Aug. 3. 1977. 
Stat . 514.) 
9 127**. Anthracite coal mine* 
(a) The Secretary is authorized to and sh 
Issue separate regulations according to in 
schedules established in this chapter for ; 
thracite coal surface mines, if such mines i 
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regulated by environmental protection stand-
ards of the State in which they are located. 
Such alternative regulations shall adopt, in 
each instance, the environmental protection 
provisions of the State regulatory program in 
existence on August 3. 1977. in lieu of sections 
1265 and 1266 of this title. Provisions of sec-
tions 1259 and 1269 of this title are applicable 
except for specified bond limits and period of 
revegetation responsibility. All other provisions 
of this chapter apply and the regulation issued 
by the Secretary of Interior for each State an-
thracite regulatory program shall so reflect: 
Provided, however, That upon amendment of a 
State's regulatory program for anthracite 
mining or regulations thereunder in force in 
lieu of the above-cited sections of this chapter, 
the Secretary shall issue such additional regu-
lations as necessary to meet the purposes of 
this chapter, 
(b) The Secretary of Interior shall report to 
Congress biennially, commencing on December 
31. 1977. as to the effectiveness of such State 
anthracite regulatory programs operating in 
conjunction with this chapter with respect to 
protecting the environment and such reports 
shall include those recommendations the Secre-
tary deems necessary for program changes in 
order to better meet the environmental protec-
'ion objectives of this chapter. 
Pub. L. 95-87. title V. 5 529. Aug. 3. 1977. 91 Stat. 514.) 
SUBCHAPTER VI - DESIGNATION OP 
LANDS UNSUITABLE FOR NONCOAL 
MINING 
§ 1281. Designation procedures 
(a) Review of Federal land areas for unsuilability for 
noncoal mining 
With respect to Federal lands within any 
State, the Secretary of Interior may. and if so 
requested by the Governor of such State shall, 
review any area within such lands to assess 
whether it may be unsuitable for mining oper-
ations for minerals or materials other than 
coal, pursuant to the criteria and procedures of 
this section. 
(b) Criteria considered in determining designations 
An area of Federal land may be designated 
under this section as unsuitable for mining op-
erations if (1) such area consists of Federal land 
of a predominantly urban or suburban charac-
ter, used primarily for residential or related 
purposes, the mineral estate of which remains 
in the public domain, or (2) such area consists 
of Federal land where mining operations would 
have an adverse impact on lands used primarily 
for residential or related purposes. 
<c> Petition for exclusion; contents; hearing; tempo-
rary land withdrawal 
Any person having an Interest which Is or 
may be adversely affected shall have the right 
to petition the Secretary to seek exclusion of 
an area from mining operations pursuant to 
this section or the redesignation of an area or 
part thereof as suitable for such operations. 
Such petition shall contain allegations of fact 
with supporting evidence which would tend to 
substantiate the allegations. The petition 
shall be granted a hearing within a reasonabl 
time and finding with reasons therefor upon 
the matter of their petition. In any instance 
where a Governor requests the Secretary to 
review an area, or where the Secretary find* 
the national interest so requires, the Secretary. 
may temporarily withdraw the area to be re-
viewed from mineral entry or leasing pending 
such review: Provided, however, That such tem-
porary withdrawal be ended as promptly as 
practicable and in no event shall exceed two" 
years. ;•; 
id) Limitation on designations; rights preservation; 
regulations 
In no event is a land area to be designated un-
suitable for mining operations under this sec-
tion on which mining operations are being con-
ducted prior to the holding of a hearing on 
such petition in accordance with subsection (c) 
of this section. Valid existing rights shall be , 
preserved and not affected by such designation. 
Designation of an area as unsuitable for mining 
operations under this section shall not prevent 
subsequent mineral exploration of such area, V 
except that such exploration shall require the 
prior written consent of the holder of the sur-
face estate, which consent shall be filed with 
the Secretary. The Secretary may promulgate,
 ( 
with respect to any designated area, regulations 
to minimize any adverse effects of such explo-
ration. 
le) Statement 
Prior to any designation pursuant to this sec- '• 
tion. the Secretary shall prepare a detailed i_ 
statement on (i) the potential mineral resources 
of the area, (ii) the demand for such mineral re-
sources, and (HI) the Impact of such designation 
or the absence of such designation on the envi-
ronment, economy, and the supply of such min-
eral resources. 
(f) Area withdrawal 
When the Secretary designates an area of ^ 
Federal lands as unsuitable for all or certain 
types of mining operations for minerals and „*• 
materials other than coal pursuant to this sec-
tion he may withdraw such area from mineral \' 
entry or leasing, or condition such entry or : 
leasing so as to limit such mining operations In v 
accordance with his determination, if the Secre-
tary also determines, based on his analysis pur-
suant to subsection (e) of this section, that the 
benefits resulting from such designation would 
be greater than the benefits to the regional or 
national economy which could result from min-
eral development of such area. 
(g) Right to appeal 
Any party with a valid legal interest who has 
appeared in the proceedings in connection with 
the Secretary's determination pursuant to this 
section and who is aggrieved by the Secretary's 
decision (or by his failune to act within a rea-
sonable time) shall have Uie right of appeal for 
review by the United States district court for 
the district in which the (pertinent area Is locat-
ed. 
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SUBCHAPTER VII-ADMINISTRATIVE 
AND MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
SUBCHAPTER REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This subchapter is referred to Ln section 1253 of this 
title. 
|1291- Definition* 
por the purposes of this chapter— 
(1) "alluvial valley floors" means the uncon-
solidated stream laid deposits holding streams 
where water availability is sufficient for sub-
Irrigation or flood irrigation agricultural ac-
tivities but does not include upland areas 
which are generally overlain by a thin veneer 
of colluvial deposits composed chiefly of 
debris from sheet erosion, deposits by uncon-
centrated runoff or slope wash, together with 
talus, other mass movement accumulation 
and windblown deposits; 
(2) "approximate original contour" means 
that surface configuration achieved by back-
filling and grading of the mined area so that 
the reclaimed area, including any terracing or 
access roads, closely resembles the general 
surface configuration of the land prior to 
mining and blends into and complements the 
drainage pattern of the surrounding terrain, 
with all highwalls and spoil piles eliminated; 
water impoundments may be permitted where 
the regulatory authority determines that 
they are ln compliance with section 1265(b)(8) 
of this title; 
(3) "commerce" means trade, traffic, com-
merce, transportation, transmission, or com-
munication among the several States, or be-
tween a State and any other place outside 
thereof, or between points In the same State 
which directly or indirectly affect Interstate 
commerce; 
(4) "Federal lands" means any land. Includ-
ing mineral Interests, owned by the United 
States without regard to how the United 
States acquired ownership of the land and 
without regard to the agency having responsi-
bility for management thereof, except Indian 
lands: Provided, That for the purposes of this 
chapter lands or mineral interests east of the 
one hundredth meridian west longitude 
owned by the United States and entrusted to 
or managed by the Tennessee Valley Authori-
ty shall not be subject to sections 1304 (Sur-
face Owner Protection) and 1305 (Federal 
Lessee Protection) of this title.' 
(5) "Federal lands program" means a pro-
gram established by the Secretary pursuant 
to section 1273 of this title to regulate surface 
coal mining and reclamation operations on 
Federal lands; 
(6) "Federal program" means a program es-
tablished by the Secretary pursuant to sec-
tion 1254 of this title to regulate surface coal 
mining and reclamation operations on lands 
within a State in accordance with the require-
ments of this chapter; 
'So In original The pt-riod probably should be a srmlcolon 
(7) 'fund" means the Abandoned Mine Rec-
lamation Fund established pursuant to sec-
tion 1231 of this title: 
(8) "imminent danger to the health and 
safety of the public" means the existence of 
any condition or practice, or any violation of 
a permit or other requirement of this chapter 
in a surface coal mining and reclamation op-
eration, which condition, practice, or viola-
tion could reasonably be expected to cause 
substantial physical harm to persons outside 
the permit area before such condition, prac-
tice, or violation can be abated. A reasonable 
expectation of death or serious injury before 
abatement exists if a rational person, subject-
ed to the same conditions or practices giving 
rise to the peril, would not expose himself or 
herself to the danger during the lime neces-
sary for abatement; 
(9) "Indian lands" means ail lands, includ-
ing mineral interests, within the exterior 
boundaries of any Federal Indian reservation, 
notwithstanding the issuance of any patent, 
and including rights-of-way, and all lands in-
cluding mineral interests held in trust for or 
supervised by an Indian tribe; 
(10) "Indian tribe" means any Indian tribe, 
band, group, or community having a govern-
ing body recognized by ihe Secretary; 
(11) lands within any State' or lands 
within such State" means all I anas within a 
State other than Federal lands and Indian 
lands; 
(12) "Office" means the Office of Surface 
Mining Reclamation and Enforcement estab-
lished pursuant to subchapter II of this chap-
ter; 
(13) "operator" means any person, partner-
ship, or corporation engaged in coal mining 
who removes or Intends to remove more than 
two hundred and fifty tons of coal from the 
earth by coal mining within twelve consecu 
tive calendar months in any one location; 
(14) "other minerals" means clay, stone, 
sand, gravel, metalliferous and nonmetalllfer 
ous ores, and any other solid material or sub 
stances of commercial value excavated in 
solid form from natural deposits on or in the 
earth, exclusive of coal and those minerals 
which occur naturally in liquid or gaseous 
form; 
(15) "permit" means a permit to conduct 
surface coal mining and reclamation oper 
atlons Issued by the State regulatory authori-
ty pursuant to a State program or by the Sec-
retary pursuant to a Federal program; 
(16) "permit applicant" or "applicant" 
means a person applying lor a permit; 
(17) "permit area" means the area of land 
Indicated on the approved map submitted by 
the operator with his application, which area 
of land shall be covered by the operator's 
bond as required by section 1259 of this titlt 
and shall be readily identifiable by appropri 
ate markers on the site; 
(IB) "permittee" means a person holding JI 
permit; 
(19) person" means an individual, partner 
ship, association, society, joint stock compa 
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§ 700 1 Scope 
The regulations in Chapter VII of 30 
?Q^^°lS,SJ!nl0f p a r t s 70° trough 
899 establish the procedures through 
w h c h the Secretary of the Interior" 
will implement the Surface Mmine 
Control and Reclamation Act o i W ? 
™ib V 9 5 8 7 ' 9 1 S t a t 4 4 5 (30 U s e 1201 et seq )) Chapter VII is d i v i d e into 13 subchapters aiviaed 
» « ™ \ S V b c h a p t e r A c o n t a i n s introduc 
tory information Intended to serve kL 
a.guide to the rest of the c h a p t e r i n g 
iS r iS f r e g u l a t o r y requirements and 
definitions generally applicable to t h e 
programs and persons covered by t h e 
(b) Subchapter B contains reguia 
tions covering the initial regulatory 
P
a
r h m a m W h l C n a p p , y b e f o r e l « e app| ,y 
cabmty of permanent program regVf* 
;Lo? ? , p e r s o n s conducting surface 
Ul m l f l l i l g a n d r e c | a m a t i o n o£? 
t h e A c t " 1 ° t h e r P C r S O n S C O V e r e d b * 
(c) Subchapter C sets forth reguia 
c ^ n « ° V e r i n g ^Uc^ons for and d* 
mlons on permanent Sta te program! 
tuUnP;0aCep , t 0 b,C f ° 1 , O W e d f ° r s ^ ' tutlng a Federal program for an an 
proved State program if n e c e i a r ? 
P h e l p 7 c e s s f f o r assuming t e m p o r a l 
Federal enforcement of an approved 
State program, and the process foMrT 
Plementing a Federal program in » 
State when required by t h e T c t * 
<d> Subchapter D of this c h a n t s 
identifies the procedures tha t appl? £ 
30 CFR Ch. V I I ( 7 - 1 - 9 1 Edition) 
A—GENERAL 
surface coal mining and reclamation 
operations conducted on Federal lands 
ra ther than State or private lands and 
incorporates by reference the require 
ments of the applicable regulatory 
program and the inspection and en 
forcement requirements of subchapter 
L of this chapter 
(e) Subchapter E of this chapter 
contains regulations that apply to sur 
face coal mining and reclamation oper 
ations conducted on Indian lands 
(f)(1) Subchapter F implements the 
requirements of the Act for — 
(D Designating lands which are un 
suitable for all or certain types of sur 
face coal mining operations 
(a) Terminating designations no 
longer found to be appropriate and 
(in) Prohibiting surface coal mining 
and reclamation operations on those 
lands or areas where the Act states 
that surface coal mining operations 
should not be permitted or should be 
permitted only after specified determi 
nations are made 
(2) Subchapter F does not include 
regulations governing designation of 
areas unsuitable for noncoal mining 
under the terms of section 601 of the 
Act or the designation of Federal 
lands under the Federal lands review 
provisions of section 522(b) of the Act 
The Bureau of Land Management of 
the Department of the Interior is re 
sponsible for these provisions which 
will be implemented when promulgat 
ed by regulations in title 43 of the 
Code of Federal Regulations 
(g) Subchapter G governs applica 
tions for and decisions on permits for 
surface coal mining and reclamation 
operations on non Indian and non 
Federal lands under a State or Federal 
program It also governs coal explora 
tion and permit application and deci 
sions on permits for special categories 
of coal mining on non Indian and non 
Federal lands under a State or Federal 
program Regulations implementing 
the experimental practices provision 
of the Act are also included in sub 
chapter G 
(h) Subchapter J sets forth require 
ments for performance bonds and 
public liability insurance for both sur 
8 
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face mining and underground mining 
activities 
(i) Subchapter K sets forth the envi 
ronmental and other performance 
standards which apply to coal explora 
tlon and to surtace coal mining and 
reclamation operations during the per 
manent regulator* program The regu 
lations establish the minimum require 
ments for operations under Sta te and 
Federal programs Performance stand 
ards applicable to special mining situa 
tlons such as anthracite mines steep 
slope mining, alluvial valley tloors 
and prime farmlands are included 
(J) Subchapter L oets lorth the in 
spection, enforcement and civil penal 
ty provisions that apply to a Sta te 
Federal or Federal lands program 
(k) Subchapter M bets torth the re 
quirements for the ..raining examma 
tion and certification oi blasters 
(1) Subchapter P sets forth the pro 
visions for protection of tmployees 
who initiate proceedings under t h t Act 
or testify in any proceedings resulting 
from the administration or enforce 
ment of the Act 
(m) Subchapter R sets forth the reg 
ulations for the abandoned mine land 
reclamation program These regula 
K tions Include the fee collection re 
*• quirements and the mechanisms for 
Implementing the State and Federal 
* portions of the abandoned mine land 
, reclamation program 
4 (n) Subchapter S sets forth the regu 
%\ **tlons t n a t apply to grants for mining 
jLsm and mineral research institutes and 
J j ^ grants for mineral research projects 
*
%t
 144 FR 15313 Mar 13 1979 as amended at 
48 PR 6034 Peb 16 1983 49 PR 38477 
v Sept 28 19841 
• - 8 700 2 Objective 
The objective of Chapter VII is to 
fulfill the purposes of the Act found in 
section 102 in a manner which is con 
sistent with the language of the Act 
Its legislative history other applicable 
laws and Judicial interpretations 
B 700 3 Authority 
The Secretary is authorized to ad 
minister the requirements of the Act 
except the following 
(a) Provisions of the Act tha t au 
thorize the Secretary of Agriculture to 
establish programs for the r tc lama 
tion of rural lands identification of 
prime agricultural lands and other re 
*ponsibilities described in the Act 
Regulations promulgated by the Sec 
retary of Agriculture are in 7 CFR 
(b) Provisions of the Act for which 
responsibility is specifically assigned 
to other Federal agencies including 
the Departrmnt of Labor the Emi 
ronmental Protection Agency the 
Corps of Engineirs the Council on 
Environmental Quality and the De 
partment of Energy and 
( o Authority retained by the State* 
to enforce State laws or regulations 
which are not inconsistent with the 
Act and this chapter including the au 
thon ty to enfone more stringent land 
use and environmental controls and 
regulations 
4 700 I Responsibility 
<a> The Director of the Office oi 
Surface Mining Reclamation and En 
forcement under the general direction 
of the Assistant Secretary Energy and 
Minerals is responsible for exercising 
the authority of the Secretary except 
for the following 
(1) Approval disapproval or with 
drawal of approval of a Stale program 
and implem< ntation of a Federal pro 
gram The Director is responsible for 
exercising the authority of the Secre 
tary to substitute Federal enforcement 
of a State program under section 
521(b) of the Act 
(2) Designation of non Federal lands 
or Federal lands without the concur 
rence of the Federal surface managing 
agency as unsuitable for all or certain 
types of surface coal mining oper 
ations under section 522 of the Act 
and as unsuitable for non coal mining 
under section 601 of the Act and 
(3) Authority to approve or disap 
prove mining plans to conduct surface 
coal mining and reclamation oper 
ations on Federal lands 
(b) The Director is responsible for 
consulting with Federal land manag 
ing agencies and Federal agencies with 
responsibility for natural and historic 
resources on Federal lands on action^ 
which may have an effect on their re 
sponsibilities 
(c) The States are responsible for 
the regulation of surface coal mining 
9 
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and reclamation operations under the 
initial regulatory program and surface 
coal mining and reclamation oper-
ations and coal exploration under an 
approved State program and the recla-
mation of abandoned mine lands 
under an approved Sta te Reclamation 
Plan on non-Federal and non-Indian 
lands in accordance with procedures In 
this chapter. 
(d) The Secretary may delegate to a 
State through a cooperative agree-
ment certain authori ty relating to the 
regulation of surface coal mining and 
reclamation operations on Federal 
lands in accordance with 30 CFR part 
745. 
(e) The Director, Office of Hearings 
and Appeals, U.S. Depar tment of the 
Interior, is responsible for the admin-
istration of administrative hearings 
and appeals required or authorized by 
the Act pursuant to the regulations in 
43 CFR part 4. 
144 PR 15313. Mar. 13. 1919; 44 FR 49684 
Aug. 24. 19791 
§ 700.5 Definitions. 
As used throughout this chapter , 
the following terms have the specified 
meaning except where otherwise indi-
cated— 
Act means the Surface Mining Con-
trol and Reclamation Act of 1977 
(Pub. L. 95-87). 
Anthracite means coal classified as 
anthracite in ASTM Standard D 388-
77. Coal classifications are published 
by the American Society of Test ing 
and Materials under the title, Stand-
ard Specification for Classification <*/ 
Coal* by Rank, ASTM D 388 77. o n 
pages 220 through 224. Table 1 which 
classifies the coals by rank is present-
ed on page 223. This publication is 
hereby incorporated by reference as i t 
exists on the date of adoption of these 
regulations. Notices of changes mad* 
to this publication will be periodically 
published by the Office of Surface 
Mining in the FEDERAL REGISTER. T h i s 
ASTM Standard is on file and avail-
able for inspection at the OSM Office, 
U.S. Department of the Interior] 
South Interior Building. Washington 
DC 20240. at each OSM Regional 
Office. District Office and Field 
Office, and at the central office of thte 
applicable State Regulatory Author-
ity, if any. Copies of this publication 
may also be obtained by writing to the 
above locations. A copy of this publica-
tion will also be on file for public in-
spection at the Federal Register Li-
brary. 1100 L St.. NW.. Washington. 
DC Incorporation by reference provi-
sions approved by the Director of the 
FEDERAL REGISTER February 7. 1979. 
The Director's approval of this incor-
poration by reference expires on July 
1. 1981. 
Coal means combustible carbona-
ceous rock, classified as anthracite, bi-
tuminous, subbituminous. or lignite by 
ASTM Standard D 388-77. referred to 
and incorporated by reference in the 
definition of "anthraci te" immediately 
above. 
Department means the Department 
of the Interior. 
Director means the Director. Office 
of Surface Mining Reclamation and 
Enforcement, or the Director's repre-
sentative. 
Federal lands means any land, in-
cluding mineral interests, owned by 
the United States, without regard to 
how the United States acquired owner-
ship of the lands or which agency 
manages the lands. It does not include 
Indian lands. However, lands or miner-
al interests east of the 100th meridian 
west longitude owned by the United 
States and entrusted to or managed by 
the Tennessee Valley Authority are 
not subject to sections 714 (surface 
owner protection) and 715 (Federal 
lessee protection) of the Act. 
Federal lands program means a pro-
gram established by the Secretary 
pursuant to section 523 of the Act to 
regulate surface coal mining and recla-
mation operations on Federal lands. 
Fund means the Abandoned Mine 
Reclamation Fund established pursu-
ant to section 401 of the Act. 
Indian lands means all lands, includ-
ing mineral interests, within the exte-
rior boundaries of any Federal Indian 
reservation, notwithstanding the Issu-
ance of any patent, and including 
rights-of-way, and all lands including 
mineral Interests held in trust for or 
supervised by an Indian tribe. 
Indian tribe means any Indian tribe, 
band, group, or community having a 
governing body recognized by the Sec-
retary. 
10 
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Office means the Office of Surface 
Mining Reclamation and Enforcement 
established under title II of the Act. 
OSM and OSM RE mean the Office 
of Surface Mining Reclamation and 
Enforcement established under title II 
of the Act. 
Person means an individual. Indian 
tribe when conducting surface coal 
mining and reclamation operations on 
non-Indian lands, partnership, associa-
tion, society, joint venture, joint stock 
company, firm, company, corporation. 
* ) cooperative or other business organiza-
~h tlon and any agency, unit, or instru-
mentality of Federal. State or local 
government including any publicly 
owned utility or publicly owned corpo-
ration of Federal State or local gov-
ernment. 
Person having an interest which is 
or may be adversely ajfected or person 
with a valid legal interest shall include 
any person— 
(a) Who uses any resource of eco-
nomic, recreational, esthetic, or envi-
fe ronmental value that may be adverse-
r s ly affected by coal exploration or sur-
"
v
 face coal mining and reclamation oper-
ations or any related action of the Sec-
retary or the State regulatory author-
ity; or 
(b) Whose property is or may be ad-
versely affected by coal exploration or 
surface coal mining and reclamation 
operations or any related action of the 
Secretary or the State regulatory au-
thority. 
Public office means a facility under 
the direction and control of a govern-
mental entity which is open to public 
access on a regular basis during rea-
Haonable business hours. 
&• Regional Director means a Regional 
Director of the Office or a Regional 
{Director's representative. 
^ Regulatory authority means the de-
partment or agency in each Sta te 
which has primary responsibility at 
the State level for administering t h e 
Act in the initial program, or the S ta te 
regulatory authority where the Sta te 
. . . la administering the Act under a S ta te 
regulatory program, or the Secretary 
in the Initial or permanent program 
where the Secretary is administering 
the Act, or the Secretary when admin-
istering a Federal program or Federal 
lands program or when enforcing a 
Sta te program pursuant to section 
521(b) of the Act. 
Regulatory program means any ap-
proved State or Federal program or. in 
a Sta te with no approved State or Fed-
eral program and coal exploration and 
surface coal mining and reclamation 
operations are on Federal lands, the 
requirements of subchapters A. F. O. 
J. K. L. M. and P of this chapter. 
Secretary means the Secretary of 
the Interior or the Secretary's repre-
sentative. 
State regulatory authority means the 
department or agency in each State 
which has primary responsibility at 
the State level for administering the 
initial or permanent State regulatory 
program. 
Surface coal mining operations 
mean— 
(a) Activities conducted on the sur-
face of lands in connection with a sur-
face coal mine or, subject to the re-
quirements of section 516 of the Act. 
surface operations and surface impacts 
incident to an underground coal mine, 
the products of which enter commerce 
or the operations of which directly or 
indirectly affect interstate commerce. 
Such activities include excavation for 
the purpose of obtaining coal, includ-
ing such common methods as contour, 
strip, auger, mountain top removal, 
box cut. open pit. and area mining; the 
use of explosives and blasting; in situ 
distillation or retorting; leaching or 
other chemical or physical processing; 
and the cleaning, concentrating, or 
other processing or preparation of 
coal. Such activities also include the 
loading of coal for interstate com-
merce at or near the mine site. Provid-
ed, these activities do not include the 
extraction of coal incidental to the ex-
traction of other minerals, where coal 
does not exceed 16Vs percent of the 
tonnage of minerals removed for pur 
poses of commercial use or sale, or 
coal exploration subject to section 512 
of the Act; and, Provided further, that 
excavation for the purpose of obtain-
ing coal includes extraction of coal 
from coal refuse piles; and 
(b) T h e areas upon which the activi-
ties described in paragraph (a) of this 
definition occur or where such activi-
ties disturb the natural land surface. 
These areas shall also include any ad 
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30 CFR Ch. VII (7-1-91 Edition) 
jacent land the use of which is inci-
dental to any such activities, all lands 
a/fected by the construction of new 
roads or the improvement or use of ex-
isting roads to gain access to the site 
of those activities and for haulage and 
excavation, workings, impoundments, 
dams, ventilation shafts, entryways. 
refuse banks, dumps, stockpiles, over-
burden piles, spoil banks, culm banks, 
tailings, holes or depressions, repair 
areas, storage areas, processing areas, 
shipping areas, and other areas upon 
which are sited structures, facilities, or 
other property or material on the sur-
face, resulting from or incident to 
those activities. 
Surface coal mining and reclama-
tion operations means surface coal 
mining operations and all activities 
necessary or incidental to the reclama-
tion of such operations. This term in-
cludes the term surface coal mining 
operations. 
Ton means 2000 pounds avoirdupois (.90718 metric ton). 
[44 PR 15313, Mar. 13. 1979; 44 PR 49684. 
Aug. 24. 1979. as amended at 45 FH 54753. 
Aug. 18. 1980; 48 FR 6934. Feb. 16. 1983; 48 
FR 20400. May 5. 1983; 50 FR 28189, July 
10. 1985; 52 FR 17729. May 11, 1987; $2 FR 
39407. Oct. 21. 1987} 
0 700,10 Information collection. 
The collection of Information, and 
recordkeeping requirements, con-
tained in 30 CFR 700.11(d). 700.12(b) 
and 700.13 has approved by the Office 
of Management and Budget under 44 
U.S.C. 3501 et seq. and assigned clear-
ance number 1029-0094. The informa-
tion collected in § 700.11(d) is used by 
OSMRE and States to establish stand-
ards for determining when a mine site 
is no longer a surface coal mining and 
reclamation operation and thereby 
when regulatory Jurisdiction may end. 
The information collection under 
5 700.12(b) is used by OSMRE to con-
sider need, costs, and benefits of a pro-
posed regulatory change in order to 
grant or deny a petition that has been 
submitted. Information collected in 
J 700.13 identifies the person and 
nature of a citizen's suit, so tbat 
OSMRE or a state can respond appro-
priately. 
(53 FR 44363. Nov. 2. 1988] 
0 700.11 Applicability. 
(a) Except as provided in paragraph 
(b) of this section, this chapter applies 
to all coal exploration and surface coal 
mining and reclamation operations, 
except; 
(1) The extraction of coal by a land-
owner for his or her own noncommer-
cial use from land owned or leased by 
him or her. Noncommercial use does 
not include the extraction of coal by 
one unit of an integrated company or 
other business or nonprofit entity 
which uses the coal in its own manu-
facturing or power plants; 
(2) The extraction of 250 tons of coal 
or less by a person conducting a sur-
face coal mining and reclamation oper-
ation. A person who intends to remove 
more than 250 tons is not exempted; 
(3) The extraction of coal as an inci-
dental part of Federal. State or local 
government-financed highway or 
other construction in accordance with 
part 707 of this chapter; 
(4) The extraction of coal incidental 
to the extraction of other minerals 
where coal does not exceed 16% per-
cent of the total tonnage of coal and 
other minerals removed for purposes 
of commercial use or sale in accord-
ance with part 702 of this chapter. 
(5) Coal exploration on lands subject 
to the requirement of 43 CFR parts 
3480-3487. 
(b) This chapter does not apply to 
the extraction of coal for commercial 
purposes where the surface coal 
mining and reclamation operation, to-
gether with any related operations, 
has or will have an affected area of 
two acres or less. For purposes of this 
paragraph: 
(1) Where a segment of a road Is 
used for access or coal haulage by 
more than one surface coal mining op-
eration, the entire segment shall be in-
cluded in the affected area of each of 
those operations; provided, that two or 
more operations which are deemed re-
lated pursuant to paragraph (b)(2) of 
this section shall be considered as one 
operation for purposes of this para-
graph. 
(2) Except as provided in paragraph 
(b)(3) of this section, surface coal 
mining operations shall be deemed re-
lated if they occur within twelve 
12 
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months of each other, are physically 
related, and are under common owner-
ship or control. 
(i) Operations shall be deemed phys-
ically related if drainage from both op-
erations flows into the same water 
shed at or before a point within five 
aerial miles of either operation. 
(ii) Operations shall be deemed 
under common ownership or control if 
they are owned or controlled, directly 
or indirectly, by or on behalf of: 
(A) The same person: 
(B) Two or more persons, one of 
whom controls, is under common con-
trol with, or is controlled by the other; 
or 
(C) Members of the same family and 
their relatives, unless it is established 
that there is no direct or indirect busi-
ness relationship between or among 
them; 
(iii) For purposes of this paragraph, 
"control" means: ownership of 50 per-
cent or more of the voting shares of. 
or general partnership in. an entity; 
any relationship which gives one 
person the ability in fact or law to 
direct what the other does; or any re-
lationship which gives one person ex-
press or implied authority to deter-
mine the manner in which coal at dif-
ferent sites will be mined, handled, 
sold or disposed of. 
(3) Notwithstanding the provisions 
of paragraph (b)(2) of this section, the 
regulatory authority may determine. 
In accordance with the procedures ap-
plicable to requests for determination 
of exemption pursuant to paragraph 
(c) of this section, that two or more 
surface coal mining operations shall 
not be deemed related if. considering 
the history and circumstances relating 
to the coal, its location, the operations 
at the sites in question, all related op-
erations and all persons mentioned in 
paragraph (b)(2)(ii) of this section, the 
regulatory authority concludes in writ-
ing that the operations are not of the 
type which the Act was intended to 
regulate and that there is no intention 
on the part of such operations or per-
sons to evade the requirements of the 
Act or the applicable regulatory pro-
gram. 
(4) The exemption provided by para-
graph (b) of this section applies only 
to operations with an affected area of 
less than two acres where coal is bein* 
extracted for commercial purposes anc 
to surface coal mining operation; 
within that affected area incidental u 
such ooerations. 
ic; The regulatory authority may on 
its own initiative and shall, within n 
reasonable time of a request from an> 
person who intends to conduct surface 
coal mining operations, make a written 
determination whether the operation 
is exempt under this section. The reg 
uiatory authority shall give reasonable-
notice of the request to interested per 
sons. Prior to the lime a determina 
tion is made, any person may submit, 
and the regulatory authority shall 
consider, any written informal ton rele 
vant to the determination. A person 
requesting that an operation be de-
clared exempt shall have the burden 
of establishing the exemption. If a 
written determination of exemption is 
reversed through subsequent adminis 
trative or judicial action, any person 
who. in good faith, has made a com 
plete and accurate request for an ex 
emplion and relied upon the determi-
nation, shall not be cited for violations 
which occurred prior to the date of 
the reversal. 
(d)(1) A regulatory authority may 
terminate its jurisdiction under the 
regulatory program over the reclaimed 
site of a completed surface coal mining 
and reclamation operation, or incre-
ment thereof, when: 
(i) The regulatory authority deter-
mines in writing that under the initial 
program, all requirements imposed 
under subchapter B of this chapter 
have been successfully completed; or 
(ii) The regulatory authority deter-
mines in writing that under the per 
manent program, all requirements im 
posed under the applicable regulatory 
program have been successfully com-
pleted or. where a performance bond 
was required, the regulatory authority 
has made a final decision in accord-
ance with the State or Federal pro-
gram counterpart to part 800 of this 
chapter to release the performance 
bond fully. 
(2) Following a termination under 
paragraph (d)(1) of this section, the 
regulatory authority shall reassert Ju 
risdiction under the regulatory pro-
gram over a site if it is demonstrated 
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that the bond release or written deter-
mination referred to in paragraph 
(d)(1) of this section was based upon 
fraud, collusion, or misrepresentation 
of a material fact. 
[47 FR 33431, July 2. 1982. as amended at 48 
PR 40634. Sept. 8. 1983; 48 FR 44779. Sept. 
30. 1983; 49 FR 38477. Sept. 28. 1984; 53 FR 
44383. Nov. 2. 1988; 54 FR 52120. 54 FR 
52120. Dec. 20. 1989) 
EDITORIAL NOTE: 1. At 52 FR 21229. June 
4. 1987. paragraph (b) of {700.11 was sus-
pended insofar as it excepts from the appli-
cability of 30 CFR Chapter VII: 
(1) Any surface coal mining operations 
commencing on or after June 6. 1987; and 
(2) Any surface coal mining operations 
conducted on or after November 8. 1987. 
EDITORIAL NOTE: 2. At 56 FR 25039. June 
3. 1991. paragraph (d) of $700.11 was sus-
pended, effective July 3. 1991. 
§700.12 Petitions to initiate rulemaking. 
(a) Any person may petition the Di-
rector to initiate a proceeding for the 
issuance, amendment, or repeal of any 
regulation under the Act. The petition 
shall be submitted to the Office of the 
Director, Office of Surface Mining 
Reclamation and Enforcement. De-
partment of the Interior, Washington, 
DC 20240. 
(b) The petition shall be a concise 
statement of the facts, technical justi-
fication, and law which require issu-
ance, amendment, or repeal of a regu-
lation under the Act and shall indicate 
whether the petitioner desires a public 
hearing. 
(c) Upon receipt of the petition, the 
Director shall determine if the peti-
tion sets forth facts, technical justifi-
cation and law which may provide a 
reasonable basis for Issuance, amend-
ment or repeal of a regulation. Facts, 
technical Justification or law previous-
ly considered in a petition or rulemak-
ing on the same Issue shall not provide 
a reasonable basis. If the Director de-
termines that the petition has a rea-
sonable basis, a notice shall be pub-
lished in the FEDERAL REGISTER seeking 
comments from the public on the pro-
posed change. The Director may hold 
a public hearing, may conduct an In-
vestigation or take other action to de-
termine whether the petition should 
be granted. 
(d) Within 90 days from receipt of 
the petition, the Director shall issue a 
written decision either granting or de-
nying the petition. The Director's de-
cision shall constitute the final deci-
sion for the Department. 
(1) If the petition is granted, the Di-
rector shall initiate a rulemaking pro-
ceeding. 
(2) If the petition is denied, the Di-
rector shall notify the petitioner in 
writing, setting forth the reasons for 
denial. 
§ TOO. 13 Notice of citizen suits. 
<a) A person who intends to initiate 
a civil action on his or her own behalf 
under section 520 of the Act shall give 
notice of intent to do so. in accordance 
with this section. 
tb) Notice shall be given by certified 
mail to the Secretary and the Director 
in all cases and to the head of the 
State regulatory authority, if a com-
plaint involves or relates to a specific 
State. A copy of the notice shall be 
sent by first class mail to the Regional 
Director, if the complaint involves or 
relates to surface coal mining and rec-
lamation operations in a specific 
region of the Office. 
(c) Notice shall be given by certified 
mail to the alleged violator, if the 
complaint alleges a violation of the 
Act. or any regulation, order, or permit 
issued under the Act. 
<«t) Service of notice under this sec-
tion is complete upon mailing to the 
last known address of the person being 
notified. 
(*) A person giving notice regarding 
an alleged violation shall state, to the 
extent known— 
<U Sufficient information to identify 
the- provision of the Act, regulation. 
ord«w, or permit allegedly violated; 
<2J» The act or omission alleged to 
constitute a violation; 
(3.) The name, address, and tele-
phone numbers of the person or per-
son* responsible for the alleged viola-
tioni; 
(4J) The date. time, and location of 
the alleged violation; 
<5)> The name, address, and tele-
phone number of the person giving 
notUoe; and 
(6)> The name, address, and tele-
phone number of legal counsel, if any, 
of thie person giving notice. 
i r 
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(f) A person giving notice of an al-
leged failure by the Secretary or a 
State regulatory authority to perform 
a mandatory act or duty under the Act 
•hall state, to the extent known: 
(1) The provision oi the Act contain-
ing the mandatory act or duty alleged-
ly not performed; 
<2) Sufficient information to identify 
the omission alleged to constitute the 
failure to perform a mandatory act or 
duty under the Act; 
(3) The name, address, and tele-
phone number of the person giving 
notice; and 
(4) The name, address, and tele-
phone number of legal counsel, if any, 
of the person giving notice. 
0 700.14 Availability of records. 
(a) Records required by the Act to 
be made available locally to the public 
shall be retained at the geographically 
closest office of the State or Federal 
regulatory authority having jurisdic-
tion over the area involved. 
(b) Other records or documents in 
the possession of the Office may be re-
quested under 43 CFR part 2, which 
Implements the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act and the Privacy Act. 
8 700.15 Computation of time. 
(a) Except as otherwise provided, 
computation of time under this chap-
ter is based on calendar days. 
(b) In computing any period of pre-
scribed time, the day on which the 
designated period of time begins is not 
Included. The last day of the period is 
included unless It Is a Saturday, 
Sunday, or legal holiday on which the 
regulatory authority is not open for 
business. In which event the period 
runs until the end of the next day 
which Is not a Saturday. Sunday, or 
legal holiday. 
(c) Intermediate Saturdays. Sun-
days, and legal holidays are excluded 
from the computation when the 
period of prescribed time is 7 days or 
less. 
PART 701— PERMANENT 
REGULATORY PROGRAM 
Sec. 
701.1 Scope. 
701.2 Objective. 
701.3 Authority. 
701.4 Responsibility. 
701 5 Definitions. 
701.11 Applicability. 
AUTHORITY: Pub. L. 95-87 (30 U.S.C. 1201 
et seq). and Pub. L. 100 34. 
SOURCE: 44 FR 15316. Mar. 13. 1979. unless 
otherwise noted. 
§701.1 Scope. 
(a) This part provides general intro-
ductory material for the permanent 
regulatory program required by the 
Act. 
(b) The following regulations apply 
to the permanent regulatory program: 
(1) Subchapter C on State program 
application, approval, withdrawal, and 
grants, and Federal program imple-
mentation; 
(2) Subchapter D on surface coal 
mining and reclamation operations on 
Federal lands; 
(3) Subchapter E on surface coal 
mining, and reclamation operations on 
Indian lands. 
(4) Subchapter F on criteria for des-
ignating lands unsuitable for surface 
coal mining operations and the process 
for designating these leads or with-
drawing the designation by the regula-
tory authority; Provided, That, part 
761 is applicable during the initial reg-
ulatory program under subchapter B 
of this chapter and 30 CFR part 211» 
and that part 769 and other parts in-
corporated therein are applicable to 
the initial Federal lands program 
under 30 CFR part 211; * 
(5) Subchapter G on the process for 
application, approval, denial, revision, 
and renewal of permits for funace 
coal mining and reclamation oper-
ations, including the small operator 
assistance program, requirements for 
special categories of these operations, 
and requirements for coal exploration; 
1
 Editorial Note: 30 CFR part 211 was re-
designated as 43 CFR part 3480 at 48 FR 
41589. Sept. 16. 1983, 
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BEFORE THE DIVISION OF OIL GAS AND MINING 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
STATE OF UTAH 
ooooo-
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL 
OF FACT OF VIOLATION 
#N91-26-8-2, HIDDEN VALLEY 
COAL COMPANY, HIDDEN VALLEY 
MINE, EMERY COUNTY, UTAH 
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS 
AND ORDER 
INFORMAL HEARING 
CAUSE NO. ACT/015/007 
ooooo 
On December 20, 1991, the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining 
("Division") neid an informal hearing concerning the fact of 
violation for the above-referenced Notice Violati 
The following individuals attended: 
Presiding: 
Petitioner: 
Division: 
Dianne R. Nielson, Director 
Division o^ nil. r,^ and Mining 
Lee Edmonson 
Hidden Valley Coal Company 
("Hidden Valley") 
Denise Dragoo 
Fabian and Clendenin 
Counsel for Hidden Valley Coal Company 
Joe Jarvis 
JBR Consultants 
Consultant to Hidden Valley Coal Company 
Karla Knoop 
JBR Consultants 
Consultant to Hidden Valley <" < ! «"«»mf- n«/ 
Lowell Braxton 
Associate Director for Mining 
Pamela Grubaugh-Littig 
Permit Supervisor 
Susan White 
Reclamation Specialist 
William Malencik 
Reclamation Specialist 
Issuing Inspector 
Board: Ron Daniels 
Assessment Conference Off:i zez 
Penalty Assessment 
Joe Helfrich 
Assessment Officer 
Penalty Assessment 
The Findings, Conclusions, and Order in this matter are 
based on information provided by the Petitioner in connection with 
this informal hearing, informal a 
Division During the informal hearing, counsel for Hidden Valley 
presented arguments as to why the NOV should be vacated. Counsel 
offered to further brief the legal arguments and the presi g 
officer provided that additional briefs could be submitted by 
December 30, 1991. The Division agreed to planimeter the road, 
pads, and related outslope areas. This information was considered 
as part of the review of fact of violation. 
brief filed by counsel for Hidden Valley, vacation 
of the NOV was requested, based on the following reasons. 
1. Hidden Valley is exempt from regulation under the 
federal Sur face Mining . Reclamation Act and the I Jtah Coa 1 Mining 
and Reclamation Act because 250 tons of coal were not mined at the 
Mine and no coal mining activity occurred at the Mine during the 
interim program alter January , 1977. 
2. The NOV is barred by the applicable statute of 
limitation of two years. 
-2-
3. Divisi'i waived :: •] : is estopped, from taking 
enforcement action because the Division failed t: require 
reclamation of road upslopes and outslopes (cut and fill slopes) in 
^clamat 11 n plitn I T prior to approval of Phase 
I bond release. 
The Consultant for the Operator also stated during the 
inionnal heariii . .ie reclamation requested OV would 
create additional damage to fine-particle-covered portions of the 
outslopes. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Notice of this hearing was properly given. 
2. _ The Assessment Conference, t: :> re\ i ew : - posed 
penalties for NOV N91-26-8-2, was held immediately following this 
informal hearing regarding fact of violation. Requirement to pay 
the assessed penalty is stayed pending the decision in the :i nformal 
review of fact of violation. 
3. NOV N91-26-8-2 was issued on November 22, 1991. It 
includes two parts. P a ^ i ^ was written for failure to 
maintain diversions to be stable and failure to minimize erosion to 
extent possible, i ccordance with Utah Admin. i\ 614-301-
742.312.1 and 614-301-742.113, with respect to the road outslope 
and upslope. Part 2 of 2 was written for failure to clearly mark 
with j:eirlmeter markers disturbed areas and failure to seed and 
revegetate all disturbed areas, in accordance with Utah Admin. 
- 3 -
47 
R. 614-301-521,251 and 614-301-354, with respect to the road and 
stream disturbed outslopes and road upslopes. 
4. I < M :n,i i l:i€ .• i 1 i I! 9 ; ; i i: ,• 3 1! 9 ; S r espectively, the 
Surface Coal Mining and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) and the Utah Coal 
Mining and Reclamation Act (UCMRA) both include the definition: 
"operator" means any person, partnership or corporation 
engaged in coal mining who removes or intends to remove 
more than two hundred and fifty tons of coal from the 
earth by coal mining within twelve consecutive calendar 
months in any one location, (emphasis added) 
SMCRA h i't»J ( 1 \ in ; Utah Code Anr 
5. UCMRA defines "coal mining" in the context of the 
term "surface coal mining" in part as: 
activities conducted on the surface of lands., 
excavation for the purpose of obtaining coal.... 
Utah Code Ann. §40-10-3(18). 
6- Chapter III of the Reclamation Plan submitted and 
appro* < i ed f : >j 1: 1 n Hidden Valley Mine, includes the following 
description: 
The mining plan for Hidden Valley proposed production to 
begin in June 1981. Maximum production was to be 500,000 
tons annually with an expected mine life of 40 years. 
The initial development work commenced on April 17, 1980 
with this goal in mind. However by August, 1980 it 
became evident that economic conditions had changed and 
it was decided by the company to cease development. 
A 0.5 mile graveled Class II road was completed to gain 
access to the coal seams adjacent to Ivie Creek. At the 
coal seams two pads were constructed for the, future 
portal operations area. Bulk coal samples were obtained 
from the existing exploratory audits in the two naturally 
exposed coal seams. These exposed coal seams were faced 
up and diversions were constructed above the seams in 
anticipation of portal construction. 
Hidden Valley Coal Mine Reclamation Plan, Chapter III, , 
May 1986. 
7. In the minutes c - September "», 1."'JH 1.1 rneteL JI iM:J u t D i e 
Soldier Creek Coal Company Management Committee, provided by 
counsel * • Hidden Valley, the status of operations of the Hidden 
.ne are discussed: 
After further discussion, and upon motion duly made, 
seconded, and unanimously carried, it was decided that: 
(1) Further development of the Hidden Valley 
property will be temporarily suspended and will be 
reassessed from time-to-time in light of the then current 
level of capital expenditures believed necessary to make 
the property operational as a mine and the costs of 
mining and hauling coal therefrom vis-a-vis the market 
for coal; (emphasis added) 
Minutes of Soldier Creek Coal Company Management Comiiiittee, 
September 9. 198 0, p.4. 
.8. As stated ii i Utal I Code Ann. §4 0-10-4: 
The Utah Mined Land Reclamation Act (Chapter 8 of Title 
40) , and the rules and regulations adopted under it, 
where appropriate, and not in conflict with the 
provisions of this chapter or the rules and regulations 
adopted under it, shall be applicable to coal mining 
operations and reclamation operations, (emphasis added) 
9. Section III of Chapter III o^ +-;. iidden Valley 
Reclamation Plan (page 27) requires, in accordance with UMC 
I • 
The rills or gullies that may appear during post-
reclamation monitoring will be stabilized by filling with 
soil and rock. Chronic sites will be stabilized with 
small gabions or rock check dams. 
10. There is no map or other documentation in the 
Reclamat which specifically identifies the areas iilcluded 
in the Disturbed Area, stated to be approximately 6.7 acres. The 
text of the report refers to the disturbed area, stating: 
The disturbed area is approximately 6.7 acres consisting 
of an access road, pads and drainage control structures. 
Chapter III, page 6. 
Planimetry conducted by Division staff following the 
informal conference indicates that the area consisting of the road 
surface, pad areas with matting graded/seeded 11 i ,sed iment 
control structures (Plate III) total 6.1 acres. This acreage is 
consistent with calculations provided by Hidden Valley in response 
to • - informal conference Planimetry < : 1: tha t ar ea i 1! i is the 
outslopes and upslopes of the road and the southern outslopes of 
the pads totals 9.1 acres. 
11 Disturbed Area markers have been placed at both 
sides of the road. The markers were not placed at the foot f the 
outslopes he top the upslopes of the road. 
12. There is no map in the plan which delineates the 
disturbed area boundary. 
13. Till:tc Reclamation Plan states: 
The entire 6.7 acres of disturbed ground will be properly 
scarified, seeded, fertilized, mulched and covered to 
provide the best possible opportunity for plant growth. 
The road fill slopes and some small sites will require 
hand application of seed, mulch and fertilizer. 
Chapter III, Section VI, page 56. 
14. The Reclamation Plan is silent on the subject of 
revegetatit slopes c le road. 
15. Both the Division staff and the consultant for 
Hidden Valley agreed that, because of saline soil conditions and 
concerns for fine soil profiles and rocky areas, seeding procedures 
may vary and may be largely accomplished through broadcasting. 
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16. The existing Phase I surety amount is sufficient to 
cover the seeding of the subject fill slopes. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. While Hidden Valley may not have "mined 250 tons of 
coal within a consecutive 12 month period," the documentation in 
the Reclamation Plan and the September 9, 1980 minutes of the 
Management Committee clearly indicate that they "intended to remove 
more than 250 tons of coal." Furthermore, the Management Coinmittee 
"temporarily suspended" further development in September, 1980. It 
did not terminate development. 
2. The Division did require and the reclamation plan 
requires stabilization of rills and gullies, including those which 
"may appear during post-reclamation monitoring." 
3. The Division did require and the reclamation plan 
requires revegetation of the fill slopes associated with the road. 
4. The reclamation plan is silent on requirements for 
revegetation of the cut slope of the road. 
5. The Division did require and the reclamation plan 
requires revegetation of the fill slopes of the pads. 
6. It is not possible to determine whether the fill 
slopes associated with the road were included in the disturbed area 
acreage, and hence considered in the determination of reclamation 
surety. The plan provides for reclamation of those fill areas. 
Planimetry data is not consistent with the stated acreage of the 
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disturbed area. There is no map in the plan which delineates the 
disturbed area boundary. However, failure by Hidden Valley to 
properly designate the fill slopes as disturbed area or failure to 
include the area in the reclamation calculation does not obviate 
the responsibility of Hidden Valley to reclaim the fill slopes, as 
described in the plan. 
7. The Division has not waived and hence is not 
estopped from taking enforcement action. 
8. The statute of limitation does not apply. 
9. Hidden Valley7s consultant has indicated that they 
did not seed the fill slopes of the road or the subject fill slopes 
associated with the pads. There is no information to indicate that 
the Division was aware of those facts at the time of phase I bond 
release. The success of erosion mitigation measures, including 
prevention of rills and gullies and reestablishment of vegetation 
is ongoing during the reclamation period. The reclamation plan and 
the performance standards require mitigation when problems are 
noted by the operator or the Division. Because that monitoring and 
preventative action is an ongoing responsibility, it cannot be 
stayed by any statute of limitations. 
ORDER 
NOW THEREFORE, it is ordered that: 
1. NOV N91-26-8-2 parts 1 of 2 and 2 of 2 are upheld, 
except with respect to revegetation of the cut slopes of the road 
-8-
as discussed in Part 2 below. 
2. Hidden Valley is directed to submit the plans and 
move the disturbed area markers, as required in the NOV. The 
Division will work with Hidden Valley or its consultant to approve 
seeding plans, including exemptions from ground disturbance in 
areas where appropriate to minimize erosion of existing soils. 
Although the Reclamation Plan omitted vegetation of the cut slope 
of the road, Hidden Valley is encouraged to do such vegetation if 
it will enhance slope stability and protect against erosion on the 
road, which is subject to the reclamation plan and ongoing 
monitoring. 
3. The revegetation of the fill slopes will be included 
under the existing surety. The present Phase I surety is adequate. 
Hidden Valley is not required to revise the amount of its Phase I 
surety. 
4. The required plan will be submitted to the Division 
within 3 0 days of the issuance of this order. The Division will 
extend the abatement period for the completion of seeding as needed 
to provide for seeding at the earliest favorable time. 
5. The finalized assessment, resulting from the 
Assessment Conference of December 20, 1991, is due and payable to 
the Division 3 0 days from the date of this Order. 
6. The Petitioner may appeal to the Board of Oil, Gas 
and Mining the informal determination of fact of violation and/or 
finalized assessment by filling said appeal within 30 days of the 
-9-
date of this Order, in accordance with statutory and regulatory 
requirements, including placing the assessed civil penalty in 
escrow. 
SO DETERMINED AND ORDERED this 17th day of January, 1992-
U 
Dictswr^  R. Nielsop, Director 
Division of Oil, Gas and Mining 
State of Utah 
-10-
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
STATE OF UTAH 
S T I R B A & H A T H A . V M T ' 
ooOoo 
IN THE MATTER OF NOTICE OF : ORDER 
VIOLATION N91-26-8-2, HIDDEN 
VALLEY MINE, EMERY COUNTY, : DOCKET NO. 92-005 
UTAH CAUSE NO. ACT/015/007 
ooOoo 
On June 30, 1992, the above entitled matter came before the 
Hearing Examiner, Chairman James W. Carter. Representing the 
Board of Oil, Gas and Mining's Examiner ("Examiner") was Thomas 
A. Mitchell, Esq., Assistant Attorney General. Representing the 
Division of Oil, Gas and Mining ("DOGM") was William R. Richards, 
Esq. , Assistant Attorney General, and representing the Respondent 
Hidden Valley Mine was Peter Stirba, Esq. The Board considered 
the Examiner's recommended Findings of Fact and Order at their 
regularly scheduled hearing on July 22, 1992 and adopted it with 
the modifications contained herein. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. NOV 91-26-8-2, parts one and two, was issued on 
November 20, 1991. There was an assessment conference and fact 
of violations hearing resulting in the final Division assessment 
on December 20, 1991. 
2. The Petitioner timely appealed the final Division 
assessment and findings and paid the total assessment in the 
amount of $760.00 for part one of two, and $460.00 for part two 
of two into the Division. 
3. The Respondent, Hidden Valley Mine, is subject to the 
jurisdiction of the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining pursuant to Utah 
Statute, Utah Code Ann. § 40-10-3 (1953, as amended), 
4. On September 7, 1979, Hidden Valley's predecessor, 
Soldier Creek Coal Company (Soldier Creek), submitted a Mining 
and Reclamation Plan for the land which is the subject of these 
enforcement proceedings. In that plan Soldier Creek stated that 
it intended to develop an underground coal mine by June of 1981 
which was intended to produce approximately 500,000 tons per year 
for 4 0 years. 
5. On April 14, 1980, the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining 
approved Soldier Creek's Mining and Reclamation Plan pursuant to 
the State Coal Program's interim regulations. 
6. On April 17, 1980, surface mining operations commenced 
at the Hidden Valley Mine pursuant to the approved Mining and 
Reclamation Plan. These operations included the construction and 
paving of a 2.5 mile road; construction of an access road to two 
portal areas where pads were constructed adjacent to coal seams; 
construction of portal entry face ups; top soil removal from the 
surface; sediment pond construction and installation of drainage 
diversions. 
1. On January 23, 1981, the Utah State Coal Program was 
approved by the federal government with Utah as a primacy state, 
and the Utah Permanent Program Regulations became effective. 
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8. On March 23, 1981, Soldier Creek informed the Division 
for the first time that the Hidden Valley mine would temporarily 
suspend operations• 
9. By letter dated May 24, 1985, the Division notified 
Soldier Creek that it must elect to either permit the Hidden 
Valley Mine under the Permanent Program Regulations or reclaim 
the mine in accordance with the approved plan and Permanent 
Program Regulations. 
10. After September 15, 1985, Hidden Valley elected to 
cease mining operations and reclaim the mine site. In May, 1986, 
the Respondent filed a Reclamation Plan incorporating the 
Permanent Program reclamation standards, which plan was approved 
by the Division. 
11. Reclamation of the mine site was undertaken by 
Respondent, and Phase I bond release was authorized by the 
Division on May 24, 1988. 
12. Subsequent to Phase I bond release, the Respondent has 
failed to comply with the Permanent Program standards and with 
the approved Reclamation Plan by failing to adequately construct 
and maintain erosion control structures on the outslope of the 
access haul road. 
13. The Respondent has failed to comply with the Permanent 
Program standards and the approved Reclamation Plan by having 
failed to seed the disturbed area constituting the outslopes of 
the access road. 
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14. The Respondent has failed to comply with the Permanent 
Program standards and the approved Reclamation Plan by having 
failed to place disturbed area boundary markers at the toe of the 
slope of the disturbed area below the access road, and instead 
has placed them at the edge of the road above the disturbed area. 
15. The violations which are the subject of this 
enforcement proceeding are continuing violations, and constitute 
a current and ongoing basis for enforcement. 
16. The Respondent has not changed its position or incurred 
any detriment in reliance upon any act or statement of the 
Division or its inspection and permitting staff. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. This Board has jurisdiction over the Respondent and the 
Hidden Valley Mine pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 40-10-3. This 
provision of the Utah Coal Statute provides that an operator 
comes within the jurisdiction of the Board and the Division when 
the operator mines or intends to mine 250 tons of coal within any 
12-month period. 
2. The intent of an operator to mine is to be determined 
by an objective standard based upon the acts and representations 
of the operator during relevant time periods. The Board 
concludes that Hidden Valley possessed the requisite intent to 
conduct mining activities, subjecting itself to the jurisdiction 
of the Utah Coal Statute. 
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3. The Board concludes that the Permanent Program 
standards apply to the Respondent because the operator neither 
permanently ceased operations nor abandoned the intent to mine 
prior to the Permanent Program becoming effective, and because 
Hidden Valley specifically agreed to application of the Permanent 
Program rules in its 1986 Reclamation Plan. 
4. The Board concludes the Division has made a prima facie 
case to support the issuance of the NOV/s which are the subject 
of this enforcement action. The Board further concludes that 
Hidden Valley has not carried its burden of proof to rebut the 
Division's prima facie case. 
5. The Board concludes that the statute of limitations 
provision contained in the Utah Mined Land Reclamation Act is not 
incorporated by reference under Utah Code Ann. § 40-10-1 et sea. 
because it is inconsistent with the approved federal program as 
well as less stringent. Further, the Board concludes that even 
if there were an applicable statute of limitations, the statute 
has not begun to run because the violations are continuing. 
6. The Board concludes that the Respondent has not proven 
the elements of estoppel necessary to avail itself of that 
affirmative defense. 
ORDER 
1. The Division's action in issuing the NOV subject to 
this enforcement action should be upheld. 
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2. The Division's penalty assessments are upheld as to all 
parts of the NOV, with the exception of that part relating to the 
placement of the disturbed area boundary markers, where the 
negligence points should be reduced to zero. Final assessment 
for part two of two of the violation is reduced from $4 60.00 to 
$330.00. 
ISSUED AND SIGNED this 3 -^< "day of July, 1992. 
STATE OF UTAH 
BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING 
es W. Carter, Chairman 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing ORDER in Docket No. 92-005, Cause No. ACT/015/007 
to be mailed by certified mail, postage prepaid, on the 30th day 
of July, 1992, to the following: 
Peter Stirba 
Stirba & Hathaway 
215 South State #1150 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Hand Delivered to: 
William R. Richards 
Assistant Attorney General 
Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining 
3 Triad Center, Suite 350 
355 West North Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84180 
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STtRBA & HATHAWA-
I N THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH. 
In the Matter of 
HIDDEN VALLEY COAL COMPANY, 
Appellant, 
vs. 
the UTAH BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND 
MINING and the UTAH DIVISION 
OF OIL, GAS AND MINING, 
Appellee. 
Case No. 9209Q4813CV 
Judge Glen K. Iwasaki 
ORDER 
The above entitled matter came before this Court on 
Wednesday, October 28, 1992, for oral argument on Appellant 
Hidden Valley's appeal from a formal adjudicatory decision of the 
Board of Oil, Gas and Mining. 
On appeal, this Court has applied the standard of judicial 
review set forth under Utah Code Ann. § 40-10-30. The review of 
this matter is a review of the record in the tribunal, below, and 
not a trial de novo. This Court has applied the criteria for 
review of the Board's final decision set forth at Utah Code Ann. 
§ 40-10-3 0 to the issues raised by Appellant in its Brief. Based 
on this review, the Court rules as follows: 
Appellant has contested the Board's jurisdiction under Utah 
Code Ann. § 40-10 et sea. This Court finds that Appellant had 
the requisite intent to mine 250 tons of coal or more. This 
finding is based upon the evidence in the record evidencing the 
Appellant's contemporaneous statements at the time of surface 
disturbance, and the prolonged period during which Appellant 
continued to submit itself to the jurisdiction of the Board of 
Oil, Gas and Mining and the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining under 
the state's coal program. Therefore the Division of Oil, Gas and 
Mining has jurisdiction over Appellant's surface coal mining 
reclamation operations. 
The Appellant has contested the enforcement actions taken by 
the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining based on its argument that 
the statute of limitations in Utah Code Ann. § 40-8 et sea, are 
applicable to Utah Code Ann. § 40-10 et seq. The Court finds 
that the Board's conclusion of law that this statute of 
limitation is inconsistent with the Utah Coal Statute is correct. 
Therefore, Appellant's argument that the Division of Oil, Gas and 
Mining's enforcement is time-barred is erroneous. 
The Appellant has contested the applicability of the Utah 
State permanent program under the state coal statute, Utah Code 
Ann. § 40-10 et seq. The Court finds that the Board's 
application of the law to the facts in this matter was correct 
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and that the permanent program performance standards apply to the 
Appellant. 
The Appellant has argued that the enforcement actions taken 
by the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining in this matter were barred 
by the equitable principles of estoppel. This Court finds that 
the elements of estoppel have not been met and that the 
enforcement actions of the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining in 
this matter are not barred by this doctrine. This Court finds 
that the Board correctly applied the legal elements of the 
doctrine of estoppel, and that the record below supports the 
finding that Appellant took no acts in reliance upon the 
inspection reports to which Appellant points as being the basis 
for the application of the doctrine of estoppel. 
Concerning the issue of whether or not there was a prima. 
facie showing made of the elements of the Notices of Violation 
(NOVs) in this matter, the Court upholds the Board7s ruling as to 
part one of the NOV concerning failure to address the erosion on 
the outslopes of the reclaimed access road. The Court finds that 
the record contains substantial evidence on this matter. 
Concerning part two of the NOV addressing the failure to re-
seed disturbed areas, the Court finds that there is substantial 
evidence on the record and that indeed it is undisputed that the 
Appellant failed to re-seed the areas addressed in the Notice of 
Violation. 
Concerning the final portion of part two of the NOV, 
addressing the improperly located perimeter markers, the Court 
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overturns the findings of the Board as to a prima facie showing 
and determines that the record does not contain substantial 
evidence as to the location of the perimeter markers being in 
violation of the plan or permanent program performance standards 
under the state's Coal Act. The Court does not find that the 
Appellant was in compliance in this respect, but only determines 
that there was a failure of the Division to make a prima facie 
showing in the record below as to this element • 
This Order disposes of and finalizes all matters raised on 
appeal by the Appellant from the decision of the Board of Oil, 
Gas and Mining in this matter. -
SO ORDERED this ) day of /^fojEr^,9**/<- . 1992. 
Judge Glen*K. Iwasaki 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing ORDER in Case No. 920904813CV to be mailed by first 
class mail, postage prepaid, on the.6th day November, 1992, to 
the following: 
Peter Stirba, Esq. 
Stirba & Hathaway 
215 South State Street, Suite 1150 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 ' 
Thomas A. Mitchell, Esq. 
William R. Richards, Esq. 
Division of Oil, Gas and Mining 
3 Triad, Suite 350 
355 West North Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84180-1203 
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BIDDEN VALLEY COAL NINE 
RECLAMATION PLAN 
CHAPTER III 
Soldier Creek Coal Company 
Submitted by 
JBR Consultants Group 
May, 1986 
Executive Summary 
The Hidden Valley Coal property, in the Emery Coal Field south of 
Emery Town, was to be developed by Soldier Creek Coal Company, a 
Utah corporation and wholly owned subsidiary of CalMat Company. 
The property is 960 acres and Soldier Creek Coal Company owns the 
surface and has the rights to the coal under a long term lease. A 
mining and reclamation plan, with two amendments, were submitted 
and approved under the OSM Interim Program. The access road, coal 
seam exploration, graded pads and drainage control were the only 
developments realized as economic changes forced curtailment of 
mine development. This document is a revised Reclamation Plan for 
the reclaiming of the small developed areas(approximately 6.7 
acres of disturbed ground) within the permit area in 1986. 
The culverts will be removed from the access road and from the 
two pad areas. The natural ephemeral drainage crossing the 
developed area will be restored to accept most of the flow from 
the reclaimed sites. Because the original drainage control 
pattern will be restored, the sediment pond will no longer 
function and can be opened to drain into Ivie creek. 
The access road will be accessible to 4-wheel drive vehicles only 
and be waterbarred to control surface flows. The road surface 
will be scarified and seeded. The integrity of the road alignment 
will be maintained minimizing future development costs and 
environmental impact when development becomes feasible. 
The adits in the two coal seams will be sealed and the seams 
covered and graded. Topsoil materials stored onsite will be 
spread over a portion of the disturbed areas to provide a 
seedbed. Other materials on site will be used for seedbed 
material where topsoils are not available. All of the reclaimed 
areas will be mulched, fertilized and seeded in late fall as the 
final phase of reclamation. Drift fences will be installed to 
restrict cattle use of the seedings. 
A ten year monitoring plan will sample the water quality and 
flows semi-annually in Ivie Creek and check on the progress of 
the revegetation efforts. Projected costs for reclaiming the site 
in 1986 are $ 148,716 and $23,000 for 10 years of monitoring 
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Reclamation Plan 
Chapter III 
Introduction 
Soldier Creek Coal Company, a Dtah Corporation and a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of CalMat Company, purchased this property and leased 
the right to mine coal from Ivie Creek Coal Company to develop 
the coal as a fuel source for their cement kilns (See Plate I for 
location, Plate la for ownership and Plate lb for permit area)• A 
mining and reclamation plan was submitted for this mine on 
September 7, 1979 under the OSM Interim Regulations. This mining 
and reclamation plan was granted conditional tentative approval 
on February 4, 1980 under the Interim Program by the Dtah 
Division of Oil, Gas and Mining. Final approval under the Interim 
Program Regulations for Coal Mining and Reclamation 
Operations and the Utah Mined Land Reclamation Act was received 
April 14, 1980. A corporate guarantee of $152,500 was posted to 
cover projected reclamation costs under the Interim Plan. These 
plans, amendments and correspondence are on file at the 
Division's offices in Salt Lake City. 
The mining .plan for Hidden Valley proposed production to begin in 
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June, 1981. Maximum production was to be 500,000 tons annually 
with an expected mine life of 40 years. The initial development 
work commenced on April 17, 1980 with this goal in mind. However 
by August, 1980 it became evident that economic conditions had 
changed and it was decided by the company to cease development. 
Within this short construction period a paved 2.75 mile access 
road from Highway 10 to the proposed coal processing site was 
completed with state funds and dedicated to Sevier and Emery 
Counties (See Appendix I, ROW documents). A 0.5 mile graveled 
Class II road was completed to gain access to the coal seams 
adjacent to Ivie Creek. The upper seam is designated the B coal 
seam and the "lower seam is called the A seam. At the coal seams 
two pads were constructed for the future portal operations area. 
Culverts were installed in the graveled access road and in the 
benches for drainage control. A sediment pond was constructed on 
the lower pad to receive surface flows from the pads. Bulk coal 
samples were obtained from the existing exploratory adits in the 
two naturally exposed coal seams (See Figure I). These exposed 
coal seams were faced up and safety benches were constructed 
above the seams in anticipation of portal construction. Topsoil 
was stockpiled adjacent to the upper or "B" seam pad. 
Because mine development did not proceed beyond this stage, no 
coal production was realized. Consequently, no other proposed 
facilities for mining and coal processing were constructed on the 
4 
prope disturbed area is approximately 7 
acres consisting of an access road, pads and drainage i..vi.:rol 
structures. 
This reclamation plan will meet the regulations of the Permanent 
State OSM Program and supercedes the plan submitted under the 
Interim Program. The baseline data and mine plans are available 
in the Division : . - .nd Mining files and will not be 
repeated 1 .an. WL " i :egulation sections osua 11 y 
required i^ . reclamation plan not apply because facilities 
for coal production were never constructed. All sections of the 
required regulation idressed t 
applicable are dismissed with a brief explanation. Addendum is 
attached :.. report provide the information necessary to 
comple* 
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I . P r o p o s e d P o s t m i n i n g Land Use 
fj i in i ii-j and Sequence 
UMC 784*15 Rec lamat ion Plan p i -i n 1 iTse 
The a d j a c e n t BitI l a n d s a r e p e r m i t t e d fo r c a t t l e g r a z i n g iii t h e 
w i n t e r and e a r l y s p r i n g . Most of t h e f o r a g e p r o d u c t i o n i s 
c o n f i n e d t o t h e M a t s and " bo'i^ g r a z i n g 
o c c u r s on t h e upper benches of t he p e r m i t a r e a . The l i v e s t o c k 
use of t h e fee l a n d s i s p r e s e n t l y u n r e g u l a t e d . The d e c l a r a t i o n 
f o r p o s t m i n i n g l and use .; l i v e s t o c k 
g r a z i n g . T h i s was t h e l a n d u s e p r i o : p r o p o s e d mine 
development and t h i s l a n d use has c o n t i n u e d t o t h e p r e s e n t . 
BLM S a l e r a t u s Al lo tmen t 
409 c a t t l e from Nov. 1 1 t h * :> March 3 1 s t , s t o c k i n g r a t e i s 1 
AUM/10 
The disturbed acreage of the permit area is most] , f \ d n d s t one 
livestock forage or 
wildlife habitat as is generally defined. The revegetation of 
these small disturbed areas will be i *- accordance with adjacent 
s in 11 - v e y e d i • 11 11 • revegetation w ^ 1 not 
provide either wildlife or livestock forage of _ significance 
but will stabilize the site. 
7 
UMC 817 .133 Pos tmin ing Land Use 
The a p p r o x i m a t e l y 6 . 7 a c r e s of d i s t u r b e d l a n d w i l l be f u l l y 
r e c l a i m e d . Tt ,€ > \ • :: : 1 :: s chedr i :i 
in tlle fa] 1 of 1986 with completion by December 31/ 1986. 
U K C 7 8 5 > 1 7 (p)(2,6,9); U M C 823,ii (c); UMC 823.14; UMC 823.15 
Prime Farmland 
Prime Farmland was 
exist 
a r e u n d e v e l o p e d . 
d e s i g n a t e d permi t and does no t 
i ,. t! u i p * . t a r e a 
8 
T T
. Structural Removal and Site Clean Up 
PMC 784.11 (b) Operation Plan: General Requirements 
There is a sediment pond with a small dam built into t IIP pu i at 
the "A" seam. location. There an1 ' ' ii ^ -i - i• * ' ,1 "i| - i \j,1-
ments. 
The s e d i m e n t r 
r e c l a m a t i o n <^ l i s t u r b e d a r e a . The pond w i l 
f u n c t i o n b e c a u s e t h e c o n t r i b u t i n g d r a i n s *'*1 b^ removed ^~ -
n a t u r a l d r a i n a g e s 
e x c e p t f o r t h e immediate s u r f a c e f lows on t h e lower pad . 
With t h e reestablishing-n1 nl I'll i phh'iim r H I i.hdJnn I 'i.-'ilerbars In 
t h e a c c e s s r o a d , r e g r a d i n g of t h e A seam and B seam pads 
b e n c h c u t m fin* A 'Mini f a c e - u p ; t h e a r e a d r a i n i n g cu t h e 
sedimei: it mm I i i I I lhi IJIII I * i in HI I IM . I h in OIM halt a c r e . As 
suchf the pond will no longer serve a purpose. Therefore it is 
proposed that the discharge structures of the pond wi I I be 
r facing Jvje Creek be breached,, This 
will allow the discharges from the small drainage area to flow 
through the pond area. Peak flow from the area i» onl. fs'. 
base ' • i.'u i > i[ numijoi or /8 
(Table i k ) . This minimal flow will not result in any 
significant accumulation in the area. The regraded surface UJ. the 
pond 
9 
Table 1 - Peak Flows for Diversion Structures and Restored Channels 
Structure Curve Time of Drainage Storm Precip. Rainfall Peak 
ID Number Concentration Area Duration Depth Distribution Flow 
(hr) (ac) (hr) (in) (cfs) 
Ephemeral 
Channel 
A-seam 
Terrace 
A-seam pad 
Sediment 
Pond 80 0.43 
in »,o I'y^" - 0 
.78 24 l,b/ SCS Type II 0.26 
0.41 24 1.67 SCS Type II 0.10 
Curve Number Documentation - Appendix III 
Table 2 - Proposed Diversion and Channel Configuration 
Reach Q Slope Bottom, m "n" 
(cfs) (%) width 
(ft) 
Ephemeral 
Channel 
A-seam 
Terrace 
A-seam pad 
Sediment 
Pond 
Flow Flow 
Depth Velocity 
(ft) (fps) 
11.4 
1! 
0.11 
* Values obtained from Table 6.1b in Simons and Li 
Permissible 
Velocity 
(fps) 
Remarks 
** Riprap w/ 
D50 
'. 5-4.0* 
2..5-4.0* 
(1982) 
** Channel design selected and evaluated using Steep Slope 
Diversion Design method (Simons and Li, 1982) 
Table 3 - Riprap Gradation 
DI0C 2.5 * D 5 Q 
D 8 5 1.8 * D 5 0 
D50 1 .0 * D50 
^ 5 0.1 * D 5 0 
1.50 ft 
1.13 ft 
0.75 ft 
0.08 ft 
of 0.75 ft 
Asymetric 
Channel 
Alluvial 
Soils 
Alluvial 
Soils 
10 
The A-seara terrace diversion has been made functional by regrading 
the bench cut, and has been extended by creating a ditch across the 
road and down onto the flat area east of the ephemeral channel. 
The alignment of this channel is shown on the revised Plate III, 
and design details are given in the addendum to Appendix III. 
Information on peak flows and channel configuration for this 
diversion is updated from that given in Tables 1 and 2 as follows: 
Table 1 - Peak Flows for Diversion Structures and Restored Channels 
Structure 
ID 
A-seam 
Terrace 
Curve 
Number 
85 
Time of 
Concent. 
fhrl 
0.016 
Drainage 
Area 
— fac) 
1.35 
Storm 
Duration 
Precip, 
Depth 
fin) 
2.60 
Rainfall Peak 
Dist. Flow 
(cfs) 
SCS B 1.83 
Table 2 - Proposed Diversion and Channel Configuration 
in ' ii Reach Q Slope 
(cfs) /ax 
A-seam 
Terrace: 
Bottom 
width 
fft) 
I low 
Depth 
fft-.i 
I low 
Vel. 
Permissible 
Velocity 
( f p s ) _ 
Re mar 
upper 1.83 8 
lower 1.83 -, w a j . vy «J«J 
5.0-6.0 
11 
asymmetr 
rx^xa 
The A-seam pad diversion was never installed. All runoff from the 
pad is conveyed through the sediment pond diversion. Information 
in Table 2 has been updated to show flow characteristics of the 
combined flow from the A-seam pad and the sediment pond diversions: 
Table 2 - Proposed Diversion and Channel Configuration 
Reach 0 Slope 
(cfs) (%) 
Sed. 
Pond I c on 
Bottom 
width 
fft) 
Flow 
Depth 
(ft) 
• 16 
Flow 
Vel. 
fft) 
7 . I"! 
Permissible 
Velocity 
ffps) 
8.8 
Remar 
. 6 ' r i p r a 
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A h y d r a u l i c evaluation of the reach from the sediment pond 
11 1 »j i l k i. .1 . conducted and t- was determined that a trapezoidal 
channel with a 2h:lv sideslope and a six foot bottom would have a 
water velocity less than the maximum allowal :>Hij. ri1ope pi ii MI I i n 
"w i 1: ,1 : i: Iprap I s proposed for the sediment pond channel. The pond 
slopes will be seeded when the bench and coal seam slopes are 
revegetated. See Appendix ods. 
UMC 784.11 (b) (2)(6) Operation Plan: General Requirements 
Response: Not Applicable 
UMC 784.13 (a) Reclamation Plan: General Requirements 
Respon E;<E : Refer I :: • li it .eri m I J an 
UMC 794.13 (b)(1) (3-5| l.u. I .uii m f i i H I 1J I J U • i i-iiit i .i I luj- j u i. n i. m u n t s 
Response: 
(b)(l) See Section VIII, Schedule 
(b) I ?! See Section ' • ? 
(b)(i) See Section ; Backfilling and Grading 
(b)(4) See Section 'opsoil Redistribution 
(li! I M ",Pe SH«"f ii i 
12 
\L> j { o ; IN .e 
(b)(7) Not, Applicable 
UMC 784.13 (b)(8) Reclamation Plan; General Requirements 
Response: See Figure III 
UMC 817.13-,15 Casing and Sealing Undergo ral 
Requirements 
Response: The four shallow exploration adits are the only 
underground mine openinc these 
openings are describe^ Section i . , There have also been 
seven (7) exploration :,.; holes completed on til ite property, 
These holes were drilled D, 
r groundwater for use as a mine water supply. 
The locations of these drill holes are shown nn Plate 1' " Di ill 
holes 1 *., tto, and 7 discovered - , The^c holes are 
part an approved e^ , i-force 0.25 CFS water right issued by 
the Utah Division of i-.--; Rights. The other drill holes, 
an 1 6, found no water ana w^  r dry. 
were cased and completed ^c water wells. Valves were installed 
on each wellhead. The valves were I f. wrapped with 
fiberglass insulatioi overed j<H 
buried beneath a mound o^ o^i~. 
habitat otherwise barren sites. The use of legumes and grasses 
will provide a small amount of additional forage for small 
mammals and birds. The new shrubs will provide sparse cover for 
these small animals. Probably the major beneficiary of this small 
amount of forage from the increased cover and food will be the 
migratory flocks of small birds and mourning doves. 
The closing of the road will reduce harassment wildlife and 
particularly the nesting prairie falcons. 
784.22 I)i wi, j., ions 
See revised Section IV, Drainage Control. 
784.2, Ian 
(a)(b) 
Construction in this small area within a protected drainage will 
not produce copious amounts of fugitive dust. In this remote area 
no croplands or developments are contiguous to the permit area. 
During periods of strong winds large amounts of dust are 
transported naturally from the many barren and exposed soils in 
this area often exceeding Class II particulate levels. 
During periods of extreme wind {sv mph+) construction will be 
delayed until winds abate. Water control of dust is not deemed 
necessary in this protected canyon. The only activity outside of 
the canyon is loading of the roadbase material which is a 
gravelly sandy material. 
817.99 lides and Other Damage 
Soldier Creek Coal Company will mitigate any slide damage on the 
permit area for the period of their obligations under the 
Reclamation Plan. 
Table 3a Riprap Gradation 
"I'dLi! ,l,i V nil I,-jit, L.pacing 
T a b l e 4 
35 
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B 
Aii inspection of a n -arried out on _ »*y "*! . 
1986 This Inspection revealed that drill holes : 
remain soil-covered as described abov- * that no leakage, 
evidenced by either wt growths is taking 
ce. The site of drill hole Located, but the actual 
drill hole could r. be found indicating that L nas mo. 
been plug • -. an^ *^ w „ ~ , 
located. #5 was found r . ie . an: covered with 
plastic sheeting beneath ? Inr^e iuu\, uz 
to be cementPIT I I 11»• :,»m11 ; u e with * survey marker installed i 
the r . 
D n i i I i i «" i"'"i ' i i i " plugged with a five-foot surface plug 
during the reclamation work conducted during the Fall of 
1986. Drill holes lf 2, o, ill I! :urrenf 
condi* since the water right for this property represents ^ 
asset that significantly enhances the potential for future 
development and also iin nrnpi i n i IIIIIII ini resale. The 
Divisi Watpr Rights has indicated that the water right is in 
force and that an extension through January 31
 f 1988 has been 
granted allowing the wat«" » ""i1 " I''"1"1 Il"1 ' time to 
deve water right,, l iu« i" \ '"' ( »' n« 1 f*Ji future coal 
development this area, is likely that further extensions 
(five years xu ue:m) will Water 
also indicated that the means of temporarily capping 
these wells that is described above is acceptable (Mr. Kent 
16 
known location for *.. ...<° *4 will again be searched with 
a shovel and probe at the time of reclamation to determine if the 
remote and the 
exploration road is not serviceable. Thus use equipment on the 
site : search for this drill hole would require the r^  opening 
«n i - dditional disturbance. Should an 
open drill hole be discovered at this fite it will he plugged 
with a five-foot surface plug during Hn i i i 'Uniut mi i n n 
pOl lO'ij , 
Drill holes ± and / ex s 
water right that has been extended •--. r Soldier 
Creek Coal Company through Calmat will notify the DOGM by March 
1, 198 8 of the action taken 1: >j t 1 ,/ • D 1 , 1 „ D i « i s i : ' >f W. it : • • :i R i gl it s 
regarding this water right. Should the water right be terminated, 
then abandonment procedures as required by the Utah Division of 
Water Rights', : 
final notice cri the water right.- Soldier Creek recognizes that 
this may require an extension of a portion nf the surety bond to 
cove- • - ' , i laiii.it <»n - ' Lie diill hole sites 
following abandonment action. 
Should the water ri-iht - 1 transferred then •! 1 1,.\ " .i c ., .ul 
Company will follow the procedures In UMC 817.53 for transfer of 
water rights. 
Jones, Utah Division of Water Rights, Salt Lake City). 
UMC 617 . 17-.74 Disposal ol Excess Soil and Underground 
Development Waste: General Requirements 
Response: There are no excess soil:; • u.i." T ,I W ' * ' 
UMC 817.81-.88 Coal Processi 
Response: Coal was not produced ... processed under this permit. 
UMC 817.91-.92 Coal Processing Waste: Dams and Embankments 
Response: None exist on the property. 
UMC 817.95 Air Resources Protection 
Response: There was underground mining or coal processing 
consequer methane gases or emissions developed. 
UMC 817.9. • - : ectioii w^ i-A © a , Wildlife and Related 
Environmental 
Response: Refer to Interim Plan* 
UMC 81/.132 Cessation Operations: Permanent 
Response: There was no underground mining. Development ceased in 
August, 1980 
17 
UMC 817.95 Air Resources Protection 
Response: There was underground mining or coal processing 
consequently methane gases o emissi \ udiMed-
(a) (b) 
Construction in Liiis sni i i . u i i i> i I i en-ed drainage will 
produce copious amounts of fugitive dust. In this remote area 
no croplands -; developments are contiguous * • : - -iiit area. 
During periods ^ust are 
transported naturally from the many barren and exposed soils in 
this area often exceeding Class II particulate levels. 
During periods c* extreme wind (50 mph+) construction will be 
delayed until winds abate. Water control I 
necessary canyon. The only activity outside of 
the canyon ,. loading *'• roadbase material which is a 
gravelly sandy material. 
1 U 
Ill Backfilling and Grading—including Portal Closure 
UMC 817.100 Contemporaneous Reclamation 
T h e r e h a v ^  • • t e n a n c e a * • . - _ . i i 11 •* , 
s i g n s , e t c . / u i i u i e f * o p s o i l 
i i i, [.' i J e was hydroseeded in 1985 to stabilize and protect the 
soils material. 
UMC 817.101 Backfi .  ^ . General Requirements 
(b) Portals and Coal Seams 
A dozer will be usee * collapse the roof ,, t r nrf mr es h 
them i L i..oil and rock materials from the 
pads and culvert excavations will then be pushed into each adit 
for 25f to seal these openings. This i. \ 
Regulations hapter T .. edition). 
The exposed coal seams would then, be cover * a 
slope of a " 1e berm on t-h« diversion above the 
1
 seam will removed . . cast down after backfilling. The 
slopes wil. hen be covered with approximate! 
revegef * - '- p hows the generalized backfill cross 
sections for the A anc .- seams. Actual cross sections showing 
pre- and post-reclamation configurations 
1 8 
PMC 817,101 Backfilling and Grading (b)(4) (iii) 
The static safety factor for the fill on the "A" seam pad is 
1.354 and for the fill on the "B" seam pad is 1.353,* The slope 
stability analysis is in Appendix VII. 
18a 
seam pads and highwalls are presented on Figure IV. Backfill 
volume required for the A seam is estimated to be 2500 cubic 
yards. This quantity plus the substantial existing talus bank 
that has naturally formed at the toe of the highwall will be 
adequate to achieve a*2h:lv fill slope. The volume of fill 
required to achieve a 2h:lv slope against the B seam is 
approximately 10/200 cubic yards. The source of fill for these 
backfills will be the estimated 11,000 cubic yards of material 
excavated from the channel to be cut through the B seam pad and 
the 1800 cubic yards of road base material stockpiled on the 
site. The road base material will be placed against the highwall 
on the B seam cut and covered with pad material. 
The removal of the berm on the highwall diversion will allow the 
surface flows to drain down the hillside in small rivulets. To 
prevent gully action on the sloped portion of the diversion the 
sidecast material will be placed on the terrace to restore the 
original slope gradient(Plate III). This will require about 84 
cu. yds. of material on 3001 of terrace. 
(1) Road 
The three culverts (80' of 48" diameter, 40* of 18" diameter and 
70' of 18" diameter) located in the road will be removed. The 48" 
diameter culvert, located at the crossing of the ephemeral 
channel, will be removed to construct a channel to allow fording 
of the creek. Based on the reaches up and downstream of the 
19 
Three small, exposed coal seams along the road cut have been 
backfilled at a 2h:lv slope. Surfaces were prepared and 
revegetated according to the original revegetation plan. 
Plain Amendment 1 19-a November 15/ 1989 
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portion to be restored, it is expected that the channel bottom 
will rest on bedrock. The gradient of the channel will be the 
same as it was on the culvert (0.071 ft/ft) (Figure V). The 
channel will be riprapped to stabilize the disturbed section. 
The other two 18" diameter culverts are road drainage culverts 
which were spaced to convey runoff under the road to prevent 
significant erosion. With the removal of these culverts waterbars 
will be installed according to spacing in Table 3b and Plate III 
at a 45° angle to the direction of the roadbed. These waterbars 
will serve a similar purpose as the culverts, to control and 
collect surface runoff from the road and the hillsides above the 
road. The 11 waterbars will be approximately 18" high by 72" wide 
with a rounded crest extending across the road (Figure VI). The 
area just up hill from the bar will be excavated to a depth of 
12" by a width of 48*. The small flows diverted at each waterbar 
will be discharged to the west into the natural rockfill above 
the ephemeral drainage. 
The roadbed will then be ripped to increase percolation and 
water-holding capacity. The entire road surface will be seeded. A 
gate with a lock will be installed near the top of the road to 
discourage trespass and prevent livestock drift onto the 
revegetated areas (Plate III) . 
This reclamation process on the road will restore the natural 
21 
Two additional waterbars have been added near the end of the road 
to prevent erosion of the toe of the small roadside coal seam 
backfill. They were installed according to the specifications in 
the original Plan. In addition, onsite rock has been placed in 
the waterbar outfalls to supplement existing rock fill where needed 
to control gullying. Small loose-rock check dams were installed 
at the downstream end of the waterbars to check the water before 
it spills over the crest of the outfall. 
During the 1989 repair work, the road was not ripped and 
revegetated, for the reasons described on Amendment page 51. 
Erosion from the road surface appears to be adequately controlled 
through the installation and maintenance of water bars, and through 
the previous three years' of revegetation. 
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drainage patterns and control erosion. Because the cuts and fills 
remain the integrity of the road alignment is retained . Thus, 
the road could be restored for use in future coal resource 
development with minimal construction activity and environmental 
damage. 
A variance is requested to allow these stabilized road fills and 
cuts to remain after reclamation and monitoring are completed. 
Pads 
The 250f of 48" diameter culvert in the WB" seam pad will be 
removed and the ephemeral channel restored to approximately 
original grade. The gradient will be uniform at 10.5% and the 
sidelsopes will be 4h:lv. The depth variation of the channel is 
shown in Figure VII and the cross-sections of the proposed and 
natural channels are shown in Figure VIII. It will then discharge 
into Ivie creek. This channel will be riprapped to stabilize the 
surface and prevent excessive headcutting. The excavated material 
from the channel will be used to cover the coal seam and to slope 
the adjacent pads to drain into the restored ephemeral channel. A 
silt fence will be installed on the channel banks to prevent 
sediments from reaching the channel prior to vegetation becoming 
established on the topsoiled areas. 
The 160' of 13" diameter culvert in "A" seam pad will be removed 
and the excavated material replaced in the channel. With the 
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water-barring of the road and filling of the small roadside ditch 
the discharge into this culvert will be eliminated. 
UMC 817.103 Backfilling and Grading: Covering Coal and Acid- and 
Toxic-Forming Materials 
Coal or other associated materials are not readily evident on the 
site. Should any of these materials be discovered during 
excavation and backfilling they will be placed against the coal 
seams and covered with other non-toxic materials. There is no 
water drainage from the coal seams or adits. Therefore, acid mine 
drainage and related toxic elements would not be discharged from 
the site. See letter in Appendix la. 
UMC 817.106 Regrading or Stabilizing Rills and Gullies 
The existing rills in the road surface will be eliminated with 
water-barring and ripping of the road surface. The rills or 
gullies that may appear during post-reclamation monitoring will 
be stabilized by filling with soil and rocks. Chronic sites will 
be stabilized with small gabions or rock check dams. 
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IV Drainage Control - Including Sediment Control and Channel 
Restoration 
UMC 784.14 (a)(l-4), (b)(l-2) Reclamation Plan: Protection of 
the Hydrologic Balance. 
Response: The measures to be taken to protect the hydrologic 
balance during the present suspended operations are included in 
the Interim Plan, Runoff Control Plan. 
Measures to be taken during the reclamation phase of the 
operation will include the following: 
1) Reestablishment of the ephemeral drainage through the 
B-seam pad and at the present road crossing. 
2) Removal of the road culverts and replacement with 
waterbar structures. 
3) Removal of the A-seam culvert and regrading of the site 
to allow natural drainage of the site. 
4) Removal of the discharge structures from the sediment 
pond and breaching of the embankment against Ivie Creek 
to provide a naturally draining structure. 
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5) Installation of a series of berms and silt fences prior 
to construction to allow control of erosion and to 
ensure that water quality of waters that are released 
from the site meet acceptable standards. 
The 250 feet of 48 inch diameter culvert in the B-seam pad will 
be removed and the ephemeral channel restored to an approximately 
natural grade. The gradient will be uniform at 10.5%, the 
sideslopes will be at 4h:lv, and the bottom width will be 10 
feet. The depth of the channel will vary depending on the exact 
location. The depth variation is shown on Plate V and the 
cross-sections of the natural and proposed channels are shown on 
Figure VIII. While little information is available as to the 
material underlying the 48 inch culvert, it is expected that much 
of the excavation for the restored channel will result with the 
channel bottom resting on bedrock. For any section of the 
channel where the bottom will rest on fill material, the fill 
will be riprapped to protect against erosion (see Figure VIII). 
Evaluation of the restored channel for flow depth and for flow 
velocity to be capable of handling a peak flow of 71 cfs, 
indicates that the expected flow depth in the channel is 0.55 
feet while the velocity is expected to be approximately 11 fps. 
As indicated above, a portion of the channel is expected to be 
bedded on bedrock and therefore will require riprap on the 
slopes, however several reaches of the channel are expected be 
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provide adequate protection, the riprap will be required to have 
a D50 of 0.75 feet. Table 3 shows design specification of the 
riprap gradation. 
Table 3 Riprap Gradation 
D 100 2.5 * D50 1.50 ft. 
D 85 1.8 * D50 1.13 ft. 
D 50 1.0 * D50 0.75 ft. 
D 15 0.1 * D50 0.08 ft. 
Design calculations for all diversions and hydrologic structures 
are presented in Appendix III. 
No filter blanket is presently planned for the site. This is due 
to the coarse nature of the material in the channel area. No 
particle size distribution for the channel material is available, 
because the 48 inch culvert and fill material exists at the 
proposed location of the channel. It is expected howeverf that 
when the culvert is removed, much of the coarse bedding material 
will remain in those portions of the channel requiring riprap. 
This is expected to provide a more than adequate blanket layer 
for those portions of the channel requiring riprap. To ensure 
that the channel design is adequate, a sample of the material in 
the channel area will be taken (after the culvert has been 
removed) for particle size analysis. The data will be used to 
evaluate the need for a filter blanket in those areas to be 
riprapped. 
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The 48 inch culvert, located at the crossing of the ephemeral 
channel (see Plate V), will be removed and the channel excavated 
to construct a channel to allow fording of the creek (see Figure 
V) • Based on the reaches up and downstream of the reach to be 
restored, it is expected that the channel bottom will rest on 
bedrock. The gradient on the channel will be the same as that on 
the culvert (0.071 ft/ft). Assuming a conservative approach, the 
peak flow determined for the restored ephemeral channel through 
the B-seam pad will be used in the evaluation of the road 
crossing channel restoration. Using a peak flow of 71 cfs, the 
flow depth through the channel is 0.93 feet. The velocity of 
flow through the restored reach is 7.4 fps. This is below the 
maximum allowable velocity for flows over bedrock so only the 
slopes one-foot above flow depths will be riprapped. 
As the road and A-seam pad are regraded it becomes necessary to 
remove the 18 inch culvert through the pad. With the water 
barring of the road and the filling-in of the road side ditch, 
the normal drainage to the culvert will be diverted. Therefore, 
there is no reason for the culvert to remain. 
Regrading of the A-seam pad, as shown on Plate V, will result in 
two drainage areas on the pad. First is the main portion of the 
pad and second is the sediment pond area. Due to the 
reestablishment of the ephemeral channel and the regrading of the 
road, the main portion of the A-seam pad will convey water from a 
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drainage area of 0.78 acres through a silt fence to Ivie Creek 
via a triangular ditch. The peak flow for the area is 0.26 cfs. 
This flow is based on the 10 year 24 hour precipitation event and 
a curve number of 80. The ditch will have 2h:lv side slopes, a 
depth of 1.5 feet, and an anticipated flow depth of 0.17 feet. 
Evaluation of the flow in the ditch at its steepest section shows 
that 6M D50 riprap protection is required to handle the maximum 
expected velocity of 4.3 feet per second (f/s) . The riprap 
gradation is presented in Table 3a. No filter blanket is 
proposed due to the short stretch of channel and the gravelly 
nature of the soil. 
With the reestablishment of the ephemeral channel, regrading of 
the access road and the A-seam pad, the area draining to the 
sediment pond will be quite small, less than one acre. As such 
the pond will no longer serve a purpose. Therefore, it is 
Proposed that the discharge structures of the pond be removed and 
the embankment facing Ivie Creek be breached allowing the small 
drainage area to follow through the pond area. The regraded 
surface of the pond is shown in Plate V with the cross-sections 
and longitudinal profile shown in Figure II. 
The peak flow resulting from the small area above the pond is 
only 0.1 cubic feet per second (cfs). This value is based on the 
10 year 24 hour precipitation event and a curve number of 80. 
This discharge for the regraded pond area will be past through a 
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Flow to the pond is 0.36 cubic feet/second (original pond diversion 
flow plus flow from the remainder of the A-seam pad). Flow 
velocity is 7.0 feet/second and flow depth is 0.16 feet# as shown 
on the updated Table 2 on Amendment page 10-a. 
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silt fence as shown on Plate III and conveyed to Ivie Creek via a 
triangular ditch. The ditch will have 2h:lv side slopes, a depth 
of 1.5 feet, and an anticipated flow depth of 0.11 feet. 
Elevation of the flow in the ditch at its steepest section shows 
that the maximum expected velocity of 3.8 feet per second (f/s) 
requires a riprap of 6" D50. Table 3a shows the riprap gradation 
for the channel. As with the A-seam diversion channel no filter 
blanket is proposed. 
Prior to the construction of the above described drainage 
structures, a series of berms and silt fences will be 
constructed, as shown on Plate V, to control erosion from the 
site and aid in meeting water quality standards for any runoff 
from the site during construction. The material specified for 
ths filter fabric will be required to be capable of withstanding 
prolonged exposure to ultraviolet rays. The construction and 
installation of the silt fences will consist of the following: 
1) Placement of "t" fence posts at eight foot spacing 
along the length of the proposed silt fence location. 
2) Attach "chicken" wire fence material to the fence posts 
at top and bottom of the wire fence material along the 
ground surface. 
3) Secure silt fence fabric to the chicken wire fence, on 
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Drainage from the entire A-seam pad, including the fill slope, the 
main pad area and the old sediment pond location, is all conveyed 
through a series of silt fences to the diversion at the location 
of the old sediment pond which empties into Ivie Creek. The 
channel constructed during the original Plan is sufficient to carry 
these flows, as indicated on the Amendment page 10-a. 
Silt fences were constructed according to original specifications, 
but in some areas a heavy-gauge field fence was used instead of the 
chicken wire called for in the original Plan, The field fence will 
provide a stronger support for the fabric. 
The A-seam terrace diversion has been made functional by regrading 
the bench cut, and has been extended by creating a ditch across the 
road and down onto the flat area east of the ephemeral channel. 
The alignment of this channel is shown on the revised Plate III, 
and design details are given in the addendum to Appendix III. 
Information on peak flows and channel configuration for this 
diversion is updated on Amended page 10-a. 
A series of small retention berras was placed downslope of the 
outlet of the channel parallel to the slope on the flat bench east 
of the ephemeral channel. The alignment of these berms is shown 
on revised Plate III. They are approximately 2 feet high, with 
2h:lv sideslopes, constructed with cut/fill techniques. They will 
serve to retain runoff and sediment and pass the overflow to the 
next, downstream berm, thus creating a longer flow path to the silt 
fence and the ephemeral channel. 
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the upstream side of the fence, at the top of the fence 
only. This protects the integrity of the silt fence 
fabric. The lower edge of the silt fence fabric is to 
be buried at the base of the fence to a depth of at 
least 6 inches. 
4) The ends of the silt fence are to be enclosed in an 
adjacent berm to ensure that no runoff is allowed to 
bypass the silt fence. 
UMC 784.14 c Reclamation Plan: Protection of Hydrologic 
Balance 
Probable Hydrologic Consequences Assessment 
for the 
Hidden Valley Mine 
1.0 Introduction 
The purpose of this section is to address the requirement raised 
in the State of Utah, Department of Natural Resources, Division 
of Oil, Gas, and Mining (DOGM) regulations, DMC 784.14 (c) , 
requiring that the operator of an underground coal mine address 
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Table 3a. R i p r a p G r a d a t i o n f o r A-Seam and S e d i m e n t pond 
D i v e r s i o n s . 
S i z e Percentage M u l t i p l i e r P a r t i c l e s i z e 
Dioo 2 * 5 x D50 1.25 f t 
D 8 5 1.8 x D 5 0 0 ,90 f t 
D50 0 .5 x D50 0.50 f t 
D15 0 . 1 x D50 0 .05 f t 
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the probable hydrologic consequences of the proposed operation. 
This section will present hydrologic and geologic information to 
allow the DOGM to review the impacts of the proposed operation. 
In the case of the Hidden Valley Mine, the proposed operation is 
the reclamation of a partially constructed underground mine. 
2.0 Description of the Mining Operation 
The Hidden Valley Mine is located in Emery County, Utah 
approximately seven miles south of the town of Emery. It was 
proposed to be a 500,030 ton per year underground coal mining 
operation. Due to poor market conditions, such development was 
not possible. Following several years of inactive status, the 
company has decided that the best course of action will be to 
reclaim the site. 
Originally proposed as an underground mine to be developed in the 
A and B coal seams of the Ferron Sandstone Member of the Mancos 
Shale, the site was located adjacent to Ivie Creek in a small 
ephemeral drainage. The local geology is shown in Figure IX. 
Taken from Lines and Morrissey (1983), the figure shows that the 
Ferron Sandstone Member of the Mancos Shale is conformably 
overlain and underlain by the Blue Gate and Tununk Members, 
respectively, of the Mancos Shale. The sediments are of 
Cretaceous age and were deposited as part of a transgressive 
series of the shallow seas during middle Cretaceous time (Stokes 
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and Cohenour, 1956). 
Mine development was never undertaken. The extent of the 
workings, shown in Plate II and Figure I, were never expanded 
beyond the exploration adits. Samples were taken within the 
adits and from boreholes for coal quality data. No samples were 
taken of underburden or overburden quality. The coal quality 
data is presented in Appendix VI. 
3.0 Surface Water 
Figure X shows the surface hydrology surrounding the Hidden 
Valley site. Located adjacent to Ivie Creek, a perennial stream, 
approximately two miles from the confluence with Quitchupah 
Creek, drainage from the mine site flows through the sediment 
pond to Ivie Creek. 
The mine site is bisected by an ephemeral drainage which has been 
diverted through a 48" culvert through the mine site. Drainage 
from above the portals has also been diverted by bench cuts and 
18" culverts to Ivie Creek, Flow at the site is generally 
limited to thunderstorm runoff. Some snow melt does occur during 
the spring, however generally water produced from snow melt is 
evaporated or it infiltrates. 
Water use in the area is mainly for stock and some irrigation. 
The waters are generally high in Total Dissolved Solids (TDS), 
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averaging 3,050 mg/1, which limit the use of the waters. 
Seasonally, the TDS concentration varies from 700 mg/1 in the 
spring to 3,000 to 5,000 mg/1 in the fall. No significantly high 
metals were noted. The surface runoff is dominated by sodium and 
sulfate ions. 
Average flow in Ivie Creek is less than 1 cfs. Minimum flows at 
the weir on Ivie Creek were less than 0.1 cfs. The maximum flows 
reported by the U.S.G.S. was 1,240 cfs. The maximum flows 
usually occur during either the spring as a result of snow melt 
runoff on che south end of the Wasatch Plateau or as thunderstorm 
runoff from summer storms. 
4.0 Ground Water 
Ground water in the area of the Hidden Valley site occurs in the 
Ferron Sandstone Member of the Mancos Shale. Recharge to the 
sandstone occurs from three areas. First and largest, is 
subsurface.inflow, most likely from the Wasatch Plateau. Second 
is a moderate amount of recharge from infiltration of 
precipitation at the outcrop. Last is leakage from either the 
overlying Blue Gate Shale or the underlying Tununk Shale. This 
last area of recharge is quite small. Lines and Morrissey (1983) 
indicate that recharge values to the Ferron Sandstone are: 2.4 
cubic feet per second (cfs) from subsurface inflow; >0.1 cfs from 
precipitation; and >0.1 cfs from leakage from both the Blue Gate 
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and Tununk Shales. 
Discharge from the Ferron Sandstone occurs from six areas. In 
order of decreasing rate they are: leakage to the Blue Gate 
Shale, mine discharge, leakage along streams, leakage to the 
Tununk Shale, well discharge, phreatophyte transpiration, and 
spring and seep flows. Lines and Morrissey (1983) indicate flow 
rates for these discharge areas are as follows: 0.8 cfs for 
leakage to the Blue Gate Shale; 0.7 cfs from Browning mine 
discharge; 0.4 cfs each for both stream leakage and leakage to 
the Tununk Shale; 0.3 cfs for well discharges; and >0.1 cfs each 
to both phreatophyte transmission and spring and seep flows. The 
balance of these order of magnitude numbers for inflow to and 
discharges from the Ferron Sandstone is within 0.1 cfs. 
Seven boreholes were drilled on and adjacent to the mine plan 
area. Four of these boreholes encountered water and were 
completed as water monitoring wells. Two of the dry holes were 
plugged and reclaimed. The last borehole was not plugged and 
will be plugged as part of the mine reclamation activities. 
Plate IV, Page 14, shows the locations of the boreholes. Sites 
DH-1, DH-2, DH-3, and DH-7 encountered water and were completed 
as monitoring wells. 
The depth of the various boreholes is shown in Table 4. As 
mentioned above, only four of the holes were completed as 
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Table 4 C o m p l e t i o n D e t a i l s and Approx imate Water E l e v a t i o n s For 
B o r e h o l e s 
Dr i l l Perforated Approximate 
Hole Collar* Depth of Depth or Open Water Water Commants 
Number Elevation Hole Cased Zone Level Elevation 
DH-1 6020 
DH-2 
DH-3 
DH-4 
DH-5 
DH-6 
DH-7 
6058 
6143 
6232 
6060 
6143 
6152 
439 
545 
484 
464 
414 
464 
600 
165 
155 
155 
0 
0 
0 
600 
165-439 
155-545 
155-484 
0 
0 
0 
300-600 
+196 
-12 
+157 
0 
0 
0 
>gs** 
6216 
6046 
6297 
0 
0 
0 
>6152 
ho le uncased 
t h r u a n d 
beneath water 
p r o d u c t i on 
zone 
n 
l l 
Dry hole 
Dry hole 
Dry hole 
Water flowing 
a t t h e 
surface - No 
p r e s s u r e 
recorded 
* not surveyed - taken from U.S.G.S. Topographic map, Walker Flat Quadrangle, 
40 Foot contour interval. 
** Ground surface. 
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monitoring wells. The completion details of these holes are also 
shown in Table 4. 
DH-1, 2, 3, and 7 have water levels which are above the ground 
surface, representing an artesian condition in the Ferron 
sandstone. DH-1 has a shut-in pressure of approximately 35 psi, 
representing 196 feet of water. DH-2 has a water level within 
the casing at 6046 feet. The ground surface for DH-2 is 6058 
feet. The pressure head in DH-3 is 68 psi. This represents 157 
feet of water. The shut-in pressure of DH-7 was not recorded/ 
however it has a sustained flow of approximately 5 gallons per 
minute (gpm) from a casing above the ground surface. 
Lines and Morrissey (1983) estimate/ based on a computer 
simulation of the Ferron Sandstone Aquifer (Morrissey/ et al.# 
1980)/ that potentiometric surface in the area of the mine is 
between 6000 to 6050 feet and moves toward Ivie Creek and to the 
east. Comparison of these estimated potentiometric surface 
elevations with the approximate elevation values presented in 
Table 4, shows only one close value. The remaining three water 
levels are 100 to 250 feet higher. This variation is most likely 
due to the semiquantitative nature of the computer simulation 
data. Lines and Morrissey (1983) indicate that the computer 
model predictions are semiquantitative due to: the lack of 
historical data verification; the nonsteady state conditions 
during data collection period; and the inability of the model 
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used to account for the fractures in the Ferron Sandstone which 
act as major groundwater flow conduits. 
The computer model was based on actual data inputs of 
transmissivity, hydraulic conductivity, and storage. As part of 
the Lines and Morrissey study (1983) values for each parameter 
were determined. Aquifer tests were conducted to determine 
transmissivity values. Transmissivities ranged from 200 to 700 
square feet per day downdip from the outcrop area to less than 
200 square feet per day in the outcrop area. Hydraulic 
conductivity values were evaluated for the sandstones and shales. 
The sandstones were found to average 1.5x10""^ feet per day in the 
horizontal direction and 9.1xl0"2 feet per day in the vertical. 
Conductivity values for the shales were found to average 3.8x10-4 
feet per day horizontally and 1.3x10-3 feet per day in the 
vertical. It is felt that the reduction of the transmissivity 
value toward the outcrop is a result of the thinning of the 
formation and a reduction in the saturated thickness rather than 
a change in the hydraulic conductivity. 
The storage coefficient/ for the confined portion of the aquiferf 
ranges from 3.0x10*6 to 2.0x10*3^ p o r the unconfined zone, the 
storage coefficient is estimated to average about 0.05. 
Quality of the regional ground water is generally quite good, 
with municipal and industrial uses farther up gradient (toward 
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Emery). In and adjacent to the mine, four water wells were 
completed by Soldier Creek Coal Company for industrial use. 
Water rights were filed and approved for these wells (App # 
47409). Water analyses from these wells shows the water quality 
to be good. TDS concentrations ranged from 610 to 850 mg/1 with 
no elevated metals concentrations. The ground waters, like the 
surface waters, are dominated by sodium and sulfate ions. 
5.0 Consequences of Reclamation Activities 
T h i s s u b - s e c t i o n p r o v i d e s a g e n e r a l d e s c r i p t i o n o f t h e 
rec lamat ion a c t i v i t i e s and t h e i r consequences and impacts . 
5.1 Description of Reclamation Plan 
The reclamation plans for the Hidden Valley mine call for 
reclamation of the portal pad area and restoration of the portal 
access road. The proposed plans are: 
1. Removal of the 48" culvert for the ephemeral drainage 
under the pad and at the road crossing and the 18" 
culverts from the portal bench terraces above the A and 
B seams to Ivie Creek, regrading of the site, and 
restoration of the ephemeral channel to convey water to 
Ivie Creek. 
2. Removal of the sediment pond discharge structures and 
regrading of the pond embankments and A-seara pad to 
establish and ensure adequate drainage for the site. 
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3. Installation of a combination of berms and silt fences 
along the edge of the regraded slopes and the ephemeral 
channel to serve as temporary sediment control 
measures. 
4. Removal of the road culverts, regrading of the road 
surface to slope to the ephemeral drainage, and 
installation of water bars at a 45 degree angle to 
ensure drainage is conveyed off of the road to the 
ephemeral channel. 
5. Revegetation of the site with an acceptable seed mix 
and erosion protection with hay mulch applied at a rate 
of 4,000 pounds per acre. 
Further details of the channel restoration plan can be found in 
the Hydrology Section of the reclamation plan for the Hidden 
Valley mine. 
5.2 Impacts and Consequences of the Reclamation Plan 
5.2.1 Ground Water 
Based on the fact that no ground water has been encountered at 
the site or in the underground workings and that the ground water 
is confined and isolated from the surface so no surface 
activities can or will affect the ground waters, no ground water 
impacts are expected. 
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The fill slopes at the A- and B-seams have been covered with an 
erosion-control matting in place of the hay mulch• 
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5.2.2 Surface Water 
Surface water impacts at the site are expected to be minimal. 
Construction and reclamation activities will result in suspended 
and settleable solids in the runoff water from the disturbed and 
reclaimed areas. This sediment laden runoff will be minimized by 
the installation of berms and silt fences adjacent to the 
ephemeral drainage and to Ivie Creek during all reclamation 
activities. 
Also, some settleable solids contributions are expected from 
within the restored ephemeral channel during the first few runoff 
events. This flushing will not be a significant problem, due to 
the bedrock channel bottom or to riprap protection for fill 
sections. Also during and for a short period following channel 
restoration, a silt fence will be installed across the ephemeral 
channel, at the confluence with Ivie Creek, to aid in controlling 
erosion and sediment contribution. 
6.0 Conclusion 
No significant long term impacts are expected to either ground or 
surface waters. Some minor short term affects are expected to 
the surface water system from the reclamation activities; 
however, these will be minimized by the actions of the company 
during tne reclamation and by nature once the reclamation is 
established. 
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UMC 784.16 (a)(1)(i-iii) Reclamation Plan: Ponds, Impoundments, 
Banks, Dams and Embankments 
Response: See Section II, Pages 9 & 11 
UMC 784.16(a)(2)(iv) Timetable 
Response: Refer to Section VIII, Schedule 
UMC 784.16 (a)(3)(iv) 
Response: The sediment pond shall be removed concurrently with 
reclamation of the area, 
UMC 784.16 (b)(1) 
Response: Refer to Interim Plan, Runoff Control Plan 
UMC 784.16 (b)(2) 
Response: Refer to Interim Plan, Runoff Control Plan 
UMC 784.16 (c) 
Response: Refer to Interim Plan, Runoff Control Plan 
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UMC 784.16 (d) (e) 
Response: Not Applicable 
PMC 784.22 
Response: See Figures IV,V,VTI & VIII 
PMC 817.150-.156 Roads: Class I 
The Class I road was constructed with public funds and is 
dedicated to Sevier and Emery Counties. See ROW documents in 
Appendix I. 
PMC 817.160-.165 Roads: Class II 
Response: Refer to Interim Plan, Mine Plan Section, Figure 6.1: 
Appendix D 
PMC 817,166 Roads: Class II: Restoration 
(a) Request variance for retention of road alignment only. A 
variance will be required to retain the road surface materials 
(mostly native fill materials) and the rock cuts and fills. 
(1) A sign "Road Closed11 will be placed at the terminus of the 
paved road. A 3-wire, 42H high barbed wire fence, tied to rock 
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UMC 817,89 Disposal of Non-Coal Wastes 
A waste bin will be located onsite during reclamation 
construction for disposal of solid and liquid wastes. The bin 
wastes and culverts or drainages structures removed will be 
hauled offsite to the appropriate landfill for disposal. 
UMC 817.166 Roads: Class II: Restoration 
(a) Request variance for retention of road alignment only. A 
variance will be required to retain the road surface (mostly 
native fill materials) and the rock cuts and fills. 
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ledges/ will be constructed across the upper portion of the road 
to prevent access. This fence will be checked at each site visit 
during the monitoring period and maintenance completed as 
required to retain the integrity of the fence. 
(2) The 48" diameter culvert will be removed and the natural 
ephemeral drainage restored and stabilized. This will require the 
excavation of approximately 213 cu. yds. of fill. The channel 
design will adhere to the standards proposed in Table I except 
the sideslope gradient will be less to accommodate the passage of 
4WD vehicles. 
(3) The 48H and two 18" diameter culverts will be removed and 
the excavations backfilled. 
(4) The roadbed shall be ripped and scarified prior to 
revegetating. 
(5) Fill slopes are stable and similar to natural rock slopes in 
the area both in materials and grades. 
(6) Cut slopes are rock and shall remain. They are similar to the 
ledges and cliffs in the area. 
(7) The eleven water bars shall be spaced according to Table 3b 
and located on the ripped roadbed according to Plate III at a 45 
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After the initial revegetation attempt on the road, two additional 
attempts were made to establish vegetation on the road. In the 
fall of 1987, and again in the fall of 1988, the road surface was 
ripped, seeded, fertilized and mulched according to the original 
Revegetation Plan. As part of the 1988 revegetation work, a photo-
degradable netting was also placed to help hold the mulch. 
During the 1989 work, it was decided not to do further revegetation 
work on the road surface, for the following reasons: 
1) Each successive year of ripping the road surface to 
prepare the seedbed has had the negative effect of 
bringing large rock to the surface, while the desirable 
soil material has fallen into the voids. In localized 
areas, ripping the road continues to expose the coal 
bedrock just under the road surface. These consequences 
of ripping have substantially decreased the suitability 
of the road surface as an adequate medium for plant 
growth. Ripping has also prevented the road from being 
suitable as a four-wheel drive road, as was permitted 
during the initial Reclamation Plan. It was felt that 
re-ripping the road would simply worsen these problems. 
2) Observations of growth patterns on the road surface over 
three consecutive years indicates that salinity of the 
soil may also be worsened by excessive disturbances such 
as ripping. It is thought that exposing new material to 
the surface, as well as creating conditions for excessive 
evaporation of soil moisture, has increased salinity of 
the already-saline soil material. It was felt prolonged 
exposure of the ripped soils to precipitation may leach 
some of the salts from the surfaces, as the ripping has 
provided adequate internal drainage. Also, the residue 
from successive seeding over the last few years has 
provided adequate seed when future conditions allow for 
germination. For the above reasons, it was felt that 
minimizing the disturbance on the road would be the best 
alternative at this time. 
3) It appears that erosion from the road surface is 
adequately controlled, so additional ripping and 
reseeding is not necessary from a water quality 
standpoint. 
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Table 3b Water Bar Spacing for the Calmat Access Road. 
Section Length Slope Spacing Number 
of Bars 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
200 ft 
450 ft 
450 ft 
300 ft 
850 ft 
250 ft 
200 ft 
200 ft 
2900 ft 
5.8% 
9.7% 
3.0% 
0.8% 
11.8% 
15.0% 
17.0% 
1.2% 
800 ft 
500 ft 
800 ft 
1000 ft 
200 ft 
160 ft 
150 ft 
1000 ft 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
2 
1 
0 
11 
Slopes were taken from Plate VI, Class II Road Vertical Alignment 
and Plate V, Final Configuration. 
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degree angle to discharge into the stable rock fills. The 11 
water bars will average 18" in height and 60' in length (Fig. 
VI). These will be checked during each site visit of the 
monitoring period and cleaned and repaired as necessary. 
(8) No terraces are necessary. 
(9) No topsoil is available to cover the road surface. The native 
fill is suitable growing medium if properly prepared by mulching 
and fertilizing. 
(b) The road surface materials are suitable for revegetation as 
noted in (a)(9) 
UMC 817.170-.176 Roads: Class III 
There are no Class III roads in the permit area. 
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Two additional waterbars have been added near the end of the road 
to prevent erosion of the toe of the small roadside coal seam 
backfill. They were installed according to the specifications in 
the original Plan. Where needed to control gullying, onsite rock 
has been placed in the waterbar outfalls to supplement existing 
rock fill. Small loose-rock check dams were installed at the 
downstream end of the waterbars to check the water before it spills 
over the crest of the outfall. These checkdams were constructed 
with small, notched spillways to control overflow. 
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V T o p s o i l R e d i s t r i b u t i o n and Sur face P r e p a r a t i o n I n c l u d i n g 
Test ing and Amendments 
UMC 817.21 Topsoi l : General Requirements 
One t o p s o i l p i l e of approximately 770 cu. yds . i s located on the 
"B" seam pad. 
UMC 817.24 Topsoi l : R e d i s t r i b u t i o n 
The s i n g l e t o p s o i l s t o c k p i l e w i l l be r e d i s t r i b u t e d on the "B" 
seam pad. 
The soil stockpile on the B seam pad is approximately 770 
cu. yds. of fine sand, silt loam salvaged from the alluvial 
benches during initial development. This will be used to topsoil 
the 2.1 acres of covered B seam and the regraded pad. This 
topsoil will be spread to a thickness of approximately 2.5 
inches. 
The pad at the "A" seam and the sediment pond were constructed of 
alluvial silt loams, rocKy sandy loams and coal seam overbur-
den. There is no topsoil available for this pad so the existing 
mixture of materials will be used for the seedbed. During 
construction an attempt will be made to salvage the better soil 
materials as they are exposed. 
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UMC 817.25 Nutrients and Soil Amendments 
Composite soil samples were taken from the topsoil storage 
pile and from each pad in March and July, 1986. See Appendix II 
for the complete lab reports. 
The soil materials are low in fertility. They lack sufficient 
cation sites and organic matter to provide the basic nutrients 
for plant growth. Phosphorus and nitrogen are at especially low 
levels. Sulfates and sodium are at high levels and very mobile in 
these soils. The soil textures are sandy loams. Some fines are 
probably contributed by coal and overburden debris. Saturation 
percent indicates adequate water holding capacity. 
To partially overcome the poor fertility structure of these soils 
4/000 lbs/acre of green alfalfa hay mulch will be applied to the 
seedbeds to increase organic matter and also nitrogen and 
potassium. Diammonium phosphate fertilizer pellets will be spread 
in the fall at the rate of 242 lbs/acre to increase phosphorus 
and nitrogen. The dragging operation on the seeded soils will 
cover the mulch and fertilizer. A spring application of 100 
lbs/acre of liquid urea will supply additional nitrogen to the 
plants to compensate for the increased soil microbial action. 
This program will provide 140 lbs of phosphorus, 84 lbs of 
potassium and 187 lbs of nitrogen per acre in the seedbeds. 
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On areas which were reseeded during the 1989 repair work (A- and 
B-seam fills, and pad areas adjacent to the ephemeral channel) 
fertilizer was spread with a cyclone spreader. The fertilizer used 
during the original revegetation work was not readily availablef 
so 16-20-0-13(S) was used in its place after onsite approval was 
given by Henry Sauer and Lynn Kunzler of DOGM. It was applied at 
the rate of 100 pounds per acre, and was supplemented with 
additional urea (approximately 10 pounds per acre). 
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Table 5 Soil Fertility Summary 
Parameter 
pH 
Saturation % 
CEC meg/100 
Alkalinity as CaC0 
N % 
P mg/kg 
K mg/kg 
Ca mg/kg 
Mg mg/kg 
S04 mg/kg 
Na mg/kg 
Range 
6.79 
29.2 
4.17 
mg/1 45.9 
0.025 
1.50 
91 
365 
138 
5,490 
120 
— 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
_ 
7.83 
33.4 
6.84 
56.3 
0.032 
3.81 
95 
440 
515 
10,600 
425 
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817.25 Nutrients and Soi l Amendments 
The correct conductivity reading i s Dmhos/cm as stated in the lab 
reports in Appendix I I . 
The metals copper, i ron and z inc were determined from a DPTA 
extrac t . 
A lab analys is was run on a sample of native s o i l obtained from a 
a d j a c e n t u n d i s t u r b e d a r e a t o p r o v i d e b a s e l i n e f e r t i l i t y 
in format ion . These r e s u l t s are l oca ted in Appendix II under 
sample S-5. 
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VI Revegetation - Including Seedingr Mulching, Planting/ 
Irrigation, Etc. 
UMC 817.111 Revegetation: General Requirements 
The entire 6.7 acres of disturbed ground will be properly 
scarified, seeded, fertilized, mulched and covered to provide the 
best possible opportunity for plant growth. The road fill slopes 
and some small sites will require hand application of seed, mulch 
and fertilizer. The reclamation work is scheduled for late fall, 
1986. 
The proposed fertilization rate is based upon lab analysis of 
composite soil samples secured in March, 1986. Additional soil 
samples will be taken after topsoil materials are spread on the 
"BH seam pad and from mixed materials on "A" seam pad. These 
later analyses will be used to determine the actual fertilization 
rates. 
Irrigation is not planned. 
It is not contemplated that there will be a pest or disease 
control problem. 
Cattle grazing during the revegetation process will be limited by 
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During the 1989 repair workf revegetation was done on the A- and 
B-seam fill slopes, and on pad areas adjacent to the ephemeral 
channel. 
On the fill slopes, the seedbed was prepared by first loosening 
the soil and repairing the gullys by bulldozing fill materials 
upslope. Then a series of small depressions/catches were made by 
using the dozer blade to create small furrows the width of the 
blade (furrows were approximately 6 inches deep, 8 inches wide, 
spaced at 1.5-foot intervals down the slope). These were placed 
across the entire fill slopes. Due to the very soft, powdery 
nature of the recently disturbed soils, some definition of these 
was lost during additional disturbance by seeding and placing the 
erosion control matting, but they still maintained their function 
as a surface roughening mechanism. 
Since the prepared soil surface was very loose and did not easily 
settle, it was not necessary to rake in the seed and fertilizer. 
The fertilizer was of sufficient weight to sink slightly under the 
soil surface, and the seed was adequately worked into the soil by 
the act of walking on it and applying the erosion control matting. 
Care was taken to apply seed during periods of no wind, and netting 
was done immediately afterward to prevent wind loss. 
On the flatter pad areas where revegetation was done, the soil 
surface was prepared by ripping the soil to a depth of 6- to 8 
inches. Seeding and fertilizing was done during periods of no wind 
and covered by the action of dozer tracks on the loose soil. 
The fertilizer and seed were applied with cyclone type spreaders 
at the rate prescribed on previous pages. 
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installation of 3-wire 42" barbed wire drift fences across Ivie 
Creek and on the road alignment (Plate III). 
UMC 817.112 Revegetation: Use of Introduced Species. 
A mixture of native and commonly used introduced species will be 
seeded on the disturbed areas. The introduced species are legumes 
that provide nitrogen-fixing capabilities. Two grasses, crested 
wheatgrass and Russian wildrye, are used to provide erosion 
control and food for wildlife. 
(a) Both species are now established on the site from past 
undocumented seedings. These two species also did well 
on test plots located just north of the permit area. 
They became quickly established as seedlings and 
maintained themselves during the 5 year test of 
revegetation success on the Emery Coal fields. 
See page 9 & 10 of Reclamation on Utah's Emery and Alton 
Coal Fields: Techniques and Plant Materials; R.B. 
Ferguson and Frischknecht, N.C.; Research Paper INT-335; 
Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment Station Ogden, 
Utah. 
(b) Indian ricegrass and sand dropseed will be slow to 
germinate and establish groundcover on the reclaimed 
sites. Quick cover species are needed to provide erosion 
control in the first two-three years. 
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(c) The species provide food and cover for small animals. 
Both produce high yields of seed for birds and rodents. 
(d) The two species are not poisonous or noxious and meet 
State and Federal seed standards. 
The following seed mixture and rates will be used: 
Common Name 
crested wheatgrass 
sand dropseed 
Indian ricegrass 
Salina wildrye 
Russian wildrye 
yellow sweetclover 
fourwing saltbush 
shadscale 
mat saltbush 
winterfat 
Scientific Name 
Agropyron cristaturn 
Sporobolus cryptandrus 
Oryzopsis hymenoides 
Elymus salinus 
Elymus junceus 
Melilotus officinalis 
Atriplex canescens 
Atriplex confertifolia 
Atriplex corrugata 
Ceratoides lanata 
lbs/acre 
1.0 
0.5 
3.3 
3.0 
1.0 
3.0 
3.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
Total 20.5 
This mixture varies from that listed in the Interim Plan. The 
mixture is designed to be salt tolerant and survive in the dry 
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Planting was redone on the A- and B-seam fillslopes and the pad 
areas adjacent to the ephemeral channel. The original revegetation 
mix was adjusted based upon experience gained with three seasons 
of planting since the original reclamation work was done in 1986. 
The revised seed mix is: 
Common Name Scientific Name PLS in lb/ac 
Hycrest hybrid Agropyron cristatum 4 
Indian ricegrass Oryzopsis hymenoides 2 
Russian wildrye Elymus junceus 3 
Yellow sweetclover Melilotus officinalis 1 
Fourwing saltbush Atriplex canescens 1 
All of these species were in the original mix, except that crested 
wheatgrass was replaced with a new, drought-tolerant hybrid of 
crested and Ephraim wheatgrasses. Species that were not hearty 
enough to withstand the drought conditions (i.e. winterfat) and 
species that did not germinate at all (i.e. sand dropseed) in past 
seedings were not utilized in the latest seeding attempt. 
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conditions of the talus slopes. 
UMC 817.113 Revegetation: Timing 
The seedbed will be prepared by ripping all compacted surfaces 
and scarifying the soil materials. The areas will be broadcast 
seeded in late fall (Oct-Nov) as the final reclamation phase. The 
species are all cool-season types except sand dropseed which 
actually germinates as late cool-season or early warm-season 
grass. The seed, mulch and fertilizer will be covered by dragging 
the loose soil surface. 
UMC 817.114 Revegetation: Mulching and other stabilizing 
practices. 
Alfalfa hay at 4000 lbs/acre will be spread on all the seeded 
areas. The mulch will be anchored with soil dragged over the 
hay. The graded slopes on the coal seams will require erosion 
control netting to hold the mulch and seed in place. 
UMC 817.115 Revegetation: Grazing 
The postmining land use is wildlife and livestock grazing. The 
location of the revegetated area precludes any significant value 
or use by livestock. Cattle use is restricted to a few head 
drifting along Ivie Creek. Wildlife use is restricted to small 
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The graded slopes on the A- and B-seams were stabilized with 
erosion control matting. This matting is North American Green SC-
150, which is designed for use on steep slopes. It is comprised 
of straw and coconut fibers held together by a cotton netting and 
degradable, plastic netting. It was installed according to 
manufacturer's specifications for 2h:lv slopes, including trench-
key-in, overlapping requirements, and a staple pattern of 2/sq. yd. 
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mammals, birds and raptors. 
UMC 817.116 Revegetation: Standards for Success 
A reference site is located on the talus slopes with a south 
aspect adjacent to the coal seams for the seedings on the pads, 
backfills and roadbed (Appendix IV). This corresponds to study 
site #3, steep rocky slopes, in the Interim Plan. The 0.14 acre 
roadbase storage site in study site #4, pinyon-juniper upper 
benches, is a very small area. To simplify the monitoring and 
bond release, the standard for success for this site will be the 
reference site established on the talus slope in the steep rocky 
slope vegetative type. 
The seeded area will be checked monthly (April - Sept.) during 
the first two growing seasons. A site check will include 
inspection of fences, erosion control structures, seeding 
condition and wildlife or pest damage. The seeded areas will be 
carefully scrutinized to determine the need for reseeding. Line 
intercept transects will be utilized in year 3 to determine the 
need for reseeding. However, should the initial seeding obviously 
be a failure reseeding could be initiated earlier. 
In years 3-10, the site will be visited annually during the 
growing season. 
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Reseeding of portions of the reclaimed area was accomplished in 
years 1, 2 and 3, and as such, no transects will be done until year 
6. Monthly monitoring during the growing season will continue in 
years 4-6. 
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The coverf density and productivity of the seeded sites will be 
sampled in years 9 & 10 in preparation for bond release. The 
reference sites will be measured again with the methods used for 
the original measurements (See Appendix IV). The fences 
protecting the seedings will be removed once the plant cover 
goals are achieved. 
UMC 817.117 Revegetation: Trees and Shrubs 
No trees will be planted. A variety of shrub species are included 
in the seed mixture. 
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VII Monitoring and Maintenance 
UMC 817.41-.50 Hydrologic Balance: General Requirements 
UMC 817.5 2 Hydrologic Balance: Surface and Ground Water 
Monitoring 
The surface flows in Ivie creek/ a perennial stream, are and will 
be sampled and measured semi-annually/ during the months of May 
and September. The water analysis includes: 
Field Measurements 
Specific Conductivity (umhos/cm) 
pH 
Water Temperature (Degrees Centigrade) 
Dissolved Oxygen 
Flows (cfs) 
Laboratory Analyses (mg/1) 
Total Dissolved Solids 
Total Suspended Solids 
Total Settleable Solids 
Total Hardness (as CaC03) 
Acidity (HC03~) 
Carbonate (Co-a_ , 
^ 2) 
Bicarbonate (HC03-) 
Calcium 
Chloride 
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UMC 817.52 Hydrologic Balance; Surface and Ground Water 
Monitoring 
1. The upstream surface water sampling point is 1400 feet 
upstream from the confluence of the ephemeral channel in the 
development area and Ivie Creek in section 17. See Plate lb. The 
site is on a curve of Ivie Creek below cliffs. 
2. The downstream surface water sampling point is 400 feet 
downstream of the natural channel discharge below the disturbed 
area in section 17. This site is on the east shore north of the 
large curve in Ivie Creek. See Plate lb. 
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Iron (Dissolved) 
Magnesium 
Manganese (Total) 
Potassium 
Sodium 
Sulfates 
Oil & Grease 
Cation-Anion Balance 
This monitoring program will be continued until bond release is 
obtained. 
There is no ground water monitoring planned since there was no 
underground development and mine-water discharge. 
Water quality samples will also be secured at the discharge 
points from the reclaimed area to Ivie Creek during each runoff 
event encountered during scheduled monitoring visits (water 
quality and revegetation checks). 
UMC 817.56 Hydrologic Balance: Postmining Rehabilitation of 
Sedimentation Ponds, Diversions, Impoundments and Treatment 
Facilities 
The sediment pond will be decommissioned concurrent with 
reclamation as stated in UMC 784.11(b) & 784.14(a & b). 
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UMC 817,57 Hydrologic Balance: Stream Buffer Zones 
The ephemeral stream channels disturbed during reclamation will 
be stabilized in a 2h:lv or 4h:lv sideslope configuration. Silt 
fences as shown in Plate V will aid in control of sediments from 
surface flows until revegetation adequately stabilizes the ground 
surface. The small berm and silt fences adjacent to Ivie Creek 
will remain throughout monitoring. No reclamation activities will 
be conducted in the buffer zone except for the removal of 
culverts that empty into the creek and the subsequent restoration 
of channel discharges. 
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Schedule Sequence of Reclamation Components 
1. Haul stockpiled roadbase material (1800 cu. yds.) to "B" seam 
pad. 3 days* 
2. Remove culverts in pads. 5 days 
250' of 43" culvert, est. 10,924 cu. yds excavated 
1601 of 18" culvert, est. 430 cu. yds. excavated and 
refilled 
70' of 18" culvert under the road between the pads, 
est. 21 cu. yds. excavated and refilled. 
3. Remove pipe drains and open sediment pond dam to drain into 
Ivie Creek. 1 day 
40' of 18" pipe, est. 173 cu. yds excavated 
4. Collapse roof structures into adits and backfill (compacted) 
25' into adits to seal. 2 days 
74 cu. yds. of compacted fill/adit(4) = 296 cu. yds. total 
5. Backfill and grade coal seams and regrade pads to drain into 
riprapped channels ("B" seam pad) or into channel in breached 
sediment pond dam ("A" seam pad). 5 days 
A seam = 2,500 cu. yds. 
B seam = 10,250 cu. yds. 
Slopes = 1,800 cu. yds. 
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6. Riprap channel in "B" seam pad and install drains for HAM seam 
pad. 3 days 
250* of channel = 458 cu. yds. 
7. Spread topsoil on "B" seam bench. 1 day 
770 cu. yds of topsoil 
8. Prepare seedbed on 4.2 acres. 3 days 
Scarify = 4 acres 
Fertilize = 1016 lbs of diammonium phosphate 
420 lbs of urea 
Mulch » 16,800 lbs of hay 
Seed = 86 lbs of seed 
Broadcast and cover seed =4.2 acres 
9. Install silt fences, drift fences and erosion netting. 4 days 
silt fences = 700' 
drift fences= 240' 
erosion netting = 2025' 
* These days for each component may run concurrent or 
sequential. Project is estimated to take 15-20 working days to 
complete. 
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10. Remove culverts from road. 1 day 
80 • of 48" diameter culvert and riprap, 213 cu. yds. of 
excavation 
60' of 18" diameter culvert and refill, 20 cu. yds. of 
excavation 
11. Water bar road and rip surface for seeding. 1 day 
11 waterbars 
2.4 acres of ripping and scarifying 
12. Seed road and roadbase storage site. 2 days 
2.5 acres of seeding 
51 lbs of seed 
10,000 lbs of hay 
605 lbs of diammonium phosphate 
250 lbs of urea 
13. Install fence and gate on road. 1 day 
60" of fence 
14. Monitor, 10 year period 
20 water sampling trips 
20 revegetation checks 
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IX Costs 
Means Site Work Cost Data, 1986, 5th Edition 
Hours represent total equipment time. 
Unit Cost 
1. Hauling roadbase 1800 cu yds, 25 hrs, $ 2.30 
spreading topsoil 770 cu yds,11 hrs. $ 1.61 
Subtotal 
Total Cost 
$ 4,140 
$ 1,240 
$ 5,380 
Removing culverts, 89 hrs. 
road 80' of 48", 213 cu yds 
excavation 
60' of 18", 20 cu yds 
excavation 
pads 2501 of 48", 10,924 cu yds 
excavation 
230' of 18*, 501 cu yds 
excavation 
sed pond 40" of 18", 178 cu yds 
excavation 
remove pipe and concrete pads 
sampling for particle analysis 
$ 1.36 
$ 3.85 
$ 1.36 
$ 3.85 
$ 3.32 
Subtotal 
$ 290 
$ 77 
$ 14,857 
$ 1,945 
$ 591 
$ 200 
$ 250 
$ 18,210 
Covering coal seams and grading, 179 hrs. 
Collapse structures in 4 adits 
Fill 4 adits 
"A" seam cover 
"B" seam cover 
Slope grading 
General grading 
Subtotal 
296 cu yds 
2500 cu yds 
10250 cu yds 
1800 cu yds 
500 cu yds 
$ 
</>
 
</>
 
</>
 
v> 
3 .39 
3 .39 
3 .39 
3 .39 
3 .39 
$ 480 
$ 1003 
$ 8,475 
$ 34,748 
$ 6,102 
$ 1,695 
$ 52,503 
Riprap channels, 44 hrs. 
80' in road 67 cu yds 
250' in pad 930 cu yds 
100' in A pad 15 cu yds 
Hauling rock all sites 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
21.13 
21.00 
21.00 
1.78 
$ 1,416 
$ 19,530 
$ 315 
$ 2,422 
Subtotal $ 23,683 
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5. Waterbars in road and ripping, 10 hrs. 
11 waterbars 
rip, 2.4 acres $ 314.58 
Subtotal 
$ 
$ 
650 
755 
$ 1,405 
6. Seedbed preparation and seeding, 50 hrs. 
benches, 4.2 acres $ 1,800 $ 7,560 
road and roadbase site, 2.5 acres $ 1,800 $ 4,500 
Subtotal $ 12,060 
7. Fences, gates and erosion netting, 55 hrs. 
fences, 180' 
gate, 1 ea. 
silt fences, 700' 
erosion netting, 2250 sy 
8. Drill Hole plugging, 2 holes 
9. Miscellaneous, 64 hrs. 
Equipment mobilization 
Equipment rental 
Materials disposal 
10. Monitoring, 10 years 
Water sampling, 20 trips 
Revegetation checks, 20 
10. Contigency 10% 
Escalation 1.62% for 1 yr, 
$ 4.60 
$ 5.85 
$ 0.55 
Subtotal 
$ 500 
Subtotal 
Reclamation Total 
Total 
Subtotal 
Grand Total 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$_ 
$_ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$_ 
843 
200 
4,095 
1,238 
6,376 
1,000 
5,000 
2,500 
2,500 
10,000 
$130,617 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
16,000 
7,000 
23,000 
15,362 
2,737 
18,099 
$171,716 
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ADDENDUM 
This Section contains the regulatory sections normally listed in 
the PAP. These additional sections have been requested by the 
DOGM in the Completeness Review to provide other information and 
data for evaluation of the Reclamation Plan, 
771.25 Permit Fees 
The ?5.00 fee will be filed with the application. 
771.27 Verification of Application 
The copy of verification is located at the front of the 
application. 
782.13 Identification of Interests 
(a)(1) 
Permit Applicant: Soldier Creek Coal Company 
subsidiary of CalMat Co. 
3200 San Fernando Road 
Los Angeles, California 90065 
Mailing Address: 
P.O. Box 2950 
Los Angeles, California 90051 
(213) 258-2777 
(2)(3) 
Surface Owners: 
Mineral Owners; 
attached 
Soldier Creek Coal Company 
Soldier Creek Coal Company, lessee; see 
owners: 
B.G. Raybould 
Sigler and Co. 
Barbara D. Williams 
A.W. Walker & 
Lovejoy Prosser 
Helen G. Paul 
Katherine Paul Littlefield 
Dale W. Ahern, as personal 
representative of the Dorothy 
R. Ward Estate 
Winifred W. Fehr 
Zions First National Bank, 
as personal representative 
of the Samuel Walker Estate 
Smith and Co. 
Bank of America/ as personal 
representative of Francis Lewis 
Noonan Estate 
Forrest Kelly Eccles 
William Walker Eccles 
Samuel Franklin Eccles 
Eugene K. Walker 
Helen Kennedy Rogers 
Paul D. Augsburg 
June E. Kimball 
Roger Walker Daynes 
Sarah Daft Home 
Nicholas W. Kuryla 
Michale A. Kuryla 
Charles Kuryla 
Virginia Godnick 
Robert von Khrum 
M. Walker Wallace 
Glen Walker Wallace 
Karen Bertagncle 
First Interstate Bank of Utah, 
as personal representative of 
John M. Wallace Jr. Estate 
0 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1. 
4, 
5. 
4. 
4. 
4. 
3. 
0. 
S. 
0. 
0. 
4. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
5. 
2. 
11. 
11. 
2. 
11. 
.23530% 
.94134% 
.61774% 
.94134% 
.43543% 
.43543% 
.42955% 
.18052% 
.09026% 
.85910% 
.31501% 
.48555% 
.49144% 
.49144% 
.77669% 
.27060% 
.27060% 
,54120% 
.81181% 
,08553% 
,03929% 
,039 29% 
08929% 
28266% 
22366% 
76539% 
76539% 
22366% 
76539% 
(4) 
No purchasers of record under a real estate contract. 
(5) 
Operator: Soldier Creek Coal Company 
(6) 
Resident Agent: 
(b)(l)(2) 
Corporation: Soldier Creek Coal Company 
Officers: See attached list of officers 
Shareholders: See attached list of shareholders 
(3) 
Previous Coal Mining Permits: Permit No. ACT-007-013 
Soldier Creek Coal Company Price, Utah 
(3)(a) 
Contiguous Owners: See Plate la 
SW 1/4 of Section 7 
SE 1/4 of section 8 
Sections 19 & 20 
T. 23 S., R. 6 E. 
Bureau of Land Management 
Price, Utah 
Sections 12, 13, & 24 
T. 23 S., R. 5 E. 
Bureau of Land Management 
Richfield, Utah 
E 1/2 of Section 17 
T. 23 S., R. 6 E. 
Bank of California 
John E. Lansing 
Lovella Clark royalty conveyance 
SW 1/4 of Section 6 
T. 23 S., R. 6 E. 
Consolidated Coal, 50% surface & mineral 
SW 1/4 of Section 0 
T. 23 S., R. 6 E. 
The Pittsburg Midway* 50% surface & mineral 
SW 1/4 of Section 6 
T. 23 S., R. 6 E. 
Gulf Oil Corp., 50% coal 
(3)(f) 
MSHA ID No. 42-01407, Hidden Valley 
(3)(g) 
Soldier Creek Coal Company does not have any interest or pending 
application for contiguous lands or minerals. 
782.14 Compliance Information 
(a) 
No permit suspended or revoked 
(b) 
No bond or security forfeiture 
(c) 
Violations: 
Date Agency Regulation Action Termination 
1/30/85 DOGM 
3/21/85 DOGM 
3/21/85 DOGM 
UMC 817.131 resume monitoring 3/20/85 
no water monitoring 
UMC 817.23 seed stockpile 
topsoil stockpile not protected 
UMC 817.42 
no signs 
4/25/85 
signed road and area 5/24/85 
1/27/86 DOGM UMC 817.52 resume monitoring 1/27/86 
no water monitoring 
UMC 732.15 Right of Entry and Operation Information 
(a) 
Soldier Creek Coal Company is the surface owner. 
Warranty Deed is attached. 
(b) 
Soldier Creek Coal Company has a long term coal lease to 2022 
Lease is attached. 
782.16 Relationship to Areas Designated Unsuitable for Mining 
No areas designated unsuitable for mining are located on or near 
the permit area. 
782.17 Permit Term Information 
Coal mining is not or will not be conducted under this permit. 
7 8 2.18 Personal Injury and Property Damage Insurance 
Information 
Certificate included with Application. 
782.19 Identification of Other Licenses and Permits 
N.P.D.E.S. Permit # UT-002370 with E.P.A. Denver, Colorado 
no record of approval or termination 
782.20 Identification of Public Office for Filing Information 
The Emery County Recorder's Office; Castledale, Utah 84513 
782.21 Newspaper Advertisement and Proof of Publication 
To be filed in the Carbon County and Salt Lake City metropolitan 
newspapers. 
783.18 Climatological Information 
The closest official weather station is located at Emery, Utah 
about 8 miles north-northwest of the mine site. The information 
is taken from the Utah State by the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration. 
( a ) 
The average annual p r e c i p i t a t i o n i s 7 .55 i n c h e s . The p r e v a i l i n g 
s t r o n g winds are from the s o u t h . The d a i l y winds s h i f t from 
s o u t h e a s t A.M. winds to northwest P.M. winds . 
P r e c i p i t a t i o n and Temperatures by Month 
£ F ^ M ^ A ^ M ^ J ^ J ^ A ^ S ^ O ^ N ^ D Total 
.47 .41 .45 .42 . 62 .69 .71 1.17 .79 .85 .40 .57 7 .55 
2 3 . 9 28 .9 36 .5 44 .6 5 3 . 3 6 1 . 4 6 7 . 8 6 6 . 0 5 8 . 2 4 7 . 9 35 .0 26 .8 4 5 . 9 
783.19 Vegetation Information 
(a) 
Vegetation Type 
Rocky Slopes 
Pinyon-Juniper Woodland 
Total 
Disturbed Acres 
6.67 
0.14 
6.71 
783.20 Fish and Wildlife Resources Information 
See 784.21 Fish and Wildlife Plan 
783.24 Maps: General Requirements 
See Plate la 
784.13 General Reclamation Requirements - Revegetation 
See 817.111 - 817.116 and Section VIII & IX 
784.14 Protection of the Hydrologic Balance 
See revised Section IV, Drainage Control 
784.16 Reclamation Plan; Pond, Impoundments, Banks, Dam and 
Embankments 
See revised Section IV, Drainage Control 
784.17 Protection of Public Parks and Historic Places 
There are no public parks or historic places on the disturbed 
area or on the Permit Area. 
784.21 Fish and Wildlife Plan 
The resident wildlife populations consist of small mammals, small 
birds, a few carnivorous mammals and raptors. The small mammals 
populations and the fluctuating seasonal small bird populations 
provide the prey base for the carnivores and raptors. Reptiles, 
especially lizards, are part of the prey base during the summer. 
The plant cover is generally sparse and consequently forage 
production is low. The cliffs and rock slopes provide ample cover 
and security for the animals. Ivie Creek has a sparse narrow band 
of riparian vegetation. 
The only specific wildlife reports (USFWS, 1980) for the area 
mentioned a owl's nest in one of the adits. This site was visited 
in March, April and May of 1986 with no reports of owl 
observations. An active prairie falcon nest was noted on a cliff 
face south of Ivie Creek about 900 feet from the portal pads. The 
nesting was completed by late April. 
The fall construction period will not impact falcon nesting in 
the vicinity. The restoration of vegetation will provide some 
Executive Summary 
The Hidden Valley Coal property, in the Emery Coal Field south of 
Emery Town, was to be developed by Soldier Creek Coal Company, a 
Utah corporation and wholly owned subsidiary of CalMat Company. 
The property is 960 acres and Soldier Creek Coal Company owns the 
surface and has the rights to the coal under a long term lease. A 
mining and reclamation plan, with two amendments, were submitted 
and approved under the OSM Interim Program. The access road, coal 
seam exploration, graded pads and drainage control were the only 
developments realized as economic changes forced curtailment of 
mine development. This document is a revised Reclamation Plan for 
the reclaiming of the small developed areas (approximately 6.7 
acres of disturbed ground) within the permit area in 1986. 
The culverts will be removed from the access road and from the two 
pad areas. The natural ephemeral drainage crossing the developed 
area will be restored to accept most of the flow from the reclaimed 
sites. Because the original drainage control pattern will be 
restored, the sediment pond will no longer function and can be 
opened to drain into Ivie Creek. 
The access road will be accessible to 4-wheel drive vehicles only 
and be waterbarred to control surface flows. The road surface will 
be scarified and seeded. The integrity of the road alignment will 
be maintained in support of the postmining land use of grazing by 
improving watershed values and providing a livestock trailway. 
The adits in the two coal seams will be sealed and the seams 
covered and graded. Topsoil materials stored on site will be 
spread over a portion of the disturbed areas to provide a seedbed. 
Other materials on site will be used for seedbed material where 
topsoils are not available. All of the reclaimed areas will be 
mulched, fertilized and seeded in late fall as the final phase of 
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reclamation. Drift fences will be installed to restrict cattle use 
of the seedings. 
A ten year monitoring plan will sample the water quality and flows 
semi-annually in Ivie Creek and check on the progress of the 
revegetation efforts. Projects cost for reclaiming the site in 
1986 are $148,716 and $23,000 for 10 years of monitoring. 
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I. Proposed Postmining Land Use Acreage to be Reclaimed and 
Timing and Sequence 
UMC 784.15 Reclamation Plan. Post Mining Land Use 
The adjacent BLM lands are permitted for cattle grazing in the 
winter and early spring. Most of the forage production is confined 
to the flats and benches in Castle Valley. Some grazing occurs on 
the upper benches of the permit areas. The livestock use of the 
fee lands is presently unregulated. The declaration for postmining 
land use would be wildlife habitat and livestock grazing. This was 
the land use prior to the proposed mine development and this land 
use has continued to the present. 
Because a variance to leave cut and fill slopes associated with the 
access road is being requested (see revised page 24 of this Plan), 
part of the disturbed area would involve an alternative postmining 
land use as defined by the Division. This is due to the fact that 
the cut and fill slopes, although still used for the postmining 
uses of livestock grazing and wildlife habitat, would allow a 
higher or better usage than occurred previous to the disturbance. 
This use would be compatible with the surrounding land uses. Emery 
County officials have indicated that their preference generally is 
not to close existing roads (Personal communication with Scott 
Johansen, Emery County Attorney, March 14, 1991). 
BLM Saleratus Allotment 
409 cattle from Nov. 11th to March 31st, stocking rate is 1 AUM/10 
Acres for total AUM's of 1843. 
The disturbed acreage of the permit area is mostly sandstone talus 
slopes that provides very little livestock forage or wildlife 
habitat as is generally defined. The revegetation of these small 
disturbed areas will be in accordance with adjacent surveyed range 
reference sites. This revegetation will not provide either 
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wildlife or livestock forage of any significance but will stabilize 
the site. 
As with the surrounding BLM land, there is no crucial wildlife 
habitat in the area; wildlife species utilizing the site would most 
likely be small mammals and birds. Cattle would likely be the type 
of livestock using the area; they also graze adjacent federal land 
managed by the Bureau of Land Management. A grazing management 
plan for the site is detailed below, and is based upon livestock 
management in the adjacent BLM grazing allotment. In this way, the 
postmining land use and management at Hidden Valley will be 
compatible with management of the surrounding land. The BLM's 
proposed Resource Management Plan for the San Rafael Planning Area 
was utilized in preparation of the grazing plan. 
Critical soils are present at the Hidden Valley site, in the form 
of both saline and erodible soil. A grazing plan should ensure 
protection of these soils. Therefore, in line with both BLM 
policy for the adjacent lands and site specific conditions, 
emphasis on achievement of the postmining land use will be through 
protection of critical soils, and management of the site to 
increase vegetation. The revegetation seed mix, as described on 
page 58 was chosen with this in mind, rather than exclusively 
specifying native plants with high forage values. 
Application of the grazing rate used on the Saleratus Allotment to 
the disturbed and reclaimed area would result in a forage 
production of less than one AUM, so livestock grazing will likely 
be minimal at the site, unless better forage production than 
provided by native vegetation is achieved. Cattle would be the 
preferred user. Period of use of the reclamation site will be the 
same as the adjacent federal land: November 16 through March 15. 
The access road will be used as the primary travelway for 
livestock, both to gain entry to the revegetated disturbed areas 
and to access Ivie Creek, the only nearby perennial water source. 
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(The access road has been left in place to aid in achievement of 
the postmining land uses, as described under the request for 
variance in this document). 
The objective of the grazing plan would be to lease the 1.5 square-
mile permit area to the adjacent BLM permittee. (This operator 
currently has access to much of the undisturbed permit acreage that 
is not fenced.) If that permittee did not wish to lease the 
property, then CalMat would open the lease to competitive bidding. 
The lessee would then need to insure that his livestock did not 
trespass to adjacent BLM land and that the BLM permittee no longer 
accessed the Hidden Valley property. 
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drainage patterns and control erosion. 
A variance is requested to allow the access road and associated cut 
and fill terraces to remain upon reclamation. A description of the 
means by which this variance will allow the postmining land use to 
be achieved is described in the following paragraphs. The variance 
will simply enhance the premining land use capabilities, while 
allowing the use to remain the same. It will also enhance the 
ability to meet other requirements of the Division such as 
revegetation, erosion and runoff control. In addition, CalMat, the 
land owner, approves of the variance; the variance is also 
compatible with the operation of adjacent lands. 
A stability analysis has been conducted on the slopes which would 
not be restored to natural contours and is described in this 
document. All coal wastes have been covered, so retention of the 
cuts and fills will not result in exposure of waste materials. As 
described below, greater benefits to the watershed will occur as a 
result of maintaining the cut and fill terraces than would occur if 
the natural contours were restored. High velocity runoff and 
consequent erosion will be minimized if the road bed is in place, 
and use of the road surface as a livestock trail will prevent 
impact to Ivie Creek and its adjacent riparian lands as a result of 
trampling. 
Retention of the cut and fill terraces of the roadway will aid in 
the protection of critical soils and enhance the forage production 
at the site. According to the RMP for the adjacent San Rafael 
Planning Area, one of the main BLM means of protecting critical 
soils is to grade slopes such that they serve to collect water to 
aid in onsite revegetation. The roadway functions to provide this. 
In addition, the roadway is in line with other BLM goals of water-
barring roads and protection of riparian areas as described later 
in this section. 
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During construction of the access road into the property, blasting 
was required along the uphill side of the road, resulting in a cut 
slope in bedrock, and excess materials were placed as fill along 
the downhill side of the road, resulting in a talus-like slope down 
to the ephemeral channel bottom. The natural terrain in the area 
is comprised of a series of cliffs, small benches and talus slopes 
due to the interbedded sedimentary bedrock, so the cut and fill 
terraces of the roadway complement the natural drainage patterns of 
much of the area. 
During reclamation, the cut and fill slopes created during road 
construction were left in place. Water bars were installed along 
the road to control runoff from uphill areas and the roadbed 
itself. These water bars meet BLM criterion for construction in 
critical soil areas (road grade does not exceed 10 percent within 
a 1000-foot distance). The road surface was ripped to eliminate 
compaction, seeded, mulched and fertilized. The roughened 
condition of the road and barriers across the road prevent 
vehicular access. 
In its current configuration, the road and associated cut and fill 
terraces aid achievement of the postmining land use in two ways. 
The first of these is site enhancement related to revegetation and 
erosion control. 
A typical cross section of the roadway and adjacent slopes would 
show a steep slope comprised of bedrock outcrop interspersed with 
areas of colluvial material with sparse vegetation, below which 
occurs the road cut slope which is almost vertical sandstone 
bedrock with a height of approximately 10 - 15 feet. The road bed 
itself is approximately 20 feet wide and is in a roughened, 
hummocky condition with occasional large boulders. The road fill 
area down to the channel bottom is comprised of talus-like fill 
materials with some large boulders and natural bedrock outcrop 
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visible. The entire slope is steep, with little vegetative growth 
as is typical of the surrounding undisturbed areas. 
The roadbed surface acts in several ways to enhance vegetation 
efforts. The flat bench serves to break up the otherwise very 
steep sideslope of the canyon, providing a terrace to capture 
runoff and sediments from the upper steep, bare slopes. This 
lessens the potential for erosion of the bottom slope adjacent to 
the channel by reducing both total runoff and flow velocities. In 
the absence of this terrace, the very high production of runoff 
from the upper slopes would result in severe erosion of the lower 
talus slopes adjacent to the channel, which would compromise the 
stability of the canyon side slopes. Additional benefits are 
incurred by storing of runoff and conserving soil moisture in the 
roadbed soils rather than conveying it all to the channel. Also, 
the trapping of fine sediments on the roadbed enhances the road 
surface as a growth medium. These all serve to enhance the 
potential for revegetation on the road bed. Neither the upper nor 
lower portions of the canyon sideslope are conducive for vegetation 
because of the lack of soil medium. 
Contour terraces that are essentially equivalent to the roadbed are 
commonly constructed to provide water harvesting and erosion 
control in slope rehabilitation. They function to shorten the 
slope length, consequently reducing runoff velocities which in turn 
encourages infiltration and storage of runoff, and lessens the 
potential for erosion. Because the road bed has a significant 
gradient, a series of water bars were constructed across the 
surface to further control runoff and sediment production. 
In the site environment, where climate and soil types limit 
vegetative growth, any means of enhancing growth potential can 
significantly increase the value of the site as a provider of 
habitat and .producer of forage. In this way, the cut and fill 
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terraces left during reclamation are essential in allowing 
achievement of the post-mining land use of grazing and wildlife 
habitat. 
The second way in which the cut and fill terraces serve to enhance 
the post-mining land use is for livestock trailing. Other than the 
road surface, there would be two avenues for livestock to gain 
entrance to the disturbed areas where revegetation would be most 
successful. The first of these would be along the Ivie Creek 
bottom. This is evidently the trail that was used historically, 
however given the already poor quality of Ivie Creek water, the 
desirable protection of riparian areas, and the risk to livestock 
along this route (high flows, ice, and precarious travelways), this 
route is less than ideal* The second possible trailway would be 
from the top of the disturbed area down through the ephemeral 
drainage at the base of the roadway. This route is steep, narrow 
and very rocky, which unnecessarily increases the risk to 
livestock. Use of the roadway for livestock trailing would be 
preferable from an environmental standpoint, from a livestock 
safety standpoint, and also from the standpoint of human access to 
inspect animals, provide salt licks, etc.. 
In summary, not regrading the cut and fill terraces associated with 
the road allows achievement of the post mining land uses. This is 
accomplished primarily by site enhancement through conserving soil 
moisture, ensuring slope stability, and controlling erosion. A 
secondary benefit of the road surface is to provide a livestock 
trailing route that is preferable to other available options. 
Pads 
The 250' of 48" diameter culvert in the MB" seam pad will be 
removed and the ephemeral channel restored to approximately 
original grade. The gradient will be uniform at 10.5% and the 
sideslopes will be 4h:lv. The depth variation of the channel is 
shown in Figure VII and the cross-sections of the proposed and 
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natural channels are shown in Figure VIII. It will then discharge 
into Ivie Creek. This channel will be riprapped to stabilized the 
surface and prevent excessive headcutting. The excavated material 
from the channel will be used to cover the coal seam and to slope 
the adjacent pads to drain into the restored ephemeral channel. A 
silt fence will be installed on the channel banks to prevent 
sediments from reaching the channel prior to vegetation becoming 
established on the topsoiled areas. 
The 160' of 18" diameter culvert in "A" seam pad will be removed 
and the excavated material replaced in the channel. With the 
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(continuation sheet) Page 2 of 2 
PERMIT NUMBER: INA/315/007„ DATE OF INSPECTION: 01/29/87 
ICgaaents^are^Nuabered^tg^Cgrresgond^jith^TgBics Listed Above) 
I.) PERMITS: 
The operator recieved Final Perait Approval froa the Division lor their 
Reclaaation Plan on December 12f 1986. There were tvo stipulations attached 
to the Perait Approval. The operator has set conditions of both stipulations. 
4.) HYDROLOGIC BALANCE: 
The sain ephearial streaa channel vhich ran through the alne site has been 
restored to its approximate original slope and location. This channel haji 
been riprapped, and a filter blanket of sand and fine gravel (road base 
saterial) vas placed prior to the channel being riprapped. * Both sides of the 
channel have been lined vith •Typar' filter material and wire mesh backing 
vhich will act as silt fence and serve as sediaent controls. ' The silt fence 
is being supported by steel fence posts. 
The sediaent pond vas breached and essentially reaoved during 
reclaaation. The area vhere the pond vas breached, and presently drains the 
vest portion of the sine Bite into Ivy Creek has been riprapped and had a 
silt fence structure, of the saae design described above, installed to serve 
as an alternative sediaent control. 
RECLAMATION - General Coaaent: 
This entire sine site vas reclaiaed just prior to Christaas, 1986. 
Reclaaation consisted of backfilling the portals (both coal seaas), regrading 
the cut and fill areas, restoring the streaa channel (as vas aentioned above), 
recontouring the sediaent pond area, seeding and aulching. The access road, 
froa the end of the paved county, road to the alne aite vas ripped, vater bars 
installed, seeded and aulched. The road base saterial vhich*aa being stored 
at an area above the aine site vas removed and the aite was ripped and 
meeded. Overall reclaaation 'of the site looks good. 
General area of -concern (possibly) i 
The •Typar* filter material silt fence (mentioned previously) is beginning 
to tear vhere it is vlred to the vire mesh backing. The altuation vas caused 
priaarily by heavy vinds at the site just folloving the coapietion of 
reclaaation activities. At the present time the silt fences are still 
functional and reaain mostly intact. Hovever, there is a real possibility 
that the lenc+m vill eventually become ineffective. A possible solution to 
the situation vould be to lover the overall height of the silt fences, and use 
soae alternative form of attaching the filter material to the vire mesh. This 
situation vill be vatched closely during the near future; and if the silt 
lmnc^n becoae ineffective, or reach the point vhere, in the judgeaent of the 
State official visiting the site, ineffectiveness is iaainent^enforceaent 
action vill be taken. 
Copy of this Report: 
Hailed to: Donna Griffin (OSH) & John Rains (Cal Hat) 
Given to: Joe Helfrich I John Whitehead 
Inspectors Signature *nd Number : ^ ^ % _ ^ 
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Ml/ A/p A/ f?-~/t-?-f Enforcement Action 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topscii 
4. Hydroicgic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
— Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
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10. Slides and other dcmage 
*A. Contemporaneous 
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12. 9cckf;"ing and grading 
13. Revegetation 
14. Subsicence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
15. Roccs 
— Construction 
— Drainage controls 
— Surfacing 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
18. Support facilities and utility 
installations 
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SECRETARY, BOARD OF =,~ • -^U^f/^3:. 
OIL GAS & MINING • • - : „ : . : - : = . , J^iaSLci. 
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Company Cfficcl(s) /YQA/^T 
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Enforcement Action 
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COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoil 
4. Hydrologic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
— Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
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16. Roads 
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18. Support facilities and utility 
installations 
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INSPECTION REPORT 
INSPECTION LATE 4 TIVE: 
10:GO a.m. to i:CC D.TI. 
-L.V 
Permittee and/or Operators Name: 
Business Address: 655 South Rancho Avenue 
Mine Name: 
California Portland Cement 
Hidden valiev 
Cclton, CA 9232^-05: 
Permit Number: INA/C15/C07 
Underground X Surface Other Type cf Mining Activity: 
County: ETery _;_ 
Ccrpany Official (s): "Tbne 
State Cfficial(s): '.vm. J. Malencik, harolG Sancceck 
Partial: X Complete: Cate of Last Inspection 
Weather Conditions: Clear/Warm 
Acreage: Permitted 960 Disturbed 
Enforcement Action: None 
June 
7 R e g r a d e d 7 Seeded 7 Scr.cec 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANOARDS 
3. 
13. 
117 
15. 
1ST 
18. 
PERMITS 
SIGNS AND MARKERS 
TCP50IL 
HYDROLOGIC BALANCE: 
STREAM CHANNEL DIVERSIONS 
c. DIVERSIONS 
C SEDIMENT PONDS ANO IMPOUNCMENTS 
G. OTHER SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES 
e . SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER MONITORING 
f . EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
5. EXPLOSIVES 
6. DISPOSAL OF DEVELOPMENT WASTE AND SPOIL 
7. COAL PROCESSING WASTE 
6. NONCOAL WASTE 
9. PROTECTION OF FISH, WILDLIFE AND 
RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES 
10 . SLIDES AND OTHER DAMAGE 
1 1 . CONTEMPORANEOUS RECLAMATION 
12 . BACKFILLING AND GRADING 
REVEGETATION 
SUBSIDENCE CONTROL 
CESSATION OF OPERATIONS 
ROADS 
CONSTRUCTION 
DRAINAGE CONTROLS 
C SURFACING 
d. MAINTENANCE 
17. OTHER TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES 
SUPPORT FACILITIES 
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INSPECTION REPORT 
(continuation sneet) Paqe 2 cf 
"3* 
FERMIT NLMBER: INA/G15/CC7 CZTZ CF INSPECTION Xi, 7, I?£7 
(Comments are Nuncersd to Corresccrc with Tccics Liscec >-Zzve, 
2. SIGNS AND MARKERS: 
The main sign at the ena of the black top road and at permit bcuncary * = s 
missing. A followuo phone call to Mr. John Pains, Colton, California, 
revealed the fact that the sign is currently being updated. The mire 
company is complying with request to update information on the sign as 
requested in the inspection report of June 11, 1967. Mr. Rains incica:er 
the updated sign shall be reinstalled shortly and before the next 
inspection. 
13. REVEGETATION: 
The vegetal conditions are in substance the same as reported in the Jure 
11, 1987, inspection. The volunteer barley has headed out and is drying. 
No grass seed heads were observed from the seeding conducted last fail. 
GENERAL COMMENT: 
The general mine area looks good. It's too early to make a firm evaluation 
in the success of the seeding. The silt fence is all up and 
functionable. The silt fence repairs, additional fence posts, top tie 
wire, and reduction in height have provided the necessary stability. 
No significant mine site erosion was observed. Also, all fences are uo 
and no domestic livestock or sign of same were observed. 
Copy of this Report: 
Mailed to: Donna Griffin, OSM; John Rains, CPC 
Given to: Joe Helfrich, DOGM 
Inspectors Signature and Number: Wm. J. Malencik #26 Date: July 13, 1987 
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A1 IESoJScEsn 
INSPECTION DATE 4 TIME: October S, 
2:00 o.m. to 5:00 o. m. 
California Portland Cement 
19£7 
2:5 W Ncrm r ^ c - J 1 & V . ~ 2 £ 4 9 9 8 • - - :=: • INSPECTION -RfiPCflfr : : 3 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & MINING 
Permittee and/or Operators Name: 
Bus i ness Address: §25_§out h_Ranc.no_Aveny,e Cg.lt2!]i._£A_323c:f»-a5,l»_ 
Mine Name: _Hidden_Val.l,§^ Permit Number: _INA/il§/557_ 
Type of Mining Activity: Underground _X Surface Other 
County: _Emery. 
Company Official (s): D22S 
State Official (s): ti3n2id_§s.-I*DS6g£!<_§Dd_iirr_MaTencil<i_DgiM~~ZIII_"] 
Partial: X Complete: Date of Last Inspection: _iegti._31._.lil7 
Weather Conditions: QIt§r_and_warm 
Acreage: Permitted _S6$ Disturbed 7_Regraded 7_Seeded 7_Bonded 7. 
Enforcement Action: None 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
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INSPECTION REPORT 
(continuation sheet) Page _2_of _2 
PERMIT NUMBER: INfl/015/007 DATE OF INSPECTION Oct. 6, 1987 
iComments_are_Numbered_to_Cgr^ 
GENERAL COMMENTS: 
As of October 6, 1987, the storm damage, as discussed in the September 3, 
1987f partial inspection, has not been repaired. On September 14, 1987, 
DOGM informed the operator that the storm damages should be repaired by 
October 31, 1987. The operator has informed the undersigned inspector 
that repair work should commence by October 20, 1987. The repair work 
will address the storm damage areas as stated in the September 3, 1987, 
inspection report. 
Copy of this Reporti 
Mai led to: Johr^ains^^CPC^and^Brian^Smithr_OSM 
G i ven t o: J25_HeI f ri^.DQGM 
Inspectors Signature and Number *_Haroid_G._Sand beck #27 Datei_0ct ^ 3^1.987 
$2 STATE v^ F UTAH NATURAL RESOURCES Oil. Gas & Mining 
355 '/7 Ncrtn T^bie -jj fncfej:ergT- Suf * / 
Dee C -crsen r\ec-#>.e 2 *ec*:-
Cianne B Nieiscn --* z . >.:$.c-^ •-
feG • Sait Lake C:ty. UT 3413C-'2C3 • 8C •-535-:j^0 
JUN 2 9 1992 INSPECTION REPORT 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & MINING 
INSPECTION CZTZ 4 TIME: 
9:C0 a.m. to 5:CC a.m. 
Cct 
Permit tee and/or Operators tome: C a l i f o r n i a Por t lanc Cement 
Business Adcress: 695 South Rancho Avenue C c l t o n , CA S232&-051& 
Mine Name: Hiccen Val ley Permit Numcer: INA/Q15/C07 
Type of Mining A c t i v i t y : 
County: Emery 
Underground X Surface ;tner 
Company Official ( s ) : J o h n Rains 
State Cfficial(s):
 i 
Partial: Complete: 
harolo G. Sancceck anc Bill Malencik 
X Oate of Last Inspection: Cct, o, x1 <a? 
Clear and warm Weather Conditions: 
Acreage: Permitted 960 Disturoed 7 Regracea 7_5eedec 
Enforcement Action: 3 TDNfs, TDNX-37-02-C06-013-TV-3 
-oncec 
CCMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
YES NO N/A CCVN'ENTS 
1. 
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TOPSOIL 
HYDROLOGIC BALANCE: 
a. STREAM CHANNEL DIVERSIONS 
b. DIVERSIONS 
c. SEDIMENT PONDS AND IMPOUNDMENTS 
d. OTHER SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES 
e. SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER MONITORING 
f. EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
EXPLOSIVES 
DISFCSAL OF DEVELOPMENT WASTE ANO SPOIL 
COAL PROCESSING WASTE 
NONCOAL WASTE 
PROTECTION OF FISH, WILDLIFE AND 
RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES 
SLIDES AND OTHER DAMAGE 
CONTEMPORANEOUS RECLAMATION 
BACKFILLING AND GRADING 
REVEGETATION 
SUBSIDENCE CONTROL 
CESSATION OF OPERATIONS 
ROADS 
a. CONSTRUCTION 
b. DRAINAGE CONTROLS 
c. SURFACING 
d. MAINTENANCE 
OTHER TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES 
SUPPORT FACILITIES 
UTILITY INSTALLATIONS 
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EXHIBIT 
k/iu«v^:fCf/Ci^.'y3 
INSPECTION REPORT 
(continuation sheet) Pace 2 cf 
PERMIT NLMEER: INA/C15/007 CATE ZF ISSFECTICN Cc:. 11 *?: 
(Comments are Numbered to Correspond witn ~ccics List^c -cc.e) 
GENERAL CCMMENTS: 
On tnis complete inspection, DCGM was acccmpariec oy Jcrn Pairs (ccera:::! 
and Joe Funk (OSM oversight inspector), Grcur.c ccnditicns were cr.. 
Following are the TCN's received by uncersicned inspector on Cctrcer I* 
1987: 
T87-C2-006-Q13,l of 3 was issued for failure to cesicn, construe: and 
maintain diversions in a manner whicn prevents acditicnal contribution z* 
suscended solids to streamflow ana to runoff cutsioe the permit area. 7^ e 
uncersigned inspector field checked anc terminated the repair wcrk before 
the TON deadline, however, DCGM maintains that this TON was unwarranted 
since the storm event was documented in the Septemcer 3, 1987, inscecticn 
report to exceed site designs. Therefore, the operator was exempt from 
violations and given until October 31, 1987, to repair the site. 
T87-02-006-013, 2 cf 3 was issued for failure to designate and mark a 
stream buffer zone. The Division does not contest the fact that stream 
buffer zone signs may not have been in place at the time of inspection. 
The Division feels that issuing an NOV for the reasons cited acove after 
Phase 1 reclamation has been completed may be tecnnically proper, cut 
since no mechanized operations are, or will be, ongoing on this site, 
issuance will not likely cause correction cf the violation, nor serve any 
other useful purpose, No NOV will be issued for tnis portion of this TC«\. 
T37-02-0Q6-013, 3 of 3 was issued for failure to provide drains for 
outsloped dips discharging onto road embankments. The undersigned 
inspector fielo checked and terminated the repair wcrk before the TON 
deadline. As with TDN 1 of 3, DOGM maintains that this TDN was 
unwarranted since the storm event was documentea to exceed site designs. 
Therefore, the operator was exempt from violations and given until Cctccer 
31, 1987, to repair the site. 
Copy of this Report: 
Mailed to: John Rains, CPC; Brian Smith, CSM 
Given to: Joe Helfrich, DOGM 
Inspectors Signature and Number: Harold G. Sandbeck //27 Date: Cct. 29, 1987 
INSPECTION REPORT 
(continuation sheet) Pace 3 of 3 
PERMIT NUMBER: INA/015/007 CATE CF INFECTION Oct. 21, 1?--
(Comments are Numberec to Correspond with Tcoics Listed Zcz.e^ 
Zee Funk expressed concern that two months was too long to ^ave net 
repaired the site. September 3, 1937, is the recognized date wherecy CCG." 
realized a problem existed at the mine site. COGM believes that t«o to 
three months is a reasonable lengtn of time to have an out-of-state 
operator repair a site. An operatcr requires time to assess the carnage, 
to draw up any designs, ana to contract out the repair work. 
The California Portland Cement oceratcr estimated the reoair work at 
$25,CC0. He also stated it was company policy to take the following stecs 
cefore initiating work, 
A. Define scope of work after a field survey. 
B. Prepare design specifications and drawings. 
C. Inform DOOl regarding the intentions to repair site. 
D. Incorporate B above and any otner information into a formal contract 
bid proposal. 
E. Print bid proposal ana mail to prospective contractors. 
F. Field tour of site with all prospective contractors. 
G. Analyze all bids and award contract. 
H. Issue notice to contractor to proceed. 
Inspectors Signature and Number: Harold G. Sandbeck #27 Date: Oct. 29, 1967 
VJ STAT F UTAH N A T U K A L RESOURCES Oil. Gas & Mining D zr.r.s < 
355 W. North Tempi §•"3 Tri|c Cflnter • g j e 35|L/Sc!r Lc!<e Cty. u* 841 
s 
JUN 2 9 1992 
ECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & MINING 
INSPECTION REFORT 
INSPECTION DAT" i " y r - r<=,- 5 
1:00 n. tc 6:CC 
Permit tee and/or Operators Narr.p: C a l i f o r n i a Po r t l a rd Cemenr 
Business Address: 695 South Rancho Avenue"" Cc l t on , CA 9232^-03H 
Mine Name: Hidden Va l ley Permit Number": INA/015/C07 
Ctne: Type of Mining Activity: Underground _XSurfaci 
County: Emery 
Company Official (s): None ^ ^ 
State Official(s): Harold G. Sanobeck and Brent Stettler 
X Complete: P a r t i a l : 
Weather Cond i t ions : Clear and coo l 
Acreage: Permi t ted 960 D is tu rbed 
Enforcement Ac t i on : None 
Oate of Last Inspec t ion : Cct. 2 1 , 196' 
_Regraded 7 Seeded 7 ,=onoeo 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
YES NO N/A COMMENTS 
h. PERMITS 
2^ SIGNS AND MARKERS 
h. TOPSOIL 
4 . HYDROLOGIC BALANCE: 
a . STREAM CHANNEL DIVERSIONS 
117 
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IT: 
M: 
18, 
DIVERSIONS 
_ c. SEDIMENT PONDS AND IMPOUNDMENTS 
~Z. d« OTHER SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES-^" 
~ e. SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER MONITORING" 
II f. EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS "~^ ~ 
57 EXPLOSIVES "~ 
H DISPOSAL OF DEVELOPMENT WASTE AND SPOlTj 
77 COAL PROCESSING WASTE " 
87 NONCOAL WASTE 
9^ PROTECTION OF FISH, WILDLIFE AND 
RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES 
157 SLIDES AND OTHER DAMAGE 
CONTEMPORANEOUS RECLAMATION 
BACKFILLING AND GRADING 
REVEGETATION 
SUBSIDENCE CONTROL 
15. CESSATION OF OPERATIONS 
16. RQAOS 
a. CONSTRUCTION 
DRAINAGE CONTROLS 
SURFACING 
MAINTENANCE 
17. OTHER TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES 
SUPPORT FACILITIES 
UTILITY INSTALLATIONS ( ) 
an equal oooortunify employer 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
) 
EXHIBIT 
P.V3 
INSPECTION REPORT 
(continuation sheet) Face 2 cf 
PERMIT NUMBER: INA/C15/007 DATE Cf INSPECTION C*c. c 
(Comments are Numbered to Ccrresocng witn T~oics Listec £rcv»; 
GENERAL COMMENTS: 
No significant mine site erosion was observed. Ground conditions ..-re rr, 
Aa- STREAM CHANNEL DIVERSIONS: 
As mentioned in previous inspection reports, the channel had reen repairer 
and was stable. No problems were encountered. 
Ad. OThER SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES: 
The silt fences haa been repaired. Some fenres were repaired Ly 
increasing the fence height. This increase in height may cause stability 
problems later. The undersigned inspector will monitor the silt fences. 
he. iuRFACE AND GROUNDWATER MONITORING: 
The September semi-annual surface water sampling results were received by 
DOGM November 23, 1987, and checked by the undersigned inspector. 
16b.ROAD DIVERSIONS: 
At this time, the haul road outslopes were stable but need to be watchec 
for any future erosion. 
Copy of this Report: 
Mailed to: California Portland Cement; Brian Smith, OSM 
Given to: Joe Helfrich, DOGM 
Inspectors Signature and Number: Harold C. Sandbeck #27 Date: Dec. 10, 1987 
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JUN 2 9 1992 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & MINING/- L J . J
 f / / / " 
srmittee Operator \ c m e C ^ .4 Itjorn / 4 IZ)S I/4ntA ^ 
••••- 1A/A/OIX/<MT-
Per it 
Business Address A 7_S O o < - / r ^ K s ^ A ^ a / ? t / g * n g 
City L a / 7 ^ 
!rscecr!cn Dc re J<?-^«/w 6. / f j - / 
Min« ftcfJu V^l(i.y 
CA 
County 
. State 
. • Surface 
State l ^ 
fdu'nc 
7 r.W &*/-<&</ 
lergrcunc 
Company Official(s) 
State Officiai(s) Tr<\r*\£ G.Sa«dk<.U Q* c( f)g r ^ He J do r. U 
Time of inspection o< ^ ° D a.m. (3 p.m. to ^ ^ ° D a.m JE*p m. 2 f Partial D Cc~c ere 
Date of last inspection U*-C£-J*\JYZS %j/fo1 Weather conditions C fecy /(o/cj 
Acreage 7 ^ 0 pjPermitted •? 0 Disturoed -?• J^Regrcded 7 - £?Seeced y- 2T = ; 
Enforcement Action 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE S1ANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoil 
4. Hydrologic balance 
H- Stream channel diversions 
•2- Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
^•Other sediment control 
measures 
i 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
i—Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
• • 
m a 
a D 
O D 
• • 
• • 
D D 
• • 
a • 
D D 
• a 
D D 
a •' 
a • 
• D 
D • 
D D 
• a 
D D 
D • 
9. Protection of fish, wilclife. and 
related environmental values 
10. Slides and other carnage 
11. Contemporaneous 
reclamation 
12. Backfilling and grading 
13. Revegetation 
14. Subsidence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Roads 
^ Construction 
-*• Drainage controls 
*^- Surfacing 
& Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
18. Support facilities and utility 
installations 
WHfTE-OOGM YELLOW-OSM 
DOGM/iR-1 
PINK - PERMITTEE OPERATOR GCIDSNRCD - NCV FILE 
D • D n 
D a D • 
• a • D 
D D D • 
D D • • 
• D D D 
D • D • 
% • • • 
D a D a 
• a • • 
D D D • 
a • D a 
an equal opportunity emp.oyer 
84G 
I f - i i U T A r f 
X ^ l NATURAL RESOUkv-ES <1 n 
^ j ^ r Oil. Gas 4 Mining Page PC J< »C 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Permit No. 
Inspection Date J4**n u/^ b fc-
Please number comments to correspond with topics on previous page 
IT* s;h 
Of X\ rtt 0*f»y \T* 
^ L\QL fe;»f ^ ^ j /$r;*«>S«>K. o^\ Copy of report mailed 
Copy of report given ^ joe /£/&J: ; ffo<^ 
ffik**< J?. >fz^lJ^^ // J<ti. /f££ NO. 0??-Inspector's signature 
WHITE -DOGM YEaOW-OSM PINK-PERMITTEE/OPERATOR GOlOENROO - NOV Rli 
an equal opportunity employer 11 *o xioac 
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STATE OF UTAH 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
Oil, Gas & Mining 
J* Ncrmcn H 3cnger#ef Gee - c 
Dee C rensen. Exec^r.ve I ' ecT ' 
Dicnne K N e!scn. PH. 3 0 v.s c Z *ec*C" 
355 W. North Teff f p l e • JTr ia§£en? | * Suit |Jta • Salt Icke City. U* £-'30-1202 • SC 
JUN 2 9 1992 INSPECTION REPORT 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & WINING 
Permi t tee and/or Operators Name: 
Business Address: 695 South Ranchb~~Avenu? Co l ton , CA 92324-051^ 
Mine Name: 
INSPECTION DATE 4 TZ^E: Feb. 
10:CC a.m. to 1:C0 o.m. 
California Portland Cement 
12, 1988 
Hidden Valley Permit Numcer: INA/015/007 
Type of Mining Activity 
County: Emery 
Company Official ($;: ~None 
State Official(s): 
Partial: Complete: 
Underar-und X Surface Otner 
Harold G. Sandtecn anr< B i l l ^a l enc i k 
Date of Last I n s p e c t i o n : Jan. .988 
Clear and warm Weather Cond i t ions : 
Acreage: Permi t ted 960 D is tu rbed 
Enforcement Ac t i on : None 
7 Recradea 7 Seeded 7 Eonded 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
PERMITS 
SIGNS AND MARKERS 
T0PS0IL 
HYDR0L0GIC BALANCE: 
a . STREAM CHANNEL DIVERSIONS 
DIVERSIONS 
C SEDIMENT PONDS AND IMPOUNDMENTS 
d . OTHER SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES 
e . SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER MONITORING 
f . EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
5 . EXPLOSIVES 
6 . DISPOSAL OF DEVELOPMENT WASTE AND SPOIL 
7 . COAL PROCESSING WASTE 
8 . NONCOAL WASTE 
9 . PROTECTION OF F ISH, WILDLIFE AND 
RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES 
10. SLIDES AND OTHER DAMAGE 
1 1 . CONTEMPORANEOUS RECLAMATION 
1 2 . BACKFILLING AND GRADING 
1 3 . REVEGETATION 
1 4 . SUBSIDENCE CONTROL 
15 . CESSATION OF OPERATIONS 
1 6 . ROADS 
a. CONSTRUCTION 
DRAINAGE CONTROLS 
c. SURFACING 
d. MAINTENANCE 
17. OTHER TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES 
18. SUPPORT FACILITIES 
UTILITY INSTALLATIONS 
YES NO N/A 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( } ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( ) ( ) ( x ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( x ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( ) ( ) ( x ) 
COMMENTS 
EXHIBIT 
Mi 
an equal o p p o r ^ r y employer ft4|^>fc»:ACt[oi<?/-.: 
INSPECTION REPORT 
(continuation sheet) Pace 2 of : 
PERMIT NUMBER: INA/015/007 DATE OF INSPECTION Fet:. 12, 19g-
(Comments are Numbered to Correspond with Topics Listed Above) 
GENERAL COMMENTS: 
Ground was frozpn and covered with snow. 
2. SIGNS AND MARKERS: 
The main entrance sign at the end of the blacktop road was down. 
Apparently, the post was weakened from Pullet holes and then pusned cr 
blown down. The operator will erect the sign as scon as possible. 
No other problems were noted. 
Copy of this Report: 
Mailed to: John Rains, CPC 
Mailed to SLC for: Brian Smith, OSM; Joe Helfrich, DOGM 
Inspectors Signature and Number: Harold G. Sandbpck #27 Date: Feb. 16, 1988 
® STATE OF UTAH AT URAL il. Jos & <& JUN 27 1938 '& . |ESOU£CES fe^D DIVISION c: 
355 W North Terxv^ lfi >? T ; i 8& C e n f e r ' Su , fe 350 • fe7t,C^€.lkIf:,Crf;SA80-l2C3 • 301-533-53-
JO/J 2 y 992 INSPECTION REPORT 
Dee C t-crse- E«ecjf»-e 3-fc*: 
INSPECTION DATE & TIME: March 3, 
c'r^ O a.m. to 5:00 o.m. 
California Portland Cement 
1388 SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & MIMING 
Permittee and/or Operators Name: 
Business Address: _§!15_South_Ranch«2_Avenu§ Coiton^ _CA_9c5I'ff-'35,iff 
Mine Name: „Hidden_Valiey Permit Number: _INA/015/007_ 
Type of Mining Activity: Underground _X Surface Other 
County: §[«!§£¥ State Utah 
Company Official (s) : N*!2§ 
State Official (s) : b§^2ld.G^_Sandbeck
-
and
-
Brent_StettJ.er 
Partial: X Complete: Date of Last Inspection: Egfei-i^i—ilii 
Weather Conditions: QoId_and_wi_ndv 
Acreage: Permitted __960 Disturbed 7 Regraded 7 Seeded 7_Bonded 7_ 
Enforcement Act ion: _None ^ 
QQMELiBNCE^WITH^PERMITS^AND^PERFORM 
YES NO N/A COMMENTS 
.PERMITS 
"TOPSOIL 
JWB5QL0GIC_BALANCE: 
-•§Z„STREAM^CHANNEL~DIVERSig^^ 
b. "DIVERSIONS?" 
-C^.^SEDIMENT^PONDS^AND^IMPgyNDMENTS 
]dZ~OTHERlsED7MlNT2cgNTRQLl^ 
"e7~~SURFACE~AND G ROUNDWATEFTMON I TORING 
^ 2 -
IZ 
L. 
L 
i. 
.-.fi--EEELUENT
-
LIMIIfiTIONS 
JlELQilVES ZJZZZJZZ—ZZJZZ^JZ^JZ^ 
.DISPgSQL.QF.DEVELOPMENfZwOSTC 
[eQBLlPRgCESSINGlwASTlIZI ZJZZ I— 
.NQNCOALJJASTE I~~I~ 
"PROTECTION OF F I S H " W I L D L I F E AND" 
12s 
i i i 
lis. 
Ill 
Is. 
16. 
RELATED^ENyiRONMENIAL^yALyES, 
-lLIDES
-
QND
-
gTHER
-
D9MAGE " 
"CONTEMPORANEOUS RECLAMATION"" 
JBQUEILIrlNG.AND^GRADING. 
.s iy l lEiBi igN^™!-! . ! - ! ! 
"sulsiDENCE"CONTROL 
.Gii§9IIQOEJ3EI5BIIQN§L [ROADS„I I . I~ . I~~„ 
" a. CONSTRUCTION 
_b._ QRAINAGE^CgNTRgLS. 
"c7~ lyRFPCING^I I 
"d7 MAINTENANCE 
Hi 
IB. 
.QIHER^IRANSPgRTAIigN^FACILIIIES. 
JyPPgRI.FACILiTIES Z 
UTILITY INSTALLATloNi 
-ij*_l i i i : 
U L I ( i i j 
I J L I JZZZI IZZZZi 
( ) ( ) ( > ( ) 
an equal opportunity employer 844 
EXHIBIT 
INSPECTION REPORT 
(continuation sheet) Page _2_of £ 
PERMIT NUMBER: _INfl/|M5/007_ DATE OF INSPECTION ..March^a^jaS. 
iQQl^iDii-^^-Numbered^o^ Above) 
GENERAL COMMENTS: 
Ground conditions were semi-frozen with no snow cover on the site. No 
significant erosion problems were observed. 
£ SIGNS AND MARKERS: 
As noted in the February 12, 1988, inspection report, the main entrance 
sign at the end of the blacktop road was down. The sign has been erected 
and all appears in order. 
4a. STREAM CHANNEL DIVERSIONS: 
The stream channel was inspected arid it appears to be stable with no 
problems observed. 
4d. OTHER SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES: 
The silt fences were inspected and no stability problems were noted. As 
noted in previous inspection reports, some silt fences had been repaired 
by increasing the fence height. This increase in height may cause 
stability problems later. 
Copy of this Report: 
Mai 1 ed to: John_Ra i,ns
 r_CPC 
Mailed to SLC for: §ri.an_Smithi.J^^ 
Filed to: PFO 
Inspectors Signature and Number:J^aro^dJ3^_Sandbeck #27 Date:_Mar-._31__i988 
i l ^ L UTAH 
^ A NATURAL RESOURCES. 
Li 
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3 Triad Cen 
I f t a s & l / l i n . * C H 
tfT• Suife 3S§o6alf M e c M l l T 
ll / 
34180-1203-(801) 538-5340 
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Page 1 c' 
JUM 2 9 1992 
Permit No 
nscedcn Dcte 
SECRETARY, BOARD O F 
O I L , G A S & M«N I ^ G >~ * r , ^ ^ ^ n ^ i f c ? — y ^ / ^ 
Permittee Ccerctcr Ncne -
C^^S SOUTH €ft/vCHn A^£*>t/£ Business Address 
County £C/T? fi,£- 7 
State {"&<-/*=. Z,p f2?2V-^y/Vj 
I 
[^underground LZ! Cf^e j . Q Surface 
State (Jfytr/ 
Company Cffic al(s) 
State Officici(s) Jdti^l Mftt 71£ ft£A& 
/ 
Ten /*li/svSd*J 
Time of inspection ^ OO O a m [2- p m to Come ere 
Date of last inspection _ __ Weather conaitions 
Acreage Cf^O B Permitted " ? S Disturbed 1— K ' legrccec ? 2 Seeded "f- S' :c r 'C5z 
Enforcement Action 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1 Permits 
2 Signs and markers 
3 Topsoil 
4 Hydrologic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
— Effluent limitations 
5 Explosives 
6 Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
Ef D 
0 D 
m • 
El a 
(2 D 
D • 
• • 
a • 
D EI 
• D 
• D B & 
a 
a 
D 
• 
(3 3 
a fr 
9 Protection of fisn. wildlife and 
related environmental values 
10 Slides and c re r damege 
11 Contemporaneous 
rec'amaticn 
12 Backfilling c rd grading 
13 Revegetation 
14 Subsidence control 
15 Cessation of cceraticns 
16 Reads 
— Construct en 
— Drainage controls 
— Surfacing 
— Maintenance 
17 Other transportation facilities 
7. Coal processing waste 
8 Noncoal waste 
WHITE-DOOM YEUOW-OSM PINK - P^MiFEE OPERATOR GOICENGCO-NOV «16 
OOGM 1R-1 
18 Support realities and utility 
installations 
• D 3 D 
a D 
0 • 
# a 
£ D 
D D 
D D 
3 a 
D D 
D • 
D D 
S3 D 
s a 
® 
B 
23 
D 
D 
D 
03 D 
• 
• 
D 
D 
D 
• 
D 
• 
H 
$ 
a 
D 
a 
• 
D 
D 
an equal opportunity employei 846 
EXHIBIT 
V ^ A NATURAL RESOURCES 
UTAH 
Oil. Gas & Mining Page ^ of c~ 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Permit No 
Inspection Dc*e 
Please number comments to correspond with topics on previous page 
/UjtC/ US&O y]jU2^io^U^/' J^ztn^-
v. M* 
— Oj&Ltsr j /diUX^r^^^y '6d~r^Cn~<r/ /VTjU2*2iUsZiL*j . 
tLJ stK, J ^fe> &/ s&\^ s/t^tU^ /iTL^ 
So hjf. "7U. ... 
sdl4^doi/ ^ / 3^
 y /l^cA. <?&2^u3 <4^&/ <3*d0Cu£c*<-aAi 
yt^i— 
Copy of report mailed to - JO^AS Rfir,A/S.CPc 
Copy of repot given
 t o B*4*» 5/*?, TH ^  $ / ^ J J Q(= ft£L r&'C^ #%/*[ 
inspectors signature "ffi***^0 /frt^^*— * ~ / 3~*Y
 N o . ^ 
WHITE - 0 O G M YEU0W-0SM PINK-PERMITTEE'OPERATOR GOLDENROO - NOV RLE 
D O G M / I R - 2 a n e q u a l oppor tun i ty e m p l o y e r n 56 0010*9 
847 
U'ft UTAH 
^ s ^ K E f E D 
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JUM 2 9 1992 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, CA? & MINING 
Perr* * 
^scecen Dc*e 
Fe rnittee Ooerator Ncrre _ 
B.s,-ess Acaress 6 9S ScUTtl PAML^IO AI/EAJJJE-
C djDLTO^I State C/H~/FCAAJ/A ZP ^ Jilji-tS' </ 
M.np UlAfrEJsJ \/MJ^y K)N6 
County f5*\&ji>yf 
L i Surface G^-c^icerg-OLra 
Stcte _ UTAH 
Company Official^ 
State Officiai(s) 
hJOAlF 
^AMFCL^A <9)GU&Pn)^ tt- U f Tl/ 
Time of inspection * ¥£ 0 " a m D p m to <0 QO & a m D 0 n 
Date of last inspection _ __ Weather cone t ens _ 
Aceage &J Q HPermitted ^ ©t fe turbed ^ E^egrccec 
D~cr + c i E<Tcnnce fe 
Enforcement Action A/*4% 
*l d e e d e d y-~ L±rr: 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1 Permits 
2 Signs and markers 
3 Topsoil 
4 Hydrologic balance 
^-Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
^ Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
^Eff luent limitations 
5 Explosives 
6 Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
®rn D • 
sfrj a s" 
D^D D D 
E' D • • 
B ' D D D 
of D D a 
G/D • ET 
a a n • 
a • \ETD 
D D Efn 
D D E^D 
a D H" 
D D 
0^P 
5d D 
9 Protection of fish wi'clife and 
related environmer-cl vciues 
10 Slides and other damage 
11 Contemporaneous 
reclcmcticn 
12 Backfilling and grcc ng 
13 Revegetation 
14 Subsidence control 
15 Cessation cf operar ens 
16 Roads 
^Construction 
'L Drainage controls 
- Surfacing 
J 
— Maintenc-"" -
17 Other transporation facilities 
7 Coal processing waste 
8 Noncoai waste 
W H I T H - O O G M YELLOW-OSM PINK - PERMITTEE OPEGATC& GOLCENGOO - NOV FiiS 
D C G M if? 1 
18 Support facilities arc utility 
installations 
an equal epporunr/ employer 
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D D 0^D 
U D D E" 
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D D LFD 
D D B"D 
D D 0 " D 
wuyjJ*-L* 
EXHIBIT 
v * | 
jU'TAH 
NATUf 
Oil. Gas & Mining Page 
RAL RESOURCES _ rj. % 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Permit No. t*J 
Inspection Date £k*l#2 
Please number comments to correspond with topics on previous page. 
Ms 
jf-J- <J/C^ y)/{%- j/s^J^ jJ<v *Q*x.< y/^y ^ V J ^ / 
At->^yLAty^J. JK(C ^ steffidAu<4yGL* XTAJL**.' I~J £/^-j/syn-*JL/'' 
f3- J ^ & / ^ / y SL V & ^ w ^ c ^ ' £yy£S K/H,<~&S~'*RD% £ L -
of report mailed & & - * * ^ sj^,fl^ C$TY\ /T^J- ^U^Sy KZOA*^. df&-Copy 
Copy of report givenlto 
Inspector's signature \^^LAr^^<kL^ u ? t/t^-4-lL^-^t^r^-^^ ' v — No. 
WHITE-DOGM YEUOW-OSM PINK -PERMITTEE/OPERATOR 3O.DENR0D - NOV RLE 
• ^ C M. 
DOGM/K-2 an equal opportunity employer Q &| roica? 8 4 810 
.UTAH 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
Oil. Gas & Mining 
3 Triad Center 
_ 
O 
a 
o 
c 
o 
a 
</> 
c 
te flSO - |o l t LaggCity|fl|34:a0-i2i 03 • (801) 538-5340 Pace 1 z 
JUN 2 9 1992 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
P<»rm,ftU.rfiASrt8^4^lN<?.CT.\xreryN\ CK 
Permit No \ W M 0 \ S j O Q l 
insoecticn Dcre 6>/"2.\ ^ ^ 9 
Business Address 
City 
M 
(»qgT S ^ O L V V N ^ a r v i V v r i W v ^ M - g 
C n X ^ o v v State XiAvSirvsAci. : = _ _ _ _ _ r \ ' 
line W l d A f r n \ J c v \ \ f M V \ \ ^ g D Surfcce B l jnderg rcu rd • Cr.-e-
County ' E . r v i P ^ State 
Company Official(s) *ypx\4 
stateofficici(s) l - ^ r m Vsur\TAer
 f ^ r & r A SVeVT\e.c 
Time of inspection 3 - 3 0 [ ] a m Qg p.m. to H *-*0 Q n m E^pm Q^art ia l D C c m c i e ' e 
Date of lest inspection 5 ' /2*4 ( % % Weather ccncir:cns V l o V , \ A M O A ^ J y < " V \ \ | C \c \v j 
Acreage ^feO [^Permitted 7 [—Disturbed 1 GfRegrads 
Enforcement Action V\ Q Y \ _ ^ 
T Q^« ;eecec rj f ^ : 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoil 
4. Hydroiogic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
^ Diversions 
{*- Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
^- Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
^ - Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
• a 
D D 
D Cl-
ef D • E 
a D • D 
D D 
D D 
D a 
a • 
2) • 
El • 
tf D 
9. Protection of fish, wildlife, and 
related environmental values 
10. Slides and other damage 
11. Contemooraneous 
reclamation 
12. Backfilling end grading 
13. Revegetatian 
14. Subsidence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Roads 
— Construction 
— Drainage controls 
— Surfacing 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
El D 
cf a 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste D D 
WHIT? - OOGM VEU.CW - O S M P!NK - PERMITTEE OPERATOR GOlOENRCC - NOV M S 
DOGM.iR-1 
18. Support facilities and utility 
installations 
E ' D a ' a 
D D sr D 
D a • a 
• D D 0 
Ef D D S' 
D D Ef • 
• • Ef a 
ETD • a 
EfD • D 
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D D EfD 
an equai opportunity employer 
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EXHIBIT 
0 UTAH ^ # 1 NATURAL RESOURCES Oil. Gas k Mining Page 2. cf 2^— 
/ 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Permit No 
Inspection Date £ ? / X \ | CQ 
Please '•umber comments to correspond with topics on previous pcge. 
_Hl2 r \ \ \ s VAJEC?. nWpcvi <.<A > 5 h \ \ VfcnCSS a p p e a r w 
A^S. exceed o-~A V\cv=; gPrfrcYW^M, Ccr>V*"cA\gA Pros\nrv • 
1 1 ft^ffmeVoiVxcvx 
^ 
^ \ X S 5 > \ C W N \ W V W f S ^ U o \ < X VuaAj ) , V \ a \ o g e A ^ v \ \ \ c ^ 0 s ^ 
^ e J 
Y t r ^ 
Cc^A\\\pv>n ^ r A^A A^4 r^frOvsCvVA^ Tor- ?nrr- ^v>rt.^w,r^\ ^ W v \ V r^e\H, rtjti ^rcc 'D .^ct.rvrvi 
Copy of report mailed »Q ^ Q V N V N Ysgu^Q? , C ? C ^ — Y ^ Q 
Copy of report given to ftrxcurx ^ y W A V ^ O S H ; ^So e \ \ e \ ? r \ Q ^
 | P O f e V ^ 
Inspector's signature O r 0 / W 3 T Pv ^ V S j 0 0 * ^ > ^ No. _ J L 3 L 
V W I I T E - D O G M Y&L0W-0SM PINK-PERMITTEE/OPEflATOG GOtDENnOO - NOV RLE 
DOGM'«-2 an equal opportunity employer 11 3o OO'OdQ 
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i DEPARTMENT < 
jSf^B IIDIVIJSN CFJDI 
G..v. fnnf 
fW C Han^n 
OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
ji ivitf  I IL, GAS AND MINING 
Dunn _.X-*'?MJB 
f ' iviMon I »trt- u>r 
355 West Norm Temo'e 
Suite 350 
Utan 34130 1203 
805 538 5340 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & MINING 
INSPECTION REPORT 
INSPECTION DATE & TIME: 
9:00-9:45 a.m. 
July 6. 1988 
Permittee and/or Operators Name: 
Business Address: 695 South Rancho Avenue 
Mine Name: Hidden Vallev Permit Number 
California Portland Cement 
Colton. Calif. 92324-0514 
Type of Mining Activity: 
County: Emery 
INA/015/007 
Underground XX Surface Other 
State: Utah 
Company Official(s): 
State Official(s): 
Partial: XX Compl 
Heather Conditions: 
Acreage: Permitted . 
Enforcement Action: 
None 
Bi 11 Harmack and Tom Munson 
ete: 
Clear and warm 
.Date of Last Inspection: June 21. 1988 
960 Disturbed 7 Regraded 7_Seeded 7_Bonded 
None 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. 
2. 
3-
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9-
10. 
i i . 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
19-
PERMITS 
SIGNS AND MARKERS 
T0PS0IL 
HYDR0L0GIC BALANCE: 
a. STREAM CHANNEL DIVERSIONS 
b. DIVERSIONS 
C. SEDIMENT PONDS AND IMPOUNDMENTS 
d. OTHER SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES 
e. SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER MONITORING 
f. EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
EXPLOSIVES 
DISPOSAL OF DEVELOPMENT WASTE AND SPOIL 
COAL PROCESSING WASTE 
NONCOAL WASTE 
PROTECTION OF FISH. WILDLIFE AND 
RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES 
SLIDES AND OTHER DAMAGE 
CONTEMPORANEOUS RECLAMATION 
BACKFILLING AND GRADING 
REVEGETATION 
SUBSIDENCE CONTROL 
CESSATION OF OPERATIONS 
ROADS 
a. CONSTRUCTION 
b. DRAINAGE CONTROLS 
C. SURFACING 
d. MAINTENANCE 
OTHER TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES 
SUPPORT FACILITIES 
UTILITY INSTALLATIONS 
YES NO. _N/A 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( ) < ) ( X ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( ) ( > ( X ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( X ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
< X ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
i ) i I ( X ) 
COMMENTS 
an equal opportunity e-rpioyer 
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EXHIBIT 
'C"3C?':1 U1U *. PCfh 
INSPECTION REPORT 
(continuation sheet) Page 2 of 2 
PERMIT NUMBER: ACT/015/007 DATE OF INSPECTION July 6. 1988 
(Comments are Numbered to Correspond with Topics Listed Above) 
GENERAL COMMENTS: 
Ground conditions were dry with no evidence of measurable precipitation. 
No erosion problems were encountered. 
2. SIGNS AND MARKERS: 
The permit sign needs to be Installed back on its post. 
4d. OTHER SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES: 
All silt fences were up and functioning properly. 
13. REVEGETATION: 
Considerable amount of plant growth was observed especially in the 
"roughed-out" areas. The seeded areas show signs of perennial vegetation 
establishment; however, there has been a widespread Invasion of halogeton 
within the disturbed areas. The density of halogeton varies. It is most 
dense In those areas where perennial vegetation is sparse. An evaluation 
should be made before fall to determine what areas, if any, should be 
reseeded. 
Copy of this Report: 
Mailed to: John Rains. California Portland Cement 
Mailed to SLC for: Brian Smith. OSM: Joe Helfrich and Tom Munson. DOGM 
Filed to: PFO 
Inspectors Signature and Number: William A. Harmack #30 Date: July 13. 1988 
^ 
355 W. North 
STATE OF UTAH 
NATURAURESOUftCES 
Oil. Go. 
? ? B — - , 
irinh L E D 
Verier. H 3crge'*e' 3:.r-
Dee C rensen E.xecu* .e T e; 
D»anne B Nielsen. Pn D . DJVSCH r e: 
-oie • 3 Triad, Canter-Suite 350 • Salt Lake Gtv. UT 84180-1203 • 30%535-53-C 
Ju,\ 2 9 1992 INSPECTION REPORT 
INSPECTION DATE & TIME: 
i i ^ z i i O l Z L e ^ n ] ^ 
Auo. 9, 1983 SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & MINiNG 
Permittee and /or Operators Name: Caiiforriia_PorMand_Cement 
Business Address: §95_South_Rancho_Avenue Q*At2n^_CA_9c'3c'H-05^H_ 
Mine Name: yidden_Va_l],ey Permit Number: _ACT/tfU5/0$7_ nrS^ 
Type of Mining Activity: Underground _XX_Surface Other 
County: Emery State: Utah 
Company Official(s): None 
State Official (s) : IiII_W§12[!]§£t-§Il, «^i2bD-yi2li§di§d 
Partial: Complete: XX Date of Last Inspection: i!iiy_§i__19Q3 
Weather Condit ions: QI?ar_and_hot 
Acreage: Permitted _96tf Disturbed 7 Regraded 7 Seeded 7 Bonded 7_ 
Enforcement Act ion: None 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
YES NO N/A COMMENTS 
1. .EiSMiTS 
JI§NS_AND_MARKERS_ 
"TOPSQIL 
A. -HYDROLOGIC^BALANCEi 
~L~STREAM2cHPNNEL
-
57yiRS^ 
"^"DIVERSIQNI^I ~ .~ I ZZLZ-Z ! 
ZiZZ§ISIM|NLBQND§-BNO 
LLIlQIdiBliiilMlNI-QQNIRQLMEAsyRES."" 
„§ZL§y§E9£l_8ND^^ 
"fil l lEELyENTlLIMITOIIQNS^I ZZZ [ 
I E X P L 5 S I V E S ^ ~ 3Z_ZZZZ_ZZ Z—ZZZZZZ—ZI 
-BliEQ§AL_QE_D|yi^^ 
-QgALlPRgCEsllNG^WASTEZZZ ZZZZ—Z. 
"NONCOAL^WASTE ZZZZZZZZZ.Z 
PROTECTION OF FIS5H, WILDLIFE AND 
II 
7.. 
II 
i. RELATED^ENVIRgNMENTAL^yALUES^ [ILIDIIIBNDIOIHIRIDAMAGEZZZZ" 
CONTEMPORANEOUS RECLAMATION 
I2i 
IL 
I§i 
III 
l is 
i l l 
16. 
.iBC!<EiL:!=INi-.8ND
-
GRADING^ 
l ivEGETATigN ~ _ Z -
""SUBSIDENCE CONTROL"" 
.QiSSATigN^gF^gPERATIONS. 
!IQ9B§Z Z Z Z Z 
a. "CONSTRUCTION 
_b._ DRAiNAGE_CgNIRgLS_ 
-EtZZsy5F9QING„II -
"d. MAINTENANCE 
18. 
.QIHiB-I5BN5EQ5I9IIQN-E6QIL:IIIii-
jyEEQEilEBQiuiiiIiZZZZZZZZ-
UT I LITY"" INSTALLATIONS 
l_x_i i i i ) 
L*_I I I L J 
IJLI LZI LZJ 
I JL i ( I ( 1 
7_x_7 i 7 7 > 
7 7 7_ZZI IZLI 
l.I-I 7 ZI ZZZI 
I A S LZIIZZZI 
7 7 7ZZI IZIZi 
7 7 i 7 L L i 
7 7 ZZZ JJZi 
7 7 LZ-I LL i 
IZZZI LZ-I L L i 
i_x_l i i i i 
LZ-I IZZ-I LLI 
LLI I i 7 i 
LLI I 17 i 
lliZl LZI LZZi 
7 II iZ-I IZIZi 
i I 7ZZI L^ZI 
i_X_i 1 i 1 i 
LLI I II LZ-i 
Lx.I LZZI LZ-i 
LLI LZZI LZZI 
LLI i-LI LLI 
( ) ( ) ( X ) 
1JL 
LIZ 
LIZ 
LIZ! 
( > 
an equal opDortunify employer 
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EXHIBIT 
INSPECTION REPORT 
(continuation sheet) Page _£_of _3_ 
PERMIT NUMBER: _flCT/0±5/007 DATE OF INSPECTION ^ . A u g . ^ ^ 3SS_ 
!Comments_are_Numbered_£o_CorresD 
GENERAL COMMENTS: 
The mine site conditions were moist; some evidence was present indicating 
a previous localized storm had occurred with little or no effects to the 
site. In maintenance areas noted, some minor hand work is required to 
reduce future storm impacts. Ivie Creek was flcwing during this 
inspection. 
2. SIGNS AND MARKERS: 
A new mine I.D. sign was installed and erected on the property. Although 
the metal post and sign appear to be stable at this time, future 
installations should be directed towards reducing post height; the cjrrent 
height tends to be very susceptible to the varying winds associated with 
this area. 
4b. DIVERSIONS: 
1. Second waterbar diversion upwards from lower road switchback is 
developing some minor erosion on outslope bank. 
2. Road drainage ditch by lower switchback has developed some cutting. 
4d. OTHER SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES: 
1. The silt fences were observed and with the following exceptions, were 
noted to be in good repair. 
A. Lower silt fence on the old pond site had some water run around 
the outer edge of fencing. 
B. A small piping hole has developed on the southern er\d of the 
eastern silt fer\ce along main channel. 
C. Some water run around has occurred on the southern end of the 
western silt fence along wain channel. 
£. The backfill area adjacent to the old pond site, specifically by the 
rock check dams, is developing some rills especially where the water 
cascades down from upper dams. Some additional placement of rock may 
be required to dissipate the water energy in these particular areas. 
85 
INSPECTION REPORT 
(continuation sheet) Page _3_of _3_ 
PERMIT NUMBER: J5CT/0J.5/007 DATE OF INSPECTION
 -
_Quo.._aL_I2fl§ 
lQ2!^ [L1§32i§-§]2§-^ M!^ §^L!§^ -t2-Q212!2§§S2D^ -^ litl-l22I9§-Ll§t§d_fibove^  
4e. SURFACE AND GROUND WATER MONITORING: 
The results of the May 1988 stream monitoring work of Ivie Creek were 
received by the Division on July 18, 1988. Samples were taken on May c5, 
1988. 
Copy of this Report: 
Mai 1 ed to: John_Rains^Calj, forru a_Port l.and_Cernent 
Mailed to SLC for: Brian^Srjuth^QSM^Joe^H^^ 
Filed to: PFO 
Inspectors Signature and Number: WiIIi§M_A^_Warmack_#30 Date: 8iJ9i-.i§a-_I2§§. 
8,56 
u STATE OF UTAH NATlgAL R£SC§JRa Oil. i\crmcn H Sdnce" Dee C Hansen Exec. Dianne R Nielsen. Ph D D,-% 
355 W North Temple • 3 T rJ|r\C^^r jfoge 350 • Sc|j|gps;gTtiofl ^ g ^ f 0 3 • 301-533-5343 
INSPECTION DATE I TIME: Seetember.7^1988 
8:30-9:30 a.m. SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & MINING 
Permittee and/or Operators Name: C§Iil2£Di§_Pgitland_CeTnent 
Business Address: §?§_Sguth_Ranchg_ A venue Col tgn^_CA_92324:;0514 Z. 
Mine Name: Hidden_Vallex Permit Number: _INA/015/007_ fags* 
Type of Wining Activity: Underground _XX_Surface Other 
County: Emery State: Utah 
Company Official(s): None 
State Official(s): iiii_W§EE§S!S 
Partial: „XX__CompIete: Date of Last Inspection: August_§t_1988 
Weather Conditions: Clear_and_hgt 
Acreage: Permitted _9§0 Disturbed 7 Regraded 7 Seeded 7 Bonded 7 
Enforcement Action: Ngne 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
YES NO N/A COMMENTS 
Ii. PER«II5 
2^.-ilGNllANOARKiii ~ 
3^ZZiQE§QIL-ZZ_Z-Z„ZZZZZZZZZ„ZZ_ZZZZZZ_Z7~ 
4.. HYDRgLOGIcZiALANCEi ~ 
IZZSiZZsTREAwZcHANNEL^ 
ZiZZZ^iyERsioNs^ZZ-ZZZ Z Z„Z.Z_I~ 
--ZZZZiZZZiI?lilIiZEQHDlZANDZlMPOUNDM^ 
L . J J T H E R J J E M H E O T ^ 
§i„SyRFACE_ANDJ3R^^ 
L„EFFLyENfZLm^ 
5^ EXPLOSIVES Z.ZZ„Z Z—Z-ZZZZZZZZZ 
§i. D i s p g s A L Z g O I y l t ^ 
Z-. COAL^PRgCESSING.WAlTEZ.ZZZZ ZZ„ZZZ-Z~ 
s-. NgNcgAL^wASTiZZZZ-ZZZZZ.ZZZZZZ-ZZZZZZZZZ 
2i-ZZE88ilciigN_gOl^ 
IJ!ZZIiLAllsZS!Y^ 
I?^„lLli|s.AND_gTHlLDAMAGE _ Z.Z~ 
ii^ -.CgNfEMPgRANEgyS^RECLAMATigN "~ 
iii.-ZBACKFiLLING^ANDZGRADINGZZ-ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ 
i3i.„IiYEGETAfigLZ-ZZZ Z_Z_Z ZZZZ-ZZZZ 
ii^Z-iyl5I5liciZcgNT|gLZ.ZZ--ZZZ Z„ZZ~ 
is^ZZclllATigN.gLgPERATigNsZ ZZZZZ~ 
16^ ROADS ZZ 
ZZZ§Z-ZZZQQiliiyiiiQHZ Z-Z.ZZZZ 
"ZiZZZZZiOAINAGEZcONTRQLl ZZZZZZZZ~ 
; ZZZsZZZZZiyiEAciNGZZ„ZZZ„Z-ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ 
ZI"d7Z ""MAINTENANCE Z" 
i7L OTHERZTRANSPORTATION^ ZZ 
i l l iyppgiiZEAciLifiliZZZZZZ-ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ 
UTILITY"INSTALLATIONS 
JL2 l 2 1 2 i .x 
i l l IZZZ1IZZZI HI'. 
in inn iiiii mi 
7 7 7 J 7"x" 
) ( ) ( 
an equal opportunity employer 857 
EXHIBIT 
£-28 
^ A " NATURAL RESOURCES 
^ ^ r Oil, Gas 4 Mining Page *— cf 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Permit No 
Inspection Oate ^>?rS7~ ~? /&€& 
Please number comments to correspond with topics on previous page . 
, /T?=W-rf /<S&7F=rt .//&*> f^SsiS / f ^ V ^ , /? f f r i^ ^C*=r^<f&'<<r7<*? y C ^ / ^ y ^ ^>x<? ^ 
I 
£--r-
^ ^ V ^ x , ^ f / y^A^r^^^s 
<f£j+*v ^ *^rt^e*-As ^ ^ ^ r r ^ r ^ ^ ^4g^^t &s** ^y^'^^r^^-^P^ 
Copy of report mailed to . 
Copy of report given to — 
Inspector's signature . No. 
WHITE-OOGM YELLOW-OSM PINK- PERMITTEE /OPERATOR GOtOENROO - NOV RLE 
D0GM/»-2 a n e q u a l opportunity employer n 86 OOIOJQ 
B5e 
I f " m l UTAH 
T_jANATURAL RESOUkvJES _ , 
^&r Oil. Gas & Mining Pcge _ L c*. 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Permit No 
Inspection tinte**^/?/** 
Plecse number comments to correspond with topics on previous page 
-7M, < sO^^^r ^^yS^yh^^yO -77-) s**&• J^r -^r^r^T s*:<s>"ss9-7*rs> 
~Z*=r sr,/r<< UT^A* ^yf^/^- _a_ z___=__ sfsr*=crir ^€^^__? 
_ _ _ ^ _ _ S _ _ : £ -<g«-«vr-" .y» ^S^Xz^A^f _—? > _ - _ • • / < -
Copy of report mailed to - V ? ^ - * / 
Copy of report ^>miTu_ 
Inspector's signature 
WMTS-OOGM YEUOW-OSM PINK-P€T?MfT~:£/OPERATOR GOCDENROO - NOV RLE ' 
OOGM/«-2 an equal opportunjty employer v 66 occ-s 
859 
© UTAH ^ £ 1 NATURAL RESOURCES Oil. Gas & Mining 
3 Triad Center • Suite 350 • lalt Lafle Cii^JT 8»W0-12M (801) 538-5340 Dcge 1 cf 
O 
a 
o 
c 
o 
• • 1 
o 
0 a 
C 
JUM 2 9 1992 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & MINING 
Permittee Operator Name CJ>#'~Ssen<C>M** /fsS-CsfrC'/D £r*anrxjT 
Business Address 
Permit No. 
nsoection Dare 
City. cic?c.rGA>/ j^fL 
/*//&/>£<<] /sffc^^y Mine 
County „/rZ??<F&f* 
^ 
. State 
. O Surface 
State //7~ 
Undergrounc [ j C^er 
Comccny Offiaal(s) . 
State Officials] /%//rSs U^/a/w^ 
Time of inspection ^ JSF) JD a.m. D p.m. to y 2 _ 3 2 j 0 a m. D p.m. J5f Partial D Complete 
Date of last i m p o r t i n r t f ^ y r r ^ r / j f l f W Weather conditions / V / ^ y > &o*^ 
Acreage fi&O j E Permitted ^ (Z Disturced ^ >C degraded P*/23 Seeded / ? >£] 5 c 
Enforcement Action . 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoil 
4. Hydrologic balance 
^ S t r e a m channel diversions 
A - Diversions 
^-Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
'Other sediment control 
measures 
^Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
^Ef f luent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
WHITE-DOGM YELLOW-OSM PINK - PERMITTEE 
OCGM/lft-1 
IS D 
D D 
D D 
£1 • 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
• D 
D D 
-OPE.7AIOG 
D • 
• D 
• d 
• Jffl 
a D 
D D 
D a 
D D 
9. Protection of fish, wildlife, and 
related environmental values 
10. Slides and other damage 
11. Contemporaneous 
reclamation 
12. Backfilling and grading 
13. Revegetation 
14. Subsidence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Roads 
— Construction 
— Drainage controls 
— Surfacing 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
D D 
a a 
GOLD6NROD-NOV?«LE 
18. Supoort facilities and utility 
installations 
an equal opportunity employer 
8i>C 
a • • a 
D • • • 
D D D • 
D D D D 
JE D DX] 
a • a D 
D D D • 
D • a a 
• • D • 
a a D a 
D a n a 
a • a a 
a • D a 
,UTAH 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
Oil. Gas & Mining Pcge ^ V c' 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Permit No 
Inspection D o t * / & / & <?/'*:tJr ' 
Please number comments to correspond with topics on previous page 
^^7^/i^^.yt-c : ,/^7/^/f? - y / r ^ srswasr?^!? //jru^s xzzy , A^i/^y.^y^ <^>**t 
y>A,*?sr yxs , *>e„.\*f*.'0*9 &/& syy^Ty-ry ,7- yyjJsyS<y*->-/y*t*> J^ /yyy ^y-ySy^y^^ 
<&r.7~/<J/ry / 
/Ps^r^y, f7z> 7-sf!*? &yzrt*y*r *ry& yy^Ty^^-^r y&yyy- y/x^~yaLT <=^>^yc 
S<*yTZr'& t^T'^n yxJ ^sypty} ye^y^yfvyL f y S V ^ w ^ / ^ x yW^^fr-yy,y, 
(& 7W<* ^ n A CyV&yt- 2}y*y?T? yT>7 rsSrt - ^ y / g ^ V -*sy^y*=r y*yy= 
y?S/*=y y^sS <• rt< s**=yyyz>*rr^7 f/ y^^yyysr /^=^zyy*T>=z£? -yy^=r y=rys*~X 
yfiy^>*** TVM=r yZywyyj yfyy*y* , 
/ ? . J^s7~s<^-7-y+-7r?'f?>( y * J^je^**y?^aty yAyy=^*Ji y?yy>?rtjl y*s&* yZyyjSsZT 
y^/Jy^yj _-*>%*,•£ <-yy^yj<: ^z^r "y^ryyj '' <?*}y^. ^ ^y^rryy,^ yfy=r 
<^Jy*Sj^yAH?-y^y7 s=?!s V /s4^^?>*-s-y*0<J ^yy^S *=?<?<? t^y-y^y ,s-y* y< 
-77? ^ ^ y=rxf./yyy --&???*?<^&>. 
Copy of report mailed to ^/1/^.jil y^&./iXy^ ^—(7S& 
Copy of report^yeWto -
Inspector's signature /yVyLj&tyJ^y* y# //J±4yx^y?y*yO /#/£*/*?& No. ^ ^ 
W H I T E - D O G M YELLOW-OSM PINK - PERMfTTEE, OPERAfOft GOtOENROO - NOV ftLE 
OOGM «-2 an equal opportunity employer v se X'&o 
86_ 
% $ 
STATE O. UTAH 
NATURAL-RESOURCE* F% 
Oil.Besft|^ini|^ £ *J 
.\C.TTCn rt 5 c g e r * e r ^2.-z' 
Zee C -arisen. E*ec;-?:ve 2 ~: 
Dianne 1 Nieiscn ?h D . 0'vis.cn 2 -sc 
355 W. North Temple . 3 fogg! ^ f t ' S M ^ e 350 • Self Lake City. UT 34180-1203 • 301-533-5340 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIUGAS&MiNi^G 
INSPECTION REPORT 
INSPECTION DATE L TIME: S;vg]!£§r_7L_i^6_ 
10:00 a. m. - 12:00 c. m. 
Permittee and/or Operators Name: = §±ii9rQi§.PQE5i§L*3-?§Z-fC-r 
Business Address: „§§5_Sgutn_ftancng_Ayenu§ t2£i2GcJ:s6-lr=*r5l'2524_ 
Mine Name: Hi^§0_¥§21ey Permit Number: _I»!*A/0ig/007_ 
Type oi Mining Activity: Underground _XX_Surface Other 
County: __ Emery State: yt§M 
Company Officiai(s): K§rA§_KQ22B_iiI5J:s2Q§y2tants2 
State GfiiciaKs): „§ill_Warmack ~~~ 
Partial: Complete: „ XX Date of Last Inspection: _Cctcoer_24c ifS-5 
Weather Conditions: P§E£2y_cigugyt_breezy 
Acreage: Permitted _960__Oisturbea 7 fiegradec „Z_Seecea 7__5cndea 7_ 
Enforcement Action: None 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
YES NO N/A 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
PERMITS 
SIGNS AND hARKZRS 
TGP5GIL 
HYDROLOGIC 3ALANCE: 
5s.. 
is.. 
Zs. 
iis 
Irs 
lis 
i5s 
li. 
17. 
II" 
STREAM CHANNEL DIVERSIONS 
DIVERSIONS 
SEDIMENT PONDS AND IMPOUNDMENTS 
OTHER SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES 
SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER MONITORING 
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
EXPLOSIVES 
.^liPQiAL.OF^DEVELOPMENT^WASTE^AND^SPOIL^ 
COAL PROCESSING WASTE 
.NONCOAL_WASTE 
.E-?yir5IIQN-QE-EiiHi-.^iL5srlL5-Aliy. 
RELATED_£NVIRGNM£NTAL
-
VALUES. 
SLIDES'AND OTHER'DAMAGE 
.^QiilltScQBAlliQyi-SICLArt ATIQN
 m 
BACKFILLING AND~GRADING~ 
.REVEGETATION 
i sy l i iDENcFcoNxggL."" . " 
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EXHIBIT 
VAiktk-K iiik 
INSPECTION REPORT 
(continuation sheet) Page _2_of 2 
PERniT NUMBER: _AC773!5/007 £,AT.£ Qf- [viSPtCTLOH __XcvL_7L [?fi 
iQ2!T!r?D^§-§r§-^II?5§£§d-^2-Q2ri§§£9D^«^iiil-I05lcs Listed Aoove] 
GENERAL COMMENTS: 
The undersigned inspector was accompanied by Karla Knoop (JBR Consultants) 
during this complete inspection. Revegetation and maintenance vork vas 
being completed throughout the site. 
1. PERMITS: 
CALMAT received a final approval of PAP Amendment on June 9, 1988. No 
furtner amendments or approvals vere pending at this time. 
2. SIGNS AND MARKERS: 
The mine I.D. sign has been reinstalled on the post once again, and has 
been secured in such a manner to prevent future problems. 
4d. OTHER SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES: 
1. Silt fences vere being installed on the eastern slope vhere rock 
check dams had been previously built. 
2. The existing silt fences vere observed and found in good repair. 
Some minor enhancement vork vill be done as necessary before vorz is 
terminated. 
3. In a fev general areas, some minor rilling has occured from previous 
storms; strav and/or roc* will be places to prevent future problems 
from developing. 
4e. SURFACE AND GROUND WATER MONITORING: 
According to Karla, September vater samples vere taken during the first 
part of the quarter. At this time, field and laboratory results are not 
available and vill be referenced vnen received. 
13. REVEGETATION: 
1. The mam access road has been ripped along its entire length and 
vill be reseeded. A bare area that has been referenced in prior 
reports will be treated vith lime to alleviate the possible acidity 
problem. As the road is seeded, strav and netting vill be placed 
to ensure proper grovth. 
8B 
INSPECTION REPORT 
(continuation sheet) Page 3 of 
PERMIT MUK3ER: .ACT/015/00Z DATE OF INSPECTICN ..lio^It.lfss.. 
i?2!D!D§QI§_§E§_Ny2k§E5d_£9_Cgrres5gnd_vi tn Tooics Li£*-?2 Asov©> 
The northern slope was being reseeded and covered with strav m 
hopes of establishing strong vegetative growth next year. 
NOTE: All areas thai have been reseedea were broadcasted ana nar.d 
raked if necessary. 
Copy of this Report: 
Hailed to: i2h3_R§inst_Califgrnia_Pgrtland_Ce2ent 
Mailed to SLC for: Irian.Smith^QSgi^Jge^Helfrich^^DgGJ. 
Filed to: PFO 
Inspectors Signature and Number: Villia!B_A^_Warrnack_£30 Date: Ngv:__8^_198a-
I f l luTAH 
^ J \ NATURAL BSSOIKCEI C f ^ 
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1 
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NATURAL RESOURCES 
Oil. Gas & Mining Page £fL 
INSPECTION REPORT CCMMENTS \ 
p i > > i i i i i i, y * / ^ 4 ** ' < " ^ " . • " " ^ 
Inspection Date /^/sr/.^* 
PIease i 11 11 i iper <:::oi i 11 i ienfs to co.nrespond * itf i topics oi i c e v i c u s c c : e 
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 r 
// y?r>.<>x*7y="^s> 
Copy of report mailed to -
Copy of report given to — 
Inspector's signature. ^LjoL , NO. 
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or s-O D D 
o. UTAH NATUF „ Oil. Gas & Mining p G g e J 3 c ' j L A 4 1 RAL RESOURU 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
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DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCE'S 
fftlSlOX OF •""' r-A? \v 'r~ " " '•' ~ 
. ' i - it--.: INM' tCf lUN URI 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & ^ SNiNG 
INSPECTION CATE i TIME Janua^ 
11 30 a m . to 12 ^5 p m 
Permittee and-:r Cperatoij Name. California Pprt'and Cement 
Business Address. 695 South Ranch? avenue. Col ton. CA 9Z2^-?5 
Mine Name. Hidden Val ley Permit Number: INA/015/007 
Type of Mining Activity: Underground XX Surface Other 
County: Emerv 
Company Official (s): None 
State Official(s): Henry Sauer and Bill Harmack 
Partial XX Complete: Date of Last Inspection. December 
Weather Conditions: Cold and cloud; 
Acreage: Peimitted 960 Disturbed 
Enforcement Action None 
7 Regiaded 7 Seeded •ciecl 
COMPLIANCE HITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
c . 
PERMIJS 
SIGNS AND MARKERS 
3. TOPSOIL 
HYDROLOGIC B ALANCJj 
__a STREAM CHANNEL DIVERSIONS 
b. DIVERSIONS 
c. SEDIMENT PONDS AND IMPOUNDMENTS 
d. OTHER SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES. '_ 
X, SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER MONITORING 
EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
EXPLOSIVES 
DISPOSAL OF DEVELOPMENT WASTE AND SPOIL 
COAL PROCESSING WASTE 
NONCOAL WASTE 
PROTECTION OF FISH. WILDLIFE AND 
RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES 
10. SLIDES AND OTHER DAMAGE 
11. CONTEMPORANEOUS RECLAMATION 
12. BACKFILLING AND GRADING 
11, REVEGHATmN 
14. SUBSIDENCE CONTROL 
1JL CESSATION OF OPERATIONS 
16. ROADS 
CONSTRUCTION 
b. DRAINAGE CONTROLS 
SURFACING 
d. MAINTENANCE 
1]_, OTHER TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES 
14, SUPPORT FACILITIES 
UTILITY INSTALLATIONS 
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EXHIBIT 
s M ^ -m 
x i 'i „ i f • • „„ it i„ •' 11 1 r I I 
(continuation sheet) Page _2_cf ' 
NUMBER: INA/015/007 DATE OF INSPECTION January 4, 1?ao 
(Comments are Numbered to Correspond wi th luun.s LL' .eJ • 'be;") 
PERMITS. 
2, SIGNS AND MARKERS 
i : TQPSOIL 
4. HYDROLOGIC BALANCE 
a. STREAM CHANNEL DIVERSIONS 
"b. DIVERSIONS 
C. SEDIMENT PONDS AND IMPOUNDMENTS 
"d. OTHER SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES" 
e. SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER MONITORING 
f. EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
5, EXPLOSIVES 
6. DISPOSAL OF DEVELOPMENT HASTE AND SPOIL 
d. COAL PROCESSING WASTE 
8. NONCOAL WASTE 
9. PROTECTION OF FISH. WILDLIFE AMD RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES 
10. SLIDES AND OTHER DAMAGE 
11. CONTEMPORANEOUS RECLAMATION 
12. BACKFILLING AND GRADING 
13. REVEGETATION 
14. SUBSIDENCE COHTROL 
15. CESSATION OF OPERATIONS 
"16. ROADS 
a. CONSTRUCTION 
b. DRAINAGE CONTROLS 
C. SURFACING 
d. MAINTENANCE 
17. OTHER TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES 
18. SUPPORT FACILITIES UTILITY INSTALLATIONS 
py O T - . _ • . . . . 
Mailed t o : J:hn Rains. CPC: Karia Knooo. JBR: Brian Smith. OSM 
Given t o : Jce Helfr lch - DOGM _- ' 
Inspector: signature ••' :. • - - :? : #32 /JL«AJW /puQflS Date: Jan. 4. 1959 
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INSPECTION REPORT 
(continuation sheet) 
l-'LPMI I NUMULK ;: INA/Ol 5/007 D J I E • Dll il I! ISiPEC 1 1 31 Il Jar iuai d. ] ^ -: 
(Comments are Numbered to Correspond with Topics Listed Abe:il 
General Comments 
Snow - . _. . ious storms I las i emained on si te <" 3 5 inches Jeer'' . -e i :: e 
c o n d i t i o : *~ re cold and cloudy. Cattle were noticed north of the --J-n - : : a : 
road, ^ i -tenance items mentioned below do net constitute UMC violation-:. 
2. S1 gn.S & .Ma rk e rs - 1 h e m i n e I . D s i g n h as been p a i t i a 11 y p us h e d c * e ••. 
The bu1 l e t - r i d d l e d s igi i i needs to be i e p l a c e d . 
4d. Other Sediment Controls - S i l t fences ai e if i p l a c e ar id ar e :h i :ocd 
r e p a i r . 
.2. Backfi11inq and Grading - Surface cracks have formed on the east 
slope immediately below the terrace (bench) on the south end of the 
reclamation. Although these cracks are minor (5-10 feet long •< i 
inch wide x 2 inches deep) they need to be monitored in the future. 
i I ie ter i ace (bend i) mentioned above aopears to catch some of the 
drainage from the adjacent cliffs. Some of this drainage is 
breaching the crest of the bench. To prevent this in the future, a 
berm should be constrt icted (by hand) on the crest of the terrace. 
e ; ; e g =» t a t j on The netting and under 1 y i n g a 1 f a 1 f a mulch have been t: - -
off tf te surface of the access road. The damage has occurred from :--e 
end of the pavement to the gate. The mulch and netting need to be 
reapp1ied as soon as 11 is pT acti ca 1. 
There is evidence of heavy i abb it usage (feces) along the access 
road. This could p o t e n t i ally damage i e v e g e t a t i o n - e s t a b 1 i s h m e n t, a r.: 
-^^•ild be monitored if i tht3 futurp 
djl » 
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11. Contemporaneous 
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^ ^ r Oil, Gas & Mining 
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u UTAH NATURAL RESOURCES 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS \ 
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OIL.GAS&M!? UNG 
Permittee and/or Operators Name: „Califgrnia_Pgrtland_CeBent 
Business Address: §?5_§2yth_Ranchg_Avenue__ ColtgnL CA 92324-0514 
Mine Name: Hidden_Vall§Y Permit Number: .INA/015/007 ""* 
T; rpe of Mini ng Activity: Underground _XX_Surface , _Other 
C o u n t y i _ _ E m e r y _, . _ „ State: Utah 
Company Official (s) : „Ngne ___ 
State Official ( s ) : ...Biil.Warmack __ -----------
Partial: XX„Complete: Date of Last Inspection: .February""]^ 13S9 
Weather Conditions: „gvercast_and_cggl 
Acreage: Permitted _960 Disturbed „ Z „ & e 9 r a d e d „Z. Seeded 7 Bonded _7 
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"ROADS 
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IHSF 
(cont sneet) Page ; -* 2 
PERI1I I i il II! !BEi i!1 ACT/015/00? _ „ • I '" " " 989 
iCgmments
-
are
-
Numbered_].y
-iwi-^efigLMd-*i-L (-,_ti_o L J U - A L - * -. 
GENERAL CCHHENTS: 
- - - i t e w a s £' r e e o f enow, ground conditions were moist. Cattle were 
observed grazing on the adjacent areas I ie Creek was flowing ar.s t*K,e 
majority of the ice was1 gone. 
— SIGNS AND MARKERS: 
The au, . ... ---• ---* ~ ;cat?i -- * c* elevation, stream buffer 
zone signs were observed * • gzc: :r,„a: 
i I»11 a i r s have LIH^II maul1 iu Bill fences and berms 
• P I I v i t hi •* 
2 Riiis have ^ -n the northern portion oil I I I sean and 
i i\ "item po. ... ... .,v* B seam fill slopes. flea1 • ?nts indicated 
II it1 the areas were still m compliance with UflC 817,106 since the 
g have not developed beyond 9 inches in depth (A seam: 6-3 
L m
- 4-6 inches). However, based upon the season and the 
I i l« precipitation events, the operator should undertake 
(ii'i mtenance to ensure that these rills do not further 
. Rains (C?C) vas contacted on 3/8/89 regarding the 
b'i'v „,^.i'a concerns cf additional erosion and etabiiization of t-.e 
area. 
ia# cquppppi FATTUTIFS; 
The ieneip at I.he w • jdle hau been tightened and appears to be in good 
repair. Also, the drift fences above and he Low the site were observed and 
found to be functioning properly. 
Copy of this Report: 
Hailed to; John^Rains^California_Pgrtiand_Cementi_Karia_Knggg_j.JoR^ 
Hailed to SLC~for: „BrianJsjith^JjiSi_Joe^Heifrich^^DQGH 
Filed to: PFO , , _ , , 
Inspectors Signature and Number: gillita 'A. Warmack_#30 Datei^March^e^lSSS,, 
. ^ „ ^ ^ ^ c f / < 5 / 
¥ m i fu .An 
»J\ NATURAL CJOufiCEl g - ^ 
^ f l r On. Za< * jffR.ng f L £ O Oil. Gas & 
ac Zer,r$r. Su!ro 35.3 . sG ' t Lake C:Tv™UT : ^ C - * 2 3 3 • ; :01) 523-f 2^C 
t: 
o 
a 
a> 
c 
o 
o 
a 
c 
m 2 9 1992 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & MINING -;=e_.. -. „- ^jg&uJ^j*** 
•~ : : e ' r : - ' . : - fHfrj^^J/* / & S ^ * ^ Z > /Z**»^. 
•s: - "res; <<s&J~ - ^ r / y . ^ ^ / V / * — s<?s?=ss/s^? 
^ ~e /^G^fS*! //Ai^&y 
jSZ3Z'2r£jr7# 
-/ ^ 0 ^ 
^ 
:cr.v W'":C;GI;3) y ^ 
,^ r. 
p^cerz 
y ^ g -
^J**!Ls9?*-i2j£--Sta:e Cff;c.a:;s; ~ i ^ / , 
- m e cf : n 3 o e c r . c n < f i _ . 5 2 . J 2 B c - 3 P m *c ^ _ ^ £ a m U c m j E =cr c. 
Date of lest i r . s p e c f i o n / f f f c r ^ / / ^ / ^ £ 
Acreage <^&£1 2 1 Permitted -^7 j E DJS: 
Enforcement Action / l~/</g=r 
/ /earner c c - o r . c r s ^ £ g g f r ^
 y X &<vm*??* 
7 H 7eg : ccea 7 - 2 Seecec 7 £ -1. 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsail 
A Hycrciogic ba lance 
^ - S t r e a m cncnne l diversions 
^D ivers ions 
^ Sediment ponds a n d 
impoundments 
^ - ^ Other sediment con trol 
measures 
^ Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
^ E f f l u e n t l limitation is 
5- Explosives 
6. Development • A as 1"e 31 d 
sftoil dispose 
7 Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
WI-fT? - ZCGM vtLLCW - OSM PINK - P? QMtr£E 
COG\A iR-l 
/>/ fit 
D D D D 
D D D D 
D • • D 
j—I f—1 l—I (—1 
c : z z 
c " " " 
L . . --
L _ . 
L — v — ! «.— . — 
r 
DOC. 
n a a n 
9 p ro tec : ion of f'sn, wildlife, e r a 
r e ia ted environmental values 
10. Slides ana o t h e r a a m c g e 
11 • C o n t e m p c ro n e c u s 
reciamat iof i 
~ Scckfil l ing and grcding 
* 3 i<e vegeta t ion 
* S^osidence control 
: Cessation of coerc ions 
-"cads 
onstructicn 
- Drainage controls 
^ • S u r f a c i n g 
^ ^ M a i n t e n a n c e 
D "-ier transportation facilities 
5 Sucport facilities and utility 
installations 
DlSENHCC -NOv »-iE 
an ecuoi opoorruniry emoiover 
///tt t 
21G 
• G G C 
a c z z 
$ D G £ 
D G G G 
• u Q G 
G G G G 
• a a G 
• a c G 
• a a G 
- a G G 
EXHIBIT 
^ u s l ^ r / l O l ^ l - X ' ' 1 
N^JPNATURAL RESOURCES 
UTAH 
NATUf 
Oil. GOJ & Mining =~<~e <^~ 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
•.rice cricn Cere <<?/0/'*?h? 
'ecse numcer c:nme r ,s >o ccresccna with rccic: or previous cage 
' ^ • ' a r . ^ O i r : ,' -^frfe=- s^7sssJ*T < / / ? - " / ^ 9 * < 5 ^ - V ^jf 
(Z^ s5<4y<?zd f / ^ - ^ r s - ^ v - g " ^ y ? ^ ^<r<^ege^fe7 r<^r-^=v^r 
/*Vj "^T^ g- stl? sls'j^^r' st^t-^? • ^Z^x/g /S^ 
- 3 ^ / . ^ s a t 
f ^ ^ r ^ ^ ^ - r , ^ ^ ^ ^?? > ^ ^ > ^ r ^ 
<£Z*a?*>T 0sry ss yr-.s.//;s^, ' 
* __Z±^d-=i_^ 
^^^^r f ^^*±s^^ ss>J~s*r -2, J^h^-r ,^.~ ' ..„^,v -.V^ 
, J4'/»J /^^g ^ vfr ^  /fck^ ,>^5^ CTA£>1. ?&* /^^x^y/ fray") 
Copy of report given to _ 
Inspector's signature 
WHJTi - OOGM YRiCVY - OSM Pi NX - PERMITTEE' OPS RAJ0 R GOLC EN ROO - ^ O V f i t E 
OOGM / « 2 an eq uaI o pporrun\ty empioyer ^ i J ; 
"• i , ,1 
& j \ NAFURALRESGwWCES ~s 
3 T n c i C e n r i r . s J U 35J&3. ' t A 4 C i V UT 3^23-12:3 • • : : : ' , 5^=-52-C 7 
* II J? i 2 9 1992 
/ 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF '"•'""' : 3T*4/j&s~/&2-
H OIL, GAS &. MINING ^ ----- " - — / 4 ^ c ±2,/&9 
D - S t r e s s - —ess ^ ^ . f ^ d t o f S ^ ^b^kL^a s^./£Z*sU£L 
£ Cr, _ ^ y . ? ^ , x ^ I• = - i ^ : $23&'£j>r? 
O o.z^r.7,^SanseL^. .z~ //21 
• * 7 C c r c c n v C S c i s i s l . y j ^ j O! 
O r i t r , e c f . r s c e c r ; s n j j _ ^ s S 2 . D a m g ? c m r = - i L ^ 3 G c - - ^ ! = - J = r : : Z : : - : = - r 
j 2 C1^® - f 'CST inscec'^cn ^ / y ^ <<. /9(fJ? . ' .ec—e- — " i r . c - s ^S/flZ/72 
. . . A c r e a g e ^ J0 =Srrr,rrec 7 j E C a r e e r 7 , Z ^ c - " ~ c 7 ^ - e e r e c 7 ^ 5 : - : -
En f c r c 9 m e n t Ac ri cn z£4 [ x / ^£L_ .._. __. _ 
2^ 
C O M P I 1ANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs era markers 
3. Tcpsoil 
4. Hydroiogic ba lance 
Sfrecm channel diversior is 
^Divers ions 
w Sediment ponds and 
impounaments 
41 Other sediment control 
measures 
^ Surface and groundwatei 
monitoring i •Effluent iim<t -
5. Explosive, 
6. Development vs 
spoii disposal 
a D 
• a 
• a 
n a 
D D 
D n 
#i n 
I.J LJ 
a a 
• a 
n D 
• 
D 
• 
a 
• 
• 
G 
a 
a 
/ O 
D 
D 
a 
a 
• 
i: i 
en 
a 
• 
D 
:c. 
11 
17 
13 
Protection of *:sn. wildlife, and 
re lated envircnmenrai values 
Sitdes ana ot^er carnage 
Contemporaneous 
reclamat ion 
SccKfilltng enc grac.ng 
7evegefcri.cn 
Subsidence conrrcl 
Cessation cf ccerct icns 
.9ccds 
Donstructicn 
iT 'cmcge controls 
-" Surfacing 
-• *^ctr\tencr\ce 
Other transportation facilities 
7. Coal processing waste a a n D 
8. Noncoal waste D • a i:.. 
WHITE - OCGM Y6LLCW -OSM >NK - P^MtHH • OP5-~A:Cf? GC wEN^C 3 - NCv : >. 
D0GM.1M 
Suocorr facilities and utility 
msrciiations 
en ecuo ccccrrunity empever 
s?8 
/ / / / ' 
• z 
G Z 
D Z 
SC Z 
c z 
G u 
L _ 
C Z 
C Z 
C Z 
c z 
z z 
-I EXHlb.. I 
I f'MI I 
I f " i i U l A H 
J ^ A NATURAL RESOUKWES 
^wW Oil Gos h Mining =~~e £ 
y
 INSPFCTIPN BFr rrTf '[,i 1 NT". 
Permit r j 0 +-*'&//Z/^/.'^ ' 7 
;rscec*icn : - £ ^ / / Q/*?£/ 
-•ecse nu,Tcer comments to correspond with tcocs on ory-i.i,- L, ,,/•/ 
—^/f=X/^r^^z^,,: 2S^I ^ x / • P ^ V E ^ ^ / ^ xs<*z& _SSJ&S<??r T-K^J .C6S+-*? . 
*tCj"<*tt^<+i<//4S£L.., <^XL.Ji£&42*^„.j^^ 
_ _ _ S\*1T <rswr SSSA*? *^^f^r^5<z> sfc^?^ -^>^r ^^>^L^y^^^ 
^2s^eSs> -ry *x/y4*^ 
~7%€5 ^z^er ^^J? G&y /^j/77* ^Q J*-A<AJZ <&=-
yd&S-r*s/?, •-->* rss>A7 ^j^r^r^/^-. 
Copy of report mail--"J 11...»*™i—^dizHjCi..'. 
7& -# 3T*+-«) X ^ ^ S £C^CJ
 : ^A*?** *&*'*9^ /T^^ ) 
C opy of report g iven ta i ^SS—————— _......._. ——- —-____—--____—-_—— 
Inspector's signature 
WWTE-OOGM vtaCW-OSM P"NK -»WMin« OPWATQfl GO.0ENRO0 - NOV HtE 
DOGMfC 2 o^ equa l opportunity •employer v ic a 
" ' • 871: 
<® UTAH NATURAL P E S Q O K „ E = oi ir - " LPESQUK«, S mmt 
"Pt,nt £ D 
/ JUN2 9 I992 INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
1
 SECRETARY, BOARD OF Pe^ • -= Zte/ S^T/cc 
OIL, GAS &. WmG —.,>-* 
^ _^—^— 
rfecse number c : n r e n * s ro ccrresccnd with ropes on prevcus : c g e 
^ 2 ^ 
^^^aZ,^^g^g>3J j^^^j^^f^z^^t^L _Z x >^> £ f 3 2 L ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^fattJ fG^s/??r7Y7~ f?s?77?£*^: 
^ X%) ^&&y<*?? 
^tezaasL *OAL z : : ^ 
-zsr<*h*>*r^ ^0?sst&^ ,^'SS^'M'*: ^^t^ 2>=^> 
^^fL^j^tiZi^ i^f^,^^^:: ^£^^^^^^ L-^gl ^ g ^ / ^ , ^ 7"" ^g^SL 
/ { f l ^ g ^ r ' **=Z*-^'^r-^!<*=^' ^Zsss^es,*^. /*=^T~//S^- ^^^r- s=?=^f *.^S 
Copy of report mailed to 
Copy of report given to 
Inspector's signature 
WHITE - OOGM YB.LCW - OSM PINK - PWMITTK OPSBATOff GCtDENPOO - NOV RLE 
an equal opportunity employer g E X H I B I T 
o p " • 
0 0
 ^ - i£c£^Cf/o' 6; r-C" 
I f T | UTAH 
& j \ NATURAL RESOURCES 
3 Tries Cer.reFs--:fsB:5C fe*!f l l i C : * / 2413C-12C3 • := : 
•:•; zis-ino 
H 
o 
a 
o 
c 
o 
• ! • • 
a 
c 
Mi 2 9 1992 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & WIN'iNG 
\ 
= - - • - \ M K ( o \ s ( Qo-7 
: -5S3 G ^ 5 ^ . - A A V V ? \ f tv>LV\ n A w g - ^ m e 
C.*y 
Msre 
C c u r v 
C n \ W 
\AvAAiY\ \ JcA\ *^ 
\^rr\^ r^J 
AAI : c 3 -230y . j :OS_.^ 
< ; r ^ * ^ 
Ccr-ccnvCrf;c:Glfs) >TVQt\t_ 
Sfcte Crf.csc'is) 
Timp ^f .p.sr.orfir.n ^ • 0 0 P ? n m O p m. tc A l _ £ I L L i f e m [ 2 : * C =ert 
Cere cf :cst ;rspect.on V A ^ V\
 ; V ^ ^ -//ecr-.er cc-c:* : 
Acreage ^ b 0 GT Permitted 7 CEf'bisru.'ced "7 S^ec ' ccea 7 5 ^ e e c e c 
Enforcement Action >rvo A ^ _
 — 
Q ^ r V \ ^ c A o w V v j
 / 
7 14.-: 
COMPL/ANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and makers 
3. Tcpscil 
4. Hyarctogic Science 
— Strecm channel diversions 
^ - Diversions 
**- Sediment ponds and 
impounaments 
a 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
C 
— Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil aisposal 
Ef a D 
Ef D D 
ef a a 
Ef D • 
Ef • • 
D D Ef 
Ef a a 
0 a a 
H D D 
a n EI 
D 
Ef 
D 
D 
D 
Q 
Q-
a 
D 
D 
9 Protecticr of fisn. wildlife, ana 
relcted environmental values 
10. Slides era ctr\er carnage 
11. Contemccrcnecus 
reclame: en 
12. Backfillirg zna greemg 
13. Revege*ct;on 
14. Subsidence control 
15. Cessanc-'cf operations 
16. Roads 
-Construction 
— Dramcge controls 
— Surfcc.ng 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
7. Coal processing waste • a E] a 
8. Noncoal waste D D (3 D 
Wnri-COGM ..Cw-CSM PINK - PSUMITTES CP£f!Aroi» GCiCENi?CO-NCv«tE 
CCGM .ff-1 
13. SupDorr fccilities and utility 
installations 
/ / / 
a a \Z G 
El G G G 
0 G G G 
El G G 5" 
a G 2 G 
G G 2f G 
El G G G 
El G G G 
a a Ef G 
El G a G 
a a s' a 
sfa-a G 
an ec;-C! ccportumry employer EXHIBIT 
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fL-if| 
<® UTAH NATURAL RESOURCES Oil. Ga$ 4 Mining : , , . - 2_ -• 4-
/ 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS x 
?err-.r,\o ^ ^ | a? fcC 1 
r sceccn 2 c e ^ ^ e. S V*\ %c, 
P'ecse nurroer comments tc ccresocrc" -vifn *ccics on crevices ccge 
J±£-l Q VWr» S^VvmP.vV Cov^VcX V\Pc\>VA.r^S , Rg\x*% C e \ \ 
V*\g*V \ c v t \ - £±c C H T % - Q ^ T occ>jf<-^
 t AAV s»\V F ^ L M 
a^A ere ^ c r v - c ^Wr.\ ^<^\«; w i r e VvX r\ c\ \ & oaA , 
^ X\f\e. Cr*e.V g)ccan Wn cQ_. Mea<>U \JTN V\aoj CK^A 
r t ^ A ^ ^ ^ ^ V Q A ^ r \o,M s<*^v^V\vv^ g^ $cV<^A^Xe^ . 
Re**\V* W.A r\^V W ? » s O L C ^ N J A W v Ov\Jvs\ov% <?<; of vrs<sOeeY\ c rs . 
*\ * \ tpViC.V\Ofs rff V^iA^ V A ) A A \ \ T £ . <nu^ A ^g\oAfe_A ^C s^/\rftvrNVwPtvVx\ 
Copy of report mailed to . 
Copy of report given to _ 
Inspector's signature _ _ _ —.— No. 
WHTE - OOGM YBJ.0W - OSM PINK - PERMITTEE OPERATOR GOlCENROO - NOV R l i 
OOGM JP-2 an equal opportunity employer " ** x*o*« 
832 
© UTAH ^ 1 1 NATURAL RESOURCES ^ T ^ r Oil. Gas & Mining i-cce 3 . . M 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Per-.r No \ V M | 0 * S | cc 1 
•rscec'cn Ca'e 3"W>.M Q» \ '\ % ^  
:
 ecse ^ur^cer ccr-r-e'-'s fc ccesccnc *ith topics on cre/ious cage 
r e < L \ t U m ? A ^ r t L O , . C A W * . W e i ^ y V r N c ^ C r , i v * o ^ c W A s n A < c w \ 
^Y^CVcy,^ ^ V ^ g V E X ^ t - v \ g . \ V \ v ^ CQT*^C>\] £<J. ^\T\iSo 
^ « l r « r ^ toA CLj-rx<Ji r < ;ogc<g« i» » 
* 
T \ v - < ^ < V I < . VS^ C* I T<^<A NC^rV ^ 
r^ 
^ o ^  CCJN > ^ A Vou^K 
T T v * ^ < - ^ 
VWaV V\m£, * 
C_CW-N vtr v^  , fr4 * s \ \ v\ r. «-^ o.^ \ flkM Q <-<*^> r I ^ L . Ak^ \ J \ < - \ > - N V % -
\^ > * ^ M < . y W V \ & A , T ^ ^ \ \ v ^ q ^ -VUe access cs^il 
S^cA yjc*rs Wo^ Cc^c,' 
-r 
ikk 
<*^A v e x ^ r - v*iVV, \ n c ^.^s €<<V>w^ c*»^  A -^errguc-T * \ t n 
.<? v w 
^ H s V - y - c ^ C A v ^ ^ ^ A \ A a f r ^ c A ; o O c C ^ ^ r O ^ , ^ O <frtf «-~* % ^ « 3 r i C-
3? sg^A< 
Copy of report mailed to. 
Copy of report given to — 
Inspector's signature No 
M-*rE -OOGM YSU0W - OSM PINK - P€RMITTEE OPERATOR GOL0€Nf?O0 - NOV F«l6 
DOGM « 2 an equal opporTunrfy employer •• ^ X*0i9 
88r; 
$2 UTAH NATURAL RESOURCES Oil. Gas 4 Mining ^zce W -. 14 
' INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Permit No V M N f Q \ S | f i C [ 
inspection Zcre "^v^oe % \ f \ \ S t 
p,ecse nufT.oerccrr.rrenrs to ccrresccnd with rcoics en previous pege 
V S V X ^ J \ ^ ^ \ 1 ^ < A W g ^ u / v V \ P ^ - ^ ^ A * \ A a \ fl^p V c ^ \ > A-U<L 
i 
Copy of report mailed t ^ o U $OUv%S ( C K ^ \ W \ C K V n o o V ( X ^ 9 ? ) . 3 * O V I Y > CciVVNrrsanrt lOSVA 
Copy of recort given to 3*0^ V \ t \ 9 c x < 3 * ( O O c W ) . ? f 0 . _ j 
Inspector's signature 
WVHTE-DOGM Y E U 0 W - C S M P»NK-PERMITTEE OPERATOR GOtDENROO - NOV FH.E 
OOGM/«.2 an equal opportunity employer 
V. g g . 
•t 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
•ft lSION OF OIL. GAS AND MINING 
255 *esi Nc*1"! V s e 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL. GAS &. MINING 
INSPECTION REPORT 
INSPECTION DATE & TIME: 
1 hour 
JU •/ 5 . "3S0 
Cal i forn_i a.. Port]_and_ Cemen • 
P" 0"~3ox jd7. CoTtcn 
ACr/0?^/DQ7 
Permittee and/or Operators Name: 
Business Address: 695 South Ranrho Ave 
Mine Name: Hidden Val lev Permit Number: 
Type of Mining Activity: Underground Surface . Other 
Coun ty: Emery 
Company Official (s): 
State OfficiaKs): Joe Helfrich. Rade Orel], Tnm Fmmei-tJ^ 
Partial: XX Complete: Date of Last Inspection: _ 
.CC.Tl.Cd' 
Weather Condi tions: 
Acreage: Permitted 
Enforcement Action: 
CI ear an_d Sunny 
June 3 . '?•?; 
.Disturbed 
None 
.Regraded Seeded Bonded 
COMPLIANCE HITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCF STANDARDS 
i£s m N/A ?MMr,\jrs 
L PERMITS 
2. SIGNS AND MARKERS 
L TOPSOIL 
HYDROLOGIC BALANCE: . 
a. STREAM CHANNEL DIVERSIONS 
b. DIVERSIONS 
c. SEDIMENT PONDS AND IMPOUNDMENTS 
d. OTHER SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES 
e. SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER MONITORING 
f . EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 
5. EXPLOSIVES 
6. DISPOSAL OF DEVELOPMENT WASTF AND SPOT I 
7. COAL PROCESSING HASTE 
8. NONCOAL "WASTE 
9. PROTECTION OF FISH. WILDLIFE AND 
RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES 
10. SLIDES AND OTHER DAMAGE 
11. CONTEMPORANEOUS RECLAMATION 
12. BACKFILLING AND GRADING 
13. REVEGETATTON 
14. SUBSIDENCE CONTROL 
15. CESSATION OF OPERATIONS 
16. ROADS 
A±. CONSTRUCTION 
JL DRAINAGE CONTROLS 
SURFACING 
JL MAINTENANCE 
17. OTHER TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES 
18. SUPPORT FACILITIES 
UTILITY INSTALLATIONS 
( ) ( ) 
( > ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( > 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
< ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( > 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( I 
( > < ) ( ) 
MN85/13 
an equal oooortunity employer 
8R5 
INSPECTION REPORT 
(continuation sheet) 
DATE OF INSPECTION July 5. 1989 ?a£e. 
On July 5, 1989, an aerial inspection cf this site was ::r.d 
by the referenced State and Federal officials. No viola-:-:r.s ~ 
observed. 
Photographs (slides), were taken and are available at the 
Division of Oil, Gas and Mining, Salt Lake Office as well as th 
Office of Surface Mining, Albuquerque Field Office. 
Copy of this Report: 
Mailed/filed to: John Kathmann (0SM> Joe Helfrich (DOGM> 
Filed to: PFO I 
Joe Xelfiict/ m Inspectors Signature Joe Eelfrich7 !/A Date: July 27. 1939 
// 
jb 
MN47/43 
85G 
RALRESO; 
fflMinin 
3u%350' r
sD 
cit icxe C.tv. L'T a4:SC--2C3 • [20V. zlz-z2£Z 
JUM 2 9 1992 
'SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
-g- OIL, GAS &. MiMiNG 
5u:.-~s-co-ess 6 9 5 Q f i f A P f l U r h O O j ^ l O g , _ , 
\ 
a o 
c 
o 
• • 1 
0 
a 
</> c 
n i l • (0+1 in r--=»^-VS£S. 
Mine Hirl^Uu—vfl.llr 
jnty i Cou
Ccmcany Cfficicifs) 
Sfate ^ " 
t "V 
-.Qlb?A--c*t 
3-^iiL 
2.-=.v:. 
:c:Ol(s) " f t JJUL A^f lkt tJM k S> j'ff . I t W •Wmack* 
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General Comments 
Company officials and/or represetatives were not present during this 
complete inspection. Water monitoring, UPDES monitoring, subsidence 
monitoring, and other records were not reviewed except for pertinent 
information contained in UDOGM files. 
Periodic monitoring records are on file in the permittee's business 
offices. Mr. William Malencik (DOGM) informed me of the upcoming maintenance 
work which California Portland Cement Company (CPCC) plan to initiate on 
October 24, 1989. This maintenance work, reportedly, will include: seeding, 
backfilling rills and gullies, repairing silt fences, reestablishing 
diversions, installation of excelsior or jute matting, etc. 
2. Signs and Markers: 
The mine Identification sign at the end of the paved road is upright 
and legible. The sign has been used for target practice andis 
riddled with buckshot. 
Along the access road and adjacent to the A and B seams, disturbed 
area perimeter markers are in place and visible. 
4. Hvdrologic Balance: 
4(b) Diversions 
The water bars which cross the ripped access road and feed Into the 
main riprapped channel below the entrance gate are in need of 
repair. Flow Is overtopping the diversion channels and scouring the 
backfilled material along the reclaimed road. 
Additionally, access road diversion channels (water bars) are being 
scoured Immediately below the crest of the reclaimed road as the 
channel gradient Increases and feeds into the main riprapped channel. 
4(e) Surface and Groundwater Monitoring 
The laboratory results of the May 1989 stream monitoring for Ivie 
Creek up and downstream from the mine site has been submitted. 
INSPECTION REPORT 
(continuation sheet) Page 4 of _£ 
PERMIT NUMBER: INA/015/007 DATE OF INSPECTION Oct. 19. 1989 
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13. Reveqetation 
The excelsior matting installed this spring seems to be functioning *ell. 
Some flow is occurring under the matting, however, sediment is being deposited 
and the ri1 Is are fi11ing in. 
Desirable species of grasses (Oryzopsis hymenoides, Agropyron species, 
etc.) are growing vigorously in ditches and small depressions where the s'cpe 
is stable. This emphasizes the need to leave the seedbed in a roughened 
condition to enhance surface water storage and decrease runoff. 
The vexar netting on the ripped access road has been removed. 
13. Other Support Facilities 
The fence extending out from the entrance gate on the access road is taunt 
and fence stays have been installed. Cattle will soon be moved to the area 
surrounding the mine site (winter range). Cattle must be prevented from 
entering the reclaimed area or the maintenance operations performed this fall 
may be adversely affected. 
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^CrlK^lLHitu k> 
SWaUi.CVMAVwlcihtigAhfflM. Tv>fl "toWtm oWffrtttfll (A^mMflm <oUf.e 
-UtL b<il(a Mix. 
-H LQ xafl r a - H Q U 
dbttb cWiurw^AA, ortt 7A0<a/ rviffctf.. uokwsi. H-
Copy of report mailed to. 
Copy of report given to. 
Inspector's signature _ _ . 
WWiTS-OOGM YRLOW-OSM PINK - P€RMlTC£ > QPWATOP GCXOENQOO - NOV FH.E 
NO. 
OOGM/U-2 an equal opportunity employer "'••o X^OtfO 
90C> 
* * > Oil. GQS & Mining ?cge *3- r -3_ 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Permit No. 
Inscecticn Date 
P'ecse numoer comments to correscond with ropics on previous page 
IrVfaM , Tfotft cWa - W r Hi Van. . iixQ-t- .4io, Own, Mlnqa-iUL 
• r 
fr-firnWt O A A ? rtitt.Vf.tif; t W n W U u ^ (\0(LWitf)C \ i f 
brWu^ftuA U l l U O & ^ V U V VOkutf lUy-4-ilfA, tfhX^',LlJ h 
c\$nh Anun\un(iajutAj Sb JLXlSAu. J& L QQiH f <ata. LL 
^ 
OMA. ^ _ Lrf(igSLu>u,a.UftiiA eOmpiuniT. j'n, _-Hit, OtMea, n f 4rJL 
u 
Ht4rVi/^o^aV gi l l .J7?p fl . A f c A OnaJ JMnai ( i ) > ? l , b f l . k i » L ( , SfL 
(80 rttir\ . " H H J . V H . L I ^ dV^rh/, UA&uhL j->* JspAi/i<( m rt> f 
Q.Hru (Ynntit* T ^ c ft £ fo 
Copy of report mailed tot Q 5 < u / f l f a t t V ^ U ( { ^ fi&»4.( 0 ^ f f J - t l / r . L 
Copy of report gimir* try^ r f y ? _ _ ^ -
's signature ^m-^^^ri, - y Inspector' 
WHlTf-DOGM VSIOW-OSM PlNK-PgPMTTTK.OPWArOfl GOLOCNOOO-NOVfiLf 
0OGM<*-2 /#wr an equal opportunity employer 
, No. JO£L 
f so OO«:A$ 
901 
ffyM NATURAL RESOURCES 
Oil. Gas & Mining 
3 Triad C 
o 
a 
a> 
c 
o 
• 1 — 
a 
C 
f«fjite |S0 • SfWiokeie^y. UT 6^180-1203 • (801) 538-5340 
JUN2 919J2 
O SECRETARY, BOARD OF ~ . , ^ . n . 
Business Address 6 Q S ^ f f u i l C h K / > n j * l i n ( h ) 
permit NO. 1* l&lo i^ focnr 
irscecfion Oate T i m >5 f/<3/95 
City. 
Mine _idbai£jA. 
County CMf 
.Q2.314 
t 
Company Official(s) I l<PlA/» . 
0 Surface f £3 Underground 
State ( J x • 
State Officials). 
Time of inspection J • OO f ] " m O P-m. to *»T~ 00 fl
 n ^ C3,p.m 
Date of last inspection 
^Part ial OCorrciefe 
Weather conditions 
Acreage Q 5 0 O Permitted ^ O Disturbed ^ O degraded 7 O Seeded 1 O Sendee 
Enforcement Action * > Q < A ^ . 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
DOG*/*M On equal opportunity employer 
90; 
EXHIBIT 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoil 
4. Hydrologic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
— Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
/ i 
a 
0 
D 
s 
H 
D 
El 
• 
D 
U 
D 
a 
B 
# /i 
D 
D 
a 
a 
a 
D 
a 
• 
• 
u 
a 
D 
G 
WHffEwOOGM VHJLCW-OSM PlNK-PCTMlTCE/OPeRATOQ 
/ / 
fk 
a 
• 
0 
a 
D 
S3 
a 
a 
s 
Dd 
a 
4# 47 
a 
D 
a 
D 
D 
a 
a 
D 
• 
u 
a 
H D 
D u 
GOL06N&O0-
9. Protection of fish, wildlife, and 
related environmental values 
10. Slides and other damage 
11. Contemporaneous 
reclamation 
12. Backfilling and grading 
13. Revegetation 
14. Subsidence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Roads 
— Construction 
— Drainage controls 
— Surfacing 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
18. Support facilities and utility 
Installations 
NOSfKi 
k 
D 
U 
U 
a 
0 
a 
u 
a 
D 
• 
D 
• 
D 
/ / 
/A 
D 
G 
U 
a 
D 
D 
u 
a 
D 
D 
a 
D 
D 
/ / a 
D 
a 
u 
D 
D 
D 
U 
• 
a 
a 
a 
a 
D 
y//¥ 
•/M | 
a 
• J 
a I 
a I 
SI I 
D 
a I 
a 
a 
• 
D 
D 
a 
/!cci 
VJ NATURAL RESOURCES Oil. Gas 4 Mining Pcge 2^ -f 1i-
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Perm.t No X f r iA fo(sf (Cl*T 
inspection Cere / 2 | / 5 ( ^ ^ 
:
'ecse numcer comments t; corresponc with topics on previous pege 
f ^*. "ficwvulwrV 
^J\aoiftfna ^AMfi (Ayxioiktau* <ciu. ."Top 4 »~fck^ A - ^ ^ ^a ap. 
U?CU\3 olpfiAini - P ^ U v / y i Hjirj MrOifXjJ,. I iV rt i , AACIAIA 
JLk £LL 
.EsgjgrWl Aw or. 
J/nf 
•1 anori ? 
QLLJJ .Vim, ^ s • W- - J . i i f . ^ i H U L L S-t-tpiofti, nVmxa -tin, 
A^KACHU , I \Ufl \*<Viw^.f l . r^Ufn lin*qO
 3 I 4tf>ivPcfg4flJa.oM.. \ I A ^ r j t c ^ i lykLo/JLru^r j . , UJ£L&. 
oUofivL/LLL r\^uAcUno.<; o-fc j J A x , *JAIJ>IM A J T I H n A P T 
Tf r) ^ 
Copy of report moiled tnl OSvU: 1&HCUM«^XAML> ^ O G U ^ I Q a A . t - U t u J x 
Copy of report gi'i'on to £^ 
Inspector's signature 
WMCS-DOGM VSJ.OW-OSM PfN«-PWMirTK/OP8?ATd& GOLOENftOO-NOVPU 
No. J& 
OOGM/fl-2 an equal opportunity employer 
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UTAH 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
Oil. Gas & Minirv i ing 
| 3 5 o | Salt Lpe C t f ^ T 84180-1203 • (SO1! 533-5343 
JUN 2 9 1992 
L\\V 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF cCHfc IAKY, Biy.nnu u r ^ 
2us.~ess 
Cry 
-caress 6 9 ^ & . Q n Y ^ U r s f l l J 
n i iTv v ? \ u f t u T . 
f I f J 
Mine 
County 
trlrUv> (M( 
5^.0.0* J 
\ 
* V 
'~
1 A
 5. 'z -* 
L£_ Ccmpcnv Offiaal(s) ^ I \pv\t . , 
D Su."=ce 
Store i i l 
2-nce'5: : ." 
State Cfficai(s). 
Time of inspection /./ ,. 00 D a.m. D a m . to _ 3 _ C f l . D a . r n 3 c 
l|r>|90 Date of lest insoection 
Acreage ^ | 5 Q Q Permitted 
Enforcement Action \ \d\-\?. 
Weather cordi^ons 
7 D Disturbed 7 D ^.e^rccec 
O L O L A " ' C 
1 ^eec-r z *%T 
^fc f ^ ^ O M P U A N C E W | T H PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoil 
4. Hydrologic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
— Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
W*fTS-0OGM YgllCW-CSM PlNK-oeflMirTH 
CCGM/ifM 
s a 
is • 
a a 
s. • 
a a 
• a 
D a 
• a 
D a 
is D 
OP€."uroft 
a s 
D s 
SI D 
D D 
a a 
a D 
s D 
a D 
9. Protection of fish, wildlife, a rd 
related environmental values 
10. Slides and other damage 
11. Contemporaneous 
reclamation 
12. Backfilling or\C gracing 
13. Revegetation 
14. Subsidence ccntrol 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Roads 
— Construction 
— Drainage controls 
— Surfacing 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
s a 
D D 
GOIOENRCC - NOV HE 
18. Suoooft facilities and utility 
installations 
53 G G G 
E G G G 
D G £ G 
E G G G 
O G G G 
a a G c 
a G s G 
(2 G G G 
js a a a 
a a EL G 
K a a G 
a ,a a G 
D a E a 
EXHIBIT 
an equci opDomjn»ry employer 
904 
fi
 -
VNATURAL RESOURCES Oil. Gas & Mining 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
=e r^ No ID^iCL5[££X 
~cer zzrr-rrents kc cc'.fesDcrc wjfh rco.*cs on c-rvCi-s ccce 
"Hr, nuA. U. ; .^ OoiuflkM 
rjOtamfcu h^gohdA^ Hitio^iQJ^ QV. "hi t , tipn.njj'A J 'J L 
-jrlj 121 >J) r v t p r L - f t . I rvJ - J T f c L HJ i t? ;3 tOMJL b . c i ^ ^ J s Sr £> , v ^ > v i 
OVM-VTTHOC/V 
a 
CPC: OOHARLUU*^ x>e> :^ Kaxfc, Kno*p 
Copy of report mailed to ^ ^ ' Q ^ * i ( ftraiA 6 *a rU t ^ DOfr m / ^og. ^ ( f l ack 
Copy of report 
Insoector's signature 
WHITE -OCGM V E L L C W - C S M P»NK-DC»?MI7EE OPSiArOR GCOENROO - NCV K£ 
CCGM s-2 ' ' an equci copcrrunitv employer 
No. JJL 
905 
* & £ NATURAL RESOURCES 
^ 
7 3 TnoC C 
t 
o 
a 
a> 
c 
o 
• 1 1 
"3 
a 
</> c 
Oil. Gas & Mining 
f - f j i te |5Q • Scg . cke f t y . UT 84180-12C3 • (801) 538-534Q 1 o^v 
JUN 2 9 1992 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
4 ( n i l i l A M J U l > VfoAT L < A ( tovVPLtT, 
stress Access 6Q.O ^ / v A ^ < p O > ^ 
c^iMklM-i 
Mine -H-lf lUtt V)fl((pd 
* « ! ! 
County ^ y y f l H i | _ t 
Company OfficiGt(s) 
5tc*e 
hM_ 9 L 2 ^ £ ^ 
at Gy PC9
r 
State Cfflciai(s). 
Time of inspection ^ Z L - Q Q D a.m. G3p m to _fc_ k£L O a m >S o m JS^Pcrtiai u CciTc;e*e 
Date of last inspection _ Weather ccnciticns 
Acreage ^ J ^ D (23 Permitted ~J Q Disturbed ^ G "egraced *7 C^eecec 7 — - : ~ : 
Enforcement Acticn 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoil 
4. Hydrologic Palance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
— Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
WHITE -OOGM Y€UOW-OSM PlNK - P€!7MJrTE£ 
OOGM/ilM 
H D 
B D 
D • 
B • 
a • 
a • 
D a 
D a 
a 0 
D D 
B a 
a Ei 
• a 
a a 
H a 
o a 
D a EI a 
B • 
OP€RAfO<? 
a D 
9. Protection of fish, wildlife, and 
related environmental values 
0. Sliaes end other damage 
11. Contemporaneous 
reclamation 
12. Backfilling and grading 
13. Revegetation 
14. Subsidence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Roads 
— Construction 
— Drainage controls 
— Surfacing 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
18. Suoport facilities and utility 
installations 
GOID6NGO0 - NOV **.£ 
90S 
>M 
a a • ~ 
D • D G 
D D • G 
D D D C 
S D D S 
a a D n 
• • a G G 
a a a G 
a a a G 
a a a a 
D a a a 
a a a a 
a a a a 
en equal opportunity employer 
v> f NATURAL RESOURCES Oil. Gas 4 Minmg 
--;* -2. 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
:
 ec:e n-jn-cer ccr^rr en rs *3 ccfesccna wirn "ccics on cevicus cage 
tQVA^> \ l U ' V i ( W u ^ P ^ U L H . C A t > 
^ 
f t p U3*JLil <QUuQ Aha. U l i ' A k j 
P f l u x ( 3 v ^ ^ " ^ AOviLmAlOvV' \V>C TMKJnuA Q W I L U M I f l y M u ^ ^ " j j / ^ f " . 
r L n A f A . -H/0, & ^ ^ J V M U , ^pQ9t.4aJ^> lU/T^ .JLLL. QOQ(i ^ U ^ 
T f c l r^AA 14(Oual pWOroAtitA. pfacg.Jl lLi, ._4AV oVniAtAA. uj\ APLt 
X - J j u - l t l h - a A ^ , ~ t L , OtrrPJLCs X(D(lA, . ^ k , J l j L f e M g r X f U A , A n f t 
NV\.<LalA. PHO-WrX, .41^ g, (\WHAMP1 
.bV^i »\J--*i . . A * n Oc^ iA^ iA^-n A £ \ W ^ / V r t £ i i J T i v i ) /<ui A l i i liiXK Aiy.^iT; 
rv, pfiW^-i.^ r W ^ X " 
JbVnit\J.jL J ^ Q Pm ^u/Q.  t^ V\ j r t /1 /VM OXXJ ILL 
\ 
fyt unu' 
OLUJUCUX 
- i 
lAMgnjr. 
\V \g . n v o ^ r s T i> i \9oAeJL J n A X J g / f l i. i l t 
> ^ n rMHvAA ;; 3 Pflgrti I 
\J1LL 
'UA OSM^XCI ( UC; 
. >/VQ 
C CPC/JoKv\ ^cu^Ai j JBR./ fCaxia V^oop. 
EQ_ 
Copy of report mailed 
r , * & Copy of report 
inspector's signature > ^ <*yrt jf^* st7&uMCt£*s A NO. J&. 
<VHirg -OOGM vguCw - CS.M » N K -/^ytTTEE CPEfATOR GOtCENGOD - N C v Hi 
COGM <Q-2 -^y/§e> an equal opportunity employer 
937 
Oil Gas & Mining 
3 Tncc Cei L i D V UT 34*30-1202 • '3C1 528-524C rS 
M 2 9 1992 
t 
O 
a 
a> 
c 
o 
a 
to 
C 
S 
SECRETARY, BOARD Ofr~\ ft \ . T) II \ (\ "'Z'll 
3-3 - - • - Access _ 6<3fS S l c A U P r n x r U ^ r \ v l 
O l \ otv. 
County CJM-
3-r. £k i i .-:12-5'14-
Company Off 
Stc 
* 
G S--CC9 2 
VV€^ 
U 4 ^ 
Tine cf msoec*.cn i L fill.'2 a m D o-n 'o J 3 . OQ D s-^ 25^ 0 ~ G =5" r^  X — " ^ 
5l23|9Q Date of Icsr rspectcn _ 
Acreage ^\ 5 0 (2^Per^ "ed 
Enforcement Ac* on 
\\earner c 
7 H^isturcea 7 5<~-3 '~ c e ? 2=: 
^ a a a ^ ^ J - . -LGAWX> 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1 Permits 
2 Signs and markers 
3 Topsoil 
4 Hydrologic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
— Effluent limitations 
5 Explosives 
6 Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
7 Coal processing waste 
8 Noncoal waste 
WHITS - 0 O G M Y&LCW - CSM *NK - PERMITTEE 
0 O G M KM 
is a 
EL D 
• a 
• • 
a s 
KI a 
H D D ® 
B • D D 
• 
• 
a 
D 
• 
• 
cs 
H 
s 
• 
D 
D 
D D Kl D 
D a 
CPenATcn 
IB 
GCl 
D 
.CENH 
9 P'o'ecficn of *<sn wiici/e end 
related environmental values 
10 Si.des cna other aamege 
11 Contemporaneous 
reciamcT on 
12 Eacxfilling and gradrg 
13 Pevege'arion 
14 Subsidence control 
15 Cessancn of epercnens 
16 Reads 
— Construction 
— Drainage controls 
— Surfacng 
— Maintenance 
17 Other transportation facilities 
18 Supoorr fcclifies and utility 
installations 
SI G C G 
QB G G G 
G G ft G 
X G G G 
52 a a s 
a G ^ G 
SI G G G 
a a a c 
B a a £ 
a a G G 
a a n G 
a a % a 
a a QQ a 
an equal oppcrrunify enpioyer 
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EXHIBIT 
^ u ^ Krlubli 
sw Gil. Gcs 3t Mining &L :• 3_ 
/ 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
=s~--.c XNAJfWC(>7 
. - . ^ - - - • ^ l ^ / 9 0 
2
 ecse "u.T.ce' c t~r -e~*s *r rc.'.'e scene! wir.n *cccs or. c e . c«-s c c c e 
\ \ C U U ^ W T V V P , m w . tNjroj <\iA Q.rUcMvMHrt fVir:^ UK.l l 
l O t l 4-1,0.^ no np.or.^iJ? WOLU. < \ 4 ttrytu^l . J"7Tnfi,yiL rt^l "Jin.* 9i 
f •v.l Ol 3d: UJLIULOLCS Qj^fiPQirA jCWtl n-» Qol/t'rto. J A r . A ^ W y ^ rUmiMi ^ n u . • . J i t , 
A l i 2 i j j u ^ tCUn 
Vr)f7.H.KicaAp.aP b: 
Th<- T O AAaiA (nrt.i oxn,< i m n J f^c 
r>U<4rii.fK. ^ U / T U rvn/« -J f tLm 'y r^ ~JQ\?. t i ro X^JL A>tQ4y 
»AA) . j j^> h o ^ J / l »jf<rfc(-g^ d ) p j ^ ^ l d / J T\h«Lui& 
(y^p^rT7r>( r.ur.[i\, f 
PVOStoVv flAfllttUn /tLul.'JAuL R 1 \ (VM. I hd(JLO 
CJUO 
kccWyn it 
)OOIJL. W r ^ f 
ffikO from W i n * W/n(f/J^ /To flL^cyUaju >tr/P<ALti£TrTu^ .JJa. oftax ) 
Copy of report mailed to. 
Copy of report given to — 
Inspector's signature . 
WHITE -0OGM V E L L C W - C S M PINK-PERMITTEE OPERAfOft G C L O £ N W C O - N O V P L £ 
NO. 
ZCGM if?-2 an equal opportunity employer 
90S 
*v On. Gas 4 Mining --=rvi£_ :-^f> 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
— \c T^A-/ois/oo7 
::e .^u^ce' : : m e ^ * s *c :~f.resccr.c :-C3 CT c e * : - - : 
i V 
«^ >co>u, pea 
lokx.io M&IM . . n u l l bo- flto nrf . .~fc 
5 
<JUQ<J rz
7 jp4 ftilUX 
VNAnfrW 
\W<? aureus XtngA rt ^ peart*JL .To f><V>/i\. Ug f n -Jn\l/in 
Un qwUAflJ 
kgv*d l $ g v U d H a t U f l ^ Qo»\-(*e>U -Jfcflfc !tt<Ul fl>ffqv1Am± ( i w / 1 1 
fCPcf J o h n I^IJUUL^. O S R / KaxXi. jCnoop 
Copy of report mailed 
Copy of report FT* r—j-
Inspector's signature 
WHirg -OCGM vcLLcw -OSM P<NK - ^ C Q M I I V : C f * y r c r ? GClCENSCO - NCv *i£ 
NO. ^ ^ 2 _ 
OCGM :f?-2 -f/ZOffl an equci ccpcrr-ur..?/ employer 
91 C 
A M NAIUKAl KtaCKV-fcS 
Oil. Gas & Mining 
3 Trice C 
t 
O 
a 
o 
c 
o 
a 
</> 
c 
• Suite^50 • Soit^cw^C.r 
M 2 9 1992 
.fy. U* 34*SCM2C2 • ;3C*J 529-5WC ? : - 2 ^ 
SECRETARY, BOARD OFPl \\ (J il j A 1"; 
Business - c c ^ s s ^ Q S f - W l f f U k n U c V y ^ C T O 
.v.,ne tff&tt Q f l , " - " ' * 
• = 32JLfc4r„ 
bounty <f_ y\AeV 
> uaUm 
fe^ 
! S u r - - » 
r a r e s t . 
5C-r=9'5-=.-= 
Company Cffiaal(s) ^J \ Y f i \ A Q 
Stare Cffiaci(s) -
Time of inspection J _ 3 & . D c . m &3 p m r o 3 - 3 ^ . D o r 51 = • QSPC. - .C! G C r c e ' r 
Date of lest inspection ^ • ( 2 . 4 ( 4 0 -//earner r~r~,t ~n< Q i f t l H . | l / k ^ t t l f L^cj ftW ^ , 4 . 
Acreage C J 5 6 E l Permuted *7 D Disturbed ^7 C ~egrccec ^ Z J Seecer 7 [ Z r : - z f -
Enforcement Action 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoil 
4. Hydroiogic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
— Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
D D 
8 a 
D • 
B D 
a a 
a D 
a D 
a D 
D a 
• a 
eg a 
a H 
a • 
ca • 
H D 
a a 
9. Protection of ':sn. wiic.':fe. ana 
related environmental values 
10. Slices and cr^er damage 
11. Contemporaneous 
recicmction 
12. Backfilling and gracing 
13. Revegetaticn 
14. Subsidence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Roads 
— Construction 
— Drcincge controls 
— Surfacing 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
7. Coal processing waste a n n a 
8. Noncoal waste • • • D 
WHITS-OOGM YHUOW-OSM PiNK-PWMinK.OPSBATGR SCl56NflOO-NCvFiV.E 
OCGM/tH.i 
18. Supcort facilities and utility 
installations 
en eaucl opoortunity employer 
91i 
* * > Oil. Gas A Mining 
--;;* X :• ^ 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Perm.f No 
•scecr 
?!ecse number comments to correspond with tccics or- previews cage 
j ) M at no - i n n_ p,• U. r> A.so^/4- JT* . Her, 
ALL£_ 
i'lL ttffrV 
MAQqc L^_ 4 
p^ 
^ ^ - D <?L VoUiAe. XXHAA ULMJUL- tobxexotA rt.il-
• J l ^ XJlAcHiuzA CtrcOnK $tociekm \b,,Ju^ XnnA rtOuAdicus OK 
Copy of report mailed ^\^LT '. O S V U f & C L u i S ^ U j ' D o & . u / ^ Q g . H e H M r . L 
Copy of report g 
Inspector's signature 
W H I T E - 0 O G M YELLOW-OSM PiNX - PERMITTEE 3PE&ATOO GOlDEN&OO - NOV RLE 
0 O G M « -2 an equal oDporTunity employer 
91 
Oil. Gas & Mining 
3 Tnco Center • Sui'e 350 • Salt Lc*e C.V LT 34<90-l2C3 • [8C1] 538-534G 
" trE-D ]R Z 
JUN 2 9 1992 
o 
a 
</> c 
Company Cffiaai(s) 
State Ctficai(s) _ 
2D==r Time of inspection 
Date of last inspection £\\&\QO weatrer ccrcir ens r K P l f l a c K t f £ b c 1 
Acrecge Q f)0 D 3erm.tTed *7 ^ DisrurPea '"J C 3egrcced 7 LJ 5eec~z ~f Z 
Enforcement Acnon 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoil 
4. Hydrclogic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
— Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
7. Coal processing waste O Q 
8. Noncoal weste U LJ 
WHITE-OOGM YtaCW-OSM P»NK-»cf?MlTTE£ OPSRATO? 
OOGM.iR.1 
a • 
• a 
D D 
H D 
a a 
a D 
a a 
a D 
a a 
a a 
D D 
D GQ 
• D 
• D 
D a 
a D 
D D 
a D 
GOlCENflC: 
P. Protection of fish, wildlife. cr,C 
related environmental values 
10. Slides and other carnage 
11. Confemocrcneous 
reclamation 
12. Scckfilling and grading 
13. Pevegetction 
14. Subsidence control 
15. Cessation of operct;cns 
16. Reads 
- Construction 
— Drainage controls 
- Surfacing 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
18. Support facilities and utility 
installations 
/ / / / / Z ' 
G G C G 
G G G G 
C C G G 
G G G G 
G G G G 
G G G G 
G G G G 
G G G G 
a a G G 
si a a si 
G a a G 
a a a a 
NCv KS I 
cn eauai opportunity employer 1 
913 
EXHIBIT 1 
^FW Oil. Gas 4 Mining zz-a ^_ :- gj_ 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
~c — ^ /-* .^r, . ~*a fef/f3o 
P'ecse numcer commenrs *o correspond wifh fcotcs on previous ccge 
;Vlrh»A 
^JLCL . ttuL J ^ i ^ r ^UtAAft^/OM. <TLA -AVA-UA k d T z f e t , J a ^ u c u X 
fr;\ r u Jk(tAqf4<<o<A . " H I P . Pompa.Kyf \WJ/I ( i v^ r f To 
cii. ^rr^vup^/i. Ud J l / l / V . .JxiM. HifrA^ 
iJSfr Will Jll^l. 
ttV*A.« b n e a c U L g y t h \tfiVviH\iCrtLJ) lurl-U 4 !A»» n t / J f ) ^ U 
\v\sk»(\*Jl flxo .HHub KjPaA tvivy^ ie>o 
CIKc/ioW'Saww; •>&£- k a J a Kf\ocf. 
Copy of report mailed ^ ^ k C ) O S t U ; R M K A ^ w ^ U . J 1 )0601 0 « * M J C u ' c k 
Copy of report 
Inspector's signature !s 
WHITE-0OGM YEUOW-OSM P!NK-P€f?^#TTE? OP€PATO« GOlDENGOO - NOV *i6 
*/S%? = 
OOGM n-2 ' a n ©ouai opporruniry employer 
914 
^ r ^ Oil. Gas 4 Mining 
2 Tried Center • Suite 250 - Salt lc*e C.ty, UT S418Q-12C2 -f*GV 523-5240 
f\ L E D 
JUN 2 9 1992 
O SEeRETABMtBOABBiQk C a / /V j / Company 
'Jj?f H-
AT 
fscec*-c- : r e / f - « ' 1 / / ? A J L 
a OJUfiASJj^-'^" ftox 74 7 
0) 
c 
o 
<D 
a 
Ccl + cn city Lc /Tcn 
wire ft laden Valley 
Lihi cm i 3 -.ziin.^ 
Ccunfy Emer 
'¥-
. D Surfcce 3l-r.c:e' 
Company Cff;cial(s) 
State Cffic:ai(s 
Time cf 
M?r> 
•j , . , . . - _ 
J*ss KelUy. 8,1/ flalenctk^ Jchn Pilots 
- v- / j—j f — f f 
. n s c e c r i o n _ L . £ O . D a . m . j a p m t c d - ^ U a m £ £ c m D a r n e l X f c i - c e - e 
lest inspection / J - t r i g It JO v;ec^er ccr.cit.crs rJrt/y Clcu cry. ^J r* 
G Disrurced 7 D Segraced 7 
Date cf i i
Acrecge J SO d Permitted 7 
Enforcement Action /Kfl ft e* 
Gs, •ecec 7 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoii 
4. Hydrologic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
- Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
WHITE - DOGM YELLOW - OSM P!NK - PEf?Ml 
O C G M / i f M 
IM/i 
s o o o 
ET 0 D O 
o o a o 
0 0 O 0 
a o o sf 
0 0 0 -0 
EI 0 O 0 
ET 0 O O 
O 0 S O 
O 0 Kf O 
a a 0 o 
a o a o 
a o Ef a 
T7EE OPERATOR GCLOENUCC-
9. Protect-on of fish, wildlife, ana 
reiatea environmental values 
10. Slides and otner damage 
11. Contemporaneous 
reclamation 
12. 3cckfilling ana grading 
13. Pevegetation 
14. Subsidence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Roads 
— Construction 
— Drainage controls 
— Surfacing 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
18. Support facilities and utility 
installations 
NCV R.5 . 
on equci ccoortunitv employer 1 
/ / / / / / / 
/ > / / r - / / - / / / / 
K G 
E G 
C G 
E G 
B' G 
o a 
E G 
r~ —i 
3 G 
G G 
G S' 
& a 
i , 
C G 2f G 
E D D D 
G a 'Si a 
E Q D Q 
a a si a 
0 G 
E) 
Kf a 
<HIBIT 
915 £-<*> 
^ j \ NATURAL RESCvrfCES 
^FW OH. Gas 4 Mining 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Serrr.rNo I H* I C I 5'/ C C 7 
P!ecse "urrzer comments *c ccrressonc wirn *cocs en c e . c j :cce 
4/ Mydrjlceit u^hnCc -
r - J 
— Vivtrftcus - Pilch JT Top of A slope ,s fuse*/cr'j/', L\<~ 
Sow? vjj'eriil pp Tj/U» irffo IT Trorn 4-lie slept • jbeve. Ir ,-
niTcnol should he fe^o^cd IjAcrc -tl\e dAc" bsccrcs 
blocked by zddtT/o'J I hupjenjl, 
— Qlhcr $(?d ir*eni Lc*\ro\ //ensure^ — Ike erc-Sic* wof-fi*? cy.-
T"C S 2r c 3 has bee* ccwpU-fe (y repzrrcd a*"/ Iccbs 
—%°°L . _— 
5". Revege-f'z-l'ton - Gross o* -lire $/4c i s spvsz, Luf is 
eg*,*? up Quiie well b<*nea4h 41 e eroS'Cn m 
lome SDITVUSH IS mPKIn^ 2H PppCPrOnce C» JVC rc5</; 
P U T jhe read IS LCVfred /n3/i>t(y by 7J prtffuS* 
(*row4li or halopefoH . Jirce hPIQQCIOH is z hc*,ciss p^d. 
pOtSOKCtfS pIpnT Son>e T«iurt CO"Trol M f ? 5 U re s noy be 
requtreJ by 4ne D/v)ston. 1^/5 Would be dent 4or /wo 
reasons ; Q To Co»Trol P HCX/CUS Y/eea; P*J ZJ lo prcvf~r 
tofrpej,4 ioh ty i4h )*drod uced desirable pldnj Sp?C,eS. 
Copy of report mailed >~JclM»slCMC \ KirlA'OoJjBR^ninSm 
Copy of report given to Price fltU Qff>™, P0G>M 
Inspector's signature 
WMlTi-OOGM YaiOW-OSM RNI i - P€RM4TTi6. OP€»ATOn GOL06NPO^ NCV HE 
OOGM. 1G-2 or. equci cppcrrunity employer 
916 
^ r t NATURAL RESOURCES 
Oil. Gas & Mining 
3 Tnc fgen f f l r • Syte 35qgc i t ( f ^ | C*ty. UT 34 .3(M2C3 * r3Qi; 535-53^ 
/ JUN 2 9 1992 
tSECRETARY, BOARD OF ^ .
 n 
O oife6AS98ds^^(*.-^L^aJLjiALfl±A^ 
a 
2u_ 
NO XMft/0lS |cg7 .. 
C 
o 
<D 
a 
en 
c 
us-ess -.cress " V > Q ? * 3 t t Q 4 - 1 3LS1 
Cry OnUr, n. 
H.A^n lVi\U» 
*V * 
Mine . 
County f"_v\APm 
Company Officers) 
Sfate Offiaai(s). 
F^t := £13.23 
S^ e l l ± l 
D ' j nc«= 
QU4 muMUdLC J 
Time of inspection J 0 0 . D a.m. SJp.m. to ^ZL .CD G c m ^ [ p m S3 Pcmc! L: Cc-p.e-e 
Date of lest inspection l I l Q i O D weeper - n r ; r r . - < C l f l a J o / ( l k f c ( « J 
Acrecge 9 5 0 D Permitted 1 • Disturce<2 *7 G "egrccea 
Enforcement Action I V ? * ^ 
1 GSeecec 1 ~ 5 v 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoil 
4. Hydroiogic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
— Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
WWfTE - OOGM V€U.CW - CSM PINK - P€f?MI 
CCGM iR-1 
i 
a 
# 
a 
EL U 
a 
SI 
8 
D 
u 
a 
a 
a 
H. u 
a 
G 
a 
u 
a 
a 
u 
a 
u 
a 
B a 
TTH/CPSRArOQ 
8 
a 
a 
H 
a 
a 
s 
G 
a 
u 
a 
u 
a 
a 
GOt 
/OV 
a 
a 
u 
a 
S3 
a 
SI 
a 
u 
a 
u 
a 
D6NGC0-
9 Protection cf fish, wilalife. and 
related environmental values 
10. Slides and other demage 
11. Contemporaneous 
reclamation 
12. Backfilling and grading 
13. Pevegetation 
14. Subsidence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Roaas 
— Construction 
— Drainage controls 
— Surfacing 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
18. Supoort facilities and utility 
installations 
NCV *«le 
an equal opportunity employer 
/-?*/ 
a 
G 
a 
a 
® 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
s 
a 
a 
« -
G 
C 
G 
C 
a 
a 
G 
a 
a 
a 
a 
G 
a 
L-
L J 
G 
C 
G 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
G 
a 
EXH 
!
— 
G 
i_j 
G 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
s 
a 
G 
IBIT 
Ui < J » : Co T 
'&*% NAIURAL RESOURCfci 
^ j ^ T Oil. Gas & Mining c - -^ J£_ Q^_ 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
UliA&tOln. Uipp^rt. dwJtiibfCuJ «JUJ . " f i t . A CiiA.<iAj . » - < { J L ._-T3 h i 
QA€r),M(fl , OCvMfi. ~ l ^ n MO^ic hnrt J a J I / / n J M U J I I . X U ^ jACaypmmT, 
k i . v - M ^ X i , . j k LLK£OL d tJa- l u c ^ i HOcL f>(aJ3gt Thus J^Uc^l/(_ 
1 
^ J ^ , J iUM L»x i V^A ox(jii vu^ -e^x : VIUMO4£ 
,. . . . ^ 4 T - T ftJO V-VIOARJ lUOft 
-<ry-»A "y^c JuuLLt P«LA baXJcuUA U ^ M - ULt. p(dlf^ CV(-Q<S *- xxu  t i i » H - ^,,'t Ol 
Owe. cU* &W; JB* K ^ ^ K*°°P 
Copy of report mailed to 
Copy of report gwgr^+o. 
Inspector's signcture ^rrZ4m\* pc /f7ri^CUCcl4t^ No. S*> H* 
vwnTE - O O G M vfe^cw-CSM P»NK-?«r?MirrE= CPEPAlCtJ GClSENGCO-NCvKE 
4#^0 DOOM .o-2 *—y ^  / en equai ccocrtunify emoiover 
81 £ 
Oil. Gas 4 Mining 
3 TriocJ^enty - Sitfe 35Cp£cit t - f ^C i ty . UT 64180-1203 - fSCi? 533-5340 iaciCente; u u o 
JUN 2 9 1992 
" £ SECRETARY, BOARD OF ^ . v , » ^ 
&
 5 J..„, i:!Sr9B P.O k™ CU*T 
\ 
c 
o 
"5 
(D a 
CO 
c 
M i « s 
:cunry , . ^ y c 
Ccmcc 
f 
3 re re C rtij :Z9Z21*1. 
r v Cffieat(s) 
. • Sur*cc %:rc*>rz^Z 
Srcte C~.c:ci(s) 
Tirr.e cf inspec-cn J CD ("~[ a.m. • p.m. t o ^K £ Q D 
Date cf :csf .r.scecrton 
Acrecge 9 5 0 D Permitted ^ D Disturbed *7 ^ Regrcded 7 D Sees 
Enforcement Action 
v/ecmer ccndiftors -rT ( \Qfl^(j . 
>T = - : . - - « : 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Tcpsoii 
4. Hydroiogic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
— Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
W*fTE-CCGM Y & L C W - O S M PNK - PERMITTEE 
OOGM.ift-i 
B D 
D D 
a a 
B D 
a • 
a % 
a D 
H • 
• KJ 
• • 
D 
• 
a 
D 
a 
• 
* 
a E 
D 
a 
a 
D D 63 D 
D D D D 
0P€.7ATO« 
°. Protection of fish, wildlife, and 
related environmental values 
10. Slides and other damcge 
11. Contemporaneous 
reclamation 
12. Backfilling and grading 
13. Revegetation 
14. SuPsidence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Roads 
— Construction 
— Drainage controls 
— Surfacing 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
18. Support facilities and utility 
installations 
GOCOSNGCC - NOV PH.E 
/ /--
a c G G 
a n c c 
D D G G 
a a G c 
8 a G E 
a a z G 
a a a c 
a a c G 
D a G G 
D a a a 
B a a % 
a a a a 
a a a G 
an equai opportunity employer 
919 
* & Oil. Gas A Mmmg ^ A-yl-
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
r .» " 
iocs c^  
flii Lcvwm^/IE; (&U«aC»hhO<*^ OOVVtfU^S fr£ Ztiltf. IXiAterhr.iA <I)SA 
Prtjirwu//a rUprtH^gulr ¥f.nXm^X . 
£-"-< -
,y\ 
iluntStXuilujft f\\\n(AikA -f | ig, k(ftl H^ TT/i. vMm.i n ^ < 1 (J*J&uu 
CLUfl ma& \ w.me A*. J J , f ft L f i i . }xhi> ^ i 7 l r . fa q<f/1 4iiA//A JMUAJL, 
ii_J Uid^-HutitfL ^ ™ , 
i («S^ t 4" 
KOCX.L "TKl lL- U9n~f% h^ LL& fo4~ ^ t tc£ , < { l S r W l l / y ^ -tAjA 
>^.ft.iit_ U e ^ i f ( LH<0L1<- WLUL AJAJLJ SJ^ pxPymlT heo-d 6iA=Li r 
C «c : c ) 0 U & " ^ ; J.ee/ Ka^ia &ocf>. t t : ^ « - & v ^ ! fC^? 
Copy of report mailed tn ^ > L r I / ^ S v U ! 
t j i^f J C C > ^ * # 
OCGM R-2 
Copy cf reporf 
Inspector's signature 
WHifE-OOGM vE'-LC/v-OSM P » N K - ^ v i r ; E .^?*JATC<? G C L C E N R C O - N C V ?-L6 
cn eauai ccoorrurvry employer 
92 
Oil. Gas & Mining 
3 Triad C$Qter -^u '^350 • ffij'-cyfrgiry. UT 341SC-'2C3 - ;*C4> 5J3-53^C 
o 
a 
c 
o 
o 
a 
c 
/ JU\! 2 9 1992 
ECRETARY, BOARD OF /) I
 M 1 /) ""CSC 'Cf ^~"*5 
5-wSir.ess Access; /&/£ Urtii/frtiA/ T)riV<L 
Mine tydaten 1/aJUy 
A2L £££2Z-
e* '/ncry Ccunty — - ^ 
Comccny Cfficcifs) . 
Stare Of? acifsl >//<*2-K. Si /K-M/< 
:*C'e 
*nc*/? (J~RR) 
ur 
C^TGers r^ -C 
Time cf -nscecficn i / _ QJL$2 a m C d *o _ / _ 0 0 G e m £ j o m G 3crrci | 2 Cc.-c ere 
Date cf lest mscection <//c? 7/$& VJec^er ccnC;f;cns rf?//J & &J?/}/rr1 
Acreage y£~0[3 Permirrea 7 G D»sfurbea ^ G ~egrccea ^7G Seecec ^ zi'z^z 
Enforcement Action A 7^0/1 g 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and mcrkers 
3. Topsoil 
4. Hydroiogic balance 
^"Stream channel diversions 
-2- Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
^ - Other sediment control 
measures 
Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
/ . 
— Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
D d 
a a 
a E{ 
a n 
Ef D 
0 D 
d D 
D D 0 D 
d 
of 
a 
GC 
sf 
D 
D 
D 
a 
D 
D 
• 
D 
a 
a 
D 
a D 
9 Protection of fish, wildlife, and 
re:cted environmental vciues 
10. Slides and other damage 
11. Contemporaneous 
reclamation 
12. Backfilling and grading 
13 Revegetation 
14 Subsidence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Pcads 
— Construction 
— Drainage controls 
— Surfccing 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transoortation facilities 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
WWTE-COGM VSLLCW-OSM PINK -PgrtMiTTH C^ATOn GCt-iNGCO -NOV S\£ 
OOGM.UM 
19. Suoport facilities and utility 
installations 
Ef G G G 
Ef G D G 
• G E'Z 
Ef 3 G G 
Efa G 2^ 
D a Ef G 
efa a G 
en equct opcortuniry employer 
92 i 
^ ^ T Oil. Gos 4 Mining ; - .~e ___ -• 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
=c:e iL.— cer ccr-rr.^nrs r- cere scene wiri-- - ; C : J C-. c . r . . :u j c ; ^ e 
tytAsl**. dbu. $4. : 
Z/feT?-) •^-^--•-
_ _ 
____4_ j 
/ / / 7L &//• u^L_^ aJX cA?__y a**//*)itJ. I^LC/ JST&J j 
Copy of report mailed to . 
Copy of report given to — 
Inspector's signature No. 
VWMTS-OCGM V E U C W - O S M PINK-PERMITTEE CURATOR GOtCENQCO-NCvKE 
CCOM fl-2 on equai occorruniiy employer 
92C 
•9? Oil. Gas & Mining ^-.3-
1NSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
~~..r«;s / X / ^ ^ / r / ^ y 
— - - - i / , • 
- ecse ^urrcer ccmrrer:rs *c ccresccrc ^ ' - *cc cs or. ce.-cv-s ccce 
-/£: 7/&~ o/<tff-rd 4>y2^>. A ^ ^ W T ? {Jj*rr? T 4 ? *//)s*r// /rryjA „ , 
'J. 
/ • A . . 
^ ,y?/i/inL<'*4n4. 7^// JTT&J/* /JJ#7JJ) A/M ,J,/) i Mm? &/ 
o 
to C/Sr tfr/rr/rL 
Copy of report mailed 
Copy of report given 
Inspector's signature 
WHITE-OCGM VfUCW-OSM *NK-;*r?MirTEE ORATOR GClDENRCO - NCv KE 
OCGM in-2 
an equai ccccrrunjfy employer 
923 
1250-fly-spy ^  ty.'UT 841SC-2C3 • (3C*) 523-5340 : - ^ 
M 2 9 1992 
ARY, BOARD OF . * k> 
E.3.-5S3 -CC-5S3 
Phcfjt'.t Srcre ^ £ - • :=P.^3£. 
V.re _ 
CsunJy 
Ccr-pc^v 
• Surface 
Srcre ttr. 
^.r-e-z--. 
£**'* / _ _ 
I'Z'e r_T:C:CHS) a ) >-vs^^=-i >— •— ' .. . . / 
Ccte cf :cst insoect 
~*~ / ^ J Permitted / D Disturbed 9 G degraded ^ G Se4cez 7 G = 
-cement Action y^IflLX ~ _ _ — . 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Tcpsoti 
4. Hydroicgic balance 
^"Stream channel diversions 
>£- Diversions 
£ - Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
^b- Cther sediment control 
measures 
^ Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
7 — Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
U.k / - - • 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 
• D 
D a 
a D 
a D 
WNUS - COGM YELLOW -OSM 
SCGM-ifl-l 
PINK - P€BMtTTH 'OWATOR 
D a 
D D 
D D 
• a 
D D 
D D 
a a 
D a 
D D 
D D 
GCL3ENRCO-
9 Prctection of fish, wildlife, and 
reictea environmental values 
10. Slides and other damege 
11. Contemporaneous 
reclamation 
12. Backfilling and grading 
13. Revegetation 
14. Subsidence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Roads 
— Construction 
- Drainage controls 
- Surfacing 
— .Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
18. Support facilities and utility 
installations 
G G G G 
G G G G 
a a G G 
a G G c 
G G G G 
a a • c 
a G G c 
a a G G 
a a a • 
a a c G 
a a a a 
a n n a 
a G D D 
NCv KS 
an equci ccDorruniiy employer 
924 
EXHIBIT 
^wW Oil. Gas A Mining 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
••-scecr.cn : c * / / A / ? / ? 
:
 ecse r.'jm.cer comment's *o ccrrespcnc //«tn tccics or. c e ^ c j c c c e 
J
^-"'
77'f f 4fa//V/ ^ ^ / ^ TT,^  rf.tAtdf tffftfflf' ..flfrlr-' 
/Zi6/s'/L/j>-7<aJ/ a^rzjy^f . / ^ / ^ / r / L / ^ T / / / v , ^ / 
ss^jt 64£&*. &£Z&><<4 A^/rtfJ ihJs 
... - - -
 v- t- , , , ^^V UJlAJ _ 
flAJJL- "/V(U St+Lj£Aj!L/y UJ£&L AjJztSu ZlAzJjLJ • 
y. - U. 
f-L^ AJ^LOL k^^^/i^
 {zfli y i ^ > / ^ s(UJfc^/<v Jut | 
>uJuAj. L^H^. tsLAA^l** '#)J/^~ M^ OLU*<- hiLzJ kj— \ 
Copy of report mailed 
Copy of report given 
Inspector's signature . 
WH«rg-0OGM Y&.LCW-OSM P<Nt(-P€flM»rTEE OP€f?AfOn GOl06N(?C0-NCvKc 
CGGM R-2 cn equci opportunity employer 
92 K> 
3 Tried 
C 
o 
o 
a 
c 
|Ui?yc:.ag-.ck0 irv. 'JT 3419C-12C2 • r:Q", 52a-5J«C 
JUN 2 9 1992 
• £ SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
O €Uls» 6AS:§5fv%:i»MGa CaLMac Comoanv 
a 
o 
*es5 Access I8QL University Drive 
p.ry Phoenix 
'Vine Hidden Valley 
r ^ u n ^ Emerv 
Company Cff?ciC!($) 
Store Gffic:c:(s] Jesse K e l l e v 
Time of .nsoecricn 10 00 Q3 c m D c ^ 
"\L. 
=9.—i?\c INA/£1; /QQ-
'"scec* ?** 2 2*-r Derr>—'^ ;^ 
Arizona 
L J aurrcce 
S*c#e Utah 
LA; . - ce -c : : — 
L t X L C c r r S s m G =cr-.cs 2 c — -^. 
Date of lesr .nspecticn November 8 . 1990 -.vecr--er ccrancn.s Sunny and co i r ! 
Acreage 950 G Permitted 7 G Dis^urcea 7 G ~egrccea 7 G Seeaec 7 
Enfcrcemenr Action None . 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs ana markers 
3. Tcpsoil 
4. Hydrologic balance 
-^Stream channel diversions 
-B Diversions 
-C Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
-^Cther sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
-E Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
WHITE - OOGM YgUOW -OSM P!NK - PIGMlTTgS 
OOGM.iR-1 
® 
0 
® 
m 
m 
® 
® 
® 
QQ 
a 
m 
D 
rj 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
• 
D 
• 
• 
• 
D 
D 
CP€i?Aro« 
D 
D 
• 
D 
D 
• 
• 
D 
D 
m 
D 
B 
• 
GCL 
rj 
a 
a 
D 
D 
D 
H 
H 
D 
a 
D 
D 
D 
CENflOC 
9. Drctecf!cn of fish, wildlife, a rc 
related environmental vc.'ues 
10. Slides and ether acmege 
11. Contemporaneous 
reclamation 
12. Backfilling ana grccing 
13. Revegetcf;on 
14. Suosicence ccntrci 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Scads 
^ Construction 
•B Drainage controls 
£ Surfacing 
B Mamtencnce 
17. Other trenscorration facilities 
18. Supcort facilities and utility 
installations 
- N C V ' u S 
en eauai ccocrrunify employer 
/ / 
E E G G 
LU G G G 
S3 G G G 
E G G G 
E G G E 
C G E G 
E G G G 
926 
v>-NATURAL RESOURCES Oil. Gas A Mining rc-e 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
-em,fNo INTA/015/00" 
Hecse nurr.oer ccmmerrs re correspond with topics on c-evc-3 ccge 
PERMITS 
-Permit INA/015/007 renewed in May, 1986. 
-Liability insurance is held with Transportation Insurance Company. Policy N'ur.re: 
GL 00 741 3310 expires July 1, 1991, 
-Reclamation bond is for 7 acres in the amount of S68 606. Bond is held with 
St, Paul Fire & Marine Insurance Company. 
HYDROLOGIC BALANCE 
(D) Other Sediment Control Measures-Erosion matting on all regraded slopes is in 
good repair as are the silt fences along the rip rap lined channel that drains 
into Ivie Creekt 
m SnrfarP anri ftrmmriwater Monitoring-The water of Ivie Creek is monitored a: two 
points; one upstream and one downstream from the mine site. Monitoring is 
performed in May and September of each year and the results are sent to the 
Division. Monitoring was last performed on September 22, 1990 and the results 
are on file at the Division. 
REVEGETATION 
In general, vegetation on the site is sparse. There is, however, an incipient 
growth of Russian Thistle, grass, and some winterfat. 
Copy of report mailed tn Lee Edmonson/CalMat; Brian Smith/OSM 
Copy of report given to Joe Helfrich/DOGM 
Inspector's signature 
wwrE-OOGM V6J.0W-OSM P I N I # PERMITTEE, OPWATOQ GOlDENPOO - NOv e. 
OOGM/iP.2 on equci opportunity employer 
No. 34 
927 
i Tncd C e i f g • S|re 3gC • SofBfce IrTfc UT S^gC-'2Q3 • '30V 523-52*C 
o 
a 
o 
c 
o 
o 
a 
</) c 
JUN 2 9 1992 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
5-Siress &ccress 
City S6 ' > ^v r ^ f _ 
Mine ^ V Z ^ / ^ / / / 
^ 2 , : = 5££?JL 
tZstrUAz County ^ 
Comocny Cfficicl(s) 
Stare Cfficai(s) 
r <A^y 1 Src-9 ur. » . - = * • ; • : • 
jL&Luz Time of .nscectio D a.m.jY] p.m. to 
Date of lest inspection /<£?///j'fl Weather : r : : , ; : - j 
Acreage y £ £E\ Permitted y d Disturbed 
rmt ASAL 
V 
Enfcrcement Action 
er  if ted tf C "egraced r^J Seedec ^ ; : * 
\ 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoil 
4. Hydrologic balance 
^"Stream channel diversions 
c2- Diversions 
^Sed iment ponds and 
impounaments 
Other sediment control 
measures 
Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
A 
' — Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
ETD a B" 
a n D a 
a n n n 
a a a D 
a a • D 
du D G7 
D D • D 
a a D a 
n a D D 
a a a a 
a D D • 
a D D a 
9. Protection of fish wilclife.cnd 
related environmental vciues 
10. Slides and other ccmage 
11. Contemporaneous 
reclamation 
12. BacKf'Hing and grading 
13. Revegetcticn 
14. Subsidence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Roccs 
— Construction 
— Drcincge controls 
— Surfcemg 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Nonccal waste 
WHITE -OCGM YfcUOW -OSM PiNK - PSSMinS; CP€f?ATCR GClOENGOD - NCv .He 
DOOM ifM 
13. Suocort facilities ana utility 
installations 
928 
H n 
an ecuci ccDcrruniry employer 
^ j ^ r Oil. Gas 4 Mining ; . . . / . .. J^ 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
r-3e ~ur~cer ccm.T.er.rs ?c c : "esc :na wirn rcc-cs c~ cevic js ccce 
2^ TJX- GJAsHu^ d^yiis frC W£ L£*-<fadJ-<!.A 
/ : . Phus Z, AJJ-HS/ / ^ / / ^ ^ /<j/^s [jutfssJ/Jjf jZ/v/frir • 
Ufa .*,A l
 t €=r-
7% /li^tu- , / y i ^ ^ 
Copy of report mailed to 'J*™ Kusfwi*^-^ sx»- /; r szr r M/TR i t w *^\ >ur ruiui t} <*^*-*\ 
Copy of report given to - _£{•£ ffrVjpf/fK /—_ t r"'-*' r~' "" f/~ (__^J <C/r^ 
Inspector's signature / W^<t^^CM» /ff * ^ ^ / , \ rco.CV^gr— 
W H I T E - D O G M v E U O W - O S M *N«-PERMITTEE OPEflAfOR GCH.0ENRO0 - NOV P»L£ 
J7 
OCGM R-2 ° n scud opportunity employer 
92S 
1 Tnad Ce! 
CgQ&asfcMifm, p P ^ 
nter • SQite Js#- S c C ^ k e f c / . UT 34180-1203 • (801) 538-5340 
O 
a 
c 
o 
o 
a 
</> c 
i « n 
JUN 2 9 1992 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS &. MINING ^ » U A- f * 
Permittee Operafcr Ncme •^.cOL QM.QA V ^ O -
Business Accress 
Permit No. Aat:|or$|OQ7 
inspection Dare 2 J Q 
* \ 
Mine . 44 'n j -e^ - LfaJUc 
State _4 :=-£LS.C5±_ 
County £ 
Company Cfficial(s) f l i i 
\ 
D Surface 
State Lfct/ 
S3 Underground 
<»VW 
State Officicl(s). fed I KlalpvAaV. 
Time of inspection J O a.m. CS p.m. to Pcrttai C&Compe#e/ 
Date of last inspection Weather conditions 
Ac reageQ 5 0 D Permitted ^ D Disfuroed *] D degraded 7 DSeeced 'jZjSz-zez 
Enforcement Action 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoii 
4. Hydrologic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
— Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
B • 
B • 
a • 
S D 
IS D 
a a 
• a 
s a 
• a 
• • 
& D • 
D D K 
D D K 
IS 
D 
D 
D D 8 • 
KJ • a is 
9. Protection of fish, wildlife, end 
related environmental values 
10. Slides and other damage 
11. Contemporaneous 
reclamation 
12. Bcckfilling end grading 
13. Revegetation 
14. Subsidence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Roads 
— Construction 
— Drainage controls 
— Surfacing 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
WHITE - 0 O G M YELLOW - O S M PINK - PERMITTEE OPERATOR GOlDENROO - NCv &w6 
C C G M i R - 1 
18. Support facilities and utility 
installations 
B D D D 
IS D • G 
• D 8 D 
B G D % 
IS G D 2 
• D IS D 
D C ^ G 
ESI C G G 
B G G G 
(3 G G G 
is c a a 
O D H D 
a G is a 
en equci opportunity employer 
9 3 : 
w NATURAL RESOURCES Oil. Gas & Mining ?cge dL ;• _3 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Perm,! No A c r ( f l l 5 | 0 < D 7 
inspection Dcte A i < o | 9 / 
\ \ 
P'ecse number comments to correspond with topics on previous pcge. 
C<m.>v\ajiA>, TTrua Comp •fcMlKaX. v, c u o u g n ^  \ |rn^ PQ r>\«-W- )yv^pgrtnQn i,w7.b- / _ W . 
4 r 
m f t i i ^ (ft U ^ A M ^ ^ . • f iu - T . D JbiatA QuuA ftfl Vtgyji^co .1/tn^ 
Q^TfeAJo ..UAfiOAi/^^.; hac/fl i.A/<<rf: o.lhaxrie^ Apnea. ^£JA&> 
w W t ^ y v s h ^ t ^ i A Quy d-PA^MxL/cfc kn <*MA U t o r U Qjuci t^iou 
D& -ham ,j.hhttt4 , 
Copy of report mailed to . 
Copy of report given to _ 
Inspector's signature _ ^ _ No. 
WMtE-DOGM Y E L L C W - C S M PINK - PERMITTEE CPESATCP GClOENncO-NCv FU.E 
ooGM,cn-2 an equal opportunity employer 
93 
v> NATURAL RESOUKCES Oil. Gos & Mining 
- a g e ^ L r<s£L 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
r.if No 
eerier. Cere Z\&\ 9 1 
Please number comments to corresoond with topics en previous cage. 
-III M ||<i , I 1% -*"! || - | | - —', _ " ' l \ 1 
& 
(JLgjtl ttiX/A /* Urf"» UL, " | J )(v»XJ V\(lA pliO/4(A//4l,t tut JA 
VfPAKL/Lil . ^Vuc(llU^ /ofcgPAUflcl 
Copy of report mailed tokfl? fcttmon ?0W* 
.^Do^ j^ / Copy of report giveafo 
Inspector's signaturi 
WHitE-OOGM YEUCW-OSM /Nit-jPfiJMine CPEilAIOR GOt-DENI5C0-.NOv R.S 
OOGM«-2 / / an equal opportunity employer 
93f: 
3 Triad 
Oil. Gas & Mining 
o 
a 
a> 
c 
o 
• MB 
"o 
(1) a 
</> c 
: f
't' teif'S(EGI<eB' •. UT 3418CM2C3 • (801) 538-53^3 
'J U « 
=cge i c*£. 
JUN 2 9 1992 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF , * 
Business Address _ / f r y / //A,}jMLfA;/>/TXa*{ 
-ermif Nc 
•nspecnc, Dee rf/r? ( ftL 
Mine 
. u O S ^ * 
T County £<tftlA<U- _ 
Company Official(s) fcoA/#„> LtfJhOfl'£ J # / 2 . J) 
State Officicl(s) XJJJ^^^J, JfA^JuU 
D Surface 
State ^ / / 
QS'Jnaergrcund a< • i i t r 
Time of inspection p.m to ^ 1 : 5 1 D a.m. fflo-m. $ Pcrticl D Ccrr.cie-e 
Date of last inspection Weather conditions 
Acreage ^ f £ 0 Permitted T O Disturbed J7 D Pegradec r? D Seecec ^ • Scrcec 
Enforcement Action . 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoil 
4. Hydrologic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
— Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
WHfTE-OOGM YElLCW-CSM PtNK - PERMITTEE 
DCGM ifl-1 
0 D 
Sf D 
D • 
% a 
D D 
D D 
a a 
D D 
• a 
a D 
a a 
a a 
• D 
• D 
a • 
D D 
9 Protection of fish, wildlife, and 
related environmental values 
10. Slides and other damage 
11. Contemporaneous 
reclame* on 
12. Backfilling and grading 
13. Revegerarion 
14. Subsidence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Roads 
— Construction 
— Drainage controls 
— Surfacing 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
D D D • 
D D D • 
CPESATCft GOlDENGCD-NCvFilE 
18. Support facilities and utility 
installations 
D D D D 
a D.D D 
a D a a 
a c a a 
s* a a • 
a a a a 
a • • D 
D D a • 
a D n D 
D a D D 
a n a a 
a a a a 
a D • D 
an equal opportunity employer 
93? 
EXHIBIT 
^&r Oil. Gas 4 Mining p c c e ^_ 0f 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
t i 
Inspection Date ^ l/zr * '&/ 
Please number comments to correspond with topics on previous pcge. 
ix*3*jrj. •#//*.. /J, *?%};*„ /fyjc/j; A / / ^ / /i^l///:/?../ 
/c M«* /2W/&, 
~r 
J 
/Ml#C*z/^ tJ^L^jLt!/zS*jri-
/ / 
/ 
J ———— 
Copy of report mailed to 
lopy of report given to. 
Inspector's signature 
— m j i l " » — - — • — • — • / • — « = » 
fe 
7 
WHITE -0OGW YQJ.0W-0SM PINK-PERMITTEE/OP€RATCft GCtDENROO - NOV RLE 
ooG*</«3-2 an equal opportunity employer n-a* x-o^ 
93* 
9? NA1UKAL KfcSUUK ^c3 
3 Triad 
rJOT. G4Is & timing H • * * 
denter BSuitft^O • Et f Lal&jE ity. UT 84180-1203 • (8G1J 538-5340 f fy: r Page 
JUN 2 9 1992 
O a 
<D 
c 
o 
• M M 
"o 
CD a 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & MINING 
Permittee Ooerctcr Name 
Permit No 4^4 flP^ 
Business Address 
inspecficn Dare 4 : frffi f. 
Civ t 
Mine , (fcCr^^x. O d 1A 
Stcte i Z ^ flJAA^/ 
County ,*U 1>U 
Company Cfficial(s) 
State Official(s). 
fe \ 
D Surface 
State U _ T ' 
$3 Uncergrour a D O rr e 
t£U*Jk 
Time of insoection D m. to 4 QO f l a.m. 53 p.m. • Partial 8J Ccmple-e 
Date of lest inspection 3 f 2 f p / Weather cond i t ionsQ\MX ( \lMAM\<A 
Acreage ^SO D Permuted 7 D Disturbed 7 D e g r a d e d 7 D Seedec f D - o r 
Enforcement Action 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoil 
4. Hydrologic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
— Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
s a 
H • 
• a 
a • 
0 D 
D B 
• • 
H • 
• S 
D • 
si • 
• 
D 
• 
D 
D 
R 
m 
• 
D 
D 
• D 
0 D 
eg a 
• a 
9. Protection of fish, wildlife, and 
related environmental vaiues 
10. Slides and other damage 
11. Contemporaneous 
reclamation 
12. Backfilling and grading 
13. Revegetation 
14. Subsidence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Roads 
— Construction 
— Drainage controls 
— Surfacing 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
WHITE-OOGM YSUCW-CSM PINK-PERMITTEE.'OPERATOR GCLDENRCD-\CV?H.E 
O O G M «R-1 
18. Support facilities and utility 
installations 
^ D • iS 
S D D • 
a D 0 a 
B • D 09 
53 • D SI 
D • 0 • 
D D B D 
0 D • • 
s a a s 
s p a D 
a D n • 
• D H D 
D D 0 D 
on equal opportunity employer 
93S 
19 ml u iAH 
^ -
mrNATURAL RESOURCES
 A 
Oil. Gas & Mining zCge j ^ -• 2^. 
INSPECTION REPORT C O M M E N T S 
Permit Nc 
Acrfo (5/007 
insoec 3ct.cn Date 4 { Z C i f 4 ( 
Please number comments to correspond with toctcs en previous page. i 
%
 * • 1 * ^ — 1 ^ — — 1 — _ |M — - _ ~ " " 1 < r*~ i J a ' 
^ ^ t U A . . frPv^rt/W 'Jiliif.+.t + fQM<A-> 
~\fy*_ -^ALLKUL JN.lT,. tiYlA r>\m±t f\i,A KAf, _AVNlW^ A ^ f l C i ^ 
ULM>,-L .MfiK. 4^aA {iPa& &b s-eux**., 
rv^clr-Uff^ci 4 OpnAiMg "five, jfliniimrtu^ pfl*rl- t ,Ou <fln. K i ^ h d J i A t&uj _xkjJ 
m'rK rtlfrtUKflJ fViOLUrx/L .^u. -HLC ^ a i / T ^ ^ j i m ^ 17* ^  tViiAf. j ^ X L WAO <^*-M, ' 
-k f l D l ^ .JuActo /V O^ft lL a 4-. J ^ •p^MftiWtjL ."Ja ^AAr-Xa /Ut/y b ( A a to^ZuJ. 
T?»*A^. T ^ * wnaA TiflK-m* W i . k ^y f>n mrllt wV\o sUtr-flirf.eii>Jitt 
Copy of report mailed *r>(\\ ftyfW W e . P d h*AK<so,u,y (SSW/ Bwfuic^v^rt-k- flftftvH | * W H - d f H ^ 
Copy of report gri'rin ta 
Inspector's signature v — 0 * 7 T 7 ' / —— N o- — 
WHiTc-OOGM YatCW-OSM P^NK-PERMITTEE'OPeRATCR GO.DENG00 - NOV ftLE SM i ft l  
OOGM tp-2 / / ' an equal opporrunity employer 
93e 
^i^5K=>Oil.£as § M i n i n g p r 
3 Tr ia fCent l r • StLfl 35(122lt J L § City. UT 34180-1203 • (801) 538-53^0 
JUN 2 9 1992 
''SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
" t OIL, GAS & f«;.;N:i; ;G 
Permittee Operator Mame 
business Address. 
Permit No 
o 
a 
o 
C 
o 
"o 
a 
c 
CA ^UaX Ov 
XI . M U J A 
insoecncn Dcre S( ' p ' 
1 2 '>l\UJL> 
Mine ftirU+« \)allc 
H 
/ M ^ H f t County _ 
Company Official(s) 
State Officiai(s). 
Time of inspection 
. Srcte 
. Q Surface 
State C J T 
^ 
£50*4-
[}j[ Ur.de srgrco." : ^ r ~ - -
±3 fPt n 
J a.m. 21 p.m. to j ^ L l u L Q a.m. JB p.m. 12 Partial , Q C c r : e?e 
Date of last inspection Wearner ccnaitions 
G degraded 7 C S e e c e d 7 G Bcnce: Acreage ^ ^ 0 D Permitted 7 ^ D i s r u f t : > e - 7 
Enforcement Acticn i K P / l g . 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoil 
4. Hydrologic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
— Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
WHITE - O C G M YELLOW-OSM P^NK-PERMITTEE 
D O G M . i m 
KJ • 
H • 
• D 
B • 
• a 
• a 
a • 
• • 
• a 
£i a 
OPERATOR 
• D 
• D 
S3 • 
• S3 
• • 
D D 
D D 
G9 • 
El • 
D • 
°. Protection of fish, wildlife, and 
related environmental values 
10. Slides and other d a m a g e 
11. Contemporaneous 
reclamation 
12. Backfilling and grading 
13. Revegetcticn 
14. Subsidence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Roads 
— Construction 
— Drainage controls 
— Surfacing 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
18. Support facilities and utility 
installations 
G C l C E N f f C O - NOV FILE 
D G D D 
D D D D 
• D • • 
• G • D 
is a D s 
a G a a 
D G a a 
a a a • 
a G a a 
n a a a 
a a n n 
a a a a 
D a • a 
en equal opportunity employer 
937 
* * > 
NAiUKAl KtOUUN ^CJ 
Oil. Gas & Mining Page iL_ c? JL 
/ 
INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Permit No OQ-7 
inspection Dcre 
r'ecse number comrnenfs to correspond with fcoics on previous page 
ferifHai LflwjWflZtu On l A ^ CQngittflrtfl u^u? JVih.A-ha>c-f /alti? t Jbat/m, rtJs PflLUiogL J L L JXJI£> DA cat (QLL^ i ALA Cu> rttajX'. 
A y/Aetm S MruLc, Am — >tim,fi-ff t 
L 
ff 
vLV> AxAiraAe^ r^i/A &L& -g -^gg A J iXtiant LgLau^ fr f ' 
(D-(-U/,^$gAlluiix'x(AUAHJ , £ ^ , U J ^ t / A o ouuA AbjL pji/i*mux* s*<\QMiu t 
•¥ f 
J"t^ UO(VnjLnJL, H^nA. Punjab pLotcL QJL/,P^  h^A .*k J ^ J KcilfM <L7 
l|4-U/L 
•J 
Copy of report mailed 
Copy of report giwarvtq, 
/ 
Inspector's signature _x 
WHITE - OOGM YELLOW - OSM PINK - PERMITTEE mPWP&Q GCtDENROO - NOV fti£ 
DCGM iP-2 
No 2C 
an equal opportunity employer 11 ic x«c 
93* 
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INSPECTION REPORT 
SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & fviJfv.;i;-?G INSPECTION DATE & TIME; June 12, 1991 
9:00 am to 11:00 an 
Cal Mat Co, Permittee and/or Operator's Name: 
Business Address: 1801 University Drive Phoenix, AZ 35034 
Mine Name: Hidden Valley Permit Number: ACT/015/007 
Type of Mining Activity: Undergrounds Surface Other_ 
County: Emery Company Official (s): Karla Knoop, J3R 
State Officials(s): Susan White, Henrv Sauer 
Federal Official(s): None 
Partial: x Complete Date of last Inspection: 5/7/91 
Weather Conditions: Fair and warm 
Acreage: Permitted 950 Disturbed 7 Regraded 7 Seeded 7 Bonded7 
Enforcement Action: None 
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INSPECTION REPORT 
(Continuation sheet) Page 2 of 3 
PERMIT NUMBER: ACT/015/007 DATE OF INSPECTION: 6/12/1991 
(Comments are Numbered to Correspond with Topics Listed Above) 
Sediment Controls 
The silt fences adjacent to the channel are beginning to 
deteriorate. While these are fully functional they will need to be 
replaced sometime this summer. An area along this fence appears to 
pipe water underneath the fence. No conclusive evidence has shown 
where this piping is occurring. However it is suggested to the 
operator to investigate this during silt fence replacement. 
Surface and Groundwater Monitoring 
The operator stated that a letter has been sent to the Division 
that the second quarter water sampling was taken a week late. 
Reveaetation 
The vegetation while still sparse is showing a big improvement. 
Grass that I had never noticed before were flowering. The site has 
not shown evidence of high precipitation events, however it appears 
to have had some rain. Some of the more common species include: 
wild rye, crested wheatgrass, bottlebrush squirrel tail, fox tail, 
winterfat, and several Atriplex species. 
Copy of this Report: 
Given to: Joe Helfrich fDOGM) 
Mailed to: Lee Edmonson, karla Knooo, John Kathman 
Inspector's Signature: ^k^dU'i^f^ .JJ/LOfP #3 5 Date: 6/13/91 
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SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & K-iraG 
Permittee /Operator Name 
/tip/ OnjLft.yuAi't? U)H/>Y*J 
Permit No 
inspection Date -f-f/lN I 
Business Adcress. 
City £>J/VstAl S>d/ 
Mine 
TJ[K . State 
M Surface 
Z:p ££Q3£. 
County fZMlr 
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ft// / — State UT/jff 
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 r , 
State Official(s). //fttony ^ALLC.W. 
Time of inspection 
Date of last inspection Cg 
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Enforcement Action . 
C~3 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoil 
4. Hydrologic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
— Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
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9. Protection of fish, wildlife, and 
related environmental values 
10. Slides and other damage 
11. Contemporaneous 
reclamation 
12. Backfilling and grading 
13. Revegetation 
14. Subsidence control 
15. Cessation of operations 
16. Roads 
— Construction 
— Drainage controls 
— Surfacing 
— Maintenance 
17. Other transportation facilities 
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11. IN 2 9 1992 
Permiftee Coerctcr Nome 
Bussr.ess-Acdress 1801 U n i v e r s i t y D r i v e 
Phoen ix 
SECRETARY; BOARD OF 
Cal Mat ©iL GAS & MIKING 
Permit No. ACT/015 /007 
•JpSDection Dcre 31 J u l v 199i 
Cry. State Arizona 7 . 85034 
Mine Hidden Valley 
County Emerv 
• Surfcce 
State Utah 
G3 Underground 
Company Officicl(s) N o n e 
State Official(s) Jess K e l l e y 
Time of inspection 1 00 f i n m (3 p.m. to 3 00 •
 a r n [Sp . m . (3 Partial D Complete 
Date of last inspection 12 June 1991 Weather conditions Cloudy and h o t 
Acreage 950 [3 Permitted 7 H Disturbed 7 [3 Reg.-cded 7 Qg Seeded 7 E 3cr,ce-
Enforcement Action None 
COMPLIANCE WITH PERMITS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
1. Permits 
2. Signs and markers 
3. Topsoil 
4. Hydrologic balance 
— Stream channel diversions 
— Diversions 
— Sediment ponds and 
impoundments 
— Other sediment control 
measures 
e 
— Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 
— Effluent limitations 
5. Explosives 
6. Development waste and 
spoil disposal 
7. Coal processing waste 
8. Noncoal waste 
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INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Permit No. ACT/QI5/007 
inspection Data 31 Julv 1991 
Please number comments to correspond with topics on previous page. 
2. SIGNS AND MARKERS 
Mine identification signs are accurate and in good repair. Buffer zone markers 
are likewise in place and in good condition. 
4. HYDROLOGIC BALANCE 
c) Other Sediment Control Measures—It appears that there has been some heavy 
precipitation during the past month. All sediment control structures handled 
the runoff well. Waterbars along the reclaimed road have diverted the flow 
effectively and silt fences have functioned well without topping or breaking, 
No erosion has occurred on the road or on the 'AT and 'B* seam fills. 
13. REVEGETATION 
Because of the recent rains, vegetation looks promising. The road is covered 
with halogeton but also has some grasses and saltbush. Some thick vegetation in 
the form of grasses and plumes has also appeared and flourished below the seam fills. 
Some grass and other small plants are coming up beneath the matting on the seam 
fills. 
Copy of report mailed »n L e e Edmonson/CalMat; Brian Smith/OSM 
Copy of report given to Joe Helfrich/DOGM; Pricg Field Office/DOGM 
Inspector's signature — 
WHITE-OOGM Y&IOW-OSM P»N»c4 PERMITTEE/OPERATOR GOLDENROO - NOV 
OOGM W-2 on equal opportunity employer 
NO. 34 
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OIL, GAS & MJMNG N 
355 West Nonn Temple 
3 Tnaa Center. Suite 350 
Salt Lake Gly. Utan 84180* 1203 
801-538-5340 
INSPECTION REPORT 
INSPECTION DATE & TIME: 1200 to 1400. 10 September 1991 
Permittee and/or Operator's Name: Cal Mat Company 
Business Address: 1801 University Drive 
Phoenix, Arizona 85034 
Mine Name: Hidden Valley 
Type of Mining Activity: 
County: Emery 
Permit Number: ACT/015/007 
Underground: _X Surface: Other: 
State: Utah 
Company Official(s): N/A 
State Officials(s): Hugh Klein, Susan Write, Tom Munson 
Federal Official(s): N/A 
Partial: Complete: X 
(DOGM) 
Date of last Inspection: 31 July 1991 
Clear to partly cloudy and mild Weather Conditions: 
Acreage: 
Permitted: 950 Disturbed: 7 Regraded:_J7 Seeded: 7 
Enforcement Action: None 
Bonded: 
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INSPECTION REPORT 
(Continuation sheet) Page 2 of _3 
PERMIT NUMBER: ACT/015/007 DATE OF INSPECTION: 10 SEPTEMBER 1991 
(Comments are Numbered to Correspond with Topics Listed Above) 
General Comments 
Although the region recently experienced several periods z* 
high intensity rainfall, the site did not appear to have receiad 
any significant moisture. 
2) 
The mine identification sign is clearly visible as well as 
legible. Disturbed area markers and stream buffer zone signs are 
also in place. 
4a) 
The stream channel diversion was observed to be without 
problems. 
4d) 
Silt fences below the A and B coal seam are functional; 
certain sections should be considered for maintenance or 
replacement in the near future. In addition, rills are becoming 
well formed on the west-facing slope at the end of the matted 
area below the A seam. There is also a rill forming in the gap 
between erosion mats on the slope below the B seam. 
9) 
Flow within the stream channel appears to be at or near the 
level it was observed to be in May during a partial inspection 
with Bill MalenciJc. 
12) 
The highwall issue has not yet been resolved. The Division 
and OSM are presently engaged in discussions regarding this 
matter. 
13) 
Vegetation was observed to be minimal in areas of erosion 
matting. The site was fairly dry with the exception of some 
depressions containing standing water. In a few other areas, the 
soil appeared damp. 
INSPECTION REPORT 
(Continuation sheet) Page 3 of 3 
PERMIT NUMBER: ACT/015/007 DATE OF INSPECTION: 10 SEPTEMBER 1991 
(Comments are Numbered to Correspond with Topics Listed Above) 
16b) 
Road berms and the outslope drainage areas appear to be in 
good working order. 
Copy of this Report: 
Mailed to: Lee Edmonson (Cal Mat) 
Brian Smith (OSM) 
Given to: Joe Helfrich (Utah DOGM) 
Utah DOGM/Price Field Office 
Inspector's Signature & Number: #40 
\ J D a t e : 1 2 September 1991 
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J l ^ 2 9 1992 Permit No ACT/015/0Q7 
Permittee.- Operator Name 
Business Address 1801 U n i v e r s i t y S t r e e t 
r.ity Phoenix 
Min* Hidden Valley 
County Emery 
Q-^RPJ.^RY BOARD 0 P s p e c r i o n ^ G t e ^ October \ 9? 'i 
CalMat Compaq^
 % Q-«.g ft ^ ^ h ' G 
State Ar izona Zc 3503^ 
D Surface 
State Utah 
EI Underground D Orn 
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State OffiCial(s) .TPSSP T C P I I P V (DOf^f)
 r M i f r h R o l l i n g * (OSM) 
Time of inspection 10 00 B n m • p.m. tr> 2 00 f l a.m. H p.m. H Particl D Complete 
Date of last inspection 10 September 1991 Weather conditions Sunnv and- warm 
Acreage 950 [ J Permitted 7 Q3 Disturbed 7 (2 Regrcced 7 BSeeded 7 [X] 3cn.ce:: 
Enforcement Action None 
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9. Protection of fish, wildlife, and 
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Permit No. ACT/QI5/QQ? 
8 
inspection Dare £S Oczoher 1991 
Plecse number comments to correspond with topics on previous page. 
The purpose of this visit was a Federal Inspection to determine whether or not 
the diversion above the fAf seam meets the highwall retention criteria of Utah rule 
R614-301-553.650. This rule states that a retained highwall must I) not be 
significantly higher or longer than existing cliffs in the surrounding area, 2) be 
similar in structural composition to preexisting cliffsa in the surrounding area, 
3) be compatible with the visual attributes of the area, and 4) be compatible with 
the geomorphic processes of the area. In an April 30, 199Q letter to Dr. Dianne R. 
Nielson of DOGM, W. Hord Tipton of QSM stated that if, during this inspection, the 
,A> seam diversion could be shown to be in compliance with these criteria, as 
determined both bv DOGM and bv QSM. then DOGM could provide to QSM a written finding 
to that effect and fnrfhpr Federal intervention in this matter could be avoided. 
During this inspection, Mitch Rollings of QSM and Jesse Kelley of DOGM af agreed 
that the fAy seam diversion did indeed fulfill the highwall retention criteria of 
R614-301-553.650. However. Mr. Rollings stated that this did not settle the issue, 
since this part of the Utah regulations is currently the subject of a XSlS ' 7321 
letter. Mr. Soilings raised two other issues, neither of which was related to the 
'A' seam diversion: 1) Retention of the haul road, in an altered condition, for 
drainage control and movement of livestock, and 2) the existence of a spoil bench 
between the fAT and 'By seam fills and Ivie Creek. Mr. Rollings stated that it was 
Copy of report mailed tn Lee EHmonson/CalMat: Bernie Freeman/OSM 
Copy of report given to Joe Hel frirh/DOGM; Prir* Field Office/DOGM 
7T. Inspector's signature vU>*<yt- / / , A-iZX/^ . No 2A. 
WHfTE-OOGM YHU.0W-0SM P»NK-P6lWlTTE£.OPeRArOn GOLD€NGOO-N 
OOGM/G-2 an equal opportunity employer v ^ OOIG<J<? 
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INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Permit No. ACT/015/007 
inspection Date # C - ^h*r }CfQ 
P'ease number comments to correspond with topics on previous page 
his opinion that the haul road included a highwall and should not have been retaine 
and that the spoil pad belov the seam fills was a manmade feature and should be 
eliminated by placing the material against the fills. 
Mr, Rollings stated that he would investigate these matters further and inform 
DOGM of his and OSM's findings at a future date, 
4. HYnROT nrnr RAT.AMPF 
b) Diversions—Rip-rap ditches were in good condition and appeared to have handled 
the recent heavy rains veil and without damage. The haul road diversion, 
incl^ rf-fng water harsr was in good condition and contained a good cover of 
vegetation. 
c) Other Sediment Control Measures—Silt fences at the bases of the fA* and fBf seam 
fills were in good conditon. . , 
6. DEVELOPMENT WASTE AND SPOIL DISPOSAL 
As ?fptfd in fhe inspection synopsis above, Mr. Rollings was troubled bv the 
spoil at the base of the fills. Other than this, however, these areas are in good 
condition and, due to the recent rains, are now sustaining a good growth of grass, 
saltbushT and Russian thistle. 
12. BACKFILLING AND GRADING 
Copy of report mailed ^ T.ge Fdmonson/CalMat: Bernie Freeman/OSM 
Copy of report given tn Joe Helfrich/DOGM: Price Field Office/DOGM 
if. Inspector's signature 
WHITE-0OGM Y&LOW-OSM P*NK-tffcaMlTTES'OP€RATO« GO.DEN&OD - NO 
OOGM/ IR-2 
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an equal opportunity employer !• a OO<G<S~ 
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INSPECTION REPORT COMMENTS 
Permit No ACT/015/OQ7 
inspection Date fl Or^'^^ 1QQ1 
Please number comments to correspond with topics on previous page 
As stated in the inspection synopsis above, this visit was for the purpose of 
settling the fAv seam diversion issue. Resolution of this issue now awaits 
the final response of OSM. 
13.REVEGETATION 
Up to this time, vegetation has been verv sparse because of the lack of moisture. 
Nov. happily, due to recent rains, reseeded areas on both rAr and TBf seam fills 
are sustaining a fairly thick growth of vegetation. ThlS Vegetation includes 
saltbustu grass, winterfat, and Russian thistle. 
Copy of report mailed ** Lee F^monson/CalMat:—Bernie Freeman/QSM . 
Copy of report given to Jne Ko1 ft-irh/nonM; Vr\c* FJPIH Offire/DOGM 
JLJL AM^> No 34. Inspector's signature — 
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Permittee-Operator Name Cat Hat Company
 : 
Business Access 1301 TTn-fvorg-i r y D r i v p 
City—Phn<»n-ix 
Mine _ HiHrfpn V a l l e y 
County Fmpry . 
Sfcte A r i z o n a 8303* 
LJ Surface 
State Utah 
S Urcergrc'jr.d D. 
Company Official(s) Nnne 
State Officici(s) Jess K e l l e v 
Time of inspection 10 • 00 HE) a.m. D p.m. to 3 -30 P i a.m. QD pm. D Partial S3 Ccmpie*e 
Date of last inspection 8 O c t o b e r 1991 Weather conditions Sunny and c o l d 
Acreage 950 Q9 Permitted 7 Q3 Disturbed 7 (2 Regrcded 7 [XJ Seeded 7 5 ] Ecncec 
Enforcement Action None — , — _ _ 
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CTNFRAL COMMENTS , 
Besides performing a general complete inspection of this site, this inspector also 
photographed end observed the site in order to trv to resolve the fA' seam highwall 
issue. The Division-has an extensive photographic record of this site from 1979 
to the present. In order to compare the past and present conditions of the site 
and document the premim'ng existence of the ledge above the 'Af seam fill, this 
inspector sought out the vantage points from vhich several old photographs vere 
taken and photographed the site from these same vantage points.
 m 
2, STftNS & MARKERS 
Thp tninp -MpnMfir^Hon cign was in gooH r e p a i r and c l ea r ly v i s i b l e at the entrance 
to the s i t e . _ 
.4. HYDRQLQGIC BALANCE 
b) Diversions—The large rip-rap diversion between the 'A1 and fBf seam fill areas 
is in good condition and free from obstruction* __ 
d) Other Sediment Control Measures—Silt fences at the base of the TAf seam fill 
and parallel to the larqe main diversion are in good repair and have not captured 
runoff sinrg they vpre last maintained. , 
Copy of report mailed »n Lee Edmonsen/CalMat; Bernie Freeman/OSM . 
Copy of report given to Joe Helfrich/DOGM: Price Field Office/DOGM 
Inspector's signature -
WWTE-OOGM YGlOW-OSM PINK vftPMlTTEE/OPERATOR GOlDEN&OO 
fa f-
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No. 34 
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13. REVEGETATTON 
Vpgprarinn i s now sparse and mostly dead. Al l l vege ta t ion on the reclaimed road 
haQ A-\oA and gone to ***A. VpgPtat ion on the f i l l s , which was in good cond i t ion 
u n t i l a t l e a s t October of t h i s yea r , i s now s p a r s e . 
16. ROADS 
M Drainage Controls—Water bars and diversions on the main reclaimed road are 
functioning well and ar^ in good condition. ; ; 
d) Maintpnancp—Pn<;fq and parth harrier* which were placed on the entrance to the 
site to prevent vehicle access appear to be functioning well. There is no 
indication that vehicles have entered the site in many months. 
Copy of report mailed »n Lee Edrnonson/CalMat: Semie FreemWQSM 
Copy of report given to TOP Kel fri rh/DOOM; P r i c Q ^eld Office/DOGM 
r. " Inspector's signature WwC __!L_— f^ lXJ&ys No 24. 
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United States Department of the Interior 
OFFICE OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS 
INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS '***£* 
4015 WILSON BOlTLXVAJtD 
»N REPLY REFER TO: 
AauNCTON, vnwtHU 22203 
nnupsaim MINERAL GO. , INC. 
v. 
OFFICE OF SURFACE MINING RECLAMATION AND ENFORCEMENT (APPELLANT) 
IHLA 89-248 Decided February 14, 1991 
Petition for discretionary review of decision of Administrative law 
Judge David Torbett vacating civil penalty assessment. NX 7-30-P. 
Affirmed as modified. 
1. Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977: 
&1ministrative Procedure:^Burden of Proof—Surface Min-
ing Control and Reclamation Act of 1977: Civil Penal-
ties: Generally—Surface Mining Control and Reclamation 
Act of 1977: Evidence: Generally—Surface Mining Con-
trol and Reclamation Act of 1977: Notices of Violation: 
Generally 
In a proceeding concerning a petition for review of a 
proposed civil penalty, the issue of the validity of 
the underlying notice of violation may be raised. In 
such proceeding, the burden of going forward to estab-
lish a prima facie case that the violation oocuiibil as 
alleged rests with OSM. The ultimate burden of persua-
sion to shew that no violation occurred rests with the 
petitioner for review. 
2. Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977: 
Administrative Procedure: Burden of Proof—Surface 
Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977: Civil 
Penalties: Generally—Surface Mining Control and 
Reclamation Act of 1977: Evidence: Generally 
In civil penalty proceedings, OSM bears the ultimate 
burden of persuasion regarding the amexmt of the civil 
penalty. OSM must establish the basis for determina-
tion of the appropriate civil penalty charged an oper-
ator for allowing gullies' to develop in an access road, 
including the basis for its implicit conclusion that 
existence of gullies is likely to endanger either use 
of the roadway or the surrounding land. Where the 
sum of the evidence reveals only that the gullies tem-
porarily affected access along a small portion of the 
access read, and where there is no evidence that the 
gullies threatened adjacent land, CSM's conclusion and 
its accenpanying assignment of 11 points for the seri-
cusness of the violation are properly set aside. 
INDEX CODE: 
30 CFR 316.150(b) 4 3 CFR 4.1107(g) 
30 CFR 816.150(e)(1) 43 CFR 4.1155 
30 CF?s S'o. 12(b) 41 CV» 4.1270(b) 
30 CFR :o. li(b)(2) 
J0 CFR 845.14 •»;.; [ 3 ^ •; 'rS(vI\") 13(IQQ1) 
10 CFR S43. 17(b) (?) 
IBIA 89-248 
3. Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977: 
Civil Penalties: Generally 
The Board of Land Appeals iray direct CSM to waive a 
civil penalty where the total of penalty points prop-
erly assessed was 30 or less and no cessation order 
was issued. The Board will so direct where only a sin-
gle, isolated violation is involved; where there is an 
absence of proof of any substantial harm from the vio-
lation, either en- or off-site; and where the record 
shears that the operator abated the violation as soon 
as practical. 
APPEARANCES: Charles R. Miller, Jr., Esq., Intersouth Mineral Co., Inc., 
for appellant; David B. Parks, Esq., Office of the Field Solicitor, U.S. 
Department of the Interior, Knoxville, Tennessee, for the Office of Surface 
Mining Reclamation and Enfcrceznent. 
OPINION BY AHGNISTRATIVE JUDGE HUGHES 
3y order dated June 29, 1989, ve granted a petition for discretion-
ary review filed by the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforce-
ment (OSM) , frcm the August 31, 1988, decision of Adminisrrative Law Judge 
David Tortett. 1/ In that decision, Judge Torbett vacated a civil penalty 
assessed by CSM against Intersouth Mineral Carpany, Inc. (Intersouth), in 
connection with reclanaticn operations under permit No. 82-123 in Marion 
County, Tennessee. 
OSM assessed the civil penalty pursuant to section 518(a) of the Sur-
face Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977, 30 U.S.C. § 1263(a) (1988), 
fcr failure to properly iraintain a 1.8-mile haul road used for access to the 
reclaraticn activities at an underground nine. CSM issued notice of viola-
tion (NOV) No. 84-92-193-6 on September 13, 1984, following an inspection 
of the reclamation. The NOV noted that the "road contains gullies in sev-
eral areas [and] also needs gradfing]11 (Exh. R-3 at 1). The NOV required 
Intersouth to grade the access road, filling in and covering areas contain-
ing gullies, by October 22, 1984 (Exh. R-5) • 
The time for abatement was subsequently extended, at Intersouth*s 
request, until December 17, 1984 (Exh. R-6). The mine site was inspected 
en December IS, 1984, and the NOV terminated, as the OSM inspector found 
that the access road was being properly maintained (Exh. R-7). 
In January 1987, more than 2 years and 2 months after the NOV was 
issued, OSM proposed a civil penalty of $1,100 for the violation it named. 
1/ Cur consideration of the petition fcr discretionary review was delayed 
by the fact that CSMfs petition, although railed to the Board, was not 
received here. The Trailing of the petition to the Beard within 30 days of 
receipt cf Judge Tortett's decision nevertheless constituted timely filing. 
See 42 CFR 4.1107(g), 4.1270(b). 
113 I3LA 15 
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On January 8, 1987, CSM held an assessment conference, following which the 
proposed penalty was adopted by the conference officer. 
The civil penalty was based on application of the methodology set 
forth in 30 CFR 845.13 and 845.14. OSM assigned points for each of the 
factors enumerated in 30 CFR 845.13. Regarding the seriousness of the vio-
lation, OSM assigned 11 points for the probability of occurrence of the 
event that the violated standard was designed to prevent. OSM assigned 
eight points for the extent of damage caused by the violation. Twelve 
points were assigned for the operator's negligence. No credit points were 
assigned for Intersouth's good faith. Taking the total number of points 
assigned, OSM computed the appropriate penalty using the conversion table 
in 30 CFR 845.14. The specified penalty was $1,100 for 31 points. 
On February 9, 1987, Intersouth filed a petition for review of the 
proposed civil penalty. The case was assigned to Judge Torbett for a hear-
ing and decision. A hearing was held in Chattanooga, Tennessee, en June 23, 
1988. Judge Torbett subsequently rendered his August 1988 decision vacating 
the civil penalty assessed by OSM, which filed its petition for discretion-
ary review. 
In his decision, Judge Torbett concluded that the NOV was properly 
issued, as there were "sufficient facts to find that there was a deep gully 
in the haul road" (Decision at 3). However, Judge Torbett found other 
grounds to vacate the civil penalty. 
The CSM inspector's testimony is suiunarized as follows: The access 
road "had an area washed across the road where seme water had formed sev-
eral gullies in the road" (Tr. 11). He testified that the largest was 
deep enough that the OSM inspector could not drive his vehicle over it, 
and there were other sraller ones there as well (Tr. 11-12). He stated 
that the gully prevented vehicular access along the road to the mine site 
(Tr. 12). At the time the NOV was issued, reclamation of the mine site was 
under way; buildings and facilities were being torn down. No one had been 
at the site for several days and there had been no travel en the road for 
several days. The road had washed out (Tr. 19). The gully was created 
by water draining and washing across the road. Rocks had blocked the ditch 
line, diverting water across the road (Tr. 24, 58) . No photographs were 
provided of the cited condition or its effects on surrounding lands. 
Intersouth presented contrary testimony that no impassable gully had 
been found anywhere on the read (Tr. 23), and that no one using the read 
following issuance of the NOV had found access impaired as suggested by 
the inspector (Tr. 23-29), despite the fact that its workmen went in and 
out repeatedly along the whole access read (Tr. 50) . Intersouth's witness 
also testified that the read, from the access gate for the first 500 er 
600 yards (evidently including the spot where the CSM inspector found the 
gullies) is en reck, so that it would be extremely hard for a gully to 
form in it (Tr. 30). 
The CSM inspector speculated at the hearing that the gullies might 
have been removed cr greatly reduced by the passage of bulldozers over the 
CFS(MIN) i:C1991) 
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road on their way to the work site subsequent to the issuance of the 
NOV (Tr. 53) . This suggests that the gullies were not deep and were 
not disruptive to operations at the site* 
[1] In a proceeding concerning a petition for review of a civil 
penalty, CSM has the burden of going forward to establish a 
prima facie case as to the fact of the violation* 43 CFR 4.1155• The 
ultimate burden of persuasion as to the fact of violation rests with the 
petitioner for review. Id. CSM makes a prima facie case when it presents 
essential facts from which it may be determii^ ed that a violation of per-
tinent requirements has occurred. See Coal Energy, Inc. v. CSM. 115 IBIA 
385 (1989f* S & M Coal Co. v. GSB, 79 IBIA 350, 354, 91 I.D. 159f 161 
(1984)1? Tiger Coro.. 4 EBSMA 202, 205, 89 I.D. 622, 623 (1982); Rhonda Coal 
Co., 4 IBSMA 124, 131, 89 I.D. 460, 464 (1982). 
We hold, as did Judge Torbett,-*that GSM successfully met its prima 
facie burden of establishing that there was a violation of pertinent reg-
ulations, and that appellant did net meet its burden of persuasion that 
there was no violation. 
At the time of issuance of the NOV, OSM had assumed direct Federal 
enforcement of the Tennessee permanent regulatory program. Sf» 49 FR 
15496 (Apr. 18, 1984); B & J Excavating Co. v. OSJJ, 89 IBIA 129, 131 (1985)c. 
Accordingly, Intersouth was cited with a violation of TAC 0400-1-15-.83 of 
the applicable Tennessee surface coal mining regulations. S ^ 49 FR 21140, 
21233 (May 18, 1984). Under TAC 040CML-15-.33[2], road maintenance must 
iriclude basic custodial care as required to protect the road investment and 
to prevent damage to adjacent resources. 42 FR 21233 (May 18, 1984). The 
inspector's testimony demonstrates that, by allowing gullies to form in the 
road such that passage was rendered difficult or impossible, at least tem-
porarily, Intersouth failed to meet this standard. The operator's testi-
mony, while calling into question the depth and seriousness of the gullies, 
fails to overcome the evidence that there were gullies in the road when the 
NOV was issued. 
[2] In civil penalty proceedings, OSM bears the ultimate burden 
of persuasion regarding the amount of the civil penalty. 43 CFR 4.1155; 
A & S Coal Co. v. OSM, 96 IELA 338, 342 (1987)d. That is, OSM must estab-
lish the basis for determination of the appropriate civil penalty. One 
of those bases is the seriousness of the violation. 30 CFR 845.13(b) (2). 
Under 30 CFR 845.13(b) (2), CSM may assign up to 30 points, based on the 
seriousness of the violation, broken down into three factors. Two of these, 
the probability of occurrence (30 CER 845.13(b) (2) (i)) and the extent of 
potential or actual damage (20 CFR 345.13(b) (2) (ii)) are relevant here. 2/ 
CSM assigned 11 points for the prcbability of occurrence of the event which 
the violated standard was designed to prevent. By so doing, OSM effectively 
2/ The third, called the "Alternative," relates to a violation of an 
administrative requirement, such as a requirement to keep records (30 CER 
345.13(b)(2)(iii)), and is thus inapplicable here. 
a) GFS(MIN) 9(1989) *GFS EDITOR'S NOTE: Apparenc 
b) GFS(MIN) 65(1984) e r r o r . Cite s hou ld be W5_ I3LA 335 ( 1 9 8 8 ) . 
j ; GFS(MIN) 145(1985) . i g T B L A 1 ? 
c) GFS(MIN) 38(1987) 
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found it likely that the event which the violated standard was designed to 
prevent would occur. See 30 CFR 845.13(b) (2) (i). 
We are not persuaded that GSM correctly assigned points for this fac-
tor. The requirement to fill the gullies and grade the road was designed to 
protect the road from the effects of erosion which could endanger use of the 
roadway and the surrounding land. TAG 0400-1-15-.83, 49 FR 21233 (May 18, 
1984). The record does not support the conclusion that it was lUcely that 
these gullies would either endanger use of the roadway or endanger the sur-
rounding land. 
Where the record shows that the probability of occurrence of the 
event which the violated standard was designed to prevent is less than 
that determined by OSM, and that the extent: and duration of a violation 
is limited,, the Board iray set aside CSM's determination as to the serious-
ness of a violation, including its assignment of penalty points. See Lcne 
Star Steel Co. v. CSM, 98 I3IA 56, 65-67 (1987)d. The sum of the eviderce 
here reveals only that use of the roadway was threatened to the extent that 
gullies formed that temporarily made access along a small portion of the 
access road somewhat difficult. The undisputed fact that Intersouth con-
tinued to pass heavy equipment along this road throughout the time follow-
ing issuance of the NOV indicates that the road remained passable. Thus, 
the presence of the gullies was not a serious threat to the use of the road. 
In addition, there is no evidence that the gully threatened the adjacent 
land, and the NOV and accompanying documents do not mention any such damage, 
whether actual or potential. There is no photographic record of the cited 
condition or other evidence demonstrating that the gully was causing erosion 
of the road embankment or other surrounding land. We cannot agree that it 
was likely that any erosion endangering either the surrounding land cr use 
of the roadway would occur and, accordingly, set aside 0SMfs assignment of 
11 points for this criterion. 3/ 
3/ CSM asserrs that the governing regulation is 30 CFR 816.150, from the 
Federal permanent program performance standards. These standards went 
into effect subsequent to issuance of the NOV here, when CSM withdrew its 
approval of the Tennessee program effective Oct. 1, 1984, and began to 
enforce the Federal permanent regulatory program. See 49 FR 38874 iCct. 1, 
1984); B & J Excavating Co. v. ASM,-supra at 132. 
However, even if 30 CFR 816.150 is deemed controlling, we are not 
persuaded that the assignment of points for this criterion was accurate. 
Under the performance standards set cut at 30 CFR 316.150(b), applied to 
road maintenance by 30 CFR 316.150(e) (1) , roads must be maintained so as 
to (1) control or prevent erosion and the air pollution attendant to ero-
sion; (2) control cr prevent damage to fish, wildlife, cr their habitat and 
related environmental values; (3) control or prevent additional contribu-
tions of suspended solids to stream flew or runoff outside the permit area; 
(4) neither cause nor contribute to violation of water quality standards; 
(5) refrain from seriously altering normal flew cf water in streamDeds cr 
drainage channels; (5) prevent cr control damage to public or private prop-
erty; and (7) use ncnacid- and nontoxic-forming substances in road surfac-
ing. *e find nothing in the record Lndicating that allowing the cully to 
farm in the road was litely to cause any cf the listed damage. 
•c) tirSC-ilN) ;•?[ 1937) 
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[3] It is unnecessary to address hew many points ought properly to 
have been assessed for this violation because, if the assps^ iwrit: is r&±xxd 
by even one point to a total of 30, it is permissible to waive any civil 
penalty in this matter, as no cassation order was issued. Sgg 30 CFR 
845.12(b). The Board may order OSM to waive a civil penalty (seg Lane Star 
Steel Co. v. OSM. 107 IBIA 134, 139 (1989^; Lone Star Steel Co. v. OSM, 
98 TBTA at 67), and we deem it appropriate to do so here. Our decision to 
direct that the penalty be waived here is influenced by the fact that only a 
single, isolated violation is involved (seg Mbd Fork Goal Corp.,. 5 IBSMA 44, 
56-57, 90 I.D. 181, 188 (1983)); by the ahsprme of proof of any substantial 
harm, either on- or off-site; and by Judge Torbett^s discussion of 
Intersouth's action in abating the violation as soon as practical. See 
Tnrv> SIVIT- Steel Go. v. OSM. 98 IBIA at 67. 4/ 
Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of land 
Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the decision appealed 
from is affinned as modified. 
David L. Hughes 
Administrative Judge 
I concur: 
<
^^77Y//: 
H. Kelly 
tive Judge 
4/ Our resolution of this macter differs from Judge Tbrbett's in that 
ve do not reach the questions of whether OSM's admitted delay in providing 
Intersouth with a notice of proposed assessment resulted in actual prejudice 
under 30 CFR 845.17(b) (2) and, if so, whether the relief he fashioned .under 
the doctrine set cut in Badger Coal Co., 2 IBSMA 147, 152, 87 I.D. 319, 322 
f!980), was appropriate. 
:) GFS(MIN) 27(1989) 
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arm ENERGY, INC. 
v. / 
OFFICE OF SURFACE MINING RECLAMATION AND ENFORCEMD7T 
IBLA 89-27 Decided April 9, 1991 
Appeal from that part of a decision of Administrative Law Judge Cavid 
Tbrbett vacating violation No. 2 of Notice of Violation No. 86-92-179-21. 
Hearings Division Docket No. NX 7-33-R. 
Affirmed as modified. 
1. Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977: 
Administrative Procedure: Burden of Proof—Surface 
Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977: Evidence: 
Generally 
In a proceeding involving an application for review 
of a notice of violation, OSM has the burden of going 
forward to make a prima facie showing that the person 
named in the notice is engaged in a surface coal mining 
operation and violated the Surface Mining Control and 
Reclamation Act of 1977, the regulations, or a permit 
condition. The ultimate burden of persuasion rests with 
the applicant for review, and if GSM^ evidence is not 
overcome by a preponderance of the evidence, the NOV 
will be affirmed. 
2. Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977: 
Administrative Procedure: Burden of Proof—Surface 
Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977: Evidence: 
Generally 
hfriere OSM presents evidence that an applicant for 
review was engaged in surface coal mining operations 
under a permit; that it had disturbed "adjacent land"; 
and that the disturbance was incidental to its coal 
extraction activities on the permit, a prima facie 
case in support of a violation of 30 CFR 773.17(a) is 
established. However, where the applicant shows by a 
preponderance of the evidence that its activity outside 
the permit boundaries does not constitute surface coal 
mining operations, the violation is properly vacated. 
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APPEARANCES: J. David Clayton, Esq., Office of the Field Solicitor, 
Knoxville, Tennessee, for the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and 
Enforcement; Michael Doehm, Esq., Chattanooga, Tennessee, for Rith Energy, 
Inc. 
OPINION BY ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE HARRIS 
The Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (OSM) has 
appealed from that part of a decision of Administrative Law Judge David 
Torbett, dated August 31, 1988, vacating violation No. 2 of Notice of 
Violation (NOV) No. 86-92-171-21, issued by OSM to Rith Energy, Inc. 
(Rith), on October 16, 1986, pursuant to section 521(a) of the Surface 
Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA), 30 U.S.C. § 1271(a) 
(1988). 
On October 16, 1986, OSM Inspector Edzel R. Pugh inspected Rith's 
surface mining and reclamation operation at its Eagle Ferguson Mine No. 1, 
located in Bledsoe County, Tennessee, which was operating under Permit No. 
2583 issued by OSM's Division of Tennessee Permitting. As a result of his 
inspection in the area of Cut No. 8, south of the Vander-Ferguson County 
Road, Pugh issued NOV No. 86-92-179-21, citing two violations, only the 
second of which is at issue in this appeal. J/ Violation No. 2 charged 
that Rith had violated 30 CFR 773.17(a) y by disturbing "lands outside of 
lands designated as the approved permit area." 2/ The lands in question 
lie just outside the eastern permit boundary in an area where Rith was 
working to realign the Vander-Ferguson County Road. On January 6, 1987, 
OSM terminated violation No. 2. 
Rith filed a timely application for review of the NOV, and following i 
hearing, Judge Torbett issued his decision. He found that violation No. 2 
was "not properly issued," explaining: 
1/ The first violation cited Rith for a failure to backfill and rough 
grade the disturbed area south of the proposed location of the Vander-
Ferguson County Road. In his decision, Judge Torbett sustained that 
violation and Rith has.not appealed that ruling. 
2/ 30 CFR 773.17(a) provides that: 
"The permittee shall conduct surface coal mining and reclamation 
operations only on those lands that are specifically designated as the 
permit area on the maps authorized for the term of the permit and that 
are subject to the performance bond or other equivalent guarantee in 
effect pursuant to Subchapter J of this chapter." 
' 1/ The NOV described the portion of the operation to which the notice 
applied as the "area between the Vader-Ferguson (sic) road and the 
eastern edge of the permit where the proposed relocation of the Vader-
Ferguson (sic) Road will inter (sic) the permit" (Exh. R-l at 3). As 
remedial action, OSM required Rith to secure OSM approval of a revision 
to the permit to include the of f-site relocation of the county road and 
reclamation associated therewith. Abatement was to be completed on 
Dec. 16, 1986, or 2 days after denial of the permit revision. 
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OSM itself by letter of October 7, 1986, granted Rith on exten-
sion of time ". . . for the area to be disturbed for the proposed 
construction of the new county road." (R-7) (4/) Rith had a right 
to rely on this extension. Further, it is questionable whether 
OSM would have jurisdiction over the road construction which was 
off the permit site. The road here was clearly off the permit 
site and was not used to facilitate mining. Thus, the undersigned 
finds that Respondent has not met its burden of establishing a 
prima facie case on count No. 2 of the NOV, and it is consequently 
vacated. 
(Decision at 5). 
On appeal, counsel for OSM argues that Judge Torbett erred by ruling 
that OSM lias no jurisdiction over Rith's road construction adjacent to the 
permit site and by holding that representations in its October 7 letter 
estopped OSM's issuance of an NOV to Rith for its actions with respect to 
the adjacent unpermitted area. 
Counsel for OSM states that section 701(28) (A) of the Act, 30 U.S.C 
S 1291(28)(A) (1988), provides a comprehensive definition of "surface coal 
mining operations" and that section 701(28) (B) of the Act further expands 
the definition to include "adjacent land the use of which is incidental 
to any such activities." 5/ Counsel asserts that the unpermitted lands 
disturbed by Rith fall within this definition because they are adjacent 
to Rith's permitted lands and Rith's disturbance was incidental to its sur-
face mining activities. With respect to the representations made in OSM's 
October 7 letter, counsel concedes that the letter was intended to grant a 
time extension for reclamation of some of the lands within the permitted 
4/ On Aug. 18, 1986, OSM added a special condition to Permit No. 2583, 
requiring Rith to complete reclamation on the exposed portion of Cut 
No. 8 on the south side of the existing Vander-Ferguson County Road by 
backfilling and grading that area by Oct. 15, 1986. By letter dated 
Sept. 30, 1986, Rith sought an extension of that time. On Oct. 7, 1986, 
OSM granted Rith a limited extension for only that area "to be disturbed 
for the proposed construction of the new county road" (Exh. R-7). It 
specifically required, however, that "(a)ll of the area south and east 
of proposed new road * * * must be completely reclaimed according to the 
approved reclamation plan by October 15, 1986." Jd. Pugh's Oct. 16, 
1986, inspection was for the purpose of determining compliance with the 
reclamation deadline. 
y Section 701(28) (A) of the Act defines "surface coal mining operations" 
as "activities conducted on the surface of lands in connection with a sur-
face coal mine," including "excavation for the purpose of obtaining coal, 
tha use of explosives and blasting, and in situ distillation or retorting, 
leaching or other chemical or physical process, and the cleaning, concen-
trating, or other processing or preparation, loading of coal for interstate 
oonmerce at or near the minesite." 30 U.S.C. § 1291(28) (A) (1988); £fie 
30 CFR 700.5. 
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area, but argues that the Judge misinterpreted the letter to include the 
area cited in violation No. 2, which was outside the permit boundaries. 
Although Rith did not file a substantive response to OSM's brief, it 
claimed, at page 2 of its application for review, that "the disturbance 
outside of the permit area was unrelated to its mining operations but 
rather was the result of the relocation of the Vander-Ferguson Road over 
which OSM has no jurisdiction." 
For the reasons set forth below, we find that, although Judge Torbett 
erred in finding that OSM had failed to meet its burden of establishing a 
prima facie case regarding violation No. 2, he, nevertheless, properly 
vacated that violation. 
[1) In a proceeding involving an application for review of an NOV, 
OSM's initial burden is limited to going forward to make a prima facie show-
ing that the person named in the notice is engaged in a surface coal mining 
operation and violated the Act, the regulations, or a permit condition. 
Harry Smith Construction Oo. v. QSJtJ, 78 IBLA 27, 29-30 (1983); Rhonda. Coal 
Co.. 4 IBSMA 124, 134, 89 I.D. 460, 465 (1982); 43 CFR 4.1171(a). §/ If OSM 
meets its burden of establishing a prima facie case, the ultimate burden of 
persuasion rests with the applicant for review, and if OSM's evidence is not 
overcome by a preponderance of the evidence, the NOV will be affirmed. SSS 
Coal Energy, Inc. v. QgfcJ, 105 IBLA 385, 387-88 (1988); 43 CFR 4.1171(b). As 
discussed below, OSM presented sufficient evidence to establish a prima 
facie case for the existence of the violation. 
In this case, Pugh testified that on the day of his inspection he 
observed an area outside Rith's permit boundaries that had been disturbed 
(Tr. 17-18). He depicted the extent of the disturbance on Exhibit R-4, a 
permit map (Tr. 18). Photographs introduced as evidence show that the area 
in question had been bulldozed (Exhs. R-8, R-9, and R-10; Tr. 19-21). Pugh 
stated that the purpose of the disturbance was "to disturb that area to 
move the road over so that they can mine the existing road, under the exist-
ing road" (Tr. 32). 
(2) TYius, the evidence submitted by OSM showed that Rith was engaged 
in surface coal mining operations under Permit No. 2583; that it had dis-
turbed "adjacent land"; and that the disturbance was incidental to its coal 
extraction activities on the permit. Such evidence established a prima 
facie case in support of the violation charged by OSM. 
The question presented is whether Rith satisfied its burden of persua-
sion to establish by a preponderance of the evidence that no violation 
occurred. We believe that it did. 
£/ A prima facie case is made where sufficient evidence is presented to 
establish the essential facts and which will justify, but not conpel, a 
finding in favor of the one presenting it. S & M Coal Co. v. QStf, 79 IBLA 
350, 354, 91 I.D. 159, 161 (1984). 
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At the hearing, William if. Ring, President of Rith, testified with 
regard to the off-permit disturbance that the conpany had applied to the 
Knoxville OSM office for permission to relocate the Vander-Ferguson County 
Road, which divided Rith's permit area (Tr. 46; Exh. R-4). Ring indicated 
that the purpose of moving the road was two-fold: to correct a very bad 
curve in the road which had been the scene of several accidents and to allow 
removal of the coal under the portion of the old road right-of-way located 
on the permit area (Tr. 54). He stated that relocation of the road was to 
take place under the direction and supervision of the Bledsoe County Road 
Supervisor (Tr. 47). Ring testified that the Road Supervisor came to the 
minesite and instructed Rith personnel to "take the bulldozer and cut that 
roadway through there so he could make sure that we had the proper al ignment 
for the center lines of the road" (Tr. 47). J/ 
On cross-examination, Pugh was asked whether the area in question was 
ever "included in the mining of coal or in any permit" (Tr. 27). Pugh 
responded that "it had to be in order to revise the road." Id. However, 
he admitted that he had terminated the notice of violation without knowing 
whether the permit boundaries had been changed (Tr. 29). fi/ Upon examining 
Exhibit R-12, which was a copy of the January 6, 1987, notice of termiiwtion 
of the violation, he stated: "The reason given here is that the road relo-
cation portion of the permit revision was separate from the original revi-
f ion application and was approved as a separate revision" (Tr. 29). lo the 
best of Pugh'8 knowledge, in order to relocate the road, Rith was required 
first to get the approval of the county and then take the county's approval 
to OSM (Tr. 30). y 
Rith established by a preponderance of the evidence that it was not 
conducting surface coal mining operations on the area cited in the NOV. 
Although such lands were, in fact, "adjacent land" within the meaning of 
30 U.S.C. § 1291(28) (B) (1988), the use of those lands was not incidental 
to any activities listed in 30 U.S.C. § 1291(28) (A) (1988). Rith has shown 
2/ Ring's testimony is consistent with Exhibit A-3 which is a copy of a 
Feb. 4, 1987, letter from the Road Supervisor to an OSM Assessment Confer-
ence Officer, concerning "Rith Energy, Inc.- Vander-Ferguson Road Reloca-
tion," stating: 
"The purpose of this letter is to advise your office that the clear-
ing work that was done by the mining conpany along the new right-a-way was 
dona at my request so that the alignment could be seen. The clearing work 
allowed us to check the planned road width and see that the center line was 
located to solve the problem of the section of road that it was replacing." 
y Ring testified that the permit boundaries were not changed to include 
thm area in question and that Rith never intended to mine any coal under 
that area and, in fact, did not mine that area (Tr. 49). 
y Pugh»s understanding is consistent with a representation made by an 
engineering firm representing Rith in a letter to OSM dated Sept. 23, 
1986, in which he stated that "(t]he county has approved the relocation 
and an application for permit revision is now in the public notice and 
permit review process" (Exh. R-5). 
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that it bulldozed those lands at the direction of the Bledsoe County Road 
Supervisor to secure the county's approval to relocate the Vander-Ferguson 
County Road, and that county approval was a condition precedent to OSM 
action on a permit revision for the road relocation. XQJ Under the cir-
cumstances, Rith's action was clearly incidental to the relocation of the 
Vander-Ferguson County Road, not to its surface coal, niining activities. 
As Judge Torbett found: "The road here (at least the area in question) was 
clearly off the permit site and was not used to facilitate mining" (Decision 
at 5). We conclude that OSM had no jurisdiction over the disturbed area 
outside Rith's permit boundaries because Rith was not conducting surface 
coal mining operations in that area at the time of the disturbance or at 
the time of the inspection. I V 
Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Land 
Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the decision appealed 
from is affirmed as modified. 
famsK.-*i*«*s 
Bruce R. Harris 
Administrative Judge 
I concur: 
R. ffTMulle 
Administrative Judge 
JLQ/ The remedial action required by OSM in the NOV was to obtain OSM 
approval of a permit revision for the road relocation. The record shows, 
howuver, that the off-permit disturbance was necessary to acquire county 
approval, which was a prerequisite of OSM approval. 
11/ We agree with OSM that its Oct. 7, 1986, letter to Rith did not relate 
to areas outside the permit area, and, therefore, Judge Torbett erred in 
concluding that Rith had a right to rely on that extension regarding the 
area in question. However, given our conclusion that Rith was not 
conducting surface coal mining operations on the lands outside the permit 
boundaries, that error is harmless. 
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OREGON CEDAR PRODUCTS CO. 
IBLA 88-637 Decided April 9, 1991 
Appeal from decisions of the Oregon State Office, denying protests 
against Eagle Rock Land Exchange OR 44047. 
Appeal dismissed. 
1. Appeals: Generally—Rules of Practice: Appeals: 
Dismissal 
An appeal is properly dismissed as moot if, as a result 
of events occurring after the appeal is filed, there 
is no effective relief which the Board can afford the 
appellant and no reasonable expectation or demonstrated 
probability that the same controversy will again occur 
involving the same complaining party. Where an appeal 
was taken in reliance on a provision of law appearing 
in an annual appropriations act prohibiting export of 
unprocessed timber from Federal lands, but the provi-
sion appearing in the appropriations act was later 
replaced by a more detailed statute, the probability 
the same controversy will be repeated is slight. 
APPEARANCES: James L. Hershner, Esq., Eugene, Oregon, for appellant 
Oregon Cedar Products Company; Roger Nesbitt, Esq., U.S. Department of 
the Interior, Office of the Regional Solicitor, for the Bureau of Land 
Management; David Brewer, Esq., Eugene, Oregon, for Murphy Sales Company. 
OPINION BY AEMDnSTOATTVE JUDGE ARNESS 
Oregon Cedar Products Company (Oregon Cedar) appeals from decisions 
of the Oregon State Office, Bureau of Land Management (BUM), dated July 21 
and August 4, 1988, denying Oregon Cedar*s July 11 and 22, 1988, protests 
against the Eagle Rock Land Exchange OR 44047, between BLM and Murphy Sales 
Company (Murphy Sales). 1/ The Notice of Realty Action for the Eagle Rock 
exchange was published in the federal Register (53 FR 12476) on April 14, 
1988. A Statement of Intent to Complete Land Exchange was executed by BLM 
and Murphy Sales on June 15, 1988. Oregon Ceu<*r protested, arguing that 
the exchange violated a congressional mandate that no part of any appropri-
ation for the Department of the Interior would be used to process a sale of 
1/ TVo decisions were rendered before It became apparent that the same pro-
tectant had made both protests. 
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applicable to the present 
Trustee argues to the contrary, contending 
that these payments were not ordinary 
course payments under the § 547(c)(2) ex-
ception since they pertained to terms of 
long term commercial notes which are not 
within the § 547(c)(2) exception. The par-
ties have stipulated that the payments to-
talling $42,755.88 were made preferentially 
(Stip. No. 12), with $10,066.68 of those pay-
ments protected from avoidance under pro-
visions of § 547(c)(2). See, Stips. Nos. 4 
and 13. Remarkably, the Stipulation No. 4 
provides: 
4. That prior to the year before the 
commencement of the within bankruptcy 
case. HNB made one or more commer-
cial loans to the Debtor All of the 
foregoing loans were made in the ordi-
nary course of business affairs of the 
Debtor and HNB, and according to ordi-
nary business terms. 
Recent case law within this Circuit does 
not support the Trustee's argument. 
"Long-term debt is as amenable to the ex-
ception of § 547(c)(2) as is any other type 
of debt, so long as the facts of the situation 
bring it within the ordinary course of busi-
ness or financial affairs' language." In re 
Finn, 909 F.2d 903 (6th Cir.1990). Thusly, 
the § 547(c)(2) exception may be applicable 
to the prepetition payments totalling $42,-
755.88. 
CONCLUSION 
Accordingly, the Trustee's motion for a 
grant of partial summary judgment is sus-
tained in part and is overruled in part 
HNB's motion for summary judgment is 
overruled, in part, and is sustained, in part. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
U.S. v. LUEKING 
Cite** 123 B.R. 513 (ELD.Tcnn. 1990) 
matter. The 
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UNITED STATES of America 
v. 
Donovan LUEKING d/b/a Lueking 
Coal Company. 
Civ. No. 3-90-377. 
United States District Court, 
E.D. Tennessee, N.D. 
Oct 22, 1990. 
Government sued mining company to 
recover civil penalties assessed under Sur-
face Mining Control and Reclamation Act 
Mining company asserted defenses of stat-
ute of limitations, res judicata, and dis-
charge in bankruptcy. Both parties moved 
for summary judgment. The District 
Court, Hull, Chief Judge, held that: (1) 
five-year statute of limitations governing 
collection of civil penalties began to run on 
date Government issued notice of violations 
and cessation orders; (2) Government was 
precluded from seeking civil penalties for 
violations actually raised in earlier suit for 
injunctive relief; and (3) civil penalties 
were clearly penal in nature and were non-
dischargeable in bankruptcy. 
Motions granted in part and denied in 
part. 
1. Limitation of Actions <s*59(l) 
Five-year statute of limitations govern-
ing collection of civil penalties by United 
States pursuant to Surface Mining Control 
and Reclamation Act of 1977 began to run 
from time Secretary of Interior issued no-
tices of violations and cessation orders. 28 
U.S.C.A. §§ 1355, 2462; Surface Mining 
Control and Reclamation Act of 1977, 
§§ 101 et seq., 518(d), 30 U.S.C.A. §§ 1201 
et seq., 1268(d). 
2. Mines and Minerals <£=*92.6, 92.20 
Government was precluded from seek-
ing civil penalties for violations of Surface 
Mining Control and Reclamation Act actu-
ally raised in previous actions by Govern-
ment for injunctive relief, where action for 
injunctive relief was not sought on emer-
gency basis. Surface Mining Control and 
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Reclamation Act of 1977, § 101 et seq., 30 
U.S.C.A. § 1201 et seq. 
3. Mines and Minerals <£=>92.20 
Government was not required to com-
bine in single lawsuit each of its enforce-
ment actions under Surface Mining and 
Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 for 
injunction and penalties for separate viola-
tions occurring at separate times and sepa-
rate locations, and often involving separate 
business entities. Surface Mining Control 
and Reclamation Act of 1977, § 101 et seq., 
30 U.S.C.A. § 1201 et seq. 
4. Bankruptcy <£=3358 
Civil penalties imposed under Surface 
Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 
1977 on mining company were penal in 
nature and were nondischargeable in bank-
ruptcy, where calculation of penalties bore 
no relationship to cost of reclaiming mines, 
there was no requirement that penalties 
collected be used to reclaim mine, and 
Government had not suffered any pecuni-
ary loss as result of violations. Bankr. 
Code, 11 U.S.C.A. § 523(a)(7); Surface Min-
ing Control and Reclamation Act of 1977, 
§ 101 et seq., 30 U.S.C.A. § 1201 et seq. 
Gerald A. Thornton, U.S. Dept of the 
Interior, Knoxville, Tenn., for plaintiff. 
John F. Weaver and C. Mark Troutman, 
McCord, Weaver & Troutman, P.C., Knox-
ville, Tenn., for defendant. 
ORDER 
HULL, Chief Judge. 
This is an action to recover civil penalties 
assessed under the Surface Mining Control 
and Reclamation Act of 1977 [the Act]. 
Jurisdiction is predicated on 30 U.S.C. 
§ 1268(d) and 28 U.S.C. § 1355, and is not 
in dispute. In this lawsuit, the United 
States claims that defendant Donovan 
Lueking d/b/a Lueking Coal Co. is liable to 
it for $158,300.00 in civil penalties, plus 
prejudgment interest, late-payment penal-
ties, and costs. Defendant Lueking does 
not deny that the violations occurred or 
that the penalties were assessed, but de 
nies that he owes any money on the 
grounds that the statute of limitations has 
run; that the doctrine of res judicata pre-
vents the United States from collecting due 
to prior litigation; that the debt was dis-
charged in bankruptcy; and that the Unit-
ed States is guilty of laches. The case is 
now before the Court on cross-motions for 
summary judgment 
It is undisputed that Mr. Lueking con-
ducted surface coal mining operations sub-
ject to the Act in Morgan County, Tennes-
see. Following various inspections of this 
mining operation, the Secretary of the Inte-
rior issued certain notices of violations 
[NOVs] and cessation orders [COs]. Later, 
for each NOV and CO, a Notice of Penalty 
Assessment [NOPA] was served on the 
company. Lueking Coal Company made no 
attempt to invoke the administrative reme-
dies available to challenge the notices and 
orders and, eventually, the Office of Sur-
face Mining issued "Final Orders" on be-
half of the Secretary assessing civil penal-
ties for each NOV and CO. Lueking Coal 
Company failed to pay these penalties and 
this lawsuit ensued. 
THE STATUTE OF 
LIMITATIONS QUESTION 
[1] The parties are in agreement that 
the general, federal five-year statute of 
limitations governing the collection of civil 
penalties, 28 U.S.C. § 2462, is the statute 
which controls this case. They disagree 
about when this statute begins to run. Ob-
viously, a cause of action accrues only 
when it comes into existence as a legally 
enforceable claim. The United States 
takes the position that its claims did not 
accrue until the Secretary issued the Final 
Orders for each enforcement action. The 
defendant contends that the claims accrued 
on the dates of the original COs and NOVs 
in question. If the defendant is correct, all 
but three of the eleven civil penalties at 
issue in this case are time-barred. 
Unfortunately, there appear to be no re-
ported cases on point Two, unpublished, 
district court cases have been brought to 
the Court's attention, United States v. 
McCune, No. C-2-87-1387 (S.D.Ohio, De-
cember 13,1989) and United States v. Gra-
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Penn., July 20, 1989). Both of these cases 
are directly on point, meaning that they 
both involve actions to recover civil penal-
ties assessed under the Surface Mining 
Control and Reclamation Act of 1977, and 
both involve situations in which the defen-
dant mining company failed to invoke any 
administrative relief from the govern-
ment's enforcement actions.. In the 
McCune case, the Ohio district court rea-
soned that the United States would have no 
claim upon which it could file suit until the 
Secretary of the Interior had determined, 
by his Final Order, that a penalty was due. 
The Pennsylvania Court, in Graham, on 
the other hand, ruled that, in the absence 
of clear and convincing evidence of dilatory 
tactics which would support equitable toll-
ing of the statute of limitations, the 
government's cause of action first accrued 
when the original notices of violation and 
cessation orders were made. 
Various Circuit Courts of Appeal have 
grappled with the question of when the 
federal five-year statute of limitations, 28 
U.S.C. § 2462, begins to run, but these 
cases have all involved penalty' enforce-
ment actions under other federal statutes. 
And these cases too have produced conflict-
ing rulings. For example, when that stat-
ute of limitations is applied to actions to 
enforce penalties under the Export Admin-
istration Act's antiboycott regulations, the 
First Circuit, in United States v. Meyer, 
808 F.2d 912 (1st Cir.1987), has held that 
the limitations period is triggered on the 
date the civil penalty is administratively 
imposed, but the Fifth Circuit in United 
States v. Core Laboratories. Inc., 759 F.2d 
480 (5th Cir.1985), has held that the limita-
tions period begins to run on the date of 
the underlying violation. 
There are a few Supreme Court cases, 
treating other federal statutes of limita-
tions, which may shed some light on this 
confused picture. In Unexcelled Chemical 
Corp. v. United States, 345 U.S. 59, 73 
S.Ct 580, 97 L.Ed. 821 (1953), which in-
volved an action under the Walsh-Healy 
Act to recover liquidated damages from a 
government contractor who had knowingly 
employed child labor, the Supreme Court 
held that the cause of action accrued when 
when the administrative determination of 
the employer's liability was eventually 
made. However, in Crown Coat Front Co. 
v. United States, 386 U.S. 503, 87 S.CL 
1177, 18 L.Ed.2d 256 (1967), which was an 
action brought by a government contractor 
against the United States involving the six-
year limitations period in 28 U.S.C. 
§ 2401(a), the Court held that the contrac-
tor's cause of action accrued at the termi-
nation of the administrative proceedings 
rather than when the contract was complet-
ed. The Supreme Court's ruling in Crown 
Coat turned on the fact that completion of 
the adjudicator}' administrative proceed-
ings was a prerequisite to filing suit in 
federal court. 
There is no such prerequisite under the 
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation 
Act and no adjudicatory administrative pro-
ceedings take place unless the charged par-
ty elects to invoke his administrative reme-
dies. At least in cases like the one before 
the Court, where the defendant waives any 
right of review, it would appear that the 
statute of limitations should run from the 
time when the government first had notice 
of the violations and issued its COs or 
NOVs. Accordingly, the Court FINDS 
that all but the last three of the eleven civil 
penalties at issue are time-barred. 
THE RES JUDICATA QUESTION 
[2] This instant action was filed on 
April 2, 1990. It is by no means the first 
case the Secretary of the Interior has 
brought against defendant Donovan Luek-
ing or his businesses. On August 22,1985, 
the United States filed a complaint, United 
States of America v. Whizco, Inc., CIV-3-
85-823. This complaint was amended on 
October 8, 1985, to add Mr. Lueking, the 
owner of Whizco, as an additional defen-
dant. That lawsuit sought injunctive relief 
against both defendants relating to several 
violations of the Surface Mining Control 
and Reclamation Act occurring at coal 
mines in Scott County, Tennessee. On De-
cember 6, 1985, the United States filed 
another complaint, United States of Amer-
ica v. Donovan F. Lueking, individually 
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and d/b/a Lueking Coal Company, CIV-
3-85-1194^seeking injunctive relief for two 
alleged violations of the Act which were 
occurring at mines in Morgan County. 
(One of the violations involved in CIV-3-
85-1194 gave rise to one of the civil penal-
ties at issue in the present case). Shortly 
thereafter, on December 10, 1985, the Unit-
ed States filed a motion to consolidate 
these two actions and this motion was 
granted. On July 3, 1986, the United 
States filed a notice of dismissal, pursuant 
to Rule 41(a)(l)(i), dismissing CIV-3-85-
1194 (the action against Lueking and Luek-
ing Coal Company). The Whizco action 
was fully litigated. 
Relying on Kremer v. Chemical Con-
struction Corp., 456 U.S. 461, 102 S.Ct. 
1883, 72 L.Ed.2d 262 (1982), defendant 
Lueking argues that the final judgment in 
Whizco precludes the United States from 
relitigating issues that were or could have 
been raised in that action. All of the penal-
ty assessments involved in the instant case 
had already been made and in every in-
stance the defendant had already waived 
his right to challenge them before either of 
the prior actions for injunctive relief were 
filed. There is no question that the United 
States could have brought its claims for all 
the penalties at issue in this case in the two 
previous actions for injunctive relief. 
While the United States acknowledges 
that it could have brought all of its present 
claims for penalties in the previous actions 
for injunctive relief, it denies that it was 
required to do so. It argues that each 
enforcement action under the Act is a sepa-
rate transaction which gives rise to a dis-
tinctly different cause of action for civil 
penalties and there is no requirement that 
they be brought simultaneously. It also 
points out that while the law of the Sixth 
Circuit is that suits for injunctive relief 
usually preclude later claims for damages 
on the same cause of action, Falls Stamp-
ing & Welding v. International Union, 
UAW, 744 F.2d 521 (6th Cir.1984), there are 
exceptions to this general rule when injunc-
tive relief may be sought on an emergency 
basis. 
[3] Because there was no apparent 
emergency about the previous action (one 
of which the government eventually dis-
missed), the court FINDS that the govern-
ment is precluded from now seeking civil 
penalties for violations actually raised in 
the earlier lawsuits. However, this ruling 
appears to preclude only one of the eleven 
violations at issue in this suit, CO-84-91-
10-2. The Court does not find that the 
United States was required to combine in a 
single lawsuit, each of its enforcement ac-
tions, for separate violations, occurring at 
separate times in separate locations, and 
often involving separate business entities. 
THE DISCHARGE IN BANKRUPTCY 
[4] Defendant Lueking was granted a 
general discharge in bankruptcy on Decem-
ber 19, 1985. Six of the civil penalties 
sought in this case were listed in the Unit-
ed States' Proof of Claim filed in that bank-
ruptcy on November 9, 1985, and all of the 
eleven penalties were final orders, ripe for 
adjudication, which could have been listed 
in that claim. The question, then, is wheth-
er these penalties fall under the exception 
to discharge provided in 11 U.S.C. 
§ 523(a)(7), for fines, penalties or forfei-
tures "payable to and for the benefit of a 
governmental unit" or whether, as Mr. 
Lueking contends, the penalties are 
dischargeable as "compensation for actual 
pecuniary loss." 
The bankruptcy court in In re Daugher-
ty, 25 B.R. 158 (Bankr.E.D.Tenn.1982), has 
held that civil penalties under the Act in 
question are non dischargeable debts. This 
Court has made a similar ruling in United 
States v. Anderson, CIV-3-85-08 (June 21, 
1985), and has not changed its mind. The 
civil penalties involved in this suit are clear-
ly penal in nature—the calculation of penal-
ties bears no relationship to the cost of 
reclaiming the mines; there is no require-
ment that the penalties collected be used to 
reclaim a Lueking Coal Company mine; 
and the government has not suffered any 
actual pecuniary loss. Accordingly, the ex-
ception to discharge provided in 11 UJ5.C. 
§ 523(a)(7), applies to the penalties at is-
sue in this case. 
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THE DEFENSE OF LACHES 
Mr. Lueking's final argument is that the 
United States is guilty of unconscionable 
delay in bringing this suit and, therefore, it 
should be dismissed under the equitable 
principal of laches. While this Court has 
agreed with the defendant that all but 
three of the government's claims are time-
barred, it will not dismiss the remaining 
claims on a laches defense. 
SUMMARY 
In summary, judgment is hereby EN-
TERED in favor of the United States of 
America and against defendant Donovan F. 
Lueking with regard to the penalties aris-
ing out of NOV-85-91-174-24; NOV-85-
91-174-25; and NOV-85-91-174-27; in-
cluding pre-judgment interest, late-pay-
ment penalties and costs. 
All claims involving the other eight en-
forcement actions in this case are DIS-
MISSED as time-barred. In addition, the 
Court finds that penalties arising out of 
CO-84-91-10-2 (a violation previously al-
leged in CIV-3-85-1194) is barred by the 
doctrine of res judicata. 
«TNUM8«SYSUM> 
In re SOUTHERN INDUSTRIAL BANK-
ING CORPORATION, Debtor. 
Thomas E. DuVOISIN, Liquidating 
Trustee, Plaintiff, 
v. 
John E. COKER, as Administrator for 
the Estate of John Carter Daniels, 
Deceased, Defendant 
Bankruptcy No. 3-83-00372. 
Adv. No. 85-0448. 
United States Bankruptcy Court, 
E.D. Tennessee. 
March 25, 1991. 
Bankruptcy trustee obtained judgment 
against defendant resulting from prefer-
ential transfer made to defendant by debt-
or. While case was on appeal to the Dis-
trict Court, defendant died and administra-
tor of defendant's estate was substituted 
as party defendant by district court order 
of substitution. Following remand, defen-
dant moved to dismiss for lack of subject 
matter jurisdiction due to trustee's failure 
to file copy of order of substitution with 
probate court as required by Tennessee's 
revivor statute. The Bankruptcy Court, 
John C. Cook, J., held that trustee's failure 
to file copy of order of substitution with 
clerk of probate court administering defen-
dant's estate did not deprive bankruptcy 
court of subject matter jurisdiction over 
adversary proceedings. 
Motion denied. 
See also 126 B.R. 517. 
1. Bankruptcy e=2048(l) 
Trustee's failure to file copy of district 
court's order substituting administrator of 
defendant's estate as party defendant in 
adversary proceeding with clerk of probate 
court administering estate, as required by 
Tennessee's revivor statute, did not deprive 
bankruptcy court of subject matter jurisdic-
tion over adversary proceeding. T.C.A. 
§§ 30-2-307(a), 30-2-320; Tenn.Rules Civ. 
Proc, Rule 25; Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 
25(a), 28 U.S.C.A. 
2. Abatement and Revival <s=>75(l) 
Under Tennessee law, there are two 
procedural requirements for reviving pend-
ing action against decedent's estate: first, 
order of substitution must enter in pending 
state action substituting administrator of 
decedent's estate for decedent in compli-
ance with rules of civil procedure; second, 
order of substitution must be filed with 
clerk of court in which estate of decedent is 
being administered in compliance with pro-
vision of Tennessee Code Annotated. 
T.C.A §§ 30-2-307(a), 3O-2-320; Tenn. 
Rules Civ.Proc, Rule 25. 
3. Federal Civil Procedure «=>365 
Under federal rules, there is no proce-
dural requirement that order of substitu-
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1236 (9th Cir.1988). The court finds that 
there is a sufficient nexus to illicit drugs 
and tltet the government has met its proba-
ble cause burden. Accordingly, because 
there are no issues of material fact left to 
determine, summary judgment for the 
government will be granted. 
ORDER 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY 
ORDERED that the government's Febru-
ary 15, 1991 motion for summary judgment 
is GRANTED. 
KEYNUMBMSWIM 5> 
UNITED STATES of America, Plaintiff. 
v. 
Dallas McCUNE, et aU Defendants, 
Civ. A, No, C-2-87-1387. 
United States District Court 
S.D. Ohio. E.D. 
Dec. 13, 1989. 
United States brought action to recov-
er civil penalties assessed against general 
partner for violations of the Surface Min-
ing Control and Reclamation Act of 1977. 
The United States moved for summary 
judgment. The District Court. Holschuh, 
Chief Judge, held that: (1) the suit was not 
barred by the five-year statute of limita-
tions, and (2) the alleged transfer of the 
partnership's assets did not relieve general 
partner from liability. 
Motion granted. 
1. Limitation of Actions <s=359(l) 
United States' suit to recover civil pen-
alties for violations of Surface Mining Con-
trol and Reclamation Act was not barred 
bv five-vear statute of limitations; Govern-
ment's "claim first accrued" within mean-
ing of statute of limitation when final or-
ders assessing penalties were issued, rath-
er than when violations occurred. 28 U.S. 
C.A. § 2462; Surface Mining Control and 
Reclamation Act of 1977, § 518(d), 30 U.S. 
C.A. § 1268(d). 
2. Mines and Minerals <s=*99(l) 
General partner of partnership against 
which civil penalties were assessed for vio-
lations of Surface Mining Control and Rec-
lamation Act was liable for those penalties, 
despite general partner's claim that assets 
of partnership were transferred to another 
corporation before penalties were assessed; 
general partner provided no documentation 
of claim, and general partner did not notify 
Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and 
Enforcement of alleged sale of assets, and 
thus, partnership remained permittee at all 
relevant times. Surface Mining Control 
and Reclamation Act of 1977. §§ 511(b), 
518(b), 30 U.S.C.A. §§ 1261(b), 1268(b). 
D. Michael Crites, U.S. Atty., Barbara L. 
Beran, AssL U.S. Atty., U.S. Dept. of Jus-
tice, Columbus, Ohio (Jan U. Bellhy, Staff 
Atty., U.S. Dept. of the Interior. Pitts-
burgh, Pa., of counsel), for plaintiff. 
Roderick H. Willcox, Chester, Hoffman 
and Willcox. Columbus. Ohio, for defen-
dants. 
OPINION AND ORDER 
HOLSCHUH. Chief Judge. 
Plaintiff United States of America brings 
this action under 30 U.S.C. § 1268(b) to 
recover civil penalties assessed against de-
fendants for violations of the Surface Min-
ing Control and Reclamation Act of 1977, 
30 U.S.C. §§ 1201. et seq. This matter is 
before the Court on plaintiffs motion for 
summary judgment against defendant Met-
ro Energy Corporation.1 
The uncontroverted June 20, 1988 affida-
vit of Sean T. Spillane, Chief, Branch of 
Civil Penalty Collections, Division of Debt 
Management, Office of Surface Mining 
1. On January 4, 1988 default judgment was en- Energy Corporation is the sole remaining defen-
tered against defendant Dallas McCune. Metro dant. 
U.S. v. 
Ctte as 763 F.Supp 
Reclamation and Enforcement (OSMRE). 
United States Department of Interior, es-
tablishes that OSMRE duly assessed civil 
penalties in the amount of S125,940.00 
against McFo Company, a partnership, for 
violations of the Surface Mining Control 
and Reclamation Act of 1977 (hereinafter 
"the Act"). The Division of Debt Manage-
ment issued Cessation Orders or took other 
action notifying McFo of its violations of 
the Act and liability for civil penalties be-
tween October 1978 and November 1980. 
The Division issued Final Orders assessing 
civil penalties on August 24. 1983. May 30. 
1985, February 20, 1986 and June 19. 1986. 
The total amount of civil penalties assessed 
is S125.940.00. 
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c) pro-
vides: 
The judgment sought shall be rendered 
forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, 
answers to interrogatories, and admis-
sions on file, together with the affidavits, 
if any, show that there is no genuine 
issue as to any material fact and that the 
moving party is entitled to judgment as a 
matter of law. 
"[T]his standard provides that the mere 
existence of some alleged factual dispute 
between the parties will not defeat an oth-
erwise properly supported motion for sum-
mary judgment: the requirement is thai 
there be no genuine issue of mate-rial 
fact." Anderson v. Liberty Lobby. Inc.. 
477 U.S. 242. 247-248, 106 S.Ct. 2505. 2510. 
91 L.Ed.2d 202 (1986) (emphasis in origi-
nal): Kendall v. The Hoover Co.. 751 F.2d 
171, 174 (6th Cir.1984). 
The purpose of the procedure is not to 
resolve factual issues, but to determine if 
there are genuine issues of fact to be tried. 
Lashlee v. Sumner. 570 F.2d 107, 111 (6th 
Cir.1978). Therefore, summary judgment 
will be granted "only where the moving 
party is entitled to judgment as a matter of 
law, where it is quite clear what the truth 
ls
» . . . [and where] no genuine issue re-
mains for trial, . . . [for] the purpose of the 
rule is not to cut litigants off from their 
nght of trial by jury if they really have 
issues to try." Poller v. Columbia Broad-
casting System. Inc.. 368 U.S. 464. 467. 82 
763 F.Supp—22 
McCUNE 917 
916 (S.D.Ohio 1989) 
S.Ct. 486. 488. 7 L.Ed.2d 458 (1962): ac-
cord. County of Oakland v. City of Berk-
Icy. 742 F.2d 289. 297 (6th Cir.1984). 
In a motion for summary judgment the 
moving party bears the "burden of show-
ing the absence of a genuine issue as to 
any material fact, and for these purposes, 
the [evidence submitted] must be viewed in 
the light most favorable to the opposing 
party/' Adickes v. S.H. Kress & Co., 398 
U.S. 144, 157. 90 S.Ct. 1598. 1608, 26 
L.Ed.2d 142 (1970) (footnote omitted); ac-
cord. Adams v. Union Carbide Corp., 737 
F.2d 1453, 1455-56 (6th Cir.1984), cert de-
nied. 469 U.S. 1062, 105 S.Ct 545, 83 
L.Ed.2d 432 (1985). 
[1] Defendant maintains that the action 
was not commenced within the five year 
statute of limitations established by 28 
U.S.C. § 2462. 
The Secretary may assess a civil penalty 
not to exceed S5.000 for each violation of 
the Act. When there is a continuing viola-
tion, each day the violation continues is 
deemed a separate violation of the Act. 30 
U.S.C. § 1268(a). Once the Secretary's as-
sessment of a civil penalty becomes final, 
the Secretary is authorized to bring a civil 
action to collect the penalties. 30 U.S.C. 
§ 1268(d). The Act contains no statute of 
limitations. The legislative history of the 
Surface Mining Control & Reclamation Act 
of 1977. P.L. 95-87. 1977 U.S.Code Cong. & 
Adm.News 593. 663. 708. does not discuss 
the statute of limitations for either assess-
ing civil penalties or bringing suit to collect 
them. 
Consequently, the applicable statute of 
limitations is 28 U.S.C. § 2462 which states: 
Except as otherwise provided by Act of 
Congress, an action, suit or proceeding 
for the enforcement of any civil fine, 
penalty, or forfeiture, pecuniary or other-
wise, shall not be entertained unless com-
menced within five years from the date 
when the claim first accrued if, within 
the same period, the offender or the 
property is found within the United 
States in order that proper service may 
be made thereon. 
(Emphasis added). Defendant maintains 
that the "claim first accrued" when McFo 
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violated the Act. Since the complaint here 
was filed November 17, 1987 and McFo's 
violations of the Act all occurred prior to 
November 1980, under defendant's con-
struction of the statute, the government's 
action to collect the civil penalties would be 
barred. Plaintiff maintains that its "claim 
first accrued" when the Final Orders as-
sessing the civil penalties were issued. 
Since all of the Final Orders were issued on 
or after August 24, 1983, under the govern-
ment's construction of the statute the suit 
was timely filed. 
There are no reported cases construing 
28 U.S.C. § 2462 as a statute of limitations 
for an action brought under 30 U.S.C. 
§ 1268(d) to collect civil penalties under the 
Act. Defendant relies on United States v. 
Core Laboratories. Inc., 759 F.2d 480 (5th 
Cir.1985) which construes § 2462's "from 
the date when the claim first accrued" lan-
guage as applied to an action by the 
government to collect penalties imposed un-
der the Export Administration Act, 50 U.S. 
C.App. §§ 2401, et seq. Relying upon lan-
guage in the legislative history for the 
Export Administration Act which stated 
that the five year statute of limitation im-
posed by 28 U.S.C. § 2462 "is reckoned 
from the commission of the act giving rise 
to liability, and not from the time of imposi-
tion of the penalty," the Fifth Circuit held 
that the statute of limitations period begins 
to run from the date of the act giving rise 
to liability under the Export Administration 
Act United States v. Core Laboratories, 
Inc., 759 F.2d at 482-483. This is the only 
reported decision so construing § 2462 in 
the context of an action by the government 
to recover a civil penalty administratively 
imposed. 
The Fifth Circuit's construction of § 2462 
was expressly rejected by the First Circuit 
in United States v. Meyer, 808 F.2d 912, 
915-920 (1st Cir.1987). The First Circuit 
reasoned in Meyer that claims "first ac-
crue" when a suit may be brought to en-
force them. 808 F.2d at 914. Since no suit 
could be brought to recover a civil penalty 
under the Export Administration Act until 
the penalty had been assessed administra-
tively, the Court concluded that the five 
year limitation period established by § 2462 
did not begin to run until the penalty way 
administratively imposed. 808 F.2d at 914; 
916, 918-919. 
Here, unlike Core Laboratories, there tf 
no legislative history indicating when thtf 
statute of limitations should begin to run/ 
Consequently, this Court must construe the~ 
plain language of 28 U.S.C. § 2462. This 
Court finds the First Circuit's analysis to* 
be more compelling than that of the FiftH? 
The statute expressly states that the five* 
year statute of limitations begins to nr? 
"from the date when the claim first ac? 
crued " A claim to collect an adminis*7 
tratively imposed civil penalty cannot a<x 
crue until the penalty is administratively 
imposed. 
There is always the danger that the1 ad-' 
ministrative agency will unreasonably^ de^ 
lay taking administrative action, thereby 
defeating the purpose of a statute of limits 
tion to provide a definite time period within* 
which a permittee's rights will be deter-
mined. Here defendant has made no argu-
ment that the Secretary unreasonably de-
layed administrative proceedings to denj'S^ 
the benefit of the statute of limitations.-. 
imposed by 28 U.S.C. § 2462. Accordingly^ 
the Court concludes that plaintiff brought* 
the action within the time limits imposed by* 
that statute. 
[2] Defendant also argues that^j£ 
should not be liable for the civil penalties 
because McFo's assets were transferred toj 
another corporation before the penalties 
were assessed. Defendant Metro Energy 
Corporation was a general partner in McFp 
Company. Normally, Metro Energy, ash* 
general partner, would be liable f°^rcft 
civil penalties assessed. See, O.KC3 
§ 1775.08(A). 
However; Metro Energy maintains' tb^fi 
the assets of McFo were transferred r£§| 
Y-Coal, Inc. on April 15, 1980. AlthougM 
Metro Energy makes this assertijojfl 
through its attorney, it provides no doc33 
mentation of the claim. The uncontroygqa 
ed record establishes that Metro EnergyfljB 
a general partner of McFo. In the abseoqB 
of any evidence documenting the tensja 
nation of the partnership, there is no~jsitiS 
SHONAC CORP. v. 
Cite aj 763 F.Supp. 
of fact which would survive a motion for 
directed verdict at trial. See, Anderson v. 
Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. at 251-252, 
106 S.Ct. at 2511-2512. 
Even if the assets of McFo were distrib-
uted to Y-Coal, Inc., McFo company never 
notified OSMRE of the sale, nor was there 
any approval by the regulatory authority to 
transfer, assign, or sell the rights granted 
under any permit as required by 30 U.S.C. 
§ 1261(b). Consequently, McFo remained 
the permittee at all relevant times. Under 
these facts, defendant Metro Energy Cor-
poration, as a general partner of McFo, is 
liable for the civil penalties. 
For the reasons set out above, plaintiffs 
motion for summary judgment is GRANT-
ED. The Clerk of Court is DIRECTED to 
enter JUDGMENT for plaintiff and against 
defendant Metro Energy Corporation in the 
amount of $125,940.00. 
( O £ KEY HUMBEt SYSTEM/ 
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er state and common-law theories. Upon 
Korean export license holder's motion for 
summary judgment, the District Court, 
Graham, J., held that: (1) importer of 
athletic shoes lacked standing to assert 
claim under the Lanham Act against the 
Korean export license holder, and (2) con-
duct of Korean export license holder, 
whose role in subject transactions was 
strictly that of an export window in indirect 
sales transactions and whose participation 
was limited to the processing and prepara-
tion of standard commercial documents, 
was not actionable under section of Lan-
ham Act prohibiting false designation of 
origin; Korean export license holder did 
not "affix, apply, or annex" the trademarks 
to the shoes or their packaging and did not 
cause the goods to be shipped and there 
was no evidence that export license holder 
knew that the subject shoes were counter-
feit or otherwise sold in violation of the 
trademark owners' rights. 
Motion granted. 
SHONAC CORPORATION, Plaintiff, 
v. 
AMKO INTERNATIONAL, INC., et 
al.. Defendants, 
and 
Hyosung Corporation, et al.. New 
Party Defendants. 
No. C2-89-613. 
United States District Court, 
S.D. Ohio, E.D. 
March 21, 1991. 
An importer of discount athletic shoes, 
which were later discovered to be counter-
feit or otherwise violated trademark own-
ers' rights, brought suit against a Korean 
export license holder and other defendants 
seeking recovery under the Lanham Act, 
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Orga-
nizations Act (RICO), as well as under oth-
1. Trade Regulation <s=*544 
A plaintiff who has no interest in the 
trade name sought to be protected cannot 
have standing under section of Lanham Act 
prohibiting false designation of origin or 
any false description or representation. 
Lanham Trade-Mark Act, § 43(a), 15 U.S. 
C.(1982 Ed.) § 1125(a). 
2. Trade Regulation <s=*544 
Importer of discount athletic shoes 
lacked standing under the Lanham Act to 
assert a claim against holder of a Korean 
export license to recover losses it incurred 
as a result of royalties and license fees it 
had to pay trademark owners since the 
importer had no interest whatsoever in the 
trademarks. Lanham Trade-Mark Act, 
§ 43(a), 15 U.S.C.(1982 Ed.) § 1125(a). 
3. Trade Regulation e=»540 
Importer of discount athletic shoes 
was not in competition with holder of Kore-
an export license in any discernible way 
and therefore could not maintain claim 
against export license holder under section 
of Lanham Act prohibiting unfair competi-
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UNITED STATES of America, Plaintiff, 
v. 
Maynard GRAHAM, t/d/b/a Graham Brothers Coal Co., Defendant 
No. 87-1843. 
United States District Court, U.D. Pennsylvania. 
July 20, 1989. 
Uilliam r. Stanley, Special Asst. U.S. Atty., U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 
Office of the Sol. Pittsburgh, Pa., for plaintiff. 
Allan E. MacLeod, Corapolis, Pa., for defendant. 
OPINION AND ORDER 
SIMMONS, District Judge. 
*1 This is a suit by the United States to collect a civil penalty upon a 
Cessation Order issued pursuant to Sec. 518 of the Surface Mining Control and 
Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA or the Act), 30 U.S.C. 1268. Defendant 
contends that the action is barred by the applicable statute of limitations, 
28 U.S.C. 2462, the Cessation Order having been issued May 1, 1981 for 
failure to abate an earlier Notice of Uiolation dated January 23, 1981, more 
than five years prior to institution of this suit on September 1, 1987. 
Section 518(h) of the Act mandates the assessment of a civil penalty of not 
less than $750 for each day during which a failure or violation continues for 
which a citation has been issued under section 1271(a) of the Act. The period 
permitted for the correction of violations may be extended only by relief 
through administrative review proceedings under Section 1275 of the Act or 
judicial proceedings under 1276 of the Act which are required to be initiated 
and obtained by the operator. 
Sections 518(h) and 518(a) of the Act were held to impose a mandatory duty 
upon the Secretary to assess in cases of failure to abate resulting in a 
Cessation Order in a decision issued by United States District Court for the 
District of Columbia on September 30, 1982, Save Our Cumberland Mountains, 
Inc. v. Uatt, 550 F.Supp. 979 (D.D.C.1982). 
Section 518(c) of the Act provides that the Secretary shall inform the 
operator of the proposed amount of penalty within thirty days of the issuance 
of a notice or order charging that a violation of the Act has occurred. The 
operator, following receipt of the notice of proposed assessment has thirty 
days to either pay the proposed penalty in full or, if the person wishes to 
contest either the amount of the penalty or the fact of the violation, forward 
the proposed amount to the Secretary for placement in an escrow account. 
Failure to forward the money to the Secretary within thirty days shall result 
in a waiver of all legal rights to contest the violation or the amount of the 
penalty under the Act. 
The parties have stipulated to the administrative record in this case. 
Plaintiff's statement of the case correctly characterizes this Stipulation with 
the qualification that the notice of violation, preceeding the Cessation order, 
was issued January 23, 1981, also mandated cessation of mining, and required 
application for a permit within thirty days and the obtaining of a permit 
within ninety days (Stipulation Ex. ,,BM). As of May 1, 1981, Plaintiff 
conclusively found that Defendant had failed to perform (Stipulation Exhibit 
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"A". ) 
Plaintifffs action is barred by the applicable period of limitations. 
Uhat is perfectly clear, and as the Plaintiff's Memorandum clearly states, 
Defendant did not request any conference or hearing on the violation or 
penalty (p. 5 ) , and has neither paid the penalty nor taken any timely steps to 
contest it (p. 6 ) . 
The two cases most appropriate for comparison in this case for Statute of 
Limitations analysis are United States v. Core Laboratories, Inc., 759 F.2d 
480 (5th Cir.1985) and U.S. Department of Labor v. Old Ben Coal Co., 676 F.2d 
(7th Cir.1982), both of which are cited in Plaintiff's Memorandum. No cases 
were found specifically dealing with SMCRA. 
•2 The language of Core Laboratories is most appropriate to this case and 
is as follows: 
A limitations period that began to run only after the government concluded its 
administrative proceedings would thus amount in practice to little or none. As 
one court has explained, if the penalty does not accrue (under section 2462) 
until the United States makes an administrative determination that it is due, 
the United States has within its power to prolong the period of limitations and 
the producer of rice "would remain indefinitely under the hazard of having 
penalties imposed upon him ..." (citations omitted) 
Plaintiffs detailed memorandum setting forth the various administrative review 
procedures available to an operator charged as somehow delaying the limitations 
period for filing suit is entirely misplaced. The stipulated procedural facts 
indicate that the defendant did nothing to delay the proceedings, as plaintiff 
concedes. In Core Laboratories, the Court remanded for a determination 
whether the government's failure to file its action within the limitations 
period was caused by improper dilatory tactics by Core such that equitable 
tolling might be appropriate, and the Court appeared to require "clear and 
convincing" evidence of dilatory tactics to support equitable tolling. In the 
present case, however, the underlying proceedings were entirely under the 
government's control, and the defendant did nothing whatsoever. 
The Court in Core Laboratories, supra, was not convinced by .the reasoning 
of the Court in Old Ben, supra, upon which plaintiff relies, calling the 
decision in Old Ben an anomaly that provides no reasons for the Court in 
Core Laboratories to depart from the common understanding of Section 2462. 
The stipulations and plaintiff's Memorandum clearly establish that the 
assessments on which this action are based were assessable, required to be 
assessed, and were at least in part assessed well prior to the five year period 
for bringing suit. Stipulation 3 establishes that on May 19, 1981, plaintiff 
issued to defendant Graham Brothers Coal Company a Notice of Proposed 
Assessment of $6,750 upon the Cessation Order as of May 15, 1981, representing 
nine days x $750 per day (with a cover letter advising the basis for 
computation for ultimate potential assessment at 50 days x $750, of $22,500). 
Stipulation 4 states that on October 8, 1982, plaintiff issued a second Notice 
of Proposed Assessment in the amount of $22,500, representing thirty days x 
$750 per day. It is clear that the computation of plaintiff's penalty is a 
matter of mathematics, a ministerial act mandated by section 518(h) at $750 per 
day. It is also clearthat Section 518(c) of the Act requires the Secretary to 
inform the defendant-operator within thirty days of the issuance of a notice or 
order charging a violation of this Act. The Secretary in fact made a partial 
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assessment within the thirty day period mandated by the Act under the Cessation 
Order and the remaining assessment, seventeen months later, was entirely a 
mathematical computation which included the amounts set forth in the earlier 
assessment. 
*3 Save Our Cumberland Mountains, which found plaintiff's obligations 
under the Act mandatory under both Sections 518(a) and 518(h) was decided 
September 30, 1982, Nevertheless, plaintiff terminated the Cessation Order 
December 20, 1982, entirely of its own accord. It then vacated its termination 
March 22, 1983, on the basis of Save Our Cumberland Mountains, The only 
administrative review sought by plaintiff, which had nothing to do with the 
underlying assessments which were already final, was from that vacation. 
Administrative Law Judge Joseph McGuire upheld the vacation by Order dated July 
27, 1984 (Stipulation Exhibit "G"). 
The language of Save Our Cumberland Mountains reiterated by Administrative 
Law Judge Joseph McGuire, which cuts both ways, is that the Secretary cannot 
convert a mandatory duty into a discretionary duty by simply deferring it for a 
lengthy period of time. It was the Secretary who failed to make its full 
assessment within the thirty day period provided by the Act and defendant did 
nothing whatsoever which did or could have delayed that duty. 
This action was brought more than five years, actually, more than six years 
after the notice of violation and cessation orders in question were made. The 
assessment which plaintiff contends is a precondition to suit was not merely 
required to be made in a timely fashion, within thirty days of the violation of 
law charged, it was in fact made, at least in part, in the amount of $6,750 
May, 1981, with a cover letter advising of an accruing daily penalty of $750 
per day for thirty days (Stipulation Exhibit "C"). The amount sought by 
plaintiff is $22,500, which represents 30 days x $750 per day, a mere matter of 
mathematical computation clearly determinable within thirty days of the 
violation. 
Plaintiff's argument concerning appeal and review rights as extending its duty 
to act is misplaced since defendant took no appeal or review rights on either 
the violation or assessment and all matters at all relevant times were entirely 
within the plaintiff's exclusive control. 
An appropriate Order will be entered. 
OPINION AND ORDER 
AND NOW, this 20th day of July, 1989, after consideration of the pleadings, 
stipulations, briefs and contentions of the parties and for the reasons set 
forth in the accompanying Opinion; 
IT IS ORDERED that the Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment be and the same 
is hereby DENIED; and the Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment be and the 
same is hereby GRANTED; and that the above-capt ioned case is DISMISSED with 
pre jud ice. 
U.D.Pa.,1989. 
U.S. v. Graham 
1989 UL 248111 (td.D.Pa.) 
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must show necessity for the property taken 
did not mean that it must be indispensible 
to the proposed project. The word "neces-
sary" as used in the statute [93-9905, RCM 
1947] connoted that the particular property 
taken was reasonably requisite and proper 
for the accomplishment of the purpose for 
which it was sought under the peculiar cir-
cumstances of each case. 
Alaska has construed A.S. 09.55.270(2), 
viz., "the taking is necessary to the use," 
similar to Montana in City of Fairbanks v. 
Metro Company} The court explained: 
once the condemnor has 
presented sufficient evidence to support a 
finding that a particular taking is "rea-
sonably requisite" for the effectuation of 
the authorized public purpose for which it 
is sought, particular questions as to the 
route, location, or amount of property to 
be taken are to be left to the sound 
discretion of the condemning authority 
absent a showing by clear and convincing 
evidence that such determinations are the 
product of fraud, caprice, or arbitrariness. 
The court's analysis of the evidence clear-
ly reveals the application of the foregoing 
standard. The court observed the City had 
clearly met its initial burden of demonstrat-
ing its taking was reasonably necessary un-
der the circumstances. The court contin-
ued: 
Moreover, the evidence 
presented to the effect that the City's 
location of the sewer line on one side of 
the street as opposed to the other might 
entail higher acquisition and construction 
costs, and that a larger number of people 
were located on the other side by virtue 
of recent land development in the area, 
does not qualify as clear and convincing 
evidence that the City's determination 
was arbitrary or amounted to an abuse of 
discretion. 
8. Alaska, 540 P.2d 1056, 1058 (1975). 
9. 23 Utah 474, 484, 65 P. 735, 739 (1901). 
10. Salt Lake County v. Ramoselli, Note 5 su-
pra, is in accord with Postal Tel.Cablei. therein 
The foregoing precepts were expressed in 
Postal Tel. Cable Company of Utah v. Ore-
gon S.L.R. Company: • 
It is not a question whether 
there is other land to be had that is 
equally available, but the question is 
whether the land sought is needed for the 
construction of the public work. The ne-
cessity is shown to exist when it appears 
that it is necessary to take the land by 
condemnation proceedings in order to ef-
fectuate the purposes of the corporation. 
[Citation.] The respondent has the right 
to determine when and where its tele-
graph line shall be built. It may be said 
to be a general rule that, unless a corpo-
ration exercising the power of eminent 
domain acts in bad faith or is guilty of 
oppression, its discretion in the selection 
of land will not be interfered with. . . I # 
[4] A review of the record in the instant 
case clearly establishes plaintiff sustained 
its initial burden of proof, viz., this particu-
lar taking was reasonably requisite to ef-
fect the authorized public purpose for which 
it was sought. The defendants presented 
no proof and the trial court made no find-
ing that plaintiff's exercise of discretion in 
selecting this particular property was a 
product of bad faith, fraud, caprice, or arbi-
trariness. Plaintiff was entitled to con-
demn the property. Furthermore, since the 
property plaintiff sought to condemn was 
not already appropriated to a public use, 
subdivision 3 of § 78-34-4 was not applica-
ble. 
The issue of the potential interference of 
plaintiff's station with intervenor's cable 
system is strictly a matter of federal law 
and is within the jurisdiction of the F.C.C. 
. . Unquestionably, federal leg-
islation has pre-empted local regulation 
of radio transmission, including assign-
ment of frequencies, interference phe-
this Court affirmed the trial court's ruling that 
the attempted condemnation was clear abuse 
of discretion. 
<&*, /D/t&A * ««s»A~ 
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nomena, and the content of broadcast 
material. [Citations] . " 
A review of the complex detailed regula-
tions governing the authorizations for base 
stations [see 47 C.F.R. (1978), Subpart G—. 
Domestic Public Land Mobile Radio Service, 
§ 21.500 et seq.] clearly illustrates federal 
regulations have pre-empted control in this 
area.12 Under 47 C.F.R., § 21.500, autho-
rization for construction of plaintiff's base 
station is contingent on whether the public 
interest, convenience or necessity would be 
served by a grant of plaintiff's application. 
Intervenor will have an opportunity to set 
forth the interference issue before the 
F.C.C. If the F.C.C. undertakes to iicense 
one type of communication service and it 
appears likely the new service will degrade 
or impair the quality of existing service 
regulated by the F.C.C, the Commission is 
required under the public interest standard 
to balance the gains and losses to the public 
that will result from the changed conditions 
in both services.13 
Having determined this matter by resolu-
tion of the fundamental issue, we do not 
reach other assigned error. 
CROCKETT, C. J., and WILKINS, and 
HALL, JJ., concur. 
STEWART, J., dissents. 
UTAH LIQUOR CONTROL Utah 6 8 9 
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CELEBRITY CLUB, INC., a Utah 
Nonprofit Corporation, Plaintiff, 
UTAH LIQUOR CONTROL 
COMMISSION, Defendant 
No. 16083. 
Supreme Court of Utah. 
Oct. 22, 1979. 
Liquor license applicant filed petition 
seeking relief from order of the Liquor 
Control Commission denying application for 
license. The Supreme Court, Maughan, J., 
held that where Commission represented to 
applicant that applicant's plot plan complied 
with statute prohibiting the issuance of 
such licenses to clubs located within a radi-
us of 600 feet of any public or private 
school, and applicant, in reliance upon such 
representation, expended upwards of $200,-
000 to complete its club, Commission was 
thereafter estopped to deny the license on 
ground that applicant's facilities did not 
comply with the 600-foot requirement. 
Order accordingly. 
Crockett, C. J., and Wilkins, J., con-
curred specially and filed opinions. 
O I KEY NUMKISrSUM V S T E ^ 
1. Estoppel *=>52.15 
Elements essential to invoke doctrine 
of equitable estoppel are: an admission, 
statement, or act inconsistent with claim 
afterwards asserted; action by other party 
on faith of such admission, statement, or 
act; and injury to such other party result-
ing from allowing the first party to contra-
dict or repudiate such admission, statement, 
or act. 
11. Schroeder v. Municipal Court of Los Cerri-
tos, 73 Cal.App.3d 841, 141 Cal.Rptr. 85, 87 
(1977). 
12. See Fields v. Davis, 31 Or.App. 607. 571 P 2d 
511. 516 (1977) for the type of state regulation 
of mobile common carriers that has not been 
pre-empted by federal legislation. 
13. H. & B. Communications Corporation v. 
Federal Communications Commission, C.A. 
D C . 1969, 173 U.S.App.D.C. 413, 420 F.2d 638. 
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2. Estoppel <fc»62.2(2) 
Where Liquor Control Commission rep-
resented to liquor license applicant that ap-
plicant's plot plan complied with statute 
prohibiting the issuance of such licenses to 
clubs located within a radius of 600 feet of 
any public or private school, and applicant, 
in reliance upon such representation, ex-
pended upwards of $200,000 to complete its 
club, Commission was thereafter estopped 
to deny the license on ground that appli-
cant's facilities did not comply with the 
600-foot requirement. U.C.A.1953, 16-6-
13.5. 
Robert J. Stansfield, Salt Lake City, for 
plaintiff. 
Robert B. Hansen, Atty. Gen., John S. 
McAllister, Asst. Atty. Gen., Salt Lake City, 
for defendant. 
MAUGHAN, Justice: 
Before us is a petition of the Celebrity 
Club, Inc., seeking relief from an order of 
the Utah Liquor Control Commission. The 
appeal is made pursuant to 32-1-32,6, 
U.C.A., 1953. The Commission denied the 
Club's application for a license which would 
allow it to provide for the consumption and 
storage of liquor, and to have a state liquor 
store on its premises. 
We hold the Commission is estopped to 
deny a license to the petitioner, on the 
ground its facilities fall within the 600 foot 
proscription of 16-6-13.5. We remand for 
appropriate proceedings, pursuant to this 
opinion. All statutory references are to 
U.C.A., 1953, unless otherwise indicated. 
Petitioner, a nonprofit corporation, ap-
plied to the Commission for a license pursu-
ant to 16-6-13.1, et seq., wherein the Com-
mission is authorized "to issue a license to a 
social club, recreational, athletic, or kindred 
association which maintains or 
intends to maintain premises upon which 
liquor is or will be stored, consumed or sold 
. ." The Commission accepted and 
adopted the recommendation of Kenneth F. 
Wynn, its Director, that the application be 
denied by reason of the 600 foot restriction 
of 16-6-13.5, as amended 1977. 
These restrictive provisions in 16-6-13.5 
state: 
but no original license shall 
be issued to any social club, recreational, 
athletic or kindred association where it is 
located within a radius of 600 feet of any 
public or private school, church, library, 
public playground or park unless the com-
mission finds after full investigation, that 
the premises is located within a city of 
the third class or a town . . . . 
The Celebrity Club is located at 1037 East 
3300 South in Salt Lake City, Utah. A 
private school, the Salt Lake Junior Acade-
my is located at 3370 South 900 East; how-
ever, the property owned by the school ex-
tends in an easterly direction into the inte-
rior portions of the block. Prior to the 
construction of the necessary improvements 
required by statute and the rules and regu-
lations of the Commission, petitioner con-
tacted the compliance agents of the Com-
mission regarding application of the 600 
foot restriction to its situation. The agents 
advised petitioner the location of the state 
liquor store would have to be changed to 
comply with the statute, viz., to exceed the 
600 foot proscription. Accordingly, peti-
tioner modified its proposed location of the 
store. A subsequent physical inspection 
was made and petitioner was advised the 
new location was in compliance with the 
law, and a license could issue upon comple-
tion of numerous other conditions required 
prior to submission of an application.1 A 
survey was made which indicated the near-
est corner of the playground adjacent to the 
school building to the location of the pro-
posed state liquor store was 622 feet. 
On September 16, 1977, petitioner re-
ceived the following letter: 
Pursuant to your letter dated Septem-
ber 14, 1977, the Utah Liquor Control 
Commission reviewed the status of your 
application in relation to Section 16-6-
I. A letter in the record from Director Wynn to be submitted correctly and simultaneously be-
petitioner states that twenty four exhibits must fore the Commission will accept an application. 
CELEBRITY CLUB, INC. v. 
Che at, Utah, 
13.5, Utah Code Annotated, 1953, as 
amended (the 600 foot requirement). 
The Utah Liquor Control Commission 
reviewed the survey you submitted. Sur-
vey was accomplished by AAA Engineer-
ing and Drafting, Incorporated. Under 
the present interpretation of the statute 
by the State Attorney General's Office, 
the location of the proposed liquor store 
in your proposed private club facility sat-
isfies the 600 foot requirement. 
The plot plan you submitted completes 
one of the requirements for your applica-
tion to be considered. The Utah Liquor 
Control Commission will consider your 
application for a private locker club 
license only when all statutory and Com-
mission requirements have been met. 
Sincerely, 
Utah Liquor Control 
Commission 
Dennis R. Kellen, 
Administrator 
In reliance on the representation of the 
Commission that its plot plan complied with 
the 600 foot requirement of 16-6-13.5, as 
amended 1977, petitioner expended upwards 
of $200,000 to complete its club. On Febru-
ary 21, 1978, petitioner completed the re-
quirements to submit its formal application 
and filed it. 
In response to the request of Director 
Wynn, the Attorney General's Office issued 
an opinion on March 28, 1978, interpreting 
the 600 foot rule under 16-6-13.5 and 32 -1 -
36.15. This opinion recited the prior opin-
ion of November 15, 1976, did not consider 
16-6-13.5 and did not address itself to some 
specific questions. Although the opinion 
failed specifically to designate the matter, 
prior to the effective date of May 10, 1977, 
of the amendment to 16-6-13.5, this section 
did not specify a footage requirement. Pre-
viously the relevant provisions stated: 
except that no license shall 
be issued to any club or association which 
establishes or intends to establish such 
premises in the immediate proximity of 
any existing school, church, library, public 
playground or park. [Emphasis sup-
plied.] 
UTAH LIQUOR CONTROL Utah 691 
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The prior 1976 opinion had interpretet 
32-l-36.15(2Xa), which provided: 
No state store or package agency shal 
be located (this term was changed to "es 
tablished" by an amendment in 1977 
within a radius of 600 feet of any publi< 
or private school, church, library, publi< 
playground, or park 
The 1978 opinion stated, where a club o 
restaurant occupied the entire building, th< 
600 foot radius should be measured fron 
the outside wall of the building nearest t< 
the school, church, or park. If the club o 
restaurant were situated in a multi-us< 
building, the 600 feet is measured from th< 
wall within the building nearest to th< 
school, church or park. 
The 1978 opinion reiterated the state 
ments in the 1976 opinion concerning th< 
location of the points of measurement o 
the school. The point is located on th 
nearest wall of the building in the case of ; 
school or church without a playground. I) 
the case of a public playground or park, th< 
point is located on the boundary. In th« 
case of a school with a playground, th« 
point is located on either the wall of th» 
building or the boundary of the playground 
depending on which is closer to the wall o 
the proposed club or restaurant. If th< 
school, church, etc. is bordered by propert 
belonging to the entity, but not in use, th-
general rule limits the statutory definitioi 
(school, church, etc.) to that property an< 
buildings actually used for worship, school 
or playground purposes. 
The record indicates the school (Salt Lak 
Junior Academy) owns property adjoinin] 
the playground on its eastern boundary. J 
storage building was erected on this appar 
ently unused property in the latter part o 
1977. The residents of the area had a sur 
vey made, the point of measurement wa 
taken from the northeast corner of the a! 
legedly unused property, rather than fror 
the corner of the more distant playgrounc 
The difference in the point of measuremen 
creates a 48 foot discrepancy in petitioner' 
survey. Petitioner's opponents claimed, a) 
though the school property in dispute wa 
undeveloped, it was used for school pui 
poses. 
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Director Wynn, in a memorandum to the 
Commission, dated September 7, 1978, ob-
served, in view of the opinion of the Attor-
ney General of March 28, 1978, and the 
surveys submitted in connection with the 
application, the applicant is within 600 feet 
of a school playground; and recommended 
the application be denied. 
At a meeting before the Commission on 
September 15, 1978, representatives of the 
school stated the undeveloped land was 
used for school purposes, viz., utilized for 
ecology studies and agricultural training. 
The effect of such statements on the Com-
mission is not apparent, since the Commis-
sion specified its denial was based on the 
prior recommendation of its Director, Mr. 
Wynn. 
On appeal, the parties' dispute focuses on 
the proper interpretation of 16-6-13.5, as 
amended 1977, as to the location of the 
point from which the measurement of 600 
feet should extend and the location of the 
terminus of the licensed facility closest to 
the school. 
16-6-13.5 proscribes the issuance of an 
original license "to any social club 
where it is located within a radius of 600 
feet of any public or private school . . ." 
A "radius" is defined as a line segment 
extending from the center of a circle or 
sphere to the curve or surface.1 Thus, the 
term "radius" in its natural meaning im-
plies a circle with a center point, from 
whence the radius extends equidistantly in 
all directions. In some of those cases where 
the issue has arisen, the term "radius" has 
been interpreted in the geometrical sense, 
and the center from which it extends has 
been located in the center of the object, 
indicated as the geographical location for 
purposes of measurement. In Afead v. An-
ton9 one of the issues was the location of 
the starting point of the radius. The court 
stated: 
2. Webster's Third New International Diction-
ary. 
. . The bill of sale provides that 
respondents should not enter into compe-
tition with appellants 'within a radius of 
five hundred (500) yards of the present 
location of the Perkins Building,' while 
the assignment of the lease defines the 
distance as 'within a radius of Five Hun-
dred Yards from the existing restaurant.' 
• * » * • • 
We disregard the survey made from 
the northwest corner of the Perkins 
building, as the distance from that point 
is immaterial. The center of the circle, 
within which respondents were prohibited 
from competing with appellants, should 
be located either at the center of the 
Perkins building or, more probably, at the 
center of Anton's Coffee Shop in that 
building. . 
Cases setting forth an interpretation of 
the term "radius" as employed in contracts, 
statutes or ordinances as descriptive of an 
area, location or distance can be found in an 
annotation in 10 A.L.R.2d 605. The annota-
tion provides: 
Following the commonly accepted 
meaning of the term, the view has been 
taken that where a contract defines a 
prohibited territory as being within a ra-
dius of a certain number of miles from a 
certain place, the parties intended the 
utmost limit of the territory to be an 
equal distance from that place in every 
direction. An agreement not to practice 
dentistry within a "radius" of ten miles 
of Litchfield has been construed as ex-
cluding the practice of dentistry by the 
promisor within ten miles in every di-
rection from the center df the village of 
Litchfield, and not within ten miles from 
the extreme boundaries of the village. 
4 
The term 'within' as used in the phrase 
'within the radius' of a certain distance 
from a certain place has been construed 
as including all territory falling within 
4. Id. at p. 606. 
3. 33 Wash.2d 741. 207 P.2d 227, 234-235, 10 
A.L.R.2d 588 (1949). 
CELEBRITY CLUB, INC. v. 
Clteas,UUh, 
the measured circle. In Sachs v. Legg 
(1920) 219 Ill.App. 144, wherein an ordi-
nance provided that no junk shop should 
be licensed on any site where two-thirds 
of the buildings within a radius of three 
hundred feet of the proposed site were 
used exclusively for residence and retail 
store purposes, or used exclusively for 
residence purposes, without the written 
consent of a majority of the property 
owners, according to the frontage, within 
a radius of three hundred feet of the 
proposed site, was construed as including 
all buildings located at all points inside 
the limits of three hundred feet of the 
proposed site, including a building on the 
proposed site. The court said that a radi-
us is a straight line from the center of a 
circle or sphere to its periphery or sur-
face, and a periphery is the circumference 
of a circle, and that the word 'within' was 
used as a preposition in the sense that the 
whole territory embraced within the lim-
its of the three hundred feet should be 
included.5 
In construing 16-6-13.5 another factor to 
be considered is that prior to 1977, this 
section proscribed the establishment of li-
censed premises "in the immediate proximi-
ty of any existing school . . . ." The 
amendment, in effect, specified by measure-
ment the meaning of "immediate proximi-
ty." 
This Court has frequently set forth its 
duty to give effect, if such can be reason-
ably done, to every word, clause and sen-
tence of a legislative enactment.* Under 
this principle the phrase "within a radius of 
600 feet of any public or private school" 
would be interpreted literally and the term 
"radius" would be construed in its geome-
tric sense, viz., the radius would extend 
from the center of the school, equidistantly 
in all directions and not from the boundary 
of the land used for school purposes. It 
could be further argued, if the legislature 
so intended, it could have expressed the 
5. Id. at p. 607. 
6. Gibb v. Dorius, Utah, 533 P.2d 299, 302 
(1975); Maw v. Lee, 108 Utah 99, 107. 157 P.2d 
585 (1945). 
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proscription by stating "where it is located 
within a straight line distance of 600 feet 
from the boundary of any public or private 
school." Nevertheless, there is a corollary 
to the aforecited principle of statutory in-
terpretation: a statute is presumed not to 
be intended to produce absurd conse-
quences, and where possible it will be given 
a reasonable and sensible construction. 
This Court has the duty to construe the law 
to promote the protection of the public.7 
Included within the protected classifica-
tion of 16-6-13.5 are libraries, public play-
grounds and parks as well as schools and 
churches. Since it is reasonably probable 
that some of these facilities might occupy a 
large parcel of land devoted to their pro-
tected purposes, a 600 foot radius extending 
from the center might not reach the bound-
ary of the facility. Under such circum-
stances the intended protection of the stat-
ute would be nullified. Such an interpreta-
tion would produce absurd consequences 
and fail to protect minors, as well as violate 
the expressed legislative policy of 32-1-4, 
which recognizes the rights of citizens who 
do not wish to be involved with alcoholic 
products. Thus, the practical interpretation 
of 16-6-13.5 by the Attorney General con-
cerning the location of the point from which 
the measurement of the protected area 
should be made is consonant with the pur-
pose of the statute. 
In the present case, there was a conflict 
as to whether the undeveloped land of the 
Salt Lake Junior Academy was used for 
school purposes and, therefore, whether its 
boundary or the boundary of the play-
ground constituted the appropriate point of 
measurement. This factual dispute was not 
resolved by any specific finding of fact. 
Generally, under such circumstances, the 
matter would have to be reversed for a 
factual determination; however, in this 
case petitioner has invoked the doctrine of 
estoppel, which is an appropriate solution in 
this situation and will be discussed infra. 
7. Curtis v. Harmon Electronics, Inc., Utah, 575 
P.2d 1044, 1046 (1978). 
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Insofar as the location of nearest point of 
the licensed facility to the protected area is 
concerned, the 1978 opinion of the Attorney 
General is insufficient. A review of 16-6-
13.5 clearly indicates the authority of the 
commission is to license the "premises upon 
which liquor is or will be stored, consumed 
or sold . ." There is no statutory 
basis to extend the authority of the commis-
sion to the entire building or grounds occu-
pied by a social club, recreational, athletic, 
or kindred association. 
16-6-12.1 states the definition of premis-
es as used in this chapter shall have the 
meaning set forth in 32-1-3 of the Utah 
Liquor Control Act. Section 32-1-3, pro-
vides: 
'Premises' means any room, enclosure, 
building or structure where alcoholic bev-
erages may be lawfully manufactured, 
stored, sold, or consumed as provided in 
this act. 
The intent of the legislature to confine 
the Commission's licensing authority to the 
area where liquor is stored, consumed or 
sold is further illustrated by the language 
of 1^-6-13.6(1), wherein it is stated: 
Every application shall con-
tain a floor plan of the building indicat-
ing that part of the building where it is 
proposed to keep and store liquor or wine, 
the area provided for individual member 
lockers, the number thereof, and any oth-
er information the commission may re-
quire. No alterations may be undertaken 
in any part of the licensed premises 
where liquor is sold, stored or consumed, 
without the prior approval of the commis-
sion. 
In a determination under 16-6-13.5 as to 
whether a license facility is situated within 
the proscribed area, the appropriate point 
8. Metropolitan Park District of Tacoma v. State 
Department of Natural Resources, 85 Wash.2d 
821, 539 P.2d 854 (1975). 
9. West v. Dept. of Social and Health Services, 
21 Wash.App. 577. 586 P.2d 516, 518 (1978). 
10. Id. Also see Morgan v. Board of State 
Lands, Utah, 549 P.2d 695, 697 (1976): 
Estoppel arises when a party (de-
of location is the nearest wall where liquor 
is stored, consumed, or sold. 
Finally, petitioner contends the Commis-
sion is estopped to deny the license on the 
ground the licensed premises are within the 
600 foot proscribed area of 16-6-13.5. The 
facts of this case are extremely important 
as providing a basis for an estoppel, for the 
courts must be cautious in applying equita-
ble estoppel against the State, especially 
when the State is functioning in its govern-
mental, as opposed to its proprietary capaci-
ty.8 
Equitable estoppel may be applied 
against the State, even when it is acting 
in a governmental capacity, if necessary 
to prevent manifest injustice, and the 
exercise of governmental powers will not 
be impaired as a result. . .* 
[1] The elements essential to invoke the 
doctrine of equitable estoppel are: 
(1) an admission, statement, or act in-
consistent with the claim afterwards as-
serted, 
(2) action by the other party on the 
faith of such admission, statement, or act, 
and 
(3) injury to such other party resulting 
from allowing the first party to contra-
dict or repudiate such admission, state-
ment, or act.1* 
[2] In this case petitioner was faced 
with a new statute which contained an ap-
parent ambiguity (lG-^-13.5 as amended 
(1977)). In an effort to comply with the 
law, petitioner sought administrative guid-
ance from the Commission. Agents of the 
Commission advised as to the appropriate 
alterations to the premises, which petitioner 
followed. The Commission issued a letter 
advising petitioner that its club facility sat-
isfied the 600 foot requirement of 16-6-13.-
fendant Board) by his acts, representations, or 
admissions, or by his silence when he ought to 
speak, intentionally or through culpable negli-
gence, induces another (plaintiffs) to believe 
certain facts to exist and that such other (plain-
tiffs) acting with reasonable prudence and dili-
gence, relies and acts thereon so that he will 
suffer an injustice if the former (Land Board) is 
permitted to deny the existence of such facts." 
CELEBRITY CLUB, INC. v. 
Che as, Utah, 
5, as amended. Petitioner then expended, 
in reliance on the representation of the 
Commission, considerable funds to complete 
the club facilities, and fulfill the numerous 
requirements to complete its application. 
At this juncture the Commission is estopped 
to deny the license on the ground petition-
er's facilities do not comply with the 600 
foot requirement of 16-6-13.5. 
The case of State v. Sponburgh,11 wherein 
the court ruled the State Liquor Control 
Board was estopped to deny applicant's 
license, has particularly appropriate lan-
guage for this case: 
The doctrine of equitable estoppel is 
properly applicable in a case such as this, 
otherwise the whim of an administrative 
body could bankrupt an applicant who 
acted in good faith in reliance upon a 
solemn written commitment. 
* * * * * * 
The conduct of government should al-
ways be scrupulously just in dealing with 
its citizens; and where a public official, 
acting within his authority and with 
knowledge of the pertinent facts, has 
made a commitment and the party to 
whom it was made has acted to his detri-
ment in reliance on that commitment, the 
official should not be permitted to revoke 
that commitment. 
• • • • • • 
HALL and STEWART, JJ., concur. 
CROCKETT, Chief Justice (concurring 
with comments): 
The Court's decision impresses me as be-
ing correct and justifiable under the partic-
ular facts. But I am impelled to express 
some reservation as to the application of 
the doctrine of estoppel against the state or 
its agencies. See reasoning and citation of 
authority in Breitling Bros. v. Utah Golden 
Spikers, inc., Utah, 597 P.2d 869 (1979). 
As noted therein, those charged with the 
responsibility of handling the business of 
the state should deal with others with fair-
ness and good conscience. For that reason, 
I agree that in rare exigencies, where the 
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interests of the public are not severely and 
adversely affected, and where otherwise 
some grave injustice may result, that the 
principle of estoppel may be applied. 
To be considered in conjunction with the 
foregoing is the proposition that statutes 
should be given a sensible and practical 
application in accordance with their pur-
pose. In this instance, that purpose seems 
to be to protect school students from possi-
ble improper influences that may emanate 
from a club which serves liquor. If the 
measurement were made from the school, 
and the area actually frequented by the 
students, to the area of the petitioner's 
property involved in the sale and drinking 
of liquor, there would be no violation of the 
600-foot restriction. This is even more true 
if measured by the circuitous street travel 
necessary to get from one to the other, 
rather than taking the cross-fence crow-fly 
route. I think the position first taken by 
the Commission, that there would be no 
violation of the statute by petitioner, was 
sensible and practical; and that there 
should be involved no serious hazard to 
public welfare or morals because of a dis-
crepancy of a few feet, depending upon how 
the measurement is made. 
WILKINS, Justice (concurring with res-
ervation): 
I concur with reservation. 
I believe petitioner should prevail and 
thereby not be denied a license in this case. 
And I concur in the reasoning and authori-
ties of the majority opinion for this result 
which pertain to the Commission's being 
estopped from denying a license in this un-
usual case. 
I respectfully suggest though that other 
stated grounds in the majority opinion for 
the Court's conclusion are not necessary, 
the doctrine of estoppel being completely 
dispositive herein. 
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